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Introduction
The Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs and the Mayor’s Office of Operations are pleased to submit this
third annual report to the City Council in compliance with Local Law 30 of 2017 (LL30). The Office of the
Language Services Coordinator, based in the Mayor’s Office of Operations (Ops) and the Mayor’s Office
of Immigrant Affairs (MOIA) and led by MOIA, is tasked with coordinating City agencies to ensure
meaningful access to information and public services. Since the enactment of LL30, MOIA has supported
agencies in LL30 implementation by creating and distributing guidance and language access resources,
informing language access coordinators about best practices, and working one-on-one with agencies to
address agency-specific needs.
In compliance with LL30, MOIA is submitting this third annual report to the City Council with the
following mandated components for each agency subject to the requirements of section 23-1102 of the
NYC Administrative Code:
• the name of the individual designated as the agency’s language access coordinator, including all
titles held by such individual;
• the agency’s language access implementation plan;
• information regarding how members of the public may submit language access complaints,
questions and requests to the agency; and
• data on complaints and requests received pursuant to section 23-301 of the NYC Administrative
Code and a description of how such complaints and requests were addressed.
This report also includes:
• information regarding the outreach conducted by the Office of the Language Services
Coordinator and MOIA to assess additional service needs in other languages, pursuant to section
15(c)(3) of the NYC Charter; and
• a copy of the list of designated citywide languages (Spanish, Chinese, Russian, Bengali, Haitian
Creole, Korean, Arabic, Urdu, French, and Polish), created pursuant to section 23-1101 of the
NYC Administrative Code, as well as the data relied upon for its creation.
Overview of MOIA’s LL30 Implementation Efforts
Since LL30’s enactment in 2017, MOIA has provided oversight and guidance to support City agencies in
understanding their obligations under LL30 and advancing implementation of language access
throughout City government. MOIA has developed and disseminated guidance on the law’s
requirements and how to write a Language Access Implementation Plan, created an online portal for
agencies that centralizes helpful tools and best practices for language access, and has convened
language access coordinators every year to discuss guidance, resources and language access best
practices. Additionally, MOIA has continued to expand its provision of language services (interpretation
and translation) to other covered Mayoral offices while responding to increased demand of language
services from within MOIA. During 2019, MOIA:
•

Provided technical assistance to agencies who have licenses, permits and registrations, to advise
them on how to make those materials accessible to New Yorkers with limited English
proficiency, per LL30. In consultation with the Law Department, MOIA developed and
disseminated guidance; partnered with Ops to host a convening to explain the law’s
requirements regarding licenses, permits, and registrations, and advise on implementation; and
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also met with agencies to discuss their efforts to make licenses, permits, and registrations more
accessible.
MOIA also convened language access coordinators to train them on the effective use of
interpretation services, how to develop procedures on language access, and language services
vendor management.
MOIA expanded LL30 coordination to Mayoral offices. MOIA worked with the Law Department
to identify which Mayoral offices are covered by LL30, provided language access training to
liaisons from those offices, and provided technical assistance to offices. MOIA drafted and
posted its own Language Access Implementation Plan and also compiled one on behalf of all
mayoral offices (which was finalized and posted in early 2020).
MOIA expanded its provision of interpretation and translation and took steps to improve the
consistency and quality of translations. MOIA is a hub for language services – for MOIA-events
and materials and for other Mayoral offices. In 2019, demand for language services increased as
did requests for rapid response translation and interpretation services, complex projects such as
print and digital multilingual content, and materials for a variety of public-facing events across
the five boroughs. MOIA produced 34% more translations and 13% more interpreters at events
than in 2018 and expanded its linguistic reach to New Yorkers who speak languages of limited
diffusion, such as Quechua, Kichwa, Nahuatl, Mixteco, Wolof, Kyrgyz, Tajik, Soninke, and
Gujarati. MOIA also created its first in-house Spanish translation unit, which translated, edited,
and/or typeset over 100 source documents. MOIA also worked to improve the quality of
translation and interpretation services provided to immigrant communities by creating and
using databases and glossaries of translations that help linguists develop more accurate and
consistent translations.

Agency Language Access Accomplishments
Over the course of calendar year 2019, City agencies have continued to make progress supporting New
Yorkers with limited English proficiency as they expand their infrastructure for language access. Agencies
have strengthened their internal capacity and infrastructure to provide language services by adding new
positions, acquiring new contracts, and hiring more bilingual staff; have expanded multilingual
resources; and have provided language access trainings to staff. A non-exhaustive list of agency
language access accomplishments in 2019 appears below.
Strengthening internal capacity and infrastructure to provide language services:
•

•

311 implemented upgrades to its Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system. The CRM
upgrades include a screen prompt that is presented to our call takers identifying the preferred
language selected by 311 customers. The call taker will connect the customer with an
interpreter in their preferred language as soon as the customer is engaged.
NYC Emergency Management (NYCEM)
o Launched a language certification program for oral and written proficiency for bilingual
and multilingual staff. Employees who pass the assessment receive a Language Testing
International (LTI) Commercial Certificate with the American Council on the Teaching of
Foreign Languages (ACTFL) rating achieved. This program was launched to increase the
agency’s compliance with language access regulations.
o The Notify NYC program, NYC’s official source for information about emergency alerts
and important city services, expanded its multilingual capacity in 2019. New Yorkers
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now can subscribe to receive the alerts in 12 languages in addition to English. Notify
NYC’s website also improved its language accessibility.
o NYCEM also developed a process with its translation vendor for quick translation of
Wireless Emergency Alerts (WEAs) into Spanish.
Administration for Children’s Services (ACS)
o Transitioned its language access contract management from the Division of
Administration to the Office of Immigrant Services and Language Affairs (ISLA) in order
to centralize language access guidance and oversight in one office and increase capacity
and dedicated support for language access programs. ACS also added a new position,
ACS Language Access Contract Manager, a role dedicated to overseeing all language
access contracts.
o Completed a survey of all ACS-contracted foster care agencies to understand their
language access needs. Based on this survey, ISLA developed a strategic plan of how to
support foster care agencies strengthen their language access work.
o Created a working group dedicated to improving language access during family
conferencing.
o Designed and distributed “Language Access Desk Aids” to all public-facing divisions to
provide an easy, user-friendly guide on how to access in-person and telephonic
interpretation and when each service is appropriate.
o ACS drafted an ACS Style Guide and Glossary that will be used for translations in 2020.
Department of Social Services (DSS) contracted with a second in-person interpretation services
vendor to increase the number of fulfilled in-person interpretation appointments and ensure
that services can be provided for speakers of languages that are less common in New York City.
The Civilian Complaint Review Board (CCRB) hired additional investigators with proficiency in a
second language.
The Mayor’s Office to End Domestic and Gender-Based Violence (ENDGBV) drafted a document
creation guide for internal use that incorporates plain language tips and accessibility awareness
and included written Language Access Policy in the operations manual that is currently being
finalized for Family Justice Centers.
The Commissioner of the Department of Probation (DOP) issued an annual memo to all staff
emphasizing that the provision of language access services to LEP clients is an agency priority and
reminded staff of their major responsibilities in serving this population.

Providing language services and expanding multilingual resources:
•

1

DSS is one of the largest providers of interpretation and translation services in New York City
government. From January 1, 2019 – December 31, 2019, DSS (including the Human Resources
Administration (HRA) and the Department for Homeless Services (DHS)):
o Provided 366,288 instances of telephonic interpretation services. This is an average of
1,400 calls per business day and an increase of 16% since 2018. Telephonic
interpretation services were provided in 110 languages.
o Provided 2,967 instances of on-site interpretation services, 1 including providing
interpretation services in 11 languages for five public hearings.
o Translated 1,479 documents, including both Agency-generated documents and clientprovided documents used to establish program eligibility. As of 2019, all public- or

Spoken languages only. This number does not include sign language interpretation services.
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client-facing documents generated by HRA and all DHS manually-generated notices are
available in 12 languages. 2
The Language Access Team at the Department of Transportation (DOT) fulfilled 251 requests for
translated documents, provided in-person interpreters for 55 events and facilitated 1,183 overthe-phone interpretations. In addition to essential documents, such as the 2020 Alternate Side
Parking (ASP) Calendar and the Staten Island Ferry Schedule, Language Access facilitated
translation of Safety Education materials, project-specific informational brochures, signs and
surveys. The ASP Parking Calendar (ASP), Staten Island Ferry Schedule and all Citywide projectspecific materials were translated into the ten designated languages, plus Italian, Yiddish, and
Greek, whereas local event or project-specific materials were translated into languages relevant
to the communities where the project or event took place. In addition to the ten designated
Citywide languages, Language Access provided translations in Hindi, Punjabi, Yiddish, Italian,
Greek, Albanian, Portuguese and Tagalog. Additionally, DOT reviewed all essential documents
and License, Permit and Registration (LPR) applications in 2019. Following review for plain
language, 40 LPR applications and related documents (totaling 51 documents) were sent to its
translation contractor for translation into the ten designated citywide languages.
The Office of Administrative Trials and Hearings (OATH) translated all forms, applications and
informational brochures into two additional languages (Polish and French) in order to have
those materials available in the top 10 languages spoken citywide. OATH also created 3
additional informational “fact sheets” that address common issues that arise as a consequence
of receiving certain summonses. While not considered “essential documents” all fact sheets
were translated into the top 10 Citywide languages and are available in OATH’s Hearing Division
Help Centers and online. OATH also began development of two online e-learning modules that
can be completed to fulfill both 1-hour and 2-hour community service requirements for those
cases that are eligible for community service. The online modules (launched in September,
2020) are available in the top 10 Citywide languages.
DOP utilized telephonic interpretation 6,131 times to serve clients. The agency provided inperson interpreter services for 42 clients. For weekend and holiday court, the agency has set up
a web camera to give weekend clients access to on-demand interpretation services.
The Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC) published two videos with multilingual subtitles on
the agency’s YouTube channel (www.youtube.com/user/NYCTaxiChannel/videos) in the top 10
languages plus Hindi and Punjabi. TLC also translated public materials for its passenger safety
#PlateSafe campaign into the top 10 languages.
ENDGBV began providing conference/training participants access to interpretation options as
part of all event registrations. ENDGBV completed translation of the office’s most commonly
distributed documents after they were designed to reflect the office’s expansion (including
Intimate Partner Flyer, Stalking Brochure, Family Violence Brochure, Sexual Violence Brochure,
Human Trafficking Brochure) and translated Family Justice Center Feedback survey responses
that were received in various LL30 languages into English.
The Commission on Human Rights (CCHR) launched a free online, interactive sexual harassment
prevention training as mandated by the Stop Sexual Harassment in NYC Act. The training uses a
story-based learning model, features scenarios drawn from real cases, and highlights the ways in
which sexual harassment commonly intersects with other protected categories, including race,
immigration status, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity, and pregnancy
and lactation. The training is available in English, Spanish, French, Haitian Creole, Polish, Russian,

Twelve languages include English and 11 translations.
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Chinese, Bengali, Korean, Arabic, and Urdu and is accessible for people who are blind, deaf, or
have low-vision or low-hearing.
CCHR also worked to support immigrant-owned small businesses seeking to become certified as
Minority or Women-Owned Businesses (M/WBEs) by hosting two events that provided
information on the certification process in languages spoken by immigrant business owners and
vendors in the neighborhoods in which they operate. In January 2019, the Commission hosted a
session in Bengali in Parkchester in the Bronx. In March 2019, the Commission conducted a
second session in Mandarin in Flushing, Queens. Nearly three dozen immigrant-owned small
businesses attended.
The Department for the Aging (DFTA) opened its information and referral contact center, Aging
Connect, which has multilingual Aging Specialists and the ability to provide over the phone
interpretation in more than 240 languages through Language Line Solutions. DFTA also provided
copies of “Clients Rights” in Spanish, Chinese, Korean, Bengali, Haitian Creole, and Russian to
senior centers to be posted in prominent locations at the sites; posted videos with information
for caregivers on the agency’s website in Spanish, Chinese, Haitian Creole, Russian, Greek, and
Italian - https://www1.nyc.gov/site/dfta/caregivers/guide-for-caregivers.page; and launched an
Elder Abuse campaign, which ran in community and ethnic media outlets, on the radio, bus
shelters, Public Service Announcements, and Link NYC Kiosks. The notices were in Spanish,
Chinese, and Russian.
The Department of Sanitation (DSNY) translated over 30 new documents into over 10 languages.
Small Business Services (SBS) provided language services over 5,000 times at its in-person
service delivery locations (Workforce1 Career Centers and NYC Business Solutions Centers). In
addition, SBS delivered over 10 events with in-person interpretation services including the
Citywide Procurement Fair targeting certified MWBE firms in April 2019.
The Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) translated multiple public-facing documents
into the 10 designated languages, yielding 61 translations. DEP also identified the most widely
requested licenses, permits, and registrations (LPRs) and began developing supporting
documents in plain language, to assist the LEP population in completing the LPRs. For those LPRs
that have not been translated, every bureau has been instructed to provide interpretation
services for the LEP population. Instructions for using interpretive services have been posted on
DEP’s SharePoint site and are available to every DEP employee.

Providing language access training:
•

•
•

•

The Department of City Planning (DCP) completed the language access training of all frontline
staff, including planners in the borough offices, planners who handle the public hearings,
environmental review planners, and those who staff the Zoning Help Desk as well as members
of the DCP Volunteer Language Bank (DCP staff with language skills who have volunteered to
serve as translators/interpreters if needed). DCP has trained and continues to train new DCP
hires in language access regardless of their positions.
DFTA provided a refresher training to staff who have contact with the public on when and how
to access and use Language Line.
The Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) expanded its Language Access trainings, which
are now included as a part of regular ongoing training for its Parks Enforcement and Urban Park
Rangers units, and provided Language Access trainings for Recreation and Public Programs
senior staff.
ENDGBV provided annual Language Access training to staff in all programs within ENDGBV.
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•

ACS Office of Immigrant Services and Language Affairs completed 47 trainings on language
access and immigration issues to ACS and provider agency staff. ACS also hired a consultant to
help provide plain language trainings to public-facing divisions. The consultant conducted six
plain language trainings across ACS’s public facing divisions.
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Agency Language Access Coordinators and 311 Information
As required under Local Law 30, the below chart includes:
• the name of each agency’s language access coordinator (LAC) and other titles held by the LACs
at each of their respective agencies;
• a description of how members of the public can submit language access comments;
• the number of language access complaints and requests for additional language services
received in calendar year 2019; and
• an overview of how complaints and requests were resolved.
Members of the public can submit language access complaints and requests through 311. Complaints
may also come through other avenues for customer comments—e.g., in-person or via the agency’s
website/social media channels – as reported by the respective agencies.
• “Language access complaints” refer to instances where an individual stated that they did not
receive access to information or services because of a language barrier.
• “Requests for additional language services” involve requests beyond individual interactions,
such as a general need for interpretation at a facility or agency service or materials that should
be translated into additional languages to support language access.
NOTES: While the complaints listed below are based primarily on agency data for complaints received
through 311, a few agencies receive language access complaints through other internal channels and
those complaints are also included below. In these cases, agencies have noted the channel.
Agencies provide and manage language services to support their respective in-person, over-the-phone,
and written communications with New Yorkers. 311 is rarely engaged in these direct communications.
Agency Name: 311 (DoITT)
Language Access Coordinator: Michael Hutchinson, Finance and Contracts Director
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: 311 can
receive complaints, questions and requests pertaining to language access from the public via several of
its channels. A customer may choose to self-serve on several of these channels (311 Online, social media
and mobile) or may call 311 directly to communicate the question, complaint, or request. The link to
self-serve via 311 Online is https://portal.311.nyc.gov/submit-feedback
Number of complaints received: 2
Number of requests received: 0
How requests were handled: N/A

How complaints were handled: A
communications bulletin was shared with Call
Center personnel regarding proper procedure
pertaining to specific call types. The customer was
also contacted directly via a follow up call
regarding the incident.
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Agency Name: Administration for Children’s Services (ACS)
Language Access Coordinator: Elian Maritz, Director of Immigrant Services and Language Affairs
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests:
Members of the public can submit language access complaints, questions and requests through 311
or by reaching out to the ACS Office of Advocacy (an ACS office that is designated to hear and help
resolve complaints and concerns from the public via phone, email, and in person). Language access
questions are then routed to the relevant programmatic division and the Office of Immigrant Services
and Language Affairs, who look into the complaint and respond accordingly. In addition to these
mechanisms, ACS recently added a direct email inbox for language access complaints, questions and
requests, which is language.access@acs.nyc.gov. The email inbox information is listed on the agency
website.
Number of complaints received: 9
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled:
These complaints were resolved by assigning each
complaint to an ACS staff, who would follow up
with the individual and assist them.

How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: Civilian Complaint Review Board (CCRB)
Language Access Coordinator: Edwin Peña, Investigative Manager and & Jessica Peña, Senior
Investigative Manager
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: Members
of the public can submit language access complaints or ask any questions related to language access,
by visiting the CCRB’s website or by submitting a complaint via 311.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: Commission on Human Rights (CCHR)
Language Access Coordinator: Nicolas A. Escobar, Policy Analyst
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: In addition
to complaints, questions, or requests made through 311 or directly to our staff during the course of
Commission programming, members of the public can also email our team directly at
policy@cchr.nyc.gov. This email can be found on our website in the same section as our Language
Access Plan.
Number of complaints received: 1
Number of requests received: 0
How requests were handled: N/A

How complaints were handled: The Commission

worked with internal staff and updated the
Infoline message to be available in English,
Spanish, Russian, and Chinese (Mandarin).
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Agency Name: Department for the Aging (DFTA)
Language Access Coordinator: Sandy March, Senior Analyst, Planning, Research, Evaluation &
Training
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: The public
can submit a language access complaint by contacting NYC311 or via DFTA’s website.
Number of received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: Department of Buildings (DOB)
Language Access Coordinator: Lisa Lewis, Director of Customer Service
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: Limited
English Proficient customers may submit feedback by using the Customer Service feedback form on the
website or contacting the Director of Customer Service (the Language Access Coordinator).
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: Department of City Planning (DCP)
Language Access Coordinator: Dominick Answini, Associate Counsel
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: Members
of the public can submit complaints or requests by calling 311 or by contacting the DCP central office
or each of the borough offices by phone (contact phone numbers on the last page of the Language
Access Plan) or by contacting Dominick Answini at (212) 720-3676, DAnswin@planning.nyc.gov.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: Department of Citywide Administrative Services (DCAS)
Language Access Coordinator: Latesha M. Parks, Director, Agency Support Services, Voting
Coordinator, and Language Access Coordinator
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: Contact
information for the language access coordinator is listed on DCAS.nyc.gov, the agency’s public site.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: Department of Consumer and Worker Protection (DCWP)
Language Access Coordinator: Jade Acosta, Communications Assistant
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: Members
of the public may submit language access complaints, questions, and requests to DCWP (formerly DCA)
by calling 311 or emailing languageaccess@dca.nyc.gov, which will connect them to the Language
Access Coordinator.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A
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Agency Name: Department of Correction (DOC)
Language Access Coordinator: Diane Murray Ward, Contract Manager
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests:
The Office of Constituent and Grievance Services (OCGS) is accessible to the public through the DOC
website, which can be translated into 103 languages. OCGS can be contacted via email and phone.
Number of complaints received: 3
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: Of the 3
complaints, two were resolved and one was
How requests were handled: N/A
unfounded
Agency Name: Department of Design and Construction (DDC)
Language Access Coordinator: Craig Greene, Agency Equal Employment Opportunity Director
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: Complaints
may be submitted through 311. In addition, the public can also submit language access requests
through the agency website, via e-mail.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
Language Access Coordinator: Sara Pecker, Director - Special Projects & Initiatives, and Eileen Alter,
Deputy Director - Special Projects & Initiatives
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: The public
can submit language access complaints to the agency by contacting 311, submitting correspondence,
or through social media, as well as at outreach events.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: Department of Finance (DOF)
Language Access Coordinator: Jacqueline Gold, Assistant Commissioner, External Affairs
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: All public
facing areas have signs that inform the public how to file complaints, ask questions, or make requests.
If the manager of the specific area cannot provide the requested assistance, customers are
encouraged to contact 311. These complaints and concerns are then forwarded to the language
access liaison for response and correction.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A
(Had there been any, they would have been
referred to the Language Access Liaison for
resolution.)

How requests were handled: N/A
(Had there been any, they would have been
referred to the Language Access Liaison for
resolution.)
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Agency Name: Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DOHMH)
Language Access Coordinator: Luis Valle, Language Access Manager
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests:
The public can submit a complaint by calling 311 or submitting an “Email the Commissioner” webform
via the “Contact the Health Department” webpage.
Number of complaints received: 1
Number of requests received: 1
How complaints were handled: The agency aims
to answer all requests and complaints within 14
calendar days in the appropriate language.

How requests were handled: The agency aims to
answer all requests and complaints within 14
calendar days in the appropriate language.

Agency Name: Department of Housing Preservation and Development (HPD)
Language Access Coordinator: Robert Turbiak, Director of Operations, Human Resources
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: Language
access complaints from NYC 311 will be routed through the Executive Deputy Commissioner’s office
to the appropriate program area for response. The Language Access Coordinator will track, monitor
and respond to language access complaints whether through 311 or internally, for the Agency. The
Language Access Coordinator will also be responsible for including information on complaints as part
of the annual agency reporting.
Number of complaints received: 4
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: The complaints
were routed to the appropriate HPD Office to
handle. In all complaints the clients were able to
get assistance through the agency’s telephonic
interpretation service. The first complaint was
routed to our Division of Asset Management who
handles the NYC Housing Connect department,
and the client was able to get assistance through
the agency’s telephonic interpretation service.
The second and third complaints were routed to
our CODE Enforcement Unit. The clerical support
team in the CODE Enforcement Unit assigned the
complaint to an inspector appropriately. The
inspector followed up with the tenant using
telephonic interpretation to address the tenant’s
needs. The last complaint was routed to our
Section 8 team, which was then assigned to a case
manager to reach out using telephonic
interpretation vendor as well.
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How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR)
Language Access Coordinator: Karina Smith, Chief of Staff, Community Outreach & Partnership
Development
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests:
The public can contact the Central Communications office, or the office of Community Outreach and
Partnership Development to request translation services. This information can be found on the
agency website.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: Department of Probation (DOP)
Language Access Coordinator: Phyllis R. DeLisio, Assistant to Commissioner Bermudez, Diversity and
EEO Officer/Disability Rights Manager, Disability Service Facilitator, Fleet and Facilities Administrator
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: All events
that are open to the public are advertised with the telephone number of the agency’s LAC. DOP’s
website includes information on how to file a complaint through 311.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: Department of Records (DORIS)
Language Access Coordinator: Gerald Rosero, Special Assistant to the Commissioner
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: Members
of the public may submit complaints, questions or requests either by calling 311 or by submitting a
request to department staff.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: Department of Sanitation (DSNY)
Language Access Coordinator: Debra Barreto, Deputy Director, Bureau of Community Affairs DSNY
Liaison to the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs and Agency Language Access Coordinator
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: DSNY
continues to experience that the NYC Customer Service Center (311) handles the vast majority of
inquiries/complaints requiring interpretation. Language access complaints are typically addressed
through 311. On those rare occasions when LEP clients submit service requests by contacting 311,
Community Affairs staff triages the request and contacts the appropriate division for investigation.
The agency provides a prompt response (typically under the 14-day Citywide Customer Service
Standard to the LEP community.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A
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Agency Name: Department of Social Services (DSS) – Department of Homeless Services (DHS) and
Human Resources Administration (HRA)
*Note: DHS and HRA operate under DSS. Language access across both units is handled jointly by the
Office of Refugee and Immigrant Affairs (ORIA).
Language Access Coordinator: Marah Rhoades, Deputy Commissioner, Office of Advocacy and
Outreach
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: Members of
the public can submit language access complaints, questions or requests in any of the following ways:
• Call 311
• Call Infoline at 718-577-1399
• Call the DHS Ombudsman Unit at 1-800-994-6494
• Speak to the Director at any walk-in sites or residential locations
• Click on “contact us” at nyc.gov/hra or nyc.gov/dhs
Email the Office of Refugee and Immigrant Affairs (ORIA) at oria@dss.nyc.gov
Number of complaints received: 17 via 311; 55
Number of requests received: 0
through other DSS channels
How requests were handled: N/A
How complaints were handled: All complaints or
comments regarding DSS/HRA/DHS received by
311 are channeled to the DSS Office of
Constituent Services. Issues are summarized by
agents and then sent as emails that are uploaded
directly into the Internet Quorum (IQ) program.
Any complaints that include a language
component are forwarded to ORIA, or to ORIA
and a specific program area for resolution. If a
complaint is solely limited to language services
concerns, ORIA will work with the program
involved to ensure that all staff are reminded of
their language access duties and address any
systematic language access concerns. If
substantive case issues are involved as well, ORIA
will work with the appropriate program to ensure
that both substantive case issues as well as
language access concerns are addressed.
Agency Name: Department of Transportation (DOT)
Language Access Coordinator: Deborah Siegel Baker, Administrative Staff Analyst
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: Members
of the public can submit a complaint, concern or question by submitting a webform to the “Contact
the Commissioner” page on the DOT website, by contacting NYC311 online, or by calling 311.
Webforms that are submitted to the Contact the Commissioner page are processed through DOT’s
Agency Response Tracking System (ARTS).
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A
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Agency Name: Department of Veterans’ Services (DVS)
Language Access Coordinator: Allen Houston, Press Secretary Allen Houston, Press Secretary
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: Via 311,
the “Contact Us” page on the agency’s website, email: info@veterans.nyc.gov, the agency’s main
phone line, or directly to an outreach coordinator in the field.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: Department of Youth and Community Development (DYCD)
Language Access Coordinator: Andrew Miller, Senior Advocate for Community Resources
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: Members
of the public can call 311, Youth Connect, or contact the commissioner
www1.nyc.gov/site/dycd/about/contact/email-the-commissioner.page
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: Emergency Management (NYCEM)
Language Access Coordinator: Iskra Killgore, Director, Community Engagement and Language Access
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests:
Language access complaints can be filed by emailing languageaccess@oem.nyc.gov or calling 311.
Complaints are monitored by NYC Emergency Management’s language access cabinet and as with any
other correspondence, members of NYC Emergency Management’s language access cabinet respond
to complaints within 14 calendar days of receipt.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: Fire Department (FDNY)
Language Access Coordinator: Steve Ertrachter, Executive Director of Licensing
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: A language
access complaint can be made by calling 311 and submitting an official request or complaint.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: Landmarks Preservation Commission (LPC)
Language Access Coordinator: Zodet Negron, Director of Communications
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: They can
email the agency or call. LPC has a dedicated email for language access and the public information line
would handle any telephone complaints. This information is on the agency’s website.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A
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Agency Name: Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs (MOIA)
Language Access Coordinator: Kenneth Lo, Deputy Director, Language Access
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests:
Members of the public can contact MOIA through multiple channels to make a complaint or request
additional language services. MOIA has bilingual staff and telephonic interpretation to support direct
contact. This work is coordinated by MOIA’s Constituent Services Team.
•
•
•
•

By mail: 253 Broadway, 14th FL, New York, NY 10007
Email: askmoia@cityhall.nyc.gov
Website contact page: https://www1.nyc.gov/site/immigrants/contact/contact.page
Telephone (with interpretation available): (212) 788-7654

Any member of the public can also call 311 to make a complaint about language access at MOIA. 311
forwards a record of the complaint to MOIA’s Constituent Services team, which will respond to the
individual and determine a course of action. The Language Access Coordinator receives a copy of all
311 Language Access Complaints and tracks the complaints.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: Mayor’s Office to End Domestic and Gender-Based Violence (ENDGBV)
Language Access Coordinator: Sara Gonzalez, Policy Advisor
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: Members
of the public can submit language access complaints, questions and requests through the agency
using the language access email address (LanguageAccess@endgbv.nyc.gov), through 311, or by
speaking with a member of the ENDGBV Administrative team at each Family Justice Center.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: New York City Law Department (Law)
Language Access Coordinator: Sosimo Fabian, Chief Diversity & EEO Officer; Chief, Special Litigation
Unit
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: Members
of the public may contact Sosimo Fabian, the agency’s Language Access Coordinator at (212) 3563195 with any language access complaints, questions, or requests.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A
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Agency Name: New York City Police Department (NYPD)
Language Access Coordinator: Deputy Chief John G. Cappelmann
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests:
Public complaints regarding language access are received through 911, 311, the Civilian Complaint
Review Board (CCRB), or directly to the NYPD Internal Affairs Bureau.
Number of complaints received: 42 (incl. four via Number of requests received: 0
311)
How requests were handled: N/A
How complaints were handled: They were
handled by the Internal Affairs Bureau, who
maintains responsibility for intake and follow-up
of the complaints.
Allegation: Fail to Provide Adequate
Interpretation/Translation Services to Persons
with Limited English Proficiency
Outcomes
Unsubstantiated: 20 (incl. all four through 311)
Unfounded: 9
Exonerated: 12
Substantiated: 1
[NYPD notes that it is not able to provide further
information, as data from personnel files cannot
be disclosed.]
Agency Name: Office of Administrative Trials and Hearings (OATH)
Language Access Coordinator: Marisa Senigo, Assistant Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner for
Public Affairs and Communications
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: As outlined
on OATH’s webpage on language access: “If you have questions or concerns related to translation or
interpretation services that are provided by OATH you can contact the Language Access Coordinator
by submitting this contact form and choosing ‘Language Access Inquiry/Complaint’ on the Message
Topic dropdown menu” See https://www1.nyc.gov/site/oath/about/language-access-plan.page
Number of complaints received: 1
Number of requests received: 0
How requests were handled: N/A

How complaints were handled: It is OATH policy
to use a professional, third party translator or
interpreter at its hearings and trials. This ensures
that the translation is accurate and that
translation will not be a basis for future appeals
should it be found that the translation was the
source of confusion or a respondent’s inability to
understand the proceedings and their own ability
to properly defend themselves. OATH responded
to this complaint in writing, after having our
written response translated by our document
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translation vendor so that we could respond to
the complainant in their preferred language of
Spanish.
Agency Name: Office of Chief Medical Examiner (OCME)
Language Access Coordinator: Florence Hutner, General Counsel
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: Members
of the public can submit complaints or requests for language access services from OCME by calling
311. OCME receives email notification of any filed 311 complaints or requests from the Mayor’s
Office. This 311 email inbox is monitored by OCME’s Director of Public Affairs. If a complaint or
request for language access services was filed through 311, the Director of Public Affairs would notify
OCME’s Language Access Coordinator. The complaint or request would then be handled accordingly.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: Small Business Services (SBS)
Language Access Coordinator: Michael Silver, Senior Policy Advisor
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: Public can
submit complaints via 311 and other inquiries through its website via “contact us” portal.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A

Agency Name: Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC)
Language Access Coordinator: Wendy Marte Pilar, Language Access Coordinator & Policy Analyst
How members of the public can submit language access complaints/questions/requests: Members
of the public can submit language access complaints, questions, and requests to the agency via 311 or
write to the Language Access Coordinator at tlcexternalaffairs@tlc.nyc.gov. Additionally, members of
the Language Access Cabinet notify the Language Access Coordinator if their corresponding units
receive Language Access Complaints.
Number of complaints received: 0
Number of requests received: 0
How complaints were handled: N/A

How requests were handled: N/A
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Outreach Efforts
LL30 requires that the Office of the Language Services Coordinator (OLSC), in consultation with MOIA,
perform outreach in neighborhoods with a significant number of residents who do not speak LL30’s ten
designated Citywide languages in order to understand the needs of these language groups. This section
describes MOIA’s efforts to engage with immigrant communities across New York – and, as the lead for
the OLSC, to disseminate critical information and to better understand community needs related to
language access for City services.
Outreach to immigrant communities, including newly arrived and hard-to-reach communities, has been
a critical focus of MOIA’s work throughout the de Blasio Administration. Working closely with
community partners and City agencies, MOIA’s outreach and community services teams use multiple
channels to provide information to the public about City services, policies that impact immigrants in
New York, and other resources. While MOIA's Outreach and Organizing team conducts outreach and
education to speakers of Spanish, Chinese, Bengali, Arabic, Haitian Creole, and other LL30 languages,
staff also regularly work with communities who speak non-LL30 languages. Staff consistently observe a
greater need for language access services and connections to City services among communities with
higher numbers of recently arrived immigrants. This is especially true amongst numerically smaller
communities and with communities directly impacted by federal immigration policies, such as
Temporary Protected Status (TPS) and ICE enforcement. Acute needs for immigration legal services,
housing support, workers' rights presentations, and language access are more frequently identified for
speakers of Nepali, Punjabi, Tibetan, Garifuna, Quechua, Kichwa, and by other communities with more
recent immigrants. As needs are flagged, individuals are supported by the Outreach and Organizing
team or are referred to the Community Services team. With the goal of building power in immigrant
communities, the Outreach team frequently works with communities who speak non-LL30 languages to
organize in-person and virtual town halls and other events that mobilize City Commissioners and other
City officials as speakers, providing an opportunity for these communities to engage directly with the
City. For many of these communities, these town halls are often the first time their language has been
seen or heard at a City government event.
In 2019, Outreach staff implemented over 1,100 unique engagements across the City to empower
immigrant communities impacted by federal policies, share resources with New Yorkers in their native
languages, and learn about and be responsive to community needs. These engagements included more
than 130 community canvasses and 180 presentations and workshops held onsite at organizations,
libraries, houses of worship, and in schools citywide. MOIA also organized or presented information at
over 100 coalition meetings with citywide partners as part of our effort to deepen engagement and
expand access to city representatives. Much of the outreach includes engagement with residents with
Limited English Proficiency (LEP) who do not speak one of the ten designated Citywide languages. Below
are examples of outreach conducted in 2019 to communities that do not speak the LL30 languages.
•

Outreach to South and Central American communities
o In March 2019, New York City’s first Peruvian Town Hall brought more than 1,000
Spanish- and Quechua-speaking Peruvian New Yorkers together with representatives
from MOIA, CCHR, SBS, DCWP, and other agencies for a forum on ways the City could
better serve and support the community.
o In September 2019, MOIA facilitated a coalition of community partners to organize New
York City’s first Andean Summit, which brought together more than 1,300 attendees for
Andean ancestry cultural events and a resource fair in Quechua, Kichwa, and Spanish.
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o

o

o

During this event, attendees raised questions about expanding the availability of City
services in Quechua.
In September 2019, MOIA hosted its second Garifuna Town Hall, serving more than 300
participants in the South Bronx, home to one of the largest Garifuna-speaking
populations in the world.
In December 2019, MOIA held two roundtable meetings with Quechua speakers and the
Consul General of Peru and discussed translating IDNYC materials into Quechua by 2020
(these materials were released in Quechua in 2020).
In December 2019, MOIA, in partnership with DWCP and CUNY, hosted a Worker's
Rights roundtable with indigenous language advocates and organizations to launch a
series of video resources for immigrant workers in Garifuna, K’iche, Kichwa, Mixteco,
and Nahuatl.

●

Outreach to African immigrant communities
○ On May 11, 2019, MOIA tabled with IDNYC at the Muslim Women’s Institute for
Research & Development’s Spring into Health event, providing IDNYC information to
West African immigrants.
○ On June 22, 2019, MOIA served on a panel during the Bronx Cluster Migrant Health
Event hosted by the National Black Leadership Commission on AIDS and Christ Apostolic
Church. This event was geared towards and attended mostly by African immigrants.
○ In August 2019, MOIA worked with the Darfur People's Association of NY and Brooklyn
Coalition for Darfur & Marginalized Sudan to expand the agency’s presence at local
community events.
○ In August 2019, MOIA delivered two IDNYC presentations at Harlem Y English-learning
classes serving primarily African immigrant residents.
○ On September 12, 2019, MOIA co-organized alongside CCHR an African Diaspora Town
Hall with interpretation in French.
○ On September 18, 2019, MOIA tabled at the African Heritage Celebration at Hostos
Community College with multilingual materials.
○ On October 5, 2019, MOIA tabled with multilingual materials at the Muslim Women’s
Institute Day of Dignity event attend by African immigrants in Bronx.
○ On November 15, 2019, the Outreach and Organizing team made an announcement on
public charge at Al-Wadud Mosque (attended by Muslims from African Diaspora) in
Manhattan.

●

Outreach to Punjabi and Hindi speaking communities
○ In January of 2019, MOIA, along with the ThriveNYC team, conducted multiple outreach
events in Punjabi at the Sikh Cultural Center.
○ In February of 2019, MOIA conducted Punjabi and Hindi outreach at Shri Guru Ravidas
Sabha of New York in Woodside, Queens with regards to immigrant services and IDNYC
for the 642nd Birthday Celebration of Shri Guru Ravidas.
○ In April of 2019, MOIA celebrated Vaisakhi with the greater Punjabi community of New
York in partnership with multiple community-based organizations and city agencies. The
primary language spoken and the outreach materials used were in Punjabi.
○ In May 2019, MOIA conducted day laborer outreach to Punjabi speaking New Yorkers in
Richmond Hill, Queens.
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○

In August of 2019, MOIA conducted a Public Charge Day of Action in Jackson Heights.
Two of the primary languages spoken there were Punjabi and Hindi along with Bangla,
Spanish, Chinese, and English.

●

Outreach to Tibetan and Nepali speaking communities
○ In September of 2019, MOIA conducted outreach at the Annual Momo Crawl in Jackson
Heights Diversity Plaza. The outreach materials were in Tibetan and Nepali.
○ Between October 2019 and December 2019, MOIA presented on IDNYC in Tibetan
language to the NY Tibetan Service Center and the NY Tibetan Community of NY and NJ.
Staff also passed out IDNYC renewal materials in Tibetan during canvasses and at
multiple events.

●

Outreach to additional communities
○ In April and June of 2019, MOIA conducted outreach at the Indonesian Food Bazaar in
St. James Episcopal Church in Elmhurst. The outreach materials used for this event were
in Indonesian.
○ In July of 2019, MOIA conducted outreach at the Wat Buddha Thai Thavorn Vanaram
temple in Elmhurst. The outreach materials used for this event were in Thai.
○ On October 25, 2019 MOIA developed and promoted IDNYC renewal material in over
twenty languages including Farsi, Nepali, Tibetan, Russian, Georgian, Azerbaijani,
Nahuatl, Japanese, Tajik, Turkish, Urdu, Punjabi, Polish, Korean, Pashto, Greek, Haitian
Creole, Gujarati, Albanian, and Garifuna.
○ On December 1, 2019, MOIA began a production of a series of informational videos in
Mixteco, Thai, Yiddish, Uzbek, Kichwa, K’iche, Arabic, Wolof, Tagalog, Punjabi, Nepali,
Mande, Indonesian, Garifuna, and Fulani to promote IDNYC renewal.
○ On December 19, 2019, MOIA attended and presented at the Eurasia Cultural Center
Inaugural 2019 gathering following a stakeholder meeting centering on the needs of
Uzbek, Tajik, Turkemn, Kazakh, and Kyrgyz New Yorkers.

Know Your Rights (KYR) forums are also a crucial part of MOIA’s work to ensure that all immigrant New
Yorkers, regardless of immigration status, understand their rights and protections under the law, and
are empowered to fully participate in civic life, despite the ever-changing federal landscape. Through the
various types of MOIA-led and funded KYR forums, MOIA is able to provide New Yorkers with accurate
information about their rights in the languages New Yorkers speak, and strengthen our work to
effectively address the concerns of immigrant New Yorkers as they navigate confusing and timesensitive changes to federal immigration policy. In 2019, MOIA held 1,060 Know Your Rights forums
engaging 23, 764 New Yorkers. Those KYR events were conducted in 15 languages, and in a variety of
communities across the year. Beyond the City’s top 10 designated languages, forums were conducted in
Burmese, Mandingo, Tagalog, and Tibetan.
In the coming year, MOIA will continue to work with community leaders and community-based
organizations that serve immigrants who speak languages beyond the ten LL30 languages to provide
updates, connect communities to services and resources, assess needs, and follow-up with agencies as
needed.
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List of designated citywide languages & data source
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22

23

24

25

Data source used to determine the designated citywide languages
Citywide Count of Parents by Preferred Written/Spoken Language
Parents of Students in Districts 1-32 and 75*

Language
(AMERICAN) SIGN LANGUAGE
ACHOLI
ADANGME
AFRIKAANS
AKAN
ALBANIAN
AMHARIC (AKA ETHIOPIAN)
AMOY (A.K.A.FUKIENESE)
ARABIC
ARAUCANIAN
ARAWAK
ARMENIAN
ASSAMESE
AYMARA
AZERBAIJANI (AKA AZERI)
BALANTE
BALINESE
BALUCHI
BAMBARA
BASQUE
BASSA
BELORUSSIAN
BEMBA
BENGALI (BANGLA IN BANGLADESH)
BHILI
BIHARI
BRAHUI

2016-17
2015-16
2014-15
2013-14
2012-13
2011-12
Written Spoken Written Spoken Written Spoken Written Spoken Written Spoken Written Spoken
122
354
143
394
156
422
182
463
204
479
209
451
NULL
3
NULL
5
1
4
1
4
1
3
1
2
9
27
9
22
8
14
7
13
7
10
7
12
259
278
297
313
332
349
369
383
402
414
431
448
26
32
32
40
44
52
58
61
55
59
57
58
2836
2976
2990
3139
3180
3324
3361
3518
3619
3774
3856
4012
45
47
42
47
48
48
49
49
48
46
45
46
NULL
482
NULL
599
NULL
716
NULL
828
NULL
868
NULL
949
17465 17658 15999 16187 14496 14706 13909 14100 13486 13625 12839 12985
26
62
27
61
25
55
31
57
34
44
34
38
2
2
1
1
2
2
4
3
3
2
3
2
129
133
130
132
136
140
133
137
170
175
193
196
2
7
2
6
2
6
3
6
4
7
4
7
1
1
1
NULL
1
NULL
2
NULL
3
NULL
3
NULL
27
30
22
23
18
18
16
16
15
16
12
13
36
40
38
42
40
43
40
43
44
47
48
50
2
2
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
8
9
8
9
7
8
5
6
2
3
4
3
142
157
155
170
148
160
155
169
161
168
147
160
NULL
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
1
NULL
1
1
46
49
51
54
44
47
55
57
47
48
57
57
10
7
10
7
10
7
11
9
12
9
12
9
25608 26909 25653 26889 25091 26291 24837 25981 24107 25148 23140 24027
9
15
10
16
10
16
11
18
12
17
11
15
23
23
29
29
35
35
34
34
33
33
33
35
3
6
4
7
2
5
2
5
2
5
1
3
26

BRETON
BULGARIAN
BURMESE
BUSHMAN
CANTONESE
CATALAN
CEBUANO
CHAM
CHECHEN
CHINESE ,ANY
CHUUKESE (TRUKESE)
CROATIAN
CZECH
DAGOMBA
DANISH
DARI/FARSI/PERSIAN
DUTCH
DZONGKHA
ENGLISH
ESTONIAN
EWE
FANTI (AKA FANTE)
FINNISH
FLEMISH
FON
FRENCH
FULANI
GA
GALICIAN
GALLA
GARIFUNA
GEORGIAN
GERMAN
GREBO
GREEK

2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
72
76
74
76
84
87
82
86
197
205
214
222
219
228
226
236
6
9
6
8
6
9
5
9
NULL
7061
NULL
7811
NULL
8505
NULL
9187
5
6
8
9
8
9
10
10
26
21
21
17
21
16
14
15
49
83
58
115
65
125
75
140
9
5
9
4
8
3
7
2
94992 66377 94870 65580 93503 64473 92808 63830
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
106
112
114
120
131
136
145
148
20
22
18
20
23
25
27
31
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
21
22
21
21
12
12
10
10
271
295
287
309
326
345
364
377
55
60
59
63
71
76
69
74
10
10
11
12
8
8
5
5
1E+06 992034 1053455 1E+06 1085859 1E+06 1109813 1E+06
85
62
93
63
98
71
109
86
44
53
40
49
36
45
41
49
10
13
9
12
11
13
18
19
8
10
7
9
9
11
11
14
4
5
4
5
4
5
5
6
6
8
6
8
7
9
6
9
4023
3974
4189
4148
4314
4235
4384
4287
848
986
915
1073
959
1125
994
1175
29
32
31
35
32
35
30
29
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
1
NULL
2
NULL
3
NULL
2
1
3
1
2
1
2
2
3
327
337
279
287
241
249
227
232
130
139
124
133
146
155
141
155
2
2
2
2
2
4
2
4
331
357
357
389
384
405
408
429
27

1
84
229
3
NULL
10
16
77
5
91426
1
155
33
2
8
388
77
4
1E+06
104
38
19
6
5
5
4347
1007
34
NULL
NULL
2
235
129
NULL
394

1
2
1
87
105
109
240
258
273
7
5
10
9729
NULL
10743
10
10
10
18
16
18
138
101
162
2
5
2
62974 89175 60993
1
1
1
158
155
161
37
35
39
2
2
2
8
7
7
404
425
448
82
75
78
4
4
4
1E+06 1167573 1E+06
94
113
106
48
38
48
24
22
29
9
5
10
6
6
7
8
5
6
4264
4360
4292
1178
982
1121
34
30
32
NULL
NULL
1
1
NULL
1
2
1
1
238
229
236
139
125
139
2
NULL
2
414
417
447

GUARANI
GUJARATI
GURMA
HAITIAN CREOLE
HAUSA
HEBREW
HINDI
HMONG
HOTTENTOT
HUNGARIAN
IBO
ICELANDIC
ILOCANO
INDONESIAN (AKA BAHASA)
IRISH (GAELIC)
ITALIAN
JAMAICAN-CREOLE
JAPANESE
JONKHA
KABRE
KACHI
KAFIRI
KAMBA
KANARESE (A.K.A. KANNADA)
KANNADA
KANURI
KAREN
KASHMIRI
KAZAKH
KHMER (AKA CAMBOGE)
KHOWAN
KIKUYU
KONGO
KOREAN
KPELLE

16
357
5
5710
142
283
943
1
1
123
24
3
NULL
268
NULL
540
27
560
NULL
NULL
2
NULL
NULL
2
2
5
6
2
4
41
1
NULL
11
5046
2

17
380
4
6251
157
301
1002
NULL
1
128
28
3
NULL
268
1
575
31
589
3
NULL
2
NULL
NULL
4
2
5
7
2
4
40
1
NULL
10
5190
3

18
382
5
5803
144
299
993
1
1
125
30
1
NULL
299
1
513
27
604
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
4
2
2
6
6
3
5
45
1
1
11
5592
2

18
403
4
6371
162
321
1057
NULL
1
130
32
1
NULL
306
2
540
31
641
3
NULL
NULL
NULL
4
4
2
4
8
3
5
44
1
1
10
5739
3
28

20
408
5
6150
138
334
1014
1
1
131
27
1
NULL
314
1
461
28
593
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
5
2
3
7
4
2
2
52
1
1
11
6095
2

20
421
3
6695
157
348
1079
NULL
1
133
30
2
NULL
325
2
482
36
627
3
NULL
NULL
NULL
5
4
3
5
6
2
2
48
1
1
10
6223
2

29
423
4
6546
131
357
1061
1
1
129
34
1
NULL
344
1
410
31
584
1
NULL
NULL
NULL
5
2
3
8
4
1
1
66
1
1
10
6661
2

27
435
2
7065
148
376
1133
NULL
1
131
39
2
NULL
353
2
445
40
610
3
NULL
NULL
NULL
5
4
3
7
6
1
1
60
1
1
10
6781
2

31
456
6
6704
115
361
1114
1
3
122
34
7
NULL
360
2
387
32
561
1
NULL
1
NULL
5
5
2
12
13
1
2
84
NULL
1
10
7120
2

31
467
5
7192
130
380
1182
NULL
2
125
39
8
NULL
373
5
428
39
591
4
NULL
1
NULL
5
7
2
11
15
1
2
78
NULL
1
10
7285
2

35
507
7
6827
114
411
1222
NULL
3
106
44
7
NULL
403
3
430
34
529
2
NULL
2
NULL
4
5
2
10
18
1
4
90
NULL
1
10
7735
2

35
528
6
7282
130
459
1290
NULL
2
109
49
7
NULL
418
5
473
41
556
4
NULL
2
NULL
4
7
2
9
21
1
4
84
NULL
1
10
7980
2

KRU
KURDISH
LAO
LATVIAN
LINGALA
LITHUANIAN
LOMA
LUBA
LUGANDA
LUNYANKOLE
LUO
MACEDONIAN
MALAGASY
MALAY
MALAYALAM
MALINKE
MALTESE
MANDARIN
MANDINKA (AKA MANDINGO)
MARATHI
MENDE
MOHAWK
MOLDAVIAN
MONGOLIAN
MOSSI (AKA MORE)
NAHUATL
NDEBELE
NEPALI
NORWEGIAN
NYANJA (A.K.A CHINYANJA)
ONEIDA
ORIYA
OSSETIAN
PAPIAMENTO
PASHTO (A.K.A. PUSHTO)

NULL
NULL
7
5
1
20
NULL
1
2
NULL
NULL
80
12
15
145
34
6
NULL
488
10
1
1
48
7
76
241
10
886
2
5
63
NULL
NULL
6
434

1
2
7
6
1
20
NULL
1
1
NULL
NULL
102
12
16
167
33
7
22172
516
11
2
NULL
69
9
121
235
11
923
2
6
80
2
NULL
5
457

NULL
1
8
2
1
20
NULL
1
2
NULL
NULL
79
11
20
163
33
5
NULL
538
10
NULL
1
46
9
82
219
13
844
3
5
76
NULL
NULL
6
455

1
3
8
2
1
19
NULL
1
1
NULL
NULL
117
11
21
207
30
6
22006
570
10
1
NULL
69
11
121
215
14
882
3
6
86
1
NULL
5
484
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PILIPINO (A.K.A. TAGALOG)
POLISH
PORTUGUESE
PROVENCAL
PUNJABI (A.K.A. PANJABI)
QUECHUA
QUICHE
RAJASTHANI
ROMANIAN
ROMANSCH
RUNDI
RUSSIAN
RWANDA
SAMOAN
SANSKRIT
SCOTTISH-GAELIC
SENECA
SENUFO
SERBIAN
SERER
SERI
SESOTHO
SETSWANA
SHAN
SHINA
SHLUH
SIDAMO
SINDHI
SINHALESE
SLOVAK
SLOVENIAN
SOMALI
SONINKE
SPANISH
STUDENT DOES NOT SPEAK

556
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627
657
708
744
777
820
870
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4357
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SUDANESE
SUKUMA
SWAHILI (AKA KISWAHILI)
SWAZI
SWEDISH
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TAMIL
TELUGU
TEMNE
THAI
TIBETAN
TIGRE
TIGRINYA
TONGA
TURKISH
TURKMEN
TWI
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UNKNOWN
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WELSH
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10
10
NULL
35
351
NULL
2
116
29
9
169
605
28
9
4
429
11
298
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177
8989
1759
650
7
NULL
316
165
85
1

11
11
12
NULL
35
378
NULL
1
134
37
6
167
640
30
11
6
451
12
331
1010
197
9678
1811
654
8
NULL
332
194
106
1

11
12
11
NULL
40
293
NULL
1
135
34
11
179
675
31
10
6
475
15
302
979
218
9197
1569
726
3
NULL
318
119
85
2

11
13
13
NULL
39
310
NULL
1
152
45
8
179
699
33
12
7
492
16
335
1050
248
9918
1605
733
4
NULL
335
166
106
2

6
12
9
NULL
36
224
NULL
1
142
44
10
202
766
35
11
7
484
13
324
1042
269
9381
1397
769
3
NULL
327
130
93
1

*Includes all parents who had a student active at any point during the school year
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6
13
11
NULL
34
235
NULL
1
160
54
7
207
792
37
13
7
507
14
359
1106
306
10095
1430
777
3
NULL
353
219
108
1

8
13
9
NULL
37
168
NULL
1
136
46
10
211
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40
13
9
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13
347
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3
1
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70
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1

8
14
9
NULL
34
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1
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3
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1

8
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7
NULL
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104
1

8
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11
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1
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6
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7
NULL
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120
2

7
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11
1
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1
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843
46
6
7
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13
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9
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363
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5

7
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1
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49
10
7
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358
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865
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11
2
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6
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List of Agencies
311 (DOITT) ................................................................................................................................................34
Administration for Children’s Services (ACS) ............................................................................................ 44
Civilian Complaint Review Board (CCRB) ...................................................................................................60
Commission on Human Rights (CCHR) .......................................................................................................68
Department for the Aging (DFTA) ..............................................................................................................76
Department of Buildings (DOB) .................................................................................................................85
Department of City Planning (DCP)............................................................................................................98
Department of Citywide Administrative Services (DCAS) ........................................................................116
Department of Consumer and Worker Protection (DCWP, formerly DCA).................................................126
Department of Corrections (DOC) ...........................................................................................................142
Department of Design and Construction (DDC).......................................................................................151
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) .....................................................................................163
Department of Finance (DOF) ..................................................................................................................179
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DOHMH) ...........................................................................215
Department of Housing Preservation and Development (HPD) ..............................................................235
Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) ............................................................................................249
Department of Probation (DOP) ..............................................................................................................270
Department of Records (DORIS) ..............................................................................................................282
Department of Sanitation (DSNY) ............................................................................................................292
Department of Social Services/Department of Homeless Services (DSS/DHS) .......................................310
Department of Social Services/Human Resources Administration (DSS/HRA) .......................................335
Department of Transportation (DOT) ......................................................................................................365
Department of Veterans’ Services (DVS) .................................................................................................382
Department of Youth and Community Development (DYCD) .................................................................396
Emergency Management (NYCEM) .........................................................................................................404
Fire Department (FDNY).......................................................................................................................... 413
Landmarks Preservation Commission (LPC).............................................................................................431
*Mayor’s Office (MO) ..............................................................................................................................439
Mayor's Office of Immigrant Affairs (MOIA) ............................................................................................455
*Mayor’s Office of Media and Entertainment (MOME) ..........................................................................468
Mayor’s Office to End Domestic and Gender-Based Violence (ENDGBV, formerly OCDV) .....................482
New York City Law Department (Law) .....................................................................................................502
New York Police Department (NYPD) ......................................................................................................516
Office of Administrative Trials and Hearings (OATH)...............................................................................527
Office of Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) ..............................................................................................548
Small Business Services (SBS) ...................................................................................................................556
Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC) .....................................................................................................563
*new Language Access Implementation Plans
NOTE: Language Access Coordinators (LACs) listed in the agency implementation plans may no longer
occupy that position. Refer to the table starting on page 7 for the names and positions of the LACs at the
time of this report’s submission.
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Language Access Plan
Language Access Coordinator: Michael Hutchinson, Finance and Contracts Director

I. Agency Mission and Background
The 311 Customer Service Center became operational in March 2003. The mission of
311 is to provide the public with quick, easy access to all New York City government
services and information while maintaining the highest possible level of customer
service. The 311 Customer Service Center is the primary vehicle used by residents,
businesses and visitors to New York City, to obtain non-emergency government
services and information throughout the 5 boroughs. By dialing one easy to remember
telephone number, a caller can obtain information for over 4,000 services. Calls to
311are answered 24 hours a day, 7 days per week, and 365 days a year. Call taking
services include providing information, processing service requests for various City
agencies and taking complaints from callers with respect to City services, as well as,
referrals to certain City, State and Federal government agencies.
City agencies for which 311 takes service requests include, but are not limited to:
Department of Buildings; Department of Sanitation; Department of Housing,
Preservation and Development; Department of Environmental Protection; Department of
Transportation; Department of Parks and Recreation; Department of Education; Police
Department (Quality of Life); Department of Health and Mental Hygiene; Taxi and
Limousine Commission.
311 assists agencies to improve service delivery by allowing them to focus on their core
missions and manage their workload efficiently.
We also provide insight into ways to improve City government through accurate,
consistent measurement and analysis of service delivery Citywide.

II. Agency Language Access Policy and Goals
311 has been providing telephonic interpretation services and translation services as
required in over 175 languages prior to Executive Order 120 in 2008 and Local Law 30
in 2017. All services provided by the 311 Customer Service Center is available to LEP
individuals that contact 311, regardless of language spoken. 311 is committed to
working with elected officials and members of the public, to improve service delivery to
individuals with limited English proficiency.
In 2013 the Department of Citywide Administration (DCAS) contracted with language
services vendors including Language Line Solutions and Geneva Worldwide for over
the phone interpretation and language translation services. 311 currently uses both
vendors for the respective services listed above. The DCAS master contract is designed
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to permit all City agencies to establish a Task Order under the umbrella of the contract.
Not only does this alleviate other agencies from having to undergo the arduous and
costly Request for Proposal (RFP) process, other agencies will benefit by economies of
scale offered by the contract.
311 is committed to improving the customer experience for all citizens that contact the
call center. As such, we inform our customers of the availability of interpretation
services via our IVR messaging and the connect times to an interpreter are tied to
service level agreements in our contracts with our service providers. Providing non
English callers with the option to speak in their native language or a language they are
most comfortable speaking, encourages them to contact 311 for assistance with
obtaining government services or information. Reducing wait time for our customers to
connect to an interpreter improves their overall experience and is a goal for 311.

III. LEP Population Assessment
Factor 1- Demographic Analysis
The City of New York has a diverse population of over 8.5 million people. Executive
Order 120 and Local Law 30 requires agencies providing direct public and emergency
public services to provide services in 10 languages. These languages were identified
by the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs based on an assessment of the US Census
data from the Department of Education. The languages are Spanish, Russian, Chinese
(Mandarin and Cantonese), Bengali, Haitian Creole, Korean, Arabic, French, Urdu,
Polish. 311 has been providing telephonic and translation services since 2003 as
required, in over 175 languages, including these languages. Monitoring of the frequency
of use of these languages is performed routinely.
Factor 2 – LEP data tailored specifically to 311
311 obtains information from other agencies that assist us in determining peak
language requirements in specific languages for targeted outreach programs. Over 94%
of limited English proficient callers to 311 request interpretation services in Spanish,
Mandarin, Russian and Cantonese. The remaining 6% are in other languages. All
limited English proficient individuals, regardless of language are eligible for
interpretation services. Providing non English callers with the option to speak in their
native language or a language they are most comfortable speaking, encourages them to
contact 311 for assistance with obtaining government services or information. During a
call with a limited English speaking individual where interpretation services are engaged
and it is determined that the call is an emergency that requires a transfer to 911, the
311 agent will immediately conference the caller along with the interpreter to 911 and
remain on the call until the operator authorizes 311 to disengage. During calendar year
2017, 311 received 20,141,764 calls, 639,521 calls required interpretation services.
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Language line provided assistance on 193,295 of those calls in 93 different languages.
Compared to calendar year 2007, Language Line has seen an increase of over 116,000
calls.
In addition to contracting with language services vendors for over the phone
interpretation and written and recorded translation services, 311 employs customer
service representatives who are able to converse with the callers in Spanish.
Language Line Solutions call volumes by Language are reviewed monthly by 311 and
quarterly by MOIA to assess changes in the LEP population.
Factor 3 – Nature and Importance of Services
311 provides callers with access to interpreters in the languages they request. Many
callers require interpretation services to assist them in obtaining access to information
that is provided by various agencies which include The Dept. of Health, Housing
Preservation Department, Department of Transportation, Human Resources
Administration, etc. Without access to an interpreter, individuals may not obtain the
information they are seeking to make informed decisions regarding the eligibility for
services offered by many City agencies.
Factor 4 – Resources available for Language Assistance
The 311 Customer Service Center provides various means for members of the public to
obtain access to City services. Messages in languages other than English have been
included in our upfront IVR messaging solution for all callers.
311 provides translation in over 100 languages on it’s website, 311 online, via nyc.gov
311 utilizes the skills of its bilingual (Spanish) staff to support callers requiring
telephonic interpretation services.
311 informs the public of language assistance services on its social media and text
messaging channels and also provides assistance in languages on these channels.
Translation of cultural signs are displayed in various languages to emphasize to our
staff, Agency colleagues, and our visitors our ability to communicate with the public in
multiple languages.
311 utilizes a telephonic language interpretation and a translation services vendor with
annual costs in excess of $1,000,000 to provide these services.
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IV. Implementation: Plan Logistics
Document Translation Services:
The 311 Customer Service Center does not routinely require document translation
services to fulfill its mission of providing information to the public. However, we have
contracted with Geneva Worldwide to provide these services in any language when
required. All translation requirements (voice recordings or document translations) are
determined on a case by case basis. There are no essential documents that require
translation at the 311 Customer Service Center. 311 does not routinely distribute
documents to the public or the media, nor do we routinely place documents on the
Language Gateway. Translation of cultural signs and photographs are displayed in the
311 Customer Service Center in various languages to emphasize to our staff, or Agency
colleagues and our visitors (local and international invited delegations) our ability to
communicate with the public in multiple languages. Geneva Worldwide is expected to
adhere to the service level agreement for document translations and be accessible for
rush translation requests in the event of an emergency.
Telephonic Interpretation Services:
It is the business model of 311 to provide interpretation services for all callers 24x7x365
daily since calendar year 2003. This service is currently available in over 200 languages
(including the 10 languages covered by Local Law 30), via our telephonic interpretation
vendor, Language Line and 311 employees. This represents an increase of 25
additional languages and dialects since 2003. 311 embarked on a plain language
initiative in 2011. All content in our CRM system used by our call takers is now listed in
plain language for ease of understanding for our customers.
Service level requirements are in place for vendors providing telephonic interpretation. It
is the goal of 311 to ensure that the average time to have a telephonic interpreter in the
four most commonly requested languages (Spanish, Cantonese, Mandarin, and
Russian) is 30 seconds or less. 311 is mandated to answer 80% of all calls in 30
seconds. 311 also provide access to health and human services via its 211 dialing
protocol in over 200 languages.
311 has a contingency plan that includes redundancy provided by an outsourced
vendor. This provides for continuity of call taking services in the event of an emergency
that includes uninterrupted language accessibility. 311 maintains its ability to continue
operations despite natural disaster or other emergencies as part of its COOP
(Continuity of Operations Plan).
A multi-lingual Interactive Voice Response System (IVR) interface was introduced in
April 2008 and is currently being upgraded to enhance non English functionality. This
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service provides callers who speak Spanish, Mandarin, Russian, Cantonese, Korean
and Haitian Creole the option of listening to current 311 pre-recorded announcements
such as “alternate side of the street parking” information in their native language. This is
convenient to callers seeking this information and eliminates the need for an agent and
or an interpreter. Callers do have the option of requesting assistance after listening to
the recording in any of the other languages including the languages recently included by
Local Law 30.
The 311 Customer Service Center completed 639,521 telephonic interpretation calls in
calendar year 2017 which were comprised of 93 languages.
The center maintains an online channel (311 Online) via nyc.gov which includes the
ability to translate all 311Online content offered in over 100 languages.
311 implemented a Text Messaging Channel for citizens to reach 311 at (311692) with
plans to communicate in numerous languages, other than the current English and
Spanish, in the future.
311 communicated in language other than English (Spanish) in our primary social
media channel on a regular basis (Dominican Day Parade or Puerto Rican Day Parade,
and provides topical information. Social media channels include Twitter and Facebook.
The 311 Customer Service Center has a Language Access Coordinator. The role of the
coordinator includes the following:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordinate over the phone interpretation and document translation services via
approved vendors 311 has contracted and proactively manage the contractual
relationship for interpretation and translation services.
Coordinate effective and timely interpretation and translation service for service
requests, complaints, and correspondence requiring translation.
Document and report translation service requested and provided.
Oversee the operational relationship with each interpretation and translation
vendor.
Collaborate with DCAS, and the DoITT Citywide contracts team related to the
contract.
Monitor service level agreements for each vendor.
Manage all document translation requests.
Support the training, quality assurance and operations teams at 311 for
interpreter and translator related items.
Routinely monitor calls for quality assurance purposes.
Refers problems with service through the vendor’s Voice of the Customer
Process (VOC)
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•

Interact with DoITT Telephony and IT personnel regarding technical problems
encountered with Language Line Solutions and escalate to the vendor, if
required, for resolution.

The Language Access coordinator will continue to monitor, maintain, and enhance,
whenever possible, access to language services. 311 is fully prepared to provide
telephonic interpretation and translation services during day to day operations, as well
as, during emergencies.

V. Training
All frontline 311 staff are trained on providing language services as new hires.
Call Center Representatives receive 4 weeks of classroom training with an intense
emphasis on customer service skills and techniques.
As part of the training 311 Call Center Representatives (CCR’s) are trained on how to
interface with a caller who does not speak English or whose communication skills are
limited in English.
CCR’s who are unable to determine the language required by a caller will connect with
Language Line and request to speak with someone who is skilled in language
identification.
Call Center Representatives are instructed on how to handle a call when they are
unable to readily identify the caller’s language.
CCR’s utilize CTI (Computer Telephony Integration) which allows them to almost
instantly connect to Language Line Solutions and conference an interpreter to the call.
CCR’s are trained to speak to the caller through the interpreter so that the caller
receives the same service as an English speaking caller would receive.
During new hire training 311 trainers review the prescribed tips for handling Language
Line calls.
Internal bilingual Spanish staff at King Teleservices (a virtual offsite contact center
utilized to support call volumes) must pass a language assessment test approved by the
City to be qualified to handle Spanish 311 calls.
Our vendors employ professional interpreters with years of experience and highly
qualified testers to administer an Interpreter Skills Assessment Test. Additionally,
interpreters are assessed on their ability to speak clearly, remain neutral, maintain
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accuracy in both languages, process information quickly and concisely, be sensitive to
cultural differences, be professional and courteous, use appropriate industry
terminology, and understand industry practices and procedures. Newly hired
interpreters receive a three (3) week orientation program and on-going training and
coaching.
311 is an equal opportunity employer that is committed to federal, state and City EEO
laws as well as the Citywide EEO policies and procedures.
During new hire training, as part of the customer service component, 311Call Center
Representatives are trained to be sensitive to the caller’s needs and how to
professionally interact with someone who is Limited English Proficient.
311 personnel also received an EEO orientation class which addresses cultural diversity
in the workplace when communicating with external customers.
Posters written in other languages are positioned throughout the 311 Contact Center to
remind personnel about our sensitivity to the diverse population of callers to 311.
311 quality assurance staff monitors the calls to ensure that quality interpretation
services are provided as per Executive Order 120, Local Law 30, and 311 policies daily.
Customers contacting 311 are always advised of the availability of language assistance
services.

VI. Record Keeping and Evaluation
All calls to 311 are recorded and all metrics related to language assistance services are
readily accessible internally at 311 or via the vendor’s portal.
The 311 Quality Assurance Team monitors recorded calls daily for all shifts. Bilingual
quality assurance evaluators listen to Spanish calls and provide coaching and
development to CCRs. 311 supervisory staff also evaluate and coach Spanish calls. In
addition to Spanish, the Quality Assurance Team also evaluates calls handled in other
languages to ensure that the English speaking 311 call taker and the interpreter are in
synch with providing the caller with quality service.
Language Line Solutions similarly has a Quality Assurance Team that monitors live calls
without the knowledge of the interpreter. A senior language specialist provides coaching
and feedback and identifies training and developmental needs.
Language Line Solutions has a formalized process known as the Voice of the Customer
(VOC) which ensures that coaching feedback is provided in a timely manner regarding
concerns expressed by the client and of any action taken. The vendor uses the VOC
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process to target the key areas that may require a developmental program for
interpreters. 311 managers or supervisors may refer problematic Language Line calls to
the 311 language liaison for review and escalation to the vendor.
Language Line provides monthly and quarterly reports via their portal which include the
number of calls and duration of the calls at a granular level (individual calls) and for all
calls combined. 311 also maintain metrics on the volume of calls handled by our
bilingual employees.
a. Ensuring Compliance with Executive Order 120 and Local Law 30:
311 provides language access in over 200 languages and dialects. The following items
ensure compliance with EO 120 and Local Law 30:
311 monitors call volume and consumer needs daily and monthly.
All calls, including those utilizing an interpreter are recorded and retained in accordance
with 311’s Privacy Policy.
The Quality Assurance team evaluates calls handled in other languages to measure the
level of customer service.
Language Line Solutions call volumes by language are reviewed monthly by 311 and
quarterly by MOIA to assess changes in the LEP population.
311 conducts routine reviews to determine the need to hire additional bilingual
interpreters for other languages besides Spanish.
311 utilizes the vendor’s Voice of the Customer process to assess the performance of
the vendor’s interpreters.
All vendors engaged to provide Language services have contractually agreed upon
service level agreements to adhere to when providing services.
Obtaining feedback from Community Boards, Borough President’s Offices and the
Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs.
Feedback from callers which may result in process improvements or complaints filed as
a result of language access problems.
Updating the Language Access Plan as required by the City.
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VII. Resource Analysis and Planning
DCAS hosts the Master Agreement with all Language Service providers. Our current
vendor for interpretation services, Language Line Solutions is considered an expert in
the industry. Geneva Worldwide provides translation services as required and was
selected by the City to do so via a competitive process.
311 and the virtual contact center (King TeleServices) continue to hire personnel who
are bilingual in Spanish to ensure language accessibility in our most requested
language.
The continued use of the Volunteer Language Bank to utilize City employees who are
bilingual in any language for the purpose of proofreading documents which have been
translated by the vendors is beneficial to the City. It has been discovered that New York
City personnel are sometimes able to make alternate recommendations for translation,
utilizing colloquialisms in the foreign language that might be more widely understood by
the population of callers to NYC 311. Internal staff is also used to evaluate IVR
recordings that are produced by the vendor using professional voice talents.
As the funding permits, the goal is to have all bilingual employees and volunteers
certified through the Language Line Proficiency Testing processes.
VIII. Outreach and Public Awareness
The 311 Customer Service Center informs the public of language assistance services
on its IVR platform, 311 Online on the web, Social Media and Text messaging channels.
Translation of cultural signs and photographs are displayed in the 311 Customer
Service Center in various languages to emphasize to our staff, our Agency colleagues,
and our visitors (local and international invited delegations) our ability to communicate
with the public in multiple languages. 311 does not customarily distribute written
materials to members of the public.
IX. Language Access Complaints
The 311 Customer Service Center forwards all language access complaints, as well as,
language access requests from our customers pertaining to the Agency concerned, if a
contact has been established for those agencies. A copy of all complaints and requests
received from customers is sent to the Language Access Complaint mailbox to the
City’s Language Access Coordinator at the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs. All
complaints and requests from customers will be tracked via our CRM (Customer
Relationship Management) system and monitored by the 311 Language Access
Coordinator. It is the responsibility of the Language Access Coordinator to see to the
timely resolution of any complaints or requests from customers regarding 311
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specifically. 311 reports the amount of complaints received in its Language Access Plan
annually and will also report the number of “requests for language access” in that plan
document.
X. Implementation Logistics
The Language Access Liaison for the 311 Customer Service Center is Michael
Hutchinson, whose title is Contracts and Finance Director. 311 is language accessible
in over 200 languages and has been language accessible since early 2003. 311 does
not issue licenses or permits to its customers and unlike some agencies, does not have
walk in centers for the public. 311 currently meets all requirements of Executive Order
120 and Local Law 30 and continues to maintain a plain language standard which has
been implemented for several years. 311 will continue to review its policies to ensure
we maintain compliance to the laws.
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New York City
Administration for Children’s Services
Language Access Implementation
Plan
We Speak Your Language

April 30, 2018
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MESSAGE FROM COMMISSIONER DAVID HANSELL
It is a privilege to live, work, and serve in a progressive, international, multicultural city like
New York. At ACS, we take pride in our commitment to protect children and strengthen
families without regard for national origin, legal status, or English language proficiency.
We are grateful that our local and state governments have enacted policies requiring nondiscriminatory public child welfare practice. Nothing less than children’s lives and wellbeing are at stake.
Given the challenges presented by the current federal administration, however, ACS has
increased our efforts to protect and support vulnerable immigrant and LEP populations.
We believe these efforts are reflected in this 2018 Language Access Implementation Plan,
which provides a detailed overview of our existing services and processes, our ongoing
efforts to strengthen and expand services to LEP constituents, and our ambitious goals and
aspirations.
Thank you for your support of this vital and challenging work.
David Hansell
Commissioner, NYC Children’s Services
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I - Mission and Background
The Administration for Children’s Services (ACS) protects and promotes the safety and
well-being of New York City’s children and families by providing child welfare, juvenile
justice, and early care and education services.
• Child welfare. The continuum of child welfare services ranges from preventive
services—free, confidential services such as family counseling, support groups,
crisis interventions, public benefits access, domestic violence programs, and job
skills development—to child protective and foster care services.
• Juvenile justice. ACS offers a spectrum of services for youth and their families at
every stage of the juvenile justice process, including community-based supportive
services; therapeutic interventions; detention services for youth in juvenile
delinquency and offender proceedings or awaiting post-adjudication placement;
and residential placement and aftercare services for youth who have been found by
the Family Court to have committed a delinquent act.
• Early care and education. ACS administers the largest publicly-funded early care
and education program in the United States, serving approximately 100,000
children, ages 6 weeks to 13 years old each year in center-based and family child
care settings. Services are provided via contracts with community-based
organizations and through child care vouchers.

II - Language Access Implementation Plan and Goals
The purpose of the ACS Language Access Implementation Plan is to ensure that language
is not a barrier to children and families meaningfully engaging in any ACS program or
service. ACS’ policy is to provide interpretation in over 200 languages and to translate
“commonly distributed” documents (as defined in section IV) into 10 priority languages
required by Local Law 30 (Spanish, Chinese, Bengali, Russian, Arabic, Urdu, Haitian Creole,
Korean, Polish and French) for children and families in New York City who are limited
English proficient (LEP).
We strive to provide LEP youth and families with meaningful access to all of the child
welfare, juvenile justice, and early care and education programs and services provided by
ACS and by our community-based contracted providers and to increase inclusion of LEP
communities in policy and planning related to ACS programs and service delivery.
Specifically, our goals are to:
1. Support public-facing staff who work with LEP clients;
2. Collect, measure, and evaluate key data; and
3. Enhance community awareness and engagement.

Goal One: Support public-facing staff who work with LEP clients
Meaningful and accurate communication between our staff and the children, young people,
and families we serve is a cornerstone of successful outcomes across every aspect of our
work. We strive to prevent language differences from undermining interventions that best
address a client’s needs. To this end, we support public facing staff with the tools,
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resources, and education they need to effectively bridge language barriers.

Goal Two: Collect, measure, and evaluate key data
Understanding the perspectives of those who have first-hand experience with ACS’s
language access program—including public-facing staff, contracted providers, language
services vendors, ACS clients, and client advocates—is a crucial part of our overall
evaluation of the program. Feedback from these key stakeholders was sought in 2017, and
the results will be utilized to deepen our understanding of how well the language access
program meets the needs of those who depend on it. Language access policies and
program decisions are informed by the best available quantitative data on community
language needs and usage of existing language access services. In addition, we will continue
to enhance our mechanisms to coordinate responses to individual, case-specific language
access concerns.

Goal Three: Enhance community awareness and engagement
Our goal is to ensure that the youth, families, and communities ACS serves are aware of
their right to free language services. Through a variety of outreach initiatives—such as our
recent multifaceted, citywide media campaign and our community-based workshops—we
are working to ensure that community members are aware of the full range of services
available through ACS and our provider agencies and feel comfortable seeking the services
that best meet their needs without fear of discrimination based on language or immigration
status. As part of our effort to reach LEP communities, we look to increase our engagement
with ethnic media and our partnerships with community-based organizations serving LEP
youth and families.
Please see the ACS Language Access Implementation Plan logistics for these three goals in
Section X.

III - LEP Population Assessment
Under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which protects individuals from
discrimination on the basis of their race, color, or national origin, LEP individuals are
entitled to meaningfully access federally assisted programs. In accordance with the Civil
Rights Act, Executive Order 120 and Local Law 30, ACS utilizes the U.S. Department of
Justice “Four-Factor Analysis” to determine which LEP populations our agency serves and
how to provide these populations meaningful access to programs and services. 1 As
outlined below, the Four-Factor Analysis accounts for the services we offer, the
communities we serve, the resources we possess, and the costs of various language service
options.
Because ACS provides a broad range of programs and services that may serve different
U.S. Dept. of Justice, Guidance to Federal Financial Assistance Recipients Regarding
Title VI Prohibition Against National Origin Discrimination Affecting Limited English
Proficient Persons, 67 Fed. Reg. 41,455, 41,457 (June 18, 2002).
1
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populations, each division within ACS completes its own annual four-factor analysis, and
ACS produces an agency-wide four-factor analysis based on the division-specific analyses.

Based on the results of the agency-wide four-factor analysis, ACS provides free in-person
or telephonic interpretation services to clients in all child welfare and Juvenile Justice
matters. The Language Access Work Group coordinates resources to further expand
interpretation services throughout our juvenile justice and early care and education
programs. ACS will continue to translate essential public documents into the 10 priority
languages (listed in section II). For ACS clients who speak other languages, oral
interpretation of essential public documents will be provided.

Importantly, many of ACS’s services are provided through community-based agencies with
ACS contracts. As recipients of federal funding, these agencies are also subject to the
provisions of Title VI and must take reasonable steps to provide LEP individuals with
meaningful access. We will continue to work collaboratively with all of our contracted
providers so that language is not a barrier to meaningfully engaging in these programs
and services.
Factor 1: Demographic Analysis
All of ACS’s child welfare, juvenile justice, early care, and education programs and services
are available to New York City’s children, young people, and families regardless of the
language they speak. According to the U.S. Census Bureau (2009-2013 5-Year American
Community Survey), New York City residents who speak English less than “very well” are
most likely to speak: Spanish, Chinese, Russian, French Creole, Korean, or Italian (see
Figure 1).
Number of LEP Individuals 5 Years and Older in NYC by Language Spoken at Home of
All Others,
280,492
Arabic, 25,691
Yiddish, 27,004
Polish, 28,835
Italian, 31,339
Korean, 46,188
French Creole,
48,533

Spanish, 889,481

Russian, 117,204

Chinese, 300,870
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Factor 2: The Frequency by which LEP individuals come in contact with ACS
ACS considers all interactions with children and families as part of the agency’s services
and engagements. For this analysis, ACS uses vendor data from instances when
interpretation services were provided in-person and telephonic.
In-person interpretation: 15,737 during 2016-2017

Mandarin &
Cantonese, 761

Spanish,
13,787

Russian, 496

Arabic, 290

Urdu, 101

French, 88

Other, 214

Telephonic Interpretation: 253,729 during 2016 -2017
Mandarin &
Cantonese
76,161
Spanish,
138,839

Russian,
12,543

Arabic, 11,231
French, 8,367

Other, 689

Urdu, 5899
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Factor 3: The importance of the benefit, service, information, and encounter to the LEP
individuals
The Language Access Work Group systematically identifies which programs, services, or
activities, if inaccessible to LEP individuals, have serious consequences. Across all ACS
programs and services, clear, accurate communication between staff and clients is critical.
ACS not only focuses on providing language access services for our full spectrum of child
welfare programs but also seeks to transfer the best practices and lessons learned through
that work to other divisions within ACS to create a coordinated system of language services
across the agency.
Specifically, this Plan reflects ACS’ commitment to providing language access services and
meeting the following over‐arching goals:
•
To ensure that language is not a barrier to agency services;
•
To ensure that all youth and families have equal access to the services for which
they are eligible, regardless of the level of their English proficiency;
•
To inform all ACS clients that free interpretation services are always available; and
•
To train front‐line staff on the importance of ensuring access to free interpretation
services for all LEP clients.
Factor 4: Resources available to the agency and the cost of providing various types of
language services
Based on the above analysis, ACS has contracted vendors for in-person, telephonic, and
sign language interpretation and document translation to provide meaningful language
assistance services. ACS will translate commonly distributed documents into the 10
languages required by the law and most commonly used by the youth and families we
serve: Spanish, Chinese, Bengali, Russian, Arabic, Urdu, Haitian Creole, Korean,
Polish, and French.

Since the majority of our clients are Spanish language speakers, ACS has contracted
vendors to provide on-site S p a n i s h interpretation five days a week at 13 sites for four
hours a day.
2016-2017
FY Instances

Type of Service

Vendor

Telephonic Interpretation
In Person-On Site Spanish(13
DCP/FAP Offices)
In Person Interpretation (excluding
sign language)

253,729 requests
Language Line Services
Accurate
3,484 requests
Communications Inc.
Accurate
15,737 requests
Communications Inc.
Accurate Communication,
1,088 requests
Inc.
Language Line Services,
95 requests
Inc.

Sign Language Interpretation
Document Translation
Total Costs

2016- 2017
FY Expenditure
$549,713.11

$212,311.00
$808,212.99
$235,984.50
$27,177.74
$1,833,399.34
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IV. Provision of Language Access Services
1-Translation Services
ACS clients who are LEP are entitled to receive commonly distributed documents in their
preferred language, if available. As stated above, ACS will translate commonly distributed
documents into the 10 languages required by the law and most commonly used by the
youth and families we serve. For ACS clients who speak other languages, oral
interpretation of essential public documents will be provided.

Commonly distributed documents are ACS documents most commonly distributed to the
public that contain or elicit important and necessary information regarding the provision
of services. ACS essential public documents relate to:
• Program participation (e.g. intake and consent forms);
• Reduction, denial, or termination of services or benefits and the right to appeal
such action;
• Actions and proceedings affecting parental custody;
• Administrative hearings, other investigations;
• Recipient’s awareness of rights, requirements, or responsibilities; and
• Time sensitive or required responses from an LEP individual.

Outreach materials such as press releases and digital communications may be considered
“commonly distributed” based on an assessment of the needs of the population affected
by the program, activity or services.

ACS is committed to incorporate plain language principle for commonly distributed
documents by using plain language, where possible, in place of technical, legal, or
specialized terms and by using layout and design strategies to make such documents and
communications easier to read, understand, and act upon. Over the years, our staff have
been trained by the former Mayor’s Office of Adult Education and MOIA. ACS will develop a
process to review and revise forms and documents previously generated by the Agency to
ensure that they meet plain language standards. In 2018, ACS will provide a refresher plain
language training for the staff of the Division of External Affairs.
Frontline workers can view and download all translated commonly distributed
documents on the ACS website and intranet. In addition, every ACS division is responsible
for delivering and distributing translated commonly distributed documents used by their
divisions to borough offices.

All translation requests for commonly distributed documents are managed by the
Division of Administration, which coordinates resources in order to further expand
translation of commonly distributed documents throughout the agency and to keep all
translated versions consistent and accurate.
ACS ensures that translation services meet the highest quality by working with the
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Department of Citywide Administrative Services (DCAS) to contract with qualified
vendors and coordinate secondary review of translations completed by bilingual staff and
culturally competent provider agencies. ACS provides feedback from youth, families,
frontline workers, and providers to DCAS to enhance the specifications for the 2018 sign
language contract renewal.

During an emergency, ACS works with the New York City Office of Emergency Management
(OEM) to make certain that we devise a unified, accurate, and timely message to the public.
Considering New York City’s ethnic and linguistic diversity ACS makes every effort to make
the information available and accessible to all LEP youth and families. During an
emergency, language assistance and the provision of language services are provided by
ACS’ language access vendors. Language access will be integrated into the agency’s March
2018 Quarterly Continuity of Operation Report (COOP).
2-Interpretation Services

Youth and families interacting with ACS staff have full access to in-person and telephonic
interpretation services in over 200 languages (including sign language) through ACS
language services vendors. Bilingual ACS staff may also provide interpretation services or
serve clients in their primary language.

Interpretation services are available 24 hours per day, seven days per week in over 200
languages and are provided in all interactions between ACS staff and clients who are
LEP, deaf, or hearing impaired. This includes but is not limited to:
• in-person interactions at ACS office sites, home and other site visits, and community
events expected to last more than one-half hour, and
• over-the-phone interactions expected to last less than one half hour, including on
ACS help lines and hotlines.
In-person and telephonic interpretation services are available for client interactions with
ACS’ contracted providers. Upon initial contact, ACS and provider agency staff inform
clients of their legal right to free language services and ask for the client’s preferred
spoken language for verbal communication in order to identify a client’s need for language
services. A Language Identification Card—a paper card that explains the right to an
interpreter in nearly 100 languages—is used to facilitate this process. If it is not possible
to determine a client’s primary language using the Language Identification Card,
telephonic interpretation services are used. The client’s preferred spoken language are
recorded in the client’s file. Staff records each interaction where language access services
were provided.
ACS provides interpretation in the 10 languages stated above at public hearings (not
including court hearings) and events. The New York State Office of Court Administration
is responsible for providing interpretation at court hearings.

The agency supports LEP needs during an emergency response, as part of NYC Emergency
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Management protocols, as appropriate. In 2016, all frontline caseworkers received
upgraded smart phones to access the ACS Toolkit online and telephonic interpretation
services in the field.
3- Notification of free interpretation signage

From the outset of contact with an LEP client, ACS and its provider agency staff use signage
and personnel to inform clients of their legal rights to free interpretation services when
they are communicating with ACS and its provider agencies.

ACS uses two multilingual signs created by the Mayor’s Offices of Immigrant Affairs and
Operations to provide notice to the public of the right to free language interpretation
services and of the right to contact 311 with language access complaints. Visible versions
of the two language access signs are printed internally by ACS and posted in 130 locations
across ACS sites citywide. The signage appears in at least 22 languages, including the ten
(10) designated languages. The right to language access services is also stated on the ACS
website.

Since many children and families receiving child welfare services have their initial contact
with ACS in their homes, ACS caseworkers and provider agencies use language
identification cards to identify the client’s preferred language and to inform the client of
the availability of free interpretation services upon initial contact.
If the language identification card does not contain the client’s preferred language, or the
client is unable to read the card, ACS caseworkers and provider agencies use telephonic
interpretation services to identify the preferred language and to inform the client of the
availability of free interpretation services.
V - Training

ACS provides training on language access to all newly hired public facing staff during the
on-boarding process. Language access training is provided to these new hires through ACS’
internal training department, the James Satterwhite Academy, as part of pre-service
training. In addition, all newly hired staff at contracted providers are educated on
language access obligations and how to access the tools and resources they will need to
comply with these requirements.
Once staff members complete training and are assigned to an ACS office site, language
access training is supplemented by instruction and guidance annually.

Training for all staff, including the new hires, covers the following topics:
•
The rational for language access;
•
Review of agency’s language access policy;
•
How to identify when a client is LEP and how to identify their preferred language;
•
How to explain the right to access free language services;
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•
•
•
•

How to document preferred languages and language services use in record–
keeping systems;
When to use an in-person interpreter versus a telephonic interpreter;
Who is permitted to interpret; and
Where to locate resources such as language identification cards, “how to” videos,
and tip sheets.

In addition to trainings on the above topics, all staff attend a one-day Working with
Immigrant Families course and a two-day Cultural Competency course. During and after
these trainings, staff with access to YouTube can view ACS’ instructional videos on
working with an interpreter in child welfare setting. These courses provide opportunities
for practice in working with an interpreter and specific topics important to immigrant
communities such as U-VISA for non-documented immigrant survivors and youths who
are victims of crime, and Special Juvenile Immigration Status (SJIS), a process of providing
legal status for non-documented abused or abandoned youth, both for which ACS is a
certifier.
In addition, a new Workforce Institute was designed to improve and expand upon staff
development and learning opportunities for frontline employees and supervisors across
all ACS Divisions. The Workforce Institute, in collaboration with the James Satterwhite
Academy, draws upon expertise at universities and other partners in the field of child
welfare, strengthens frontline coaching and supervision practices, and utilizes the most
effective learning strategies, methods, and technologies to maximize participant learning.
ACS tailors Workforce Institute training sessions to the needs of specific divisions and
specific staff whenever possible.
VI - Record keeping and evaluation

Since the passage of Local Law 73, ACS has enhanced its efforts to improve language accessrelated recordkeeping and program evaluation. For example, in 2005, ACS began working
with the New York State Office of Children and Family Services to implement changes to
CONNECTIONS (CNNX)—the statewide child welfare database—in order to support better
collection of preferred language data. ACS staff who use CNNX as their record keeping
system enter all relevant information including the preferred language chosen by the LEP
client into the database. If the client speaks one language, but reads and/or writes in
another, staff indicate the latter language within the progress notes in the database. In
addition, staff documents each interaction in which language access services were
provided.
ACS ensures the quality of its language access services by:
• Addressing all LEP complaints;
• Consulting with youth and families about how well language services are meeting
their needs;
• Conducting surveys on the quality of the interpretation services with frontline
workers; and
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•

Sharing all feedback from youth, families, frontline workers, and providers with the
language contractors.

Following the expansion of 311’s capacity to take language access complaints, ACS created a
process to respond to these complaints within a 14-day timeframe.
The agency monitors the efficacy of this plan and its compliance with Local Law 30 through
the Language Access Work Group. This work group is responsible for continually assessing
the ACS language access programs and services and identifying potential improvements to
such programs and services. The members of this work group include the first Deputy
Commissioner, the Director of Immigrant Services and Language Access Affairs, and the
heads of divisions.
VII - Resource analysis and planning

ACS will continue to draw from several resources to implement this Plan:
• Language Access Work Group;
• Citywide Materials: ACS will use standardized signage and materials provided by the
Mayor’s Office, including the Language Identification Poster, Notice of Translation
Services Poster, and various guidance documents;
• Citywide Services: ACS will obtain translation and interpretation contracting
services through contracts held by DCAS;
• ACS Office of Advocacy, which tracks all language access complaints from the public;
• ACS’s internal training body—the James Satterwhite Academy—YouTube videos,
and the Language Access Toolkit available via ACS’s file-sharing system
• Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs; and
• State and national experts who can assist ACS in identifying best practices.
VIII – Outreach and public awareness of language access services

ACS recognizes the importance of outreach and public awareness of language access
services, and ACS will continue to build on ongoing outreach initiatives. Our goal is to
ensure that the youth, families, and communities ACS serves are aware of their right to free
language services. Through a variety of outreach initiatives—such as our recent
multifaceted, citywide media campaign and our community-based workshops—we work to
ensure that community members are aware of the full range of services available through
ACS and our provider agencies and feel comfortable seeking the services that best meet
their needs without fear of discrimination based on language or immigration status.
As part of our effort to reach LEP communities, we look to increase our engagement with
ethnic media and our partnership with community-based organizations serving LEP youth
and families.
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IX – Language Access Complaints
The Office of Advocacy monitors and responds in a timely fashion to all public complaints
regarding language access. This office is responsible for receiving, tracking and resolving
complaints through 311 and internal processes.
ACS responds to 311 complaints on language access within a 14-day timeframe.
Complaints are initially received by the Office of Advocacy, and complaints are
investigated or forwarded to the appropriate program area for follow up.

ACS includes information on language access complaints in its annual report to the
Mayor’s Offices of Immigrant Affairs and Operations.
X - Implementation plan logistics

ACS will work diligently to execute the initiatives set forth in this Plan. The following is a
brief summary of key quarterly milestones for the implementation of this Plan. The
Language Access Work Group monitors the implementation of this plan in compliance with
City, state, and federal laws. However, three individuals will play key roles in the
implementation of this Plan:
• Language Access Coordinator;
• Director of Immigrant Services and Language Affairs; and
• Assistant Commissioner in the Division of Administration, who is responsible for
managing all language services contracts and task orders.
Goal One: Support public-facing staff who work with LEP clients
1. Finalize the ACS Language Access Policy, which reflects the obligations of all
divisions and contracted providers (Responsible: Division of Policy, Planning and
Measurement in collaboration with Language Access Work Group).
2. Create training module on the Policy (Responsible: Division of Policy, Planning and
Measurement in collaboration with Office of Curriculum and Registration).
3. Train all public facing staff on the Policy (Responsible: Division of Policy, Planning
and Measurement in collaboration with James Satterwhite Academy).
4. Provide a yearly refresher training to all public facing staff on the Policy, related
protocols, accompanying services, and accessing the tools and resources they will
need to comply with the Policy (Responsible: Division of Policy, Planning and
Measurement in collaboration with James Satterwhite Academy).
5. To ensure that LEP families who are visited at home will receive timely and high
quality language access services (including virtual remote translation), ACS will
distribute 700 tablets to field staff (Responsible: Office of Information and
Technology).
6. Train relevant staff in the principals of plain language communications and develop
a process to ensure that commonly distributed documents are written in plain
language. (Responsible: Division of External Affairs).
7. In accordance to Local Law 30, identify and ensure all commonly distributed
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documents are:
a. screened for plain language;
b. translated into ACS’s 10 priority languages by vendors;
c. reviewed for quality accuracy; and
d. made accessible to staff and public (Responsible: Language Access Work
Group and Division of Administration).
8. Explore the implementation of an electronic system to replace the extensive
paper voucher system for accessing language access services through ACS’s
vendor contracts and reconciling payments to vendors (Responsible: Division of
Administration with Office of Information and Technology).

Goal Two: Collect, measure, and evaluate key data

1. Conduct a formal language services evaluation and institute accountability tools
(Responsible: Division of Policy, Planning and Measurement in collaboration with the
Office of Advocacy and the Language Access Work Group).
2. Analyze the results of the 2017 feedback from the key stakeholders and use findings
to increase the accessibility of language access services (Responsible: Office of
Advocacy).
3. Every two years, conduct listening sessions among immigrant communities to gain
better understanding of their needs (Responsible: Office of Advocacy).
4. Connections is New York State’s federally required Statewide Automated Child
Welfare Information System that provides the New York State Office of Children and
Family Services (OCFS), local districts and voluntary agencies with an automated
data system for child protective, preventive, foster care and adoption. Simply,
Connections is a single, statewide, integrated system for the collection and
recording of child welfare service information. The Division of Child Protection
made a request in March 2018 to OCFS for collection of data on preferred written
language to supplement the current collection of data on preferred spoken language
at home.

Goal Three: Enhance community awareness and engagement

1. Translate and publish select pages of the website into 10 priority languages
(Responsible: Division of External Affairs and Office of Information and Technology).
2. Reinforce ACS commitment to immigrant communities and LEP individuals by
reexamining and redeveloping ACS messaging to these communities (Responsible:
Division of External Affairs and the Office of Advocacy).
3. Collaborate with trusted stakeholders to disseminate ACS messaging (Responsible:
Division of External Affairs and Family well-Being/Community Partnership Project).
4. Outreach to and, when necessary, purchase advertising space in ethnic media to
promote ACS events, initiatives, programs and services (Responsible: Division of
External Affairs).

ACS will update this Language Access Implementation Plan every three years and will post
it on its website.
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NEW YORK CITY CIVILIAN COMPLAINT REVIEW BOARD
LOCAL LAW No. 30
LANGUAGE ACCESS POLICY AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
I. Agency Mission and Background
The New York City Civilian Complaint Review Board (CCRB) is an independent agency. It is
empowered to receive, investigate, hear, make findings and recommend action on complaints against New
York City police officers alleging the use of excessive or unnecessary force, abuse of authority,
discourtesy or the use of offensive language. The Board’s investigative staff, composed entirely of
civilian employees, conducts investigations in an impartial fashion. It also mediates complaints by
scheduling meetings with the officer, the complainant and trained mediator. The Board forwards its
findings to the Police Commissioner. On April 2, 2012, the NYPD and the CCRB signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) which conferred on the CCRB the power to prosecute substantiated cases where
the Board recommended “charges and specifications,” the most serious discipline. Since 2013, all
substantiated cases in which the Board recommends that charges and specifications be brought against an
officer are prosecuted by a team of CCRB attorneys in the agency’s Administrative Prosecution Unit
(APU). The Board is comprised of 13 board members who must reflect the diversity of the city’s
population. The city council chooses (designates) five board members, with one from each borough; the
mayor chooses five, including the chairperson; and the police commissioner chooses three who have law
enforcement experience. The mayor makes the official appointments to the board.
In fulfillment of its mission, the Board has pledged:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To encourage members of the community to file complaints when they feel they have been
victims of police misconduct.
To encourage all parties involved in a complaint to come forward and present evidence.
To investigate each allegation thoroughly and impartially.
To make objective determinations on the merits of each case.
To recommend disciplinary actions that are fair and appropriate, if and when the investigative
findings show that misconduct occurred.
To respect the rights of the civilians and officers.
To engage in community outreach to educate the public about the agency and to respond to
concerns relevant to the agency’s mandate.
To report relevant issues and policy matters to the Police Commissioner.
To offer civilians and officers the opportunity to mediate their complaints in order to promote
understanding between officers and the communities they serve.

The Board appoints an Executive Director, who as of January 2018, has staff of 168 employees, 101 in
the Investigations Division, 4 in the Mediation Unit, 6 in the Outreach and Intergovernmental Affairs
Unit, 9 in the APU, and 48 in the Administrative Division. The Administrative Division is comprised of 4
in the Human Resources Unit; 3 in the Communications Unit; 3 in the Management Information Systems
Unit, 5 in the Operations Unit, 4 in the Policy Unit, 3 in the Training Unit, 4 in the Complaint Tracking
System Team, 9 in the Case Management Unit, 5 in the Legal Unit, 4 in the Executive Staff and 2 noted
as additional staff. The CCRB is located at 100 Church Street, 10th Floor in New York City.
In 2017, the CCRB received 4,481 complaints and it is mandated to investigate or mediate these cases
prior to the 18 month statue-of-limitation. Most of the complaints received by the agency are referred to
the CCRB by the NYPD’s Internal Affairs Bureau (IAB). In addition, civilians file complaints by calling
the CCRB directly or dialing 311. Civilians also file complaints in person, in writing, by email, via the
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agency’s website and at police stationhouses throughout the City. Although most complaints are filed by
phone – either with an investigator during normal business hours or by leaving a phone-recorded message
during non-business hours – the vast of majority of complaints require in-person statement with an
investigator so that investigators can gather more facts about the case. If the case is suitable for
mediation, and if the civilian and officer choose to mediate their complaint, complainants must attend a
mediation session with the officer and a trained mediator who is contracted with the CCRB. In 2017, the
CCRB conducted over 2,365 civilian interviews and has approximately 33,210 instances of telephone
contact with the public.
II. Agency Language Access Policy and Goals
The CCRB aims to continue to make agency services accessible to New Yorkers with limited English
proficiency (LEP). Accordingly, the CCRB will standardize and expand its use of language access
practices for services that include communication with members of the public.
The CCRB will seek to draft regulations which set forth requirements for:
•
•
•
•

Translating documents containing essential information regarding the agency to the public in
the 10 designated citywide languages outlined in Local Law 30.
Making available translation and interpretation services for LEP individuals.
Collecting data regarding the primary language spoken by these individuals and whether such
person requires language assistance to communicate with the CCRB.
Increasing awareness regarding LEP individuals’ right to and the availability of language
access services.

Implementing this Language Access Plan will allow the CCRB to better serve the LEP population and
consequently the agency will be able to more accurately memorialize and track this population’s concerns
with respect to police misconduct.
III. LEP Population Assessment
The CCRB will utilize the United States Department of Justice (DOJ) “Four Factor Analysis” to aid the
agency in determining its LEP client’s language access needs and to evaluate service:
DOJ Factor 1: The number and proportion of LEP persons in the eligible service population. The CCRB
has access to statistical information as to the racial and ethnic composition of the boroughs of the city
from which complaints are received. These are broken down by Community Boards, zip codes and
precincts. The CCRB also has obtained information as to the number of LEP individuals throughout the
City, both by geographic distribution and by primary languages most commonly spoken. The CCRB will
review, and periodically reevaluate, both of these sets of data to isolate areas which need additional
language access services.
DOJ Factor 2: The frequency with which LEP individuals come in contact with the agency. The CCRB
estimates that we receive about 20 requests per month for interpretive services that require outside
assistance. In the past year, the CCRB has made requests for outside interpretive services in 14 different
languages serving over 120 LEP individuals. This figure, however, underestimates the agency’s language
services because it does not include requests fulfilled by our foreign language pool of employees who
speak, among other languages, Spanish, Mandarin, Russian and Arabic. In 2017, the CCRB did not track
the number of individuals that the CCRB provides direct translation services.
Investigators first recognize LEP needs of complainants at the point of intake (in-person or by telephone).
They are trained to assess the number of individuals that require language assistance services and
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determine the language. The staff then make an immediate requires for services either in-house, and if
that is not available, with a contracted vendor.
In 2018, the CCRB will enhance our recordkeeping system to better capture both the services provided inhouse and by our vendors. With the information gathered by the data captured the CCRB will adjust its
specific services if necessary to meet the actual needs of the agency in the future.
DOJ Factor 3: Explanation of the nature and importance of the program/services for the LEP person
requiring language assistance. One of the CCRB’s primary missions is to encourage civilians to file
complaints whenever they feel they have been a victim of or a witness to police misconduct. It is
particularly important for the CCRB to provide a voice for traditionally marginalized populations such as
the LEP population. Accordingly, it is imperative that the CCRB’s core outreach material and all its
investigative materials are available in the 10 languages outlined by Local Law 30. Thus, the CCRB has
taken steps to ensure that LEP individuals have available to them the means to file and participate in the
investigation or mediation of complaints against police officers. The CCRB has identified the essential
documents within the agency that require translating into the 10 primary languages and requested funding
so that these documents can be made accessible to the entire staff and LEP community. In addition, the
CCRB will be incorporating a general correspondence letter to civilians with the 10 primary languages.
DOJ Factor 4: The resources available to the agency and the cost of providing language services. As
detailed below, the CCRB will endeavor to make greater use of resources available in-house especially
bilingual staff to reduce its reliance on contracted vendors. Given the small size of the agency, however,
some reliance of vendors will continue to be necessary. The CCRB has explored video conferencing
interpretations to expedite the response time to assist LEP individuals for languages not provided by the
in-house investigative staff.
IV. Provision of Language Access Services
The CCRB requires that its staff provide interpretation and translation services during regular business
hours to individuals whose primary language is not English and who request such services in order to
communicate with the CCRB. These services are provided either in-person at the offices of the CCRB, in
the field, or to those seeking assistance by telephone.
Over-the-phone interpretation services are available to all staff members 24 hours a day/ 7 days a week in
over 150 languages. These services can be accessed by contacting a contracted vendor.
Language identification is done by either:
•
•
•

A CCRB staff person identifying the language
The limited English proficient individual identifying their language from a Language
Identification Card (“I Speak Card”)
The vendor identifying the language with the use of specialized linguists over the phone

Interpretation services also must be provided at the following meetings:
•
•

Mediation Sessions
Hearings conducted by the Administrative Prosecution Unit

Citywide Meetings
The agency holds public board meetings on a monthly basis throughout the City. These meetings are
typically covered with interpreters from a contracted vendor. Languages to be provided at these events are
determined by responding to specific language requests made by the event host(s) or expected attendees.
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Outreach
Contact information posters are posted in every police stationhouse in Spanish. The CCRB will
periodically re-evaluate whether contact posters need to be translated into additional languages.
Additionally, all essential information on the CCRB’s website can be translated into 113 languages with
the assistance of the Google Translate tab located within the website.
In 2017, our Outreach and Intergovernmental Affairs staff conducted approximately 840 total
presentations. While the majority of the presentations were in English, some presentations were
conducted in other languages (primarily Spanish). Additionally, outreach presentations for LEP audiences
in any language will be given upon request.
Investigation/Mediation
Investigators and mediators interact with the public via phone and in-person. When an LEP individual
contacts the CCRB, whenever possible, a member of the CCRB staff who is fluent in that person’s native
language is assigned either to meet with the individual or to act as an interpreter. In the case of a LEP
individual who is filing a complaint against a police officer, if there is a staff investigator fluent in that
person’s native language, that investigator will be assigned to investigate the complaint. If the CCRB
does not have such a bilingual investigator readily available, but has someone in another job title who
speaks the LEP individual’s native language, the CCRB will, whenever possible, assign that staff person
to act as the interpreter between the LEP individual and the investigator assigned to investigate the
complaint.
If the CCRB does not have a person on staff that speaks the LEP individual’s native language, the
Operations Unit or the assigned investigator will use DCAS Language Line contract or our existing
language services vendors. The use of adult relatives or friends of the civilian as interpreters is only
permitted when time is of the essence and no other interpretation alternative is available. In these
circumstances, the LEP person is informed in their primary language about the availability of free
interpreter services and the potential problems of utilizing a related translator.
The Language Access Coordinators continuously updates the agency’s internal list of employees who are
willing and able to act as volunteer interpreters and/or translators. The goal has always been to make
interpretive/translation services more readily available in-house, thus shortening response time to requests
for such services. The CCRB will explore certifying bilingual or multilingual staff members that
volunteers to act as interpreters or translators in languages other than English through a private linguistic
testing company.
Translation of written material
The CCRB has available its most frequently and essential distributed documents, such as forms,
correspondences and informational brochures about its services translated into Spanish, Chinese, HaitianCreole, Italian, Korean, Arabic and Russian. CCRB brochures are also available on the agency’s website
in the languages cited above. Palm cards and printed material geared towards the LGBT community are
translated into Spanish. At the moment, when complainants are required to fill out and/or sign a
document, the CCRB has the interpreter verbally translate the information in the document. The
interpreter then reads the document to the LEP individual in his/her native language before he/she signs
the document.
By June 30, 2018, the CCRB plans to translate all essential documentation in the 10 designated Citywide
languages outlined in Local Law 30 (LL30). These languages are: Spanish, Chinese, Russian, Korean,
Bengali, Haitian Creole, Arabic, Urdu, French and Polish. Additionally, the CCRB will periodically
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review its outreach material to ensure that it complies with the Plain English guidelines issued by the
Mayor’s Offices of Adult Education and Immigrant Affairs.
Notification of Free Interpretation Signage
The CCRB will continue to develop methods to ensure that LEP individuals are aware that our services
are available to them. This will include informing staff that the agency provides or arranges for the
provision of free language assistance services and informing them of the procedure to follow when
needing such services.
In addition, the CCRB will note in its printed advertisement and social media that the agency offers free
interpretation services upon request.
The CCRB has obtained language identification or “I speak” cards for each investigative squad and at our
reception booth. This will assist staff in determining a LEP individual’s native language. The CCRB is
configured in a way that does not require directional signage (the reception booth is visible immediately
upon exiting the elevators on the 10th Floor which the CCRB fully occupies). Complainants or
individuals who enter the lobby looking for the CCRB must first sign in at the security desk, after which
the guard directs them to the 10th Floor. We will also issue “I speak” cards to the security staff in the
lobby of the building to help them identify LEP individuals that visit the CCRB.
Emergency Preparedness and Response
In the event the agency needs to provide critical information to the public in the event of an emergency,
this message will be available in 114 languages through the agency website.
V. Training
The CCRB’s Language Access Coordinators will work with the Training Unit to develop a
comprehensive training that will reinforce to our current and new hires all aspects of LEP policy and its
implementation. The policy will be emailed to all staff, as well as distributed in hard copy at training
sessions and may be placed on the agency’s website. Topics of the training will include: the protocol of
use of bilingual staff; the procedure for providing or arranging for the provision of interpretive or
translation services means of identifying a LEP individual’s native language; and the process for referrals
to the pool of foreign language speakers or language service vendors.
A comprehensive training will be provided to frontline staff which will focus on providing “I Speak”
cards to LEP individuals and referring LEP individuals to the Language Identification Posters. Division
heads will be asked to reinforce the LEP policy and procedures including ensuring proper documentation
and tracking of LEP services, documents to aid in identifying the language requested, and how to
facilitate interpretation resources.
VI. Record Keeping and Evaluation
The CCRB will continue to record requests it receives and fills through outside sources for interpretive
and translations services.
The CCRB further intends to incorporate data regarding interpretation and translation requests into our
automated complaint tracking system (CTS). The CCRB will then have the ability to quantify the LEP
services provided by the CCRB and perform queries and cross-comparisons of data related to these
individuals in order to serve them better.
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The CCRB will also develop and implement means for evaluating the quality of the services it provides to
LEP individuals. These will include evaluating the language proficiency of the translator, whether
members of its own staff or others, as well as requesting feedback from LEP individuals as to their level
of satisfaction with the services they have received.
VII. Resource Analysis and Planning
The CCRB will continue to utilize the resources discussed above, as well as any others that become
known or available to it, in order to assure continued improvement in the quality of the interpretation and
translation service it provides. Our automated system (CTS) coupled with the diversity of foreign
language speakers will allow the CCRB to implement its plan and policy effectively. The CCRB is
equipped to execute this very important initiative that will benefit all New Yorkers regardless of their
native language. The agency is committed to the full compliance with Local Law 30 and we are, in effect,
removing the barriers to public services that LEP individuals face. For example, by implementing the
video conference on-the-spot interpretation services to the staff, the quality and accessibility of language
assistance services will be expedited to better serve the community. In addition, in 2018, the CCRB will
be seeking to include language letters in all essential correspondence to civilians to assist in facilitating
translations.
VIII. Outreach and Public Awareness of Language Access Services
The Director of Outreach and Intergovernmental Affairs and his community outreach team make
presentations throughout the five boroughs to a wide variety of groups, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High schools and colleges
Public libraries
Tenant associations
Advocacy organizations
Community groups
Non-governmental organizations
Religious organizations
Community board meetings
Precinct council meetings
LGBTQ-related groups
NYCHA

Ahead of every presentation, the community outreach team requests the assistance of the host entity to
identify any potential need for interpretation services. If the need arises, these events will be typically
covered with interpreters from a contracted vendor.
The CCRB will begin to explore additional ways to inform community groups, organizations and
neighborhoods that serve LEP individuals the availability of its free services to LEP individuals. The
community outreach team offers attendees of its events a CCRB brochure which describes what to do
when if you have experienced or witnessed police misconduct. This reader-friendly pamphlet details the
agency’s jurisdiction, the many ways of filing a complaint and how complaints are resolved. It is
available in eight languages. This brochure can also be accessed on the CCRB’s website
(www.nyc.gov/ccrb). By June 30, 2018, this brochure will be translated in the 10 languages outlined in
Local Law 30.
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IX. Language Access Complaints
The agency has investigative staff members who can interpret complaints for individuals who contact
311. When an individual needs assistance in another language, the agency procedure is to first seek
assistance from investigative staff that communicates in the required language. In the event that no
investigative staff can provide the assistance, then a name and contact number is documented for a future
contact with an interpreter from a contacted vendor. In the event contact is not established with the
complainant, a message would be left for the complainant to return our call. The CCRB then makes
reasonable attempts to establish communication via phone and mail with complainants. There were 631
complaints received via 311 in 2017.
The CCRB’s website provides the public with the contact name and number for the agency’s Language
Access Coordinator. The website also informs the public of the upcoming public board meetings and
provides the contact information to a member of the CCRB Outreach and Intergovernmental Affairs
should interpretation assistance be required. The website notes interpretation services are free upon
request. The agency’s annual report will include all information gathered relating to LEP assistance.

How members of public can submit
language access complaints,
questions, and requests

Agency 311 Data (CY
2017)

Description of how
complaints/requests
were addressed

In the past, the CCRB did not have any
notifications to the public for how to
submit language access complaints,
questions and requests. However, the
CCRB has since inputted a notation on
the CCRB website noting the language
access coordinator’s name, title, phone
number and email.

# of language access
complaints received via 311:
631

Complaints were
received via 311 and
then forwarded to the
intake unit. CCRB
complaints were then
forwarded to the
investigative unit and
assigned an
investigator.

# of requests for language
access services via 311:
Unknown

X. Implementation Plan Logistics

As of January 2018, the CCRB’s Language Access Coordinators are Investigative Manager Edwin Peña
and Senior Investigative Manager Jessica Peña. The name, title and contact information for Investigative
Manager Edwin Peña is currently posted on the agency’s website.

The CCRB is committed to insuring that no person is denied its services or denied timely services, simply
because that person has limited English proficiency. For this purpose, the Language Access Coordinators
will monitor the development of this Plan, its implementation and its effectiveness. The Language Access
Coordinators will review the Plan at least annually and modify it as needed. Once the final draft of the
Language Access Policy and Implementation Plan is approved by the Mayor’s Office of Immigrants
Affairs (MOIA), it will be posted on the agency’s website.
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Language Access Goal
General
Correspondence Letter
notifying of free
translation services
provided by the agency
to be included with all
mail communication
Develop comprehensive
LEP policy and
implementation training
for current and new
hires
Final Language
Assessment Report due
to MOIA

Milestone
July 1, 2018

Responsible staff
Investigative Manager
Edwin Peña and Senior
Investigative Manager
Jessica Peña

Deadline
February 15, 2018

July 1, 2018

Investigative Manager
Edwin Peña and Senior
Investigative Manager
Jessica Peña

March 1, 2018

March 30, 2018

Investigative Manager
Edwin Peña and Senior
Investigative Manager
Jessica Peña

March 30, 2018

Enhance recordkeeping
regarding the number of
assistance provided to
LEP individuals by the
agency
Final Version of
Language Access Policy
and Implementation
Plan due to MOIA

July 1, 2018

Investigative Manager
Edwin Peña and Senior
Investigative Manager
Jessica Peña

April 15, 2018

April 2018

Investigative Manager
Edwin Peña and Senior
Investigative Manager
Jessica Peña

N/A

Develop a survey to
capture the level of
service provided by our
in-house staff or private
contractors to LEP
individuals
Translating all essential
documents disseminated
to the public in
accordance to LL30

July 1, 2018

Investigative Manager
Edwin Peña and Senior
Investigative Manager
Jessica Peña

May 15, 2018

July 1, 2018

Investigative Manager
Edwin Peña and Senior
Investigative Manager
Jessica Peña

June 1, 2018

Review of Language
Access and
Implementation Plan

January 31, 2019

Investigative Manager
Edwin Peña and Senior
Investigative Manager
Jessica Peña

January 18, 2019
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Language Access Policy and Implementation Plan: 2018 Update
The New York City Commission on Human Rights (“The Commission”) submits this Language
Access Policy and Implementation Plan pursuant to Local Law 30 of 2017. This document is
updated as of January 2018.
Name and title of Language Access Coordinator: Edwin Tablada, Policy Analyst
AGENCY MISSION AND BACKGROUND
The New York City Commission on Human Rights (the “Commission”) is the agency
responsible for the enforcement of the New York City Human Rights Law (“City Human Rights
Law”), Title 8 of the Administrative Code of the City of New York. The City Human Rights
Law is one of the most comprehensive anti-discrimination laws in the country. It includes
protections in public accommodations, housing, and employment based on race; religion/creed;
color; age; national origin; immigration status; gender; gender identity and expression; sexual
orientation; pregnancy; disability; uniformed status; and marital or partnership status. Additional
protections are included in employment based on arrest or conviction record; status as a victim of
domestic violence, stalking, and sex offenses; unemployment status; credit history; salary
history; and status as a caregiver. More protections are afforded in housing based on lawful
occupation; lawful source of income; status as a victim of domestic violence, stalking, and sex
offenses; and the presence of children.
The City Human Rights Law also prohibits retaliation, discriminatory harassment or
violence, and bias-based profiling by law enforcement. The law further requires employers to
make reasonable accommodations for disabilities; religious observances or practices; pregnancy,
childbirth, or related medical conditions; and for victims of domestic violence, stalking or sex
offenses. Housing providers and public accommodations are also required to make reasonable
accommodations for people with disabilities.
The Commission has three primary divisions – the Law Enforcement Bureau (“LEB”),
Community Relations Bureau (“CRB”), and the Office of the Chairperson. LEB is responsible
for the intake, investigation, and prosecution of City Human Rights Law violations, including
those that raise systemic violations. CRB, through borough-based Community Service Centers,
helps cultivate understanding and respect among the City’s many diverse communities through
pre-Complaint interventions, conferences, workshops, and training sessions among other
initiatives. The Office of the Chairperson houses the legislative, policy, and adjudicatory
functions of the Commission, engages with stakeholders on policy issues, and convenes meetings
with the agency’s commissioners.
Any member of the public who believes they have been the subject of unlawful
discrimination in New York City may contact the Commission by calling 311 or by calling the
Commission directly at (718) 722-3131.
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The Commission currently has a total staff of approximately 141 staff members with a
projected headcount of 150 staff members for Fiscal Year 2018. Most of these individuals work
in the Manhattan central office (22 Reade Street), which is where LEB is located.
AGENCY LANGUAGE ACCESS POLICY AND GOALS
The Commission is committed to making its services accessible to all New Yorkers, with
a particular focus on improving access for limited English proficient (“LEP”) New Yorkers and
standardizing the use of language access practices throughout the agency. The Commission’s
goal is that all people who seek our services, regardless of the language they speak, are treated
with dignity and respect and are afforded meaningful access to services. The Commission
recognizes that the key to building trust in historically underserved communities, such as
immigrant and non-English speaking communities, begins with communication and accessibility.
To that end, since Commissioner and Chair Carmelyn P. Malalis began her tenure in February
2015, language access has been one of her core priorities, and many of those efforts over the past
three years are reflected in this document.
Implementing this updated Language Plan will ensure that all Commission staff
understand the Commission’s commitment and prioritization of language access and the policies
and practices that are in place to operationalize this work.
LEP POPULATION ASSESSMENT
Factor 1 examines the number or proportion of LEP persons eligible to be served or
likely to be encountered by the program. The Commission’s service area includes all of New
York City.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s data on “Detailed Languages Spoken at Home
and Ability to Speak English for the Population 5 Years and Over: 2009-2013”, residents who
live in the New York-Newark-Jersey City area who speak English less than “very well” are most
likely to speak: Spanish, Chinese, Russian, French Creole, Korean, Italian, Polish, Portuguese,
Bengali, and Arabic.
Factor 2 analyzes the frequency with which LEP individuals come in contact with the
Commission.
LEB transitioned to a new case tracking system in 2017 which allows staff to flag the
need for interpretation and translation for each individual who contacts LEB through the
Commission’s Infoline to ensure appropriate services throughout the life of a case, regardless of
whether the case is transferred among different staff members. From January 2017 to the end of
December 2017, the Commission fulfilled 1,658 requests for interpretation through multilingual
staff and the use of Voiance, with which the Commission has a contract for telephonic
interpretation, in-person interpreters. The Commission maintains this information organized by
language, which is used to inform the Commission’s staffing needs and translation and
interpretation priorities.
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The Commission’s CRB has access to statistical information regarding the racial and
ethnic composition of the borough each Community Service Center serves and will continue to
expand and develop relationships within different racial and ethnic communities throughout the
boroughs. CRB is currently working with the Commission’s Information Technology department
to expand the system LEB uses to track its cases to include CRB’s community work. This will
allow CRB to better track language use and needs for events, meetings, and presentations. The
Commission will continue to assess the LEP populations it serves, and to offer the widest level
of language access possible.
Of the 1,658 fulfilled requests for interpretation in 2017, over one thousand, an
overwhelming majority (81%), were for Spanish, while Mandarin, Russian, Bengali, French,
Arabic, and Korean requests closely followed as the other top requested languages. These
languages, as well as the other languages mandated by Local Law 30, are all included in the
Commission’s language access policies. Based on our data, we believe that the ten languages
mandated by Local Law 30 cover an overwhelming majority of our needs. All other translation
will be performed on a case-by-case basis.
Factor 3 describes and assesses the importance of the benefit, service, information, or
encounter to the limited English proficient person.
As stated above, the Commission’s goal is that all people who seek our services, regardless of
the language they speak, are treated with dignity and respect, and are afforded meaningful access
to services. This Plan reflects the Commission’s commitment to providing language access
services and meeting the following goals:
-

To ensure that language is not a barrier to services provided by the Commission;
To ensure that everyone has equal access to our services and materials, regardless of the
level of their English proficiency;
To inform all individuals seeking our services that free interpretation services are always
available;
To improve data collection systems to track LEP individuals seeking the Commission’s
services; and
To train front‐line staff on the importance of ensuring access to free interpretation
services for all LEP individuals

Factor 4 describes the resources available to the agency and the costs of providing
various types of language services.
The Commission uses multilingual staff and vendor services including translation,
telephonic interpretation, and, when appropriate, on‐site interpretation to speak with our clients
in their preferred language.
During Fiscal Year 2017, the Commission spent approximately $57,934 on language
access services including over-the-phone interpretation, written translation, sign language
interpretation, and on-site interpretation.
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LANGUAGE ACCESS IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
FY'17 VENDOR & COST BREAKDOWN
TYPE OF SERVICE
Over-the-Phone Interpretation

VENDOR
Voiance Language Services
Total for Over-the-Phone Translations

AMOUNT
$3,268.75
$3,268.75

Written Translation Services

Language Line Services
Language Bank
Legal Interpreting Services
Eriksen Translation Services
Total for Written Translations

$21,579.36
$1,155.00
$8,428.00
$9,450.65
$40,613.01

Sign Language Interpreting Services

Legal Interpreting Services
Accurate Communications
Total for Sign Language Interpreting

$8,050.00
$534.54
$8,584.54

On-site Interpretation

Legal Interpreting Services
Total for On-site Interpretations

$5,467.76
$5,467.76

GRAND TOTAL

$57,934.06

PROVISION OF LANGUAGE ACCESS SERVICES
A. Law Enforcement Bureau
The Commission will continue to provide interpretation services in all available
languages through its staff members’ language capacity, the Citywide Volunteer Language Bank
(“VLB”), and phone interpretation through its contract with Voiance. LEB staff members
currently speak 23 languages, up from approximately six languages three years ago, and can
therefore provide customer service to the public in those languages from the time of the initial
call to the Commission’s Infoline through an investigation of a complaint and into the trial phase
of the prosecution of a case. When LEB does not have a staff member available to speak a
person’s language directly, LEB hires professional interpreters for in-person intake and witness
interviews or uses Voiance for telephonic interpretation. For written translations, LEB first uses
the Volunteer Language Bank, and if unavailable, hires a professional translator.
LEB interacts with members of the public by phone and in a variety of face-to-face
meetings. A member of the public will generally contact LEB by calling 311 or by calling the
Commission’s Infoline directly. LEB’s Infoline staff can conduct the initial phone assessment in
six languages (Spanish, French Creole, Arabic, Hindi, Urdu, or Nepali). If the individual speaks
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a language other than the six identified, Infoline staff immediately call a phone interpreter
through the Commission’s vendor, Voiance. If an appointment is made for the individual to meet
with an attorney, supervisors who assign intakes attempt to assign an attorney who speaks that
language for the interview. If no staff with the requisite language skills are available, the attorney
will use phone interpretation by Voiance during the interview.
LEB’s intake form is currently translated into Spanish, which is, by a large margin, the
most commonly used language by members of the public accessing LEB’s services after English.
Nearly 1/3 of all LEB staff speak and read in Spanish and can therefore review the form directly
without need for translation. For all other languages, when the individual arrives for an intake
appointment, the attorney or other staff member who speaks the person’s language meets with
them to verbally translate the form to them, fills out the form in English, and then proceeds with
the intake. If no staff members speak the person’s language, then the staff member performs the
same function with assistance of an interpreter by phone through Voiance, or in some instances,
with a professional in-person interpreter the Commission has hired for the appointment.
LEB has translated fifteen commonly distributed documents (defined as documents that
are regularly sent to parties in the investigation, enforcement, and mediation processes) into ten
languages in addition to English: Bengali, Spanish, Haitian Creole, Russian, Chinese, French,
Korean, Urdu, Polish, and Arabic. LEB also sends out an insert with service of all
correspondence in the enforcement process containing an advisory in 23 languages that the
document contains important information about the case and provides a phone number of an
LEB staff person to call for verbal, over-the-phone interpretation of the document. The Office of
the Chair (“OC”) is also in the process of translating four core documents it regularly uses in
communicating with parties—when parties appeal LEB determinations, for example—into the
above languages. The Commission will continue to assess the language access needs of the
agency and of the population it serves.
B. Community Relations Bureau
For any outreach events, public hearings, or trainings, CRB accommodates any
interpretation requests through the use of portable simultaneous interpretation headset equipment
owned by the Commission. CRB provides invitations to events in multiple languages and notes
on the invitation how one may request language interpretation.
CRB continues to make outreach and public awareness of the Commission’s services and
expanded language capacity an integral part of its work by collaborating with the offices of local
elected officials and community-based organizations to have mobile pre-intake clinics, days of
outreach and visibility, and by displaying our signage and literature in all available languages in
CRB’s Community Service Centers and at public events. Many CRB presentations are given in,
or interpreted into, Spanish, Russian, French, Mandarin, Haitian Creole, Bengali, Hindi, and/or
American Sign Language by Commission staff. These languages were chosen based on staff
capacity and community need.
C. Commission-Wide Policies and Practices
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The Commission currently has signage developed by the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant
Affairs in conspicuous locations at its main location and at its four satellite Community Service
Centers that advises members of the public of their right to free interpretation.
The Commission now requires that all staff complete a language access questionnaire
during the on-boarding process so that the Commission’s Language Access Coordinator can
track the Commission’s in-house language capacity as it continues to grow. The Commission’s
total language capacity as of January 2018 is 36 languages spoken agency-wide.
As the Commission develops new print and web materials for large-scale distribution, it
will continue to use a certified outside vendor to translate print materials into the following ten
languages: Bengali, Spanish, Chinese, Korean, Russian, French, Haitian Creole, Arabic, Polish,
and Urdu. The Commission will continue to work to ensure that its literature is written in plain
language and is translated accordingly. The Commission also uses internal staff to review
professionally translated materials.

TRAINING
The Commission requires that all staff receive regular training on language access and
how to provide appropriate services to LEP members of the public who are accessing the
Commission’s services. The Commission will continue to train all staff as to all facets of this
policy and its implementation on an annual basis and all newly hired staff will be trained on this
policy during the on-boarding process. Topics of the training will include: the protocol for use of
bilingual staff; the procedure for providing or arranging for the provision of interpretation
services; means of identifying a LEP individual’s primary language; the use of Voiance phone
interpretation services; and cultural competency for working with LEP individuals. The training
is, and will continue to be, conducted by the Managing Director for Education, Restorative
Justice, and Development and is regularly updated with approval from the agency’s Language
Access Coordinator.

RECORD KEEPING AND EVALUATION
The Commission will continue to track requests for both interpretation services and
translations through LEB’s case-tracking system and will build out this capacity as other agency
departments are added to the new tracking software. It will also develop and implement means
for evaluating the quality of the services it provides to LEP individuals. This may include
seeking feedback from LEP individuals as to their level of satisfaction with the services they
have received through evaluation forms and/or surveys after trainings, presentations, and
meetings. Commission staff also receive feedback on the accuracy and effectiveness of
interpretation and translation services, particularly at Commission-led events or initiatives, from
our community partnerships with houses of worship, advocacy groups, and community
organizations that serve a wide range of LEP populations across the city. The Commission’s
Language Access Coordinator, in partnership with staff in all departments, will monitor the
efficacy of this plan and compliance with Local Law 30.
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RESOURCE ANALYSIS AND PLANNING
The Commission will continue to utilize the resources discussed above, as well as any
others that become known or available to it, in order to assure continued improvement in the
quality of the interpretation and translation services it provides. The Commission is committed to
full compliance with Local Law 30. The Commission will continue to prioritize the hiring of
individuals with existing contacts and relationships with communities that have not historically
been served by the Commission, including certain LEP communities, and will prioritize the
hiring of individuals that have the skills to increase the Commission’s language capacity.

OUTREACH AND PUBLIC AWARENESS
CRB is working to increase its outreach to various immigrant communities throughout
the City and regularly partners with community-based organizations, houses of worship, sister
agencies, local elected officials, and others to expand the Commission’s reach and connect with
immigrant and LEP communities.
The Commission will make available all of its latest agency publications in ten languages
other than English. These publications are available for download on the Commission website
and in print on demand. The Commission releases content in Spanish and other languages on all
Commission social media. The Commission will also continue its ongoing efforts and investment
in New York City’s diverse community media outlets. Through persistent outreach and
advertising placement in media most relevant to the communities the Commission serves, the
Commission has kept an open dialogue with some of our city’s most vulnerable and hard-toreach communities. The Commission will continue to produce its advertisements in various
languages to be placed effectively in ethnic print media, including Arabic, Bengali, Spanish,
Chinese, Korean, and Urdu, and in FY17 ensured 100% of all radio and print advertising was
either in community or ethnic media. The Commission will continue to focus its advertising
budget on community and ethnic media in multiple languages moving forward. Further, all
future large-scale public information campaigns by the agency will include strategic outreach to
the large number of ethnic media that serve LEP communities in the five boroughs in the form of
advertisements, press stories, and panel discussions with reporters and editors working at these
media outlets.

LANGUAGE ACCESS COMPLAINTS
The Commission’s Language Access Coordinator will monitor all complaints submitted
through 311 or made internally and is responsible for receiving, tracking, and resolving
complaints.

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN LOGISTICS
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The Commission is committed to ensuring that no person is denied services or denied
timely services simply because they have limited English proficiency. Further, the Commission
is committed to ensuring that all members of the public who seek the Commission’s services are
treated with dignity and respect. To that end, the Language Access Coordinator, Policy Analyst
Edwin Tablada, will oversee the implementation of this plan, as well as monitor its effectiveness.
The Language Access Coordinator will review the Plan at least annually, and modify it as
needed.
The Commission will continue to:
1. Train all staff on the updated Language Access Plan and cultural competency in working
with LEP individuals;
2. Prioritize the hiring of staff to increase internal language capacity to reflect the
Commission’s service population;
3. Ensure social media content is consistently published in Spanish, English, and other
languages;
4. Develop trainings and presentations in Spanish, Russian, French, Mandarin, and Haitian
Creole, and eventually additional languages;
5. Perform strategic outreach to ethnic media that serve LEP communities in the five
boroughs in the form of advertisement, press stories, and panel discussions with reporters
and editors working at these media outlets;
6. Create citywide media campaigns with components translated into languages other than
English;
7. Translate major Commission materials into ten languages in addition to English;
8. Plan outreach events to LEP communities; and
9. Improve data collection systems to track LEP individuals seeking the Commission’s
services.
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Department for the Aging (DFTA) Language Access Policy and Plan
Fiscal Year 2018
The New York City Department for the Aging Language Access Plan complies with Local Law 73 and Executive
Order No. 120 of July 2008, titled Citywide Policy on Language Access to Ensure the Effective Delivery of City
Services. DFTA has had a Language Access policy and plan since fiscal 2009. This updated Plan includes
requirements of Local Law 30, which went into effect on July 1, 2017.

1. DFTA Mission and Background
Agency Mission

The NYC Department for the Aging’s Mission is to work to eliminate ageism and ensure the dignity and quality-of-life
of New York City’s diverse older adults, as well as to support of their caregivers, through service, advocacy, and
education.
DFTA is the lead Mayoral agency addressing public policy and service issues affecting older New Yorkers. Through
its community partners and direct service units DFTA serves more than 200,000 older New Yorkers and their
caregivers. DFTA is also the largest agency in the Federal network of Area Agencies on Aging (AAA's). In this
capacity, the Department advocates on legislative, regulatory, and socio-economic issues that affect older adults.
The goals of DFTA’s programs and initiatives are to:
⋅ promote and support the independence of older New Yorkers;
⋅ eliminate ageism;
⋅ inform and educate the general public about aging issues, services, supports, and opportunities for older New
Yorkers and their families;
⋅ be a catalyst for increased resources to enhance and expand programs and services for older New Yorkers;
⋅ ensure the provision of quality services fairly and equitably to older New Yorkers; and,
⋅ enhance and expand effective, productive partnerships with consumers, advocates, private and public
organizations.

Services Provided by the Department for the Aging

DFTA provides the majority of its services through contracts with community-based and other organizations. DFTAfunded core community services include:
⋅ Senior centers: The Department currently funds over 240 senior centers, located in every Community Board
and are attended by nearly 30,000 individuals daily.
⋅ Case management: Case Management is the gatekeeper for DFTA funded in-home services such as home
delivered meals, home care, and friendly visiting. All clients receiving an in-home service funded by DFTA
receive a comprehensive assessment from a case management agency.
⋅ Home delivered meals: The Home Delivered Meals program provides nutritious meals to older New Yorkers
while creating greater choice to address the future needs of a growing homebound population.
⋅ Home care: The Home Care program is designed for low-income seniors 60 years and older who have unmet
needs in activities of daily living and do not qualify for Medicaid or other ongoing insurance-funded home care.
The goal of this program is to maintain seniors safely at home and prevent or at least delay the placement of
frail elderly individuals into more expensive Medicaid-funded nursing homes.
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⋅ Transportation: The Department provides transportation for older adults through contracted non-profit
organizations. These providers transport frail older New Yorkers who have no access to, or cannot use public
transportation, for the purpose of attending senior centers and essential medical and social service
appointments.
⋅ Caregiver services: DFTA provides oversight of ten contracted Title III-E National Family Caregiver Support
Programs. These community based organizations support caregivers by providing information on long term
care topics and resources, assisting caregivers in accessing benefits and entitlements, offering individual
counseling, support groups, and care-related training, linking with in-home, congregate, and overnight respite
care, and offering supplemental supportive services. Grandparents or other older relatives who are solely
responsible for raising their grandchildren age 18 and under are also eligible for services, as are older adults
caring for their adult disabled child.
⋅ Naturally Occurring Retirement Communities (NORCs): DFTA oversees the city-funded Naturally Occurring
Retirement Community Supportive Service Programs (NORC SSPs), which provides social work services,
assistance with health care management, wellness activities, and other social and educational programs.
There are currently 28 NORC SSP contracts funded by DFTA.
⋅ Elder abuse prevention and intervention services: Through this program, seniors who are experiencing any of
several forms of maltreatment (physical, sexual, financial, psychological, and/or active or passive neglect) by
someone who has a special or “trusting” relationship with the elder (a spouse, a sibling, a child, a friend, a
caregiver, etc.) are provided with direct services. The objective of elder abuse intervention strategies is to
increase the client’s sense of control and self-acceptance and to provide a range of legal and social service
options for ending abuse.
DFTA provides the following core services directly:
⋅ Health insurance information counseling and assistance (HIICAP); HIICAP conducts public outreach
presentations and workshops for older adults, community partners, and other groups on Medicare, Medicaid,
Medigap, Elderly Pharmaceutical Insurance Coverage (EPIC), private health insurance and Medicare’s
preventive services. HIICAP’s counselors are state certified who provide assistance with Medicare Part D
prescription plan selection and enrollment by appointment and over the telephone, among other services.
HIICAP has 33 community based sites citywide that offer 15 different language capabilities.
⋅ Senior employment: DFTA’s Senior Employment Unit provides, training, and employment opportunities for
adults 55 and older, including job search skills workshops, career advisement, job fairs, and computer
technology and customer service training. The SCSEP training components include a variety of online
courses geared toward helping participants become more successful in their job search.
⋅ Caregiver/grandparent information and assistance: The Caregiver Resource Center consists of social workers
who offer support through the provision of information, assistance, and referrals to individuals caring for older
New Yorkers; consultation is provided to professionals who request guidance for their clients; and
informational sessions on relevant long term care topics are conducted for caregivers, professionals, seniors,
and the community at large. These presentations include areas such as Alzheimer’s disease, caregiving,
residential alternatives, and community resources. These sessions are offered in English, Spanish and
Mandarin. In support of the Department’s Health Promotions Unit, workshops on the evidenced-based Chronic
Disease and Diabetes Self-Management programs are conducted in Mandarin and Cantonese.
⋅ Elderly crime victims information and support: The Elderly Crime Victims Resource Center provides direct
services to crime and elder abuse victims and training to groups that work with older adults on how to identify
signs and provide intervention. The ECVRC and its community partners – including the Mayor’s Office to
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Combat Domestic Violence and the Family Justice Centers of Brooklyn, Queens, Manhattan ,the Bronx and
Staten Island – provide crisis intervention, counseling, advocacy, information and assistance, limited
emergency financial assistance, and legal services referrals.
⋅ One-on-one free assistance to older persons who need help with checkbook maintenance and bill paying: The
Bill Payer Program works to assist low income seniors in paying their bills on time, while protecting them from
financial exploitation. The program helps financially vulnerable seniors to remain in the community with the
assurance that their monthly financial obligations have been met.
For more information about DFTA’s services, please visit our website at: www.nyc.gov/aging.

2. DFTA Language Access Policy and Goal
Individuals are considered to be of Limited English Proficiency (LEP) when they are not able to speak, read, write or
understand the English language at a level that allows them to interact effectively with service providers. In keeping
with the Department's mission to serve older New Yorkers, DFTA is committed to ensuring that limited English is not
an obstacle to older LEP individuals.
DFTA's language access goal is to facilitate aging services access and utilization by older LEP individuals. The goal
will be met through the following objectives:
⋅ Ensuring DFTA staff, provider and public are aware of and knowledge about DFTA's Language Access Policy;
⋅ Providing staff with access to and usage of the Language Line and New York City Volunteer Language Bank;
⋅ Requiring providers contracted with the NYC Department for the Aging to have plans and policies in place to
address the needs of LEP individuals as per the Department’s General Standards of Operation;
⋅ Monitoring contract agency compliance with standards;
⋅ Translating commonly distributed documents in the 10 designated citywide languages; and
⋅ Ensuring that other documents and announcements, identified by DFTA programmatic units, are translated
into the top 10 languages of Older New Yorkers and/or the City’s 10 designated citywide languages;
⋅ Implementing a protocol for Provision of Language Access Services by DFTA's Staff.

3. LEP Population Assessment (Application of the US Department of Justice Four
Factor Analysis)
Factor 1: The number and proportion of LEP older individuals in New York City
Primary Languages of Older New Yorkers
Based on the American Community Survey (ACS) 2011-15 data, the top ten most frequent non-English languages
spoken at home by older New Yorkers 60+ are Spanish (20.%); Chinese (6%); Russian (4%); Italian (2%) French
Creole (2%); French (1%); Greek (1%); Tagalog (1%); Korean (1%); and Polish (1%).
The Primary Languages of DFTA's Clients Served During Fiscal 2017
During Fiscal 2017, DFTA served over 200,000 older New Yorkers and their caregivers; of those:
⋅ 32,989 speak a primary language other than English; and,
⋅ 26,636 can't speak, read, or understand English.
The language breakdown of all DFTA clients whose primary language is not English is as follows:
⋅ Spanish (57%)
⋅ Chinese - includes Cantonese, Mandarin and other dialects (32%)
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⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅

Russian (5%)
Korean (2 %)
Polish (I%)
Other 1 (3%)

Factor 2: The frequency with which LEP individuals come into contact with the agency

The table below shows the number and of, and frequency with which LEP individuals came into contact with DFTA –
funded core programs during Fiscal Year 2017. The most common languages spoken among these individuals who
can’t speak, read or understand English are: Spanish (57%); Chinese (24.7%); Russian (7.7%); Korean (5.1%); and
Polish (1.2%).
Number of Contacts
with DFTA funded
programs
Less than 10 times
10 ~ 24 times
25 ~ 49 times
50 ~ 99 times
100 ~ 199 times
200 and more times
Total
Average Contacts

Limited English Proficiency
Yes
No
Total
Clients Percent
Clients Percent
Clients Percent
10,782
38.4%
90,526
46.3%
101,308
45.3%
4,213
15.0%
27,668
14.1%
31,881
14.2%
3,213
11.4%
21,075
10.8%
24,288
10.9%
4,176
14.9%
28,286
14.5%
32,462
14.5%
3,553
12.7%
18,951
9.7%
22,504
10.1%
2,141
7.6%
9,146
4.7%
11,287
5.0%
28,078
100.0%
195,652
100.0%
223,730
100.0%
55.4 times

43.4 times

44.8 times

In FY2017 DFTA provided more than 600 over the phone interpretation in more than 20 languages through its
Language Line Services. The table below shows the languages for which translation was provided and the number
of calls for each.
Language
Spanish
Russian
Chinese
Korean
Haitian Creole
Arabic
Polish
French
Bengali
Romanian
Italian
Farsi
Greek
Hindi
Fuzhou

Number of Calls
259
90
157
39
11
8
7
7
7
6
5
4
3
3
3

1

Other includes fewer than 100 clients. Language distribution: Abkhazian, Afrikaans, Albanian, American Sign Language, Amharic, Arabic, Armenian, Bengali Bangla, Bulgarian, Burmese,
Cambodian, Catalan, Cherokee, Corsican, Creole, Creole Spanish, Croatian, Czech, Dakota, Dutch, Egyptian (EGY), Esperanto, Estonian, Farsi, Finnish, French, French Creole, Georgian, German,
Greek, Guarani, Gujarati Haitian Creole, Hebrew, Hindi, Hungarian, Indonesian, lnterlingue, Irish, Italian, Japanese, Kirundi Kurdish, Latin, Latvian Lettish, Lingala, Lithuanian, Macedonian, Malay,
Malayalam, Maltese, Marathi. Moldavian, Nepali Persian, Portuguese, Punjabi, Rhaeto-Romanc, Romanian, Samoan, Serbian, Serbo-Croatian, Sindhi, Singhalese, Slovak, Slovenian, Somali
Sudanese, Swahili, Swazi, Swedish, Tagalog, Taiwanese, Tamil, Tegulu, Thai Tibetan, Toishanese, Turkish, Twi, Ukrainian, Urdu, Uzbek, Vietnamese, Yiddish, Yoruba.
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Albanian
Fukienese
Hungarian
German
Laotian
Turkish
Portuguese

2
2
2
1
1
1
1

Factor 3: The importance of the benefit, service, information, or encounter to the limited English
proficient person.

All of DFTA’s programs and services are important to ensuring older adults are safe and secure, and age well in their
communities. The lack of, or delay of access to, translation or interpretation services can have serious implications
for LEP older adults and their caregivers trying to access these services.

Factor 4: Resources available to the agency and the costs of providing the various language
services.

DFTA’s current resources include Language Line Services, which offers translation and interpretation services in
over 170 languages, and DFTA’s multilingual staff who can competently assist LEP individuals in the languages they
speak. DFTA also contracts with translation providers for document translation. Costs for these services can be
made available upon request.

4. Provision of language access services
Protocol for Provision of Language Access Services by DFTA's Staff

⋅ All DFTA staff interacting with potential clients and/or service information seekers will take the following steps
in providing service to walk-in individuals:
- When a walk-in customer appears to be LEP, staff will attempt to verbally ascertain the primary language
spoken by the customer.
- If verbal communication is unsuccessful, staff will use a Language Identification Card to facilitate
communication. Language Identification Cards will be available in all reception areas and units.
⋅ When individuals visiting DFTA’s offices need language services, they will be assigned to a bilingual staff
person who speaks his/her language if available.
⋅ If an appropriate bilingual worker is not available, Language Line interpreter services will be accessed.
⋅ Callers to direct service units or individuals contacted by phone will be asked their preferred language for
communication if it appears they are LEP and interpretation services will be provided.

Primary language will be tracked in DFTA’s Correspondence Tracking System (CTS) and correspondence, including
mail and emails to specific LEP persons will be translated into the language the individuals speak if requested.
Translation and interpretation services will be provided primarily by Language Line or any other certified vendors with
whom the agency contracts in the future. Other services available to clients through the agency’s contract with
Language Line include video interpretation, on-site interpretation, and document translation. All DFTA’s direct
services units have access to the Language Access line.
The department will also register with and use the Volunteer Language Bank for reviewing translations.

Translation of essential service documents and announcements
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Essential service documents and announcements identified by DFTA programmatic units, will be translated into the
top 10 languages of Older New Yorkers and/or the City’s 10 designated citywide languages where applicable. Using
the data included in the four factor analysis, DFTA’s priority, given current limited resources, will be to translate
documents into the languages that best meet the needs of the New York City’s senior population or target areas. The
top ten languages spoken by New York City’s seniors include three languages not included in the citywide
designated languages – Italian, Greek, and Tagalog. The department will:
⋅ Maintain a list of specific documents requiring translation from DFTA Bureau Heads.
⋅ Develop a protocol for staff requests for formal translation of DFTA documents.
⋅ Provide translated routine documents to DFTA’s contracted providers (e.g.: consent forms, contribution
requirements, complaint procedures, etc.).
⋅ Maintain a record of documents translated during the fiscal year and languages into which they were
translated.

Use of Plain Language

Documents targeted for translation will be written in plain language to ensure that information is accessible to a range
of literacy levels. Staff responsible for developing these documents will receive plain language training. Documents
will be reviewed for readability and clarity, and edited where necessary, prior to translation and dissemination to the
public. When appropriate or feasible, multilingual taglines or graphics will be added to documents written in English
to assist LEP individuals in understanding the information provided, and to inform them that free language assistance
is available.

Signage

Multilingual signs will be placed in the reception areas of the programs who receive walk-ins informing visitors of the
availability of free interpretation services. Signs will be in the ten designated citywide languages, which includes the
top five languages spoken by New York City’s seniors.

Addressing language access needs in the agency’s emergency preparedness and response

Materials produced for publication by DFTA’s Bureau of Emergency Preparedness (BEP) will be translated in the 10
citywide designated languages (see appendix for a list of the commonly distributed documents distributed by BEP).
Information on emergency preparedness to community partners will be in the languages most commonly spoken by
their communities. Language Access will also be incorporated into DFTA’s Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP)

5. Training

DFTA’s Center for Organization Development and Strategic Initiatives develops and conducts or facilitates language
access and cultural competency trainings for direct service staff, supervisors, and program officers who are
responsible for monitoring contracted providers. (See appendix for copy of curriculum).

6. Record Keeping and Evaluation

The department will maintain records of all language services provided by the agency. A formal tracking system will
be developed and each direct service unit will be required to document all language services provided on a monthly
basis.
Based on the information gathered from each unit, the Language Line invoices, and 311 data, the Language Access
Coordinator will prepare quarterly reports for DFTA’s Executive staff. DFTA will also maintain a record of the number
of bilingual interpreter staff providing services and the language they are proficient in, as well as a list of documents
that have been translated and disseminated.
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All providers contracted with the NYC Department for the Aging are required to have plans and policies in place to
address the needs of LEP individuals and compliance will be monitored as a part of the provider’s assessment. As
per the Department’s General Standards of Operation (Standard 2 Compliance 2.1 and 2.2):
Compliance 2.2. The program is linguistically and culturally competent.
• The program has a language access plan that includes these provisions:
- The program will provide on-demand language assistance free of charge to persons with limited
English proficiency (LEP). At minimum, the program will have a telephonic interpretation service
contract or similar community arrangement with a language interpretation services provider to
assist LEP individuals.
- The program will inform persons with limited English proficiency of the availability of free language
assistance at its location. Notice will be in writing designed to be understood by LEP individuals.
- The program will train staff that have contact with the public in the timely and appropriate use of
these and other language services.
Compliance 2.2. The program is culturally competent.
• All service activities reflect (1) understanding of the needs, characteristics, cultural expectations and
preferences of different ethnic groups residing in the community; (2) sensitivity and responsiveness to
issues relating to culture, religion, socioeconomic status, gender identity, sexual orientation and
immigrant adjustment; (3) sensitivity to cultural barriers impeding service utilization, including but not
limited to language barriers; and (4) knowledge of linguistically and culturally competent service
providers in the community and City, and ability to refer individuals to these providers when needed.
•

All services are provided with respect for cultural differences, preferences and styles of communication,
and with skill in assisting individuals in overcoming cultural and linguistic barriers. As appropriate to
the type of services provided, cultural preferences are respected – e.g. through foods served, holiday
celebrations, social activities and program communications.

7. Resource Analysis and Planning

Implementation of the Plan, coordination and management of translation services, and ensuring compliance with
Local Law 30 will be provided by the following DFTA staff:
Deputy Assistant Commissioner of the Office of Management Analysis and Planning (OMAP) and the Director of
Planning, Policy and Analysis (PPAU) will supervise the Language Access Coordinator whose responsibilities
include:

⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅

Facilitating the coordination/implementation of Language Access Policy;
Coordinating Language Access Policy and Plan Implementation with key DFTA staff;
Reviewing (monthly) the use of language interpretation services (Language Line, Volunteer
Language Bank, etc.) to identify new needs and ensure suitability of contracted translation
providers to DFTA needs;
Coordinating with the Volunteer Language Bank on translation confirmation requests;
Keeping records/notes on items that need to be added to, and/or changed/updated in, the
Language Access Plan annually;
Tracking, and preparing reports on, Language Access Plan implementation;
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⋅
⋅

Working with the Supervisor of Policy and Correspondence (SPC) to update the Language Access
Report to the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs;
Preparing monthly, quarterly and annual reports on Language Access.

Deputy Commissioner for Program Operations:
⋅ Ensure implementation of Language Access Policy, as it pertains to DFTA's Bureau of Community Services,
Bureau of Long Term Care, Bureau of Active Aging and Bureau of Health Care Connections.
Director of Public Affairs:
⋅ Ensure that DFTA’s public announcements and key publications are translated into the 10 designated
citywide languages and\top 10 languages of older New Yorkers.
DFTA General Counsel:
⋅ Provide supervision to DFTA’s General Services unit; this is the unit responsible for the procurement and
management of the Language Line contract.
Director of the Center for Organization Development and Strategic Initiatives:
⋅ Develop and conduct language access and cultural competency trainings for direct service staff,
supervisors, and program officers who are responsible for monitoring contracted providers.

8. Outreach and Public Awareness

The department will keep the updated Language Access Policy posted on its website in the top 5 languages in NYC
where all stakeholders (Internal staff, providers, older New Yorkers, general public, etc.) can have access to it.
Annual reminders about DFTA’s Language Access Policies will be sent from the Commissioner to staff and
providers, with DFTA’s language access policy attached and the location on the Internet referenced. A copy of the
Language Access Plan will be included in New Staff Orientation materials.

9. Complaint Procedure

Information about how to file a complaint is included in each internal and external provider Bill of Rights and
Grievance Procedures, which are distributed to clients and/or posted in public areas as well as are located on
DFTA’s website. This year DFTA will be posting the contact number of the language access coordinator, as well as
the procedure for filing language access complaints, in the top 10 languages, on DFTA’s website. The language
coordinator will be responsible for keeping a log of all complaints, and ensuring that all complaints are addressed in a
timely manner.
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10. Implementation Plan Logistics
Language Access Goals

Identify a Language Access Coordinator.
Develop a tracking system to track complaints and document language
translation services provided.
Develop a complaint form and post on the internet.
Develop a protocol for staff requests for formal translation of DFTA
documents.
Incorporate Language Access into the Continuity of Operations Plan
(COOP)
Ensure that multilingual staffers are tapped to table at disaster service
assistance centers and multilingual materials provided.
Develop a system to monitor whether language services are being
provided by contracted providers.
Ensure that all Programs and In-House Units have Language Cards
Posted
Review the Clarity of Materials to be Translated.
Identify and Prioritize Documents for Translation.
Convene the first biannual multi-Bureau Language Access Meetings.

Milestones

The Department is in the process of identifying the coordinator.
The Department has been working on building and programming a new
Correspondence Tracking System that will track all of the agency’s correspondence,
complaints, including those language access related, as well as internal and external
requests for translation.

Assess who has cards and who does not
Purchase cards to distribute for posting.
Distribute cards and follow-up to confirm that they have been posted.
Review documents for clarity (plain language) prior to translation.
Identify which essential documents are to be translated into which languages and
the priority for translation.
PPAU will meet with Bureaus twice yearly to evaluate and report on actions taken to
meet language access goals and priorities.
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Introduction
Language access is critical for New York City’s diverse communities. The city is home to approximately 3.4
million immigrants, and almost half of all New Yorkers speak a language other than English at home.
Approximately a quarter of New York City’s population, or 1.8 million New Yorkers, identify themselves as
limited English proficient.

Executive Order and Local Law
Executive Order 120 of 2008 established a uniform policy and standards for translation and interpretation
services for City agencies that have direct interaction with New Yorkers. It required that each City agency
designate a Language Access Coordinator, develop a language access implementation plan and provide
interpretation services for the top six languages spoken in New York City.
Local Law 30 of 2017 strengthens language access services for people with limited English skills and
expands the list of designated citywide languages to 10. It requires City agencies that provide direct
services to the public to translate their most commonly distributed documents into the top 10 citywide
languages. It also requires agencies to provide telephonic interpretation in at least 100 languages and to
develop a language access implementation plan to be posted on an agency’s website.

Role and Responsibilities of the Language Access Coordinator
The Language Access Coordinator at the Department of Buildings is Lisa Lewis, Director of Customer
Service. In this role, she has the following responsibilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Works with agency stakeholders to creating a language access plan, monitor its implementation
and maintain current and relevant policies and procedures
Collects and evaluates customer data and program effectiveness
Communicates with the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs and the Mayor’s Office of Operations
on language access plan implementation strategy
Develops and distributes materials to inform staff and customers of language access programs
Convenes, supports, and maintains up-to-date contact information for staff assisting with the
language access program
Coordinates and assesses training to ensure staff is prepared to provide meaningful language
access to LEP customers
Oversees citywide contracts related to language access services (interpreting, translation, and
cultural competency) to ensure quality assurance and cost benefits
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I. Agency Mission and Background
The New York City Department of Buildings (The Department) ensures the safe and lawful use of more
than 900,000 buildings and properties by enforcing the Building Code, Zoning Resolution, and other
applicable laws. Each year it reviews over 60,000 construction plans, issues over 110,000 new and
renewed permits, performs over 300,000 inspections, and issues 12 types of licenses, registrations, and
certificates. It facilitates construction by continually streamlining the permit application process, and
delivers services with integrity and professionalism.
DOB architects and engineers evaluate construction plans, verifying they meet Building Code and zoning
requirements. Inspectors monitor job sites to enforce building code and zoning regulations, and issue
violations when appropriate. The Department issues a Certificate of Occupancy (C of O), which documents
the legal use and/or occupancy of a building, when the required sign-offs are obtained. Administrative and
support staff are dedicated to meeting the needs of the public by providing excellent customer service and
developing streamlined operations that are effective and ensure public safety.
Permits
• Alterations – Room
additions, conversions
and renovations
• Construction Equipment Fences, sheds, chutes,
scaffolds, etc.
• Curb Cuts
• Demolition & Removal
• Electrical Systems
• Elevators
Licenses (issued and renewed)
• Master Plumbers
• Master Fire Suppression
Piping Contractors (Class
A, B and C)
• Welders (Classes 1-4)
• Engineers (Stationary and
Portable)
• Hoisting Machine
Operators (Class A and B)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fire Alarms
Fire Suppression Systems
Foundation/Earthwork
Fuel Burning/Storage
Mechanical and HVAC
(Heating, Ventilating and
Air Conditioning Systems)
New Building
Construction
Places of Assembly (PA)
Hoisting Machine
Operators (Class C)
Master Sign Hangers
Special Sign Hangers
Master Riggers
Special Riggers
Elevator Inspectors
Elevator Agency Directors
Oil Burning Equipment
Installers (Class A & B)

Registrations
• Construction Superintendents
• Filing Representatives

•
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•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Plumbing Systems
Residential Work –
Decks/porches, garages,
fences, fireplaces, pools,
water heaters, etc.
Signs
Sprinklers
Standpipe Systems
Subdivisions

Climber or Tower Crane
Riggers
Site Safety Coordinator
Site Safety Managers
Cement Testing
Laboratories
Master Electrician
Special Electrician

General Contractor

II. Agency's Language Access Policy and Goals
A. Language Access Policy
The Department provides both interpretation and translation services to ensure LEP individuals
have access to the information and services they need. This includes notifying customers of their
rights to free language services and enforcing the provision of these services through staff
training and outreach.
B. Agency Language Access Goals
The Department of Buildings aims to provide meaningful access to services and materials by
updating and continuing to implement an agency-specific language assistance plan for our
Limited-English Proficient (LEP) applicants, homeowners, business owners and other customers.
This year this includes:
• Evaluating current policies and developing new internal and external training and
outreach initiatives.
• Recruiting more internal bilingual volunteers.
• Identifying documents for translation that affect public and worker safety.
• Implementing plain language guidelines and providing cultural sensitivity resources.

III. Limited English Proficiency (LEP) Population Assessment
The Department of Buildings utilizes the top ten designated citywide languages to provide services
to LEP customers. We vary the delivery of these services based upon the frequency of contact or
anticipated contact of LEP customers. Reasonable steps are taken to accomplish our goals but at the
point at which costs approach or exceed the benefits, alternative methods of delivery of language
services will be evaluated and appropriate changes made.
A. Execution of the U.S. Department of Justice's Four-Factor Analysis
•

Factor 1: The number or proportion of LEP persons in the eligible service population
The Department determined the proportion of LEP persons identified based on data
obtained from 311 and an internal survey of our customers. Our 2017 assessment is that
less than one percent of customers who visit or contact our borough and central offices are
persons who are Limited English Proficient. Data is also taken from the American
Community Survey made available by the NYC Department of
Planning: https://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/data-maps/nyc-population/american-comm
unity-survey.page.
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How members of public
can submit language
access complaints,
questions, and requests
By calling or submitting
an online request to 311

Agency 311 Data
(CY 2017)
# of language
access complaints
received via 311: 0
# of requests for
language access
services via 311: 0

•

Description of how
complaints/requests were
addressed

N/A
N/A

Factor 2: The frequency with which LEP individuals come into contact with the agency
The Department tracks the number of LEP customers we encounter by requiring units to
provide a monthly report of the customers who receive services from staff volunteers. We
also monitor the monthly billing reports from the language interpretation vendor:
Language
Cantonese
Mandarin
Spanish
Korean

Vendor
2
43
29
8

Russian
Arabic
French
Hungarian
Polish
Punjabi
TOTAL

4
1
1
1
1
1
91

Volunteer
1
2
16

19

•

Factor 3: The importance of the benefit, service, information, or encounter to the LEP
person
It is the Department's intent to provide meaningful access to all customers and eligible
individuals but with limited resources our focus is on the activities that directly impact
public safety including outreach, issuance of violations, vacate orders and stop work orders,
legal actions, and life and safety notices. Information about and an understanding of these
activities should be effectively communicated to all persons immediately affected.

•

Factor 4: The resources available to the agency and the costs of providing language
services
We will budget for and utilize the current vendor contracted by the NYC Department of
Information Technology and Telecommunications, Language Line Services, Inc., for
telephone interpretation and Geneva Worldwide for document translation services. We will
also make use of the citywide and internal volunteer language bank and actively recruit
more internal volunteers.
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IV.

Provisions of Language Access services
The Department of Buildings provides language access services in line with the citywide
designated languages through staffing and contracts. We currently provide in-person
interpretation with onsite volunteers, use Language Line Services, Inc. for telephone
interpretation and Geneva Worldwide for document translation. Throughout our borough
offices, we have posted multilingual signage in high traffic locations informing customers of the
availability of free interpretation services. The Department will identify and translate the most
commonly distributed or requested materials by our customers that provide information related
to public and worker safety. We will review and revise documents following the plain language
guidelines prior to translation. We will include materials about emergency preparedness and
response as key documents needing translation.
A. Translation Services
• Identify Essential Documents
We conducted an internal survey and found the following documents to be essential to
assisting our customers based on public safety and frequency of request. We will make the
following documents available in the designated citywide languages:
- AEU-2: Certificate of Correction
- LS-4: No Access Notice
- Stop Work Order
- Vacate Order
- Notice of Violation
The translation of these documents and their availability will be shared with ethnic and
community media. We will continue to identify documents that pertain to public and worker
safety.
• Plain Language Guidelines and Standards
The Chief Customer Officer has provided citywide training on plain language standards and
will review all documents before translation. In addition, she will provide training to staff
who draft service notices and other communication documents to ensure compliance.
• Service Notices, Press Releases and Website Content
The internal language access committee will address having content available in other
formats in addition to PDF and images so that the tools available on nyc.gov allow for these
documents to be translated.
• Ensure Quality of Translations
The Department will obtain translation services only from vendors who have a master
contract with the City through an extensive RFP process. Vendors will have internal proofing
and editing processes. When available, the Department’s bilingual staff will review
translated documents for quality, accuracy and appropriateness of terminology. Based on
customer feedback and standards created by the internal language access committee,
internal staff will be evaluated for effectiveness in providing translation services. Internal
outreach will also be conducted to identify staff that is proficient in other languages.
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B. Interpretation Services
• Types of agency interactions that require translation services
- In-person office visits (telephonic interpretation)
- Telephone interactions (telephonic interpretation)
- Inspector visits to properties (telephonic interpretation)
- Materials provided on the website, at meetings and throughout our offices that
communicate essential public and worker safety information and by request.
• Identify LEP individuals and their primary language
Evaluating the ability of the customer to communicate effectively is essential in providing
great service.
- If customers does not verbally identify their primary language, staff are trained to
ask for the language that they speak at home
- If staff cannot identify a LEP customer's language by asking, they are instructed to
use a Language Identification Card that is available at every service location and
provided to all inspectors. The message underneath each language states: "Point to
your language. An Interpreter will be called."
- If the interaction is by telephone and the language cannot be identified, staff is
instructed to call the Language Line and seek assistance from the vendor to identify
the language.
• Provided Interpretation Services
The Department will provide (spoken) interpretation in over 100 languages by our
existing bilingual staff volunteers and paid vendor, Language Line. The contract is in
place with Language Line Services. As the staff of the Department of Buildings has
grown, we will work to identify new volunteers that can provide interpretation services.
• Ensure Quality of Interpretation Services
The Department will use competent interpreters who have demonstrated proficiency in
both English and the intended language, training that includes the skills and ethics of
interpreting (e.g. issues of confidentiality), fundamental knowledge in both languages of any
specialized terms or concepts and sensitivity to the client's culture.
C. Notification of Free Interpretation Signage
Availability of interpreter services, which is free of charge, is prominently displayed in public
areas of borough and central offices. Posters (11” x 17”) or desktop displays (8 ½” x 11”) are
posted in public areas and counters to assist limited English speakers to self-identify their
language. “I Speak” cards are also available at all service center windows. The signage is in the
most frequently encountered primary languages of customers served by those facilities. In
addition, the television monitors at each location include content that welcome customers in
multiple languages. The following signage will be evaluated and implemented:
- Multilingual way-finding and/or office signage at service centers that also notify
customers of free interpretation services
- Statements concerning language assistance in outreach materials and messages on our
website
- Messaging in presentations to agencies and organizations that refer customers to the
agency
- Updated Homeowners Night posters that include free offer of language access services
message
- Website message about free language access services
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-

Materials for inspectors to distribute that indicate availability of free language access
services
D. Emergency Preparedness and Response
The Department’s Emergency Response Team has access to Language Line Services and received
language access training along with all Department inspectors. A language access representative
will be added to the Department’s Continuity of Operations (COOP) planning committee to
ensure that NYC Emergency Management protocols are followed.

V.

Training
The Department's effective commitment to Local Law 30 requires trained and knowledgeable
staff. The Customer Service Unit staff led by its Deputy Director conducts the training sessions
for frontline workers and managers. The sessions include the procedures and policies for
assisting LEP customers in-person, by telephone and through written correspondence. It also
includes tools and documents to guide employees in providing meaningful access to information
and services to LEP customers.
This training is provided during the new hire orientation session for all employees in public
contact positions or when a staff member’s job description changes and requires contact with
the public. In addition, information about language access is included in the annual customer
service training self-study that is required of all staff. Inspections staff receive this training at an
annual in-person customer service training. The Customer Service Unit maintains a list of all
employees that receive LEP program-related training.
Updates to training content for Local Law 30
New trainings will provide instructions on the proper use of the Language Identification Card
and the Language Access Questions to assist in identifying a customer’s primary language.
Buildings staff will also be instructed to document the individual's native language and provide
this information to the Customer Service unit for its data collection efforts.
New training topics
The Mayor’s Office of Operations is working with the Department of Citywide Administrative
Services (DCAS) to incorporate language access, cultural sensitivity and disability
communications into a re-developed training for front-line staff.

VI.

Record Keeping and Evaluation
The Department maintains records pertaining to the requests for services in non-English
languages and our capacity to serve these populations. We ensure the quality of our language
access program by tracking the number of interactions LEP customers have with the
Department. The language access coordinator in each borough office and central unit provides a
monthly report to the Director of Customer Service that includes interactions with LEP
individuals during in-person visits at customer service windows and inspections, telephone calls,
outreach involving the public, community and civic meetings, conferences, scheduled
appointments, and Homeowners' Night.
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Efforts are underway to create a yearly report, supervised by the language access coordinator
that lists site visit survey results, activities to date and other indicators for successful language
access services. This will also include an annual review of the language access plan to assess
changes in the LEP population and services requested, effectiveness of existing language
assistance to LEP persons, staff knowledge and implementation of the plan, review of active
language volunteers and efforts to recruit staff that can provide additional language services,
modifications needed to interpretation services contracts, community feedback and efforts to
address complaints filed due to language access problems.
To ensure the success of the language assistance program, the customer service working group
will monitor the LEP program periodically, but not less than annually, to assess the effectiveness
and efficiency of the program. Monitoring will include:
- Feedback from LEP clients
- Feedback from staff
- In-house reviews of the current communications needs of LEP clients
- Contact with community-based organizations that provide services to LEP clients

VII.

Resource Analysis and Planning
We will continue to utilize bilingual staff volunteers (25+) and citywide contracts to provide
language services. We currently have contracts with two vendors Geneva Worldwide, Inc.
(translation) and Language Line Services Inc. (interpretation) to provide training, foreign
language interpretation and translation services to assist our LEP customers. The following
cost-saving measures can also be explored:
- Expand outreach for volunteer language bank participants
- Centralize interpreter and translation services
- Use qualified community volunteers

VIII.

Outreach and Public Awareness of Language Access Services
The Department will utilize all forms of community affairs and marketing opportunities to
enhance communication with members of the public regarding language access. In collaboration
with the Department’s Intergovernmental Affairs (IGA) Team, the Customer Service Team will
communicate with members of the public at meetings of community boards, civic associations,
homeowners groups, borough presidents and precinct councils. The language access
coordinator will also work with communications staff to expand the translation of the most
requested Department documents and engage in outreach with local ethnic press. Information
on how to receive Language Access services will be added to the Interactive Voice Recognition
(IVR) system during customer hold times. Communications staff will participate in the customer
service working group and play an active role in improving and expanding language access
initiatives.

IX.

Language Access Complaints
The Department will investigate all LEP complaints submitted to and received from 311 and all
other forms of communications (telephone, email and postal correspondence). The point of
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contact for complaints is the Language Access Coordinator who will be responsible for the intake
of the complaint, tracking, resolving and reporting the complaint to MOIA. The following
protocol will be implemented within ten (10) business days if a complaint is received:
- An investigation initiated by the Chief Customer Officer and the Language Access
Coordinator
- Follow up with the impacted customer to provide necessary services
- Retraining for the impacted staff member(s)
- Follow up, if warranted, with written communication from the Commissioner
X.

Implementation Plan Logistics
The Department’s Language Access Coordinator is Lisa Lewis, Director of Customer Service who
oversees the provision of services to Limited English Proficient individuals. This includes
contracts with Language Line Services and Geneva Worldwide to provide telephone
interpretation and document translation services. The Department also utilizes internal staff
volunteers to serve LEP customers. All Department staff that interacts with the public receives
annual training on language access policies and procedures.

Language access goal
Include language access
issues in the customer
service working group
comprised of customer
service, legal,
communications,
training, human capital
and operational staff to
evaluate current
policies and identify
new internal and
external training and
outreach initiatives
Confirm a language
access liaison for each
borough office and
central unit to monitor
language access
services and serve as a
resource for unit staff.
Recruit additional
internal bilingual
volunteers

Milestones
Conduct monthly
meetings

Responsible staff
Appointed by the Chief
Customer Officer under
the guidance of the
Deputy Commissioner
for Strategic Planning
and Policy

Deadline
In progress

Conduct quarterly
meetings

Language Access
Coordinator

July 2018

Information on how to
become a volunteer will
be provided during New
Hire Orientation,
Inspector training and
other channels to be
identified.

Language Access
Coordinator and Human
Capital Director

Launch campaign in
June 2018
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Train all staff on Local
Law 30

Included in annual
customer service
training

Implement plain
language guidelines and
provide cultural
sensitivity resources

Conduct focus groups
with front line staff to
provide guidance and
receive feedback about
language access
experiences
Require language
access liaisons to
provide monthly data
on LEP customer
interactions
Post on website and
update content every 3
years
Include information on
invitations that
interpretation services
can be provided if the
Department is notified
prior to the event
An initiative of the
language access
committee

Produce annual
language access report

Update language access
plan
Expand outreach and
availability of language
access services at public
events
Provide
communications to the
public in the designated
citywide languages,
including emergency
notifications, alerts,
public hearings, events
and press releases
Review RCNY 28.401.6
to determine if the
Department is required
to provide language
services to licensees
and registrants

Provide documents in a
format that is
compatible with the
translation tool on
nyc.gov
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Language Access
Coordinator and Deputy
Director of Customer
Service
Chief Customer Officer
and Language Access
Coordinator

Completed by
December 2018

Language Access
Coordinator

January 2019

Chief Customer Officer
and Language Access
Coordinator
Language Access
Coordinator and
Communications staff

July 2021

Language Access
Coordinator and
Communications staff

June 2019

Language Access
Coordinator and
Communication staff

June 2020

January 2019

December 2018

Appendix:
A major language access outreach initiative of the Department of Buildings is conducting safety outreach
for workers and the public in multiple languages. The Experience is Not Enough multilingual campaign
was designed to emphasize to all construction workers the importance of using proper fall protection,
including harness safety and scaffold safety tips. These brochures are made available in multiple
languages to ensure that this critical safety information is widely accessible. In addition, a Safety
Training campaign was launched in March 2018 to provide information on new training requirements in
multiple languages.
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DCP Language Access Implementation Plan

DCP Language Access Plan (2018)
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Introduction
In order to comply with Local Law No. 30 (2017), the Department of City Planning (“DCP”) has developed
a Language Access Plan to detail how language access services are and will be provided and to provide
New Yorkers with limited English proficiency (“LEP New Yorkers”) meaningful access to information and
the agency’s direct public services. Such language access services shall include (i). identifying and
translating those documents most commonly distributed to the public that contain or elicit important
and necessary information regarding the provision of DCP services, (ii). providing interpretation services,
and (iii) posting multilingual signage in certain locations about the availability of free interpretation
services. The plan provides for this meaningful access in the DCP’s service areas according to a needs
assessment that balances: (i) the number or proportion of LEP New Yorkers in the eligible service
population; (ii) the frequency with which LEP New Yorkers come into contact with the DCP; (iii) the
importance of the benefit, service, information, or encounter to the LEP citizen; and (iv) the resources
available to the DCP and the costs of providing various types of language services. Pursuant to city
policy, this Plan was submitted to the Mayor's Office on June 26, 2018.
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I.

Agency Mission and Background

The DCP is responsible for the city's physical and socioeconomic planning. The DCP oversees land use
and environmental review, the preparation of plans, policies and zoning studies to promote strategic
development in communities throughout the city, and the provision of technical assistance and planning
information to government agencies and public officials. DCP reports directly to the Deputy Mayor for
Economic Development, and through this office to the Mayor.
The Director of the DCP is charged with advising and assisting the Mayor in matters related to the
development and improvement of the city and in issues with long‐term implications for the city’s built
environment. In addition, the Director also serves as the Chair of the City Planning Commission (“CPC”).
The CPC has 13 members, of which six (in addition to the Chair) are appointed by the Mayor. The other
six members are appointed by the five Borough Presidents and the Public Advocate. The CPC holds
public meetings and hearings, and considers and votes on land use and related applications.
DCP has roughly 300 employees who work in the five Borough Offices, and among various planning,
technical, environmental and land use divisions. The Information Technology Division (“ITD”), Counsel’s
Office, and Operations provide support to the entire agency.

Direct Services
A.

Land Use Review

The primary service provided by the DCP is the administration of the Uniform Land Use Review
Procedure (“ULURP”). Pursuant to Section 197‐c of the City Charter, land use decisions requiring
discretionary action by the CPC are subject to a standardized process including public hearings and
review by affected community boards, borough presidents, borough boards, the CPC, and the City
Council. The DCP administers its portion of public review, including holding public hearings of the CPC
and dissemination of related information to the public. The CPC public hearings are generally held in the
Lower Level Concourse, 120 Broadway, New York, New York on alternating Wednesdays at 10:00am.
Other services of the agency related to the Land Use Review Process include:
−
−
−

Providing opportunities to file applications for land use changes;
Providing interested parties and the general public with information regarding applications
entered into public review;
Providing notice of and opportunities to testify at public hearings of the CPC.

B.

Technical Assistance and Dissemination of Planning Information

The DCP also provides planning and land use information to the public by providing direct assistance
through the borough offices and the Zoning Help Desk. Additional information is provided to the public
through the website and publications such as press releases and planning reports. NYC Planning Labs, a
division of the DCP, also provides mapping information and planning data via various websites such as
zola.planning.nyc.gov.
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Technical assistance services are available in the agency’s five borough offices, as well as the Zoning
Help Desk and Central Intake (The final two are located at 120 Broadway, 31st Floor. For a complete list
of addresses, see Appendix A). The borough offices are all equipped to answer general land use
questions, while the Zoning Help Desk is designed to field specific problems with understanding the
Zoning Resolution. Central Intake answers questions regarding the filing and land use application
process. In addition, inquiries can be submitted electronically, through the DCP website.
The DCP also assists the public by making informational and instructional materials available online and
in print. Press communications are also utilized to further the agency’s broader educational role.
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II.

Agency Language Access Policy and Goals

The DCP and the CPC place great importance on helping the New Yorkers understand and participate in
the city’s planning process. The DCP’s Language Access Plan seeks to further these goals by affording LEP
New Yorkers improved access to DCP/CPC resources, and additional and consistent opportunities to
meaningfully participate in the land use review process.
A.

Access to Technical Assistance

Through frontline locations, public correspondence, and online and published materials, the DCP seeks
to make zoning and land use information available and intelligible to all New Yorkers. This Language
Access Plan seeks to make basic information and assistance available to LEP New Yorkers, and to provide
consistent guidelines, training, and resources to DCP staff to ensure their ability to interact with LEP
New Yorkers seeking assistance.
B.

Public Participation

All members of the public should have the ability to participate in deliberations on land use issues
affecting their neighborhoods. In order to effectively participate in a public hearing, the public must
have access to written information regarding the subject application, advance notice of the hearing, and
the ability to give testimony to the CPC. This plan seeks to ensure that LEP New Yorkers have meaningful
access to and can effectively participate in the land use review process.
The DCP has appointed Dominick Answini (Assistant Counsel) the Language Access Coordinator and he
will be responsible for ensuring the DCP’s implementation and ongoing compliance with this plan. The
DCP will also appoint the Language Bank Liaison who will be responsible for the maintenance of a list of
DCP employees with sufficient language skills to serve as translators for LEP New Yorkers (“Language
Bank”). The Language Access Coordinator, working with the Language Bank Liaison and other agency
divisions as appropriate, will work toward the continued operation and, as applicable, timely completion
of each portion of this plan as outlined in Section VII. As specified in Section VI, the Language Access
Coordinator will be responsible for monitoring and overseeing the effectiveness of the DCP’s policies
towards meeting the city’s needs.
On an annual basis, the Language Access Coordinator will report to the Executive Director of the DCP
regarding the sufficiency and appropriateness of language services to ensure that the above goals are
satisfied, as well as all of the complaints, responses and outcomes of such responses and include this
information in the annual report to the Executive Director noted in Section II.
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III.

LEP Population Assessment

Language access requirements for each service area are evaluated according to a needs assessment that
balances: (i) the number or proportion of LEP New Yorkers in the eligible service population; (ii) the
frequency with which LEP New Yorkers come into contact with the DCP; (iii) the importance of the
benefit, service, information, or encounter to the LEP New Yorkers; and (iv) the resources available to
the DCP and the costs of providing various types of language services. The following assessment
addresses the four‐factor analysis on a service‐by‐service basis.
A.

Technical Assistance Areas

Demographic Analysis: Technical assistance is available to all members of the public, and the service
population is drawn from the full city population, containing some 1.8 million LEP New Yorkers.
Assessing Agency Need: In interviews with the DCP staff, little frequency of LEP contact was reported.
The Zoning Help Desk and Central Intake reported no contact with LEP persons in the last 6 months, and
the borough offices reported only occasional encounters ranging from several times a month to several
times a year. It was reported that all encounters in the last 6 months have been in Spanish.
Nature of Services: The DCP places great importance on helping New Yorkers understand and participate
in the city’s planning process. The DCP Language Access Plan seeks to further these goals by affording
LEP New Yorkers improved access to DCP resources.
Resources: The DCP’s current practice is to use the existing Language Bank composed of bilingual staff to
interpret and answer questions by LEP persons on an informal basis. While the perception of DCP staff
who were interviewed is that the current availability of bilingual speakers, particularly in Spanish, is
generally sufficient to meet the need, there is a lack of established record keeping that would help
gauge both the need for such services and the DCP’s success in delivering past services.
If special circumstances arise, where, for example, a LEP New Yorker needs help interpreting an aspect
of the Zoning Resolution, the DCP has the resources to provide translation services for the LEP New
Yorkers as well as translation of DCP forms, in the 10 designated citywide languages as well as, on an ad
hoc basis, other languages not included in the list of designated citywide languages.
B.

Land Use Review Process

Demographic Analysis: Given that applications are subject to review by the general public, the service
population participating in the review process is drawn from all persons in the city. However, DCP’s
Population Division, as the agency division responsible for the collection of demographic data, is a
powerful resource to analyze segments of the service population most impacted by a DCP-initiative,
sister-agency initiative or private application. With this demographic data, the DCP can better serve
those segments’ language access needs.
Assessing Agency Need: While interviews with staff do not indicate a historically high level of LEP
participation in CPC public hearings, the likelihood of participation by LEP New Yorkers has been greatly
increased when property subject to an application is located in a community district with a high
percentage of LEP New Yorkers, and there is a high level of publicity or perceived impact by members of
the community. Staff reports that LEP New Yorkers wishing to testify at past public hearings have
generally provided their own interpreters.
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Nature of Services: The CPC places great importance on receiving input from members of the public in
the land use deliberations affecting their neighborhoods. Consistent with these goals, the DCP seeks to
ensure that all members of the public have access to and the means with which to provide testimony at
CPC public hearings.
Resources: The DCP has historically relied on community boards, City Council members, local civic
groups and the press to disseminate information to non-English speaking communities regarding
important applications, and in a few instances has translated materials and provided interpretation
services. Based on current DCP contracts with Geneva Worldwide, Inc., providing on‐site interpretation
services at public hearings is estimated to cost approximately $475 per hour per language provided,
based on the length of hearing (estimated at 5‐10 hours) and the language requested. Because any
member of the public may choose to participate in a hearing without advance notice, it is difficult to
gauge the demand for such services in advance of a hearing.
Accordingly, the Service Provision Plan (see Section IV) provides a framework for analyzing applications
on a case‐by‐case basis to anticipate the demand and volume of appropriate LEP services. (See Section
IV).
If special circumstances arise, where for example, a DCP-initiative in a neighborhood where many
speakers of certain designated citywide languages reside, the DCP has the resources to provide
translation services for the community with regard to any DCP-presentations to the community or to
receive inquiries from residents.
C. Agency Press Communications:
Demographic Analysis: Media communication is available to all members of the public, and the service
population is drawn from the full city population, containing some 1.8 million LEP New Yorkers.
Assessing Agency Needs: DCP Press Office reports that non-English language media outlets regularly
communicate with the Press Office in English (although non-English materials from community groups
may be included in the communications), and that English language press releases do not limit access
by, or dissemination to, the non-English language media. The DCP Press Office also reports that they
frequently post on social media in both English and Spanish.
Nature of Services: The DCP recognizes the importance of communication with the public, especially
with regard to proposals (whether DCP-initiated or initiated by another agency or a private entity) that
would directly affect neighborhoods’ quality of life. Consistent with this, the DCP seeks to ensure that
all LEP New Yorkers, have access to the information, whether from DCP-communications or from
sources of information, that would allow LEP New Yorkers to understand what is being proposed for
plots of land in their neighborhood, in their borough or in the city generally.
Resources: The DCP has historically engaged local and city-wide press outlets, some of which publish in
designated citywide languages but accept information from the DCP in English, to disseminate
information to communities with a high-proportion of LEP New Yorkers.
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IV.

Provision of Language Access Services

Much of the Service Provision Plan is already in place, first implemented in 2009 in response to the
Mayor’s Executive Order No. 120 of July 22, 2008.
A.

Frontline Locations/Service Centers (Borough Offices, Zoning Help Desk, Central Intake)

The DCP employs policies to ensure that staff at frontline service centers consistently assists LEP New
Yorkers by ensuring availability of interpreters, training of frontline staff, and adequate signage.
•

The primary resource for interpretation is existing DCP staff. An agency “Language Bank”
identifies staff members who are available to interpret and translate on a voluntary basis. An
existing Language Bank will be updated immediately, and will bolster the existing informal
efforts of frontline staff interpretation.

•

A secondary resource contract (“LanguageLine©”) has been established with the city’s
Department of Information Technology and Telecommunications (“DoITT”) providing
interpretation via telephone when the DCP staff is unavailable. This contract’s resource
allocation is regularly monitored and reevaluated based on demand for service. The contract
shall be amended so that the DCP will be able to provide via LanguageLine© interpretation in at
least 100 languages, both common and esoteric.

•

For written correspondence, and in-person translation for example, translation for spoken
testimony at a public hearing), the DCP contracts with Geneva Worldwide, Inc.

•

Service centers shall be outfitted with new directional and welcome signage in the top ten
“designated citywide languages” as defined by the Mayor’s Office in 2017 (which are Spanish,
Chinese (including Mandarin, Cantonese and Taiwanese), Russian, Bengali, Haitian Creole,
Korean, Arabic, Urdu, French, & Polish), and DCP staff in these locations shall wear Mayor’s
Office of Operations “I Speak” language identification cards to assist in language identification.
Training provided to frontline staff ensures that upon greeting visitors, staff can assist in
identifying LEP New Yorkers using the Mayor’s Office of Operations identification posters, and
can identify the appropriate interpretation resource.

The DCP has implemented these policies to provide access in top ten designated citywide languages
defined by the Mayor’s Office in 2017, and will cover additional languages as our resources allow.
B.

Basic Information and Instructional Documents

•

In accordance with the Mayor’s Office, citywide policy and protocol, the DCP will continue to
provide automated translation of all website material, through a third party translation tool
(e.g., “Google Translate”). This function significantly enhances access to reference information
regarding the work of the agency, basic zoning concepts, regulations, and the public review
processes.

•

DCP has a contract with LanguageLine© for professional translations in the top ten designated
citywide languages of basic instructional material, beginning with:
-

Basic information about land use review
Basic Information about zoning
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•

Instructions on how to give non-English testimony.

A page of the website is dedicated to non-English language material and professionally
translated information will accompany an overview of available LEP services.
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/about/language-access.page

•

These materials are provided according to plain language principles as identified by the Mayor’s
Office.

•

If financial resources become available, the DCP will evaluate the need for additional
professional translation of resources.

C.

Emergency Preparedness and Response

The DCP’s emergency preparedness and response plan (the “Continuity of Operations Plan”) does not
yet incorporate provisions for language access but the COOP is currently being updated and will
incorporate provisions to address language access needs later this year (see Section VII).
D.

Land Use Review Process

General policies will be implemented to improve access to application information and public hearing
notices, and to facilitate the submission of non-English language testimony. Given the high cost and
widely varying need for language services during the public review process, the DCP Executive Director
must determine on a case‐by‐case basis, whether and to what extent additional measures should be
taken to ensure access. Such determinations will be made in consultation with the DCP borough office
director and through consideration of the following factors: (i) the percentage of LEP New Yorkers in the
affected community district; (ii) whether the application will have impacts on the community generally
or a limited number of properties; (iii) the interest demonstrated by LEP persons, their community
groups, and the non-English language press; and (iv) the cost of supplemental services.
General policies to be implemented are described below, followed by additional measures which are
recommended for instances which are deemed to warrant additional measures to ensure access.
1.

Application Information

Application information may be obtained from a variety of sources including: official application files,
docket language from the CPC calendar, CPC Reports, oral presentations at CPC review sessions and
public hearings, community board meetings, and website descriptions and presentations.
•

For all applications, automated translation of the website makes application information more
widely accessible, particularly for DCP initiative applications for which a significant amount of
plain language description is provided.

•

For DCP initiative applications which warrant additional measures to ensure access by LEP New
Yorkers, additional project information may be professionally translated and made available on
the DCP website. Professional translation will be arranged through a LanguageLine© contract
with DoITT. (see Section VII)
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2. Notice of Public Hearings
•

For all applications, automated translation of the website makes public hearing schedules
available.

•

For applications deemed to warrant additional measures to ensure access by LEP New Yorkers,
professionally translated notice can be posted on the website and disseminated through
interested community boards.
3. Testimony at Public Hearings

•

For all applications, the CPC will accept testimony from LEP New Yorkers in the ten “designated
citywide languages” defined by the Mayor’s Office. Non-English testimony can be interpreted at
the public hearing when practicable (see Section VII) or transcribed from the CPC video
recording, translated professionally by Geneva Worldwide, Inc., and provided to the CPC
members for consideration.

•

Directional signage at public hearing venues will be posted in the top ten designated citywide
languages, and instructional information will be made available in these ten languages for LEP
New Yorkers wishing to testify.

•

For applications which are anticipated to elicit testimony from a large number of LEP New
Yorkers, on‐site interpreters may be retained by the DCP.
4. Land Use Applications Made by LEP New Yorkers

Interviews with Land Use Review Division staff indicates that there are essentially no applications made
where the applicant or applicant’s representative require translation services. The vast majority of
applications brought before the DCP are managed by representatives who are all fluent in English. There
is no plan to create land use forms in the ten LEP languages but if required by specific circumstances
DCP’s Executive Director can direct Geneva Worldwide, Inc. to translate land use application forms into
the required language.
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V.

Training

Certain divisions of the DCP staff shall be trained in the next few months and then on an ongoing basis.
Staff will be educated on topics such as the rationale for language access, the agency’s polices
procedures and resources as well as identifying and providing language access services for LEP New
Yorkers. The DCP may in the future modify its methods and procedures but the proposed training
regimen is as follows:
A.

Training of Frontline Staff

Once the Language Bank has been reconstituted, beginning in the 3rd quarter of 2018, the Language
Bank Liaison will provide training on these policies and procedures for all staff in public contact
positions. Staff will be given Mayor’s Office approved “I Speak” cards and trained to assist LEP New
Yorkers as well as to access wider interpretation/translation services through DCP’s Language Bank,
Geneva Worldwide, Inc. and LanguageLine©.
This training will be provided to new employees as part of their orientation.
B.

Training of Language Bank Volunteers

As part of the redevelopment of the Language Bank, beginning in the 3rd quarter of 2018, the Language
Access Coordinator and Language Bank Liaison will hold an orientation meeting with volunteers to
discuss appropriate protocol and guidelines for providing interpretative and translation services.
C.

Training of Land Use Review Division Staff

In addition, beginning in the 3rd quarter of 2018, the Land Use Review Division will hold a training
session to orient existing staff with new LEP policies, use of signage, and protocols for assisting LEP
speakers.
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VI.

Record Keeping and Evaluation

A.

Record Keeping

1.

Frontline Interpretation

For all interpretation services by DCP volunteers, staff will be asked to log the encounter via email to the
Language Bank Liaison. The log will include the date, time, duration and nature of the encounter, the
language used, and any other relevant comments.
For all interpretation provided using LanguageLine© or Geneva Worldwide, Inc. interpreters, the DCP
will rely on reports by those companies to monitor usage.
On an annual basis, or if a significant increase in usage is noted, the Language Bank Liaison will report to
the Language Access Coordinator to reevaluate allocated resources.
2.

Online Documents

On an annual basis, ITD will report the number of page views in the LEP portion of the DCP website and
which languages are accessed.
3.

LEP Testimony

The Land Use Review Division will track LEP testimony and report annually to the Language Access
Coordinator. In addition, DCP borough staff will be advised to monitor and convey any possible LEP
interest in DCP projects to the Land Use Review Division in anticipation of CPC Public Hearings.
B.

Overall Assessment

On an annual basis, the Language Access Coordinator will evaluate the above data, reach out to frontline
and Land Use Review Division staff for feedback, and report to the Executive Director regarding the
sufficiency and appropriateness of language services in light of the requirements of Local Law 30. Every
three years this Plan and the Language Services will be updated as need be based on changes to the
agency’s service population or services.
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VII.

Resource Analysis and Planning

As explained in Section IV, the DCP has many available resources with which the agency is able to fulfil
its goals and policies regarding language access.
A. Language Bank
Given the education and varied backgrounds of DCP staff the DCP is able to compose a volunteer agency
Language Bank to assist in translation services. A form for self‐identification will allow volunteers to
assess their expertise and comfort level in participating in each of the following LEP services: to in‐
person/telephonically interpret for frontline service operators; provide translation and quality assurance
for translation of technical assistance public documents and public hearing notifications; provide on‐site
interpretation for ‘greeting’ and assistance at public hearings; and/or provide interpretation of
testimony at public hearings. Requests will be made to registered volunteers on an as‐needed basis,
with copies of the request sent to the Language Bank Liaison for record keeping. Based on anecdotal
evidence and prior experience of front line staff, and prior use of the Language Bank, demand is not
expected to be high, but a new tracking system will allow the Language Bank Liaison to monitor demand
and usage on an ongoing basis.
B. Telephonic and Document Translation
The DCP’s contract with LanguageLine© will continue to be used generally by the frontline desks (each
Borough main line, Zoning Help Desk, Central Intake), and accessible to all DCP employees with public
contact positions. Staff will be instructed to use LanguageLine© services only in cases where DCP
language volunteers are not readily available.
The DCP will also maintain preliminary translation services through LanguageLine© for essential
documents and non-English language correspondence.
C. Signage for Frontline Locations
Signage approved by the Mayor’s Office will be implemented where it is not already implemented for all
frontline locations to ensure that service locations are accessible, and that LEP New Yorkers and
frontline staff are able to identify the need for language services. As noted in Section IV the signage will
include directional signage at public hearing venues in the top ten designated citywide languages
including instructional information in these ten languages to help LEP New Yorkers who wish to testify at
CPC public hearings.
D. Automated Translation of DCP and CPC Websites
The DCP website currently employs Google Translate to translate all or nearly all text on each page of
the website. As standards are made available by Mayor’s Office and DoITT, DCP’s ITD has and will
continue to implement standards for automated translation of web materials.
E. Language Services Webpage on the DCP Website
The DCP Language Access Coordinator will draft, revise and submit for professional translation in the top
ten LEP languages materials that explain:
a. Basic information about land use review process
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b. Basic Information about Zoning
c.
Instructions on how to give non-English language testimony (following implementation of
Supplemental LEP Services, as described below)
d. Fact Sheet of available Language Services
Prior to posting, Language Bank volunteers will provide quality review of documents translated into the
top ten LEP languages to the extent of their capacity to do so to improve the readability and
comprehensibility of the materials.
The number of page views in this section will be tracked and used to determine whether the cost of
translation of additional materials is warranted.
F. Non-English Language Testimony at All Public Hearings
For all public hearings, LEP testimony currently is and will continue to be accepted by the CPC, and
additional time will be allowed for such testimony in order to accommodate the interpretation. The DCP
has a contract with Geneva Worldwide, Inc. for the live translation of this testimony if needed.
When filling out a speaker card at a Public Hearing, speakers will continue to be asked to indicate
whether they are a Limited English speaker and request assistance providing testimony in a non-English
language. If so, the DCP will use its Language Bank to attempt to identify an available interpreter. If none
are readily available, testimony will be recorded, and then transcribed and translated by LanguageLine©
for distribution to the CPC. Because transcription and translation is relatively expensive, the DCP will
continue to include a proviso on its website encouraging LEP New Yorkers to provide “advance notice of
a request for interpretation services at an upcoming hearing”, so that appropriate interpretive services
can be identified.
G.

Supplemental LEP Services

For applications where additional measures are deemed necessary by the Executive Director to ensure
access (see Section V.C), the following actions may be taken:
1.

Basic plain language information regarding the application/project will be posted on the DCP
website, with translation provided in languages most appropriate for the affected community
district(s), as determined by the Executive Director (See Section IV). Language Bank volunteers,
if available in the necessary languages, will be asked to provide quality assurance of documents
prior to posting.

2.

To supplement the legally required notice of hearings, notice will be translated into those
languages deemed appropriate, posted on the website, and circulated to affected community
boards

3.

Where significant numbers of LEP New Yorkers are expected to provide testimony, DCP may
seek to provide interpretation by utilizing the volunteer Language Bank, Community Boards, or
retaining professional interpreters (such as Geneva Worldwide, Inc.). On occasion, volunteer
civic groups may continue to provide interpretation services.
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VIII.

Outreach and Public Awareness of Language Access Services

Following the full implementation of public review and online services, the DCP, mostly through
borough staff, will reach out through local community boards to promote the existence of new available
resources. This plan shall be published on the DCP website. The public outreach will also include
information on how to submit language access complaints to the DCP.

IX.

Language Access Complaints

The Language Access Coordinator is able to receive complaints and respond to them and members of
the public can contact him at the address noted on page 18 (Appendix A). Additionally, any complaints
with regards to language access or the Languages Access Plan that are received via the 311 system
(including TTY 212-504-4115, 311ONLINE, or 311MOBILE) that would normally be forwarded to the DCP
Executive Office in the normal course of business will be forwarded by the DCP Executive Office to the
Language Access Coordinator (who can, as applicable, forward the complaint to the Language Bank
Liaison). Finally, any language access complaints that are received by DCP-front line staff (such as
borough planners or Land Use Review Division planners) will be forwarded directly to the Language
Access Coordinator.
The Language Access Coordinator shall respond to all complaints within 14 days of DCP receiving the
complaint and copy the Executive Office and the frontline planner (if applicable) on the response to the
complaint.
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X.

Implementation Plan Logistics

The Language Access Plan will be implemented as per the following schedule and this implementation
shall be coordinated by the Language Access Coordinator, Dominick Answini of the DCP’s Counsel’s
Office. The Plan shall be updated every three years and posted on the DCP website on the Language
Services Webpage.
A.

Updating of the Language Bank

The DCP Language Access Coordinator and the Language Bank Liaison will immediately implement plans
to update the DCP’s volunteer Language Bank. Such update shall be completed in the 3rd quarter of
2018.
On an annual basis, the Language Bank Liaison will engage in recruiting new volunteers and update the
bank as necessary.
B.

Telephonic Translation

The DCP Language Access Coordinator will maintain the contract for telephonic interpretation that has
been in existence since 2009.
C.

Signage for Frontline Locations

Signage is and has been posted at the City Planning Commission hearing room at 120 Broadway in the
top ten “designated citywide languages” instructing the public that a translation services are available.
The signage shall be reviewed and revised by the Language Access Coordinator and DCP Land Use
Review Division Staff and such review and update shall be completed in the 3rd quarter of 2018.
D.

Automated Translation of DCP and CPC Websites

The websites are currently translated and will continue to be translated for the foreseeable future.
E.

Language Services Webpage on the DCP Website

This page of the DCP website was updated in July of 2018 and shall be further updated by the Language
Access Coordinator, in conjunction with Geneva Worldwide, Inc. of LanguageLine© with summary
materials which have been translated in the top ten LEP languages by the end of the 3rd quarter 2018.
F.

Non-English Language Testimony at All Public Hearings

For all public hearings, LEP testimony currently is and will continue to be accepted by the CPC, and
additional time will be allowed for such testimony in order to accommodate the interpretation. The
Language Access Coordinator, the Language Bank Liaison and the DCP’s Land Use Review Division staff
will coordinate the provision of these services.
G.

Emergency Response

The “Continuity of Operations Plan”, which is DCP’s emergency response plan will incorporate provisions
for language access when it is updated in the 4th quarter of 2018. The COOP shall be updated by the
DCP Agency Chief Contract Officer and Senior Operations Manager.
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Appendix:

Locations of Department of City Planning Service Centers

LANGUAGE ACCESS COORDINATOR
Dominick Answini
120 Broadway, 31st Floor
New York, NY 10007
(212) 720‐ 3676
danswin@planning.nyc.gov
CENTRAL INTAKE
120 Broadway, 30th Floor
New York, NY 10271
(212) 720‐3382
ZONING HELP DESK
120 Broadway, 31st Floor
New York, NY 10007
(212) 720‐ 3291
BRONX BOROUGH OFFICE
1775 Grand Concourse, Suite 503
Bronx, NY 10453
718‐220‐8500
BROOKLYN BOROUGH OFFICE
16 Court Street, 7th Fl.,
Room 705
Brooklyn, NY 11241
718‐643‐7550
MANHATTAN BOROUGH OFFICE
120 Broadway
31st Floor
New York, NY 10271
212‐720‐3276
QUEENS BOROUGH OFFICE
120‐55 Queens Blvd., Room 201
Kew Gardens, NY 11424
718‐286‐3170
STATEN ISLAND BOROUGH OFFICE
130 Stuyvesant Place, 6th Fl.
Staten Island, NY 10301‐2511
718‐556‐7240
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DCAS Language Access Implementation Plan

Agency Language Access Implementation Plan
(LAIP) 2018

Department of Citywide Administrative Services
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David N. Dinkins Municipal Building – Department of Citywide Administrative Services Headquarters
(DCAS).

For more information, contact the DCAS Language Access Coordinator: Latesha Parks 117
lmparks@dcas.nyc.gov or 212-386-6313.

I. Agency Mission and Background
The Department of Citywide Administrative Services (DCAS) ensures that New York City
agencies have the critical resources they need to provide the best possible services to the public.
Though the bulk of our efforts support other agencies, DCAS offers select services directly to the
public, such as civil service administration, opportunities to sell to and buy from the City, and a
safe and clean environment in the over fifty (50) DCAS-managed buildings citywide. DCAS is
deeply committed to ensuring these public-facing services accommodate the vibrant, diverse
array of New Yorkers and their needs.

In-Person and Call-in Services
The VLB (Volunteer Language Bank) and OTP (Over-the-Phone) services will be available at
points where DCAS meets the public to provide language access to persons with limited English
proficiency (LEP) whenever feasible. DCAS has several CTACs (Citywide Testing & Application
Centers) throughout the five boroughs of New York City. CTACs offer the public the opportunity
to apply, schedule and take exams for civil service positions. In addition, there are two locations
where the public can apply and get information on exam schedules and status. The locations of
the greatest points of contact for the agency are listed below:

Point-of-Contacts
Civil Service Application
Center

Locations
Managing LOS within DCAS
2 Lafayette Street New York, Citywide Human Capital
NY

Civil Service Application
Center

210 Joralemon Street,
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Citywide Human Capital

Civil Service Application
Center

18-35 Queens Blvd.,

Citywide Human Capital

Forest Hills NY
135 Canal Street,

Citywide Human Capital

Civil Service Application
Center
Civil Service Examinations
Walk-in Window
Civil Service Certifications
Walk-In Window
Security Posts in DCAS
Buildings

Staten Island NY
1 Centre Street, 14the Floor
New York, NY
1 Centre Street, 21st Floor
New York, NY

Citywide Human Capital
Citywide Human Capital

Multiple locations citywide Administration
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II. Language Access Policy and Goals
The goal of the Department of Citywide Administrative Services’ Language Access Plan is to
ensure the public has access to our exams and services regardless of their English proficiency. In
formulating the Language Access Implementation Plan (LAIP), DCAS established the following
guiding principles for the plan to address the public’s needs, now and in the future. As an
agency we aim to:

1. Communicate effectively with all DCAS customers;
2. Ensure persons with LEPs are accommodated and respected;
3. Provide translation and interpretation services to the public seeking core DCAS services;
This document, the DCAS Language Access Plan (LAP), addresses Local Law 30 and outlines
how DCAS will accommodate persons with limited English proficiency (LEP). As the City’s
population continues to evolve and diversify, DCAS will review its plan annually to ensure it
supports the changing needs of the city.

The Department of Citywide Administrative Services will ensure its LAP supports the
community we serve. We have identified several ways in which to meet this objective:
1. Develop a survey to identify how many DCAS employees speak languages other than
English to establish our Volunteer Language Bank (VLB);
2. Train frontline workers and managers on language access policies and procedures;
3. Post informational signage about the availability of free interpretation services in areas
frequented by the public, such as our computer testing centers and City stores;
4. Provide interpretation and translation services, including the use of telephonic services
for the top languages as well as other languages as needed.

III. Limited English Proficiency Population Assessment (LEP)
In creating its LAP, DCAS applied the Four Factor Analysis created by the US Department of
Justice (DOJ);

Factor 1: The number or proportion of LEP persons in the eligible service population
The population that DCAS serves is reflective of the general population of New York City. In
evaluating its target audience, DCAS drew from population studies produced by the Department
of City Planning (DCP), whose studies identify the top languages spoken in the City other than
English. These languages are Spanish, Chinese, Russian, Korean, Italian, and Haitian Creole,
Arabic, Urdu, French and Polish.
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Factor 2: The frequency with which LEP individuals come into contact with the agency
DCAS plans on improving its processes to ensure we capture and maintain detailed information
about persons with LEP seeking assistance in our customer service areas. This will be achieved
by establishing a liaison in DCAS point of contact areas who will report back to the Language
Access Coordinator (LAC) with relevant data and information.
Factor 3: The importance of the benefit, service, information, or encounter to the limited English
proficient person
Because DCAS administers testing for New York City civil service titles, it is imperative that we
can communicate with potential candidates who are interested in learning more about a career
with New York City.
Additionally, on occasion, DCAS interacts with members of the general public who may be
interested in buying, selling, and leasing property from the City of New York. Having these
resources available will allow DCAS to interact effectively with a wider audience.
Factor 4: The resources available to the agency and the costs of providing various types of
language services
DCAS will offer translation services, and when feasible, over -the-phone interpretation services
through the citywide service contract managed by the Department of Information Technology &
Telecommunications (DOITT). The contracted services, provided by the vendor Geneva
Worldwide Translation Services will be used when the VLB is unable to fulfill the service
requested.
DCAS will use several data sources to assess our language access needs. These sources include:
U.S Census Bureau’s most recent American Community Surveys, and 311 data on language
access requests.
DCAS will begin to assess which of these languages are requested the most in areas where we
service the public. We will accomplish this assessment by ensuring that employees who service
public areas are reporting requests for translation and interpretations to the LAC on a monthly
basis. The LAC will in turn gather the stats to form a complete assessment.
Some public-facing services, however, will not be eligible for translation or interpretation
because of the nature of the service. These exemptions include:

•

•

Civil Service Administration – civil service exams and their notifications will continue to
be produced only in English, as the City requires job candidates hold a level of
proficiency in the English language. DCAS will provide translated communications to
inform LEPs of the English proficiency requirement.
Legal and Business Transactions – DCAS will continue to conduct all legal and business
transactions with public and private entities in English. These transactions include, but
are not limited to, the areas of procurement, real estate services, contracted services, and
municipal publications such as the City Record and the Green Book.
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As the city continues to grow DCAS will adjust the plan to ensure the most commonly spoken
languages remain the focus of our efforts.

IV. Provision of Language Services
The Agency LAC, working with DCAS Senior Management and Managers of correspondence,
call, and walk-in centers, will be responsible for administering the agency’s implementation of
the language access plan. The LAC will work with DCAS’s lines of services (LOS) to ensure the
overall success of the plan and liaise with the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs (MOIA) on
citywide language access issues and reporting.

DCAS will make the public aware of language access services with the use of signage at points of
contact and on the DCAS website.
In the event of an emergency, DCAS will employ the help of its volunteers in the language bank
to help disseminate important information. In instances where the emergency does not allow for
this option, DCAS will use Ever bridge, the citywide mass communication company to provide
emergency group communications to the LEPs.
In the event of public hearings hosted by DCAS, notices will be amended to notify members of
the public that language access services will be made available upon request.

DCAS will utilize three tools to deliver language access services:

1. Volunteer Language Bank (VLB) – Using guidelines established by the Mayor’s Office of
Immigrant Affairs, DCAS will develop a network of multi-lingual employees throughout
the agency willing to volunteer their services. The VLB will be accessible to frontline
employees to provide in-house interpretation services.
2. Translation and Over-The-Phone (OTP) Interpretation Services – DCAS will offer
translation and over- the-phone interpretation services in the designated Citywide
languages through the Citywide service contract managed by the DOITT and the VLB.
3. Translate Most Commonly Distributed Materials (MCD)- DCAS will continue to update
its MCD to be reflective of the citywide languages.
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V. Training
The LAC working with DCAS Senior Management and areas where language access services are
requested will be responsible for administering the agency’s implementation and training of the
plan. The LAC will work with DCAS lines of service (LOS) to ensure the overall success of the
plan and liaise with the Mayor’s Office on Citywide language access issues and reporting.

DCAS will offer language access and plain language training to frontline staff that interact or
correspond with the public, such as security officers and walk-in center staff. In addition, DCAS
will disseminate the plan to all staff through its intranet site.

Language Access Training
Language access training will be given to frontline staff that interact with the public. DCAS will
conduct the training, based on Citywide training models developed by the Mayor’s Office, which
will include the following topics: overview of the plan, how to identify a client’s primary
language, how to access tools for interpretation/translation services (VLB and OTP), how to
work with interpreters, cultural sensitivity, and how to track and report language access
interactions.

Training will begin in the third quarter of CY 2018. Periodic refresher training and training for
new frontline staff will be administered on an as-needed basis. Senior Management, walk-in
center Managers, and the Agency Language Access Coordinator will identify which staff will
attend the training.
DCAS will update its new hire orientation to make employees aware of its language access plan,
including encouraging new employees to join the Volunteer Language Bank if they are qualified.
They as will current employees be advised to review the complete Language Access Plan, which
is available online and on the DCAS intranet.
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VI. Recordkeeping and Evaluation
DCAS will measure the performance and compliance of the plan by tracking point-of-contact
reports as well as VLB, OTP and 311 usage reports. The data for the following indicators will be
collected and analyzed monthly:

•

# of completed customer request for interpretation
o Over the phone through OTP services
o Over the phone through VLB services
o In person through OTP services
o In person through VLB services

•

# of documents translated
o Language Summary
o Languages accessed
o % of translations by language
o % of interpretations by language

•

311 Data
o # of language access complaints received via 311
o # of requests for language access services via 311
o record of how complaints were handled

Geneva Worldwide Translation Services will perform quality assurance reviews of translated
documents as standard practice. DCAS plans on incorporating quarterly in-person or conference
meetings with the vendor to discuss the reviews. In addition, DCAS will employ the VLB to
perform internal reviews of translated documents. DCAS will also utilize Citywide translator
certification models once available.
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VII. Resource Analysis and Planning
DCAS will draw from several sources to implement the plan:

•

•

•

Citywide Materials: DCAS will use standardized signage and materials provided by the
Mayor’s Office, including the Language Identification Poster, Notice of Translation
Services Poster, and various guidance documents.
Citywide Services: DCAS will obtain translation and interpretation contracting services
through a contract held by the Department of Information and Telecommunications
(vendor: Geneva Worldwide Translation Services). In addition, DCAS will utilize Citywide
training models when available.
DCAS Staff: DCAS will draw from its talented, diverse workforce to establish and
maintain the VLB.

VIII. Outreach and Public Awareness of Language Access Services
The Language Access Coordinator will attend outreach events relating to services provided by
DCAS where they will interact with elected officials, and community organizations to gather
important information about the changing needs of the LEP community. These meetings and
events provide the perfect platform for DCAS to learn about changes in demographics and needs
of the population.
DCAS will update its website to include translated documents we commonly provide to members
of the public.
Outreach and public awareness is further enhanced by the translation feature available on our
website. Visitors are able to read all the information on the site in the language they are most
comfortable with.

IX. Language Access Complaints
DCAS has been fortunate to not have received any language access complaints in 2017. Language
access requests or complaints are directed to the Language Access Coordinator via our internal
website, MOIA and/or 311.

X. Implementation Plan Logistics
The New York City Language Identification Poster and the Notice of Translation Services signage,
developed by the Mayor’s Office, will be used at points-of-contact to inform individuals with LEP
that interpretation services are available. DCAS will also communicate its language access services
through the DCAS website. DCAS staff who interact with the public will receive training and
printed instructions on how to use the VLB and OTP services.
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Document Translation
DCAS will utilize the services of Geneva Worldwide Translation Services, using plain language
principles, to translate materials most commonly distributed to members of the public. Printed
materials will be readily available in all the identified citywide languages. The documents will be
available at relevant walk-in centers and posted online. Essential documents to be translated in CY
2018 are:

•
•
•

DCAS Auto Action Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
Civil Service Information Sheet
DCAS Real Estate Services Information Sheet

The agency will periodically revisit the list to ensure the LEP population has adequate access to
DCAS functions and services.

Implementation Timeline

DCAS will work diligently to execute the efforts set forth in this plan. The following is a
summary of key milestones for plan implementation, listed by calendar-year quarter.

CY 2018

OTP translation services will be available to all frontline staff

CY 2018

Translation services signage posted at all public points-of-contact

CY 2018

Begin LAP training for frontline staff

CY 2018

Identify and translate essential documents

CY 2018

Launch VLB for all frontline staff

CY 2018

Report language access data in the Mayor’s Management Report

CY 2019

Deliver cultural competency training based on Citywide model

CY 2019

DCAS conducts LAP analysis for internal use

Website Translation
DCAS will post essential translated documents on its website, www.nyc.gov/dcas.
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Name and title of Language Access Coordinator:
Mary Cooley, Assistant Commissioner, Legislative Affairs
I. Agency mission and background
The Department of Consumer Affairs (DCA) protects and enhances the daily economic lives of
New Yorkers to help create thriving communities. DCA licenses and regulates more than 81,000
businesses in more than 50 industries. The agency strives to create a culture of compliance in
the marketplace by performing onsite inspections of businesses and enforcing license
regulations, weights and measures regulations and the NYC Consumer Protection Law. DCA also
provides mediation and restitution for consumer complaints. Through the Office of Labor Policy
and Standards, the agency enforces various workplace laws, including Paid Sick Leave, by
investigating complaints, conducting proactive investigations and recovering restitution for
workers. DCA’s Office of Financial Empowerment (OFE) focuses on initiatives that educate,
empower and protect residents and neighborhoods with low incomes so they can improve their
financial health and build assets by providing free financial counseling and coaching at Financial
Empowerment Centers around the City and through other small-scale programs, increasing
access to safe and affordable financial products and services, and encouraging the use of NYC
Free Tax Prep sites where eligible New Yorkers can file their taxes for free and claim valuable
tax credits.
Direct Services
DCA:
•

•
•
•
•

•

Licenses more than 81,000 businesses in more than 50 industries and operates the DCA
Licensing Center at 42 Broadway in Manhattan. DCA also has Licensing staff at the NYC
Small Business Support Center in Jamaica, Queens. Staff at the Centers also administer
permits on behalf of the NYC Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DOHMH).
Conducts field inspections of businesses citywide to ensure compliance with laws
protecting consumers, such as the Weights and Measures, Consumer Protection, and
industry-specific Licensing laws.
Collects fines from businesses that violate the Weights and Measures, Consumer
Protection, Licensing, and City labor laws.
Mediates complaints filed with the Agency by consumers against store owners or
merchants.
Conducts investigations of businesses for compliance with Consumer Protection and
Licensing laws, as well as workplace laws, including Paid Sick Leave, Commuter Benefits,
Freelance Isn’t Free Act, and Fair Workweek. DCA litigates or settles any legal matters
which may result.
Educates consumers, workers, and businesses about their rights and responsibilities
through the press, public awareness campaigns, DCA website nyc.gov/dca and social
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•

media channels, publications, e-newsletter, speaking engagements, trainings, and
seminars.
Contracts with neighborhood not-for-profit organizations to provide free one-on-one
financial counseling and coaching through NYC Financial Empowerment Centers, as well
as free tax filing services for eligible New Yorkers through NYC Free Tax Prep.

II. Agency language access policy and goals
DCA believes that limited English proficiency (LEP) should not be a hindrance to accessing the
services and information the agency provides. Without interpretation and translation,
consumers would not be able to file complaints or know their basic consumer rights; business
owners would not be able to navigate the rules and regulations that govern commerce in New
York City, nor would they be able to apply, on their own, for a license to run a compliant
establishment; workers would not be able to make inquiries and complaints to OLPS; and
employers would not understand their responsibilities under the law. DCA’s language access
implementation plan is intended to help staff provide excellent customer service. It reinforces
existing language access protocols within the Agency and operationalizes new protocols to
improve the Agency’s language-assisted services.
DCA has:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designated an official Language Access Coordinator for the Agency
Maintained an internal language bank of volunteer staff interpreters and translation
reviewers
Posted language access posters and desktop signage in customer service areas
Created a translated handout for use by inspectors in the field
Contracted with Language Line to provide over-the-phone interpretation in up to 170
languages
Contracted with Geneva Worldwide to provide document translation
Contracted with Accurate Communications to provide in-person American Sign
Language interpretation and in-person interpretation in up to 250 languages
Translated educational materials targeted to consumers, workers, and businesses
Maintained information about language access service usage

DCA will:
•
•
•
•
•

Update its Agencywide language access protocols to reinforce use of contracted
interpretation and document translation services
Develop a protocol for use of volunteer staff interpreters and translation reviewers
Increase staff training and update training materials
Convene more regularly its Language Access Team consisting of staff across Divisions
Integrate queries about language access services into customer service surveys
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•
•

Determine if new data collection and retention methods are needed to improve internal
assessment of language access services
Audit language access signage

III. LEP population assessment
The following LEP population assessment is based on the Four-Factor Analysis issued by the U.S.
Department of Justice. The factors are as follows:
1. The number or proportion of LEP persons in the eligible service population
2. The frequency with which LEP individuals come into contact with the Agency
3. Explanation of the nature and importance of the program/services for the LEP person
requiring language assistance
4. The resources available to the Agency and the cost of providing language services
Factors 1-3
Historically, due to customer demand and Executive Order 120, the languages primarily used
for translation and interpretation at DCA are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spanish
Chinese
(Translation: Traditional and/or Simplified; Interpretation: Cantonese and Mandarin)
Korean
Russian
Haitian Creole
Arabic
Bengali

Recently, due to OLPS outreach to special populations and Local Law 30 of 2017 (LL 30 of 2017),
DCA has been translating commonly distributed materials in up to 10 languages, with identified
new language needs that include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

French
Hindi
Nepali
Polish
Portuguese
Punjabi
Tagalog
Urdu
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Both historically and recently, consumer and worker advocacy groups and business associations
in immigrant communities have been vital resources and distribution partners for DCA. From
gathering complaints to hosting educational training seminars, DCA’s partners have helped
inform language needs for translation and interpretation and provided outlets for translated
Agency materials.
Topline Overview
Source
Language Line Over-the-Phone Interpretation
(DCA)

Language Preference Law

Language Need
Predominant language need is Spanish,
followed by Mandarin, Bengali, Arabic,
Russian, Korean, Cantonese, Hindi, Italian, and
French. Across CY2014, CY2015, and CY2016,
Language Line was used 3,072, 3,832, and
3,453 times, respectively. In all years, Spanish
comprised an average of 63% of telephonic
interpretation.
Top choices were Spanish, Mandarin, Korean,
Cantonese, Arabic, Bengali, and Urdu.

Applicants for premises-based business
licenses have the option to indicate a language
preference for inspections on the application.
Less than 10 percent choose to indicate a
preference.
Language Line Over-the-Phone Interpretation In FY2016 and FY2017, approximately 14
(NYC Financial Empowerment Centers)
percent of clients spoke Spanish during
counseling sessions.
The Centers, which OFE runs in partnership
with City contractors (community-based
organizations), provide free one-on-one
financial counseling and coaching.
Factor 4
DCA had the following contracts for language access services for FY18:
• Accurate Communication (for sign language interpretation and in-person
interpretation): $14,546.40
• Language Line Services (for telephone interpretation): $20,000.00
• Geneva Worldwide (for written translation): $60,510.00
DCA uses Language Line to provide over-the-phone interpretation in up to 170 languages.
Special dual handset phones are in public areas to aid with interpretation.
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DCA primarily uses Geneva Worldwide for document translation. When needed, DCA will use
other vendors for document translation.
To comply with LL 30 of 2017 and to continue to meet the needs of DCA’s diverse customers,
DCA will:
•

•
•

Establish criteria for “essential documents” (i.e., most commonly distributed; legally
required for business display/distribution) and translate them for consumers, workers,
and businesses using a professional service, with internal review by fluent volunteer
staff
Provide on-site interpretation at public events via professional service, as needed
Evaluate and update language access services on a consistent schedule based on staff
and customer feedback

IV. Provision of language access services
DCA has a single Language Access Coordinator who will facilitate the implementation of the
language access plan Agencywide. The Language Access Coordinator will:
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure that the plan is revised and/or updated when necessary
Track and report language access numbers
Coordinate the Language Access Team meetings
Supervise the language access volunteer bank
Facilitate requests for document translation if/as needed beyond established protocols
for document translation

Division Directors will assist by monitoring and ensuring their staff complies with the directives
and protocols of the new plan, as well as alerting the Language Access Coordinator about any
issues with service provision; for example, staff issues with over-the-phone interpretation, need
for updated signage or materials.
Document Translation
•

•

DCA will use criteria for “essential publications” (e.g., most commonly distributed) to
identify, prioritize, and translate them. To aid this effort, DCA is auditing materials on the
DCA website nyc.gov/dca plus printed materials to determine their positions in a
hierarchy for translation purposes. Publications not considered “essential” to serve the
Agency’s customers (businesses, workers, consumers) will not be translated at this time.
The hierarchy for the translation of “essential documents” will be based on the criteria
below, in descending order:
o Documents that DCA is required to produce pursuant to the law
o Documents that are essential to the implementation of the laws DCA enforces
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•

o Most commonly distributed documents, irrespective of requirements in the law
or whether they are connected to the implementation of a new or important law
o After the conclusion of the auditing of our materials, “essential documents” may
also include settlement letters, hearing notifications, and forms and letters
related to license applications.
DCA will confirm which essential publications and documents are translated already and
also provide a schedule for translations that are needed based on established criteria.
Prioritization in schedule will take into account the importance of the information to LEP
customers and the consequences of lack of translation. Cost to Agency, including project
management resources and availability of funds, will be a factor, as well.

Website Translation
DCA’s website nyc.gov/dca is supported by NYC.gov and features Google Translate functionality
for web page content. DCA had coordinated translation and posting of PDFs in languages other
than English.
Protocols
•
•
•
•

•

For public-facing materials, e.g., publications, forms, etc., DCA Communications &
Marketing reviews content for plain language before submitting files for translation.
DCA Communications & Marketing coordinates translation of all public-facing materials
with a desktop publishing (design) component—advertising; publications; forms.
DCA Procurement coordinates translation and/or transcription of materials—completed
complaint forms; submitted testimony; published ads—that require certification for
submission as case evidence.
DCA has a contract with Geneva Worldwide for document translation. When needed,
due to contract capacity or inability to execute job per scope of work, DCA will solicit
alternative translation services. On rare occasions, this may include contracting with
community-based organizations that serve the target audience to make sure that
translations reflect local knowledge and are easy to understand.
DCA Communications & Marketing shares translated materials with internal reviewers
who are fluent in languages to proofread. DCA shares any feedback from internal
reviewers with the translation service to reconcile final translations before
printing/posting materials.

Interpretation
•

Over-the-phone interpretation in up to 170 languages is available at DCA locations
where staff serves the public, including 42 Broadway in Manhattan, Testing Station in
Brooklyn, NYC Small Business Support Center in Queens. Special dual handset
telephones are available so staff and customers can communicate with an interpreter.
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•
•
•

•
•
•

Enforcement follows the Language Preference Law Inspection Protocol during field
inspections. In conjunction with the Language Access Coordinator, Enforcement will
monitor and update the Inspection Protocol as needed.
DCA includes information about requesting interpretation in Notices of Public Hearings,
including rules hearings.
Current DCA frontline staff will undergo refresher training on the use of Language Line
in the third quarter of 2018, and training will continue on an annual schedule. New staff
will be briefed on language access by the Human Capital Division and Language Access
Coordinator during orientation; training will be conducted by respective Division
Directors.
Recruitment of staff volunteers to assist with on-site interpretation will be ongoing. The
Agency will host a recognition and appreciation event annually for language access bank
volunteers.
Over-the-phone interpretation in up to 170 languages is also available at NYC Financial
Empowerment Centers, which OFE runs in partnership with contractors.
DCA has a contract with Accurate Communications for in-person American Sign
Language interpretation and in-person interpretation in up to 250 languages.

Protocols
When a customer indicates the need for an interpreter, DCA staff will immediately determine
the person’s native language and offer Language Line as an interpretation service. While the
precise method for assisting an LEP customer may vary by Division, all follow the protocol
outlined below.
1. Determine which language is required. Language desktop signage and wall posters are
posted in high traffic areas to assist staff and customers. Additionally, DCA will produce
language identification cards for Division Directors to give staff.
If staff encounters difficulties identifying customers’ primary language, they will engage
Language Line who should be able to assist. If staff exhausts all options to try to provide
language assistance, staff should contact the Language Access Coordinator and copy the
relevant Division Director.
2. Use Language Line as the primary tool for providing interpretation services. Staff is
given a Quick Reference Guide with Client ID Number, Access Codes, and basic
instructions.
3. You may ask a DCA staff member to assist with on-site interpretation on a voluntary
basis; however, engage Language Line first before asking a staff member to interpret.
Please check with staff member’s Division Director.
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4. If a customer brings an interpreter, make sure the customer knows that free
interpretation services are available. Never allow minors to serve as interpreters.
5. Bring any language issues that arise to the attention of your Division Director who will
alert the Language Access Coordinator.
6. If a document, for example a complaint form completed in a language other than
English, requires translation and/or transcription, please alert DCA Procurement and
copy your Division Director and the Language Access Coordinator.
7. For special events DCA is hosting such as public hearings or public events where
interpretation services are required, please alert DCA Procurement and copy your
Division Director and the Language Access Coordinator at least two weeks in advance
of the event so that on-site interpretation services may be procured. If DCA is cohosting an event with an organization or group and interpretation is needed, fluent DCA
staff may offer to provide outreach presentations in a language other than English. . If
no fluent DCA staff is available and the host organization is unable to provide
interpretation, DCA staff should alert DCA Procurement as outlined above.
Notification of free interpretation signage
•

Wall posters and desktop signage promoting free interpretation assistance are in high
traffic areas where DCA serves the public, including:
o
o
o
o
o

DCA Licensing Center at 42 Broadway, Lobby
Collections and Settlement Unit Divisions, 42 Broadway, 5th floor
Consumer Services, OLPS, Legal Divisions, 42 Broadway, 9th floor
NYC Small Business Support Center in Jamaica, Queens
Weights and Measures Testing Station in Brooklyn

Wall poster states:
We will help you in the language you prefer.
Ask for free interpretation assistance at Reception.
Languages include Spanish, Arabic, Bengali, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, Haitian
Creole, Korean, Russian.
Inspector handout states:
Hello, I’m an inspector from the City’s Department of Consumer Affairs. Please
point to your language, and I will call an interpreter for the inspection. Language
assistance is free.
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Languages include Arabic, Bengali, Cantonese, Farsi, French, Haitian Creole, Hebrew, Hindi,
Italian, Japanese, Korean, Mandarin, Polish, Portuguese, Punjabi, Russian, Spanish, Thai, Urdu,
Vietnamese.
See Exhibits at end.
•

DCA will create language identification cards for frontline staff similar to the “I speak…”
cards developed to assist LEP customers.

Emergency activation
•

•

Senior Leadership assesses the situation, determines what information needs to be
relayed to the public, and assigns Communications & Marketing staff to draft
communications.
Communications & Marketing determines the best ways to convey information to the
public, which would include 311 and the DCA website nyc.gov/dca and social media
channels.
o
o
o

NYC.gov features web page translation functionality.
311 can provide assistance in up to 170 languages via Language Line.
Also, DCA’s main number—published in the Green Book—will feature a recorded
message in the event of an emergency.

V. Training
•
•
•

A copy of the new language access implementation plan will be available to all DCA staff
via the Agency’s intranet. The Language Access Coordinator and Division Directors shall
maintain a hard copy of the plan in their respective areas for quick reference.
The Language Access Coordinator will review the language access implementation plan
with Division Directors.
The Language Access Coordinator will develop a training module in consultation with
Division leadership to address frontline staff interactions with LEP customers. This
training may also include input from MOIA and cultural sensitivity information, as well.
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•

•
•
•

During new hire orientation, the Training and Employee Relations Specialist and the
Language Access Coordinator will provide initial introduction to language access
resources for staff who will be using language-assisted services in their respective
divisions.
Subsequent training will be provided by Division Directors and/or the Language Access
Coordinator for job-specific responsibilities.
Staff training will be scheduled at least annually and by request from Division Directors
using the training module.
Training will include, but not be limited to, the following topics:
o
o
o
o

How to Engage LEP Customers and Assess Their Language Needs
How to Use Language Line Services
How to Record Language Line and Language Access Information
Criteria for Document Translation

VI. Record keeping and evaluation
DCA will maintain records of interactions with LEP customers.
•
•
•

•

•

Requests for interpretation are noted on Language Line reports (invoices), including Call
Detail (language, time, date, duration) and Call Detail Summary Report.
Requests for professional document translation are in eProcurement, including estimate
and final invoice.
The Language Access Coordinator will review and evaluate language access data and
information on a quarterly basis, including a review of qualitative feedback from Division
Directors. Assessment of this data will include general monitoring of the language access
plan for LL 30 compliance; review of any complaints received; and, when necessary,
recommendations to update the implementation plan to address issues. The Language
Access Coordinator will forward reports quarterly to Senior Leadership for review.
The Language Access Coordinator will maintain information for use in outreach, press,
FOIL inquiries, etc. For quality assurance purposes, DCA will explore obtaining
transcripts of conversations facilitated using Language Line. Such transcripts can be used
to guarantee that DCA staff are taking appropriate actions and have a record of the
information provided by customers in their own words.
To improve record keeping and evaluation, DCA will explore integrating requests for
interpretation and document translation into Accela* during data entry associated with
records, including license applications, complaints, inspections, etc.

Accela is the software that DCA uses to provide online transactional services—license
application and renewal, complaints, cure, fine and fee payment, scheduling—and to manage
workflow.
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VII. Resource analysis and planning
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

The Language Access Coordinator will work with DCA’s Human Capital Division to
continue to explore expanding job titles to include language ability in the preferred job
skills category for non-Civil Service titles.
DCA’s Human Capital Division will collaborate with Division Directors seeking to hire
staff at DCA to make certain that potential candidates are notified of DCA’s and the
City’s commitment to language access for positions interacting with the public.
DCA’s Finance Division will coordinate with the Office of Management and Budget to
secure a budget line for the Language Access Coordinator (e.g., new needs request). If
additional funds become available, the Language Access Coordinator in consultation
with Senior Leadership and Communications & Marketing will allocate funds
strategically, with new needs being priority.
Staff will first use professional services for interpretation and document translation
(currently Language Line, Accurate Communications, and Geneva Worldwide). If
professional services cannot assist LEP customers or meet scope of work, staff will alert
the Language Access Coordinator and copy the relevant Division Director. DCA may
contact a community-based organization that serves the target population to assist with
translation or interpretation. Additionally, if necessary, DCA may contact the relevant
consulate or embassy office to assist.
DCA’s Procurement Division will work to maintain, expand, and renew contracts for
over-the-phone interpretation, document translation, and on-site/in-person
interpretation.
The Language Access Coordinator, DCA’s Finance Division, and DCA’s Division of
Technology and Strategic Solutions (DoTTS) will assess the feasibility of translating
license application tests, including for computerized testing, and making content in
online transactional services available in languages other than English.
DCA will explore procuring a kiosk for the Licensing Center at 42 Broadway and the NYC
Small Business Support Center in Jamaica, Queens where customers would be able to
search for publications and documents in their preferred language and print them for
free.

VIII. Outreach and public awareness of language access services
•

•
•

DCA will advertise the availability of language access services on its website
nyc.gov/dca, via social media, in press releases and public materials. Staff who do
outreach presentations will include general information about the availability of
language access services at the Department.
DCA public awareness campaigns and major initiatives are, and will continue to be,
translated into multiple languages.
DCA will continue to ask stakeholders and partners if translation or interpretation is
needed to serve target populations. Fluent DCA staff may deliver outreach
presentations in their native language. If no fluent DCA staff is available and the host
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organization is unable to provide an interpreter, DCA will procure professional
interpretation services. DCA will continue to distribute translated materials to support
outreach efforts to target populations.
IX. Language Access complaints
•
•
•

DCA’s Language Access Coordinator will receive, track, and respond to complaints about
language access via 311 and social media.
When DCA conducts customer satisfaction surveys, a question will probe the customer’s
experience with language access services at DCA.
The Language Access Coordinator will review surveys and complaints and, when
necessary, update the implementation plan to address issues.

How members of public can
submit language access
complaints, questions, and
requests

Agency 311 Data (CY 2017)

# of language access
complaints received via 311: 0
# of requests for language
access services via 311: 0
Members of the public may
submit language access
complaints, questions, and
requests through DCA’s website,
via DCA’s social media, and
through 311.

Description of how
complaints/requests were
addressed

N/A
N/A
DCA initiates outreach to
Language Line for
interpretation assistance
when a call is transferred
by 311 to DCA. See Agency
metrics for language
access service provision.

X. Implementation plan logistics
•

•

The Language Access Coordinator will hold quarterly Language Access Team meetings
with representatives of Divisions with frontline staff who deal with the public on a
regular basis. These meetings will address the status of the new plan’s implementation,
as well as daily operational concerns and issues regarding language access.
In order to provide language access services for issuing a license, permit, or registration
by July 1, 2020, the Language Access Team will work closely with the Licensing,
Communications & Marketing, and General Counsel Divisions to identify license
application materials for translation based on established criteria for essential
documents. These documents may include the Basic License Application and required
forms.
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•
•
•

The Language Access Coordinator may update the language access plan, as needed,
based on quarterly Division reports. If necessary, updates can be made more frequently
to ensure immediate compliance.
Annual reporting will include an assessment of the language access plan, which will
include consultation with the Language Access Team and reports from Division Directors
regarding usage of language access services.
The Language Access Coordinator will ensure copies of an up-to-date plan are readily
available to the public upon request and strategically displayed on DCA’s website and in
public areas.

Goals
Language Access Goal
Audit signage in public areas

Milestones
• Audit all Agency signage
• Determine if signage must be
updated, removed, or added

Establish criteria for essential
publications and documents
and create schedule for
translation, if/as needed

•

Advertise the availability of
language access services in
public communications

•

•
•

•

Provide enhanced language
access services for issuing a
license, permit, or registration

•

•

Update Agency record keeping
protocol

•
•

Audit all publications posted on
DCA’s website and used in
outreach and education
Establish criteria
Create translation schedule,
taking into account available
funds and urgency of information
for LEP population
Continue to feature translation
functionality on DCA website
nyc.gov/dca
Advertise the availability of
language access services in
outreach presentations, press
releases, event flyers, and other
appropriate communications
Continue to provide free
interpretation assistance at DCA
Licensing Center and NYC Small
Business Support Center
Identify, prioritize, and translate
essential license application
materials based on established
criteria
Review record and data retention
with DCA Divisions to determine
if improvements are necessary
Develop template for staff to
track use of language access
services
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Responsible Staff
• Language Access
Coordinator
• Language Access
Team
• Language Access
Coordinator
• Language Access
Team

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Deadline
July 1,
2018
May 1,
2018

Language Access
Coordinator
Communications
& Marketing
External Affairs

July 1,
2018

Language Access
Coordinator
Licensing
General Counsel
Communications
& Marketing

July 1,
2020

Language Access
Coordinator
Licensing
Enforcement
DOTSS

July 1,
2018

Update staff training module

•
•

Maintain internal staff
language bank and develop
protocol for use of language
bank

•
•

Review existing training materials
for DCA staff and update as
necessary
Develop annual refresher training
program
Conduct survey of DCA staff and
update list of staff who will
volunteer for the language bank
Work with Division Directors to
develop protocol for appropriate
use of Agency staff for language
access services
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•
•

•
•

Language Access
Coordinator
Administration

July 1,
2018

Language Access
Coordinator
Language Access
Team

July 1,
2018

Exhibits
Wall Poster
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Inspector Handout
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DOC Language Access Implementation Plan
New York City Department of Correction Language Access Implementation Plan (LAIP)
As of March 2018, Diane Murray Ward was named the Language Access Coordinator for the New
York City Department of Correction.
I. Agency Mission and Background: "As part of the criminal justice system, the New York City
Department of Correction (hereafter DOC) is dedicated to enhancing public safety by maintaining
a safe and secure environment for our staff, while providing inmates with the tools and
opportunities they need to successfully re-enter their communities."
The DOC is a detention system providing for the care, custody and control of individuals
(hereafter population) which includes individuals either awaiting the disposition of their case or
convicted of crimes whereupon sentenced to one year or less, state ready prisoners and parole
violators. Our daily population approximates 9, 133 individuals. We operate two borough-based
hospital prison wards, three borough facilities and nine facilities located on Rikers Island. Direct
services to our population include but are not limited to rules and regulations detailing behavioral
expectations, counseling services, mandated programs (e.g.regularly scheduled Law Library
access) and medical services. Post-release programs and services developed to thwart
recidivism have been enshrined within our operational systems.
Rikers Island hosts approximately 1, 000 visitors daily. The public's engagement with the DOC
commences with our multi-lingual web-site providing general information including facility locations,
travel instructions, access hours, appropriate attire, bail, commissary requirements, mailing
instructions, and restricted items.
II. Agency Language Access Policy and Goals
Policy: Existing policy requires facilities promulgate rosters of multi-lingual staff. Rosters are
disseminated quarterly to the Language Liaison with access to our Central Operation
Desk (COD) which provides 24- hour inter-agency communication for all commands. The DOC has
historically and continuously provides Limited English Proficient (LEP) persons language access.
Fortunately the diversity of DOC staff allow us to provide in- house language coverage for most
language needs. We presently provide language coverage for internal daily operations when identified
in no less than 28 languages. Facility language rosters consists of staff presently identifiable in twentyeight languages inclusive of those ten identified within Local Law 30. A sample representation of
languages at any given quarter has historically included the following: Urdu, Portuguese, Igbo, Punjabi,
Albanian, .Serbian, Bengali, Greek, Arabic, Hebrew, Edo, Patois, Bangladesh, Romanian, Tagalog,
Hindu, Yoruba, and Vietnamese. The population's language needs are serviced via these quarterly
rosters except in rare instances when an identified language is not within our staff's. We utilize the
citywide language bank (VLB) when a language need is outside of our staff's purview. We contract
written materials for the population and public's consumption.
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Service delivery requires effective communication. The DOC is sensitive and responsive to LEP persons in our
custody and during our engagement with the public. We will recruit multi-lingual staff for rosters via internal
memorandum disseminated within 1) Human Resources new civilian hires, 2) Academy new recruit and prepromotional officer training classes. 3) Morale Committee meetings. (The Morale Committee is comprised
primarily of fraternal organizations who have historically provided native source language staff). 4) Teletypes
which are agency-wide notifications.
The DOC's medical provider (Health and Hospital) contracts for their language coverage needs separately. Our
Health Services Division provides for American Sign Language (ASL) secured by the Disability Rights for
Inmates Coordinator. ASL knowledgeable staff and contracted services provide coverage as operationally
needed. An upgrade of the orientation tape for the population proposes including ASL and multi-language
captioning perhaps in FY20. We have been working with deaf and hearing-impaired persons in our custody for
decades. In addition to ASL we provide the New York Times in braille. Health and Hospital doesn’t maintain
phone language access figures which they use for clinical purposes. ASL figurers we record. We’ve begun
discussion on how to sharing language identification- only information between our agencies.
The DOC Language Access Coordinator will ensure agency compliance of LL30 as described
within this Language Access Implementation Plan (LAIP). Data retrieval can occur via several avenues which
include the following: 1) Telephonic assistance as noted from invoices. 2) The Language Liaison's record of
direct requests.
Activation Language Services
When the commands cannot internally provide the coverage necessary for their presenting verbal and written
requests from their roster, they inform the Central Operations Desk (COD). The COD is a 24
hour operation. The Language Access Coordinator is phoned or emailed either form the command, COD or
both. DOC's participation with MOIA Liaisons is always invaluable especially since the VLB identifies language
certified employees.
The DOC ensures that persons in our custody have the ability to effectively communicate with staff therefore
ensuring a safe, secure and respectful correctional environment. The DOC ensures that LEP (Limited English
Proficient) family and friends can comprehend materials generated for public consumption which includes
security requirements, various procedures and practices, restrictions and allowances. Our agency website
remains multi-language accessible.
Ill. LEP Population Assessment: The four point resource assessment model will be implemented by our
Population Research Group utilizing data gleaned from our intake processing and citywide demographics
sources.
Factor l: As of December 2017, data derived from DOC's Population Research Group provided the following
racial/ ethnic breakdown for the inmate population: Black 53%, Hispanic 33.7% White 7.4%, Asian 1.8% and
Other 4.1%. Additional demographic data sources will be gleaned from data provided upon intake.
Multi-lingual assistance under consideration may require at a minimum two sets of phones per command, one
for the public in the facility visit area (and an additional one at the borough-based facilities in the bail payment
areas and one for inmates at intake. We may utilize instead or in sync with dual headset phones, language
phone codes accessible from agency phones for designated staff.
Visitors to Rikers Island might enter the Perry Building and/or the Benjamin Ward Central Visit, both of which
will have some form of phone access.
During Intake, when language needs are identified, we will determine how staff can report how necessary
assistance was provided at the command level, COD or Headquarters. This flagging will allow us to quantify
the frequency of these needs, and how they are rectified.
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Effective communication when possible is crucial upon Intake in particular when we ha.ve so much to sort out,
(e.g. housing and medical assessments). Our ability to secure language needs upon entry sets the tone for the
duration of the incarceration. Intake may require another set of phones and/or code access on existing phones.
Mutual understanding by staff and the population and expectations is crucial. Language cannot be a deterrent
to comprehension. .
Factor 2: We are invoiced on phone generated language assists. The DOC will commence noting on a
quarterly basis data retrieved from a contractor regarding calls generated for public consumption
Factor 3:_Importance to DOC: We are responsible for the care, custody and control of persons in our custody.
Effective communication allows us to address needs and concerns expeditiously. We provide documents,
notices, posters, program schedules, and visit guides.
.The DOC has always been acutely sensitive and responsive to LEP persons in our custody and during our
engagement with the public. Our Central Office of Procurement (COP) has been advised of our intent with
respect to LL30.Task orders have been prepared for DCAS.
The DOC will continue to provide LEP persons in our custody with access to services ensuring the safety and
security of the facility and care, custody and control of all persons in our custody.
Language Identification Cards will be readily available to all Tour Commanders for their immediate access.
Upgraded materials (e.g. rule book inserts) are provided in both English and Spanish utilizing plain language
via a contracted vendor. Agency specific materials are translated continuously for LEP persons and are
carefully vetted.
Telephonic language coverage will be re-introduced and utilized to include the public and internal population
needs with access codes for identified staff with direct inmate contact.
We will reintroduce the language identification memo book inserts carried by uniform staff at all times. PREA
(Prison Rape Elimination Act) and all special populations will be afforded the same access to language
services via language identification posters and trained staff.
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Upon custody, individuals interact with both uniform and civilian staff. Initial intake processing provides us
an opportunity to determine if there is a language barrier. Language Identification posters will be
prominently displayed advising the public of our accessible available to them. MOIA is updating posters,
so when available we will place them in these public areas. These language identification posters were
previously placed in common, high trafficked areas within commands, visit houses, and Central Visit. We
will resume that practice with new posters. I presently have facility rosters and will remind commands to
forward theirs to COD as well. I am in the process of revamping and resurrecting the telephonic system.
Emergency Service Responders will be apprized of the availability of COD's rosters and telephonic
systems in place for language assistance.
Factor 4: Costs approximated for this coverage are presently designed as blanket orders activated as
needed for the multiple year (3) coverage have been approximated as follows: ASL for@ $9,657.00,
Translations for $83, 625.00 Telephonic for $10, 867, and In-Person for $$9,950. We will secure a small
purchase order providing Document Review for less than $20,000. ASL though not included within the
LL30 identified languages is an inclusion we've covered for decades. We provide the New York Times in
braille, identify Basic ASL proficient staff, and we may repeat ASL staff training FY19. According to LL30,
agencies are encouraged to utilize certified interpreters as well. We have not traditionally contracted for
such service. Human Resources is determining if there are any union issues resulting from staff
volunteering their language skills. However we have include a task order providing for onsite assistance
after the exhaustion of other volunteer resources.
The Emergency Response Unit employs a LRAD (Long Range Acoustic Device). We are discussing any
upgrades allowing for the inclusion of additional languages.
We translated posters (e.g. Appropriate Visitor Attire) in the previously required languages namely
Chinese, Haitian-Creole, Italian, Korean, Russian, Polish, and Spanish which still appear sufficient per
our demographics.
Our existing Operations Order provides for the command level roster's quarterly development and
dissemination to COD and the Language Access Coordinator. We are in the process of promulgating a
revision within FY19 outlining the procedures staff will employ for enhancing language access.
"Commonly distributed materials' is defined within DOC as those Rules and Regulations which govern the
smooth operation of the commands.
IV. Provision of Language Access Services
Translation Services: After managerial approval, staff provide materials for translation and forwarding to
the contractor. The contractors provides a quote that has to be approved by the Language Liaison
Coordinator. Upon determination of project cost (regular or rush materials), the signed quote is sent back
to the contractor as approved for work commencement. The vendor supplies the translated materials
which are reviewed by in-house staff and/or VLB recruits. After.review and discussion, a final version is
supplied to the submitter and the translation is considered completed.
Braille New York Times, magazine and audio books are provided to our population free of charge from
the New York Public Library.
Interpretation Services Facility rosters are our source for verbal language exchange. The VLB is
accessed when an identified language is not in-house. Funding is provided for contracted professional
language services agency -wide, however we do not presently contract for an on-site interpreter.
Notification of Free Interpretation Signage
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V Training: Our Academy's inclusion of LEP awareness and tools in all pre-promotional training and
entry level orientation literature is assured. Inclusion within Human Resources packages as well for new
employees serves the following dual purpose:
1) An informational resource when determining /assessing that an LEP person
requires assistance
2) Recruitment after their probationary period for self- disclosure of language proficiency.
We will continue to scour college programs for free college interns and trainings for DOC staffers
interested in becoming language document reviewers. We are also considering upgrading our ASL staffs'
skills with refresher trainings.
Staff will be apprised of our requirement to note all instances of language assistance for compliance with
Local Law 30's reporting needs. Logging interpretations on a daily basis is not feasible since they occur
seamlessly. We have to consider how this data is noted for reporting purposes.
"Plain language" is already employed by staff who develop materials for public consumption. These
materials are reviewed and are required to state they are approved by management by the submitter prior
to submission for translating in some instances by our legal division. To the extent that plain language
doesn't interfere with the comprehension of the material presented, footnotes of terminology might have
to be added which requires administrative approval and consideration.
•
Included within the mandatory training packages of staff will ensure that all are aware of
our outreach and .tools available to assist LEP persons.
•
Annual reminders to all staff with email access will underscore the recruitment and advise
everyone of the language accessing process we employ will commence FY19.
•
Academy training sign-in sheets will be tallied on a quarterly basis when the topics
covered include languages access materials. Teletype distribution cited for the numbers of
staffers advised of our language access procedures and processing.
•
Human Resources trainings will be tallied quarterly when engaging materials for new hires
and any follow-up that HR deems staff may have, especially those who have been processed
prior to our initial inclusion of these materials (prior to FY 19).
VI. Record Keeping and Evaluation:
Data sources have been internally identified for the reporting requirements of LL30.
Population Research Group will continue to provide necessary data for reporting features.
The metrics and indicators proposed to management include: Pre and post tests immediately following
instruction, then an annual quick interactive quiz , How much do you use or refer to: posters, language
access telephone, peers, for language assistance? Annual spot checks with staff informally or formally to
assess language access will be incorporated.
VI. Resource Analysis and Planning:
1)
Facility generated rosters will continue to provide on-site initial coverage.
2)
We will investigate contracting on-site interpreters via college interns for coverage when all
other options have been exhausted.
3)
The city's Language Bank Liaisons continue to provide resources and volunteers from their
respective agency coffers.
4)
Informal connections with DOC staff provide on the spot translation reviews and suggestions
5) regarding translations as needed.
6)
The DOC will continue contracting services (telephonic coverage of one hundred languages) to
provide for compliance of LL30.
The Language Access Coordinator will compile reports from all areas providing service for an analysis of
any areas lack of language access. Our front -line staff and their supervisors are the key to informing all
of us if they suspect a language barrier is a presenting problem. We address circumstances immediately
in order to quell any potential security, care and control problems. Staff will be reminded to use query
listed on Intake Form 239M (Section D) flagging possible LEP status.
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VII. Outreach and Public Awareness: Language variable phones will be secured via a contracted
vendor for distribution projected usage within Visit Houses, the Perry Center, and the Benjamin Ward
Central Visit site.
Our website presently provides multi-lingual information which also complies with LL30 requirements.
Identification of language needs via identification cards will continue. We continue. to ensure that LEP
persons have access to all necessary agency information allowing for the safe, secure and respectful
engagement of their exchange with the DOC.
Posters will be prominently displayed in public accessible areas as mentioned above. Visit house
assigned staff will have access to telephonic services.
IX. Language Access Complaints: Constituent Services will be encouraged to identify feedback from
311 calls. We continue to ensure that LEP persons have access to all necessary agency information
allowing for the safe, secure and respectful engagement of their exchange with the DOC. Agency staff
tracking these instances will have to be identified to the Coordinator of Language Access for future
reporting purposes.
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X. Implementation Plan Logistics: The DOC will continue providing language assistance for LEP
persons in our custody and the public. Staffs awareness is strengthened via our use of posters
displayed in common areas, stand-alone language identification cards in offices, and the reissuance of
the memo insert cards all uniform staff carry on their person. The expansion of telephonic access to
additional front-line staff will be initiated.
Compliance of LL30 will be monitored by the Language Access Coordinator who will oversee the
following milestones:
Milestones: FY19
Goal 1: Inclusion LEP goals for New Recruits and In-Service Orientation/Training
Materials: Orientation Package Updating
Milestone: DOC employees are reminded of this policy during continuous ongoing training cycles
Staff: Academy and Human Resources
Deadline: June 2019
Goal 2: LEP Orientation/Training for Civilian Managers
Materials: Rosters
Milestone: Quarterly
Staff: Academy and On-Site Coordinator
Deadline: June 2019
Goal 3: Civilian Facility Staff Awareness ofLL30
Materials: Memorandum via email accounts
Milestone: Command-based civilians are apprised of the LL30 and their volunteer recruitment
Staff: Administration
Deadline: June 2019
Goal 4: Medical provider provides data or are at least apprised of a LEP detainee (this requires shared
procedural approvals from both agencies)
Milestone: Quarterly data retrieval
Staff: D/C Health Affairs and Health staff and Hospital Administration
Deadline: June 2019
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Goal 5: Expansion of telephonic services
Materials: Code designations provided to DW Programs
Milestone: All commands
Staff: Intake, Security Intelligence, Counseling, Law Library
Deadline: June 2019
Goal 6: Language ID Posters Re-Issuance
Milestone: All commands
Staff: Facility staff will ensure placement of posters per LL 30
Deadline: MOIA is presently updating (August 2018?)
Goal 7: Language Identification Memo Book Inserts Re-Issued
Milestone: All uniform staff
Staff: All staff
Deadline: MOIA is updating (August 2018?)
Milestones FY20
Continuation of all prior FY Milestones
Goal 1: Video Relay Services (VRS) for deaf/ hearing impaired persons in our custody.
Milestone: Secured as needed
Staff: Health Affairs
Deadline: June 2020
Goal 2: Closed- captioning to include ASL in a corner of the orientation constant loop tape and
voiceovers in Spanish
Milestone: All facilities utilizing the Orientation Tapes
Staff: Facility staff
Deadline: June 2020
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I. Introduction and Agency Mission
From the pedestrian plaza in Times Square to the Far Rockaway Library, the Department of
Design and Construction builds for New York City. As the City's primary capital construction project

manager, we build many of the civic facilities New Yorkers use every day. We provide communities with
new or renovated structures such as firehouses, libraries, police precincts, courthouses, senior centers
and more. To successfully manage our portfolio, we collaborate with other City agencies, as well as with
emerging and world‐renowned architects and consultants to achieve our agency mission.

Public Buildings Division
Our Public Buildings Division manages the design and construction of a large range of civic
buildings. Some of these projects include facilities for public safety, cultural institutions, and
health and human services. DDC has a vast knowledge base in building design, as well as energy
saving technologies, and construction methodology.

Infrastructure Division
Our work doesn’t stop at buildings—we also design and improve vital infrastructure. New York
City has the most extensive network of streets, water mains, and storm and sanitary sewers.
We build and upgrade this system, while also taking care of step streets, retaining walls,
pedestrian ramps, bridges and plazas. Our client agencies—the Department of Transportation
(DOT) and the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)—furnish the planning and
funding for these projects. It’s our job to provide the highest standard of engineering design
and construction management required for successful delivery. In addition, we help local
businesses keep their doors open—through our innovative trenchless technologies which
reduce disruption to commercial activities during construction. We provide infrastructure that
is essential for a healthy, resilient city.

Office of Community Outreach and Notification (OCON) {Direct Service Area}
Construction can sometimes create inconveniences to businesses and residential communities.
Our Office of Community Outreach and Notification (OCON) ensures that communities are
heard and informed throughout the construction process. For most projects, a dedicated
construction liaison is assigned to help the resident engineer address any community issues and
concerns. We also prepare and distribute brochures for our projects that provide specific
information, including what’s being accomplished, when and where the construction will occur,
and who to call if there are concerns.
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Community Partnerships and STEAM Initiatives {Direct Service Area}
The Department of Design and Construction’s STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering,
Architecture, Mathematics) outreach program serves as an intern and entry‐level pipeline for
our agency, while supporting schools in providing a holistic educational approach for students.
We introduce students and their parents to the broad range of STEAM careers, encouraging
empowerment and confidence in students’ performance in math and science. Inclusivity is
valued during all stages of our work; we strive to share our knowledge and research, as well as
create lasting partnerships. Above all, we believe in equal access to information, resources, and
communication tools as it relates to STEAM programs and careers. That includes ensuring that
parents with Limited English Proficiency understand the benefits of the program and its
offerings.

II. DDC’s Language Access Policy and Goals
The purpose of this policy is to establish guidelines, for ensuring equitable services and access
for individuals with limited English proficiency (LEP).
DDC recognizes the importance of effective and accurate communication between our agency
and the city we serve. As part of our policy, we are committed to taking steps to provide timely
and meaningful access to information and to ensure that language is never a barrier to
opportunity as it relates to the services and information that we provide the public.
DDC has designated its EEO Officer, as the agency’s Language Access Coordinator (LAC). The
EEO Officer, and her staff serve as the primary point of contact, for language access needs,
compliance efforts, plan implementation, language services, including interpretation and
translation, and ongoing procedural, and programmatic assessments. The plan will be reviewed
on an annual basis and the LAC will institute ongoing measures to monitor its success. The LAC
and her team will leverage the guidelines and requirements of Executive Order 120 (EO 120) of
2008, and Local Law 30 (LL 30) of 2017, and collaborate with the Mayor’s Office of Immigration
Affairs (MOIA), in executing the goals of this plan.

Agency Language Access Goals
Guided by LL30 and MOIA, DDC’s language access goals are as follows:




Provide meaningful access to information and services, for all New Yorkers.
Develop and implement procedures, in compliance with EO 120, and Local law 30 to
improve information flow to the public.
Increase plain language communication regarding agency programing, timelines,
construction impact and project completion.
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Enhance community outreach and effective information sharing while remaining
responsive to feedback regarding our efforts.
Train public facing staff, in assisting LEP constituents with language services.
Encourage multilingual staff to participate in DDC’s Voluntary Language Bank.
Leverage staff and Community Construction Liaisons (CCL’s) in providing timely
interpretation and translation services, where appropriate.
Develop an on‐going agency campaign to inform members of the public that language
assistance services are available for people with Limited English Proficiency (LEP).

III. LEP Population Assessment
Four‐Factor Analysis
DDC is guided by the Department of Justice’s Four‐Factor Analysis in evaluating the limited
English proficient (LEP) populations served by the agency. This methodology provides a
balanced assessment of language assistance needs while allowing flexibility to adjust language
assistance measures. DDC is committed in providing information and services to diverse
population through community outreach, inclusive publication, and language access.
Factor 1: LEP Service Population and Demographic Analysis (Number of LEP in eligible service
population‐ demographic analysis)
DDC builds for all of New York City which includes each of the 5 boroughs and the populations
within. In assessing the LEP population served by DDC, we analyze our active and upcoming
construction and service areas, by geographic location, using census data, as well as
StatisticalAtlas.com which provides composition data regarding race, ethnicity, and language
proficiency by zip code.
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Factor 2: LEP Data Tailored Specifically to DDC (Frequency agency is in contact with LEP.
Incorporate demographic data, agency intake forms, language service provider data, employee
survey results)
We will continue to utilize data gathered directly from City Council members, by our Office of
Community Outreach and Notification, during the development of construction project profiles.
We will also leverage the information gathered using our Business and Residential Community
Surveys. These surveys were translated into Arabic, Urdu, French, Polish, Spanish, Chinese
(Traditional and Simplified), Russian, Bengali, Haitian Creole, and Korean in 2017. Our
Community Constructions Liaisons (CCL’s) use the community surveys in conjunction with our
recently revised language identification guide, to help recognize the primary language of
individuals with Limited English Proficiency. DDC will also continue using demographic data
surveys, as mentioned in factor 1, to ensure DDC is providing adequate language coverage.
Factor 3: Services Requiring Language Assistance Measures (importance/benefit of service,
information and consequence of inadequate interpretation)
DDC recognizes that removing language barriers is critical to achieving greater access and
effective communication. DDC’s project distribution documents provide transparency to the
public about what is happening in their community, and the impacts of planned construction on
their neighborhood. These announcements include public notices regarding the location and
nature of planned construction, water supply shut off, outages, closures, and other temporary
neighborhood impacts. Our Construction Project Information Cards/Fact sheets, Quarterly
Newsletters, and advisories are integral to service delivery and information sharing. These
documents, along with standard survey forms and the STEAM programmatic brochure for
parents and students, are most essential to our communication with the public. On‐call
Interpretation services are also available to assist CCL’s with on‐site communication as well.
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Factor 4: Resources Designated for Language Assistance Services
 Language Line: Language Line’s team includes nearly 9,000 professional interpreters,
that are fluent and certified in more than 240 languages. DDC has contracted with
Language Line to provide over‐the‐phone interpretation, as well as, document
translation services. The resource is available to CCL’s and DDC staff members whose
work involves direct interactions with communities, served by our agency.
 Volunteer Language Bank: DDC developed an internal Volunteer Language Bank of
multi‐lingual staff members who offer written and oral translation support.
 DDC revised its Language Identification Guide to identify the primary language of
community members. DDC will provide training to staff on the procedures of identifying
the primary language and connecting with Language Line.
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IV. Provisions of Language Access Services
DDC utilizes business and residential surveys, also known as project profiles, for canvassing
neighborhoods and assessing needs during the pre‐construction phase and beyond. Our
business and residential surveys have been translated into Arabic, Bengali, Chinese (simplified
and traditional), French, Haitian Creole, Korean, Polish, Russian, Spanish and Urdu to ensure
optimal efficacy for neighborhoods with significant LEP populations. Bi‐lingual Community
Construction Liaisons/contractors are then assigned to construction sites consistent with
community language needs. Project Managers also receive guidance and specific requests from
the community boards regarding language needs. In addition, DDC’s Language Access
Coordinator regularly evaluates language needs using census data, as well as,
StatisticalAtlas.com. These assessments ensure the agency is providing necessary language
services in the communities we are serving.

Translating Essential Documents
DDC’s Office of Community Outreach and Notification regularly distribute Project Information
Cards (PIC), quarterly newsletters, and advisories to the businesses and residents in the
neighborhoods where construction projects take place. These publications are used to inform
the public about project status and the impact and duration of construction. DDC will continue
to incorporate plain language principles in the development of these and other essential
documents, prior to proceeding with the translation process. In addition, DDC will ensure the
quality of final translations through staff and contracted services.

Interpretation Services
CCL’s engage with community members throughout all phases of construction. When an
individual’s preferred language is not easily identifiable, CCL’s can utilize our Language
Identification Guide to help identify the primary or preferred language of individuals with LEP
and contact Language line telephonic interpretation services, as needed. DDC will provide
training to CCL’s and staff members on the new procedures for respectfully identifying primary
language and leverage bilingual CCL’s and staff for community translations at construction sites.
We will supplement those measures with Language Line interpretation services in more than
240 languages, when on‐site translation/ interpretation is unavailable. Finally, we will work to
provide interpretation for other agency communications as needed, including outreach events
and public hearings. DDC will continue to develop our Voluntary Language Bank, as well as,
solicit assistance from the community boards.
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Notification of Free Interpretation Signage
DDC will update signage at our construction sites to reflect multilingual communication options
and the provision of free interpretation services related to project inquiries. This information
will also be available on our agency website. Our website remains available for translation in
more than 30 languages through the “Translate This Page” option. In addition, we are working
with ITS to ensure that the public can submit complaints and requests for translations or
inquiries through our website email link– accessibility@ddc.nyc.gov. DDC’s Language Access Plan

will be made publicly available on its website and signage will be posted within 90 days of approval of
the Language Access Plan.

Emergency Preparedness and Response
In the event of an emergency, DDC will make efforts to provide agency related translation and
interpretation services, to the extent possible. In the event that access to our work site is
restricted, DDC will update our agency website which has a language translation feature for
optimal access.

V. Training
Training will be provided for all current staff in direct service areas within 90 days of approval of
the Language Access Plan. We will arrange for training to include best practices as well as
components related to cultural competencies and sensitivity. Training sessions will cover
DDC’s language access policy concerning when interpreter services should be provided, as well
as procedures regarding use of language identification guides, identifying an individual’s
preferred or primary language, arranging for telephonic interpreter services, and recordkeeping
and document Tracking. The Language Access Plan and written training materials will be
provided to staff and will be available on DDC’s Intranet.

VI. Record Keeping and Evaluation
DDC will formulate guidelines and procedures for using language services, including tracking
and reporting telephonic interpretation calls, location of site, language translation frequency,
and length of call. This data will help assess trends and evaluate service needs and efficacy. In
addition, the Language Access Coordinator will track Language service usage by monitoring the
charges detailed on monthly invoices to DDC. DDC will utilize our Voluntary Language Bank
participants to quality check translated materials, with specific focus on documents that include
esoteric words and industry specific terminology.
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Maintaining Records
DDC will maintain records pursuant to our records retention schedule and requirements. We
will
 Track Language Line interpretations and translation services through invoices and
divisional record keeping
 Maintain demographic assessment data for future reference.
 Maintain digital copies of translated documents, by department and document type.
 Maintain names and locations of staff members who are available to act as interpreters.
 Track the number and type of translated documents produced annually
 Conduct Quarterly review of feedback from the public.
 Conduct Annual review of correspondence received via 311 LEP reporting.

VII. Resource Analysis and Planning
DDC will continue to leverage bilingual CCL’s and staff for community translations at
construction sites; we will supplement those measures with Language Line’s translation and
interpretation services in more than 240 languages, for additional language assistance support,
when on‐site translation is otherwise unavailable. We anticipate using existing contracts for
interpreter services and training, in addition to developing our own training materials. DDC will
utilize the Language Identification Guide to identify the primary language of LEP. DDC will
provide training to staff on the procedures of identifying the primary language and then
connecting with Language Line. DDC will continue to develop our Voluntary Language Bank, as
well as, and solicit assistance in reviewing translated documents.
DDC will look for ways to expedite essential document translation, while maintaining our
standard of quality. And we will work with MOIA to identify additional resources in our
language access efforts.

VIII. Outreach and Public Awareness of

Language Access Services
DDC will increase public awareness regarding the availability of our agency’s language access
services through a multilayered Language access campaign. Our campaign will encompass
messaging and notification distributed digitally and displayed on our agency website, Intranet,
as well as at impacted construction sites.
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IX. Language Access Complaints
DDC will monitor and respond to public complaints about language access as follows:
 The Language Access Coordinator and team will address all inquiries, requests, and
complaints on behalf of DDC.
 The Language Access Coordinator will facilitate resolutions and track response time for
reporting purposes.
 Complaints and requests related to language services may be submitted by contacting a
CCL, by calling 311, by visiting DDC’s website, by emailing us at
accessibility@ddc.nyc.gov, or by calling us at 718‐391‐2815.
 Complaint data will be tracked quarterly and DDC will include information about
complaints as part of our annual reporting.

How members of public can submit
language access
complaints, questions, and requests
Currently, through 311. However, the
public will also be able to submit
language access requests through our
agency website, via‐email.

Agency 311 Data (CY 2017)

Description of how
complaints/requests were
addressed

# of language access
complaints received via 311: 0

N/A

# of requests for language
access services via 311:

N/A

0
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X. Implementation Plan Logistics

Language Access Coordinator
In 2017, DDC designated the Agency Equal Employment Opportunity Officer, as its Language
Access Coordinator. The Language Access Coordinator serves as the primary point of contact
for implementing Executive Order 120, Local Law 30 and similar Federal and City mandates.

Language Access Goal and Milestones
Language Access
Goal
Launched Voluntary
Language Bank.
DDC’s goal is to have
2 employee
participants for
each of the 10
languages required
under LL 30.
Translated project
profile surveys for
businesses and
residents in the top
ten citywide
languages required
by EO 120, and
expanded by LL 30.
DDC submitted LAIP
draft to MOIA.
DDC will submit final
LAIP.
Created and
distribute Language
Identification Guides

Language plan will
available in the 10

Milestones

Responsible Staff

Deadline

Our bank currently
consist of 8 employees,
who are proficient in 9
languages.

Language Access
Coordinator

On‐going effort

Translation complete.

Language Access
Coordinator

August 21, 2017

Completed and received
guidelines from MOIA.
Draft was submitted, we
are revising the LAIP as
required by MOIA
Language Identification
Guides were revised and
approved on March 14,
2018; DDC is awaiting
final printing.

Language Access
Coordinator
Language Access
Coordinator

Completed

Language Access
Coordinator

May 2018

DDC contracted with
Language Line and will be

Language Access
Coordinator

July 1, 2018

May 1, 2018
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languages required
by LL 30.
Language Access
complaints may be
submitted on DDC’s
website.
LAIP will be reviewed
twice a year.
LAIP will be updated
on the DDC website
once every 3 years.

able to translate the LAIP,
once it is finalized and
approved.
DDC has established an
Language Access
email account,
Coordinator
accessibility@ddc.nyc.gov
where complaints can be
submitted.
DDC is finalizing LAIP.
Language Access
Coordinator
DDC will track all updates Language Access
quarterly to ensure
Coordinator
efficacy of LAIP.

July 1, 2018

April 2019
April 2021
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DEP Language Access Implementation Plan

City of New York
Department of Environmental Protection
Commissioner Vincent Sapienza, P.E.

Local Law 30
Language Access Implementation Plan

May 2018
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New York City Department of Environmental Protection
Local Law 30
Language Access Implementation Plan
May 2018
Language Access Coordinators:
Sara Pecker, Director-Special Projects and Initiatives
Eileen Alter, Deputy Director, Special Projects and Initiatives

SECTION I Agency Mission and Background
The New York City Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) protects public
health and the environment by supplying clean drinking water, collecting and treating
wastewater, and reducing air, noise, and hazardous materials pollution.
DEP is a New York City agency of nearly 6,000 employees that manages and conserves
the City’s water supply; distributes more than one billion gallons of clean drinking water
each day to nine million New Yorkers and collects wastewater through a vast
underground network of pipes, regulators, and pumping stations; and treats the 1.3 billion
gallons of wastewater that New Yorkers produce each day in a way that protects the
quality of New York Harbor. To achieve these mandates, DEP oversees one of the largest
capital construction programs in the region. As the City agency responsible for New York
City's environment, DEP also regulates air quality, hazardous waste, and critical quality
of life issues, including noise.
The Bureaus and Offices responsible for carrying out the agency’s mission each perform
a level of “direct public service” with NYC residents and businesses through
correspondence, community-based meetings, public hearings, issuance of publications
and documents, telephone contact, web-based communication, or ongoing face-to-face
interaction.
Bureau of Customer Services (BCS)
BCS is responsible for all functions related to water and sewer billing for residents of
NYC and certain upstate communities. Additionally, the Bureau contracts for the
installation of water meters in unsurcharged, unmetered buildings and the replacement of
old meters and is installing an automatic meter reading system citywide. It inspects the
work quality of water meters installed by private plumbers and enforces the city’s water
use rules. BCS also manages consumer-oriented water conservation programs.
.
The BCS Call Center has completed its upgrade of their Interactive Voice Response
(IVR) system. The new enhancements include digital recording and monitoring of all
calls for training and quality assurance purposes. Call routing is now available for callers
requiring an account specialist, or for LEP customers needing language assistance.
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BCS has a borough office in each of the five boroughs where customers can go to pay
their water and sewer bills,
The Borough Offices are located at the following addresses:
•

1932 Arthur Avenue, Bronx, NY

•

250 Livingston Street, Brooklyn, NY

•

1250 Broadway, New York, NY

•

96-05 Horace Harding Expressway, Corona, NY

•

60 Bay Street, Staten Island, NY

BCS offers a “Free Water-Saving Test Kit” that contains an informational booklet with
instructions in Spanish and English for installing the kit’s several water-saving devices.
There is also copy in Russian, Chinese, Korean, and Haitian-Creole inviting customers to
write to the company for instructions in their respective language, and which will be
updated to include the remaining languages of Arabic, Urdu, Bengali, Polish, and French.
Bureau of Environmental Compliance (BEC)
The Bureau of Environmental Compliance’s mission is the enforcement of environmental
laws and regulations, which affect the health and safety of the public and environment.
Specifically, the bureau enforces the City’s Asbestos regulations as well as the Air and
Noise Codes.
BEC is composed of the Division of Air & Noise Policy, Permitting and Enforcement
and the Asbestos Control Program. These divisions respond to air and noise code
complaints; inspect and track asbestos removal projects; and foster the goals of
environmental protection
.
Responsibilities also include certifying asbestos handlers, inspecting and issuing
operating certificates to stationary combustion and industrial process sources, and
implementing the requirements of the Clean Air Act.
Bureau of Environmental Planning and Analysis (BEPA)
BEPA is responsible for conducting all environmental reviews for DEP in accordance
with all applicable City Environmental Quality Review (CEQR) and State Environmental
Quality Review (SEQR) regulations. In addition, this office provides technical assistance
to other City agencies especially in the areas of air and noise quality and hazardous
materials. The Office also provides technical assistance for the preservation of natural
resources (wetlands remediation and development of natural landscaping plans) and
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conducts long range planning (population/employment, consumption, and demand/flow)
for the agency. BEPA conducts strategic planning to help ensure appropriate forecasting,
trend analysis, regulatory review, scientific modeling, and research. It oversees the
development of a watershed/sewershed protection plan for Jamaica Bay, is continuing the
work of the climate change task force, and helps DEP plan for the new growth stimulated
by rezoning throughout the City.
Bureau of Police and Security (BPS)
The Bureau of Police and Security is responsible for protecting the New York City water
supply and the associated critical infrastructure from terrorism, pollution, and crime. In
addition, the Bureau is also responsible for establishing on-site procedures intended to
minimize the potential impact on human health and the environment in the event of a
hazardous material incident.
The Bureau is divided into four divisions: the Police Department, which patrols the
upstate water supply; the Security Division which employees private security guards for
protecting in-city facilities; the Security Systems Engineering Division, which designs
and implements security systems for the water supply system; and the Division of
Emergency Response and Technical Assessment (DERTA), which responds to hazardous
material emergencies within the city by evaluating the characteristics of the materials
involved and making technical decisions concerning containment, abatement and
disposal.
Bureau of Wastewater Treatment (BWT)
The Bureau of Wastewater Treatment maintains the chemical and physical integrity of
NY Harbor and other local water bodies and sustains the continued use and viability of
the NY water environment through: the removal of organic and toxic pollutants from the
City’s wastewater; control of discharges from Combined Sewer Overflows and dry
weather bypassing; optimum operation of treatment plant collections system; integration
of watershed management concepts into facilities’ planning and design; and enforcement
of a city-wide industrial pre-treatment and pollution prevention program.
To achieve these water quality goals, the Bureau, with an administrative, technical, and
field staff of approximately 1,850 employees, operates: 14 water pollution control plants
treating an average of 1.3 billion gallons of wastewater a day; 96 pumping stations; 4
CSO retention facilities; 8 dewatering facilities; 490 sewer regulators; and 150 miles of
intercepting sewers. The Bureau also manages the Harbor Survey Program for the routine
sampling and analysis of the waters in NY Harbor.
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Bureau of Water and Sewer Operations (BWSO)
The primary responsibilities of the Bureau of Water and Sewer Operations are: the
operation, maintenance and protection of the City’s drinking water and wastewater
collection (sewer) systems; the protection of adjacent waterways; and the development
and protection of the Department’s Capital Water and Sewer Design Program. The
Bureau also approves and inspects water and sewer connections performed by licensed
plumbers and/or authorized contractors. In addition, the Bureau has overall responsibility
for the approval and inspection of all public and private construction projects, which
could impact on the City’s water or sewer systems.
For this reason, anyone wishing to build a private sewer, to construct any type of
structure on a City sidewalk, to discharge water from a below ground swimming pool
into the sewer system, or to connect a service line with the City’s water or sewer system
for any reason must receive the approval of this bureau. We are also responsible for
maintaining and updating all water and sewer information records for the City of New
York.
Through the maintenance and repair of the City’s water and sewer systems, our field
forces ensure: (1) that residences and businesses will have an adequate supply of potable
water, (2) that there will be sufficient water for fire protection, and (3) that we will have a
properly functioning wastewater collection system. Thus, the services we provide extend
far beyond the routine day-to-day operation of the water and sewer systems, and include
responding to many different problems and emergencies. These include: water main
breaks; leaks from water and sewer mains; broken or inoperable fire hydrants; open
hydrants; sewer backups; catch basin (street drainage); failures resulting in street
flooding; and complaints of poor water pressure, discolored water, or water with taste or
odor problems.
BWSO is also responsible for the operation of the Staten Island Bluebelt. This is an
ecologically sound, cost effective natural alternative to storm sewers, which occupies
approximately 15 square miles of land in the South Richmond area of Staten Island. This
project preserves streams, ponds and other wetland ("bluebelt") areas, allowing them to
perform their natural function of conveying, storing, and filtering storm water. These
areas also provide important community open spaces and a diverse wildlife habitat.
Bureau of Water Supply (BWS)
The Bureau of Water Supply manages, operates, and protects New York City’s
upstate water supply system to ensure the delivery of a sufficient quantity of high quality
drinking water. The Bureau is also responsible for the overall management and
implementation of the provisions of the City’s $1.5 billion Watershed Protection
Program resulting from the Watershed Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) and for
ensuring the City’s compliance with the provisions of the Filtration Avoidance
Determination. The Bureau conducts extensive monitoring of water quality, both within
the City’s distribution system and throughout the upstate watersheds. In addition, the
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Bureau has responsibility for system planning, engineering, management, and acquisition
of lands, enforcement of watershed regulations, and security.
The Bureau of Public Affairs and Communications (BPAC)
BPAC manages the public information, community outreach and legislative affairs of the
Agency. It is responsible for all press and media inquiries, environmental education,
special projects and initiatives, and production of all public information materials, both
print and electronic.
BPAC also manages the outreach for several regulatory programs including: the
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System Permit (MS4 Permit), Long-term Control Plans
(LTCPs), the NYC Green Infrastructure Program, Superfund, Grease, and Asbestos
The Community Affairs Unit is the Agency’s primary liaison on all monitoring
committees, citizen advisory committees, community outreach projects, and service
inquiries.
BPAC is the bureau that is point for Local Law (LL) 30. It reviews all agency
publications to make sure the agency is in compliance with LL 30. These documents are
reviewed with the originating bureaus to determine the need for translations into the ten
top LEP languages. This initiative is ongoing. Each of these documents is reviewed and
edited to conform to plain language guidelines and standards.
SECTION II Agency Language Access Policy and Goals
The goal of the Department of Environmental Protection’s policy around Language
Access, is to provide meaningful language access to customers who interact with the
agency for essential services and information, based on at least the ten designated
citywide languages; and to provide translations of its most widely distributed documents
so that the Limited English Population (LEP) population can have access to the same
information as the English speaking population.
To enable the LEP population to speak to and interact with all DEP inspectors and public
facing employees regardless of the language they speak, the agency has provided staff
with telephones (and in the case of inspectors and emergency responders with mobile
phones) with which they can access a telephonic interpretation service that covers at least
100 languages. The agency is and will continue to translate essential information and its
most widely distributed documents into the ten citywide designated languages, and will
be creating a landing page on the DEP website for each of the ten languages. Widely
distributed documents will carry a sentence that directs speakers of the top ten LEP
languages to the appropriate landing page. Each document that is accessible from the
landing page will have a short blurb describing its content to correspond to the document
in English.
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SECTION III LEP POPULATION ASSESSMENT
How will you execute the Federal Department of Justice “Four-factor Analysis”?
BCS Borough Customer Service Offices (Five Borough Offices):
Factor 1: The number or proportion of LEP persons in the eligible service population

BCS Borough Offices determined that it provides direct service to approximately
77,000 walk-in customers each year. Surveys show that approximately 1,500
customers are served each week at the BCS Borough Office locations. About 2% of
these customers request language translations.

Factor 2: The frequency with which LEP individuals come into contact with the agency
The Borough Offices encounter LEP customers on a weekly basis. We monitor the monthly
billing reports from our Voiance Interpretation vendor on the number of calls made in our various
Borough Offices.
The list below shows the most frequented languages requested in our Borough Offices:
• Manhattan Borough Office-Spanish, Chinese, Russian, Hindi
• Brooklyn Borough Office- Spanish, Hebrew/Yiddish, Haitian-Creole, Russian, Chinese
• Bronx Borough Office-Spanish, Chinese, Korean, Italian, Russian
• Queens Borough Office-Spanish, Chinese
• Staten Island office, Spanish, Russian, Chinese
Factor 3: The importance of the benefit, service, information, or encounter to the LEP
person

The Borough Offices are a vital customer service operation. It provides information to
LEP customers by assisting them in understanding billing issues, water conservation
programs, payment, payment inquiries, payment plans, lien sales, permits and any other
related water and wastewater issues.
If BCS were unable to provide LEP customers with this service, they would miss vital
information given to the public. Many would not understand their bills or notices and
most of all we would not be providing excellent customer service
Factor 4: The resources available to the agency and the costs of providing language services

The Borough Offices has developed a cost-effective strategic plan to address the LEP
customer language needs. BCS currently employs several representatives fluent in two of
the most requested LEP languages, Spanish and Chinese. BCS continues to recruit new
employees with multiple language skills and utilizes its Voiance Language Translation
Contract. Voiance is easily accessible when the requested language is not available at the
time of the call.
BCS Call Center:
Factor 1: The number or proportion of LEP persons in the eligible service population

According to the 2017 Fiscal Year report, the Call Center responded to approximately
400,000 customers citywide. Reports and surveys collected by the Call Center Customer
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Service Representatives indicated that approximately 3% to 5% of all calls taken were in
Spanish and/or Chinese.
Factor 2: The frequency with which LEP individuals come into contact with the agency
The Call Center encounters LEP customers on a daily basis. The Call Center tracks the number of
LEP calls by requiring bilingual Chinese representatives to provide daily call logs. Through the
monthly billing reports from our Voiance Interpretation vendor, we are able to track the number
of LEP calls made in our Call Center.
Factor 3: The importance of the benefit, service, information, or encounter to the LEP
person

The Call Center is a vital customer service operation. It provides information to LEP
customers by assisting them in understanding billing issues, water conservation
programs, payment inquiries, payment plans, lien sales and any other related water and
wastewater issues. In addition, the Call Center provides follow-up calls to the LEP
customers to explain billing adjustments, related information and account updates.
If BCS were unable to provide LEP customers with this service, they would miss vital
information given to the public. Many would not understand their bills or notices and
most of all we would not be providing excellent customer service.
Factor 4: The resources available to the agency and the costs of providing language services

The Call Center has developed a cost-effective strategic plan to address the LEP
customer language needs. BCS currently employs several representatives fluent in two of
the most requested LEP languages, Spanish and Chinese. BCS continues to recruit new
employees with multiple language skills and utilizes its Voiance Language Translation
Contract. Voiance is easily accessible when the requested language is not available at the
time of the call.
To ensure that bi-lingual (Spanish) employees are qualified to provide accurate
interpretation, the bureau has employees tested for proficiency in that language.
The Spanish Proficiency Test is administered by Language Line Academy. Language
proficiency requires knowledge of grammar, vocabulary and syntax, among other things.
The test is an oral proficiency interview conducted entirely in the tested language and
designed to identify an individual’s level of linguistic proficiency. This test uses
Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR) rating scale, which is widely accepted by the
government agencies and education sector in the United States. All Language Line tests
have been validated by external experts or a psychometrician. The cost of the exam is
$145.00
The rating scale ranges from 1 to 5;
1. Novice
2. Low Intermediate
3. High Intermediate
4. Advanced
5. Educated Professional
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Language Line Academy allows you to choose the date and time you want to schedule
the candidate to take the test. After the candidate has taken the LLU Language
Proficiency Test, the test results for the candidate are sent to the requested
agency/organization coordinator within 3-5 business days.
BCS has two bi-lingual (Chinese) employees with more than ten years of service each,
and the bureau has not found a need to have them tested nor to hire additional Chinese
speaking employees.
IV PROVISION OF LANGUAGE SERVICES
Translation Services
The agency is in the process of reviewing the documents generated by each of its
bureaus, and has identified the most widely distributed documents to be translated into
the ten designated citywide languages. The documents to be translated include reports
such as the annual Drinking Water Quality Report, as well as information on lead in
drinking water, business letters sent to customers regarding their water and sewer
charges, and delinquency notices, as well as notifications regarding discolored water,
water shutoffs, and notices involving breaks in customers’ water and sewer lines. It also
includes information on rain gardens and a Right-to-Know brochure.
All documents will have a plain language review prior to translation and any reprinting,
and moving forward all new documents will be reviewed prior to printing to make sure
they are written in plain language. Staff from each bureau is attending plain language
trainings, with two additional trainings scheduled for June, and the agency is developing
a share point site for the review of new documents to ensure they comply with plain
language principles.
DEP is contracting with professional translation services to provide translations, and is
utilizing agency and city volunteer language banks to provide secondary reviews to
ensure that the translations are accurate and make sense. When necessary, the Language
Access coordinator will speak with the translators to make sure that the meanings of any
translations are not just literal, and that they accurately reflect the intent of the messaging.
The goal of DEP’s language access plan is to translate all widely distributed documents
during FY 18, so that in FY 19 we can design the documents and place them on a
language specific landing page.
The Agency currently uses a Volunteer Language Bank (VLB) in addition to contracted
services for translation services on a limited basis. DEP has taken steps to enhance the
language bank by initiating an agency-wide request for language translation and
interpretation volunteers via an email to bureau administrators to canvas their staff on a
regular basis for bi-and multi-lingual volunteers. Agency volunteers have been identified
and the language bank database is being updated to reflect the names of additional
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volunteers and the type of service (written, verbal translations) they will perform. The
VLB coordinator will maintain and update the database on a regular basis, i.e., tracking
volunteers by name, bureau and telephone, and language proficiency. Language service
requests, dates received, and type of service (written, verbal translations) will be tracked
in the database, which will be updated according to a regular schedule.
DEP’s website, including digital media, press releases, and other than PDF documents,
are all translatable using Google. The goal is to replace as many PDFs as practicable
using professional translation services.
The DEP Press Office has also incorporated the City Hall Ethnic Media List into its
distribution list.
Interpretation Services
The agency has made a determination that all of its inspectors, emergency
responders, and staff that interact with the public should have the ability to
utilize interpretation services. To that end, DEP has provided mobile phones and
access to interpretive services to nearly everyone in the agency that interacts
with the public, which will enable them to have a three-way conversation in at
least 100 languages, including DEP Police and Security who respond to
emergencies. Mobile phones will be provided for the few inspectors who do not
yet have them.
In order to maximize bureau resources effectively, language access services
provided by the Bureau of Customer Services will utilize a hierarchy for service
provision. Borough Office and Call Center bi-lingual staff will provide service to
LEP customers in the languages each operation supports. If an LEP customer
speaks a language that is not supported by this level of staff, assistance will be
provided through their interpretation contract. This will allow the Bureau to
maximize the dollars allocated through this contract.
DEP will continue to provide interpretation services through, bi-lingual
employees in those areas where there is a preponderance of individuals who
speak a particular language.
The Bureau of Environmental Compliance (BEC) has two public service windows,
located on the 8th and 9th floors at 59-17 Junction Boulevard, Queens, NY where the
public may come to pick up or drop off applications. One is the Asbestos Window and
the other is the Records Control Window.
The purpose of the Asbestos Window is to allow members of the asbestos industry and
the public to tender applications, notifications, and written requests relating to asbestos
abatement projects. Applications are presented for certification as asbestos handler,
asbestos supervisor, and asbestos investigator. Notifications are provided as directed by
regulation for proposed asbestos abatement. Written requests are delivered for
consideration of variances to the regulations as they apply to specific asbestos abatement
projects.
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The Asbestos Unit has bilingual personnel available to handle the majority of the clients
they serve. Should the need arise to have interpretations conducted in any of these
languages, the bureau has telephonic capability through an interpretation service.
At the Records Control Window, customers may come to the window to ask questions
about air permits, to drop off permit applications and checks, or to speak to someone
about a Notice of Violation (NOV). The LEP customer base is Spanish and Chinese and
there is bilingual staff at the window to provide interpretation. In the few instances
where interpretation to another language has been helpful as the customers were not
comfortable with English, the bureau has telephonic capability through its interpretation
service.
The Bureau LAC will continue to monitor the customer base to determine if there are
needs that are not being met.
Outreach events and public hearings coordinated by BPAC will be vetted in
consultation with DEP’s Community Affairs Unit who will assess each instance
as to whether it is necessary to provide interpretation services.
Notification of free interpretation signage –
BCS utilizes language cards developed by the Mayor’s Offices of Operations (MOO)
and Immigrant Affairs (MOIA) that customers can use to point to the language they
speak.
The BCS Borough Offices use the City’s “I Speak” cards and Guidelines for
Interpreting Services template for identifying the language the LEP customer speaks
to let the greeter know that an interpreter is needed. .
The two BEC public windows use Language Identification Cards.
Nearly all other bureau inspectors in the field carry Language Identification Cards,
and any inspectors that do not currently carry them will be receiving the cards in the
current fiscal year.
Language Access planning for Emergency Preparedness
DEP will ask each bureau to make sure that they account for the continuity of
language access needs in their respective COOP plans
DEP ‘s current translation service for the Bureau of Water Supply is able to
provide translations related to Boil Water Alerts within the federally mandated
guidelines for notification.
Any other emergencies that would constitute activating the coop plan would be
handled through NYCEM.
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V Training
The Agency conducts a new hire orientation every two weeks, and will add a
component to address the importance of language access and writing in plain
language to the program for all new hires.
The Bureau of Customer Services has a staff of professional trainers that are
responsible for the training needs of all of its employees. The professional trainers
train all BCS staff members who utilize the interpretation services. The training
program is integrated as part of new staff orientation and is available as a refresher
class when needed.
It is DEP’s goal to ensure that all its inspectors and other public facing employees are
trained on a yearly basis. We will meet with the appropriate bureau liaisons to
develop a plan that is practicable to each bureau.
VI Record Keeping and Evaluation
A bureau liaison at each BCS Borough Office sends the Manager of the Borough
Offices quarterly reports on the number of LEP requests encountered at each office.
These reports are reviewed to assess the effectiveness of the Language Access Plan
in each of the five (5) Borough Offices and to evaluate the LEP customer assistance.
The Call Center maintains a log for all LEP Calls requiring the assistance of a bilingual
Customer Service Representative or interpretation service participation. The log is used
to measure current utilization and to assess future LEP staffing requirements.
Information is captured daily, submitted weekly for in-house compiling and internal
reporting, and reported monthly in the Bureau’s Metrics Data.
The Call Center and the Borough Offices’ information will be sent to the Language
Access Coordinator (LAC) on a quarterly basis for evaluation. Modification to the
Language Access Plan will be considered if supported by the empirical data.
Other bureaus do not meet with the public with the same frequency and volume that BCS
does, and have not kept these kinds of records. Nevertheless, all bureaus have access to
interpretive and translation services. Each bureau that utilizes translation and/or
interpretation services will be tasked with developing a system to allow for regular
evaluations in order to adjust their programs to the needs of the LEP population. The
Agency Language Access Coordinators will work with the bureau liaisons to monitor the
plan on a quarterly basis.
VII Resource Analysis and Planning
The Borough Offices and the Call Center have developed a cost-effective strategic plan
to address the LEP customer language needs as described in Section IV.
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The LAC met with all the other bureaus individually to review the law and to determine
what services they would need to ensure that they were in compliance. To that end,
mobile phones were provided to DEP Police, inspectors, and other staff that interact with
the public outside of DEP’s offices, and interpretation services were contracted for the
agency.
This fiscal year, BPAC is taking the lead to have all the widely distributed public facing
documents translated. While we have ensured that there is an agency wide translation
contract this fiscal year, we will work with the individual bureaus to make sure that they
continue to fund the primary translation contract in the coming fiscal years. This will
enable them to take over the responsibility for translating their individual documents,
once they have been vetted and approved for plain language.
BPAC is working with the DEP Office of Information Technology to develop a
SharePoint site to enable bureaus to submit their public facing documents for a plain
language review.
BPAC has worked with Organizational Development and Human Resources to bring
Plain language training to its Lefrak headquarters for all the staff that write any public
facing documents. Several classes have already been conducted and there are two
additional Plain Language trainings scheduled for June 2018.
DEP is developing an LEP Language landing page on its website to make it user friendly
where a speaker of the ten citywide designated languages can find any widely distributed
documents translated in their language.

VIII Outreach and Public Awareness
DEP has informed its Bureaus and offices of Local Law 30, ordering each City agency to
create and distribute a Language Access Policy and Implementation Plan that will ensure
meaningful access to the services the agency provides.
Information about the DEP Language Access Plan appears on our website and will also
be disseminated through social media channels.
DEP will continue to ensure that all translated documents are posted on its website. This
project remains on-going as DEP continues to review and translate documents where
necessary. Widely distributed documents will direct the LEP population to a landing page
on the DEP website where they will find a fully translated copy.
All bureau offices and public facing windows have Language Identification signage, and
all inspectors will carry Language Identification Cards.
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IX Language Access Complaints
DEP has a procedure in place with 311 whereby any language access complaints
are sent to DEP’s correspondence unit who will forward all Language Access
issues to Sara Pecker (Language Access Coordinator) for investigation and
resolution. In 2017 there were no DEP languages access complaints received by
311 as well as no requests for DEP language access services via 311.
Any complaints received regarding language access will be included in the
yearly plan updates. If there are complaints, we will discuss it with the
appropriate bureau. Any complaints will be analyzed and if warranted, the plan
will be adjusted accordingly.

X Implementation Plan Logistics
In order to maximize resources effectively, language access services provided by
the Bureau of Customer Services will utilize a hierarchy for service provision.
Borough Office and Call Center bi-lingual staff will provide service to LEP
customers in the languages each operation supports. If an LEP customer speaks
a language that is not supported by this level of staff, assistance will be provided
through its respective translation and interpretation service contracts. This will
allow the bureau to maximize the dollars allocated to the contracts.
DEP has contracts in place for both translation and interpretation services that
are accessible by every bureau to provide maximum assistance in more than 100
languages to accommodate any requests from the public for written and
interpretive services.
All language service contracts will continue to be in place moving forward as
part of the agency’s Language Access Implementation Plan.

Language Access Goal

Milestones

Responsible Staff

Deadline

Set quarterly LAIP review
meetings with bureau liaisons

Every three
months beginning
10/1/18

Agency LACs

ongoing

Begin identification and
translation of widely
distributed documents

initial documents
out for translation
by May 15

Agency LACs

Bureau liaisons

Bureau liaisons
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Process remains
ongoing

translated documents out for
secondary review

documents sent
for secondary
review within two
weeks of receipt
from vendor

DEP Volunteer Language
Bank

ongoing

Start design work for all
translated documents

All design work
within three
months

Agency Language Access
Coordinator and DEP
Graphics

12/31/18

Develop descriptive blurbs
for each translated document

All descriptions
finalized within
three months

Agency and Bureau
Language Access
Coordinators

12/31/18

Translate document
descriptions

All description
translated within
three months

Agency Language Access
Coordinator

6/30/19

Develop landing pages for
top ten LEP translated
documents on DEP website

Develop landing
page

Agency LAC and DEP Web
group

Ongoing with initial
documents posted by
6/30/2019 new
documents translated
and added to the
page as they are
developed

Develop English
version for every
language being
translated
Get approvals on
content before
translation
Post translated
pages

Work with the Division of
Emergency Response and
Technical Assessment
(DERTA) on development of
their Right-to-Know (RTK)
Video with closed captioning

Development
within 6 months
and closed
captioning within
the following six
months

Agency LAC, bureau liaison
and Web group

6/30/20

Develop Plain Language
Review portal for public
facing documents

Portal
introduction

Agency Language Access
Coordinators

12/31/18

Plain Language Review
Portal finalized

Launch portal

Agency Language Access
Coordinators

12/31/2018

DEP SharePoint
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Identify documents related to
issuing permits, licenses and
registrations

Begin gathering
documents and
reviewing for
plain language by
July 1, 2019

Agency LACs, bureau
language access liaisons

12/31/19

Translate all supporting
documents related to issuing
permits, licenses and
registrations

Start sending out
supporting
documents for
translation

Agency LACs, bureau
language access liaisons

6/30/20

Post all translated supporting
documents on the website

Ongoing posting
as documents are
translated

Agency LACs and DEP web
group

6/30/20
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I.

Message from Commissioner Jacques Jiha

New York City is home to over eight million people who represent cultures and countries from
around the globe. Our diversity is our strength, and we honor these cultures by offering city
services in a variety of languages. This report reflects the Department of Finance’s latest efforts
to serve all New Yorkers, including those with limited English proficiency.
We provide interpretation and translation services in all of our units that interact or correspond
with the general public. The DOF offices with direct customer service responsibilities have
received language access training, and we offer many of our core services in a wide range of
languages—for example, we will accept parking ticket and camera violation defenses in any
language, and we offer multilingual in-person assistance at public outreach events in all five
boroughs throughout the year.
The Department of Finance has been working for some time to implement Local Law 30. We
have translated our most important and most frequently requested documents into the additional
designated languages since the beginning of fiscal year 2018, a year ahead of the law’s
enactment. We are currently providing telephonic interpretation in 299 languages through our
contracted service provider, Voiance. The department’s website is accessible in many languages,
and we continue to collect data from web analytics, 311 requests, and other customer interactions
to determine how best to use our translation resources.
The Department of Finance believes that it is critically important to communicate clearly with
the public and meet the diverse language needs of this great city. As the demand for language
access shifts and demographics change, we remain committed to providing the best possible
service to all New Yorkers, regardless of their primary language.
Sincerely,
Jacques Jiha, Ph.D.
Commissioner, New York City Department of Finance
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II.

Agency mission and background

The New York City Department of Finance (DOF) administers the tax and revenue laws of the
City fairly, efficiently, and transparently to instill public confidence and encourage compliance
while providing exceptional customer service. Through this work, our employees interface with
the public in a variety of ways on a wide range of topics. DOF collects approximately $36 billion
in revenue for the City and values more than one million properties worth a total market value of
more than $1 trillion. The department also:







records and maintains public property records related to ownership, deeds, and
mortgages
administers exemption and abatement programs that provide $3.6 billion in tax relief to
property owners and renters
adjudicates and collects parking tickets and provides time-saving programs to eligible
drivers and businesses
manages the City’s treasury, with operating cash balances of more than $14 billion
acts as the City’s chief civil law enforcer, through the Office of the Sheriff
advises the mayor’s administration on the City's $160 billion pension system and $16
billion deferred compensation plan

The City Register records and maintains all official documents related to real estate, including
deeds, mortgages, and leases, and has offices in every borough except Staten Island, where the
Office of the County Clerk provides these functions. City Register records from 1966 onward are
maintained online in the Automated City Register Information System (ACRIS). The City
Register also collects mortgage recording and real property transfer taxes.
DOF employees bill and collect property, business, and excise taxes; the state administers
New York City’s income and sales taxes. Tax payments are accepted online, by mail, or in
person at any of DOF’s five business centers, one of which is located in each borough. Our
business centers offer a variety of services, including payment processing, information desk
services, parking ticket adjudications, and City Register staff. These centers serve as the most
common venue of customer interaction, with over two million transactions a year totaling over
$1 billion.
For all taxes other than property taxes, our auditors monitor tax collections to prevent underpayments and non-payments. DOF employees collect unpaid taxes and other debt owed to the
City through correspondence, phone calls, court actions, and other enforcement mechanisms.
DOF administers personal and commercial exemption and abatement programs. Our Rent
Freeze program helps eligible seniors and people with disabilities to continue to live in the
homes of their choice. Veterans, seniors, people with disabilities, and other eligible property
owners can apply for exemptions to reduce their tax liability. Commercial property owners can
benefit from the City’s various tax abatement programs.
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Parking tickets are one of DOF’s chief sources of customer interactions. Vehicle owners can
pay or dispute their parking or camera violations online, by mail, via our Pay or Dispute app, or
in person at any of our five business centers, 7-Eleven, and CVS. Our administrative law judges
hear appeals of parking and camera violations, and the Adjudication Division employs a special
unit for commercial vehicles.
DOF values all property in the city—more than one million parcels each year—to produce the
assessment roll. The City’s property tax rates are applied to a property’s assessed value to
calculate the tax its owner must pay. After the City’s property tax rates are set each year by the
mayor and city council, DOF employees calculate, bill, and collect property taxes and other
property-related charges. When property owners do not pay their taxes or other charges, DOF
administers a property tax lien sale to transfer their debts to a private lienholder. DOF also
maintains the official tax maps of New York City.
As the chief civil enforcement agency for the New York State Unified Court System, the Office
of the Sheriff enforces mandates, orders, warrants, and decrees. The enforcement tools available
to the sheriff include evictions, property seizures, and the booting or towing of vehicles for
judgment debt. The Sheriff’s Office auctions its seized properties and regularly conducts tax
fraud investigations, with a particular focus on the enforcement of cigarette tax and traffic
regulations.
The Treasury Division administers the City’s network of bank accounts and manages its cash
flow. Treasury employees manage the City’s banking relationships and ensure that funds are
deposited only in approved banks with appropriate collateral. The division holds all cash bail and
court-ordered funds in trust until the funds are directed by the courts to be released. Members of
the public interact with the cash bail process when a customer pays a deposit for the release of a
person who has been arrested (also known as a defendant). The Department of Finance holds the
money to help guarantee that the defendant will return to court for their trial. The Cash Bail is
held in a bank account until the court closes the case and issues a court order to refund the Cash
Bail to the person who paid it.
The Office of the Taxpayer Advocate is an independent office within the Department of
Finance. The Taxpayer Advocate reports directly to the commissioner and is able to assist
taxpayers with issues they have been unable to resolve through normal DOF channels. The
Office of the Taxpayer Advocate can recommend policy changes and request that the
Department of Finance take action on behalf of taxpayers.
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III.

Agency language access policy and goals

The goal of the Department of Finance’s Language Access Plan is to ensure that all members of
the public, regardless of their English proficiency, have access to our information, programs, and
services. This goal supports the four pillars of DOF’s mission statement: transparency, fairness,
efficiency, and customer service.
Beyond this, our policy comports with the intent of Local Law 30: New Yorkers with limited
English proficiency (LEP) must be provided with meaningful access to DOF services free of
charge. From online forms to in-person interactions with staff, the agency will not only offer free
interpretation and translation, but will actively publicize and advertise these services.
We will meet this goal by:





identifying the LEP population and its needs
providing essential interpretation and translation services
training and educating our staff to identify and serve LEPs
monitoring trends and the needs of LEPs

DOF has a variety of avenues through which we will accomplish this work, including public
outreach events, customer interactions at our business centers, online resources, and an array of
social media channels. Our modus operandi will center on providing interpretation and
translation services throughout all public-facing components of the agency.
The Department of Finance has a clear definition of success for this plan: regardless of the type
of interaction (letter, email, in-person, etc.), all efforts will be made to serve New Yorkers with
limited English proficiency in their language of choice.
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IV.

LEP population assessment

Before developing our implementation plan, the agency conducted an assessment to determine
who needs our services, and in which languages. The Department of Finance's LEP population
assessment is grounded in the “four factor analysis” defined by the U.S. Department of Justice
and prescribed by LL30 §23-1102b, Item #3. These factors are as follows:





Factor 1: the number or proportion of LEP persons in the eligible service population,
determined by demographic analysis
Factor 2: the frequency with which LEP individuals come into contact with the agency
Factor 3: the importance of the benefit, service, information, or encounter to the
customer
Factor 4: the resources available to the agency and the cost of providing various types of
language services

Because we serve all New York City taxpayers, we use survey data that reflect the city’s evergrowing and ever-changing population. The following sources provide the foundation of our
LEP population assessment:



The U.S. Census Bureau’s 2000 and 2007 American Community Surveys
NYC Department of City Planning data and analysis

To ensure that the LAIP keeps pace with the needs of our customers, the Department of Finance
will continue to review the American Community Survey for the City of New York as future
editions are released.
According to the 2016 American Community Survey, New York City has a population of
8,461,961. The data below describe the language access needs of city residents:







3.2 million New Yorkers are foreign-born.
Approximately half of all New Yorkers speak only English at home.
Of the four million residents who speak another language in the home, 1.9 million speak
Spanish as their primary language.
Approximately 719,000 speak Chinese, Japanese, or Korean.
Twenty-one percent, or 1.8 million residents, speak English “less than very well.”
The Indo-European languages of Hindustani (Hindi-Urdu), Portuguese, Bengali, Punjabi,
Russian, German, French, and Persian are spoken by 437,901. Several of these are among
the fastest growing languages within the LEP community.
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Breakdown of New Yorkers who speak
English "less than very well"

Indo-European
25%

Spanish
50%

Asian and Pacific
Islanders
25%

According to the NYC Department of Planning, the city’s immigrant population stood at 3.21
million in 2015, up 12% from 2.87 million in 2000. For scale, the city’s foreign-born population
is larger than the entire population of Chicago. Immigrants account for 38% of the city’s
population and 46% of its resident labor force.
In addition to these broad studies, DOF analyzes language requests from our customers to
determine their needs. The agency utilizes data collected from interpretation and translation
requests made over the phone (including 311), online, from our community partners and other
City agencies, and via DOF’s customer case record management system. In FY17, we received a
total of 7,699 requests for interpretation assistance, an increase of 41.5% over FY16 (5,441
requests).
These statistics represent only direct requests received by the agency. They do not account for
the additional materials that are distributed through our community partners, including elected
officials, community organizations, and other agencies that request, copy, and maintain
translated documents and applications at their various locations.
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Our most recent review indicated that the vast majority of requests (97%) were comprised of the
ten citywide languages mandated by Local Law 30.
Spanish
Mandarin
Russian
Bengali
Cantonese
Arabic
Korean
Haitian Creole
French
Urdu
Polish

66.1%
17.6%
4.2%
2.7%
2.7%
1.2%
1.1%
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%

We have seen increased demand for Hindi, Punjabi, Turkish, Albanian, Greek, Italian, and
Hebrew translation and interpretation. Although these languages comprise less than 1% of all
requests, we will continue to monitor their frequency and adjust our plan as necessary.

Agency-Wide Requests for
Interpretation Assistance
9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
FY 16

5441

FY 17

7699
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Translation requests for FY17 totaled 16,416, a 23.7% increase from FY16 (13,267).

18000

Agency-Wide
Requests for
Translation

16000
14000
12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0

FY 16

FY 17

In 2017, we received more than 800 requests for translation via 311. A majority of these requests
were for information about social service programs that help New Yorkers remain in their
homes. As shown in the table below, the forms most frequently requested for translation via 311
are our Spanish-language Rent Freeze program applications. The provision of translation and
interpretation services increases participation in these important programs and helps individuals
address significant (and in some cases, life-altering) challenges with more information and a
greater degree of confidence.
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Form/Language request

# of Service Requests

SCRIE - Application for Seniors Not Enrolled - Spanish

289

SCRIE Initial Application - Spanish

138

Application for Disability Rent Increase Exemption - Spanish

78

Property Tax Exemption App - English

44

SCHE Renewal Application - Spanish

43

SCRIE - Application for Seniors Not Enrolled - Russian

29

DRIE Initial Application - Spanish

28

SCHE Renewal Application - Chinese

21

Property Tax Exemption Application - Spanish

15

SCHE Renewal Application - Russian

15

SCRIE - Application for Seniors Not Enrolled - Bengali

15

Property Tax Exemption Application - Chinese

14

SCRIE - Application for Seniors Not Enrolled - Chinese

11

SCHE Renewal Application - Korean

10

SCRIE Initial Application - Russian

10

Application for Disability Rent Increase Exemption - Russian

7

SCRIE - Application for Seniors Not Enrolled - Korean

7

DHE Renewal Application - Chinese

6

DHE Renewal Application - Spanish

6

SCRIE - Application for Seniors Not Enrolled - Haitian

6

DRIE Initial Application - Russian

5

Property Tax Exemption App - Chinese

4

Property Tax Exemption Application - Korean

4

DHE Renewal Application - Russian

3

Parking Ticket Hearing Guide - Chinese

3

Application for Disability Rent Increase Exemption - Bengali

2

Parking Ticket Hearing Guide - Spanish

2

Property Tax Exemption Application - Russian

2

90 Day Notice of Intention to Sell Liens - Russian

1

Application for Disability Rent Increase Exemption - Creole

1

Parking and Camera Violation General Information Brochure Chinese

1

Parking and Camera Violation General Information Brochure Spanish

1

Property Tax Exemption App - Russian

1

Property Tax Exemption App - Spanish

1

Property Tax Exemption Application - Bengali

1

Property Tax Exemption Application for Owners - Chinese

1

SCHE Renewal Application - French

1

SCRIE Initial Application - Chinese

1
827

TOTAL
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Provision of language access services

V.

The Department of Finance provides language access services to the LEP community in a variety
of ways through staffing and vendors. Per Local Law 30, we provide translated documents in the
ten prescribed citywide languages:






Arabic
Bengali
Chinese
French
Haitian Creole







Korean
Polish
Russian
Spanish
Urdu

We contract with Geneva Worldwide for translation and Voiance for telephonic interpretation.
Absent these contracts, we would not be able to provide the breadth of languages or the high
level of accessibility that we currently offer. The agency has designated two employees in the
External Affairs Division to lead this work. These employees serve in the roles of language
access coordinator and language access liaison in addition to their regular responsibilities.
Additionally, our contract with Geneva also includes the ability to procure in-person
interpretation for large-scale public events.
Our language access services are provided whenever and wherever DOF is open for business. In
the event that a natural disaster or other city-wide emergency should necessitate the closure of
our offices or affect our ability to serve customers by phone, translatable notice will be posted on
our website.
The Department of Finance makes great efforts to incorporate plain language principles into our
public communications before they are translated. We have developed an agency style guide
around several key principles, including:


Clarity: Communicate in simple, plain language, without sounding cold or abrupt. Avoid
jargon, acronyms, and legalese. Use active voice to create a sense of immediacy and to
encourage understanding and compliance.



Simplicity: Keep language simple. Break up long sentences. Do not write “utilize” when
“use” will do.



Relevance: Tell readers what they need to know, not what our internal process is.



Tone: Engage in human rather than institutional communication. Show empathy,
demonstrate flexibility and transparency, and, when necessary, admit mistakes.

As much of our language is, by its nature, technical and complex, we employ a full-time editor to
help our subject matter experts communicate plainly. The editor is responsible for enforcing the
conventions of the style guide and working with our webmaster and graphic designer to present
12
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information in an eye-catching and easy-to-follow format. Our aim is to simplify the language to
the greatest degree possible before translation.
Several members of the External Affairs Division regularly attend trainings and meetings on the
subject of plain language. Most recently, the editor and 311 liaison attended the DCAS “Writing
in Plain Language” course and clinic, and they are currently developing an internal plain
language training for DOF staff.
When a public-facing document has been finalized, the editor, the assistant commissioner for
External Affairs, the 311 liaison, the webmaster, and appropriate staff members from the
Correspondence unit determine whether it should be translated. The following criteria are
considered:




Reach: How many people will receive or need to read the material?
Relevance: How important is the information that is provided in the document?
Sunset date: For how long will this information remain relevant? Some materials are
time-limited in nature, while others have greater longevity.

Documents are then prioritized by deadline. For example, some forms, such as the Senior Citizen
Homeowners’ Exemption application, must be submitted by a certain date, while other
documents, such as our guide to parking ticket hearings, are general and informational in nature
and not subject to any particular deadline.
The annual tax lien sale process exemplifies our procedure. This process is a last resort tool that
DOF uses after taxpayers fail to respond to multiple notices informing owners that they are
behind on their taxes. While the audience for this mailing is relatively small (approximately
20,000 properties), the content of the notices is very important: for many owners, inclusion in the
tax lien sale process is a step toward foreclosure. As such, the notice is available in ten languages
via 311 and our website:

http://www1.nyc.gov/site/finance/taxes/notice-of-property-value.page
13
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Another example is the notice of property value, or NOPV, sent each January to every property
owner in New York City. This important notice, with information about a property’s market and
assessed values, is sent to approximately 1.2 million property owners. We provide a translated
information sheet that explains what the NOPV is and how property owners can get help if they
do not understand the information it contains.

http://www1.nyc.gov/site/finance/taxes/property-lien-sales.page
While the Department of Finance has prioritized language access in terms of breadth, we are also
seeking to improve the quality of translations to ensure readability. The agency’s language
access coordinator is working with the budget office to seek a new contract with companies who
can review our translations for clarity and comprehensibility, to ensure that our more technical
language can be understood by an LEP audience.
To routinize the translation of the agency’s most important documents, we have incorporated
translations into our standard operating procedure for forms that are updated annually. As
previously mentioned, when a form is newly created, we determine whether translation is
necessary. When a previously translated form is updated, the file is sent immediately to Geneva
for translation. There is sometimes a lag between the publication of our English and translated
forms, and a priority for the agency going forward is to reduce the amount of time that it takes to
produce and post translated documents.
The following section illustrates how the Department of Finance provides and advertises the
telephonic interpretation services that it procures from Voiance. While access is at the core of
15
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Local Law 30, the agency also strives to meet high standards of quality. Voiance quality-checks
its product by having supervisors monitor interpreters as they assist customers, and DOF’s
various business units submit monthly reports to the language access liaison to document and
address any problems they have experienced with the service.
In-person: Signs advertising DOF’s free interpretation services are posted prominently
throughout our public service areas. In addition, our business centers, located in each of the five
boroughs, offer computer kiosks at which members of the public can download translated forms,
notices, applications, and other documents. Signage is also displayed at the kiosks:

DOF employees who serve the public in these locations present “I Speak” cards to customers
with limited English proficiency. The cards allow customers to point to the language in which
they would like to communicate.
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Given that many DOF employees speak more than one language, they are often able to assist
constituents with limited English proficiency. (This is not a formalized offering to customers, nor
is it a job requirement of staff.) If no multilingual employee is available, we utilize the over-thephone interpretation system. As of April 2018, more than 375 employees have been trained on
the program. The vendor, Voiance, employs interpreters who can determine the language needed
when a DOF employee is unable to ascertain this information.
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Brooklyn Business Center:
210 Joralemon St
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SCRIE/DRIE Walk-in Center:
66 John St, Manhattan

Sheriff’s Office:
144-06 94th Ave, Queens
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External Affairs
Division:
1 Centre St, Manhattan

20
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Office of the
Taxpayer Advocate:
253 Broadway, Manhattan
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Phone: Units that communicate with the public over the phone have been trained to use the
interpretation system. Staff members are able to engage an interpreter via the same system
available to in-person customers. This contracted service provides interpretation assistance in
299 languages, a full list of which is available in the appendix.
Mail: Correspondence written in a language other than English is submitted to DOF’s language
access coordinator, who can either request assistance from a bilingual employee or submit a
request for translation to our contracted vendor. Due to demand, some DOF business units have
direct access to the vendor and may submit their requests for translation, which can generally be
completed within 24 hours. On the whole, the agency receives very little correspondence in
languages other than English.
Email and 311 service requests: Electronic communications come to the agency through a direct
email form on our website or via the customer case record management program used in
conjunction with 311. Depending upon the service requested, DOF may respond with a phone
call using our telephonic interpretation system or via a written response in the language of the
LEP customer.
In addition to one-on-one customer interactions, we also have a communications shop whose role
is to share news stories and other information with the public. Our social media and press
strategy incorporates languages other than English. Some examples include:





When advertising the ECB Forgiving Fines program in October 2016, we posted in
Spanish and Chinese on our Twitter feed, @NYCFinance.
As part of our marketing campaign around the new Pay or Dispute parking app in 2017,
we shared posts on Facebook and Twitter in both English and Spanish.
We posted YouTube videos featuring Commissioner Jiha speaking in Haitian Creole
about our Rent Freeze program.
On Twitter, we advised the public that our tax class 1 property tax guide is available in 10
languages.

Social media isn’t just about posting information, but about providing good customer service. In
2018, we received a tweet from a follower who asked if we would have a Mandarin translator at
one of our NOPV outreach events, and as a result, we made sure to have someone there who
could assist the customer.
We work with ethnic press across the city to publicize DOF programs and services, incorporating
press opportunities (both earned and paid) in a range of languages. Our campaigns have included
ads in Chinese World Journal, Sing Tao, La Voz Hispana, Diario de Mexico, and Queens Latino.
In addition:



We conducted an editorial board to develop relationships with ten prominent members of
the Chinese press and introduce them to the agency’s leadership.
Our SCRIE/DRIE events have been featured in the Korea Times, Korea Daily, Univision,
Sing Tao, China Press, El Diario, World Journal, and others.
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Commissioner Jiha has appeared on the Russian radio program Davidzon Radio and the
Haitian Creole station Radio Soleil. He has also been featured on several Chinese
television news shows, including SinoVision TV.
Taxpayer Advocate Eunkyong Choi has been featured in the Korea Daily.
The sheriff’s chief of staff, Peter Sammarco, has appeared on CCTV, a Chinese television
network operated by Reuters, and an Univision story featured one of our deputy sheriffs.
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VI.

Training

DOF understands the importance of training in the execution of Local Law 30, but also
recognizes the importance of staff awareness agency-wide. All new Department of Finance
employees attend a mandatory orientation as part of their on-boarding process. The language
access plan and associated policies are presented and discussed at this orientation, along with
background on the importance of language access and an overview of the city’s demographics.
Employees are informed that more information can be found on DOF’s intranet.
Employees who work in public-facing business units attend the Voiance training with the
language access liaison. To date, more than 375 employees have been trained, an increase of
25% since the beginning of FY17. These business units include:












External Affairs
Treasury/Court Assets
SCRIE/DRIE Walk-in Center
Office of the Taxpayer Advocate
Collections
City Register/Land Records
Assessors
Office of the Sheriff
Tax Enforcement
Parking Enforcement
Business center staff

The training provides information on:






identifying a customer’s primary language
reporting requests for language services
how to use dual handsets
best practices for telephonic interpretation
plain language, cultural competency, and disability communications

Once a year, the language access coordinator, in conjunction with HR, sends an agency-wide
email that includes an overview of our language access work and its importance. This email
ensures that each employee, regardless of division, is aware of our interpretation and translation
services.
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VII.

Record keeping and evaluation

The Department of Finance uses internally and externally collected data to monitor trends in the
LEP community. The language access coordinator receives monthly reports on interpretation and
website translation requests from Voiance and the DOF webmaster. This makes it possible to
regularly review the types of requests we are receiving and increase our translation efforts as
demand grows.
On-site surveys help DOF determine where to post translated signs in public areas. The language
access coordinator makes routine visits to our public-facing business units to make certain that
language access signage is posted where required and that “I Speak” cards are plentiful. The
public-facing units all have posters that inform the limited-English proficient community how to
provide feedback on our customer service.
The language access coordinator is the first point of contact for business units that require
assistance or clarification in the provision of these services. Complaints, comments, and requests
for assistance received via phone (including 311), the web, email, and other channels are
forwarded to the coordinator for research and resolution.
The language access coordinator is also involved in the review and assessment of the vendors
that provide DOF with document translation and over-the-phone interpretation. The coordinator
is the contact person for these vendors and provides them with end user feedback, which
ultimately provides for better products and more efficient service.
The language access coordinator attends regular meetings scheduled by the Mayor’s Office of
Immigrant Affairs. At these meetings, language access coordinators from all of the various City
agencies share ideas, discuss service contracting options, review survey findings, discuss policy
and procedures, and make recommendations for changes and improvements in the provision of
language access services.
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VIII.

Resource analysis and planning

As previously mentioned, DOF has both a language access coordinator and a language access
liaison. These individuals are staff members in the External Affairs Division and perform this
work in addition to their regular responsibilities.
Our interpretation and translation vendors are critical partners in implementing language access.
In FY17, DOF spent approximately $175,000 on these two contracts, and we expect this amount
to rise with the passage of LL30. The agency is also looking into an additional “reviewer”
contract that would help ensure the quality of our translated documents.
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IX.

Outreach and public awareness of language access services

Pursuant to LL30 §23-1102b, Item #9, DOF’s strategy for creating public awareness is multipronged and encompasses all public communications and interactions produced and sponsored
by the agency. Our outreach and public awareness efforts are referenced in the previous section
on “Provision of language access services.”
Mail: DOF sends millions of pieces of mail per year. Mailings for which translation is available
include a standard insert that reads, “This is an important notice from the New York City
Department of Finance. Please read it carefully. This notice is available in Arabic, Bengali,
Chinese, French, Haitian Creole, Korean, Polish, Russian, Spanish, and Urdu upon request. Call
311 for assistance.” (See below.)
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Website: On the top right of the Department of Finance home page (www.nyc.gov/finance) is a
translation link that customers can click for a dropdown list of available languages. When
translations are available for a particular document, links are displayed below or beside it.
Examples:
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http://www1.nyc.gov/site/finance/taxes/property-reports.page
Business centers: Signs advertising DOF’s free interpretation services are posted prominently in
our five business centers. In addition, each center offers computer kiosks at which members of
the public can download translated forms, notices, applications, and other documents. Signage is
displayed at the kiosks, as well. Staff members present “I Speak” cards to customers with limited
English proficiency. The cards allow customers to point to the language in which they would like
to communicate.
Office of the Taxpayer Advocate: Since its founding in 2015, the Office of the Taxpayer
Advocate, an independent office within the Department of Finance, has fielded over 2,000
inquiries from members of the public. The office’s caseload more than doubled from 2015 to
2017, and it continues to rise. Like the rest of the agency, the Taxpayer Advocate publicizes its
translation and interpretation services.
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Community events: The purpose of DOF’s public events is not merely to publicize our work, but
also to provide on-the-spot assistance to customers in a variety of languages.
The DOF Outreach unit serves the public in libraries, community centers, parks, and other
locations throughout the city. In 2017 alone, the unit participated in more than 400 events and
served over 36,000 New Yorkers. These events feature palm-sized interpretation cards, access to
over-the-phone interpretation services, and, when appropriate, translated materials. Additionally,
members of the Outreach team speak French, Haitian Creole, Italian, and Spanish. For larger
events, we maintain the ability to procure a professional in-person interpreter through Geneva.
In addition to the work of the Outreach unit, the Community Assistance Program in DOF’s
Property Exemptions Administration works closely with over 100 community-based
organizations, offering visits, conducting presentations, and organizing staff trainings. In 2017,
they held approximately 150 of these partnered events, helping DOF reach a wide range of
customers.
Examples of our events include:








Tax lien sale process events
NOPV notice events
Councilmember town halls
Rent Freeze enrollment events
Senior living facility visits
Homeowner clinics
Housing resource fairs
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X.

Language access complaints

Through a partnership with 311, the Department of Finance has established a process to monitor
and respond in a timely fashion to public complaints regarding language access. In 2017, as in
2016, the agency received only one such complaint. When 311 receives a complaint directed at
the Department of Finance, our language access coordinator is notified. The complaint is then
addressed through the appropriate business unit. DOF employs a similar process for complaints
reported directly to the agency. The employee receiving the complaint will forward it to the
language access coordinator for resolution. If the volume of complaints should increase in the
coming years, DOF will develop a process to address them systemically.
How members of public can submit language
access complaints, questions, and requests

Agency 311 Data (CY 2017)

Description of how complaints/requests
were addressed

The public can submit requests, questions or
complaints via email, phone calls, regular mail, in
person at our business centers, or at outreach events
attended by DOF staff. Submissions through 311
are handled by MOIA and forwarded to DOF.

# of language access complaints
received via 311: 1

Complaints via 311 are forwarded to the
Language Access Liaison, who, under the
direction of the Language Access
Coordinator, responds accordingly.

# of requests for language access
services via 311: 827

The requests for translated literature were
either emailed by 311 operators or mailed
by the DOF warehouse.
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XI.

Implementation plan logistics

As per LL30 §23-1102b, Item #1, External Affairs Assistant Commissioner Stina SkewesCox Trainor will serve as the Department of Finance’s language access coordinator. She and
the External Affairs Division are committed to updating this plan every three years, or sooner
should she deem it necessary and/or prudent, as per §23-1102d. This plan will be made
available on the public-facing Department of Finance website, www.nyc.gov/finance.
Language Access Goal
Send agency-wide email on Local Law 30
annually

Milestones
Draft email; Process
through HR for
approval; Send
agency-wide
Create PowerPoint
deck to present at
bimonthly cabinet
meeting

Responsible
Staff
Language
Access
Coordinator

Expand translations for "Notice by Mail of
Recorded Document" FAQ to include Arabic,
Polish, and Urdu

Obtain quote from
vendor; obtain
approval from unit
head
Obtain quote from
vendor; obtain
approval from unit
head
Obtain quote from
vendor; obtain
approval from unit
head

Language
Access
Coordinator
Language
Access
Coordinator
Language
Access
Liaison; 311
Liaison
Language
Access
Liaison; 311
Liaison
Language
Access
Liaison; 311
Liaison

Expand translations for "Taxpayer Bill of
Rights" to include Arabic, Polish, and Urdu

Obtain quote from
vendor; obtain
approval from unit
head

Language
Access
Liaison; 311
Liaison

Expand translations for "Deed Fruad
Brochure"to include Arabic, Polish, and Urdu

Obtain quote from
vendor; obtain
approval from unit
head

Language
Access
Liaison; 311
Liaison
Web & Forms
unit; Language
Access
Coordinator;
Language
Access
Liaison; 311
Liason; Editor

Present to DOF Cabinet Meetings annually
Schedule recurring monthly Language Access
meetings
Expand translations for "Property Brochure Tax
Class 2" to include Arabic, Bengali, French,
Haitian Creole, Polish and Urdu
Expand translations for "Notice by Mail of
Recorded Document" to include Arabic, Polish,
and Urdu

Assess and update DOF website to make
translated forms easy to find

Deadline

5/31/2018

5/31/2018
5/31/2018

7/1/2018

7/1/2018

7/1/2018

7/1/2018

7/1/2018

2/1/2019
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Finalize new contract with "reviewer" vendor
to ensure quality of translations

Seek vendors; Select
Vendor; Process
Budget Request

Budget Office;
Language
Access
Coordinator;
Language
Access Liaison

Expand most commonly used documents from
ten to 15

Gather inputs from
business units across
the agency; Select five
new documents to
translate; Process
documents through
Geneva for translation;
Post online, offer in
public-facing units,
advertise through
comms shop

Language
Access
Coordinator;
Language
Access
Liaison; 311
Liason; Web
& Forms unit

6/30/2019

7/1/2019
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Appendix
Acholi (Sudan-Uganda) 264
Afghan 265
Afrikaans 224
Akan 016
Akateko 418
Aklan 120
Albanian 070
Amharic (Ethiopia) 027
Apache 323
Arabic 090
Armenian 072
Armenian (Eastern) 420
Armenian (Western) 421
Ashanti 365
Assyrian 139
Azerbaijani 109
Bahasa/Brunei 343
Baluchi 394
Bambara 019
Banda 267
Bangi 268
Basque 136
Bassa 314
Belorussian 225
Bemba (Zambia) 324
Bengali 084
Berber 269
Bhutanese/Dzongkha 391
Bicol 118
Borana 382
Bosnian 263
Brazil-Portuguese 270
Bulgarian 069
Burmese 042
Cakchiquel 325
Cambodian 048
Cantonese 031
Cape Verdean 013
Catalan 132
Cebuano 122

Gujarati 083
Gulf Arabic 401
Gwa 284
Haitian Creole 129
Hakka 039
Hamer-Bana 396
Hausa 022
Hawaii Creole 285
Hebrew 106
Hindi 082
Hindko 351
Hindustani 319
Hmong 046
Hokkien 286
Huizhou 352
Hunanese 147
Hungarian 065
Ibanag 234
Ibo 218
Icelandic 133
Ilocano 113
Ilonggo 121
Indonesian 050
Inupiaq 018
Iraqi Arabic 399
Italian 059
Jakartanese 235
Jamican English
Creole(Patois) 357
Japanese 040
Jarai 411
Javanese 236
Jula 328
Kachchi 371
Kamba 412
Kanjobal 288
Kannada 289
Karen 369
Karenni/Kayah 384
Kazakh 238

Navajo 144
Ndebele 374
Neapolitan 249
Nepali 081
Nigerian Pidgin English 363
Norwegian 054
Nuer (Sudan) 294
Oromo (Ethiopia) 251
Paluan 296
Pampango 116
Pangasinan 114
Papiamento 253
Pashto (Afghanistan) 110
Persian 297
Pidgin English 254
Pohnpeian 331
Polish 062
Polynesian 073
Portuguese 061
Portuguese Creole 141
Pothohari 358
Pulaar 409
Punjabi 080
Purepecha/Tarasco 332
Quechua 145
Quiche 317
Rohingya 430
Romani 298
Romanian 066
Russian 078
Samoan 126
Saudi Arabic 400
Senegalese 255
Serbian 148
Serbo-Croatian 299
Shanghainese 037
Sichuan/Szechuan 333
Sicilian 256
Sindi 257
Sinhala 089
33
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Chaldean 138
Chamorro 403
Chao Chow 038
Chavacano 226
Cherokee 344
Chichewa 025
Chin 378
Chin (Falam) 405
Chin (Hakha) 406
Chin (Matu) 426
Chin (Tedim) 408
Chin (Zophei) 407
Chui Chow 346
Chungshan 034
Chuukese 316
Cree 347
Creek 348
Crioulo 341
Croatian 067
Czech 063
Dakota 271
Danish 055
Dari (Afghanistan) 111
Dinka (Sudan) 131
Dutch 056
Ebon 272
Edo 273
Egyptian Arabic 398
Eritrean 274
Esperanto 326
Estonian 077
Ethiopian 275
Ewe 321
Fanti 074
Farsi 107
Fijian 127
Filipino 395
Finnish 052
Fon 228
Foochow 276
French 058

Khamu 044
Khmer 023
Kikuyu 239
Kinya/Rwanda 366
Kirghiz 240
Kirundi 338
Kiswahili 424
Kizigua 425
Kongo 376
Korean 041
Krahn 320
Krio 241
Kru/Krumen 364
Kunama 370
Kurdish 140
Kurdish (Badini) 414
Kurdish (Kurmanji) 372
Kurdish (Sorani) 375
Lakota 143
Lao 043
Latvian 204
Levantine Arabic 402
Lingala 024
Lithuanian 075
Loma 313
Luganda 242
Luo 329
Maay Somali 315
Macedonian 068
Magahi 087
Maithili 086
Malagasy 244
Malay 051
Malayalam 088
Malinke 354
Mam 318
Mandarin 035
Mandingo 015
Mandinka 246
Mankon 247
Marathi 205

Slovak 064
Slovakian 301
Slovenian 134
Somali 142
Soninke 312
Soninke (Sarahuleh) 337
Soninke (Sarakole) 419
Spanish 060
Suchown 258
Sudanese Arabic 311
Susu/Soso 368
Swahili 026
Swahili (Kibajuni) 422
Swedish 053
Sylheti 377
Tadzhik 108
Taechew 302
Tagalog 117
Taiwanese 033
Tamil 137
Telugu 303
Temne 359
Thai 047
Tibetan 105
Tigrigna (Eritrea) 028
Tohono O’Odham 307
Toisan 305
Toishanese 036
Tongan 128
Triqui 334
Trukese/Chuukese 342
Tshiluba 259
Turkish 112
Twi 095
Ukrainian 076
Urdu 079
Uzbek 336
Vietnamese 049
Visayan 214
Waray-Waray 119
Welsh 428
34
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French Cajun 277
French Canadian 383
French Creole 217
Frisian 278
Fukienese 032
Fulani 014
Fuzhou 229
Ga 230
Gaddang 231
Gaelic 232
Gallinya 280
Gana 281
Garri 388
Georgian 216
German 057
Grebo 322
Greek 071
Guamanian 125
Guarani 350

Marshallese 291
Maya 355
Mende 356
Mien 045
Mina 423
Mirpuri 373
Mixteco 292
Mixteco Alto 415
Mixteco Bajo 416
Mizo 091
Mola/Mossi 389
Moldovan 340
Mongolian 150
Montagnard
Dega/Mon-Khmer 330
Montenegrin 339
Moroccan Arabic 381
Nahuatl 293
Nanjing 248

Wolof 020
Wu 306
Wuxinese 260
Xhosa 360
Yapese 361
Yemeni Arabic 387
Yiddish 135
Yoruba 021
Yucateco 362
Yugoslavian 262
Yupik 146
Zambal 115
Zande 380
Zapoteco 029
Zarma 335
Zomi 427
Zulu 309
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Language Access Manager: Luis Valle
Language Access Coordinator: Ahram Kim
I.

Agency Mission and Background

With an annual budget of $1.6 billion and more than 6,000 employees throughout the five
boroughs, the New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DOHMH) is one of the
largest public health agencies in the world. DOHMH is also one of the nation's oldest public
health agencies, with more than 200 years of leadership in the field.
Every day, DOHMH staff protect and promote the health of 8 million diverse New Yorkers. The
agency’s work is broad-ranging: staff members inspect and grade dining establishments,
provide dog licenses, work in low- to no-cost health clinics across the city, and provide birth
certificates for our littlest New Yorkers.
DOHMH disease detectives investigate suspicious clusters of illness, and the agency’s
epidemiologists study the patterns, causes and effects of health and disease conditions in New
York City neighborhoods. These studies shape policy decisions and the City's health agenda.
DOHMH addresses many health issues, including obesity, diabetes, heart disease, HIV/AIDS,
tobacco addiction, substance abuse and the threat of bioterrorism. DOHMH also works to
address enduring gaps in health between White New Yorkers and communities of color.
Structural racism is at the root of these health inequities, which is why the Department has
made racial and social justice a priority. In a city where 40 percent of the population is foreignborn and 24 percent has limited English proficiency (LEP), 1 providing language services is vital to
the agency’s mission and goals.

II.

Agency Language Access Policy and Goals

The agency established its Language Access Policy in spring 2016 to eliminate language barriers
to DOHMH services. Agency personnel are required to follow this policy when providing
services to, or interacting with, LEP clients. The agency’s Publications and Language Access unit
implements and enforces the Language Access Policy, which is consistent with the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, Executive Order 120 and now with Local Law 30.
Since 2016, the agency’s Language Access Policy has included the following language assistance
measures to ensure that eligible LEP clients receive the same quality services as their Englishspeaking counterparts:

1

U.S. Census Bureau, 2014 American Community Survey
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1. Population Needs
a. Emergency communications, legal notices and administration priority communications intended

for all New Yorkers will be translated into any languages spoken by at least 1 percent of New
York City’s LEP population (Appendix A).
b. All other communications will be translated into any languages spoken by at least 5 percent of
the eligible population, as determined by program or census data. Files may be translated into
additional languages if necessary.
c. Regardless of language, program or census data, staff members will provide language services to
LEP clients upon request or if a need is identified. The City’s contracted vendor can provide
telephonic interpretation in more than 240 languages, and the Publications and Language
Access unit can advise if a program identifies a language need that the vendor cannot address.

2. Permitted Language Services
a. The following language services are permitted when interacting with LEP clients:
i.
ii.

Publications that are written in plain language and professionally translated
Professional interpretation, including telephonic interpretation, in person interpretation
and American Sign Language interpretation
b. The following language services are permitted under certain conditions:
i.
Multilingual staff can provide direct language services (services in a non-English
language) in non-medical settings. Professional interpretation services are the gold
standard when interacting with LEP clients; however, when neither a proximal (i.e. faceto-face) interpreter nor a telephonic interpreter (via LanguageLine) can be secured,
multilingual staff, who have passed a fluency assessment, can provide direct services in
non-medical settings. In medical settings, multilingual staff can provide direct language
services when giving general guidance or information (such as hours, directions, etc.).
ii.
Medical staff who wish to provide services in a non-English language must have done
one of the following:
1. Completed a bilingual fluency assessment for medical vocabulary
2. Completed medical school training in the non-English language
3. Provided medical services in the non-English language for two years. The
services must have been provided in a country where the non-English language
is spoken widely.
c. The following services could be at risk of violating privacy rights, causing confusion and/or
placing LEP clients at risk for medical errors, and are therefore not permitted by agency policy:
i.
In-house translations, other than those completed by the professional translator(s) in
the Publications and Language Access unit
ii.
Interpretation help from children under 18 years of age
iii.
In medical settings, interpretation help from friends, relatives, or staff who are not
involved in the client’s care or do not meet the criteria outlined in section B above
d. If an LEP client declines interpretation services in a medical setting, it is DOHMH policy to:
i.
Reiterate that language assistance is free and is the client’s right
ii.
Explain that providing language assistance is required by agency policy
iii.
Call an interpreter even if the client chooses to use a friend or relative
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3. Mandatory Trainings
The Publications and Language Access unit will train DOHMH staff on the Language Access Policy
and how to provide meaningful access to services for LEP clients at new hire orientations and annual
trainings for specific types of employees:
a. New hire orientations include a brief presentation on:
i.
The agency’s mission to promote health, racial equity and social justice
ii.
Permitted language services, as defined in section B above
iii.
Services provided by the Publications and Language Access unit
b. Division-specific annual trainings are required for the following staff:
i.
Those who have the potential to interact with LEP individuals
ii.
Those whose job it is to arrange for language services
iii.
Program directors

4. Hiring Multilingual Staff
DOHMH encourages divisions to take language skills into account when hiring so the agency can
better serve New York City’s LEP clients. Divisions wishing to hire bilingual staff for front-line
positions can indicate the desired language skills in the “Preferred Skills” section of the job vacancy
notice for provisional and civil service hiring.

5. Performance Measurement
a. To measure progress and language access needs, the agency will report on the number of staff
trained in language access. Divisions that provide services to the general public will also record
the number of LEP clients served and the type of language services required.
b. The Publications and Language Access unit will assess progress by:
i.
Collecting and reporting on vendor and divisional data for language services provided
ii.
Performing one visit per month to different public-facing sites to ensure availability of:
1. Translated documents on the premises that are already printed or ready to print
2. Translated informational or directional signs
3. Signs that inform clients of free interpretation services
iii.
Conducting annual agencywide language access and secret shopper surveys
iv.
Reviewing the citywide language access secret shopper survey results
v.
Scheduling quarterly meetings with the agency’s communications and language access
liaisons to review survey results and discuss needs

III.

LEP Population Assessment

In response to Executive Order 13166 , “Improving Access to Services for Persons with Limited
English Proficiency” 2 in 2002, the U.S. Department of Justice developed the following “four-

2

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2000-08-16/pdf/00-20938.pdf
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factor analysis” 3 providing agencies with “flexible and fact-dependent” guidelines meant for
identifying LEP client populations and their needs:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The number or proportion of LEP persons in the eligible service population
The frequency with which LEP individuals come into contact with the agency
The importance of the benefit, service, information, or encounter to the LEP person
(including consequences of lack of language services or inadequate
interpretation/translation) and,
The resources available to the agency and the costs of providing various types of
language services.3

The Department of Health and Mental Hygiene took into consideration these four factors in
writing and implementing our Language Access Policy and will continue to do so in the planning
the provision of language services to our LEP clients.
1. The number or proportion of LEP persons eligible to be served or likely to be encountered by
the program.
New York City has a limited English proficient (LEP) population of 24 percent according to the U.S.
Census Bureau’s 2014 American Community Survey1. As the Health Department provides benefits
and health services to all New Yorkers, we expect to serve all of New York City’s eligible LEP
population. The profile of our LEP clients, however, varies across our myriad agency programs and
neighborhoods and, in many instances, differs from the city’s overall LEP residents. As a result, the
agency’s Language Access Policy mandates that all essential program documents and
communications be translated into any languages spoken by at least 1 percent of New York City’s
LEP population based on U.S. census data1. As of 2013 these languages were: Spanish, Russian,
Cantonese, Haitian Creole, Korean, Bengali, Mandarin, Italian, Polish, Yiddish, Arabic, French and
Urdu. The agency defines “essential public documents” as:
• Consent forms
• Written notices of clients’ rights and responsibilities
• Notices advising LEP persons of free language assistance
• Applications or intake forms to receive public services that have immediate or
large-scale health impact
• Notices of services provided
All other communications or documents will be translated into any languages spoken by at least 5
percent of a program’s eligible population, as determined by programmatic or census data. The
Language Access unit evaluates the American Community Survey annually to ensure the language
services list for essential communications remains current and serves the needs of the city’s LEP
residents. It also works with bureau liaisons to obtain up-to-date data from programs.

2. The frequency with which LEP individuals come in contact with the program..

3

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2002-06-18/pdf/02-15207.pdf
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DOHMH serves more than 8 million New Yorkers from diverse, cultural and economic backgrounds.
The agency’s services range from performing inspection grades for dining establishments and street
food vendors to providing birth certificates to offering sexual health, immunization and tuberculosis
services at our low- to no-cost health clinics in all five boroughs. All agency public-facing staff are
trained by the language access team to contact our telephonic interpreter vendor during LEP client
interactions. The Health Department uses vendor data as proxy for frequency with which LEP
individuals come in contact with agency programs.

3. The nature and importance of the program, activity or service provided by the program to
people’s lives.
The agency provides many services directly to the public. Through its clinics, hotlines, restaurants
and child care inspectors, Action Centers and disease detectives, DOHMH plays a strong and active
role in protecting and promoting the physical and mental health and well-being of all New Yorkers.
The importance of this mission to the continued health and productivity of New York City cannot be
overstated. As such, it is critical for the agency to provide language access to public services that
have a direct public health impact or that provide legal and commercial licensing information. The
agency provides language access to all Article-28-covered clinical services and all other walk-in
facilities and their related public (essential) documents in the agencywide 13 LEP languages.
Moreover, the language access coordinator helps each division assess translation and interpretation
needs for each site’s target population and provide those services accordingly.

4. The resources available to the grantee/recipient and costs.
DOHMH provides telephonic interpretation in more than 240 languages, as well as in-person
interpretation (spoken and ASL) to its clients. The contract with these vendors is over $630,000. The
agency also provides professional translations of materials for target populations and the general
public through the use of a professional translation vendor and two review vendors. The agency has
contracts and purchase orders of over $1.3 million dollars. These services are centrally funded, and
do not require programs to have independent funding to offer them or clients to pay for them. The
agency also employs two full-time Spanish translators.
As part of the Language Access Policy, the agency developed, with the help of a professional vendor,
a clinical fluency assessment for staff tailored to the specific needs of each bureau providing direct
clinical services. This clinical fluency assessment, along with a general fluency assessment, is
available to all public-facing staff in an effort to improve the quality of language access services to
the LEP populations in the city. As of date, more than 150 clinical and nonclinical staff have taken
the assessment and passed with favorable scores.

IV.

Provision of Language Access Services

1. Interpretation Services
a. How will you provide interpretation – both over the phone and at service centers?
All DOHMH public-facing sites and staff have 24/7 access to telephonic interpretation services
covering more than 240 languages from a professional citywide vendor, LanguageLine Solutions.
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Some of our health clinics also have access to video-remote interpretation for American Sign
Language interpretation. We are currently working with our contracted vendor, Accurate, to
expand services to all of our sites and have it available to all field staff. In-person interpretation
services are also available for public community events through our vendor Geneva. As public
community events and hearings are under the jurisdiction of Community Affairs, the language
access coordinator acts as an intermediary between programs and Community Affairs. The
language access coordinator helps programs assess their language service needs using
previously collected programmatic data and community-level data. This allows the program to
not only request the appropriate in-person interpreter from Community Affairs but also to be
able to advertise the event to the target populations by translating flyers prior to the event.

b. Will you use the DOITT citywide contract for LanguageLine and/or other vendors? Will
you use existing bilingual staff?
DOHMH is committed to reducing racial and health disparities among our LEP clients by
providing them with timely and quality services. The agency has long offered professional
interpretation services to New York City’s LEP population using the DCAS citywide contracts. The
agency currently uses three primary vendors: LanguageLine, Accurate and Geneva.
In addition to vendor-provided interpretation and translation services, multilingual medical and
non-medical staff also help provide services to clients who don’t speak English very well. The
language access policy encourages agency leadership to continue to hire multilingual staff in all
service areas. Medical staff who wish to provide medical services in a language other than
English must pass a professional fluency assessment which will be administered by the Language
Access Manager. Non-medical staff will also have the option to take a standard fluency
assessment to prove competency in a certain language. The Language Access Policy requires all
public-facing staff to go through annual trainings on how to provide meaningful, competent and
culturally sensitive services to all LEP clients. These trainings also include a best-practices
module on providing proper interpreter services.

c. How will you identify the primary language of your customers?
In the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Community Survey (ACS), LEP individuals are people 5
years or older who self-identify as speaking English less than “very well.” 4 DOHMH uses this
designation to identify LEP clients and their primary language when providing services. While
the agency does not have a standardized system of collecting and tracking a client’s primary or
preferred language, all Article-28-covered clinical facilities and all other walk-in facilities
currently collect this information from their eligible clients. The language access coordinator
collects this de-identified information from these facilities and helps them track it. We are
currently looking for ways to create a standardized system of collecting language access data for
agency programs currently not doing so. The agency utilizes the community district data from
the ACS not only to identify the different LEP communities in New York City but also to identify
gaps in services between active (currently enrolled) and eligible community clients within those
communities. ACS data, along with data submitted by agency programs, have allowed the

4

www.lep.gov
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language access team to create language lists for most programs (see example in Appendix B)
with the languages spoken by at least 5 percent of the LEP eligible population.
Agency public-facing staff identify the client’s primary or preferred language at initial
encounters either by asking “What is your primary language?” or “What is your preferred
language?” on intake or enrollment forms. Staff can also utilize a language ID sheet (see
Appendix C) which informs clients in 24 languages of their right to receive free services in their
preferred language. This tool is especially useful with our field staff. Additionally, medical and
non-medical staff who have passed a professional fluency assessment are able to wear an “I
Speak…” button, which lets clients know they are able to communicate in a specific language
other than English.
The language access team also works with the digital communications department to upload all
essential program documents and notices to the agency’s website. The agency created a
Language Services webpage where LEP clients who have access to Internet can navigate to our
resources and services in their respective language.
In terms of continuity of agency service to LEP persons, the Office of Emergency Preparedness
and Response (OEPR) team consulted with the language access team to create and evaluate
language access protocols for during and after an emergency. We have protocols in place for
canvassers to identify LEP residents and their respective primary language to be able to provide
appropriate services during and after a disaster. (Please see Appendix D for a language access
roadmap)
OEPR front-line staff have, and will continue to be trained on an annual basis, on culturally and
linguistically-appropriate interactions with LEP clients. For example, OEPR staff have been
advised to introduce themselves as being from the Health Department (focus groups tells us the
LEP populations of NYC have a favorable view of the agency) and to emphasize the fact that we
are not interested in their immigration status.

d. How will you ensure that your contractor provides quality services?
The Publications and Language Access team will ensure that our interpretation and translation
vendors provide quality services by continuing to have monthly meetings with our vendors. The
language access team has created a shared document, available to all agency staff, where staff
can report poor or insufficient services provided by our vendors. The monthly meetings are
designed to hold our vendors accountable for their services.

2. Translation of Written Material
a. How will you identify and translate essential public documents?
The agency’s language access policy requires that each division and some bureaus designate a
language access liaison. The language access team meets with each liaison monthly and
quarterly. Each liaison is tasked with helping each program identify essential or vital public
documents. After careful vetting, the language access team translates these documents into the
top languages (1 percent threshold) spoken by New York City’s LEP population using our
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citywide vendors. All Health Bulletins (the agency’s most widely distributed public education
documents), for example, are translated into the current agencywide designated languages.

b. How will you ensure that your contractor provides quality services?
Prior to sending documents for translation, the Publications and Language Access unit reviews
them for plain language. DOHMH recognizes that if the English document is unclear, the vendor
will not be able to provide a quality translation. Additionally, the agency has a review process in
place to ensure quality translation services. A third-party review vendor reviews the following
types of documents translated by LanguageLine: legal notices, vital documents, items with a
longer shelf life, high priority or politically sensitive items and items for a broad audience.
Translated documents are then sent back to LanguageLine for final changes. We have two
professional Spanish translators who also review LanguageLine-translated documents.
To ensure consistency and high-quality language services in agency translations, the Publications
and Language Access unit has also created, and has continued to expand, a glossary of key terms
for each division and a style guide for the 13 agencywide languages.

c. Will you use existing bilingual staff?
To ensure the quality of all of our public-facing translated documents, in-house translations,
other than those completed by the professional translators in the Publications and Language
Access unit, are not permitted.

3. Outreach and Signage at Public Service Centers
a. How will you produce or post public notices regarding your agency’s provision of free
language assistance?
All of our public-facing clinics and sites have a poster that states “You have the right to free
interpretation services” in 18 languages visibly posted (see Appendix E). Each public-facing site
also has bilingual and multilingual signs posted based on that site’s language list and eligible
population. These signs provide direction to clients and services offered to them.

b. How will you otherwise conduct outreach to inform LEP persons of these services?
The language lists created by the language access team, using census and programmatic data,
inform each program’s outreach. Based on these lists, programs translate outreach documents
into languages spoken by at least 5 percent of their eligible or active population. Our marketing
and social media team also advertise our services in different languages on radio, television and
various social media platforms.

V.

Training

The agency will provide the following mandatory trainings to help staff comply with DOHMH
policies and provide meaningful access to services for LEP clients.
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a. Introduction to Language Access for New Hires: New hire orientation will include one slide and a
brief presentation on:
i. The agency’s mission to promote health, racial equity and social justice
ii. Permitted language services
iii. The Publications and Language Access unit’s services
b. Annual Language Access Training: With the help of the Publications and Language Access unit,
each division will provide annual trainings for the following staff:
i. Staff who have the potential to interact with LEP individuals
ii. Staff whose job it is to arrange for language services
iii. Program directors

VI.

Record Keeping and Evaluation

A. How will you ensure the quality of your language access services?
The Health Department has quality assurance processes in place to ensure the quality of our
language access services. In terms of interpretation services, the Publication and Language Access
unit has monthly check-in meetings with our interpretation vendors. The meetings are designed to
not only provide feedback to the vendors, submitted to us by our programs (see Language Access
Complaints section), but also to find creative and practical solutions to complaints filed by them.
The annual medical and standard fluency assessment administered by the Language Access
Manager also ensures that our staff provide a level of interpretation services equal to that provided
to our English-speaking clients.
The Publications and Language Access team has instituted a review process that includes reviewing
documents to make sure they abide by plain and simple language guidelines and using review
vendors to review all important and vital documents. Furthermore, as previously stated, in-house
translations by any agency program are not allowed.
The agency will also foster high-quality language access services by expanding the existing agency
glossary of divisional key terms so that translations can be consistent and by reviewing the
Implementation Plan on an annual basis to assess the consistency of the plan’s goals with agency
resources and client needs.

B. How will you maintain records of the language services your agency provides?
The Publications and Language Access unit receives monthly reports from its translation and
interpretation vendors. Additionally, agency programs submit programmatic data of services
provided to LEP clients. These reports and programmatic data allow the agency to monitor and
assess the language access services it is providing and be able to identify any gaps in access.
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Staff who pass the fluency assessment will have a certification in that language on our employee
website, Employee Data Bank, EDB. This will allow facility managers and leadership to identify fluent
staff interpreters to provide services to LEP clients.
The language access team also keeps records of new-hire orientation and annual staff trainings and
of all the programs’ translated vital documents.

Evaluation
The language access coordinator will evaluate the progress of the language access
implementation plan by:
•
•
•

•

Compiling results from “mystery shopping” evaluations and site visits. The language access
coordinator will use available data collected from agency programs as well as data from the
Customer Service Group of the Mayor’s Office of Operations
Surveying staff on their understanding of language access procedures. The language access
coordinator will conduct the surveys on an annual basis
Conducting client satisfaction surveys of LEP clients. Several divisions across the agency
already conduct client satisfaction surveys as a way to evaluate service quality. The language
access coordinator will work with these divisions to locate the survey responses of LEP
clients
Requesting annual language services and access data from agency programs

The language access coordinator will compile the data from these various sources and will
include a summary of these evaluation results in the annual updates of the Language Access
Implementation Plan.

VII.

Resource Analysis and Planning

A. How will you leverage current agency resources to implement your plan?
The agency approved its language access policy in 2016. As a result, agency resources have already
been allocated to reduce language barriers. A central translation fund was created to fund program
interpretation and translation services. This fund is also used to fund the staff fluency assessment
and for the creation of language access toolkit materials like the free interpretation services poster,
language ID sheet and multilingual booklets for clients. The agency encumbered over $1.3 million
for translations and translation reviews and over $630,000 for telephonic interpretation services.
The language access team will also continue to coordinate with language access units from other
City agencies to learn best practices and provide guidance.
The agency is aware of the constant demographic changes in New York City. This is the reason it
goes above and beyond providing language services in the city’s designated citywide languages. As
directed by the Language Access Policy, the language access coordinator works with agency
programs to update their language services data. This helps inform the program on their translation
and interpretation needs. If the program is not recording nor tracking that data, the language access
coordinator works with the program in developing a system for tracking such data.
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VIII. Outreach and Public Awareness of Language Access Services
The agency will provide information about language services to public media, community
leaders and LEP residents. The agency will also inform the public about language access services
by implementing the following protocols:
• In translated press releases about public services, mentioning that interpretation
services are available.
• Providing listings in 311 and the agency’s Call Center for all agency programs that offer
language access services.
• Reaching out to local organizations that represent LEP residents within target
populations. Divisions will, with assistance from the language access coordinator
and the Office of Intergovernmental and Community Affairs, locate and provide
written notification to these groups.

The agency will implement outreach for services on a rolling basis, beginning after a service’s
staff members have received training in assisting LEP clients with language access services.

IX.

Language Access Complaints

Complaints about language access received through 311 are automatically upload to our IQ
correspondence tracking system. Complaints are routed to the language access manager and
language access coordinator. The language access team has also created a shared excel
spreadsheet where program staff can describe any deficiencies in interpretation services with
LanguageLine. Language access trainings and liaison meetings are also ways language access
complaints are communicated to the language access team. These complaints are then
discussed with the vendor on the monthly meetings.

X.

Implementation Plan Logistics

The language access unit, currently consisting of the language access manager, language access
coordinator and an intern, are responsible for coordinating DOHMH’s language access services
and will be involved in the implementation of the language access plan. The Publications and
Language Access team will include any additional requirements needed by the language access
plan under Local Law 30 into its existing Language Access Policy implementation efforts. The
agency is thus on track to meet Local Law 30’s deadline of 7/1/18 to provide language services
for all purposes except the issuing of licenses, permits or registrations. However, as the
Language Access Implementation Plan needs to be updated annually, major milestones in our
plan will include:
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Fiscal Year 2019
•
•
•
•
•

Identify all agency essential documents and translate them into the designated agency-wide
languages
Conduct site visits to all public-facing sites
Conduct annual training for all public-facing staff.
Create a HealthNet training course for all agency staff about protocol and guidelines when
providing language access services to LEP clients
Continue providing fluency assessment to clinical providers who wish to provide direct services
in a different language.

Fiscal Year 2020
•
•
•

Improve agency-wide standards for tracking the intake of LEP clients
Compile agency-wide language services data into language lists for all public-facing programs to
use as a resource when providing services
Provide language access services in the designated agencywide languages to clients who need
licenses, permits or registrations.

Roles and Responsibilities of the Language Access Unit:
The language access unit is comprised of the language access manager, the language access
coordinator and a language access intern. The language access unit will coordinate the
implementation of the plan, with help from the agency and its liaisons. The language access
unit will update the Implementation Plan, consult divisions on how to implement language
access services for agency programs, compile data on and complete evaluations of the agency’s
provision of language access services, monitor quality assurance measures and coordinate staff
training. The unit will also consult the agency’s customer service liaison to implement the plan
in accordance with other customer service policies. The unit will continue to work with division
liaisons to help implement this plan.
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Appendix A. Top Languages Spoken by New York City’s Limited English Proficient Population
Emergency communications, legal notices and administration priority communications
intended for all New Yorkers will be translated into any languages spoken by at least one
percent of New York City’s Limited English Proficiency population. The Publications and
Language Access unit will review this list annually and update it as needed.

Language

New York City

% of LEP Population

1 Spanish
49.54
2 Russian
6.53
3 Cantonese
3.09
4 Haitian Creole*
2.70
5 Korean
2.57
6 Bengali
2.50
7 Mandarin
2.47
8 Italian
1.75
9 Polish
1.61
10 Yiddish
1.50
11 Arabic
1.43
12 French
1.24
13 Urdu
1.04
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2009-2013 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Appendix B. Language Lists for the Nurse-Family Partnership (NFP) program. Active clients
denoted in the first list are current clients receiving services whereas eligible population
consists of potential clients who live in the program’s service area.

1
2
3
4

Nurse-Family Partnership
(Active Clients)
Language
% of LEP
Population
Spanish
78.59
French
7.07
Haitian Creole 3.64
Bengali
3.03

Source: Program data for current active NFP clients as of 3/31/16, including “Other” languages.

Nurse-Family Partnership
(Eligible Population)
% of LEP
Languages
Population
Spanish
74.13
Chinese (TC and SC)
4.17
Bengali
3.13
Haitian Creole
1.91
French
1.67
Korean
1.15
Kru
1.03
Arabic
1.06
Source: Combined ACS data for the following CDs: BK 3, 4, 16, 17; BX 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9; MH 9, 10, 11; QN 2, 3, 8; SI
1
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Appendix C. Language ID Sheet.
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Appendix D. PECO Language Access Plan to be used during and after a city emergency.
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Appendix E. You Have the Right to free Language Services posters are displayed in all of our
public-facing sites throughout New York City.
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Name and title of Language Access Coordinator:
Sean Soun, Executive Director of Operations, Human Resources.
I.

Agency Mission and Background

The New York City Department of Housing Preservation and Development (“HPD” or “the
Agency”) is the largest municipal housing preservation and development agency in the
nation. The Agency's mission is to make strategic investments that will improve and
strengthen neighborhoods while preserving the stability and affordability of our existing
housing stock.
HPD is responsible for:


Financing the new construction and preservation of affordable housing;



Ensuring that the entire city's housing stock meets the health and safety
requirements of the city's Housing Maintenance Code;



Monitoring the fiscal health and ongoing affordability of close to 5,000 properties
containing nearly 150,000 units in HPD’s Asset Management and Mitchell Lama
portfolios; and



Providing more than 37,000 households with rental subsidies (vouchers) that allow
those families to afford a stable place to live.

Encompassing over 2,300 employees and over 40 divisions, HPD works with a variety of private,
public, and community partners to strengthen neighborhoods, enable more New Yorkers to become
homeowners, or to rent well-maintained, affordable housing. Currently, the Agency provides
telephonic, document translation and in-person interpretation.

II.

Agency Language Access Goals

The goal of all of HPD’s language access efforts is to ensure that all Limited English
Proficient (“LEP”) persons have equitable access to the Agency’s services. To ensure that
language is not a barrier to Agency services, HPD has in recent years prioritized training
front-line staff, translating our website, public-facing online consumer systems, and
essential documents into the most commonly spoken languages of our service population,
and making translators and translation services available throughout the Agency. HPD
recognizes this is an ongoing process and is committed to continuously improving its
provision of language access services. The Agency will continue on an on-going basis to
identify documents that are most commonly distributed to the public that contact or elicit
important and necessary information regarding the provision of basic city services. In
addition, the Agency will continue to provide language services in the ten designated
Citywide languages.
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The Agency’s Human Resources’ Division will be primarily responsible for guiding
implementation of the 2018 Language Access Plan (“Plan”). Human Resources will work in
conjunction with language access liaisons from the Agency’s divisions to implement this
Plan. Human Resources will report to the First Deputy Commissioner on progress toward
these goals on an ongoing basis, and will update the Plan once every two years to reflect
the Agency’s progress and next steps.
III.

LEP Population Assessment

Factor 1: Number or proportion of LEP persons in the eligible service population
HPD’s service area covers all five boroughs and the eligible service population includes all
New York City residents.
According to the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs, the top ten (10) languages spoken by
LEP persons in New York City are Spanish, Chinese (including Cantonese, Mandarin,
Formosan), Russian, Korean, Bengali, Haitian Creole, Arabic, Urdu, French and Polish. Nearly
25% of New Yorkers are considered Limited English Proficient (LEP), which means they have
a limited ability to read, speak, write or understand English.
Factor 2: Frequency with which LEP individuals come into contact with HPD programs
The Agency regularly interacts with New Yorkers seeking or receiving rental subsidies,
renters and building owners, contractors working on HPD projects, construction workers
working on HPD projects, and developers doing business with the City. Although there
might be small differences by program area, the demographics of HPD’s service population
closely mirror that of the city as a whole.
The Agency has a wide range of programs that require interaction with LEP clients on a daily
basis. The frequency varies greatly among divisions, it could be in-person, telephonic or
public events in communities. The Agency’s primary frontline divisions, the Division of
Tenant Resources, Section 8 Appeals, and the Office of Enforcement & Neighborhood
Services, interact with LEP persons from across the top ten languages multiple times per
day. Some divisions interact rarely, if ever, with LEP persons.
The Agency is able to track interactions in most divisions by analyzing language service
provider data and/or division intake forms. However, in some divisions such as the Division
of Tenant Resources, we are unable to track exact interactions since some language services
are provided through internal employees that speak other languages.
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Factor 3: Importance of the benefit, service information or encounter of LEP individuals
As discussed above, HPD provides a wide range of programs and services. The nature and
importance of these programs and services varies by office and division. The chart below
describes the programs and services the Agency provides, the frequency with which LEP
persons interact with such programs and services, and the significance of each program and
service to the LEP population, by office and division.

Office/Division

Core Public-Facing Service

Division of Human
Resources
Office of HPD
Tech
Office of
Enforcement &
Neighborhood
Services

Office of Asset
and Property
Management

Office of Financial
Management
Division of Tenant
Resources (within
the Office of
Financial
Management)
Office of Policy
and Strategy
Division of

Level of Importance to
LEP Population

Provides signage for HPD facilities.

Frequency of
Interaction With
Public/LEP Persons
Rare

N/A

Rare

Low

Responds to complaints filed with NYC 311 regarding
lack of essential services; orders and monitors the
performance of emergency repairs in privately-owned
buildings in response to immediately hazardous
violations; provides training and outreach to property
owners and communities; bring cases in Housing Court
to enforce compliance with the housing quality
standards contained in the New York State Multiple
Dwelling Law and the New York City Housing
Maintenance Code.
Manages and maintains city-owned residential and
commercial properties; ensures the longevity and
affordability of units the Agency has created and
preserved; oversees the portfolio of city-sponsored
Mitchell-Lama developments; implements the Senior
Citizen Rent Increase Exemption (SCRIE) program for
Mitchell-Lama and other subsidized developments;
administers the Emergency Housing Services (EHS)
program for households displaced by fire or city vacate
order; assists homeless households in securing
permanent affordable housing; provides intake, case
management and rehousing assistance for disasterarea evacuees; oversees the marketing and lottery
process for affordable units.
N/A

Multiple times per day

High

Multiple times per day

High

Rare

Low

Administers rental assistance programs including
Section 8, Shelter Plus Care, and Moderate
Rehabilitation.

Multiple times per day

High

N/A

Rare

Low

Assists in writing, vetting, and editing website and

Several times per week

Moderate
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Communications
Division of
Regulatory
Compliance
(within the Office
of Policy and
Strategy)

other communications channels; manages Agency
social media accounts.
Responds to fair housing complaints; assists
contractors, vendors in navigating statutes, rules &
regulations; conducts outreach to M/WBE vendors
and contractors; monitors compliance of contractors
and investigates potential wage violations on behalf of
construction workers.

Office/Division

Core Public-Facing Service

Office of
Neighborhood
Strategies

Leads HPD's engagement with tenants and landlords,
community leaders and owners to identify concerns
and strategies for neighborhood development and
collaborates with developers to plan inclusionary
housing.
Works with developers of affordable housing;
monitors progress and construction quality on
construction sites.
N/A

Office of
Development
Office of Legal
Affairs
Division of
Landlord Tenant
Litigation (within
the Office of Legal
Affairs)

Communicates with residential and commercial
tenants of City-owned properties and with persons
serving legal papers on HPD.

Daily

High

Frequency of
Interaction With
Public/LEP Persons
Several times per week

Level of Importance to
LEP Population

Rare

Low

Rare

Low

Daily

High

Moderate

Factor 4: Resources designated by agency for language assistance services
HPD allocates a combination of financial and personnel resources to the provision of
language access services, some of which are restricted for use by specific programs, and
others which are available for use throughout the Agency. HPD has two multi-year contracts
for document translation, on-site interpretation, and telephonic interpretation. HPD has
also secured private grants to support the provision of language access services, such as for
the translation of the Housing Connect website. Expenses associated with the provision of
language access services, such as printing and signage costs, are typically folded into the
general budget for each program area. In addition, the Agency dedicates personnel
resources to training, data collection, monitoring, interpretation, and translation conducted
outside of the Agency’s contracts (either by program-area employees or volunteers through
the city-wide Volunteer Language Bank).
Based on the Agency’s analysis of the frequently requested languages, we are providing
telephonic interpretation beyond the top ten (10) languages issued by the Mayor’s Office of
Immigrant Affairs. The Agency’s assessment does not allow for document translation
beyond the designated ten (10), based on the four factor analysis and available resources.
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However, all documents are mailed out with a “Language Assistance” coversheet to assist
LEPs to request documents in their preferred language.
As set out in the Agency’s current Language Access Plan, one of the ongoing priorities is to
standardize data collection and the tracking of language services across programs to help
improve language access services in 2018 and 2019.
IV.

Provision of language access services

HPD’s public-facing divisions interact with different members of the public in a variety of
settings. These interactions may happen:


In person at HPD offices;



In person during field interviews, inspections, public meetings and community
events;



By phone;



By mail or email; and



Through HPD’s website, public-facing online systems, and social media.

As a result, HPD and its employees must tailor the provision of language access services to a
wide range of settings. The Agency will continue to rely on a combination of interpretation
and translation services to meet the needs of LEP persons and ensure they have equal
access to HPD’s services. Some of these services will be provided by HPD employees and
others by vendor contract. Employees will determine the appropriate type of language
access services depending on the nature of the interaction, in consultation with resources
available to each division.
Translation Services - Written Communication and Materials
In accordance with DOJ guidance, HPD prioritizes vital and/or commonly distributed
documents for translation. A document will be considered vital and/or commonly
distributed if it contains information that is critical for accessing the Agency’s programs or
activities, or is required by law. Vital documents may include:


Documents that must be provided by law;



Complaint, consent, release or waiver forms;



Claim or application forms;



Conditions of settlement or resolution agreements;



Letters or notices pertaining to the reduction, denial, or termination of services or
programs or that require a response from the LEP person;



Time-sensitive notices, including notice of hearing, upcoming grand jury or
deposition appearance, or other investigation or litigation-related deadlines;
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Form or written material related to individual rights;



Notice of rights, requirements, or responsibilities; and



Notices regarding the availability of free language assistance services for LEP
individuals.

The managers for each division or office will facilitate a review of its programmatic notices
to determine which may be considered vital. Notices which are regularly sent and/or will be
sent to a large number of recipients will be reviewed individually. All other notices,
including those sent on an individual basis, will be grouped and categorized as vital or nonvital based on their purpose.
To ensure maximum accessibility of these documents, HPD will conduct the following
processes.
Translate Written Documents
For each new notice or group of vital notices, or any such notices that undergo a substantial
revision, managers from that division will make an initial determination as to whether the
written document can and should be made available in other languages.
All vital documents will be translated. Vital documents will be translated into:





The top ten languages spoken by LEP persons within the Agency’s client service area;
The most-frequently encountered languages of LEP groups eligible to be served or
likely to be affected by the benefit, program or service, based on program-specific
data; or
The primary language spoken by the recipient, if known.

Non-vital documents may be translated, at the Agency’s discretion, based on an evaluation
of:






The nature of the written document;
The size of the potential target audience;
Whether the primary language of the potential target audience is known;
The time and resources available for translation; and/or
Upon request.

Whenever possible, boilerplate language regarding translations services will be
incorporated into written communications:
“If you would like assistance in a different language, please check this box. For assistance in
completing this package, please call 212-863-XXXX.”
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The Agency plans to distribute translated documents to targeted audiences, at the Agency’s
discretion, based on an evaluation of:
 The nature of the written document;
 Whether the primary language of the potential target is known;
 The time and resources available for translation; and/or
 Upon request.
For divisions that interact with LEPs on a more frequent basis, which may include daily to
several times per week will have commonly distributed documents available for their target
audience. However, due to limited resources and storage restraints, the Agency is not able
to have all commonly distributed available to all top ten (10) languages, but will have them
available upon request.
Consistently Conduct Quality Assurance Reviews
To ensure the quality of the Agency’s communications, whenever possible, all translated
documents will be reviewed by at least one employee who is fluent in the language used in
the notice, and who was not involved in drafting the notice. Members of the volunteer
language bank will be asked to assist in the review as needed. The quality assurance review
process will be managed by the Division’s manager to ensure consistency and quality.
Encourage Use of Plain Language
To help ensure that vital notices are understandable throughout HPD’s service population,
the Agency will establish a training curriculum that teaches relevant employees how to
incorporate the tenets of plain language into written materials and presentations. The
Agency has also initiated a plain language review of all critical notices related to our Section
8 rental subsidy program, which assists over 37,000 households.
As part of the ongoing training curriculum, the Agency plans to provide guidelines on plain
language. With this training, managers are expected to understand the importance of
providing commonly distributed documents by using the following simple rules:







Use short words and sentences;
Front-load important information;
Break up content with lists and headers;
Use the active voice;
Cut unnecessary words;
And avoid jargon.

Online Communication
HPD also interacts with the public via our recently redesigned website. The website is now
accessible in 91 different languages, through Google Translate.
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Additionally, HPD maintains NYC Housing Connect, an online application system for
affordable housing lotteries. Translated instructional materials are now available on
Housing Connect. Paper applications are currently available by request to the developer.
The Agency makes efforts in providing important forms and resources in English and
Spanish, and will continue to translate vital and commonly distributed forms in the top ten
(10) languages.
Interpretation Services - In-person Interpretation
HPD employees frequently interact with members of the public in person at all HPD offices
and through scheduled and emergency field and site visits. When possible, the Agency’s
public-facing divisions will make bilingual employees or volunteers from the NYC Volunteer
Language Bank available to interpret for LEP persons visiting HPD’s offices. When a bilingual
employee or volunteer is not available for interpretation, HPD employees will rely on the
Language Line for interpretation. Public-facing staff members who frequently interact with
members of the public have access to Language Line phone lines in their service areas and
can easily use the Language Line to accommodate LEP persons during in-person
interactions. When the LEP person expresses a preference, HPD employees may rely on a
friend or relative of the person seeking services to interpret.
In-person interpretation is also necessary on a regular basis for field or site visits. These
visits frequently involve housing maintenance code inspections, interviews of HPD’s housing
subsidy recipients, public events and construction site investigations. Employees conducting
such visits will attempt to determine language interpretation service needs in advance.
When possible, and depending on the nature of the visit, the Agency will make an effort to
send a bilingual employee who will be able to conduct or interpret interviews or inspections
in the language primarily spoken by the LEP person. When a bilingual employee is not
available, field employees will use language translation cards to indicate the purpose of
their visit and offer interpretation services. If necessary, employees will use the Language
Line to communicate with the LEP person during the interview or inspection. When the LEP
person expresses a preference, HPD employees will rely on a friend or relative of the person
seeking agency services to interpret.
HPD employees will use a variety of formal and informal methods to identify an LEP
customer’s primary language. Posters and digital signage throughout our client services
area and field offices advertise the availability of free language services in various
languages, encouraging LEP persons to request assistance. HPD employees will also offer
language access services, where appropriate, and will use posters and “I speak” cards to
help determine which language services might be appropriate.
Telephonic Interpretation
HPD employees are often contacted by phone by parties interested in the Agency’s services.
Many of the employees in the Agency’s public-facing divisions who answer phone calls from
members of the public are bilingual. When a bilingual employee, fluent in the language of
the LEP person seeking assistance, is not available for interpretation, HPD employees will
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rely on the Language Line for interpretation. Employees who frequently interact with
members of the public have access to Language Line phone lines in their service areas and
can easily use the Language Line to accommodate LEP persons by phone.
In the event of an emergency, HPD would use our existing contracted language access
services. Additionally, bi-lingual Residential Building Assessment Inspectors and other staff
would be mobilized. If it is a large incident, the Language Access Interagency Task Force will
be activated at NYC Emergency Management (NYCEM), and requests can be funneled
through NYCEM.
The Agency is currently contracted with Language Line vendor, who is providing over 173
languages in addition to any other languages the Agency may request.
V.

Training

HPD will develop a general training curriculum for all new and existing applicable employees
to cover the tenets of good customer service and best practices for serving the Agency’s
varied constituencies. The trainings will specifically familiarize staff with the requirements
and availability of resources pertaining to language access and limited English proficiency
and help HPD standardize the provision and tracking of language access services. Trainings
will be prioritized for staff in program areas that most significantly interact with the public
and/or produce materials for public communication. Training will be provided to new staff
and to existing front-line staff on a quarterly basis.
Tailored, program-specific trainings will also be developed and implemented depending on
the needs of the division. Also, in response to Language Access Secret Shopper’s report
scores, HPD may provide additional refresher sessions for the locations visited by the
shoppers.
All general language access training will be conducted by the Human Resources Training and
Development team.
VI.

Record keeping and evaluation

HPD will use vendor portals to capture and analyze the language services provided across
the Agency. Tracking will include:




Standardized quarterly reports from public-facing operations on general usage of
and need for language access services;
Quarterly assessment of Language Volunteer Bank usage;
Quarterly assessment of third party contract usage;
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Review feedback on quality of interpretation services and provide feedback to
vendor.

In order to ensure high quality language access services are provided, HPD requires the
following “best practices” of all programmatic areas:



All third party vendors used for interpretation and translation are Agency-approved;
and
All translated materials are reviewed internally whenever possible before
implementation.

Additionally, HPD provides the opportunity for customers to complete a satisfaction survey
in our Section 8 Customer Services center. Moving forward, HPD will seek feedback on the
quality of language access services provided, if applicable. HPD also carefully reviews
“Secret Shopper” scores to assess and address any issues with the services provided, and
will closely review and address any language access complaints received by 311.
All reports, complaints and feedback will be regularly monitored by the Agency’s Language
Access Coordinator and Human Resources, who will make policy and operational
recommendations accordingly to ensure ongoing compliance.
VII.

Resource analysis and planning

HPD will continue to allocate Agency resources, as described above, and seek out additional
opportunities to leverage private and community funds to ensure language access. In
addition, the Agency will seek to provide additional training resources, hire additional
bilingual staff for front-line positions, recruit and refer volunteers for the NYC Volunteer
Language Bank and distribute information to ensure that program areas are aware of all of
the resources available within the Agency and throughout the city.
By way of contracts, the Agency will continue to centralize all services through our vendors
to ensure consistent quality language access services. The Agency will closely monitor the
usage of language access to identify and close gaps in access service.
VIII.

Outreach and public awareness of language access services

HPD currently employs a multi-pronged approach to ensuring the public is aware of
language access services. Outreach efforts including signage (posters and digital boards),
website features, and incorporation into relevant programmatic materials and
communications. Over the next years, HPD will focus on expanding the Agency’s public
outreach strategies as follows:
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IX.

Signage - HPD will improve existing signage to better engage the public and make it
easier to navigate our public spaces. This initiative will include consistent, branded
lobby signage for 100 Gold Street and our five field offices, and language access
signage for all customer service areas.
Website/Social Media - In addition to offering content in multiple languages, HPD
will clearly and consistently articulate the availability of language access services
through these mediums.
Marketing Materials
- HPD will create a general handout summarizing the availability of language
access services. The handout will be available for multi-purpose use,
including distribution at customer service centers and program/community
events.
HPD will increase emphasis on incorporating language access information
into programmatic materials and notices where applicable.
Language Access Complaints

Language access complaints from NYC 311 will be routed through the First Deputy
Commissioner’s office to the appropriate program area for response. The Language Access
Coordinator will track, monitor and respond to language access complaints whether
through 311 or internally, for the Agency. The Language Access Coordinator will also be
responsible for including that information on complaints as part of the annual agency
reporting.
X.

Implementation Plan Logistics

HPD initially convened an intra-agency working group in the summer of 2006 to address
language assistance needs and implementation of services. Since that date, the task force
has successfully increased the visibility and availability of interpretation and translation
services and coordinated the provision of LEP services among our most public-facing
operations, including the Section 8 program which assists over 37,000 households annually
with rent subsidies, and the Office of Enforcement and Neighborhood Services, which
ensures the entire city's housing stock meets the health and safety requirements of the
city's Housing Maintenance Code.
In 2015, HPD reorganized its language access working group. The core working group
includes representatives from the office of the First Deputy Commissioner, Regulatory
Compliance, and Legal Affairs. Additionally, every office or division within HPD has
designated a language access liaison to collaborate with the working group.
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The roles and responsibilities of the working group include:





Maintain and update the Plan every two years
Oversee implementation and execution of the Plan
Collaborate with city stakeholders on LEP initiatives
Coordinate with all Agency divisions to
o Standardize LEP policies, procedures and staff training;
o Facilitate LEP data tracking, collection and analysis;
o Ensure awareness of language access resources, requirements and best-practice
standards;
o Develop policy and resource recommendations as needed to better enable
language access across all public-facing operations; and
o Recruit additional volunteers for the NYC Volunteer Language Bank.

In 2017, HPD moved the language access initiative into the Division of Human Resources, in
the Office of the First Deputy Commissioner. All aspects of language access roles and
responsibilities are managed in Human Resources.
HPD is committed to continuously improving its provision of language access services. The
Agency has prioritized the following goals for our 2018 Language Access Plan:
Language Access Goal

Milestones

Responsible Staff

Provide telephonic
interpretation services in
at least 100 languages

Review all languages
Language Access
provided my telephonic Coordinator
vendor

End of January
2018

Standardize training
across divisions

Review current training

Language Access
Coordinator; Director
of Training and
Development

1st Quarter 2018

Create LEP-specific
emergency plan

Review current
employee emergency
plan

Language Access
Coordinator;
Emergency
Preparedness Team

1st Quarter 2018

Increase use of plain
language in essential
public documents

Create plain language
training for divisions
that send out public
documents

Language Access
Coordinator; public
facing Division heads

2nd Quarter 2018

Create marketing

Create sample

Language Access

3rd Quarter 2018
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materials to promote
and encourage
translation.

documents for review.

Coordinator, Assistant
Commissioner of
Human resources

(FY 2019)

Create intranet content
to assist front line
employees and
managers with additional
language access
resources

Work with HPD Tech (IT
department) to create
an internal site for
employees to access.

Language Access
Coordinator; Assistant
Commissioner of
Human Resources; and
IT department

4th Quarter 2018
(FY 2019)

Identify an internal
tracking system to
capture all language
access requests

Look at creating an
internal tracking
method/mechanism

Language Access
Coordinator; Division
Managers

On going

Language Access
Coordinator; public
facing Division heads

On-going

Identify and translate
Review all mostmost-commonly used
commonly used
documents distributed to documents
the public

Sean Soun, Executive Director of Operations, Human Resources will serve as the Language
Access Coordinator for HPD. He will report to the Assistant Commissioner of Human Resources
and the First Deputy Commissioner on progress toward these goals on a quarterly basis.
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Introduction
This Language Access Plan for the New York City Department of Parks & Recreation (NYC
Parks) has been prepared in accordance with Local Law 30 and outlines the agency’s current and
planned actions to improve access to programs and services by limited-English proficient (LEP)
individuals.
The plan is being developed by NYC Parks’ Community Outreach & Partnership Development
division in coordination with units and divisions throughout the agency and with the Mayor’s Office
of Operations and Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs.
Name and title of Language Access Coordinator:
Karina Smith, Chief of Staff for the Community Outreach & Partnership Development Division
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I. Agency Mission and Background
Mission
As stewards of nearly 14 percent of New York City’s land, the New York City Department of Parks
& Recreation (NYC Parks) builds and maintains clean, safe and accessible parks citywide and
programs those parks with recreational, cultural and educational activities for people of all ages.
Through this work, NYC Parks improves people’s lives, providing outlets for creative expression,
opportunities for healthy recreation, and exposure to the restorative beauty of the natural world.
Recreational Facilities and Pools
NYC Parks manages 36 recreation centers, 55 outdoor pools and 12 indoor pools that provide
direct recreational, athletic and educational services to New Yorkers of all ages with a special
stress on youth programming. Walk-in centers have regular front desk and facility staffing during
all open hours.
Permit Offices and Administrative Headquarters
NYC Parks manages six permit offices, one at each borough headquarters office and a citywide
permit office at the Arsenal in Central Park. The permit offices coordinate ballfield, special
events, tennis and other permitted functions. Our main administrative buildings house the various
units that operate the parks system, including forestry offices, which process forestry and treerelated permits.
Concessions, Non-profit Partnerships, and Special Events
NYC Parks manages a wide variety of services through private-sector concession agreements
such as food carts, tennis bubbles, golf courses, and restaurants. Parks also provides services in
partnership with non-profit organizations such as the Historic House Trust, the Wildlife
Conservation Society, the Central Park Conservancy, the Prospect Park Alliance, and many
others. Parks also hosts special events of all types citywide, both produced by in-house staff and
in coordination with private sponsors and organizers. Events include performances, cultural
events, holiday celebrations, athletic events and more.
Parks Enforcement and Lifeguarding
Through the Parks Enforcement Program (PEP) and our beach and pool lifeguards, Parks
enforces rules and addresses quality of life infractions and keeps patrons safe.
Maintenance and Operation of Public Spaces
NYC Parks operates and maintains a wide variety of public spaces including parks, gardens,
ballfields, courts, sitting areas, comfort stations, beaches, and bikeways. NYC Parks has fixed
post staff at some sites but maintains most spaces with mobile crews. In most cases, there is no
formal intake or assigned staffing at the entrances to Parks public spaces.
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II. Agency Language Access Policy and Goals
All individuals, including those with Limited English Proficiency (LEP), who request services
from NYC Parks must be treated respectfully and professionally. All LEP patrons have the right
to free interpretation services provided by NYC Parks and should never be turned away –
language should not be a barrier to receiving services.


Language Identification Posters should be prominently placed at all walk-in facilities
(recreation centers, marinas, permit offices, nature centers). “I speak” cards may also be
utilized to inform patrons that interpretation services are available as well as to help
identify the primary language that patrons speak.



Phone interpretation services are always available in more than 100 languages currently
through Language Line. To access phone translation services, staff are directed to call
Central Communications at 646.613.1200 and request a translator for the language
specified by the patron.



Parks signs, flyers, and other printed materials should be offered in multiple languages.
For translations of printed materials, please email Tiffany.Maynard@parks.nyc.gov with
your request.



Staff should make an effort to offer interpreters for meetings with patrons where needed
and/or requested. To arrange an interpreter for a meeting, please email
Tiffany.Maynard@parks.nyc.gov with your request.



Patrons may bring someone to interpret for them (this person should not be a minor), but
they are not required to do so.

Goals of Parks’ Language Access Plan
Guided by Local law 30, NYC Parks’ main goals and timetables for its language access plan
are as follows:
.

To use 2010 Census data to do a new population needs assessment. This population
assessment will help ensure the agency is providing appropriate language services in
city parks and ark facilities.

.

To provide clear access for LEPs at all of our in-house managed recreation centers,
pools, and permit offices through signage, translated documents, and interpretation
services. NYC Parks currently provides signage in the following seven languages:
English, Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Haitian Creole, Korean, and Italian. Surveys of
customers and staff, and specific requests will be used to determine the languages used
on signage and which materials are most effective to translate.
To train all staff, especially staff at recreation centers, pools and permit offices, to assist
LEP patrons and to understand the goals and tools involved with this plan. Currently, all
newly hired staff participate in an orientation, which includes language access training.
Agency Parks Opportunity Program participants (POP workers) also receive a training in
language access services as part of their onboarding. The Parks Enforcement Patrol
division will be encouraged to participate in the Cultural Sensitivity Training offered by
DCAS. NYC Parks aims to train and/or provide a refresher course to all front-line staff
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where needed, and the Director of Training at NYC Parks will manage this effort.
To promote the availability of interpretation services by posting standard signage
developed by the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs.
To promote the availability of translation services to Parks managers and supervisors
and encourage the development of targeted local signage, program flyers, and other
materials based on the needs of specific communities.
To translate essential documents into 10 languages, translate main rules signs, facility
information and volunteer information into multiple languages, and to host this material
on the Parks website.
To encourage more staff to sign up to be volunteer translators in the NYC Parks
Volunteer Language Bank. There are currently 12 Parks employees serving in the
Volunteer Language Bank; of those, 5 have received NYC Certification by the Mayor’s
Volunteer Language Bank.


To update this Language Access Plan triennially each January.
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III. LEP Population Assessment
NYC Parks will take the following steps to assess the LEP populations we serve and to offer
the widest level of language access possible:
˜

NYC Parks will provide park, playground, recreation center, and pool and beach signs
in Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Haitian Creole, Korean, Italian, Bengali, Arabic, Urdu,
French and English.

˜

NYC Parks will provide interpretation services in all available languages, including
Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Haitian Creole, Korean, Italian, Bengali, Arabic, Urdu,
French, and English, through its in-house Language Bank, Accurate Communications,
and/or Language Line (where more than 100 languages are available telephonically).

˜

NYC Parks will provide translation services in all available languages, including Spanish,
Russian, Chinese, Haitian Creole, Korean, Italian, Bengali, Arabic, Urdu, French, and
English, through its in-house Language Bank and/or Geneva Worldwide.

˜

For other translated materials, NYC Parks will use surveys of customers and staff, and
specific requests, to determine which materials and languages are the most effective to
translate.

NYC Parks will utilize the US Department of Justice “Four Factor Analysis” to guide which LEP
populations to prioritize:
˜

DOJ Factor 1: Based 2010-2014 U.S Census Bureau American Community Survey
Public Use Microdata Analysis (PUMA) compiled by the NYC Department of City
Planning, NYC Parks has summarized for park and facility managers the percentage of
LEP populations in each community district. Park sites and facilities are open to the
general public for free or minimal cost and we estimate that our service populations
mirror the demographics of the general public in these community districts. Accordingly,
Parks uses this information to target translation services and local signage in each
borough. See Appendices 1 – 5 for borough community district breakdowns.

˜

DOJ Factor 2: NYC Parks will use data from translation/interpretation vendor usage,
customer and staff requests, and other requests to determine actual demand for
language access services. NYC Parks will adjust our specific services as necessary to
meet actual demand and encourages park managers, administrators and outreach
coordinators to meet with local community and partnership groups to tailor access
services in local parks and communities.

˜

DOJ Factor 3: NYC Parks will and has been assessing the nature and importance of
services in prioritizing language access services.

˜

DOJ Factor 4: As discussed more below, NYC Parks will leverage its current scope and
diversity of resources to expand language access services. NYC Parks has its own
sign-making shops, new media offices, partnerships and community outreach programs,
central communications, telecommunications and training divisions. All of these
resources will be involved in the Language Access Plan. Parks will also call upon the
diversity of full-time staff to help provide on-site and Language Bank interpretation and
translation services. Parks will coordinate with other City agencies and our non-profit
partners to improve these services as well.
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IV. Provision of Language Access Services
NYC Parks is taking the following steps to provide interpretation services:
˜

NYC Parks will work to have foreign language proficient staff assigned to front desks at
recreation centers and permit offices to the extent possible, matching the most in-demand
languages, including Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Haitian Creole, Korean, Italian, Bengali,
Arabic, Urdu, and French. Parks already possesses a high level of bilingual staff capacity at
many centers.

˜

NYC Parks will continue to provide interpretation and translation services at public
events by request, as well as preemptively where possible.

˜

NYC Parks will continue to develop its internal Language Bank by soliciting volunteers
from employees throughout the agency.

˜

NYC Parks will also provide access to Language Line at walk-in facilities using dual
handset phones. Central Communications will act as a clearinghouse for these requests
as well, ensuring a one-stop location for attaining interpretation services.

˜

NYC Parks will continue use of “I speak” cards and Language Identification posters to
identify the primary language of LEP customers and will instruct staff on how to
communicate that primary language effectively to Central Communications if resources
outside the facility are needed.

˜

In the event of an emergency declared by the NYC Office of Emergency Management
(OEM), Parks will communicate and continue to provide services to LEP customers by
updating our website with directions and content distributed by OEM. Parks provides access
to website translation, and where possible, we will send staff to sites to provide onsite
services in customer languages. For calls that come into our Central Communications office,
we will use our current telephonic language translation vendor (Language Line) to translate
accordingly.

NYC Parks will take the following steps to translate essential documents.
˜

NYC Parks’ list of essential documents for implementation in this plan include: permit
application instructions; targeted special event notices; key information in the service, facility
and FAQ materials.

˜

To the extent possible and in consultation with the Parks Legal Office, NYC Parks will work
to simplify documents using plain language, symbols, and other graphics to make
information as readily accessible as possible. Parks will work to provide access to maps
through our website with symbols for features and services like basketball courts or
bathrooms in each park.

˜

Parks will target for implementation translations of documents and languages determined in
surveys of staff and customers to be most critical and likely to be utilized.

˜

NYC Parks will contract for translation services with Geneva Worldwide, Accurate
Communications, and Language Line, and also provide translation services and quality control
using its internal Language Bank.
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NYC Parks will take the following steps to develop signage relating to the Language Access Plan:
˜

NYC Parks produces its own signs at in-house sign shops and also through sign
contract services. NYC Parks will continue to produce signage in the following
eleven languages: English, Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Haitian Creole, Korean,
Italian, Bengali, Arabic, Urdu, and French, and incorporate utilization of universal
symbols.

˜

NYC Parks will use “I speak” cards and Language Identification posters at walk-in facilities,
and also post standard signage developed by other agencies to promote the presence of
interpretation services.

˜

NYC Parks has installed enclosed post boards at over 500 outdoor park locations.
Under the supervision of local park managers, Parks will continue to post appropriate
foreign language event notices and other materials on those boards.

NYC Parks will take the following steps to create public awareness of the language assistance
services and to reach out to LEP communities:
˜

Parks has translated its main rules and entry signs in the most common languages,
including English. This, in conjunction with LEP posters and “I speak” cards, will
ensure a wide public dissemination of these offerings.

˜

NYC Parks includes language access in training for all staff, especially staff at
recreation centers, pools and permit offices, as both a refresher training and ongoing
customer service training.

˜

NYC Parks will include language access training as a part of agency EEO training,
and annual recertification training for Urban Park Service Parks Enforcement staff, and
as well as Park Rangers.

˜

NYC Parks will continue to work with its Park Administrators and non-profit partner
organizations to promote language access initiatives in our largest parks and will
encourage all park managers and outreach coordinators to meet with local community
and partnership groups to promote the availability of these services in local parks and
communities.

˜

NYC Parks will work with the Partnerships for Parks program to promote language
access services and encourage and support volunteerism by LEPs.

˜

NYC Parks will promote language access through multilingual special events and
public programs.
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V. Training
Parks will take the following steps to introduce the Language Access Plan to staff and to
incorporate language access into our long-term training efforts:
˜

Through Parks Public Programs and Training divisions, recreation center and permit
office managers, supervisors and front desk staff receive training and hands-on practice
in implementing language access including interpretation services, using “I speak” cards
and Language Identification posters, requesting translation services, and required
signage.

˜

Language access has been built into Parks standard Field Operations Training, which
is mandatory for all new full-time field employees, both supervisory and entry-level.
Language access will be a component of an expanded customer service section.

˜

Language access will be taught to all Public Programs employees as part of Parks
Training Academy’s Customer Service Training program. Parks will re-train all Public
Programs staff, as well as other agency staff, in the revised customer-service training
curriculum.

˜

Broadcast emails and the Parks Plant will provide introduction and regular updates and information
about our Language Access Plan to all staff.

˜

All language access training and distributional materials will be hosted on the Parks
Intranet for access by all staff.

˜

A monthly health and safety topic will be written to address language access and solicit
participation in the agency language bank. All field staff currently participate in monthly
health and safety topic reviews, and language access will be a topic one month per
year.

˜

Targeted training and orientation will be provided for Central Communications, Public
Program managers and Language Bank volunteers regarding the operation of Language
Line and the internal Language Bank.

˜

The language access plan has been and will continue to be addressed in regular
senior-level meetings.

˜

Parks’ EEO office currently conducts cultural sensitivity training as part of mandatory EEO
training for all staff. Parks will work to incorporate language access into that training as
well.
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Timeline:
˜

Parks’ Deputy Commissioner for Urban Park Services & Public Programs will organize
ongoing training for Urban Parks Services Staff and Public Programs staff at recreation
centers and permit offices upon hire, as well as annual staff summits and mandatory
recertification.

˜

Parks’ Director of Training has revised our Field Operations and Customer Service
training curriculum and implements customer service and language access training on
an ongoing basis.

˜

Parks’ Assistant Commissioner for Equal Employment Opportunity will work to
incorporate language access into ongoing mandatory training for Parks staff and new
hires.

˜

Parks’ Assistant Commissioner for Compliance and the Director of Health and Safety
will prepare and finalize a health and safety topic addressing language access for all
field staff and implement by Spring/Summer 2018.

˜

All general promotion and instruction regarding the program, including the posting of
intranet materials, will be ongoing through the office of Community Outreach &
Partnership Development.
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VI. Record Keeping and Evaluation
Parks will take the following steps to ensure the quality of language access services:
˜

Parks will utilize Language Bank volunteers and community-based organizations to
quality check translated materials. Parks will focus on translating documents that will
most be in demand and will use surveys to determine these areas of most demand.

˜

Parks will formally report on the quality of language access at each walk-in facility at
least once per year. Parks will develop an inspection report to cover signage, availability
of translated materials, and language identification posters, and will look into the
feasibility of adding this to our Operations and Management Planning (OMP) inspection
program, as well as to our Agency Compliance survey program.

˜

Parks will work with community-based organizations to check the effectiveness of
language access at walk-in facilities.

Parks will maintain the following records:
˜

Parks will track all language line interpretation and translation services and costs
through our Central Communications and Community Outreach offices. This will be
reported internally on a quarterly basis.

˜

Parks will track the number and type of translated signs produced annually.

˜

Parks Community Outreach division will, to the extent practical, maintain digital copies
of all translated documents and record the number of translated documents.

Parks will monitor overall compliance with the local law by:
˜

The annual assessment and inspection of language access at walk-in centers.

˜

An annual review of translated sign production.

˜

Annual review of correspondence received via 311 LEP reporting.
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VII. Resource Analysis and Planning
Parks will take the following steps to implement this plan using existing agency and interagency resources:
˜

Parks’ in-house sign shop will prepare and produce all signage within the current
signs budget.

˜

Parks will continue to develop its in-house Language Bank using volunteers and
rewarding staff through incentives, awards, training opportunities and events.

˜

Parks will use “I speak” cards, Language Identification posters, and other
materials in its program.

˜

Parks will use the Geneva Worldwide, Accurate Communications, and Language Line
contract, or an equivalent, to augment translation services and provide back-up
interpretation services. To monitor costs, only Parks Central Communications and
Community Outreach will be able to directly spend against the contract. All Language
Access vendor invoices will be sent to the Language Access Coordinator in the Office
of Community Outreach. Parks will monitor monthly costs for this contract and assess
program implementation accordingly. Parks will work to identify the most potential indemand essential documents and languages and will prioritize translations accordingly.

˜

Parks will work with the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs to access any available
citywide resources to assist in its language access efforts.
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VIII. Outreach and Public Awareness of Language Access Services
With New York City as one of the most heavily populated and diverse cities in the world, NYC
Parks is committed to emphasizing cultural inclusion in its policies and operations, including
providing language assistive services. In order to facilitate public awareness regarding the
availability of our language access services, NYC Parks will take the following steps:
˜

Parks will continue to use “I speak” cards, and post Language Identification posters and Free
Interpretation posters in plain view at its public facilities.
Parks will continue to train all staff, especially front-line staff at recreation centers, pools
and permit offices, to assist LEP patrons, and provide translation services in a timely
manner.
Parks will continue to promote the availability of translation services to Parks managers
and supervisors, and encourage the development of targeted local signage, program
flyers, and other materials based on the needs of specific communities.
Parks will continue to translate essential documents into 10 languages, translate main
rules signs, facility information and volunteer information into multiple languages, and to
host this material on the Parks website.

˜

Parks will continue to work with the Partnerships for Parks program to promote
language access services and encourage and support volunteerism by LEPs.

˜

Parks will continue to promote language access through multilingual special events
and public programs.
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IX. Language Access Complaints
NYC Parks monitors and responds to public complaints, inquiries, and comments about
language access submitted via 311, as well as other internal complaint processes, via our
agency’s Commissioner’s Correspondence tracking system.
Official customer correspondences received by our Commissioner’s office are fielded to the
appropriate Parks division for an appropriate resolution/response. Should the correspondence
inquiry arrive in a language other than English, the correspondence is forwarded to the current
written translation vendor, Geneva Worldwide. Upon completion of the correspondence’s
translation by the vendor, the agency response is returned to the customer in the original
language identified or requested.
Language Access inquiries received via the Commissioner’s Correspondence tracking system
is reported to the agency’s Language Access Coordinator annually.
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X. Implementation Plan Logistics
NYC Parks is hard at work on many aspects of the language access plan. These include
translating signage, and regular trainings for both new and experienced staff.
˜

NYC Parks will continue to use Language Line, Geneva Worldwide, Accurate
Communications, and an internal Language Bank to provide translation and
interpretation services, with procedures in place for its Central Communication
division to coordinate these interpretive services.

˜

NYC Parks will continue to update and/or replace existing park and playground
rules signs in the top two languages in a Community Board based on census data,
as well as English. Signs will include universal symbols to aid in translation.

˜

NYC Parks will continue to update and/or replace walk-in center signage in the top two
languages in a Community Board based on census data, as well as English.

˜

NYC Parks will continue training and refresher training for all staff, especially staff at
recreation centers, pools and permit offices, to assist LEP patrons and to understand the
goals and tools involved with this plan.

˜

NYC Parks will continue formal training in language access to field-level staff as part of
ongoing customer service training. The timeline for this can be found under Section V
“Training.

˜

NYC Parks will work with our Information Technology and Innovation Performance
Management divisions to develop a database that will assist in tracking staff trained in
language access services, documents most commonly requested for translation, and
number of translation requests in the top 10 designated citywide languages, etc.

˜

NYC Parks will continue to expand the translated content provided on the website.

Parks has assigned the Chief of Staff for Community Outreach & Partnership Development to
serve as our agency Language Access Coordinator. Working with the Deputy Commissioner for
UPS and Public Programs, the Deputy Commissioner for Operations, the Deputy
Commissioner for Administration, the Assistant Commissioner for Agency Communications, the
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance, Assistant Commissioner for Budget, Fiscal
Management and Personnel, and the Agency Chief Contracting Officer, the Language Access
Coordinator will monitor implementation of the language access plan with the Director of
Training, New Media office, the Signage Upgrade program, and other relevant staff and units.
Throughout this plan, Parks has indicated the offices and/or staff titles responsible for
implementing specific parts of the plan.
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Appendix 1:
Top Languages by New York City, Borough, PUMAs/Community Districts: Manhattan
Universe: Population 5 years and over
2010‐2014 American Community Survey Public Use Microdata 5‐Year Sample

PUMA 3801: Manhattan Community District 12-Washington Heights, Inwood & Marble Hill
Total
Total
English Only
Language other than
English
LEP
Spanish

PUMA 3802: Manhattan Community District 9-Hamilton Heights, Manhattanville & West Harlem

Percent

Total
Total

201,826

100.0%

54,728

27.1%

English Only

147,098

72.9%

Language other than
English

80,625

39.9%

LEP

76,590

37.9%

Spanish

945

0.5%

Chinese*

Chinese*

PUMA 3803: Manhattan Community District 10--Central
Harlem

Percent

Total
Total

125,102

100.0%

61,985

49.5%

English Only

63,117

50.5%

Language other than
English

25,278

20.2%

LEP

20,298

16.2%

Spanish

1,596

1.3%

French

PUMA 3804: Manhattan Community District 11--East
Harlem

Percent

Total
Total

120,922

100.0%

84,145

69.6%

English Only

36,777

30.4%

Language other than
English

13,297

11.0%

LEP

8,285

6.9%

Spanish

1,513

1.3%

Chinese*

PUMA 3805: Manhattan Community District 8--Upper
East Side

Percent

Total

Percent

Total

207,726

100.0%

46.6%

English Only

154,121

74.2%

60,482

53.4%

Language other than
English

53,605

25.8%

23,214

20.5%

LEP

11,698

5.6%

18,455

16.3%

Spanish

3,332

1.6%

2,158

1.9%

Chinese*

2,046

1.0%

113,343

100.0%

52,861

Russian

608

0.3%

French

623

0.5%

Fulani

751

0.6%

French

611

0.5%

French

832

0.4%

Greek

365

0.2%

Korean

341

0.3%

Chinese*

556

0.5%

Japanese

270

0.2%

Japanese

746

0.4%

Japanese

348

0.2%

Fulani

312

0.2%

French Creole

438

0.4%

Fulani

238

0.2%

Korean

475

0.2%

1,769

0.9%

Other LEP

2,108

1.7%

Other LEP

1,754

1.5%

Other LEP

1,482

1.3%

Other LEP

4,267

2.1%

Other LEP

PUMA 3806: Manhattan Community District 7--Upper
West Side & West Side
Total

PUMA 3807: Manhattan Community District 4 & 5-Chelsea, Clinton & Midtown Business District
Total

Percent

Total

184,183

100.0%

English Only

132,653

72.0%

English Only
Language other than
English
LEP

Language other than
English

51,530

28.0%

LEP

Total

PUMA 3808: Manhattan Community District 6--Murray
Hill, Gramercy & Stuyvesant Town

Percent

Total

PUMA 3809: Manhattan Community District 3-Chinatown & Lower East Side

Percent

Total

Total

140,373

100.0%

69.0%

English Only

102,747

73.2%

English Only

43,459

31.0%

Language other than
English

37,626

26.8%

Language other than
English
LEP

140,315

100.0%

96,856

Percent

Total

Percent

Total

143,876

100.0%

45.9%

English Only

106,269

73.9%

85,294

54.1%

Language other than
English

37,607

26.1%

LEP

157,698

100.0%

72,404

14,168

7.7%

13,191

9.4%

8,355

6.0%

44,537

28.2%

10,206

7.1%

Spanish

6,627

3.6%

Spanish

5,265

3.8%

Chinese*

1,643

1.2%

Chinese*

30,466

19.3%

Chinese*

4,510

3.1%

Chinese*

2,114

1.1%

Chinese*

2,380

1.7%

Spanish

1,581

1.1%

Spanish

10,708

6.8%

Spanish

2,347

1.6%

Japanese

879

0.5%

Korean

1,480

1.1%

Japanese

1,238

0.9%

Polish

397

0.3%

Japanese

578

0.4%

French

619

0.3%

Japanese

799

0.6%

French

635

0.5%

Japanese

380

0.2%

Korean

393

0.3%

Russian

449

0.2%

Russian

686

0.5%

Korean

604

0.4%

Bengali

371

0.2%

Polish

346

0.2%

3,480

1.9%

Other LEP

2,581

1.8%

Other LEP

2,654

1.9%

Other LEP

2,215

1.4%

Other LEP

2,032

1.4%

Other LEP

LEP

Total

PUMA 3810: Manhattan Community District 1 & 2-Battery Park City, Greenwich Village & Soho

* Includes Chinese, Cantonese, Mandarin, and Formosan
Sources: U. S. Census Bureau, 2010-2014 American Community Survey Public Use Microdata 5-Year Sample
Population Division – New York City Department of City Planning (March 2016)
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Appendix 2
Top Languages by New York City, Borough, PUMAs/Community Districts: The Bronx
Universe: Population 5 years and over
2010‐2014 American Community Survey Public Use Microdata 5‐Year Sample

PUMA 3701: Bronx Community District 8--Riverdale,
Fieldston & Kingsbridge
Total
Total
English Only

PUMA 3702: Bronx Community District 12--Wakefield,
Williamsbridge & Woodlawn

Percent

100,792

100.0%

47,196

46.8%

Language other than
English

53,596

53.2%

LEP

Total
Total

PUMA 3703: Bronx Community District 10--Co-op City,
Pelham Bay & Schuylerville

Percent

Total
Total

131,973

100.0%

96,033

72.8%

English Only
Language other than
English
LEP

English Only

PUMA 3704: Bronx Community District 11--Pelham
Parkway, Morris Park & Laconia

Percent

Total
Total

118,201

100.0%

71,448

60.4%

English Only

46,753

39.6%

Language other than
English
LEP

PUMA 3705: Bronx Community District 3 & 6--Belmont,
Crotona Park East & East Tremont

Percent

121,562

100.0%

51,120

42.1%

70,442

57.9%

Total
Total

Percent

151,589

100.0%

English Only

57,499

37.9%

Language other than
English

94,090

62.1%

LEP

40,068

26.4%

35,091

23.1%

Language other than
English

35,940

27.2%

LEP

12,341

9.4%

11,810

10.0%

28,336

23.3%

8,484

6.4%

Spanish

7,666

6.5%

Spanish

17,245

14.2%

Spanish

1,336

1.1%

Albanian

2,714

2.2%

French

930

0.6%

19,976

19.8%

Spanish

15,105

15.0%

Russian

793

0.8%

Kru, Ibo, Yoruba

790

0.6%

Italian

Chinese*

622

0.6%

French Creole

508

0.4%

Chinese*

505

0.4%

Italian

1,664

1.4%

Mande

826

0.5%

Korean

615

0.6%

French

417

0.3%

Greek

390

0.3%

Chinese*

1,025

0.8%

Kru, Ibo, Yoruba

634

0.4%

Albanian

271

0.3%

Italian

370

0.3%

Albanian

362

0.3%

Vietnamese

950

0.8%

Albanian

415

0.3%

2,570

2.5%

Other LEP

1,772

1.3%

Other LEP

1,551

1.3%

Other LEP

4,738

3.9%

Other LEP

2,172

1.4%

Other LEP

PUMA 3706: Bronx Community District 7--Bedford
Park, Fordham North & Norwood

Total
Total
English Only

Spanish

PUMA 3707: Bronx Community District 5--Morris
Heights, Fordham South & Mount Hope

PUMA 3708: Bronx Community District 4--Concourse,
Highbridge & Mount Eden

Total

100.0%

32,351

28.0%

English Only
Language other than
English
LEP

83,021

72.0%

LEP

Total

121,291

100.0%

33,458

27.6%

English Only

87,833

72.4%

Language other than
English

38,389

29.5%

English Only

91,650

70.5%

Language other than
English

98,961

57.4%

45,101

37.2%

LEP

40,447

33.3%

Spanish

44,793

34.4%

LEP

44,881

26.0%

39,427

30.3%

Spanish

36,473

21.2%

Spanish

1,947

1.6%

French

1,536

1.2%

Bengali

3,234

1.9%

1,161

0.9%

Chinese*

689

710

0.5%

French

491

0.4%

Arabic

1,468

1.1%

Other LEP

34.9%

33,516

29.1%

Bengali

1,704

1.5%

Kru, Ibo, Yoruba

Arabic

783

0.7%

Mande

859

0.7%

Kru, Ibo, Yoruba

French

431

0.4%

French

473

0.4%

Mande

379

0.3%

Fulani

444

0.4%

Chinese*

3,416

3.0%

Other LEP

931

0.8%

Other LEP

* Includes Chinese, Cantonese, Mandarin, and Formosan
Sources: U. S. Census Bureau, 2010-2014 American Community Survey Public Use Microdata 5-Year Sample
Population Division – New York City Department of City Planning (March 2016)
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172,412

100.0%

73,451

42.6%

Total

100.0%

40,229

Spanish

Total

130,039

Spanish

Other LEP

PUMA 3710: Bronx Community District 1 & 2--Hunts
Point, Longwood & Melrose

Percent

115,372

Language other than
English

Amharic

PUMA 3709: Bronx Community District 9--Castle Hill,
Clason Point & Parkchester

144,662

100.0%

49,415

34.2%

95,247

65.8%

49,750

34.4%

45,898

31.7%

French

641

0.4%

0.4%

Fulani

632

0.4%

671

0.4%

Mande

549

0.4%

668

0.4%

Kru, Ibo, Yoruba

3,146

1.8%

Other LEP

English Only
Language other than Englis

LEP

426

0.3%

1,604

1.1%

Appendix 3
Top Languages by New York City, Borough, PUMAs/Community Districts: Brooklyn
Universe: Population 5 years and over
2010‐2014 American Community Survey Public Use Microdata 5‐Year Sample

PUMA 4001: Brooklyn Community District 1-Greenpoint & Williamsburg
Total
Total
English Only

PUMA 4002: Brooklyn Community District 4-Bushwick

Percent

Total
Total

137,114

100.0%

61,937

45.2%

English Only
Language other than
English
LEP

Language other than
English

75,177

54.8%

LEP

PUMA 4003: Brooklyn Community District 3--BedfordStuyvesant

Percent

Total
Total

129,357

100.0%

47,702

36.9%

English Only

81,655

63.1%

Language other than
English
LEP

PUMA 4004: Brooklyn Community District 2-Brooklyn Heights & Fort Greene

Percent

Total
Total

125,985

100.0%

86,242

68.5%

English Only

39,743

31.5%

Language other than
English
LEP

PUMA 4005: Brooklyn Community District 6--Park
Slope, Carroll Gardens & Red Hook

Percent

121,193

100.0%

85,855

70.8%

35,338

29.2%

Total
Total

Percent

106,776

100.0%

English Only

76,321

71.5%

Language other than
English

30,455

28.5%

9,305

8.7%

5,970

5.6%

32,316

23.6%

43,199

33.4%

15,615

12.4%

12,365

10.2%

Spanish

13,272

9.7%

Spanish

39,567

30.6%

Spanish

8,899

7.1%

Spanish

6,603

5.4%

Spanish

Yiddish

8,470

6.2%

Chinese*

1,267

1.0%

Yiddish

3,403

2.7%

Chinese*

1,935

1.6%

Chinese*

712

0.7%

Polish

5,362

3.9%

French Creole

574

0.4%

French Creole

567

0.5%

Yiddish

655

0.5%

Russian

375

0.4%

Chinese*

2,294

1.7%

Arabic

240

0.2%

Chinese*

535

0.4%

French Creole

475

0.4%

Japanese

354

0.3%

389

0.3%

Tagalog

232

0.2%

French

433

0.3%

Arabic

421

0.3%

Italian

293

0.3%

2,529

1.8%

Other LEP

1,319

1.0%

Other LEP

1,778

1.4%

Other LEP

2,276

1.9%

Other LEP

1,601

1.5%

Hebrew
Other LEP

PUMA 4006: Brooklyn Community District 8-Crown Heights North & Prospect Heights
Total
Total

Percent

114,944

100.0%

English Only

89,569

77.9%

Language other than
English

25,375

22.1%

LEP

PUMA 4007: Brooklyn Community District 16-Brownsville & Ocean Hill
Total
Total

PUMA 4008: Brooklyn Community District 5--East
New York & Starrett City

Percent

Total
Total

113,790

100.0%

English Only

87,850

77.2%

Language other than
English

25,940

22.8%

9,286

8.2%

6,983

6.1%

Spanish

Percent

Total

Percent

Total

195,897

100.0%

57.7%

English Only

135,420

58,972

42.3%

Language other than
English

20,975

15.0%

LEP

15,125

10.8%

139,519

100.0%

English Only

80,547

Language other than
English
LEP

PUMA 4010: Brooklyn Community District 17--East
Flatbush, Farragut & Rugby
Total

Percent

Total

127,458

100.0%

69.1%

English Only

100,932

79.2%

60,477

30.9%

Language other than
English

26,526

20.8%

29,250

14.9%

LEP

11,418

9.0%

13,337

6.8%

French Creole

6,849

5.4%

2,571

2.0%
0.6%

9,771

8.5%

Spanish

4,378

3.8%

Spanish

French Creole

1,333

1.2%

French Creole

750

0.7%

Russian

1,708

1.2%

Spanish

4,971

2.5%

Spanish

Chinese*

817

0.7%

Chinese*

348

0.3%

Bengali

1,404

1.0%

Chinese*

1,912

1.0%

French

815

Arabic

763

0.7%

Kru, Ibo, Yoruba

318

0.3%

Chinese*

968

0.7%

Russian

1,764

0.9%

Urdu

224

0.2%

Hebrew

441

0.4%

French

311

0.3%

French Creole

608

0.4%

Urdu

1,146

0.6%

Kru, Ibo, Yoruba

170

0.1%

2,039

1.8%

Other LEP

576

0.5%

Other LEP

1,162

0.8%

Other LEP

6,120

3.1%

Other LEP

789

0.6%

Other LEP

PUMA 4011: Brooklyn Community District 9-Crown Heights South, Prospect Lefferts & Wingate
Total
Total
English Only

LEP

PUMA 4009: Brooklyn Community District 18-Canarsie & Flatlands

LEP

PUMA 4012: Brooklyn Community District 7--Sunset
Park & Windsor Terrace

Percent

Total
Total

102,791

100.0%

71,307

69.4%

English Only
Language other than
English

Language other than
English

31,484

30.6%

LEP

Percent

Total
Total

139,228

100.0%

34,408

24.7%

English Only

104,820

75.3%

Language other than
English
LEP

PUMA 4014: Brooklyn Community District 12-Borough Park, Kensington & Ocean Parkway

Percent

Total
Total

122,691

100.0%

54,828

44.7%

English Only

67,863

55.3%

Language other than
English

Percent

146,776

100.0%

44,841

30.6%

101,935

69.4%

Total
Total
English Only
Language other than Englis

100.0%

73,993

50.6%

72,221

49.4%

11.9%

67,473

48.5%

34,489

28.1%

50,323

34.3%

41,862

28.6%

5,268

5.1%

Chinese*

30,338

21.8%

Chinese*

14,849

12.1%

Yiddish

11,446

7.8%

Spanish

10,752

7.4%

Spanish

3,021

2.9%

Spanish

29,865

21.5%

Spanish

4,816

3.9%

Spanish

9,896

6.7%

Russian

9,401

6.4%

French

824

0.8%

Russian

1,239

0.9%

Arabic

4,067

3.3%

Chinese*

8,913

6.1%

French Creole

6,405

4.4%

Hebrew

760

0.7%

Polish

1,113

0.8%

Russian

2,461

2.0%

Russian

6,337

4.3%

Urdu

2,676

1.8%

Arabic

538

0.5%

Bengali

852

0.6%

Italian

1,684

1.4%

Bengali

3,797

2.6%

Chinese*

1,872

1.3%

1,770

1.7%

Other LEP

4,066

2.9%

Other LEP

6,612

5.4%

Other LEP

9,934

6.8%

Other LEP

10,756

7.4%

Total
Total

PUMA 4017: Brooklyn Community District 11-Bensonhurst & Bath Beach

Percent

Total
Total

138,284

100.0%

English Only

59,568

43.1%

English Only

Language other than
English

78,716

56.9%

Language other than
English

LEP

43,800

31.7%

20,679

15.0%

Chinese*

8,908

Spanish

Percent

173,784

100.0%

47,023

27.1%

126,761

72.9%

Total
Total

Percent

100,450

100.0%

English Only

30,745

30.6%

Language other than
English

69,705

69.4%

LEP

46,943

46.7%

26,977

26.9%

83,626

48.1%

Chinese*

38,128

21.9%

6.4%

Russian

15,739

9.1%

Chinese*

6,370

6.3%

3,227

2.3%

Spanish

11,701

6.7%

Spanish

6,218

6.2%

Arabic

1,667

1.2%

Italian

5,077

2.9%

Urdu

1,106

1.1%

Turkish

1,058

0.8%

Arabic

2,533

1.5%

Italian

899

0.9%

Other LEP

8,261

6.0%

Other LEP

10,448

6.0%

Other LEP

5,373

5.3%

Russian

LEP

PUMA 4018: Brooklyn Community District 13-Brighton Beach & Coney Island

Russian

* Includes Chinese, Cantonese, Mandarin, and Formosan
Sources: U. S. Census Bureau, 2010-2014 American Community Survey Public Use Microdata 5-Year Sample
Population Division – New York City Department of City Planning (March 2016)
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LEP

Percent

146,214

12,181

PUMA 4016: Brooklyn Community District 15-Sheepshead Bay, Gerritsen Beach & Homecrest

LEP

PUMA 4015: Brooklyn Community District 14--Flatbush
& Midwood

French Creole

Other LEP

LEP

PUMA 4013: Brooklyn Community District 10--Bay
Ridge & Dyker Heights

French Creole

Appendix 4
Top Languages by New York City, Borough, PUMAs/Community Districts: Queens
Universe: Population 5 years and over
2010‐2014 American Community Survey Public Use Microdata 5‐Year Sample

PUMA 4101: Queens Community District 1--Astoria
& Long Island City
Total
Total
English Only

PUMA 4102: Queens Community District 3-Jackson Heights & North Corona

Percent

Total
Total

164,639

100.0%

67,230

40.8%

English Only
Language other than
English

PUMA 4103: Queens Community District 7-Flushing, Murray Hill & Whitestone

Percent

Total
Total

168,613

100.0%

26,740

15.9%

English Only

141,873

84.1%

Language other than
English
LEP

PUMA 4104: Queens Community District 11-Bayside, Douglaston & Little Neck

Percent

Total

100.0%

66,046

27.8%

English Only

171,285

72.2%

Language other than
English
LEP

Language other than
English

97,409

59.2%

LEP

42,188

25.6%

80,837

47.9%

110,670

46.6%

19,472

11.8%

Spanish

63,419

37.6%

Chinese*

61,417

25.9%

3,998

2.4%

Chinese*

5,031

3.0%

Spanish

18,525

7.8%

Spanish
Greek

LEP

Total

237,331

Chinese*
Korean

PUMA 4105: Queens Community District 13-Queens Village, Cambria Heights & Rosedale

Percent

Total

Percent

Total

189,273

100.0%

40.0%

English Only

125,743

66.4%

68,650

60.0%

Language other than
English

63,530

33.6%

34,105

29.8%

LEP

23,128

12.2%

14,560

12.7%

9,370

8.2%

114,406

100.0%

45,756

Spanish

6,688

3.5%

French Creole

4,631

2.4%

Bengali

2,628

1.6%

Bengali

3,303

2.0%

Korean

15,128

6.4%

Spanish

3,696

3.2%

Punjabi

2,075

1.1%

Chinese*

2,278

1.4%

Urdu

1,001

0.6%

Italian

2,480

1.0%

Greek

2,007

1.8%

Chinese*

1,220

0.6%

1,565

1.0%

Punjabi

851

0.5%

Greek

1,825

0.8%

Italian

844

0.7%

Bengali

1,007

0.5%

12,247

7.4%

Other LEP

7,232

4.3%

Other LEP

11,295

4.8%

Other LEP

3,628

3.2%

Other LEP

7,507

4.0%

Korean
Other LEP

PUMA 4106: Queens Community District 8-Briarwood, Fresh Meadows & Hillcrest

Total
Total
English Only
Language other than
English
LEP

145,275

PUMA 4107: Queens Community District 4-Elmhurst & South Corona

Percent
100.0%

Total
Total

39.0%

English Only

88,546

61.0%

Language other than
English

56,729

Percent

134,413

100.0%

Total
Total

15.3%

English Only

113,801

84.7%

Language other than
English
LEP

20,612

PUMA 4109: Queens Community District 2-Sunnyside & Woodside

Percent

104,913

Total

100.0%

Total

Percent

128,949

100.0%

Percent
100.0%

26.6%

English Only

75,867

48.1%

Language other than
English

81,837

51.9%

LEP

35,532

22.5%

15,741

10.0%

37.6%

65,452

62.4%

Language other than
English

94,597

73.4%

LEP

34,352

Total
Total

157,704

English Only

39,461

PUMA 4110: Queens Community District 5-Ridgewood, Glendale & Middle Village

38,641

26.6%

69,072

51.4%

27,325

26.0%

51,074

39.6%

Chinese*

10,384

7.1%

Spanish

39,009

29.0%

Russian

8,238

7.9%

Spanish

22,300

17.3%

Spanish

8,762

6.0%

Chinese*

13,951

10.4%

Chinese*

7,023

6.7%

Chinese*

7,340

5.7%

Polish

5,927

3.8%

Bengali

4,502

3.1%

Bengali

3,288

2.4%

Spanish

4,671

4.5%

Bengali

4,231

3.3%

Chinese*

3,638

2.3%

Russian

3,120

2.1%

Tagalog

2,536

1.9%

Hindi

880

0.8%

Korean

2,916

2.3%

Italian

2,704

1.7%

Urdu

2,016

1.4%

Korean

1,241

0.9%

Japanese

560

0.5%

Nepali

1,620

1.3%

Romanian

1,273

0.8%

Other LEP

9,857

6.8%

Other LEP

9,047

6.7%

Other LEP

5,953

5.7%

Other LEP

12,667

9.8%

Other LEP

6,249

4.0%

PUMA 4111: Queens Community District 9-Richmond Hill & Woodhaven
Total
Total
English Only

LEP

PUMA 4108: Queens Community District 6--Forest
Hills & Rego Park

PUMA 4112: Queens Community District 12-Jamaica, Hollis & St. Albans

Percent

Total

PUMA 4113: Queens Community District 10-Howard Beach & Ozone Park

Percent

Total

Total

221,173

100.0%

40.2%

English Only

157,780

71.3%

English Only

Language other than
English

63,393

28.7%

Language other than
English

LEP

LEP

138,302

100.0%

55,603

Language other than
English

82,699

59.8%

LEP

Total

PUMA 4114: Queens Community District 14--Far
Rockaway, Breezy Point & Broad Channel

Percent

Total

126,772

100.0%

83,381

65.8%

43,391

34.2%

Total

Percent

107,645

100.0%

English Only

74,618

69.3%

Language other than
English

33,027

30.7%

LEP

35,670

25.8%

32,672

14.8%

15,952

12.6%

14,976

13.9%

Spanish

19,350

14.0%

Spanish

18,485

8.4%

Spanish

8,835

7.0%

Spanish

9,290

8.6%

Punjabi

3,237

2.3%

Bengali

5,570

2.5%

Bengali

1,251

1.0%

Russian

1,756

1.6%

Chinese*

3,048

2.2%

French Creole

3,139

1.4%

Italian

1,221

1.0%

Polish

807

0.7%

1,141

0.9%

Chinese*

647

0.6%

749

0.6%

Amharic

389

0.4%

2,755

2.2%

Other LEP

2,087

1.9%

Bengali

2,952

2.1%

Chinese*

870

0.4%

Punjabi

Russian

1,038

0.8%

French

770

0.3%

Chinese*

Other LEP

6,045

4.4%

Other LEP

3,838

1.7%

Other LEP

* Includes Chinese, Cantonese, Mandarin, and Formosan
Sources: U. S. Census Bureau, 2010-2014 American Community Survey Public Use Microdata 5-Year Sample
Population Division – New York City Department of City Planning (March 2016)
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Appendix 5

Top Languages by New York City, Borough, PUMAs/Community Districts: Staten Island
Universe: Population 5 years and over
2010‐2014 American Community Survey Public Use Microdata 5‐Year Sample

PUMA 3901: Staten Island Community District 3-Tottenville, Great Kills & Annadale
Total

Percent

Total

157,474

100.0%

English Only

121,295

77.0%

Language other than
English

36,179

23.0%

LEP

11,802

7.5%

Italian

2,605

1.7%

Russian

2,499

Spanish
Chinese*
Arabic
Other LEP

PUMA 3902: Staten Island Community District 2--New
Springville & South Beach
Total
Total

PUMA 3903: Staten Island Community District 1--Port
Richmond, Stapleton & Mariner's Harbor

Percent

Total

Percent

Total

161,182

100.0%

63.5%

English Only

106,327

66.0%

45,515

36.5%

Language other than
English

54,855

34.0%

17,238

13.8%

LEP

20,133

12.5%

Chinese*

3,378

2.7%

Spanish

12,029

7.5%

1.6%

Spanish

3,084

2.5%

Chinese*

1,622

1.0%

2,004

1.3%

Russian

2,954

2.4%

Arabic

942

0.6%

1,390

0.9%

Italian

1,141

0.9%

Russian

766

0.5%

866

0.5%

Albanian

1,002

0.8%

Albanian

629

0.4%

2,438

1.5%

Other LEP

5,679

4.5%

Other LEP

4,145

2.6%

124,859

100.0%

English Only

79,344

Language other than
English
LEP

* Includes Chinese, Cantonese, Mandarin, and Formosan
Sources: U. S. Census Bureau, 2010-2014 American Community Survey Public Use Microdata 5-Year Sample
Population Division – New York City Department of City Planning (March 2016)
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I. Agency Mission and Background
The New York City Department of Probation (DOP) helps build stronger and
safer communities by working with and supervising individuals on probation,
fostering positive change in their decision-making and behavior, and
expanding opportunities for them to move out of the criminal and juvenile
justice systems through meaningful education, employment, health services,
family engagement and civic participation. We are located in every borough
across the City and provide four core services –pre-sentence investigations,
intake, diversion and probation supervision. In summary, DOP ensures that
people who enter our system are supervised according to their risk level and
receive the support and services they need to abide by the law and be an
asset to their communities.

Direct Services
Overview
Annually, over 742 probation officers supervise more than 27,060 adults and
2,282 juvenile clients placed on probation by judges in the Supreme,
Criminal and Family Courts.
The supervision of those clients who have limited English Proficiency (LEP
clients) by Probation Officers is supported through language access
contracted vendor services (face-to-face and telephonic interpreter services)
at borough-wide agency locations, client residences, at service providers and
at kiosk reporting centers.
Probation Officers prepare tens of thousands of detailed background reports
to assist judges in determining appropriate
sentences for offenders.
QUICK Fact:

Adult Services
Investigations
State law mandates that a pre-sentence
investigation (PSI) be prepared and submitted to
the court prior to sentencing on most felony
convictions and on certain misdemeanors. In
preparing the PSI, DOP interviews the victim to

271

DOP Investigations Units
provide the courts with
important information about
the
crime,
victim
and
defendant. The units help
the court to identify the risk
of recidivism and the needs
of the defendant such as
drug treatment or help with
securing employment. The
court uses the report to
help
decide
the
best
sentence to give to the
defendant.

assess the extent of physical, psychological, or financial injury. After a
thorough investigation of the client, including the individual's criminal, social,
scholastic and employment history, as well as an examination of alcohol and
substance abuse, DOP makes a sentencing recommendation to the judge. In
addition to helping judges decide on an appropriate sentence, the PSI affords
officers the opportunity to recommend appropriate conditions for clients
placed on probation.
Supervision

QUICK Fact:
Probation is a

After a conviction at trial or a plea of guilty, an eligible
sentence given by a
defendant may be placed on probation by a judge for a
judge in lieu of jail or
specific period of time in lieu of incarceration.
prison. Clients on
Probation sentences range from one or three years for a
probation must
regularly report to
misdemeanor and up to ten years for a felony. Our
their officers and
newly restructured system uses a collaborative team
obey all court orders.
approach to supervision that includes counseling and
Adult supervision can
referrals to community resources for specific treatment
last from one to ten
needs. The supervision curriculum includes cognitiveyears.
based group instruction for those at highest risk of
recidivism among our population. The Department
makes sure that the client meets any conditions set by the judge including:
restitution to victims, community service, and drug treatment. The goal is to
encourage the client to become a law-abiding citizen with a successful life out
of the criminal justice system. The Department is utilizing technological
enhancements to augment supervision and to improve data collection and
retention. Included in this initiative is the use of kiosk reporting for our low
risk offenders.

Juvenile Services
Juvenile Services Summary

QUICK Fact:

DOP is committed to promoting public safety by
reducing anti- social activity among juveniles. We do
this through problem identification, assessment, and by
addressing the individual needs that contribute to
criminality. Interventions consist of interrupting cycles
of dysfunctional (anti-social) behavior while supporting
positive attempts to achieve better outcomes. In
conjunction
with
schools,
community-based
organizations, and others within the juvenile justice
system, we work with children and their families to
advance law-abiding behavior in an atmosphere that

The purpose of
Juvenile Intake is to
determine whether
the case should be
sent to court or not.
Cases not sent to
court are required to
follow probation
instructions until
successfully resolved.
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encourages responsibility and accountability.
Investigations
After a finding of criminal responsibility, and, if ordered by the court, the
department will conduct investigations to assist the court in making the best
decision for the youth. Family Court Investigation Reports (I&Rs) generally
focus on the needs, strengths and behavior of the juvenile and the
functioning of the family. This is accomplished through interviews with all
parties involved in the case and in some instances, home visits and visits to
the child's school. Additionally, an evaluation of the youth’s physical and
mental health as well as reports from service providers involved with the
youth and/or family are obtained to include in the I&R. A recommendation is
then made balancing the best interest of the child and the safety of the
community. In some cases, placement of the child is recommended.
The Department also completes investigations relating to custody, visitation,
family offenses and adoption issues to assist the Family Court in making
appropriate determinations in these complex and
sensitive matters.
Supervision
Juvenile delinquents can be placed under the
supervision of Probation for up to two years. The youth
is assigned to a Probation Officer who sets up a
reporting schedule and a treatment plan based on the
needs of the youth and his or her family. Probation
Officers can refer a youngster to a community-based
treatment provider and are also responsible for
monitoring the probationer's adjustment at home, at
school and in the community to ensure compliance with
the conditions of probation. Home visits are a staple
component of juvenile supervision. When necessary, a
violation of probation is filed and the youth is returned to the
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QUICK Fact:
Supervision includes a
treatment plan,
regular reporting, and
referrals to
community-based
support programs.
Adjustment in the
home, in school and
the community is
monitored.

courts.

II. Agency Language Access Policy and Goals

Meaningful Access
The Department is required by law to conduct Pre-Sentence/Dispositional
Investigations and to supervise individuals sentenced to probation by the
court. For our agency’s mission to be realized it is essential that our officers
communicate clearly and effectively with the clients they supervise. This is
particularly important as most discussions are regarding issues that could
impact a client’s freedom. It is DOP’s goal to ensure that a client’s primary
language is never an obstacle to achieving a successful life outside the
criminal justice system. DOP is fully committed to providing all clients with
clear communication, in their primary language through contracted services.
All language access services are provided to our clients free of charge.
With our younger population, Probation Officers may need to communicate
with parents who may not speak English. Language access services are
provided during these interactions as well.
It is the Department’s policy to always provide our LEP clients with telephonic
or in person language access services from contracted qualified interpreters.
During field visits, Probation Officers are equipped with cell phones for the
provision of telephonic language access services. Should this not be an
option due to poor cell phone reception, a Probation Officer, family member,
or friend who speaks the primary language of the client may assist with
communication during the field visit. Following this visit and during the very
next office visit, the conversation held during the field visit is verified through
contracted language services.
The Department’s kiosk reporting system, used by clients deemed to be low
risk of offending has easy to follow instructions offered in 4 languages:
English, Spanish, Chinese and Russian. In 2017, approximately 9,000 clients
used our kiosks.
Of the 9,000, 5846 Spanish speaking, 733 Chinese
speaking and 289 Russian speaking clients chose their primary language at
the kiosk. For a client who speaks a primary language other than the 4 cited
above, the reporting requirement is met through scheduled meetings with
the assigned Probation Officer and contracted language access services.
In compliance with Local Law 30, DOP provides written translation and oral
interpretation at DOP public events via contracted vendor services. DOP
determines the needs of the LEP population attending these events through
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the provision of a phone number to request language access services on
advertising materials.
Every client is assigned to a specific Probation Officer who fosters a strong
connection with the client during in office supervision visits. During an
emergency at the office, the Probation Officer communicates directly with an
LEP clients through the use of contracted telephonic interpreter services.
Should a verifiable emergency occur on a client’s reporting day that prevents
the client from attending the appointment, the client is excused for not
reporting and rescheduled for another appointment.

III. LEP Population Assessment

Methodology for Language Assessment
U.S. Department of Justice “Four Factor Analysis”
Factors 1 and 2
DOP serves a defined population sentenced by a judge to court ordered
supervision by Probation Officers.
Through DOP’s case management system the agency maintains data on the
primary language of each client, the frequency with which each client meets
with his/her assigned Probation Officer as well as the services provided to the
client.
The frequency with which each client is required to meet with
his/her Probation Officer is determined by the level of supervision deemed
necessary to ensure the client’s success in reaching targeted goals.
In 2017, the top 10 languages spoken by DOP’s LEP clients were Spanish,
Mandarin, Cantonese, Russian, Polish, Haitian Creole, Punjabi, Urdu,
Romanian, and Albanian. This targeted population of LEP individuals differs
slightly from the top 10 languages under Local Law 30: Spanish, Chinese,
Russian, Bengali, Haitian Creole, Korean, Arabic, Urdu, French and Polish.
Factor 3
DOP provides critical services to individuals sentenced to Probation by the
courts. DOP ensures that individuals who enter our system are supervised
according to their risk level and receive the support and services they need
to abide by the law and be an asset to their communities. Language access
services are critical for our clients who speak limited English as a lack of clear
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communication between a Probation Officer and his/her client may impact a
client’s freedom. Therefore, it is DOP’s goal to ensure that a client’s primary
language is never an obstacle to achieving a successful life outside the
criminal justice system. DOP is fully committed to providing all clients with
clear communication, in their primary language through contracted services
that are provided free of charge.
Factor 4
In 2017, DOP spent $33,219.00 on Language Line Telephonic Services and
$14,177 on in-person translation and sign language services. This reflects
DOP’s commitment to provide language access services and to ensure that all
clients have equal access to the services they need to lead successful lives
outside the criminal justice system.
In 2017: 31 clients were provided face to face interpreter services and 134
were provided services in American Sign Language.
4285 telephonic
language access service calls were provided in 37 different languages.

IV. Implementation Plan Logistics

DOP has been providing language access services to our clients for over 21
years through contracted services. These services include telephonic
translation and face to face translation in more than 100 languages
(including American Sign Language). In addition, through NYC’s Language
Bank, 8 DOP employees are NY Certified in 5 languages to assist with
unexpected interpreter needs at the boroughs and to review documents
translated by contracted vendors in plain language.
Telephonic and in-person interpreter services are secured for the LEP client
by his/her Probation Officer who engages directly with the individual during
supervised meetings. For the in-person service, an electronic fill-in form is
completed by the Probation Officer and forwarded to the agency’s Help Desk
for assignment of a ticket number to ensure full remedy. The fill-in form is
reviewed for completeness and accuracy and is then e-mailed to the
contracted vendor. The request is tracked until the vendor confirms that a
face to face interpreter has been secured for the date and time requested.
A confirmation is then sent to the Probation Officer who advises the client
that an interpreter will be present to assist him/her as needed.
I SPEAK/Language Identification posters and cards are clearly placed
throughout all client waiting areas and in the offices of Probation Officers who
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meet with clients.
These posters and cards are also available on the
agency’s intranet and can be shown to clients via the assigned Probation
Officer’s computer monitor. I SPEAK/Language Identification cards are also
placed in visible areas at agency events for clients and the community.
All forms/documents/information needed by DOP’s LEP clients are provided
directly to them by their assigned Probation Officers in their primary
language.
On a regular basis, Probation Officers meet with their respective borough
leaders to determine which documents are essential for effective
communication with their LEP clients. These essential forms/documents are
forwarded to the LAA who secures the services of a contracted vendor for
translation in required languages and plain language. To date, Probation
Officers have 31 documents translated in the Languages most spoken by our
targeted population available to them on DOP’s intranet.
As the primary language of every client is captured in our case management
system at the very first intake appointment, DOP can determine the primary
language most spoken by clients at each DOP location to target the
distribution of flyers in the language most spoken by the clients at that
office/borough.
The Commissioner’s Executive Assistant, who is also the LAA, has been
tasked with handling 311 complaints regarding language access services so
they are resolved promptly and completely. In 2017, no complaints were
received with regard to language access services. An excel spreadsheet will
be maintained to capture data on language access complaints filed, the
timeliness of the agency’s response and the remedy provided.

Roles and Responsibilities
Each year, the Commissioner re-establishes her commitment to the
provision of language access services to DOP clients via a written memo
to all staff. The General Counsel, Director of Communications and Press,
Deputy Commissioner of Administration, Director of Training and borough
leaders form the agency’s team for ensuring the provision of language
access services to all LEP clients in compliance with all Executive Orders and
Local Laws.
Under the direction of the Deputy Commissioner for Administration, DOP’s
LAA is responsible for ensuring that all DOP staff who engage with clients
have the tools and resources necessary to communicate effectively and in
plain language with our LEP clients. The LAA looks for opportunities to
provide videos, brochures and any other educational or informational
materials in the languages most spoken by the clients at each DOP location.
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Probation Officers and borough leaders determine which essential
documents need to be translated to effectively communication with LEP
clients and make such request to DOP’s LAA.
DOP’s LAA collects data on the primary language needs of our clients based
on the # of requests for telephonic and face to face interpreter services in
each borough office to allocate sufficient funding. DOP determines the most
commonly spoken language(s) at each borough office (based on the data
collected) and places documents in these primary languages in client waiting
rooms.
DOP’s LAA works collaboratively with DOP’s training division to ensure that all
new employees interacting with clients are trained in how to effectively
provide language access services along with cultural competence training.
Refresher training on language access is provided to all staff every two years
during Right to Know Training. DOP’s LAA keeps DOP’s Training Department
abreast of any changes to Executive Orders and Local Laws that need to be
incorporated in the language access curriculum.
Borough leaders work collaboratively with DOP’s LAA to ensure that all staff:
are aware of and have access to available resources for effective engagement
with LEP clients, receive appropriate training, and comply with DOP’s written
language access policy.

V. Service Provision Plan
Interpretation Services
DOP has a contract with an in-person interpretation contracted vendor utilized
whenever DOP’s LEP clients are in need of assistance with language access.
This service is available during supervision visits, courtroom hearings, at
treatment and service providers and at agency public events.

Identifying Primary Language
When an individual is sentenced to probation by the court they are sent to
respective DOP office to begin supervision. Upon arrival, the individual is met by
a greeter who is trained in assisting LEP clients. The greeter brings the client to
an Intake Officer who captures the client’s primary language in DOP’s case
management system. The LEP client is assigned to a Probation Officer, who
engages directly with him/her/they on a regular basis, ensures that the client’s
primary language needs are continuously met through contracted language
access services and the provision of documents written in the client’s primary
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language to ensure that the client clearly understands what is expected of
him/her/they, increasing the likelihood of compliance to court orders and success
in finishing the term of probation.
Our LAA reviews the records of our language assistance service contractors, our
case management data and canvasses the opinions of senior staff and clients to
ensure services are targeted to the population at each individual location and
that the services being provided meet DOP’s commitment of excellence.
All flyers advertising events open to clients and the public provide a telephone
number for a LEP to call to request language interpretation services at the
event.
Signage at Probation Offices
Each DOP office displays “I SPEAK” posters at the entrance to and in all of our
waiting areas where clients report to their Probation Officers for supervision. The
“I SPEAK” posters are also made available at the entrance to venues for public
events.
Most client waiting areas display a “Welcome Sign” in the many languages
spoken by our clients.

VI. Training

Training on Language Access
Newly hired Probation officers are taught about language access services and
the rights of LEP clients during the Academy. Among many other topics,
Academy Training covers the responsibility to provide language assistance to our
LEP clients. Officers are made aware of the agency’s written policy/procedure
notice which guides the training curriculum. Each PO is provided with a palm
card explaining how to access telephonic services. Additionally, once assigned
in one of the agency’s borough offices, supervisors are available to show new
officers how to access both telephonic and face to face interpreter services for
LEP clients.
Waiting Room greeters receive customer service training that covers appropriate
steps to take when greeting a client whose primary language is not English. “I
SPEAK” cards are provided to these greeters and they are instructed to use the
card and personally walk the client over to the Intake Officer or the Supervisory
Probation Officer for assistance.
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A bi-annual review of Language Access Services and the rights of LEP clients is
provided to all staff during mandated Right to Know Training.
The agency classroom training on diversity best practices also includes a piece
on language access services.

VII. Record Keeping and Evaluation

Quality Assurance
DOP gauges language access effectiveness through supervisory reviews of
language service provisions by our service providers, through client satisfaction
surveys and review of data from language service providers.
All documents translated into the primary languages of DOP clients are
translated by contracted vendors.
The translated document undergoes a
second review by a NY Certified employee to ensure correct translation in plain
language.
Senior staff reports any dissatisfaction with language access service providers to
the LAA who takes appropriate action to immediately remedy the problem. The
Agency’s ACCO also reports any problems with language access service
providers to DOITT or DCAS who holds the master contract.

Record Maintenance
Our new case management system maintains the primary language of all DOP
clients.
Our Language Services Administrator keeps records of our language assistance
services via usage reports from our vendors.

VIII. Resource Analysis and Planning
Current Agency Resources
DOP is satisfied with the current language service providers which have proven
time and time again to be reliable, timely and competent in translation and
interpretation of the many languages our clients speak.
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Implementation Logistics/Milestones
DOP’s LAA will request that the Office Manager of each DOP office serve as a
Language Access Ambassador to ensure that the agency’s LAA is made aware of
all upcoming agency events to provide translation and/or interpretation in the
primary Languages spoken by the population at the event.
All advertising material for agency events will include a phone number for
attendees to request language access services.
DOP will update its policy/procedure notice and training curriculum with the
requirements of Local Law 30.
DOP will apply plain language principles to the development of all new materials
distributed to clients and the public.
DOP’s LAA will partner with MOIA and other agency partners to learn and share
valuable information regarding new resources, new needs of LEP clients and best
practices.
Given the increase in the use of all of our language services, DOP anticipates
that the range of languages and volume of requests in the future will continue to
grow. The agency will continue to adjust its language service contracts to meet
the increase in demand and the requirement for developing materials in plain
language.
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DORIS Language Access Implementation Plan

DEPARTMENT OF RECORDS &
INFORMATION SERVICES
Language Access Plan
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NYC DEPARTMENT OF RECORDS & INFORMATION SERVICES
LANGUAGE ACCESS PLAN

Name and Title of Language Access Coordinator:
Gerald Rosero, Special Assistant to the Commissioner

I. Agency Mission and Background
The New York City Department of Records and Information Services (DORIS)
operates the Municipal Archives, the Municipal Library and the Municipal
Record Center. The agency fosters civic life by preserving and providing
access to 243,000 cubic feet of historical and contemporary City government
records, ensures that City records are properly maintained following
professional archival and record management practices, develops and
enforces record management policies and makes materials available to
diverse communities both online and in person at the Municipal Library,
Municipal Archives and Visitor Center.
Agency’s Direct Public Service Divisions: There are three divisions within the
Department that interact with the public: the Municipal Library, Municipal
Archives and Outreach/External Affairs. This language access plan is
designed to provide language access services to these divisions as well as on
the agency’s website. By providing comprehensive language access services,
any patron regardless of language capability may be able to utilize the
agency’s vast collections.
The Municipal Library provides reference services, oversees an online
repository of reports from City agencies and operates a research library open
to the public.
The holdings are published documents that show the
evolution of New York City government from the 19th Century to the
present. The collection is comprised of reports, press releases, maps,
indexes, and clippings.
The Municipal Archives preserves and makes
available New York City government’s unpublished historical records dating
from 1645 to the present. The collection includes office records, manuscript
material, still and moving images, ledgers, birth death and marriage records,
maps, blueprints and sound recordings.
The External Affairs division
interfaces with the public via social media platforms, the agency website,
lectures, exhibits and public program activities.
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II. Agency Language Access Policy and Goals
The Department of Records and Information Services has updated its
previous Language Access Plan to guide the agency in serving patrons who
have limited English language proficiency. This plan will ensure that all
patrons and prospective patrons will receive professional treatment
regardless of the language they speak. The agency will publish the Plan on
its website and update the language access plan every three years or sooner
if needed.
In accordance with the agency language access policy, the agency will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide language access services in the ten designated citywide
languages.
Provide telephonic interpretation services in at least 100 languages
using the designated city vendor.
Post multi-lingual signage regarding the availability of free telephonic
interpretation services.
Provide training to staff in the language access plan procedures.
Update its Volunteer Language Bank.
Develop reporting mechanisms to measure services delivered and
complaints received.

The agency Language Access Coordinator (LAC) will monitor the plan with
the assistance of the directors of the divisions. The LAC will hold semiannual meetings with the staff of these divisions to discuss and implement
changes and improvements to the Plan. The LAC will also develop a
reporting template which the division directors will use to submit quarterly
reports. Each quarterly report will document the interpretation services
received and the languages requested.
III. LEP Population Assessment
The Department will provide language access services in ten designated
citywide languages: Spanish, Chinese, Russian, Korean, Bengali, Haitian
Creole, Arabic, Urdu, French, and Polish. These ten languages were
designated based on findings from an assessment conducted by the Mayor’s
Office of Immigrant Affairs.
This agency plan was updated and on its implementation was designed and
rolled out with consideration given to the U.S. Department of Justice “four
factor analysis.”
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Factor 1. The Department has three divisions that have direct contact with
the public: The Municipal Archives, the Municipal Library and the External
Affairs Group all located at 31 Chambers Street. According to the 2014
American Community Survey, the following are the top languages spoken at
home by a Limited English Proficient (LEP) Population in New York City:
Spanish, Chinese, Russian, Bengali, French Creole, Korean, Arabic, Yiddish,
Italian, Urdu, Polish, and F r e n c h .
It has been the agency experience that speakers of these languages are not
our primary customer base. Even so, the agency will provide language
access to patrons who are not English language proficient. In FY 2017, the
Archives responded to 34,495 requests for copies of vital records and a total
of 53,890 requests for information or research services (this figure includes
the vitals, plus walk-ins, emails, etc.).
None required language
interpretation services. The Municipal Library received 1,702 requests for
information or research service. No requests for language services was
received. The agency hosts exhibits and has translated materials into
Spanish, Chinese, Arabic and Braille.
Although in the past the agency has not received any requests for language
services, the revised language access plan will build on the current capacity
to provide language access. The plan and/or future updates will incorporate
data to evaluate the language access needs of our customers, including
identifying supplemental languages.
Factor 2. As stated above a review of language access requests for the last
fiscal year shows there have been no language access requests submitted.
This could indicate that researchers do not require language access services
and do not need interpretation services. However, to ensure accuracy of
language access needs, the divisions with direct public contact will maintain
a service log, and document whether any interpretation services were
performed. The divisions will gather this data from May 2018-September
2018. The monthly log will track how many patrons required interpretation
services and which language was requested.
Factor 3. The Department strives to provide equal services to all our
patrons no matter what language they speak. The updated Plan may bring in
a new customer base that previously may have been unaware of our
resources. It has always been the Department of Records critical objective
to increase the volume and availability of, and access to, public records and
publications. The updated Plan will help the agency continue to respond
promptly to all research requests no matter the language spoken by the
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requestor.
Factor 4. The agency has in place a service contract with VOIANCE a DCAS
vendor to provide telephonic interpretation services in over 100 languages.
Currently the department is evaluating vendors to provide document
translation services and in-person interpretation services. Our existing
agency volunteer language bank, which currently can provide language
interpretation in the following languages; Spanish, Cantonese, Italian,
French, French Creole, Russian, Gujarati, Punjabi, and Hindi will be utilized
to communicate one-on-one with an LEP patron.
Based on the above four factor analysis the agency has outlined its language
access needs and has updated its language access plan to ensure all New
Yorkers regardless of language ability are able to access and utilize the
agency’s resources.
IV. Provision of Language Access Services
The Department will provide telephonic interpretation services in the
divisions accessed by the public through VOIANCE a contracted DCAS
vendor.
Interpretation requests may occur in the Municipal Library and Archives
divisions when an LEP patron requests assistance to order a copy of a Death,
Birth, and/or a Marriage certificate, or to request research material. In the
External Affairs division, an interpretation request may occur for a scheduled
public program event.
Public programs events are usually held at 31 Chambers Street. In order to
ensure interpretation services are available at a scheduled event, the
Department will place on its website a statement as follows: “If you require
interpretation services, in order to attend a DORIS public program event,
please contact our Language Access Coordinator.” The statement will have
an embedded hyperlink that will provide the person the contact information
of the agency’s LAC. Interpretation requests must be received at least 3
days prior to a scheduled event. The Department is currently outreaching to
DCAS to identify an in-person interpretation service vendor in order to have
a contract in place and utilize them as needed.
Researchers and genealogist utilize the Library and Archives division; at this
time, no documents or forms have been identified for translation. The
Department will monitor this provision and adjust as necessary. The
Department will review its existing order forms, such as the Birth and Death
Certificate Applications, as well as the photo licensing agreement/permission
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to publish forms to ensure they are following Plain Language Principles. If a
future need arises for document translation, then the Department will utilize
a DCAS vendor to provide those services. Language bank volunteers will
review translated materials and provide feedback to the contracted vendor.
The Language Access Coordinator will maintain the list of all translated
documents and update the list as necessary.
The Department’s website averages about 900,000 page views per year.
There are links on the agency’s home page, which allow visitors to translate
the entire website content into over 100 languages. This translation method
is currently the citywide standard set by DOITT. The Department will look to
the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs and DOITT for any guidance
regarding this issue and will adhere to citywide standards.
The agency has developed a Continuity of Operations Plan to respond in case
of an emergency. The Department’s Continuity of Operation Plan has
identified its essential service: to “Provide & Maintain Record Access &
Retrieval for the City of New York and the Public.” As such, telephonic
interpretation services will be available via a wireless telephone service in
the event that landlines are not operational or in the event of a need to
relocate to an alternative facility. In addition, staff from the agency’s
volunteer language bank may/shall also be available to assist emergency
LEP needs.
V. Training
All front line workers and supervisors in the Municipal Library, Municipal
Archives and External Affairs divisions will be required to attend a training on
the Departments language access policies and procedures as set forth in the
Language Access Plan. All staff attending the training will be required to sign
a training attendance sheet. The agency will review and amend existing
language access policy/procedures to ensure they are up to date and
incorporate them into the training agenda.
Some areas of training will cover: ensuring that the Free Interpretation
Services poster are always visibly posted, identifying the primary language
spoken by the patron using the “Language Identifications” tools,
documenting requests for interpretation services, etc. The training will also
cover how to contact the telephone interpretation contracted vendor when a
patron needs this service, and how to handle and record language access
complaints. The Department will incorporate cultural competency training as
part of the agencies EEO training curriculum.
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The LAC will maintain a list of all staff who have attended the training and
report on this in the annual LL30 report.
VI. Record Keeping and Evaluation
The LAC will create a monthly data-tracking log to gather data information
on language access services requests. The agency front line staff will use
this data-tracking log to record the number of patrons who required these
services. The Municipal Library, Municipal Archives and the External Affairs
division, will record requests for language services and at the end of the
month; they will submit the log to the agency’s LAC. The LAC will review
these monthly logs and maintain all data supplied by the divisions that use
interpretation services as well as all reports supplied by contracted vendors.
All divisions will be expected to follow the Plan in order to comply with local
law 30. The LAC may conduct spot checks of the divisions that use
interpretation services by calling or having someone come in who will
identify themselves as not being English proficient. If a staff member is not
following the agency’s Plan, additional training can be provided to the
individual staff member or the entire division.
VII. Resource Analysis and Planning
The department may use a MWBE vendor for document translation if needed
and will utilize VOIANCE, a DCAS approved vendor for its telephonic
interpretation services. The Department is in the process of identifying a
DCAS vendor for in-person interpretation services, which may be used at
public program events. The LAC will coordinate the staff training; maintain
data regarding language access services; respond to 311 language access
complaints and issue reports to the Divisions and Commissioner regarding
language access issues.
The department has created a volunteer language bank. This language bank
will be updated regularly to bring in new volunteers and new languages. The
language bank currently can offer the following languages: Spanish,
Cantonese, Italian, French, French Creole, Russian, Gujarati, Punjabi and
Hindi.
Because DORIS is a small agency with a limited budget to implement this
plan we will reach out to other city agencies and identify other resources
available throughout the City. We will review other agencies’ best practices
and incorporate those practices into our plan.
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VIII. Outreach and Public Awareness of Language Access Services
To ensure the public is aware of the availability of the department’s
language assistance services, such as the free interpretation services, the
department will embark on a public awareness campaign utilizing printed
materials as well as web and social media channels.
The department will prominently display posters stating the availability of
free interpretation services at locations used by the public.
Website: The agency will post on its homepage the availability of free
interpretation services. It will also place the updated language access plan
on its website.
Social Media: Using its social media platforms i.e. Twitter, Facebook, and
Instagram the agency will post on a regular basis the availability of free
interpretation services.
IX. Language Access Complaints
To ensure language access complaints are answered and resolved in a timely
manner, the agency will: include a module in our annual staff training;
monitor language access complaints received through 311 and through its
internal complaint process; and appoint a language access coordinator
responsible for receiving, tracking and answering complaints.
Staff Training: How to handle and record complaints regarding interpretation
services will be part of the staff training and development process. Staff
training will focus on utilizing a customer service based approach in which
the front line staff can resolve problems in a manner that allows patrons to
satisfactorily receive requested services. If the front line staff is unable to
resolve the issue immediately, then they will seek assistance from their
direct supervisor. If the issue cannot be resolved at that time, agency staff
will inform the patron that they can file a complaint either by calling 311 or
filling out a written complaint form.
In the 2017 Mayor’s Customers Observing and Reporting Experience (CORE)
Results, the Department received a 100% overall score because the
divisions providing language access services, were evaluated and found to
be accessible to LEP customers.
Informing Patrons of Free Translation and Interpretation Services: The
agency has received the “You Have the Right to Free Interpretation” poster
from the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs, the poster will be displayed in
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public areas.
Tracking Complaints/Maintaining Records: The LAC will receive complaints
made through 311 and through its own internal complaint process. The
coordinator will log the complaints into a central complaint file and will be
tasked to investigate the complaint and respond accordingly.
Reporting Language Access Complaints: The LAC will compile all language
access complaints on a monthly basis and generate a quarterly report.
Annual Reporting: The LAC will issue an annual agency language access
complaint report.
X. Implementation Plan Logistics
Identifying the Language Access Coordinator
The Commissioner of the Department of Records & Information Services has
appointed the Special Assistant to the Commissioner as the agency’s
Language Access Coordinator. The Language Access Coordinator’s
responsibilities are to:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Update and maintain the agency Volunteer Language Bank database.
Schedule training to ensure that agency staff is prepared to provide
language assistance upon request. Provide support and guidance to
agency personnel regarding the language access services offered at
the agency whether through contracted interpreters or onsite
volunteer interpreters
Periodically review needs and update as necessary agency’s
documents/forms for translation.
Receive and respond to all language access complaints.
Develop and maintain statistical information relating to the agency
Language Access Plan.
Develop a process for providing implementation updates as part of the
agency’s annual reporting requirements. Issue quarterly reports and
annual reports.
Develop a process to determine when to revise the plan.

Updating Language Access Plan Logistics
•
•

April 2018 - The Language Access Coordinator at DORIS will update
the existing language access plan and submit a draft to the Mayor’s
Office of Immigrant Affairs by the end of the month.
April 2018 – Evaluate whether to utilize MWBE certified Language
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•
•
•

Access vendors for document translation and in-person interpretation
services or utilize a DCAS approved vendor.
May 2018 – Schedule Staff meetings with the Municipal Archives,
Municipal Library, and External Affairs to begin to familiarize them with
Local Law 30 and the agency’s revised language access plan.
June 2018 -Hold training for all staff, which have direct access to the
public on the agency language access plan and on contracted vendor
services.
May 2018 – Evaluate feasibility of language access option on agency
phone system.

Major Milestones
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

May 2018 - Update the agency employee volunteer Language Bank.
May 2018 - Update Language Access Vendor Contracts.
May 2018 – Develop language access policy/procedures.
May 2018 - Meeting with agency staff to familiarize them with Local
Law 30 and the updated language access plan – Divisions affected are
the Municipal Archives, Municipal Library and External Affairs.
June 2018 - Training staff on Language Access Services.
Ongoing - The Language Access Coordinator will provide
implementation updates through the quarterly report to the
Commissioner and to the Division Directors. The quarterly report will
include information such as complaints received via 311 and internally,
along with milestones achieved.
Ongoing - During the quarterly meetings, the language access
coordinator, along with Division Directors, will have an opportunity to
review the need to make modifications and/or update areas of the
language access plan.
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I.

II.

Agency Mission & Background

Mission of DSNY
As the world’s largest sanitation department, the New York City Department of
Sanitation (DSNY) is proud to keep our great city healthy, safe and clean. Every day,
DSNY collects more than 10,500 tons of residential and institutional garbage and 1, 760
tons of recyclables and enforces the City’s Administrative and Health Code related to
Sanitation, clearing litter, snow and ice from 6, 300 miles of city streets. In addition, New
York’ Strongest removes debris from vacant lots and abandoned bikes and vehicles from
city’s streets. DSNY committed to sending zero waste to landfills by 2030 by efficiently
managing solid waste and developing environmentally sound long term planning for
handling refuse, organic waste and recyclables. The Department operates 59 district
garages and manages a fleet of 2,033 collection trucks and 450 mechanical brooms.

Agency Language Access Goals

The Department of Sanitation’s primary services are to provide communities with refuse
and recycling collection, street cleaning and snow removal. These City services do not
fully depend upon consumer interaction; however, we are committed to providing
Limited English Proficiency (LEP) individuals with free interpretation services and
materials developed/implemented by DSNY, in compliance with the Mayor’s Office of
Immigrant Affairs (MOIA) guidelines. Although, service requests and complaints are
handled through the New York City Customer Service Center (311) with its available
language-line services, the Department also communicates with New Yorkers through its
outreach and educational programs. Our community engagement, outreach and
educational efforts are specifically tailored, directed to the public in general as well as
used to educate identified neighborhood groups that would benefit from language
translation services.
The Department also remains committed to working with elected officials, community
groups and immigrant/ethnic service organizations to provide outreach and education
about Sanitation services and codes to LEP customers. Along with the use of City
Planning demographic/census data, Sanitation staff obtains feedback from local
community groups, service organizations and its field staff to assist in determining what
language translation(s) may be helpful to a specific outreach or educational campaign.
Written translations are based upon the Department’s past experience with LEP needs
encountered, or as part of community engagement, outreach and educational efforts for
which interpretation is requested as necessary. The Agency’s primary services (e.g.
refuse and recycling collection, street cleaning and snow clearing) are provided
geographically on a regular schedule and are not related or dependent upon the need for
customer contact.
The Department of Sanitation is committed to updating its Language Access Plan and
programs as may be necessary and whenever feasible. The LAP is periodically reviewed
and revised accordingly.
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III.

Limited English Proficiency Population Assessment
U.S. Department of Justice “Four-Factor Analysis”
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, prohibits discrimination based on race, color or
national origin to include discrimination based on English proficiency. Therefore,
service providers must provide the Limited English Population with access to programs,
services, oral interpretation and written translation of vital documents.
In compliance with the DOJ’s Four Factor Analysis (F.F.A) the Department must assess
the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Proportion and demographics of LEP persons using the services;
Frequentness of LEP persons come contact with services;
Nature and importance of services provided to LEP persons;
Resources available and costs to recipient.

1. Proportion and demographics of LEP persons using the services: The Department of
Sanitation uses City Planning demographic/census data along with feedback from local
community groups, service organizations and its field personnel in determining what
language translations may be helpful to a specific campaign. Since the DSNY provides
public services which do not require direct contact with the public – the nature of our
operations is not client driven - our direct contact with the public in comparison to the
types of services provided is minimal.
2. Frequentness of LEP persons come contact with services: The Department does not
operate “in person”/walk-in” centers. However whenever necessary, it serves the LEP
community in multiple languages by way of bi-lingual staff who are invited to
meetings/events, or with the use of translated material. Although most information
may be neighborhood specific, commonly used informational material is available in
the top 10 designated citywide languages.
3. Nature and importance of services provided to LEP persons: While we understand the
importance and benefits of communicating with LEP clients in their native languages,
the nature of our business does not lend itself to direct interaction with the public. Our
business is to keep our City healthy, safe and clean by collecting more than 10,500 tons
of residential and institutional garbage and 1, 760 tons of recyclables and enforces the
City’s Administrative and Health Code related to Sanitation, clearing litter, snow and
ice from 6, 300 miles of city streets.
4. Resources available and costs to recipient: The Agency’s available resources and costs
to LEP clients continue to evolving. Because of our minimal interaction with the public
and LEP clients, the NYC Customer Service Center at 311 is our primary source for
public requests for services and/or information. Over the years, the DSNY has received
very few service requests from LEP clients in languages other than English. On those
rare occasions when LEP clients submit service requests by contacting 311,
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Community Affairs staff triages the request and contacts the appropriate division for
investigation. We provide the same attention and prompt response (typically under the
14-day City Hall mandate) to the LEP community. We are in the process of making
language access line services available to staff; they will be provided with a guide and
orientation on the use of the language line services.

IV.

Provision of Language Access Services
The Department is in the process of securing its City-wide contract for language
translation services. Where in-house or City language bank expertise may be available,
efforts will be made to utilize them to translate and vet materials for accuracy in the
delivery of information. The volunteer Language Bank remains a valuable source for
Language Access needs.
The Department of Sanitation officials are kept informed of the availability of translated
documents. In addition, the Bureau of Community Affairs and the Bureau of Recycling
and Sustainability continue to work together to incorporate the availability of translated
documents in periodic employee updates and training sessions attended by both existing
and new managerial/supervisory personnel.
The agency also conducts community engagement and outreach efforts to elected
officials, community boards, ethnic service organizations and ethnic/foreign language
media. Bilingual staff attends meetings (primarily by invitation) and is able to
communicate with the public in several languages based on community needs. The
Department also provides LEP clients with free information on our website regarding
general sanitation materials available for download and translation.
During major agency-related emergencies/weather events, (i.e., snow storms), we work
with NYC Emergency Management which is the primary conduit for urgent public
notifications during emergencies. Press releases and alerts are posted on the DSNY
website where they can be translated in various languages. Our language priorities
reference and adhere to the language list provided by the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant
Affairs on the LEP population needs in the targeted area. Education and outreach
information is also made available via “mailers” and e-mail notices, media releases
and/or media events. Our mailers indicate to readers and LEP clients where they may
find access to more information in their language.
The DSNY continues to work very closely with its counterparts at the New York City
Customer Service Center (3-1-1) to provide comprehensive information on Sanitation
services and regulations, as well as to Sanitation Service Requests. The City’s 311
Customer Service Center has served as the Department’s “hot-line information center”
since assuming this responsibility for what was then the Sanitation Action Center in
2001. The DSNY serves the public, including its LEP clients, via our access point to the
public in the form of 311. As a result of the 311 contract for over-the-phone
interpretation services, Language Access Services are generally available to limited
English proficiency customers. In the last year, the DANY received only one (1) request
via 3-1-1 which after investigation, turned out to be non-LEP related.
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The Department of Sanitation does not operate “walk-in” facilities which are open to
the public similar to those of other agencies. However, in an effort to address LEP
customers, the Department provides the appropriate signage at our household special
waste sites and at the several S.A.F.E. disposal events held during the year to assist
residents to rid themselves of harmful household products. DSNY staff has consistent
contact with the public through regular attendance at meetings with block associations,
precinct community councils, school groups, civic associations as well as ethnic service
groups.
Our community engagement and outreach staff is used to educate a variety of groups of
constituents (i.e. property owners or building superintendents, merchants, etc.) utilizing
multilingual material as needed. To ensure that our messages are clear and concise, we
incorporate the use of plain language when appropriate into our commonly distributed
general information pieces. We plan to continue reviewing and translating print pieces
as warranted into the top ten designated languages with links directing LEP clients to
PDFs of the translated English print in multiple languages available on our website.
Our ongoing outreach efforts and community feedback enable the agency to keep
current with communications to LEP customers. Commonly distributed pieces will be
any paper pieces distributed citywide or over 75,000 per year, that are not
predominantly images. This includes the How to Recycle and Trash Only Flyers,
Organics Collection Brochure and Commercial Mailers and more. Due to the rising
costs of printing, and in particular, for documents which require updates/revisions as
new mandates/laws/codes are implemented, the agency provides a link on our website
directing LEP clients to PDFs of English print documents/information translated into
multiple languages.

V.

VI.

Training

DSNY Department officials and outreach staff are kept abreast on Agency resources
available in other languages, translation/interpretation contracts for services, etc. Up-todate Language Access Service information and translated documents are available on our
website and updated to reflect new information/translated materials. During periodic
employee updates and training sessions attended by both existing and new
managerial/supervisory personnel, appropriate staff is made aware of new languagerelated resources available to the public and for their own communications with LEP
clients.

Record Keeping & Evaluation

DSNY’s Bureau of Community Affairs which serves as the agency’s liaison to the
Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs will periodically, survey agency users of language
access tools to determine, their effectiveness and utility. Using official contracted
requests for interpretation/transition services along with the instances LEP customers use
the “translate” feature on our website, metrics from the language access provider will be
reported. Furthermore, any DSNY related inquiries and requests handled by way of the
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New York City Customer Service Center -311are recorded and available by the
appropriate language.

VII.

VIII.

Resource Analysis & Planning

The Agency is currently working to finalize a contract for Language Access Line
Services that will be available to staff who may interact with the public. The Department
works closely with elected officials and the community boards in identified communities
about specific programs such as the organics program and ensures that bilingual staff is
available to address community needs. In addition, the DSNY has created its own “Hello
I Speak” flyer for outreach staff to identify LEP individual’s language and be able to
direct them to the appropriate materials. We also created badges for staff that speak
languages other than English, so that LEP individuals will know who can better serve
them.

Outreach and Public Awareness of LAS

The Department of Sanitation’s Bureau of Community Affairs has a long-term history of
working with elected officials, block associations, neighborhood and community groups
and ethnic organizations. These working relationships have helped our ongoing outreach
efforts and facilitate translation of Department material as needed. Our ongoing efforts
include regular contact and meetings with elected officials, neighborhood block
associations, precinct community councils, school groups, civic associations and ethnic
service groups.
As the Department’s Language ambassador, the Bureau of Community Affairs works
with the Bureau of Recycling and Sustainability staff to:


coordinate the provision of effective and timely interpretation service for written
service requests, complaints, correspondence requiring translation;



document and report translation services requested and provided;



coordinate document translation via any approved translation service that may be
contracted;



maintain up-to-date contact information for intra-agency and inter-agency assistance
which may be available for language interpretation/translation;



consult with elected officials and community stakeholders to identify additional
languages for specific situations as relevant;



provide links to contract/vendor translated material, or access a translate function on
the Department’s website to ensure LEP clients have access to over agency’s
information in 100 languages.
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IX.

X.

Language Access Complaints

The Department rarely receives complaints submitted in languages other than English.
We continue to experience that the NYC Customer Service Center (311) handles the vast
majority of inquiries/complaints requiring interpretation. Language access complaints
are typically addressed through 311. On those rare occasions when LEP clients submit
service requests by contacting 311, Community Affairs staff triages the request and
contacts the appropriate division for investigation. We provide the same attention and
prompt response (typically under the 14-day City Hall mandate) to the LEP community.
We are in the process of making language access line services available to staff; they will
be provided with a guide and orientation on the use of the language line services. In the
interim, the DSNY has created a “Hello I Speak” flyer for outreach staff to identify LEP
individual’s language and be able to direct them to the appropriate materials. We also
created badges for staff that speak languages other than English, so that LEP individuals
will know who can better serve them.

Implementation of Logistics

Debra Barreto, Deputy Director of the Bureau of Community Affairs, is the Department’s
official Language Access Coordinator and liaison to the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant
Affairs.
The Language Access Plan will be implemented by offering translated documents and
information on our website where LEP clients may access over 100 languages.
To the extent possible and when available, bilingual staff communicate and interact with
LEP clients at local community-based meetings and at table events to explain the event’s
current message, and provide key information and brochures in their appropriate
language. In the next fiscal year, language access line services will be available to staff;
they will be provided with a guide and orientation on the use of the language line
services. Printed educational pieces are translated in multiple languages and wherever
appropriate, include imagery to make the information accessible and simple to
understand.
During public events such as S.A.F.E Disposal DSNY will have bilingual staff on hand
and use of the language access line to assist LEP clients. The Department will also
provide signage using imagery and arrows to direct the public.
Lastly, we will continue to collaborate with elected officials and community groups to
address any relevant translation issues. The Department will revise its Language Access
Plan at least every three years and will post it on the DSNY website: nyc.gov/DSNY.

XI.

Milestones

The DSNY will work towards achieving the following goals in FY19 and FY20:


Finalize contract with Language Line to provide access to all DSNY employees
that interact with the public;
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Train all staff in the Bureau of Recycling and Sustainability, Bureau of
Community Affairs and Bureau of Public Affairs in language access protocols
and procedures;
Develop and track all staff training;
Continue review of educational/informational material for plain language usage;
Translate the Zero Waste Bookmark into ten languages;
Re-evaluate the definition of “commonly distributed” to potentially include more
pieces based on new usage data;
Work to improve our language PDFs database to include all flyers.
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I.

II.

Agency Mission & Background

Mission of DSNY
As the world’s largest sanitation department, the New York City Department of
Sanitation (DSNY) is proud to keep our great city healthy, safe and clean. Every day,
DSNY collects more than 10,500 tons of residential and institutional garbage and 1, 760
tons of recyclables and enforces the City’s Administrative and Health Code related to
Sanitation, clearing litter, snow and ice from 6, 300 miles of city streets. In addition, New
York’ Strongest removes debris from vacant lots and abandoned bikes and vehicles from
city’s streets. DSNY committed to sending zero waste to landfills by 2030 by efficiently
managing solid waste and developing environmentally sound long term planning for
handling refuse, organic waste and recyclables. The Department operates 59 district
garages and manages a fleet of 2,033 collection trucks and 450 mechanical brooms.

Agency Language Access Goals

The Department of Sanitation’s primary services are to provide communities with refuse
and recycling collection, street cleaning and snow removal. These City services do not
fully depend upon consumer interaction; however, we are committed to providing
Limited English Proficiency (LEP) individuals with free interpretation services and
materials developed/implemented by DSNY, in compliance with the Mayor’s Office of
Immigrant Affairs (MOIA) guidelines. Although, service requests and complaints are
handled through the New York City Customer Service Center (311) with its available
language-line services, the Department also communicates with New Yorkers through its
outreach and educational programs. Our community engagement, outreach and
educational efforts are specifically tailored, directed to the public in general as well as
used to educate identified neighborhood groups that would benefit from language
translation services.
The Department also remains committed to working with elected officials, community
groups and immigrant/ethnic service organizations to provide outreach and education
about Sanitation services and codes to LEP customers. Along with the use of City
Planning demographic/census data, Sanitation staff obtains feedback from local
community groups, service organizations and its field staff to assist in determining what
language translation(s) may be helpful to a specific outreach or educational campaign.
Written translations are based upon the Department’s past experience with LEP needs
encountered, or as part of community engagement, outreach and educational efforts for
which interpretation is requested as necessary. The Agency’s primary services (e.g.
refuse and recycling collection, street cleaning and snow clearing) are provided
geographically on a regular schedule and are not related or dependent upon the need for
customer contact.
The Department of Sanitation is committed to updating its Language Access Plan and
programs as may be necessary and whenever feasible. The LAP is periodically reviewed
and revised accordingly.
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III.

Limited English Proficiency Population Assessment
U.S. Department of Justice “Four-Factor Analysis”
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, prohibits discrimination based on race, color or
national origin to include discrimination based on English proficiency. Therefore,
service providers must provide the Limited English Population with access to programs,
services, oral interpretation and written translation of vital documents.
In compliance with the DOJ’s Four Factor Analysis (F.F.A) the Department must assess
the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Proportion and demographics of LEP persons using the services;
Frequentness of LEP persons come contact with services;
Nature and importance of services provided to LEP persons;
Resources available and costs to recipient.

1. Proportion and demographics of LEP persons using the services: The Department of
Sanitation uses City Planning demographic/census data along with feedback from local
community groups, service organizations and its field personnel in determining what
language translations may be helpful to a specific campaign. Since the DSNY provides
public services which do not require direct contact with the public – the nature of our
operations is not client driven - our direct contact with the public in comparison to the
types of services provided is minimal.
2. Frequentness of LEP persons come contact with services: The Department does not
operate “in person”/walk-in” centers. However whenever necessary, it serves the LEP
community in multiple languages by way of bi-lingual staff who are invited to
meetings/events, or with the use of translated material. Although most information
may be neighborhood specific, commonly used informational material is available in
the top 10 designated citywide languages.
3. Nature and importance of services provided to LEP persons: While we understand the
importance and benefits of communicating with LEP clients in their native languages,
the nature of our business does not lend itself to direct interaction with the public. Our
business is to keep our City healthy, safe and clean by collecting more than 10,500 tons
of residential and institutional garbage and 1, 760 tons of recyclables and enforces the
City’s Administrative and Health Code related to Sanitation, clearing litter, snow and
ice from 6, 300 miles of city streets.
4. Resources available and costs to recipient: The Agency’s available resources and costs
to LEP clients continue to evolving. Because of our minimal interaction with the public
and LEP clients, the NYC Customer Service Center at 311 is our primary source for
public requests for services and/or information. Over the years, the DSNY has received
very few service requests from LEP clients in languages other than English. On those
rare occasions when LEP clients submit service requests by contacting 311,
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Community Affairs staff triages the request and contacts the appropriate division for
investigation. We provide the same attention and prompt response (typically under the
14-day City Hall mandate) to the LEP community. We are in the process of making
language access line services available to staff; they will be provided with a guide and
orientation on the use of the language line services.

IV.

Provision of Language Access Services
The Department is in the process of securing its City-wide contract for language
translation services. Where in-house or City language bank expertise may be available,
efforts will be made to utilize them to translate and vet materials for accuracy in the
delivery of information. The volunteer Language Bank remains a valuable source for
Language Access needs.
The Department of Sanitation officials are kept informed of the availability of translated
documents. In addition, the Bureau of Community Affairs and the Bureau of Recycling
and Sustainability continue to work together to incorporate the availability of translated
documents in periodic employee updates and training sessions attended by both existing
and new managerial/supervisory personnel.
The agency also conducts community engagement and outreach efforts to elected
officials, community boards, ethnic service organizations and ethnic/foreign language
media. Bilingual staff attends meetings (primarily by invitation) and is able to
communicate with the public in several languages based on community needs. The
Department also provides LEP clients with free information on our website regarding
general sanitation materials available for download and translation.
During major agency-related emergencies/weather events, (i.e., snow storms), we work
with NYC Emergency Management which is the primary conduit for urgent public
notifications during emergencies. Press releases and alerts are posted on the DSNY
website where they can be translated in various languages. Our language priorities
reference and adhere to the language list provided by the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant
Affairs on the LEP population needs in the targeted area. Education and outreach
information is also made available via “mailers” and e-mail notices, media releases
and/or media events. Our mailers indicate to readers and LEP clients where they may
find access to more information in their language.
The DSNY continues to work very closely with its counterparts at the New York City
Customer Service Center (3-1-1) to provide comprehensive information on Sanitation
services and regulations, as well as to Sanitation Service Requests. The City’s 311
Customer Service Center has served as the Department’s “hot-line information center”
since assuming this responsibility for what was then the Sanitation Action Center in
2001. The DSNY serves the public, including its LEP clients, via our access point to the
public in the form of 311. As a result of the 311 contract for over-the-phone
interpretation services, Language Access Services are generally available to limited
English proficiency customers. In the last year, the DANY received only one (1) request
via 3-1-1 which after investigation, turned out to be non-LEP related.
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The Department of Sanitation does not operate “walk-in” facilities which are open to
the public similar to those of other agencies. However, in an effort to address LEP
customers, the Department provides the appropriate signage at our household special
waste sites and at the several S.A.F.E. disposal events held during the year to assist
residents to rid themselves of harmful household products. DSNY staff has consistent
contact with the public through regular attendance at meetings with block associations,
precinct community councils, school groups, civic associations as well as ethnic service
groups.
Our community engagement and outreach staff is used to educate a variety of groups of
constituents (i.e. property owners or building superintendents, merchants, etc.) utilizing
multilingual material as needed. Due to changes in recycling and commercial
laws/regulations, the agency will be updating its Summary of Sanitation Rules and
Regulations. Once the update is completed we plan to translate this document into the
top ten designated languages with a link directing LEP clients to PDFs of the translated
English print in multiple languages will be available on our website.
Our ongoing outreach efforts and community feedback enable the agency to keep
current with communications to LEP customers. Commonly distributed pieces will be
any paper pieces distributed citywide or over 75,000 per year, that are not
predominantly images. This includes the How to Recycle and Trash Only Flyers,
Organics Collection Brochure and Commercial Mailers and more. Due to the rising
costs of printing, and in particular, for documents which require updates/revisions as
new mandates/laws/codes are implemented, the agency provides a link on our website
directing LEP clients to PDFs of English print documents/information translated into
multiple languages.

V.

VI.

Training

DSNY Department officials and outreach staff are kept abreast on Agency resources
available in other languages, translation/interpretation contracts for services, etc. Up-todate Language Access Service information and translated documents are available on our
website and updated to reflect new information/translated matrials. During periodic
employee updates and training sessions attended by both existing and new
managerial/supervisory personnel, appropriate staff is made aware of new languagerelated resources available to the public and for their own communications with LEP
clients.

Record Keeping & Evaluation

DSNY’s Bureau of Community Affairs which serves as the agency’s liaison to the
Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs will periodically, survey agency users of language
access tools to determine, their effectiveness and utility. Using official contracted
requests for interpretation/transition services along with the instances LEP customers use
the “translate” feature on our website, metrics from the language access provider will be
reported. Furthermore, any DSNY related inquiries and requests handled by way of the
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New York City Customer Service Center -311are recorded and available by the
appropriate language.

VII.

VIII.

Resource Analysis & Planning

The Agency is currently working to finalize a contract for Language Access Line
Services that will be available to staff who may interact with the public. The Department
works closely with elected officials and the community boards in identified communities
about specific programs such as the organics program and ensures that bilingual staff is
available to address community needs. In addition, the DSNY has created its own “Hello
I Speak” flyer for outreach staff to identify LEP individual’s language and be able to
direct them to the appropriate materials. We also created badges for staff that speak
languages other than English, so that LEP individuals will know who can better serve
them.

Outreach and Public Awareness of LAS

The Department of Sanitation’s Bureau of Community Affairs has a long-term history of
working with elected officials, block associations, neighborhood and community groups
and ethnic organizations. These working relationships have helped our ongoing outreach
efforts and facilitate translation of Department material as needed. Our ongoing efforts
include regular contact and meetings with elected officials, neighborhood block
associations, precinct community councils, school groups, civic associations and ethnic
service groups.
As the Department’s Language ambassador, the Bureau of Community Affairs works
with the Bureau of Recycling and Sustainability staff to:
•

coordinate the provision of effective and timely interpretation service for written
service requests, complaints, correspondence requiring translation;

•

document and report translation services requested and provided;

•

coordinate document translation via any approved translation service that may be
contracted;

•

maintain up-to-date contact information for intra-agency and inter-agency assistance
which may be available for language interpretation/translation;

•

consult with elected officials and community stakeholders to identify additional
languages for specific situations as relevant;

•

provide links to contract/vendor translated material , or access a translate function
on the Department’s website to ensure LEP clients have access to over agency’s
information in 100 languages.
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IX.

X.

Language Access Complaints

The Department rarely receives complaints submitted in languages other than English.
We continue to experience that the NYC Customer Service Center (311) handles the vast
majority of inquiries/complaints requiring interpretation. Language access complaints
are typically addressed through 311. On those rare occasions when LEP clients submit
service requests by contacting 311, Community Affairs staff triages the request and
contacts the appropriate division for investigation. We provide the same attention and
prompt response (typically under the 14-day City Hall mandate) to the LEP community.
We are in the process of making language access line services available to staff; they will
be provided with a guide and orientation on the use of the language line services. In the
interim, the DSNY has created a “Hello I Speak” flyer for outreach staff to identify LEP
individual’s language and be able to direct them to the appropriate materials. We also
created badges for staff that speak languages other than English, so that LEP individuals
will know who can better serve them.

Implementation of Logistics

Debra Barreto, Deputy Director of the Bureau of Community Affairs, is the Department’s
official Language Access Coordinator and liaison to the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant
Affairs.
The Language Access Plan will be implemented by offering translated documents and
information on our website where LEP clients may access over 100 languages.
To the extent possible and when available, bilingual staff communicate and interact with
LEP clients at local community-based meetings and at table events to explain the event’s
current message, and provide key information and brochures in their appropriate
language. In the next fiscal year, language access line services will be available to staff;
they will be provided with a guide and orientation on the use of the language line
services. Printed educational pieces are translated in multiple languages and wherever
appropriate, include imagery to make the information accessible and simple to
understand.
During public events such as S.A.F.E Disposal DSNY will have bilingual staff on hand
and use of the language access line to assist LEP clients. The Department will also
provide signage using imagery and arrows to direct the public.
Lastly, we will continue to collaborate with elected officials and community groups to
address any relevant translation issues. The Department will revise its Language Access
Plan at least every three years and will post it on the DSNY website: nyc.gov/DSNY.

XI.

Milestones

The DSNY will work towards achieving the following goals in FY19 and FY20:
•

Finalize contract with Language Line to provide access to all DSNY employees
that interact with the public;
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•

•
•
•
•

Train all staff in the Bureau of Recycling and Sustainability, Bureau of
Community Affairs and Bureau of Public Affairs in language access protocols
and procedures;
Develop and track all staff training;
Translate the Zero Waste Bookmark into ten languages;
Re-evaluate the definition of “commonly distributed” to potentially include more
pieces based on new usage data;
Work to improve our language PDFs database to include all flyers.
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The Department of Homeless Services (DHS) is a relatively small agency with a huge and important
mission: preventing homelessness in one of the most expensive cities in the world and housing any New
York City resident who has nowhere else to go.
In 2017, the administrative operations of DHS and the Human Resources Administration (HRA) were
consolidated in order to better carry out that mission. Included in the new Department of Social
Services (DSS) is the Office of Refugee and Immigrant Affairs (ORIA), a team of advocates working to
ensure that immigrants and limited English proficient (LEP) New Yorkers have equal access to Agency
benefits. Having a dedicated team give expert guidance on language access issues, manage language
services contracts, review and advise on policies and procedures and conduct trainings has significantly
increased DHS’s capacity for providing language services.
In 2017, DHS piloted allowing shelter vendors to access DHS’s telephonic interpretation services
contract. When combined with the diverse, bilingual staff that work in shelters operated by non-profit
providers, this access should ensure that all of our shelter residents are able to communicate with their
case workers and get the housing support that they need in their own language.
DHS has also used the shared resources of DSS to improve the way that clients are notified of their right
to interpretation services. In 2017, new “Free Interpretation Services” posters were hung at all DHS-run
locations, making it clear from the moment that clients walk in the door that the Agency is a multilingual living and work space.
Finally, DHS has benefited from the shared contracting services of HRA and DSS. DHS now has access to
on-site interpretation services for individual client appointments and for public meetings. 1 Even clients
who are unable to use the phone can now communicate with DHS easily. At community meetings,
members of the public will be able to receive Agency news and updates, as well as provide feedback, in
a language that they understand.
DHS is committed to the changes that are being made in our Agency, but we still have work to do. Over
the course of 2018 and early 2019, DHS and DSS will be working to ensure that every notice that we
share with residents, applicants and members of the public is available in twelve languages. (Eleven
translations plus English.) By going beyond the requirements of Local Law 30, DHS is in the process of
creating a truly multi-lingual living and working space that reflects the diversity of our city.
Thank you for taking the time to review this Language Access Implementation Plan and learn more
about the many ways that DHS programs and staff are working to prevent homelessness and ensure
that ALL New Yorkers have a safe place to call home.

1

Refers to on-site interpretation services for spoken languages. DHS has had access to on-site interpretation
services for sign language for many years.
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I.

Agency Mission and Background

The Department of Homeless Services (DHS) works to prevent homelessness before it occurs,
address street homelessness, and assist New Yorkers in transitioning from shelter and street
homelessness to permanent housing. DHS collaborates with non-profit partners to provide
temporary shelter and services that homeless New Yorkers need to achieve and maintain housing
permanency.
In February 2017, the Mayor announced his comprehensive plan to turn the tide on homelessness in
New York City, neighborhood by neighborhood. The plan’s guiding principle is community and
people first, and giving homeless New Yorkers, who come from every community across the five
boroughs, the opportunity to be sheltered closer to their support networks and anchors of life,
including schools, jobs, healthcare, family, houses of worship, and communities they called home in
order to more quickly stabilize their lives and return to independent living in the community. These
goals are best achieved through partnerships with those we serve, public agencies, and the business
and non-profit communities.
Through this approach, we focus on the following critical objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To increase the number of households prevented from becoming homeless
To reduce the number of individuals living on the streets
To ensure the availability of temporary, emergency shelter for individuals and families with no
other housing options available to them
To increase client engagement and responsibility in moving to permanent housing
To maintain shelter safety and sanitation
To reduce clients' length of stay in shelter
To ensure that those who exit shelter remain stably housed in the community

In 2017, the administrative units of the NYC Human Resources Administration (HRA) and the
Department of Homeless Services (DHS) merged to create an integrated services model that
provides more effective, seamless client services under the Department of Social Services (DSS). By
working together under shared leadership and a unifying structure, we are doing better work for
more New Yorkers in need. This includes sharing resources for providing free and confidential
language services, managed by the Office of Refugee and Immigrant Affairs (ORIA).
a. Programs and Services Offered
Shelter
Governed by a unique right to shelter mandate, New York City provides temporary emergency shelter to
every man, woman, and child who is eligible for services, every night. This policy sets New York apart
from municipalities across the nation−many of which turn homeless individuals and families away once
shelters have filled up or simply put their names on a waiting list.
New York City’s shelter system is consistently recognized as the most sophisticated and comprehensive
in the nation. The City is also an innovative leader in the field of preventive services for those who are at
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risk of becoming homeless. All New Yorkers should be proud to live in a city that focuses intently on
prevention efforts at the forefront of its policies, while providing shelter as a safety net for those in
need.
Before any New Yorker can enter shelter, he or she must first apply at the intake center that is
designated for his or her family composition:
•
•
•
•

Families with children under the age of 18 should go to Prevention Assistance and Temporary
Housing (PATH), 151 E. 151st Street, Bronx, NY 10451
Adult families (more than one individual, but none under the age of 18) should go to the Adult
Family Intake Center (AFIC), 400-430 E. 30th Street, New York, NY 10016
Single adult men should go to 30th Street Intake Center at 400-430 East 30th Street, New York,
NY 10016
Single adult women should go to either HELP Women's Shelter, 116 Williams Avenue, Brooklyn,
NY 11217 or Franklin Shelter, 1122 Franklin Avenue, Bronx, NY 10456

Individuals and families who do not have other options available to them are then provided shelter in a
location that is either DHS or vendor operated. All shelter sites, whether they are DHS or vendoroperated are required to have tools, procedures and resources for working with LEP residents in their
preferred language.
Ombudsman
The Office of the Ombudsman is charged with resolving constituent issues and concerns through
alternative dispute resolution methods, including mediation services. Experienced Constituent Services
Representatives provide effective conflict resolution, and work to ensure fair and equal access to DHS,
City, and community-based services and resources. The staff actively engages constituents and
empowers them to participate in positive decision-making processes. With the goal of seeking
independent and impartial issue resolution, the Office is responsible for:
• Providing information and education on homeless services
• Providing a supportive client experience through effective and compassionate listening, and
timely client-focused case management
• Providing general assistance and communication facilitation, including service referrals and
connections
• Addressing unresolved grievances or dissatisfied outcomes
• Evaluating and investigating client grievances
• Mediation
• Strategic data tracking and recommendations to DHS management
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II.

Agency Language Access Policy and Goals
a. DHS’s Policies Around Language Access

Ours is a city of immigrants. In this ever-changing national climate, DHS and DSS are in the process of
making changes that demonstrate our commitment to providing equal access for all New Yorkers,
regardless of immigration status or language preference.
DHS is a multi-lingual work and living space. In 2017, the Agency sheltered a total of 112,715 individuals
or families. Of those, nine percent, or 10,369 individuals/families identified their preferred language as
something other than English. Collectively, our residents spoke almost 30 languages.
All DHS employees are required to work with every resident in his or her preferred language.
Historically, the Agency has provided language services by using our bilingual staff and contracted
telephone interpretation services. When needed, staff used on-site interpretation services for
deaf/hard-of-hearing residents.
As of 2017, DHS staff also have access to video interpretation services for deaf/hard-of-hearing clients
and on-site interpretation services for limited English proficient (LEP) residents in more than 100 spoken
languages. Over the course of 2018 and 2019, DHS staff will be implementing a plan to meet the
Agency’s goal of creating a fully multi-lingual space, where all of the documents and notices given to
clients will be in the eleven 2 city-wide translation languages: Arabic, Bengali, Simplified and Traditional
Chinese, French, Haitian Creole, Korean, Polish, Russian, Spanish and Urdu.
b. Overall goals of DHS’s language access implementation plan
In keeping with DHS’s commitment to providing benefits and services to all eligible applicants, this plan
ensures that language shall not be an obstacle to receiving shelter for individuals with limited English
proficiency.
The goal of this plan is to guarantee that all eligible persons receive appropriate benefits without undue
delay or difficulty based on language. Intake and placement should take no longer for LEP clients than it
does for English proficient clients. All of the support services available to shelter residents should be
available to all residents, regardless of language.

2

DHS recognizes that Local Law 30 lists ten designated city-wide languages for translation, but the law does not
designate which form of Chinese characters should be provided. Given the size of the Chinese reading population
that the Department of Social Services (DSS) serves, the Agency has opted to provide all notices in both styles of
characters, implementing the Local Law 30 mandate as eleven translations or twelve languages when counting
English, rather than ten.
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This Language Access Implementation Plan will inform DHS clients, applicants for benefits, the public,
the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs (MOIA) and the New York City Council about the language
services that DHS provides and how they are provided.
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III.

LEP population assessment: U.S. Department of Justice “Four Factor Analysis”

Factor 1 examines the number or proportion of LEP persons eligible to be served or likely to be
encountered by the program. DHS’s service area includes all of New York City.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau 3, New York City residents who speak English less than “very well”
are most likely to speak: Spanish, Chinese, Russian, French Creole, Korean, or Yiddish (see Figure 1).
Figure 1

LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME BY ABILITY TO SPEAK ENGLISH LESS
THAN "VERY WELL" FOR THE POPULATION 5 YEARS AND OVER
Spanish or Spanish
Creole, 888,764

All others, 306,477
Chinese, 319,622

French (incl.
Patois, Cajun),
22,841
Polish, 26,465

Russian, 114,804

Arabic, 26,695

French Creole,
48,698

Italian, 27,803
Yiddish,
28,984

3

Korean, 46,226

2011-2015 5-Year American Community Survey
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Factor 2 is an analysis of the frequency with which LEP individuals come into contract with the program.
In 2017, DHS served a total of 112,715 individuals or families. Of those, nine percent, or 10,369
individuals/families who lived in shelter in 2017, are limited English proficient (LEP). Collectively, DHS
residents speak almost 30 languages. The top ten languages spoken by DHS residents, other than
English are Spanish, French, Russian, Arabic, Mandarin, Haitian Creole, Hindi, Polish, Portuguese and
Cantonese. [see Figure 2]
Figure 2

2017 LEP DHS Cases
Spanish, 9,147

French, 408
Russian, 123
Arabic, 113

All others, 111
Albanian, 18
Chinese - Other,
22

Polish,
73
Portuguese, 39

Mandarin, 100
Haitian Creole, 95
Hindi, 89

Cantonese, 31

Given the residential nature of DHS programs, the majority of the interactions between clients and staff
occur in-person at intake centers and shelters. Clients do have the opportunity to call or write to the
Ombudsman Unit to resolve complaints, case issues or shelter concerns. Staff meet with residents and
landlords in the field as well. Finally, residents, applicants and members of the public receive written
information from the Agency regarding their specific benefits and general information about programs
and services offered.
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Factor 3 requires an explanation of the nature and importance of the program, activity, or services
provided by the program to people’s lives.
The nature and importance of DHS stems from its mission to assist individuals in profound need of
assistance. Temporary housing assistance is an essential city service to which all should have equal access.
This plan reflects DHS’s commitment to providing language access services and meeting the following
over-arching goals:
•
•
•
•

To ensure that language is not a barrier to Agency services;
To ensure that all applicants and clients have equal access to the services for which they are
eligible, regardless of the level of their English proficiency;
To inform all DHS applicants and clients that free interpretation services are always
available; and
To train front-line staff on the importance of ensuring access to free interpretation services
for all LEP clients.

Factor 4 requires a description of the resources available to the Agency and costs of providing various
types of language services.
DHS primarily meets the needs of LEP residents through the use of bilingual staff and telephonic
interpretation services (available in more than 200 languages). Deaf/Hard-of-Hearing clients are
provided on-site interpretation services. DHS staff gained access to onsite interpretation for spoken
languages and video interpretation for sign language in 2017. With these tools, DHS staff are expected to
communicate with every resident in his or her language of preference.
The Agency uses outside vendors to provide written translation, on-site interpretation, telephonic
interpretation, and sign language interpretation. These services are provided to residents through the
citywide language service contracts provided through the Department of Citywide Administrative
Services (DCAS).
In November of 2017, DSS was able to put in place a process for on-site interpretation services for LEP
residents at DHS for the first time. (This service is distinct from sign language interpretation services.)
Within DHS, it is expected that the use of this service will continue to be very low, as the large majority
of DHS residents will be able to use telephonic interpretation service, but for those residents who do
need the service, it will be an invaluable support.
As discussed in detail in Section IV.f, DHS is still in the process of creating both appropriate notices and
distribution mechanisms for translated notices. It is expected that the Agency’s use of written
translation services will be much higher in coming years. DHS will not be translating into additional
languages other than those required by LL30 because the Agency has a relatively small population of LEP
clients and client needs will be met under the local law.
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Type of Service
Telephonic Interpretation

Vendor

2017
Instances

2017
Expenditure

Language Line Solutions, Inc.

14,582

$146,568.00

On-Site Interpretation
(excluding sign language)

Geneva Worldwide, Inc.

0
(implemented
11/17)

$0

Sign Language Interpretation

Accurate Communication, Inc.

144

$28,367.16

Written Translation

Language Line Solutions, Inc.

50 documents

$31,038.00

Total Costs

$205,973.16

b. Language Access Needs of the Agency
DHS fully understands that effective communication in any language is essential for accessing our crucial
services and programs. The Agency is firmly committed to ensuring that all New Yorkers, no matter their
language of preference, can apply for and access shelter. While serving more than 8,000 limited English
proficient New Yorkers per year requires a significant commitment, it is a commitment that the Agency
is prepared to make.
DHS provides telephonic interpretation services in more than 200 languages, which means that the
Agency is able to communicate with more than 99.5% of residents in their language of preference.
Between 2017 and 2019, DHS intends to make a significant investment in written translations. In order
to meet the mandate of Local Law 30, all DHS forms must be cataloged, reviewed for plain language,
free form text fields must be removed (to the extent possible), and then they must be translated into
the eleven city-wide languages. At the same time, an entirely new document production process must
be created in order to generate, print and distribute notices in languages other than English. By July of
2019, DHS is committed to being fully compliant with Local Law 30 by providing all notices in twelve
languages.
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IV. Provision of Language Access Services
a. In-Person Interactions
All DHS staff are required to work with every resident in his or her preferred language. To do this, staff
must first correctly identify the resident’s language using a combination of tools.
Once an individual’s preferred language is identified, there are five ways for staff to meet the language
mandate: they can use telephonic interpretation services, their own bilingual skills, video interpretation
services, on-site interpretation services or the resident can provide his or her own interpreter.

1)

Identifying a Resident’s Language of Preference

All direct interactions between DHS staff and residents begin with an offer of free language services. If
a resident accepts the offer of language services, the second step is to identify his or her language of
preference. Many residents self-identify their preferred language in English. Others are identified by
the Agency’s diverse bilingual staff. In addition, staff can use the Language Card or our telephonic
interpretation services vendor to identify a resident’s preferred language. An additional Notice of Free
Interpretation Services will be available by the spring of 2018.
The Language Card
As of the summer of 2017, DHS staff are using the same Language Card as HRA staff. The Language Card
is a folded card that contains the phrase: “Do you speak [name of the language]? Please be seated. I
will call an interpreter for you.” This phrase appears in the following languages: English, Albanian,
Arabic, Bengali, Bosnian, Cantonese (traditional characters), Mandarin (traditional characters), Haitian
Creole, French, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Italian, Khmer, Korean, Polish, Russian, Spanish, Ukrainian, Urdu,
Vietnamese, and Yiddish. It also includes the symbol for deaf/hard-of-hearing services. The card is
available in two sizes, 11”x17” and 5”x7”.

Use of Telephonic Interpretation Services to Identify a Client’s Preferred Language
If a resident does not identify their preferred language on the Language Card, it may be because they
speak another language or because they do not read in any language. At that point, staff can call
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telephonic interpretation services and ask for a Client Services Representative. The representative can
work with the staff member to identify the client’s language using various linguists.
Notice of Free Language Interpretation
By the spring of 2018, all DHS applications for shelter services will include an 8.5”x 11” notice of free
interpretation services in their application packets. This notice, which will be shared with HRA, will read
“You have a right to free interpretation services. We have free interpretation services available. Please
tell a worker if you want to speak with us in a language other than English or in sign language. In a
Center, you can simply show a worker the “I Speak” card below. If you have a question, comment or
complaint about the interpretation services provided, please call 311. Filing a complaint will not affect
your case.” This message will be printed in English, Arabic, Bengali, Simplified and Traditional Chinese,
French, Haitian Creole, Korean, Polish, Russian, Spanish and Urdu.
2)

Telephonic Interpretation Services

Most frequently, DHS staff use professional telephonic interpretation services to communicate with
residents who prefer to use a language other than English. In 2017, DHS used telephonic interpretation
services more than 14,500 times.
In December of 2017, DHS began a pilot to extend the provision of telephonic interpretation services to
contracted shelter providers. At the end of 2018, the Agency will review the additional costs and
outcomes of this pilot with program leaders and shelter providers to determine the best mechanism for
ensuring that all residents have access to language services from within the shelter.
The quality of the Agency’s telephonic interpretation services are confirmed by ORIA. ORIA staff track
complaints and meet regularly with program staff and outside advocates to understand the experiences
and concerns of individuals who have used the service. Complaints about interpreters or interpretation
services are forwarded to our professional services vendor, who, when a specific call can be identified,
has management staff listen to and review the call and take appropriate action. When complaints are
more general, the vendor can create detailed reports of wait times, the number of calls and the number
of interpreters available during a specific period.
3)

Bilingual Staff

DSS (which includes both HRA and DHS) employs more than 2,100 individuals who speak a language
other than English. Collectively, our staff speaks 128 languages.

Spanish
Russian
Yoruba

DSS’s Bilingual Staff (as of 5/15/2017)
Language
Number of bilingual staff*
1,303
406
211
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French
203
Haitian Creole
197
Cantonese
137
Mandarin
123
Bengali
112
Hindi
101
Ukrainian
85
Urdu
58
Igbo
49
Arabic
44
Ibo
35
Malayalam
33
Nigerian Pidgin English
30
Punjabi
30
Hebrew
27
Polish
25
Italian
24
Tagalog
24
Toishanese
20
German
19
Portuguese
19
Gujarati
18
Vietnamese
16
Edo
15
Korean
15
Greek
12
Pidgin English
12
Tamil
12
Yiddish
12
American Sign Language (ASL)
11
Patois
11
All others (94 languages)
277
TOTAL
3,726
*bilingual staff members speaking more than one language are counted twice.
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4)

Video Interpretation Services

In specific instances, DHS can provide video interpretation services for deaf/hard-of-hearing residents.
All of the DHS-run intake centers, including PATH (the intake center for families with children) the Adult
Families Intake Center and the 30th Street Intake Center (for single men), are equipped with video
technology, including cameras and dual monitors, to provide video interpretation services for deaf/hardof-hearing clients. Using video technology, an interpreter can be arranged in only 20 minutes.
In 2018, ORIA will continue to work with staff from DHS Disability Affairs and intake center staff to
increase the use of this technology by providing training and equipment support.

5)

On-site Interpretation Services

In 2017, DHS used on-site sign language interpretation services more than 200 times.
In November 2017, DHS gained access to on-site interpretation services for spoken languages through a
shared contract under DSS. These services are primarily intended for situations in which a client is
unable to use the phone or when a conversation would be too difficult to have using the phone. The
Agency expects that the usage of this contract will increase in 2018, but will always remain low.
6)

Client Provided Interpretation Services

In some DHS situations, residents have the right to bring friends, family or confidants with them to DHS
interviews/meetings. In these instances, residents may choose to allow their family or friends to
provide interpretation services on their behalf, if the suggested interpreter is over the age of eighteen.
In all instances, if a resident suggests using a friend or family member as an interpreter, Agency staff
reiterate that free and confidential language services are available, but will ultimately allow the resident
to make the decision as to how he/she wishes to communicate.
b. Over-the-Phone Interactions
The majority of the over-the-phone interactions between DHS residents and staff occur at the
Ombudsman Unit, where residents can file complaints and/or make adjustments to their case. In 2017,
this unit transferred to the Office of Constituent Services within the Department of Social Services.
Together, the units that make up the Office of Constituent Services received more than 4 million calls in
2017.
All DHS and DSS staff who answer or make phone calls have access to telephonic interpretation services
in more than 200 languages.
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c. Field and/or Home Visits
There are two primary instances in which DHS staff meet residents in the field. One is to try to arrange
for residents to return to a previous living situation. The other is to attend housing interviews or view a
potential new apartment with a resident.
When staff meet residents or landlords in the field, they have access to the same language tools as staff
working in DHS locations: the Language Card to identify the individual’s preferred language and access
to telephonic interpretation services.
d. Hearings
There are a variety of circumstances under which DHS residents have the right to a Fair Hearing in a New
York State Administrative Court. DHS is a party to those proceedings, but is not responsible for
providing language services.
The only situation in which DHS hosts hearings is when a family shelter requests that a resident be
involuntarily transferred out of a State-regulated shelter. In that circumstance, the resident is presented
a written discharge form that explains the reason for the discharge and allows the resident to request a
pre-discharge hearing. This discharge form is currently available in English and Spanish, but will be
available in all 11 city-wide designated translation languages by July 1, 2018. A part of the hearing
request that is included in the discharge form asks if the resident would like language services to be
provided at the hearing. Even if the resident does not answer the language services question, the
shelter will give the DHS hearing staff information on the resident’s preferred language so that
interpretation services can be arranged.
If a resident requests language services at a pre-discharge hearing, or if DHS attorneys or shelter staff
believe that the client needs language services, then those services can be provided one of three ways:
staff can use telephonic interpretation services, bilingual staff can use their own language skills, or
residents can use their own interpretation services. For information on how the Agency provides each
of these services, please see sections IV.a.2, IV.a.3 and IV.a.5 of this report.

e. Public Events (forums, town halls, etc.)
DHS participates in two types of public events: public hearings and community events.
If required by law, DHS will hold public hearings before implementing or changing certain program rules.
Notifications for these hearings will be made according to the legal requirements of that specific
program. As a part of the notification, individuals will be informed that they can contact the Agency to
request interpretation services at the hearing. Even if not requested, DHS will provide on-site,
simultaneous interpretation services at every public hearing. When individuals sign-in to attend the
hearing, they will be asked if they would like to use these language services.
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Agency leaders and outreach staff are also periodically asked to attend/present at public forums and
events. In these instances, the need for interpretation services is usually determined by the group or
community-based organization that is hosting the event. When asked, DSS has assisted other City
agencies and community-based organizations with on-site interpretation services.
f.

Public Notices and Mailings

In 2017, DSS established an Agency-wide translation policy that requires that all Agency-developed
materials which will be distributed to or seen by clients (including notices, forms and informational
materials) be translated into Arabic, Bengali, Simplified and Traditional Chinese, French, Haitian Creole,
Korean, Polish, Russian, Spanish and Urdu.
In December 2017, the DSS General Counsel created a work group to bring DHS into compliance with
Local Law 30 and the DSS translation policy. The work group includes members from ORIA, DHS
program leaders, staff from the DSS Office of Policy, Procedures and Training (OPPT), staff from
Information Technology Services (ITS) and representatives from the Office of Legal Affairs. To date, the
group has come up with a detailed work plan and will oversee this complex and challenging process.
Additionally, as part of DHS’s integration with HRA, DSS now has centralized the production, tracking
and revision of forms in an office that serves both agencies. This centralized process will facilitate DHS’s
effort to come into compliance with Local Law 30. For details on how the Agency will achieve
compliance, please see section IX.b of this Plan.
g. Agency Web Site
As of December 2017, the DHS public web site, nyc.gov/dhs, provides users with a Google Translate
option which allows readers to view most of the text on the site in a large number of languages.
The Office of Communications and Marketing (OCM), ORIA and DHS program areas are currently
working together to create new multi-lingual text for the DHS web site that models the HRA site,
nyc.gov/hra. Rather than providing the entire site in multiple languages, DHS program areas will
summarize key information and provide professional translations of that summary in the eleven citywide translation languages: Arabic, Bengali, Simplified and Traditional Chinese, French, Haitian-Creole,
Korean, Polish, Russian, Spanish and Urdu. The site is expected to include this multi-lingual text by
Sept. 2018.
h. Emergency Preparedness and Response
DHS has updated its Emergency Preparedness Plan to ensure that LEP residents are able to access
services during an emergency. This plan includes ensuring that documents are translated, that
appropriate multi-lingual signage and LEP identification tools are available at emergency sites, that
interpreters can be contacted, and that staff are trained in the provision of language services. In
addition, DSS’s Crisis and Disaster Unit and ORIA have worked closely with MOIA and the Office of
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Emergency Management (OEM) to develop a plan to improve citywide coordination around LEP access
to services during an emergency. The plan incorporates services for LEP populations as part of business
continuity planning, such that language access will be available during and after an emergency.
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V. Training
All DHS staff who work with clients, whether by phone, email or in-person, are mandated to receive
training on working with limited English proficient (LEP) New Yorkers every year. The current version of
the training, which takes an hour and half to deliver, was written by ORIA in 2017. It will be rewritten in
2018 in order to include updated material and ensure that the presentation is fresh and interesting.
DHS’s LEP training includes an overview of the Agency’s client population and a brief discussion of our
legal obligations before going into detail on how to provide language services. The training gives staff
step-by-step instructions on how to interact with LEP residents at intake locations, in shelter, over-thephone and in the field. (This framework allows trainers to emphasize some forms of interaction and/or
summarize others, depending on the roles of the staff being trained.) It includes information on when
to speak with their designated Language Liaison and when to call ORIA for additional support. The
training also includes specific information on working with sign language clients. Finally, the training
ends with five challenging, real-world scenarios.
In 2018, DHS plans to use a train the trainer model to conduct LEP trainings. Staff leaders from each
location will be trained by ORIA and then, in turn, they will train the other members of their team. DHS
program areas will receive support from OPPT and ORIA in administering, tracking and conducting
trainings.
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VI.

Record Keeping and Evaluation

The primary database used by DHS staff for tracking client needs and interactions is the Client
Assistance and Rehousing Enterprise System (CARES).
Prior to 2017, CARES only recorded the language spoken by DHS case heads. In 2017, a field to
record and track reading language was added.
One of ORIA’s roles is to determine how LEP clients are being served by DHS. As of July 2017, ORIA
is maintaining detailed records of the language services used by DHS staff. The team tracks:
• the number of calls to telephonic interpretation services by program, by vendor and by
language;
• the number and nature of documents translated;
• sign language interpretation requests by program and method (video or on-site); and
• on-site interpretation requests by program and by language.
All of these requests are regularly compared to client data for each program to ensure that the
number of service requests is appropriate for the client population.
In addition to carefully monitoring data and working closely with center-based staff, ORIA and other
DSS outreach units meet with CBOs and community leaders to get a sense of whether appropriate
services are being provided. DSS’s Office of Constituent Services tracks any language access
complaints received by the Agency, 311, nyc.gov and/or elected officials. ORIA reviews and responds
to the complaints and takes appropriate follow-up actions with program areas.
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VII.

Outreach and Public Awareness of Language Access Services

DHS engages in two types of outreach: outreach to homeless individuals to encourage them to transition
into housing and outreach to partner organizations and individuals to give them information about the
Agency’s services. In addition to this outreach, residents are informed of their right to free language
services by free interpretation posters and by staff.
Homeless Outreach
Operating the most comprehensive street outreach program in the nation, DHS deploys outreach teams
24 hours per day, seven days a week, 365 days a year, citywide, to canvass the five boroughs with the
goal of engaging street homeless individuals and encouraging them to accept services and transition
from the streets into housing.
Homeless outreach efforts become more urgent during periods of extreme hot or cold weather and
homeless New Yorkers seeking shelter during inclement weather in New York City will not be turned
away. Implementing its Code Blue and Code Red procedures respectively, DHS redoubles efforts to help
unsheltered homeless New Yorkers indoors during extreme temperatures by doubling the number of
outreach staff in the field, enabling teams to check on vulnerable individuals more frequently, making
regular, repeated contact to protect safety and continue to offer services and support.
To the extent possible, all DHS outreach teams follow the same procedures for language access as other
Agency staff members. Outreach staff all carry Language Cards (for details on this card, see section
IV.a.1) to allow them to appropriately identify the language of the individual they are meeting and offer
every potential resident free language services. Outreach staff use mobile phones to contact telephonic
interpretation services from anywhere in the city. In addition, these staff carry pocket guides that list
the various intake centers in 12 languages: Arabic, Bengali, Simplified and Traditional Chinese, English,
French, Haitian-Creole, Korean, Polish, Russian, Spanish and Urdu.

(The text appears backwards because of the way the document is designed to fold.)
Outreach to Partner Organizations
In addition to outreach to currently homeless populations, DHS informs CBO partners of the availability
of language services through community outreach. ORIA has conducted outreach to immigrant-serving
community-based organizations and has given presentations on how LEP residents can access services.
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Since 2016, ORIA has been working closely with a group of language access legal advocates in a
Language Access Work Group. This group, and the Agency/community interaction that it generates, is
expected to continue into the future.
Free Interpretation Services Poster
In 2016, HRA updated its “If you need an interpreter” poster to make it applicable to both HRA and DHS
locations. The poster reads “You have the right to free interpreter services at this location. If you need
an interpreter, please go to the reception desk and we will call someone to interpret for you. If you
have a question, comment or complaint about translation or interpretation at this location, please speak
to a worker or call 311. Filing a complaint will not affect your case.” This statement is translated into
Albanian, Arabic, Bengali, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, French, Greek, Haitian Creole,
Hebrew, Hindi, Italian, Korean, Polish, Punjabi, Russian, Spanish, Urdu, Vietnamese, and Yiddish. The
new, improved poster also indicates the availability of sign language interpretation services. These
posters are prominently displayed in all DHS intake centers and direct-run shelters.

Staff
In addition to the free interpretation services poster, as discussed earlier, all residents are informed by
staff at the beginning of every conversation that free language services are available.
Finally, beginning in May 2018, all residents will receive a notice in their application packet, in ten
languages, that free language services are available. (For details on the form, see section IV.A.1.)
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VIII.

Language Access Complaints

DSS’s Office of Constituent Services, which includes the Ombudsman Unit, tracks any language
access complaints received by the Agency and the Shelter Repair Hotline. Calls are summarized by
agents and emails uploaded directly into the Agency’s Internet Quorum (IQ) program. Any
complaints that include a language component are forwarded to the Ombudsman Unit or to the
Ombudsman and a specific program area for resolution. If a complaint is limited to language
services concerns, the Ombudsman will work with the program involved to ensure that all staff are
reminded of their language access duties and address any systematic language access concerns. If
case issues are involved as well, the Ombudsman works with the appropriate program to ensure
that both case issues and language access concerns are addressed.
Shelter complaints, including language complaints, received by 311 or nyc.gov are uploaded and
tracked in Siebel, a customer service management program. These complaints are sent directly to
DHS program areas for resolution.
DHS and DSS staff are working to combine these two procedures into a single, streamlined process
by February of 2019, which will improve tracking, accountability and customer service.
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IX.

Implementation Plan Logistics
a. Language Access Coordinator
The Language Access Coordinator for the Department of Social Services, including the
Department of Homeless Services, is Marah Rhoades, Deputy Commissioner, Office of
Advocacy and Outreach.
b. Implementation Goals and Timeline
Responsible
Staff

Deadline

GOAL #1: Ensure all client notices and documents are in compliance with the
Agency’s translation policy (available in 11 languages)
Milestone 1

Create an inventory of all client notices/forms

DHS
programs,
ITS, OPPT

Milestone 2

Determine what systems/programs will be
used to provide translated notices

ITS, DHS
programs

April 2018

Milestone 3

Ensure that all involuntary discharge forms are
available in 11 languages

OLA, ORIA

July 2019

Milestone 4

Review all notices to determine which should
remain in circulation and prioritize translation

DHS
programs

Sept. 2018

Milestone 5

Review all notices for plain language

OPPT and
DHS
programs

Dec. 2018

Milestone 6

Review all notices to reduce free-form text

ITS, DHS
programs

Dec. 2018

Milestone 7

Create/update systems to allow the
production of non-English forms and drop-in
text

ITS

March
2019

Milestone 8

Translate all forms into 11 languages

ORIA, OPPT

March
2019

Milestone 9

Program new, translated forms into new
distribution systems

ITS

July 2019
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Feb. 2018

GOAL #2: Use the power of shared DSS services to improve client service

Milestone 1

Provide additional information on nyc.gov/dhs
in all 11 citywide designated translation
languages

OCM, ORIA,
DHS
programs

Sept. 2018

Milestone 2

Ensure that all application packets include a
notice of free interpretation services

HPA, OPPT,
ORIA

July 2018

Milestone 3

Combine 311 and Shelter Repair Hotline
complaint tracking procedures

OCC, DHS
programs

Feb. 2019

GOAL #3: Increase the use of newly available communications tools

Milestone 1

Increase the use of on-site interpretation
services to ensure that the language needs of
the most vulnerable residents are met

ORIA, DHS
programs

Sept. 2018

Milestone 2

Increase the use of video to provide sign
language interpretation services and reduce
client wait times

ORIA,
Disability
Affairs, DHS
programs

Dec. 2018

GOAL #4: Ensure the continuity of services over multiple platforms

Milestone 1

Review the use of telephonic interpretation
services by DHS shelter vendors

ORIA, DHS
programs

Dec. 2018

Milestone 2

Make a determination on the best way to
provide language services to residents living in
vendor-run shelters

ORIA, DHS
programs

July 2019

GOAL #5: Maintain compliance with Executive Order 120 by providing all front-line
staff with LEP training
Milestone 1

Rewrite LEP training for 2018

ORIA

Jan. 2018

Milestone 2

Train all front-line staff

DHS
programs,
OPPT, ORIA

Dec. 2018
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GOAL #6: Improve customer service by improving service tracking mechanisms

Milestone 1

Correct CARES database to use distinct lists for
spoken and written languages

ITS

Feb. 2018

Milestone 2

Review language data available in CARES to
ensure that volume of interpretation services
provided is appropriate and proportional

ORIA

Jan. 2019

c. Implementation Plan Updates
This implementation plan will be updated at least once every three years and the
updates posted on dhs.gov, as required by Local Law 30. Intermediary plans will be
created and posted more frequently if deemed necessary by DSS’s Language Access
Coordinator and Agency leadership.
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I.

Agency Mission and Background

a.
Language Access Coordinator
The Language Access Coordinator for the Department of Social Services, including the Human Resources
Administration, is Marah Rhoades, Deputy Commissioner, Office of Advocacy and Outreach.
b.
Programs and Services Offered
Serving more than 3 million New Yorkers annually, the New York City Human Resources Administration
(HRA) provides economic support and social services to families and individuals through the
administration of major benefit programs including Cash Assistance, Supplemental Nutritional
Assistance Program benefits (food stamps), Medicaid, and Child Support Services. HRA also provides
homelessness prevention, educational, vocational and employment services, assistance for persons with
disabilities, services for immigrants, civil legal aid and disaster relief. For the most vulnerable, it provides
HIV/AIDS Services, Adult Protective Services, Home Care and programs for survivors of domestic
violence. HRA promotes equity for New Yorkers through its commitment to services that fight poverty
and income inequality, prevent homelessness and promote employment. HRA increases economic
security by facilitating access to benefits and to employment and educational programs. Almost
650,000 of the New York City residents that HRA served in 2016 were limited English proficient (LEP).
In 2017, the administrative units of the NYC Human Resources Administration (HRA) and the
Department of Homeless Services (DHS) merged to create an integrated services model that provides
more effective, seamless client services under the Department of Social Services (DSS). By working
together under shared leadership and a unifying structure, we are doing better work for more New
Yorkers in need. This includes sharing resources for providing free and confidential language services,
managed by the Office of Refugee and Immigrant Affairs (ORIA).

a. Programs and Services Offered
Temporary Cash Assistance
Eligible families may receive federally funded cash assistance or state funded benefits at HRA Job
Centers throughout the five boroughs. Parents who do not qualify for cash assistance services due to
immigration status or other factors may apply on behalf of their children.
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), formerly known as food stamps, provides
assistance to low-income New Yorkers to increase their ability to purchase food. The program provides
benefits through an electronic benefits card that can be used like a debit card at participating grocery
stores, supermarkets, most farmers’ markets, and some Green Carts.
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Parents who do not qualify for SNAP benefits may be able to apply for and receive services on behalf on
their children.
Emergency Food Assistance Program
This program supports more than 550 community kitchens and food pantries throughout the City.
These are places where people can get a nutritious meal or a supply of foodstuffs at no cost, regardless
of immigration status. For a list of programs, locations and times, please call 311.
Homelessness Prevention
The Homelessness Prevention Administration (HPA) works with the NYC Department of Homeless
Services (DHS), the NYC Housing Authority (NYCHA) and many other organizations and City agencies to
prevent homelessness and assist families and individuals in need of maintaining stable, affordable
housing in their communities.
Health Insurance Coverage
HRA’s Medical Assistance Program (MAP) offers free and low-cost health insurance for low-income New
Yorkers. MAP determines eligibility based upon income and resource levels for each of the health
insurance programs that they administer.
Individuals and families can qualify for public health insurance even if they have income, own a house,
own a car, have a bank account or receive private health insurance. Pregnant women and children may
qualify for health insurance without regard to immigration status. All individuals, including those with no
immigration status, can apply for emergency Medicaid for emergency, life-sustaining medical care.
Adult Protective Services
Adult Protective Services (APS) provides services and support for physically and/or mentally impaired
adults who are at risk of harm. The program works to enable these individuals to live independently and
safely within their homes and communities. Prospective clients may be referred by anyone. There is an
APS office in each borough.
APS is available to persons 18 years of age and older without regard to income, who:
•
•

•

Are mentally and/or physically impaired; and
Due to these impairments, are unable to manage their own resources, carry out the activities of
daily living, or protect themselves from abuse, neglect, exploitation or other hazardous
situations without assistance from others; and
Have no one available who is willing and able to assist them responsibly.
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Home Care/Long-Term Care Services Program
The Home Care Services Program (HCSP) provides access to, or authorizes services for a variety of
Medicaid-funded long-term care services (LTC) designed to help eligible elderly persons or individuals
with disabilities remain safely at home, rather than in a nursing home or other institution.
Long-term care services (LTC) refers to the wide range of in-home, community-based, and institutional
services and programs that are designed to help elderly persons and individuals with disabilities of all
ages. These services can be medical and non-medical and can help people with activities of daily living
(ADLs) such as dressing, bathing and using the bathroom, and instrumental activities of daily living
(IADLs) such as shopping, cleaning, laundry, and preparing meals.
Eligibility for Medicaid-funded home care programs varies among programs, but all programs require
that the applicant be Medicaid-eligible.
HIV/AIDS Services
The HIV/AIDS Services Administration’s (HASA) mission is to expedite access to the essential benefits
and social services, including case management, to eligible persons with AIDS or HIV and their families.
Staff assists eligible clients in obtaining adequate housing, medical care and other services necessary to
allow them to manage their lives with the highest level of self-reliance and dignity. Some HASA services
are available without regard to immigration status.
Domestic Violence Support Services
The Office of Domestic Violence (ODV) oversees the largest network of domestic violence services in the
country. These state-mandated shelter and community-based programs provide prevention and
intervention services, crisis counseling, advocacy and legal services to help families and individuals
impacted by domestic violence. All programs are provided without regard to immigration status.
Child Support Services
The Office of Child Support Services (OCSS) puts children first by helping parents provide for the
economic and social well-being, health and stability of their children. OCSS serves custodial parents and
guardians regardless of income and immigration status. Services include locating the noncustodial
parent, establishing paternity, child support and medical support orders, and collecting and enforcing
those orders. OCSS also assists noncustodial parents with modifying their child support orders,
providing assistance in paying off child support arrears and providing employment assistance and
referrals to services like mediation.
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Home Energy Assistance Program
The Home Energy Assistance Program (HEAP) helps low-income homeowners and renters pay regular
and emergency heating costs, including heating fuel, equipment and repairs. HEAP may be able to help
even if heat and utilities are included in the rent or the applicant lives in subsidized housing.
Customized Assistance Services
Customized Assistance Services (CAS) helps HRA clients with health and/or mental health problems
reach the highest attainable level of functioning and self-sufficiency by providing comprehensive,
integrated, individualized clinical and support services.
CAS provides clinical expertise, recommendations, and direction to HRA in the fields of health, mental
health, substance use and vocational rehabilitation. CAS staff provides psychiatric evaluation and crisis
intervention services, housing eligibility services and assistance in obtaining federal disability benefits.
CAS manages contracts that serve individuals and families with medical, mental health, and/or
substance use disorders. CAS programs provide clinically focused case management and utilize
sophisticated clinical tracking and reporting systems.
Investigation, Revenue and Enforcement Administration
The integrity of HRA programs is maintained by the Investigation, Revenue and Enforcement
Administration (IREA). IREA confirms eligibility for first time applicants and active public assistance
clients, conducts investigations of individuals and organized groups, and deters Cash Assistance fraud.
IDNYC
HRA, in partnership with the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs (MOIA) and the Mayor’s Office of
Operations, administers the IDNYC program. For details on the language access services provided by
IDNYC, please see IDNYC’s Language and Disability Access Plan.
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II.

Agency Language Access Policy and Goals
a. HRA’s policies around language access

In our city of immigrants, HRA and DSS are committed to providing equal access for all New Yorkers,
regardless of immigration status or language preference.
One-third of HRA’s clients are limited English proficient (LEP). Collectively, our clients speak more than
90 languages. Over the years, we have provided language services by using our bilingual staff;
increasing the use of our telephone interpretation service; providing translated documents and, when
the need arises, using our in-person, video and sign language interpretation contracts.
While each HRA program has its own language access policy that is tailored to the client services
provided, all of the Agency’s language access procedures and policies reflect the same core principles:
1. All Agency employees are required to work with clients in the language of the client’s 1
preference. This is primarily accomplished through the use of bilingual staff and
professional, contracted interpretation services.
2. All documents or notices that are produced by the Agency and will seen by clients must be
available in the following eleven languages in addition to English: Arabic, Bengali,
Simplified and Traditional Chinese, French, Haitian Creole, Korean, Polish, Russian, Spanish
and Urdu.

b. Overall goals of HRA’s Language Access Implementation Plan
HRA serves a uniquely diverse population. In keeping with the Agency’s commitment to providing
benefits and services to all eligible applicants, this plan ensures that language will not be an obstacle to
receiving services. The goal of this plan is to ensure that all eligible applicants and recipients receive the
appropriate benefits without undue delay or difficulty. The application for benefits should take no
longer for LEP clients than it does for English proficient clients. All of the support services the Agency
provides should be available to all clients, regardless of language.
The goal of this Language Access Implementation Plan is to inform HRA clients, the Mayor’s Office of
Immigrant Affairs (MOIA) and the New York City Council about the language services that HRA provides
and how they are provided.

1

Throughout this plan, the expression “client” is used to refer to clients, applicants, consumers or members of the
public.
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III.

LEP Population Assessment
a.

U.S. Department of Justice “Four Factor Analysis”

Factor 1 examines the number or proportion of LEP persons eligible to be served or likely to be
encountered by the program. HRA’s service area includes all of New York City.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau 2, New York City residents who speak English less than “very well”
are most likely to speak: Spanish, Chinese, Russian, French Creole, Korean, or Yiddish (see Figure 1).
Figure 1

LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME BY ABILITY TO SPEAK ENGLISH LESS
THAN "VERY WELL" FOR THE POPULATION 5 YEARS AND OVER
Spanish or Spanish
Creole, 888,764

All others, 306,477
Chinese, 319,622

French (incl.
Patois, Cajun),
22,841
Polish, 26,465

Russian, 114,804

Arabic, 26,695

French Creole,
48,698

Italian, 27,803
Yiddish,
28,984

2

Korean, 46,226

2011-2015 5-Year American Community Survey
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Factor 2 is an analysis of the frequency with which LEP individuals come in contact with the program.
In 2017, HRA served 1.9 million unique cases. One-third (32%) of HRA’s client population is limited
English proficient. The top nine non-English languages spoken by HRA clients are: Spanish, Chinese
dialects, including Mandarin, Cantonese and other, Russian, Bengali, Korean, Arabic, Haitian Creole,
Urdu and Polish [see Figure 2].
Figure 2

2017 LEP Case Heads

Spanish, 398,725
Mandarin,
71,451

Russian, 31,121

All others ,
16,303
Polish, 2,192
Urdu, 4,332
Haitian Creole,
4,985

Bengali,
9,989
Korean, 7,571

Cantonese,
27,946
Chinese-Other,
13,827

Arabic, 6,893

HRA primarily meets the needs of LEP clients through the use of bilingual staff, telephonic interpretation
(available in more than 200 languages), on-site interpretation and video interpretation for spoken
languages and sign language. With these tools, HRA staff is expected to communicate with every client in
his or her language of preference.
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The Agency also provides written documents in the eleven 3 city-wide languages mandated by Local Law
30 (Arabic, Bengali, Simplified and Traditional Chinese, French, Haitian Creole, Korean, Polish, Russian,
Spanish and Urdu). Together, these languages represent 99% of the Agency’s LEP client population.

Factor 3 requires an explanation of the nature and importance of the program, activity, or services
provided by the program to people’s lives.
HRA provides a variety of social services and economic assistance to eligible individuals and families. The
goal of these services is to enable these New Yorkers to lead independent lives. When an applicant/client
calls or visits HRA’s offices, language must not be a barrier to the receipt of appropriate services. This plan
reflects HRA’s commitment to providing language access services and meeting the following over-arching
goals:
•
•
•
•

To ensure that language is not a barrier to Agency services;
To ensure that all applicants and clients have equal access to the services for which they are
eligible, regardless of the level of their English proficiency;
To inform all HRA applicants and clients that free interpretation services are always
available; and
To train front-line staff on the importance of ensuring access to free interpretation services
for all LEP clients.

Factor 4 requires a description of the resources available to the Agency and costs.
HRA uses bilingual staff, telephonic interpretation and, when appropriate, video or on-site
interpretation to speak with clients in their preferred language.
In 2017, HRA provided written notices and documentation in their preferred language to clients who
read Arabic, Bengali, Simplified or Traditional Chinese, Haitian Creole, Korean, Russian, Spanish or Urdu.
By July 2019, all HRA produced documents will also be available in French and Polish. As per Agency
policy, when a client notifies the Agency, either in-person or by calling Infoline, that they do not
understand, for any reason, a document that has been sent to them, it is the staff member’s
responsibility to read and/or summarize the notice for them in a language that they understand.
HRA utilizes outside vendors to provide written translation, on-site interpretation, telephonic
interpretation, sign language interpretation and bilingual skills testing. We provide these services to our
clients under the citywide language service contracts provided through the Department of Citywide
Administrative Services (DCAS).

3

HRA recognizes that Local Law 30 lists ten designated city-wide languages, but the law does not designate which
form of Chinese characters should be provided. Given the size of HRA’s Chinese language population, the Agency
has opted to provide all notices in both styles of characters, implementing the Local Law 30 mandate as eleven
languages rather than ten.
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Vendor

Type of Service

2017
Instances

2017
Expenditures

Telephonic Interpretation

Voiance Language, LLC.

279,389

$1,895,715

On-Site Interpretation
(excluding sign language)

Geneva Worldwide, Inc.

3,235

$216,627

599

$87,150

2,903

$1,448,438

11

$1,284

Sign Language Interpretation
Accurate Communication, Inc.
(video and in-person)
Written Translation

Language Line Solutions, Inc.

Bilingual Skills Testing

LM Language Services

Total Costs

$3,649,214

As described in more detail below, the Agency also conducts regular staff trainings, updates procedures
to improve services to LEP clients, posts signage at all sites to notify clients of their right to free
interpretation services, and utilizes a variety of language access tools to help workers and clients
identify language needs.
b. Language Access Needs of the Agency
HRA fully understands that effective communication in any language is essential for clients in accessing
our crucial services and programs. The Agency is firmly committed ensuring that all New Yorkers, no
matter what their language of preference, can apply for and access all of the Agency’s benefits and
services. While serving more than 500,000 limited English proficient New Yorkers per year requires a
significant commitment, it is a commitment that the Agency continues to make.
HRA provides telephonic interpretation services in more than 200 languages, which covers more than
99% of Agency clients. Given that the eleven city-wide designated languages represent more than 99%
of the Agency’s clients, we do not anticipate the need to increase our translation languages in the
immediate future.
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IV.

Provision of Language Access Services
a. In-Person Interactions

All HRA staff are required to work with every client in his or her preferred language. To do this, staff
must first correctly identify a client’s language. In some locations, clients use a self-service check-in
process to self-identify their language of preference. In other locations, staff use a combination of tools
to correctly identify a client’s language.
Once a client’s preferred language is identified, there are five ways for staff to meet the preferred
language mandate: they can use their own bilingual skills, telephonic interpretation services, video
interpretation services, on-site interpretation services or the client can provide his or her own
interpreter, as long as the individual is over the age of eighteen.
1) Using a Kiosk to Self-Identify Language Needs
At some Job and SNAP centers, clients use self-service check-in kiosks to identify their reason for being
in the center and get an automatically generated ticket number. The first screen on the kiosk asks
clients to self-identify their language of preference. The current options are English, Spanish, Arabic,
Korean, Chinese (Traditional), Russian or Haitian Creole. Once a client has selected an option, the entire
check-in process is conducted in that language.

The self-service check-in kiosks will be updated to reflect all eleven city-wide designated languages by
December of 2018.
Once the check-in process is complete, all clients are given a ticket which tells them which floor/area to
report to and provides a ticket number. Every ticket also includes the message “All are welcome and
have a right to apply for HRA benefits. You do not need a social security number to apply. You have a
right to free language services. If you have a complaint, ask to speak with a supervisor or call 311.” This
message is printed on the ticket in English, Spanish, Traditional and Simplified Chinese, Russian, Bengali,
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Korean, Arabic, Urdu and Haitian Creole. This message will also be translated into French and Polish by
December of 2018.
Importantly, each ticket also identifies the client’s language. This not only allows the client to check
his/her language option, but also informs staff who will later interact with the client. For new clients the
recorded language is the language in which they used the kiosk. For clients who are previously known to
the Agency, the language recorded on the ticket is the client’s language of record.

In addition to this ticket, clients who completed the check-in process in a language other than English
receive a copy of the Agency’s notice of free interpretation services. This notice reads “You have a right
to free interpretation services. We have free interpretation services available. Please tell a worker if
you want to speak with us in a language other than English or in sign language. In a Center, you can
simply show a worker the “I Speak” card below. If you have a question, comment or complaint about
the interpretation services provided, please call 311. Filing a complaint will not affect your case.” This
message is printed in English, Spanish, Traditional Chinese, Russian, Korean, Arabic and Haitian Creole.
By July of 2018, this notice will include Bengali, Simplified Chinese, French, Polish and Urdu.
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For clients who do not read or speak any of the above languages or who cannot use the self-service
kiosk for any reason, a staff member is always available to assist. Staff members have access to
telephonic interpretation or other accessibility tools to help clients with the check-in process.
2)

Staff Tools for Identifying a Client’s Language of Preference

All direct interactions between HRA staff and clients begin with an offer of free language services. If a
client accepts the offer of language services, the second step is to identify the client’s language of
preference. Many HRA clients self-identify their preferred language. Others are identified by the
Agency’s diverse bilingual staff. In addition, staff in our offices can use the Language Card, the free
interpretation services notice or our telephonic interpretation services vendor to identify a client’s
preferred language.
The Language Card
The Language Card is a folded card that contains the phrase: “Do you speak [name of the language]?
Please be seated. I will call an interpreter for you.” This phrase appears in the following languages:
English, Albanian, Arabic, Bengali, Bosnian, Cantonese (traditional characters), Mandarin (traditional
characters), Haitian Creole, French, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Italian, Khmer, Korean, Polish, Russian,
Spanish, Ukrainian, Urdu, Vietnamese, and Yiddish. It also includes the symbol for deaf/hard-of-hearing
services. As of 2016, the card is available in two sizes, 11”x17” and 5”x7”.
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Notice of Free Language Interpretation
As mandated by Local Law 73, all HRA programs include an 8.5”x 11” notice of free interpretation
services in their application and re-certification packets. As discussed above, by July of 2018, this notice
will be in Arabic, Bengali, Simplified and Traditional Chinese, French, Haitian Creole, Korean, Polish,
Russian, Spanish and Urdu.
Use of Telephonic Interpretation Services to Identify a Client’s Preferred Language
If clients do not identify their preferred language on the Language Card or the Notice of Free
Interpretation Services, it may be because the client speaks another language or does not read in any
language. At that point, staff can call telephonic interpretation services and ask for a Client Services
Representative. The representative can work with the staff member to identify the client’s language
using various linguists.
3)

Telephonic Interpretation Services

Most frequently, staff use telephonic interpretation services to communicate with clients who prefer to
use a language other than English. In 2016, HRA provided 218,812 instances of telephonic
interpretation services. That is an average of 842 calls per business day and an increase of 27% over
2015. In 2017, HRA averaged more than 1,000 telephonic interpretation calls per day.
ORIA confirms the quality of the Agency’s telephonic interpretation services (which are available in more
than 180 languages) by tracking complaints and meeting regularly with staff and outside advocates.
Complaints about interpreters or interpretation services are forwarded to our professional services
vendor, who, when a specific call can be identified, has management staff listen to and review the call
and take appropriate action. When complaints are more general, the vendor can create detailed reports
of wait times, the number of calls and the number of interpreters available during a specific period.
4)

Bilingual Staff

DSS (which includes both HRA and DHS) employs more than 2,100 individuals who speak a language
other than English. Collectively, our staff speaks 128 languages.
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DSS’s Bilingual Staff (as of 5/15/2017)
Language
Number of bilingual staff*
Spanish
1,303
Russian
406
Yoruba
211
French
203
Haitian Creole
197
Cantonese
137
Mandarin
123
Bengali
112
Hindi
101
Ukrainian
85
Urdu
58
Igbo
49
Arabic
44
Ibo
35
Malayalam
33
Nigerian Pidgin English
30
Punjabi
30
Hebrew
27
Polish
25
Italian
24
Tagalog
24
Toishanese
20
German
19
Portuguese
19
Gujarati
18
Vietnamese
16
Edo
15
Korean
15
Greek
12
Pidgin English
12
Tamil
12
Yiddish
12
American Sign Language (ASL)
11
Patois
11
All others (94 languages)
277
TOTAL
3,726
*bilingual staff members speaking more than one language are counted twice.
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5)

Video Interpretation Services

In specific instances, HRA can provide video interpretation services for both deaf/hard-of-hearing clients
or for limited English proficient clients.
All Family Independence Administration (FIA) SNAP and Job Centers are equipped with video
technology, including cameras and dual monitors, to provide video interpretation services for deaf/hardof-hearing clients. Without this technology, deaf/hard-of-hearing clients would have to either preschedule appointments or wait two hours for an on-site sign language interpreter to arrive. Using video
technology, an interpreter can be arranged in only 20 minutes.
Video interpretation services for sign language services will be expanded to all Office of Child Support
Services (OCSS) locations by September of 2018.
HRA is also continuing a pilot to use video technology to provide interpretation services for limited
English proficient New Yorkers. This pilot is available at SNAP and Job Centers in Queens and uses
tablets to connect with interpretation services. Staff from multiple program areas continue to work
together to determine the best service model based on the pilot experience.
6)

On-site Interpretation Services (in HRA offices)

HRA uses on-site interpretation for sign language interpretation services whenever it is requested by a
client or if a specific location does not have access to video services. The Agency is also able to provide
on-site interpretation services for limited English proficient clients in our offices if telephonic
interpretation services are not available or practical. The two most common reasons for using on-site
interpretation services for limited English speaking clients would be because a client does not hear well
enough to use the phone (most commonly because of age related hearing loss) or if a particularly rare
language is more readily available through our on-site interpretation services vendor than our
telephonic interpretation services vendor.
7)

Client Provided Interpretation Services

In most programs, clients have the right to bring friends, family or confidants with them to HRA
interviews/meetings. (Notable exceptions to this rule are interviews with the Office of Domestic
Violence, Adult Protective Services and the Bureau of Fraud Investigation.) In these instances, clients
may choose to allow their family or friends to provide interpretation services on their behalf, if the
suggested interpreter is over the age of eighteen. In all instances, if a client suggests using a friend or
family member as an interpreter, Agency staff reiterate that free and confidential language services are
available, but will ultimately allow the client to make the decision as to how he/she wishes to
communicate.
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b. Over-the-Phone Interactions
HRA has approximately 30 public-facing phone numbers, but the vast majority of callers contact the
Agency through two numbers – Infoline (the Agency’s call center) and the SNAP Telephone Interview
Processing (TIPS) line, which handles scheduled SNAP application interviews and On-Demand SNAP
recertification interviews.
Infoline receives more than 4 million calls per year. The initial Interactive Voice Response System (IVRS)
allows callers to continue in Spanish, Mandarin, Russian or Vietnamese. Callers who select these
options will be automatically routed to a bilingual call agent, unless the wait time is significantly longer
than in the general queue. (When the wait time for a bilingual call agent reaches a set length, calls are
routed to the next available agent with the expectation that the agent will use telephonic interpretation
services to speak with the caller.)
Clients who are recertifying for SNAP benefits can now call SNAP On-Demand, rather than waiting for
the Agency to call them for a telephone interview. The On-Demand line has voice recognition in English
and Spanish and touch-tone capability in Arabic, Bengali, Mandarin, Cantonese, Haitian Creole, Korean,
Russian and Urdu. In addition, there is a static message informing callers to select a specific option and
ask for an interpreter in Polish, Albanian, French, Urdu, Hindi, Vietnamese or Greek. Together, these 16
languages represent more than 99% of the Agency’s SNAP clients.
Call agents at all of the Agency’s public phone numbers, including both Infoline and the SNAP TIPS line,
have access to telephonic interpretation services in more than 200 languages. If callers to any of these
numbers are unable to identify their preferred language in English, agents can contact our telephonic
interpretation services and speak with a Client Services Representative who is specifically trained to help
identify the language of the caller.
c. Field and/or Home Visits
When clients are known to the Agency and already have a case record, staff can check the appropriate
program database to determine the client’s language preference.
When applicants or members of the public are new to the Agency and, therefore, do not have a case
record, staff may be able to check either the applicant’s request for a home visit or the referral to the
Agency for a reference to the client’s language needs.
Once a staff member arrives in the field, the client may identify his/her primary language in English or
the staff member may use the Language Card to identify the client’s language. If the client does not
speak one of the 19 languages listed on the Language Card, or cannot point to the appropriate choice,
field staff can work with our telephonic interpretation services vendor in the same manner as described
above.
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Once the language of the client has been determined, staff have the option of using telephonic
interpretation services or requesting an on-site interpreter. In 2017, staff requested on-site
interpretation for spoken languages 3,235 times or more than 60 times per week. The majority of these
requests were for the Adult Protective Services program, but requests were also made by the Family
Independence Administration, the HIV/AIDS Services Administration and the Medicaid Home Care
program.
Staff can also request sign language interpretation services for home/field visits.
d. Hearings
HRA holds hearings in connection with its rental assistance programs. When clients receive the
notification of a decision on their case, the form includes a request for a hearing. (The notification is
currently available in nine languages. By July of 2018, it will be in the designated eleven languages.) If
an individual requests a hearing, they are contacted by Agency staff, who have access to interpretation
services, for scheduling purposes. During that call, clients are asked whether they would like
interpretation services for their hearing. If clients request interpretation services, onsite interpreters
are used.
If individuals do not request interpretation services in advance, hearing staff use the same free
interpretation posters and tools as other Agency staff to determine the individual’s primary language. If
these tools do not contain enough languages or do not allow the client to identify their language,
hearing staff also have access to telephonic interpretation services and can enlist the support of a Client
Services Representative.
e. Public Events (forums, town halls, etc.)
HRA participates in two types of public events: public hearings and community events.
Where required by law, HRA holds public hearings before implementing or changing certain program
rules. Notifications for these hearings are made according to the legal requirements of that specific
program. As a part of the notification, individuals are informed that they can contact the Agency to
request interpretation services at the hearing.
Even if not requested, HRA provides on-site,
simultaneous interpretation services at every public hearing. When individuals sign-in to attend the
hearing, they are specifically asked if they would like to use these language services.
Agency leaders and outreach staff are periodically asked to attend/present at public forums and events.
In these instances, the need for interpretation services is usually determined by the group or
community-based organization that is hosting the event. When asked, HRA has assisted other City
Agencies and community-based organizations with on-site interpretation services.
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f.

Public Notices and Mailings

For many years, HRA has been in full compliance with Local Law 73 of 2003, which requires the
translation of agency-developed documents into six languages (Arabic, Chinese 4, Haitian Creole, Korean,
Russian, and Spanish).
In 2015, on its own volition, the Agency opted to move well beyond the requirements of LL73. Rather
than translating agency-developed documents into six languages, the Agency began to translate all
client-facing and public-facing documents into nine languages. (Bengali, Simplified Chinese, and Urdu
were added.) The Agency established an expansive Agency-wide translation policy that requires that all
Agency-developed materials which will be distributed to clients or the public (including notices, forms
and informational materials) be translated into eleven languages: Arabic, Bengali, Simplified and
Traditional Chinese, French, Haitian Creole, Korean, Polish, Russian, Spanish, and Urdu.
In 2017, the City Council passed Local Law 30, which requires the translation of certain documents into
ten languages. At that time, the Agency already had its client-facing documents available in nine
languages. Thus, French and Polish were added to the languages into which HRA forms were already
being translated. 5
Additionally, HRA conducted a review of all forms and notices that are distributed to the clients or the
public to confirm that they comply with the plain language principles set forth in Local Law 30.
Because HRA serves such a large number of clients (more than 3 million annually), almost all Agency
forms and notices are automatically generated by HRA systems. For example, automated systems
search client records and automatically mail appropriate notices to clients who need to submit
documentation, update their records, schedule an appointment, etc. When the Agency’s primary
automated systems were put in place, they were created to accommodate ten languages. In 2017 and
2018, the Agency invested resources to upgrade these systems to allow them to generate documents
into more languages.
Now that the Agency’s automated systems have been upgraded, the Agency has begun the laborintensive process of programming documents into an additional two languages (Polish and French)
pursuant to Local Law 30. Additionally, for any document that is revised or reworked for any reason,—
for example, when plain language edits are made—the Agency must first have the new, updated form
translated into all twelve languages and then separately have each translated version reprogrammed so
it is available for automated generation. This was the case for many of the Agency’s more than 1,600
forms. Currently, approximately 35% of forms and notices that are distributed to the public have been
translated into all twelve languages and are available for automated generation.
By June of 2018, all of the Agency’s documents will be translated into twelve languages. Many of those
documents will be available to clients or the public immediately. Others, specifically those that need to
be programmed in order to be mailed automatically, will be made available on a rolling schedule. The
4
5

HRA provided translation into Traditional Chinese characters.
In 2017, HRA provided service to 2,192 Polish- and 1,407 French-speaking households.
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Agency expects that every document or notice which is seen by clients or the public will be mailed out
and/or be available in twelve languages by July 2019.
HRA’s Office of Policies, Procedures and Training (OPPT) will be responsible for tracking updated
versions of forms and ensuring that the correct, up-to-date form, in the correct language is delivered to
each client.
HRA’s documents are all professionally translated by certified translators at Language Line Solutions.
While Language Line conducts its own quality assurance check, HRA also seeks feedback from the public
and stakeholders on the quality of our written translations. When needed, HRA relies on volunteers
from the City’s Language Bank to review translated documents.

g. Agency Web Site/Mobile Applications
HRA redesigned its public web site (www.nyc.gov/hra) in 2015. Directly under the “hero,” HRA’s home
page divides into three columns. The first column begins “I speak…” and then lists Spanish, Arabic,
Chinese (Traditional), Haitian Creole, Korean, and Russian in each of those languages.

Clicking on a language takes a reader to a page that has been entirely, professionally translated in that
language. The translated page not only includes information about each of the Agency’s programs, but
also displays a large number of links to other relevant information, forms and notices. (Links are to
documents in that language when they are available and to English documents when they are not.)
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The Office of Refugee and Immigrant Affairs has confirmed that the information included on the
Agency’s multi-lingual pages is up-to-date and complete. Once that process is complete, additional
pages will be added in Bengali, Simplified Chinese, French, Polish and Urdu. By July 2018, the HRA’s
public web site will have professionally translated text, as well as useful links, in all of the eleven citydesignated translation languages.
HRA clients also interact with the Agency through the ACCESS HRA site and mobile application. Clients
may be able to use the ACCESS HRA web site to re-certify for their SNAP and Cash Assistance benefits,
apply for SNAP, submit a Periodic Report for SNAP, edit their case details (mailing address, phone
number and email address), upload documents, view Agency notices, request a budget letter and much
more. Importantly, clients can also use ACCESS HRA to change their language preference, which will
automatically change the language in which they receive notices from the Agency.
The ACCESS HRA mobile app, which allows clients to use a smart phone to manage their case details,
upload eligibility documents and receive notifications from the Agency, is available in Arabic, Traditional
Chinese, French, Korean, Russian and Spanish. (The mobile application is in French instead of Haitian
Creole because neither iPhone nor Android devices support Haitian Creole.)
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In addition to the sites mentioned above, HRA clients with access to a smart phone can use the “HRA
Document Upload” application to upload and submit requested eligibility documents to the Agency.
Like the Access HRA mobile app, the Document Upload app is available in Arabic, Traditional Chinese,
French, Korean, Russian and Spanish.

h. Emergency Preparedness and Response
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HRA has updated its Emergency Preparedness Plan to ensure that LEP clients are able to access services
during an emergency. This plan includes ensuring that documents are translated, appropriate multilingual signage and LEP identification tools are available at emergency sites, interpreters can be
contacted, and staff are trained in the provision of language services. In addition, HRA’s Crisis and
Disaster Unit and ORIA have worked closely with MOIA and the Office of Emergency Management
(OEM) to develop a plan to improve citywide coordination around LEP access to services during an
emergency. The plan incorporates services for LEP populations as part of business continuity planning,
such that language access will be available during and after an emergency.
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V.

Training

All HRA staff who work with clients, whether by phone, email or in-person, are mandated to receive
training on working with limited English proficient (LEP) New Yorkers every year. The current version of
the training was written by ORIA in 2016 and updated in 2017. It was rewritten in 2018 in order to
include updated material and ensure that the presentation is fresh and interesting.
HRA’s LEP training includes an overview of the Agency’s client population and a brief discussion of our
legal obligations before going into detail on how to provide language services. The training gives staff
step-by-step instructions on how to interact with LEP clients in-person at the centers, over-the-phone
and in the field. (This framework allows trainers to emphasize some forms of interaction and/or
summarize others, depending on the roles of the staff being trained.) It includes information on when
to speak with their designated language liaison and when to call ORIA for additional support. The
training also includes specific information on working with sign language clients. Finally, the training
ends with five challenging, real-world scenarios.
The training takes an hour and a half and is usually delivered by professional trainers with the Office of
Policy, Procedure and Training. (In some instances, ORIA conducts trainings directly for program staff.)
HRA no longer uses online tools for LEP training.
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VI.

Record Keeping and Evaluation

HRA tracks clients’ preferred language for speaking and reading through a number of programspecific databases. The largest of these databases is the New York State Welfare Management
System (WMS), which tracks client data for participants in the Cash Assistance, SNAP, Medicaid and
HIV/AIDS Services Administration (HASA) programs. Other programs, including the Office of Child
Support Services (OCSS), the Home Energy Assistance Program (HEAP), Adult Protective Services
(APS) and the Investigation, Revenue and Enforcement Administration (IREA) track client language
data in their own databases.
Client interactions in the Cash Assistance and SNAP programs are recorded in the Paperless Office
System (POS). For specific types of client interactions, including new applications, re-certifications
and certain types of case changes, POS records how language services were provided. Options
include:
- the use of bilingual staff;
- the client brought his/her own interpreter;
- the use of telephonic interpretation services; and
- the use of on-site interpretation services.
One of ORIA’s roles is to determine how LEP clients are being served by HRA. In addition to
carefully monitoring client data and working closely with center-based staff, ORIA and other HRA
outreach units meet with Community-Based Organizations (CBOs), immigrant clients and members
of our External Language Access Working Group. HRA’s Office of Constituent Services tracks any
language access complaints received by the Agency, 311, nyc.gov and/or other elected officials.
ORIA reviews and responds to the complaints and takes appropriate follow-up actions with program
areas.
Finally, the Office of Quality Assurance asks clients to fill out a survey during audits in clients’ homes,
at HRA sites and on the phone. Bilingual staff and interpreters are used to conduct these surveys
with LEP customers.
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VII.

Outreach and Public Awareness of Language Access Services

HRA informs the public of the availability of language services through posters in all of our walk-in
centers, notices in applications and renewal packets and a notice on tickets in FIA walk-in centers.
In addition, all staff are trained to offer free language services to every client at every interaction.
“Free Interpreter Services” poster
In 2016, HRA updated its “If you need an interpreter” poster to make it applicable to both HRA and
DHS locations. The poster reads “You have the right to free interpreter services at this location. If
you need an interpreter, please go to the reception desk and we will call someone to interpret for
you. If you have a question, comment or complaint about translation or interpretation at this
location, please speak to a worker or call 311. Filing a complaint will not affect your case.” This
statement is translated into Albanian, Arabic, Bengali, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese,
French, Greek, Haitian Creole, Hebrew, Hindi, Italian, Korean, Polish, Punjabi, Russian, Spanish,
Urdu, Vietnamese, and Yiddish. The new, improved poster also indicates the availability of sign
language interpretation services. These posters are prominently displayed in all of HRA’s walk-in
locations.

In addition to the free interpretation services poster, all clients who receive a ticket/place in line in
our offices, receive a notice, in ten languages, that free language services are available. (For details
on the ticket, see section IV.A.1.)
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All clients who are applying or recertifying for any benefits are also provided with a Notice of Free
Interpretation Services in seven languages. (For details, please see section IV.A.1.)
Finally, HRA informs potential LEP customers of the availability of language services through
community outreach and by distributing materials that provide information on HRA’s language
access. Over the years, ORIA has conducted outreach to immigrant-serving CBOs and has given
presentations on how LEP customers can access services. Since 2016, ORIA has been working
closely with a group of language access legal advocates in a Language Access Work Group. This
group, and the Agency/community interaction that it generates, is expected to continue into the
future.
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VIII. Language Access Complaints
DSS’s Office of Constituent Services tracks any language access complaints received by the Agency, 311,
nyc.gov and/or elected officials. Calls are summarized by agents and emails uploaded directly into the
Agency’s Internet Quorum (IQ) program. Any complaints that include a language component are
forwarded to ORIA or to ORIA and a specific program area for resolution. If a complaint is limited to
language services concerns, ORIA will work with the program involved to ensure that all staff are
reminded of their language access duties and address any systematic language access concerns. If case
issues are involved as well, ORIA works with the appropriate program to ensure that both case issues
and language access concerns are addressed.
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IX.

Implementation Plan Logistics

a. Implementation Goals and Timeline
GOAL #1: Ensure agency-created documents
are translated in compliance with LL 30 and
the Agency’s translation policy

Responsible
Staff

Deadline

Create a catalog of agency-created documents.
Prioritize the list according to the legal
requirements of LL30.

OPPT, ORIA,
Programs

May. 2018

Complete plain language review and editing of
mandatory documents.

OPPT,
Programs

June 2018

Submit documents for translation.

OPPT, ORIA

June 2018

Milestone 4

Ensure that documents are translated into 11
languages. Static documents and those that are
given to clients in a Center will be immediately
available.

ORIA

July 2018

Milestone 5

Phase 1: Highest priority mailed documents (35%
of total) programmed and deliverable to clients in
12 languages.

ITS, OPPT

July 2018

Milestone 6

Phase 2: Priority mailed documents (60% of total)
programmed and deliverable to clients in 12
languages.

ITS, OPPT

Dec 2018

Milestone 7

Phase 3: All Agency forms deliverable to clients in
12 languages.

ITS, OPPT

June 2019

GOAL #2: Ensure all application and
recertification materials are LL30 compliant

Responsible
Staff

Deadline

Milestone 1

Add additional languages to the Notice of Free
Interpretation

ORIA, OCM

May 2018

Milestone 2

Make Agency produced client notices/forms in
application/recertification packets available in 12
languages.

FIA, OPPT,
ORIA

June 2018

Milestone 1

Milestone 2

Milestone 3
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GOAL # 3: Expand the use of technology to
provide high-quality client services

Responsible
Staff

Deadline

Milestone 1

Add additional languages to Self-Service kiosks

ITS

Dec. 2018

Milestone 2

Add French and Polish to tickets

ITS

Dec. 2018

Milestone 3

Increase the number of tablets available for video
interpretation services for LEP clients

ITS, FIA

April 2018

Milestone 4

Provide additional translations on HRA.gov

OCM, ORIA

June 2018

Milestone 5

Expand video sign language interpretation
services to Office of Child Support locations

OCSS, ITS

Sept. 2018

GOAL # 4: Maintain compliance with LL by
providing LEP training to all front-line staff

Responsible
Staff

Deadline

Milestone 1

Rewrite LEP training for 2018

ORIA

Completed
Feb. 2018

Milestone 2

Train all front-line staff

OPPT

Dec. 2018

b. Implementation Plan Updates
This implementation plan will be updated at least once every three years and the
updates posted on hra.gov, as required by Local Law 30. Intermediary plans will be
created and posted more frequently if deemed necessary by HRA’s Language Access
Coordinator and Agency leadership.
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NYC DOT Language Access Implementation Plan
Name and title of Language Access Coordinator:
Eleanor DiPalma, Ph.D., Executive Director, Customer Service/Language Access
I. Agency Mission and Background
DOT’s mission is to provide for the safe, efficient, and environmentally responsible movement of people and
goods in the City of New York and to maintain and enhance the transportation infrastructure crucial to the
economic vitality and quality of life of our primary customers, City residents. Our agency’s work is guided by
Sustainable Streets, the Strategic Plan for the New York City Department of Transportation. We are customerdriven in all our activities. We seek opportunities to create partnerships in the provision of transportation services through appropriate relationships and alliances.
To accomplish our mission, the Department works to achieve the following goals:
•

Provide safe, efficient, and environmentally responsible movement of pedestrians, goods, and vehicular traffic on the streets, highways, bridges, and waterways of the City’s transportation network;

•

Improve traffic mobility and reduce congestion throughout the City;

•

Rehabilitate and maintain the City’s infrastructure, including bridges, tunnels, streets, sidewalks, and
highways;

•

Encourage the use of mass transit and sustainable modes of transportation; and

•

Conduct traffic safety educational programs.

Over 4,500 DOT employees oversee one of the most complex urban transportation networks in the world.
DOT’s staff manage an annual operating budget of $900 million and a five-year $6.3 billion capital program,
6,000 miles of streets and highways, over 12,000 miles of sidewalk, 789 bridge and tunnels. DOT’s staff installs
and maintains over one million street signs, 12,700 signalized intersections, over 315,000 street lights, and 69
million linear feet of markings.
DOT promotes the use of sustainable modes of transportation. DOT designs bicycle facilities, bus lanes, and
public plazas. DOT operates the Staten Island Ferry, which serves over 22 million people annually and oversees
ferry operations on City-owned piers. DOT educates students and adults Citywide about street safety. DOT’s
staff issue parking permits to people with disabilities, not-for-profit agencies and governmental entities, and
commercial vehicle permits for trucks; issue construction permits for work in City streets; and manage the
City’s Adopt-a-Highway program.
DOT is the lead agency in Mayor Bill de Blasio’s Vision Zero initiative, the City’s systematic groundwork for
ending traffic deaths and injuries on our streets. As part of this initiative, DOT has been charged with, among
other things, continuing to develop and streamline effective communications to all New Yorkers, whether English-speaking or the Limited English Proficient (LEP) community. Community outreach is a major aspect of
DOT’s efforts, conducted throughout the five boroughs by multiple DOT Divisions, Units and Offices to maintain, develop and promote numerous transportation initiatives, including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•

Safe bicycling
Wayfinding and safe pedestrian crossings
Traffic calming and other safety improvements
Alternative modes of transportation
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DOT continues in its robust outreach efforts engaging LEP communities through the provision of agency
language services in various communication channels, such as face to face in meetings, on-line through emails,
social media and mixed mode surveys. DOT invites customer feedback and participation in agency campaigns
and the development of various projects such as Vision Zero; DWI; Safety Education; Transit Development;
Bridge Construction; Truck Traffic; Bike Share; Public Plazas; and Parking Regulations.
One of DOT’s formation and implementation of the DOT Street Ambassador program is a recent innovative
strategies that was instituted for the purpose of expanding agency outreach and ensuring public engagement
in communities citywide. Customer driven in all their activities, DOT Street Ambassadors meet members of the
public in their neighborhoods engaging New Yorkers in the planning and development of DOT projects aimed
at safety, mobility, sustainability and quality of life. DOT Street Ambassadors (some who are bilingual) are
committed to meeting people where they are and ensuring that everyone’s voice counts, regardless of background or spoken language. DOT’s goal is to move the City closer toward an inclusive and just planning process. Since Street Ambassadors are strategically deployed to busy areas near project sites, they hear directly
from the people. New Yorkers have opportunities to stop and chat about a project on their own time and in
their own language.
DOT Customer Service/Language Access Unit (CSLA) provides a full-range of professional language services designed for all customers in a various scenarios: one-on-one customer communications; group settings; email
and letter responses; fulfillment of customer literature requests; distribution of: Voter Registration forms in
multiple languages; distribution of DOT translated materials as well as the installation and updates to translated DOT signage. As a supplement to agency language services in which certified interpreters and translators
are provided, DOT utilizes DOT bilingual employees to provide language services on a volunteer basis. Bilingual employees provide interpretations in one-on one communications with LEPs and they also review brief
translation projects prior to distribution.
DOT hosts special events to all members of the public where both interpretation and translation services are
arranged in partnership with many agencies and community organizations, to name only a few: Transportation
Alternatives, The Horticultural Society; Mayor’s Office for People with Disabilities; NYC Votes - NYC Campaign
Finance Board or New Yorkers for Parks, Offices of the Borough President, and Elected Officials.
Other widespread points of customer contacts continue to occur at DOT’s Public Service Centers located
citywide where members of the public arrive in-person to engage in transactions or get information related to
core City services such as: Parking Permits; Pre-Paid Parking Card and Municipal Off Street Parking Info;
Roadway and sidewalk construction permits; Staten Island Ferry rides; Canopy information and authorization;
Environmental Control Board summonses; Disability, Clergy and other permit types. At these Public Service
Centers, customers can also request meetings and reviews with the DOT Office of Construction Mitigation Coordination. By ensuring the development and provision of Citywide Mayoral initiatives in both customer service and language access, CSLA provides the critical link for LEP clients to communicate with DOT in multiple
languages and receive a variety of services. CSLA is directly responsible for providing and overseeing customer
service language programming in 9 DOT Public Service Centers. Programs include language services such as
translation, interpretation, transcription and plain language; design and installation of translated signage and
materials; ensuring as needed repairs and overall maintenance of facilities; customer service/language access/voter assistance and training.
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II.

Agency Language Access Policy and Goals

Purpose
DOT Customer Service Language Access (CSLA) provides languages services free of charge to customers
citywide, ensuring meaningful access for LEP customers in agency programs and activities. To properly serve
the rich diversity of language and transportation needs of New Yorkers, DOT must employ inclusive, innovative
and systematic approaches aimed at developing and implementing customer service language access best
practices. DOT communicates with LEPs in both written and spoken languages enabling them to interact and
actively participate in government project planning, safety and other vital City transportation initiatives. CSLA
maintains its leadership role in program development and implementation designed to provide quality language services and ensure customer readability in all languages, including English. These agency efforts support Mayor Bill de Blasio’s initiatives to promote equity, diversity, as well as economic and civic engagement.
DOT’s CSLA policy addresses the needs and interests of numerous language stakeholders: foremost, members
of the public including LEP customers; the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs; the Mayor’s Office of Operations; Elective Officials; DOT Executive, managerial, supervisory and front-line staff from a diversity of divisions
and units agency-wide; DOT Customer Service Language Access; the Commissioner’s Correspondence Unit –
CCU; DOT Strategic Communications; DOT Press; DOT Human Resources and Facilities Management; DOT Legal; DOT Public Service Centers; DOT Creative Services; DOT Street Ambassadors; DOT IT and Telecom; and
other participating DOT Divisions/Units; Language Service Providers that provide Certified translators and interpreters through contracts with vendors; Citywide Language Bank Volunteers; Bilingual DOT staff; Transportation Agency partners, in the US and abroad; college and university partners in the US and abroad; DOT
CSLA’s inter-agency and organizational partners.
Customer Service Language Access Policies are established to ensure compliance with Local Law 30 (LL30)
building upon CSLA accomplishments achieved in its first 10 years “2008-2018” since Mayoral Executive Orders 115 and 120 were issued.
•

Continue to provide centralized agency-wide language translation and interpretation services utilized in
various channels of agency communications;

•

Continue to train DOT employees and new hires in customer service language access policies and procedures on when and how to provide language services;

•

Continue to update, maintain and improve customer service language access signage posted in DOT’s public service centers and during agency community outreach and special events;

•

Continue to develop agency-wide translation and interpretation standards and best practices to ensure
quality translation and interpretation services while meeting the increase demand for such services;

•

Continue to upgrade DOT’s Language Access Databases for effective management of language services
data;

•

Continue to develop agency-wide processes and procedures designed to consolidate, simplify and
integrate agency content for improved customer language access, readability and effective communication.
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Customer Service Language Access Goals
•

Adopt state-of-the-art technology by end of FY19 to streamline content for greater efficiency, quality and
consistency in projects requiring translation and/or interpretation;

•

Design, translate, produce and install Customer Service Language Access signage in the 10 designated
citywide languages by end of FY19;

•

Upgrade DOT’s customer service/language access request portal to facilitate a one stop shop experience
for DOT project managers to request both translation and interpretation services by end of FY20;

•

Provide “DOT Language Academy Certification” in three of the 10 designated citywide languages by end of
FY22. By end of FY19, DOT will establish a Spanish language assessment tool and learning resources for
Spanish bilingual employees who volunteer to review translations;

•

Conduct a linguistic assessment in three of the 10 designated citywide languages by end of FY22. By the
end of FY19, DOT will conduct a linguistic assessment of transportation Spanish vocabularies from DOT’s
translation library and from other transportation translation library resources to identify the range of vocabulary commonly used in transportation;

•

Conduct customer service language access usability surveys in three of the 10 designated citywide languages by end of FY22. By end of FY19, DOT will conduct a language access usability survey in Spanish to
determine the register most widely understood by LEP customers;

•

Pending budget approval, hire staffing resources qualified in professional translation and interpretation
services as well as in project management to expand and monitor implementation of DOT’s language access plan by end of FY20.
III. LEP Population Assessment

1. Languages Covered
CSLA will continue to translate most commonly distributed 1 documents into a minimum of ten languages
(Spanish, Chinese, Russian, Haitian Creole, Korean, French, Polish, Bengali, Arabic and Urdu), as required by
Local Law 30 and Executive Order No. 120. DOT determines such documents through:
•
•
•

The number of customer “hits” or “downloads” of these documents available on the DOT website;
The number of customer requests for DOT literature shown in Siebel, 311’s customer relations management system;
When agency documents are updates or new documents are introduced, CSLA consults with senior
stuff and other Language Access stakeholders to determine updates to agency Essential documents.

DOT will provide interpretation services in all available languages, including, but not limited to: Spanish, Chinese, Russian, Haitian Creole, Korean, French, Polish, Bengali, Arabic and Urdu through Language Service providers with whom DOT has contracted.

1

Internally referred as “Essential Documents”
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2. DOJ 4-Factor Analysis
To properly assess LEP language access needs and to satisfy all compliance standards set forth in Local Law 30
and Executive Order 120, the Department is guided by the United States Department of Justice (DOJ) 4-Factor
Analysis.
a) Factor 1 – LEP population served or encountered
Since 2015, DOT has noted four additional languages published by US Census Bureau and the 2015 American
Community Survey: Yiddish, Polish, Urdu, and French.
The most common languages spoken and read by approximately 1.8 million LEP persons in New York City are 2:
Language
Spanish
Chinese
Russian
Bengali
Haitian
Creole

Percent
48.4
17.9
6.1
3.1
2.7

Korean
Arabic
Yiddish
Italian
Polish
Urdu
French

2.5
1.6
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.2
1.1

DOT has begun translating it most commonly distributed documents into the required Local Law 30 languages.
As of the date of this report, nine documents have been translated into LL30 languages in addition to Italian.
By end of FY19 when these documents are updated and revised, DOT will include Yiddish in the next batch of
Essential Documents translations, as suggested by the chart above.
b) Factor 2 – Frequency of contact with LEP customers
In addition to population data provided by the Census, the 2015 American Community Survey Public; Executive 120 and the ten (10) designated citywide languages, CSLA will be guided in its decisions with respect to
language access services by its measurable contact with the LEP community.
Contact is measured through DOTs record keeping of: translations; in-person and over-the-phone interpretation services; 311 customer literature requests; agency customer intake online forms and web hits.
•

Translations

CSLA monitors the number and types of language translations distributed to LEPs using DOT’s Language Access Database (LAD). Project managers and CSLA staff upload source materials for translation, indicating the
number and language type(s) for each translation request. LAD generates reports that show the number of
source documents and associated translations sorted by language. For any given date range, CSLA administra2

U.S. Census Bureau, 2015 American Community Survey Public Use Microdata 1-Year Sample Population Division – New York City
Department of City Planning (February 2017)
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tors determine the number of translations produced and the number of requested languages. Additional information, such as project location, nature of LEP interaction and distribution method is also accessible
through LAD. For example, in January – December 2017, CSLA fulfilled a total of 116 translation requests producing 298 translations in 19 languages, the top three of which are Spanish, Chinese, and Russian. Please see
below.

2017 Document Translations
Language

# of Translations

Spanish
Chinese
Russian
Bengali
Arabic
Korean
Haitian Creole
French
Polish
Italian
Urdu
Greek
Hindi
English
Yiddish
Hebrew
Nepali
Punjabi
Tibetan
Total # of Translations

•

Percent

83
46
27
22
19
18
17
15

27.9%
15.4%
9.1%
7.4%
6.4%
6.0%
5.7%
5.0%

14
10
9
7
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
298

4.7%
3.4%
3.0%
2.4%
1.0%
0.7%
0.7%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
100%

Interpretations

With respect to interpretation services, DOT has established a record keeping system that allows for monitoring the frequency of LEP customer contact through over-the-phone interpretation and in-person interpretation service details. The system shows various details for over-the-phone interpretation services and for inperson interpretation services: requested languages; call length in minutes, call volume per month; name of
DOT Division requesting the service; duration of in-person interpretation service with description of event and
DOT on-site contact information.
Annual demand for in-person interpretation services has grown dramatically in recent years, from 9 requests
in 2015 to 49 in 2017. The total number of minutes LEO customers spent with professional phone interpreters
has also significantly increased: in 2010 it was 7,974 minutes, whereas in 2017, it has more than tripled to
20,595 minutes.
•

311 Literature Requests

CSLA tracks customer requests for literature in English and in multiple languages. DOT has created service requests for customers who request information related to Alternated Side Parking regulations, Staten Island
Ferry Schedule, City and State Parking Permit applications for People with Disabilities, Bike Smart Brochures
and more. CSLA fulfills customer literature requests by mailing hard copies of these documents available in
English and in multiple languages.
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•

Online Web Forms

Customers write to the DOT Commissioner or the Borough Commissioner using agency translated “online web
forms.” These drop-down menus provide LEP customers and easy way to communicate their concerns, requests, or comments. Customer communications received through this channel on the DOT website can be
sorted by language, tracked and monitored. Web form drop-down menus are currently available in 9 languages, including English. CSLA plans to translate the drop-down menus into additional languages to comply
with 10-language Local Law requirement.
•

Web Hits

Customers access materials in languages other than English on the DOT website; for example, the DOT mission
statement is available in multiple languages and customers may access web pages containing links to other
translations. DOT easily tracks the most visited pages overall where customers obtain information, for example, regarding alternate side parking, parking permits for people with disabilities and bicyclist safety. In 2016,
members of the public visited 1,000 links on DOT’s website, resulting in 360,049 separate visits, which includes
links in languages other than English. Forty-nine (49) links in languages other than English generated 97,737 of
the 360,049 visits.
c) Factor 3 – The nature and importance of the program, activity or service
DOT provides transportation services to members of the public that address social, economic, safety, environmental and quality of life needs. DOT fosters dialogue with individuals and communities throughout NYC
while responding to public concerns, comments, questions and/or inquiries. The general public communicates
these concerns, comments, questions or inquiries through multiple channels as explained above.
Based on requests for information and materials, and requests for interpretations, the public-at-large, as well
as the LEP community, turn to DOT very often for information about alternate-side-of-the-street parking regulations, the Staten Island Ferry schedule, and information and applications for parking permits for people with
disabilities. Consequently, much attention is paid to these programs.
Notwithstanding the frequency with which the public approaches DOT for information and materials, DOT is
also keenly aware that its efforts at furthering critical missions and initiatives – most notably, Mayor
de Blasio’s Vision Zero initiative – requires extensive outreach, which, in turn, requires effective communication with communities, including, very often, LEP communities. Consequently, while DOT’s CSLA has always
worked closely with the Borough Commissioners and planners in their outreach efforts, the CSLA is now partnering even more closely with offices of the Borough Commissioners to provide language services on Vision
Zero, critical initiatives, specific street improvement projects and other programs. Effective communications in
both translations and interpretation services is vital to ensure customers receive accurate and timely messages.
d) Factor 4 – Resources available to your agency
To appropriately meet the increasing demands for language services DOT has identified the need to reassess
and expand its pool of existing resources. DOT continues to demonstrate its commitment to language access
by maintaining a centralized language services operation consisting of: CSLA Executive Director and (1) Deputy Director; (1) Associate Staff Analyst; (2) Community Associates (translators/interpreters); (1) Graphic Artist;
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(1) Clerical Associate; and (4) College Interns. DOT’s Language Access Coordinator is Eleanor DiPalma, Ph.D.
who reports to DOT’s Chief of Communications.
In addition to CSLA’s staff resources, a variety of language services are provided through the Citywide Language Services contract such as: translations, in-person interpretations; over-the-phone interpretations; transcription and sign language interpretation. All of these resources are complemented by DOT bilingual staff
and by language volunteers who are registered through the Citywide Volunteer Language Bank (VLB) portal.
Internal agency resources, include but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

DOT Customer Service Language Access centralized operation
Citywide Language Bank Volunteers
DOT Office of Diversity and EEO
DOT Bilingual employees
DOT front-line employees in public service centers located in all boroughs
DOT employees engaged in strategic communications, training and technology

Inter-agency customer service language access resources/partnerships
CSLA continues to work closely in partnership with the Mayor’s Office of Operations and the Mayor’s Office of
Immigrant Affairs utilizing their resources as well as offering DOT resources to expand and improve customer
service language access to the benefit of customers and agencies citywide. CSLA hosts annual “Partners in
Process” forums to establish, promote and reinforce customer service language access best practices utilizing
a wide range of resources.
Agency wide Community Partnerships
Multiple DOT units are responsible for conveying vital transportation communications in English and in the
covered languages.
DOT Project Managers and Community Liaisons interface with the public through a variety of channels (online;
social media; community meetings; customer walk-in centers; phone, email and U.S. mail correspondence).
CSLA Other Than Personnel Services - OTPS
CSLA recognizes the need to adopt industry standard technological tools used by professional translators, such
as translation memory software that includes electronic glossaries and style guides. With these additional
tools, DOT will analyze increasing volumes of translated content produced since 2008 and use the results of
that analysis to design and implement LEP customer surveys. The purpose of the surveys is to determine the
register of language that customers understand to ensure readability and comprehension. These tools will significantly improve DOT’s management of translation processes resulting in greater business flow efficiency
and a higher volume of translations.
IV. Provision of Language Access Services
1. Translation
DOT continues to provide meaningful access to LEP customers, ensuring and moving beyond translation compliance with Executive Orders and Local Law 30. Prior to Local Law 30, DOT had been translating its most
commonly distributed documents into two additional languages (Polish and Bengali) over and above the “Top
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Six” language Executive Order 120 requirement. DOT has begun translating its most commonly used documents in ten languages as required by LL30.
a) Plain Language (English and 10 Local Law 30 languages)
Since 2009, DOT had utilized both internal and contracted resources to revise English documents and correspondences for readability. Since the need for language services has significantly increased, DOT has explored
a more comprehensive approach to revising and redesigning its “Essential Documents” (in English) for clarity.
In June 2017, DOT commissioned the services of Language Line Solutions (LLS) through a small purchase
agreement to assess, analyze and evaluate DOT’s “Essential Documents” related to a variety of transportation
services such as bicycle safety, parking regulations, special permits, and street lighting. LLS provided its observations and recommendations aimed at simplifying the entire set of 32 documents by categorizing the content; providing visual consistency across documents; reducing redundancies; utilizing familiar words; and reducing word count by 66%. DOT will consider using several plain language contracting resources to revise its
“Essential Documents” beginning with Parking Permits and Customer Service applications, brochures and
forms.
DOT recognizes that a linguistic analysis of its translation library is required to establish plain language guidelines in the LL30 languages. The results of a comprehensive linguistic analysis will yield highly valued findings
useful to DOT customers and to other City agencies. DOT plans to utilize consultant services to begin analyzing
its library of written and published translations for clarity. DOT will analyze the body of works available in its
library of Spanish, Russian and Chinese translations, beginning with Spanish (the most widely spoken language
in NYC) to determine the register of vocabulary including transportation terms, ensuring customer readability
and comprehension.
b) Translation and Technology
In 2009, while envisioning the steady and increased demand for language services into the near future, DOT in
partnership with DOT IT, created a language services database that serves as a request portal, providing direct
access for CSLA DOT internal resources who regularly communicate with LEP communities concerning traffic
improvement projects, Vision Zero and other essential transportation services. DOT continues to recognize
technology as an essential programmatic infrastructure through which these vital language services can be
delivered more directly and more timely to customers.
As part of its 5-year implementation plan in partnership with MOIA, MOO and DOITT, DOT is considering a variety of available technological tools such as translation management and translation memory online cloudbased software, and the like that will leverage the value gained in the more than 1,000 translations thus far
produced and reviewed by CSLA over the years. CSLA in cooperation with its IT team is exploring translation
data management options suitable to processing the 10 designated citywide languages.
DOT will continue to post engaging content on social media to inform customers of agency core services, projects, and initiatives. Members of the public are invited to: attend a variety of events; relay service updates
and respond to requests for information and services. Social media content is provided in languages other
than English. Because social media content is viewed online, many users opt to utilize translation features already available in social media channels or through the user’s web browser. Project and event notices are often translated based on the language needs of the community where the event is taking place. When these
multi-lingual documents are available, DOT publishes them directly, or through links, on social media channels.
DOT’s Communications Team works closely with the Mayor’s Office of Digital Strategy to share content with
the City of New York’s channels, including Ciudad de Nueva York on Twitter and Facebook.
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2. Interpretation
DOT continues to provide professional interpretation services, free to customers, offering more than 170 languages through language service providers: Language Line Solutions (over-the-phone) and Accurate Communication (in-person). In the past eight years, CSLA has noted a significant rise in the provisions of both inperson interpretation and over-the-phone interpretation services.
a) In-person
Annual demand for in-person interpretation services has grown dramatically in recent years, from 9 requests
in 2015 to 49 in 2017. CSLA works closely with various DOT Units and Divisions to arrange for professional inperson interpreters depending upon the DOT Unit service request. Interpreters are deployed throughout the
five boroughs to facilitate communications with LEP customers at community based meetings, hearings, special events such as the Mayoral debate; Safety education workshops; and for public surveys. In addition to the
contractor’s screening and selection of interpreters, CSLA provides additional screening to ensure the specific
requirements requested by the DOT Unit are met. For example, CSLA requests and ensures that certain interpreters are assigned based on: experience; spoken dialect; familiarity with the DOT project and terminology;
and their expertise in either simultaneous or consecutive mode of interpretation. For customers who require
in-person sign interpretations, DOT utilizes vendor services as well as resources available through the Mayor’s
Office for People with Disabilities.
b) Over-the-phone
CSLA continues to utilize professional over-the-phone interpretation vendor services. Twenty-nine over-thephone interpretation accounts have been set up for agency Public Service Centers as well as administrative
offices to access interpreters on behalf of LEPS. Recently CSLA added an account for Highway Inspection Quality Assurance (HIQA) inspectors who interact with LEP customers in the field. CSLA manages monthly invoices
that show call volume, call duration, date and time of call as well as the language type accessed. The demand
for over-the-phone interpretation services increased significantly between 2010 and 2017. DOT facilitated
language access for LEPS over-the-phone for 7,974 minutes in 2010 whereas in 2017, the total number of
minutes more than tripled to 20,595 minutes.
c) Interpretation and Technology
CSLA continues to explore video remote interpretation tools that may allow DOT Street Ambassador Team to
access interpreters for LEPS and for people with disabilities in the field in more appealing and suitable ways.
DOT Street Ambassadors meet New Yorkers in busy areas near transportation project sites to hear their concerns and engage them in the planning and development of DOT projects regardless of their background or
the language they speak, moving NYC closer toward to a more inclusive and just planning process.
Bilingual Staff and Translation/Interpretation Services
To continue supplementing agency language services provided by professional interpreters and translators,
DOT utilizes the services of DOT bilingual employees who provide volunteer language services. Bilingual employees are encouraged to assist CSLA in one-on-one oral communications and/or by reviewing brief translation projects. DOT especially values the services provided by bilingual staff since their contributions are not
part of their job requirements. DOT reinforces the participation of agency bilingual staff, promoting the Lan-
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guage Volunteer program and providing language services tools through postings on DOT’s Intranet as well as
in email communications.
3. Notification of Free Interpretation Signage
Notice of “Free Interpretation Services” is available to customers in a variety of channels:
•
•
•
•

Electronic signage and posters
“Welcome” palm cards
“I Speak” cards
Language Assistance booklet for 55 Water Street customers

In partnership with DOT IT, CSLA plans to install electronic signage that includes notice of “Free Interpretation
Services” in agency public service centers throughout the five boroughs.
4. Emergency Preparedness
In the event of an emergency, the DOT Press Secretary is responsible for adhering to a multi-agency communication protocol administered by NYPD and for advising CSLA immediately if any immediate translation and/or
interpretations services are needed. The Language Access Coordinator will work closely with the Press Secretary and the Director of Strategic Communications, all reporting directly to DOT’s Chief Communications Officer to prepare and immediately handle agency emergency responses in multiple languages with direct and
proper oversight.
V. Training
a) Policies and Procedures
CSLA ensures all front-line public facing staff as well as administrators, supervisors and managers are trained
in “Language Access Policies and Procedures.” Training in “Voter Registration Assistance” is also provided in
accordance with “Local Law 29” and “Mayoral Directive 1.” Front line staff in the field and office from various
DOT offices, such as Public Service Centers; Offices of the Borough Commissioner; Staten Island Ferry; Litigation Support, participate in annual face-to-face training and/or eLearning programs. CSLA tracks the number of
employees trained each year by maintaining participant attendance sheets (in face to face learning formats)
for input into CSLA’s training records and by generating training completion reports from the eLearning system
(also inputted into CSLA’s training records).
The CSLA team is responsible for the design and delivery of Customer Service Language Access and Voter Registration Training. Training curricula and new methods of training delivery are updated to ensure employees
are aware of current policies and procedures.
Language Access Policy and Procedures Training provides the rationale for DOT’s customer service language
access program and explains how and when DOT employees should facilitate language access, emphasizing
customers’ right to comment, complain or ask for more information. For example, in face to face training, DOT
employees engage in role plays to understand how to access an over-the-phone interpreter and how to lead a
three-way call with a professional interpreter and LEP customer. Staff are trained to show professional courtesy and care to customers. Newly hired front line staff receive this training in addition to the general DOT
Orientation.
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b) Bilingual Employees
DOT plans to invest in its human capital by providing a language support program to employees registered in
the Citywide Language Bank and to DOT bilingual employees. Many of these employees are immigrants or
members of immigrant families who are knowledgeable of transportation vocabularies and able to serve as
field experts. CSLA partnering with DOT Learning Center will offer opportunities for volunteers to complete a
language assessment and access language resources to reinforce proper grammar and use of transportation
vocabulary in both translation reviews and interpretations.

VI. Record Keeping and Evaluation
Currently, DOT uses LAD (Language Access Database) to monitor and track the routing of document translation requests, clarity reviews, cost estimates and finalized translations. LAD generates reports that show the
number of source and target documents as well as the number and type of translations produced.
In addition to further developing LAD as a language access request portal for use by DOT Divisions and Units
agency wide, CSLA plans to adopt and utilize state-of-the-art technology such as translation management and
translation memory software that will give DOT the technological capability to generate language access analytics. These technologies will allow DOT to properly analyze and monitor the volume and quality of translated
content and produce analytics for improved management and cost effectiveness.
With respect to interpretation services, DOT has established a manual record keeping system that allows CSLA
to monitor over-the-phone interpretation and in-person interpretation service details. The system shows the
following details for over-the-phone interpretation services (call-length in minutes; call-volume per month;
requested languages; name of DOT Division requesting the service) and for in-person interpretation services
(requested duration of interpretation service; description of event; requested languages; DOT on-site contact
information). CSLA continues to develop plans to update LAD to include additional functionality that will automate the tracking of over-the-phone and in-person interpretation service details.
CSLA continues to upgrade LAD making the user experience more streamlined and direct. For example, end
users will be able to select multiple languages for translation requests without refreshing the page and LAD
administrators will be able to search documents by language and more easily track translation costs.
CSLA monitors and tracks incoming LEP customer correspondences received in multiple languages through
DOT web-forms. These correspondences are populated into Agency Response Tracking System (ARTS) which
automatically sends email notices to the designated CSLA mailbox “languageaccess@dot.nyc.gov” for translation and response utilizing professional contractor services. CSLA plans to continue monitoring and tracking
the number of bilingual staff interactions with LEPs indicated in monthly activity summary reports generated
from the Citywide Volunteer Language Bank system.
Pending budget approval to adopt industry-standard translation technological tools, CSLA will adopt translation management and translation memory software to leverage the value gained in more than 1,000 translations thus far produced and professionally reviewed. With these tools CSLA will monitor and evaluate the
quality of the 10 designated citywide languages translations more effectively and efficiently through special
automated features such as analytics, glossaries and style guides in the 10 citywide designated languages.
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VII. Resource Analysis and Planning
DOT considers and addresses the changing needs of language access services by noting consistent trends reflecting significant increases in the demands for services while ensuring adequate numbers of qualified DOT
staff and contracted specialists meet those demands. Pending budget approval, DOT will outsource consultant services in plain language, customer surveys, and linguistic assessments and hire staff with specialized
qualifications in: language translation, interpretation, project management and computer applications. Where
possible, DOT will utilize City resources through specialized agreement with The City University of New York or
secure the necessary resources through grant funding in partnership with the University Transportation Research Center or other available grant resources government posted on www.grants.gov. DOT’s plan to adopt
these services is referenced in more detail in other areas of this report.
CUNY and other College/University partnerships
DOT continues to develop partnerships with The City University of New York providing supervised college student internships in customer service/language access and computer application. DOT works closely with
Hunter College faculty developing comprehensive language access internships and college curricula that incorporate NYC DOT vocabulary in three of the 10 designated citywide languages: Spanish, Chinese and Russian. DOT has developed a working relationship with Baruch College Survey Research Center and is considering
utilizing their services to achieve goals outlined in CSLA’s 5- year implementation plan.
Qualified Language Agency Personnel
DOT plans to continue reassessing the qualifications and competencies of its existing staff resources to ensure
that the language access project milestones described in this plan can be satisfactorily met. Recently, DOT
hired two full-time staff members who had been trained by CSLA during their Language Access college internship where they developed competencies in Spanish and Russian translation. These unit staff were hired because of their qualifications and demonstrated language competencies and community service. CSLA will continue to maintain college internship guidelines and materials including activity records of all college students
who have successfully completed their language access internship requirements for the baccalaureate degree
in translation and interpretation.
Utilizing industry-standard technological tools and qualified staff, CSLA expects that DOT’s development of
translation standards will be applied by agency and interagency language stakeholders including Language
Bank Volunteers, Language Service Providers and other stakeholders. Pending budget approval, DOT plans to
hire additional qualified staff: 2 full-time (1 Chinese translator/interpreter and 1 Computer Application Developer) in addition to 7 part-time translators/interpreters.
These additional staff will provide necessary services related to:
•
•
•

Computer Application Developer and Translation Management IT Administrator
Language Services computer-systems upgrades
IT administrator of online translated DOT web content (Inter/Intranet communications)

Full-Time Chinese Translator/Interpreter
•
•

Manage Chinese translation/interpretation projects
Liaise with language stakeholders (DOT field experts and all other partners) to facilitate vetting of updates and further development of the DOT Chinese glossary and sections of Citywide LBV glossary
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•
•

Engage with the LEP community to enhance CSLA services
Serve as primary agency resource in Chinese transportation vocabulary for translation and interpretation services

VIII. Outreach and Public Awareness of Language Access Services
CSLA works closely with various DOT units providing public outreach and community dialogue regarding:
Vision Zero; traffic improvements, public spaces, bicycle safety, accessibility, transit development and other
program areas vital to DOT’s diverse transportation services network. CSLA will continue to use and develop
its resource and promotional materials such as translated signage, interactive game boards, college internship
brochures, compendium of CSLA newsletter articles and welcome palm cards. These materials are designed to
inform the general public of DOTs language services as well as other language stakeholders such as DOT employees and college interns.
CSLA resource materials available to the public:
•
•
•
•

Compendium of customer service language access articles
College internship brochure that informs students of available DOT supervised internship opportunities
and benefits
Posters and other promotional materials with the CSLA brand
Language Assistance Book containing directions and notice of free interpretation for distribution at
DOT headquarters - 55 Water St. Building and Security

CSLA plans to develop translated content on the DOT website to increase public awareness of agency free
translated and interpretation services.

IX. Language Access Complaints
DOT has an established procedure for handling customer complaints. Customer complaints are routed through
311 Siebel system, into DOT’s Agency Response Tracking system (ARTS) for final routing to the CSLA mailbox
“languageaccess@dot.nyc.gov.” CSLA is responsible for reviewing, handling and responding to language access
complaints.
During annual Language Access Policy and Procedure training, DOT managers, supervisors and front-line staff
are informed of agency procedure for processing language access complaints, questions and requests.
Additionally, to ensure managers, supervisors and front-line staff are aware of the agency procedure, CSLA
installs and maintains signage in DOTs public service centers that informs customers (in the designated 10
citywide languages + English) of their rights to complain, question and request services. Customers are informed to call 3-1-1 or speak to a DOT manager or supervisor.
Required timeframe for DOT Language Access to acknowledge and/or respond to customer complaints, questions or requests is no longer than 14 days. CSLA plans to post this established agency procedure for handling
customer questions, complaints and requests on DOT CLSA Intranet pages.
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X. Implementation Plan Logistics
Language Access Goal

Milestones

Provide DOT Language
Academy Certification in
Spanish to LBVs and DOT
bilingual employees

•

Provide DOT Language
Academy Certification in
Russian to LBVs and DOT
bilingual employees

Provide DOT Language
Academy Certification in
Chinese to LBVs and DOT
bilingual employees

Expand community outreach

•

Responsible Staff

CSLA Community AssociDevelop and administer language proficiency testing and re- ate—Spanish
testing
College Interns
Provide training in language proficiency

•

Provide proficiency retesting

•

CSLA Community AssociDevelop and administer language proficiency testing and re- ate—Russian
testing
College Interns
Provide training in language proficiency

•
•

Provide proficiency retesting

•

CSLA Community AssociDevelop and administer language proficiency testing and re- ate—Chinese
testing
College Interns
Provide training in language proficiency

•
•

Provide proficiency retesting

•

Design and distribute additional
materials in a variety of formats
(online, hardcopy, electronic
signage) notifying customers of
free interpretation and translation services

•

Engage in LEP dialogue at community meetings
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CSLA Graphic Artist
CSLA Clerical Associate
CSLA Community Associates

Deadline
2018 – 2019

2020 – 2021

2021 – 2022

2018 – 2022

Develop NYC DOT Transla- •
tion/Interpretation
Standards
A. Translation Management and Memory
Software

B. Glossary and Style
Guide in Spanish, Chinese, and Russian

Select and purchase suitable
software for use in translating
Spanish, Russian, and Chinese
content for DOT webpages and
documents

•

Adopt translation management
and memory software

•

Develop Spanish, Chinese, and
Russian Glossaries and Style
Guides

DOT CSLA and IT in consultation with DoITT and
MOIA

Spring 2018

CSLA Community Associates - Spanish and Russian

2018 – 2020

CSLA Community Associate
- Chinese and Computer
Associate, pending budget
approval
College Interns

C. Glossary and Style
Guide in remaining
LL30 Languages

•

Develop glossaries in remaining
LL30 Languages

Part-time translators, pend- 2020 – 2022
ing budget approval

D. Plain Language Survey

•

Identify the representative sample of LEP customers in Spanish,
Chinese, and Russian

Consultants (linguists and
survey researchers)

•

Develop and Implement Survey

2019 - 2020

DOT LBVs and bilingual
staff
CSLA Community Associates (Spanish, Russian and
Chinese) & Computer Associate
College Interns
Graphic Artist

E. Plain Language Revision of Essential Documents

•

First draft plain language revision
of Parking Permits and Customer
Service unit applications, brochures and forms

380

DOT staff – CSLA and Parking Permits and Customer
Service and Plain Language
Consultant Team

2019 - 2020

F. Increase public aware- •
ness of CSLA
•

Expand existing translated content on DOT’s external website

CSLA staff Community Associates

Publish DOT Essential documents CSLA Community Associates (Spanish, Russian and
on DOT’s external website
Chinese) & Computer Associate
College Interns
Graphic Artist
Clerical Associate
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Language Access Coordinator: Gabriel Ramos, Deputy Press Secretary

Agency Mission and Background

Fostering purpose-driven lives for New York City service members, veterans, and their families.
The New York City Department of Veterans Services (DVS) was created in April 2016. As a standalone agency, DVS can provide the full range of benefits to New York City service members,
veterans, and their families. While DVS is not a direct services agency, it is a centralized hub able
to put veterans at the center of all our efforts. We coordinate services with agencies at the City,
state, and federal level, as well as through public-private partnerships.
Our mission is straightforward -- to foster purpose- driven lives for NYC service members,
veterans, and their families through:
•
•
•

Community engagement, amplifying life strategies for successful transition and renewed
service.
Targeted advocacy, championing legislative and policy actions at the local, states, and
national level.
Compassionate service, ensuring coordinated access to earned benefits, services, and
resources.

We believe that veterans are civic assets whose strength and demonstrated commitment to
public service will help NYC thrive. DVS seeks to achieve its mission through the following Lines
of Action:
1. Housing & Support Services
DVS works with partners to leverage and expand resources needed to provide
subsidized housing and create innovative systems needed to help veterans navigate
the NYC rental market. This includes:
• Veteran Peer Coordinator (VPC) program: veterans and military spouses as
one-on-one advocates for each homeless veteran navigating their housing
search.
• After Care: ensuring recently-housed veterans and their landlords get support
for successful transitions into housing.
• Housing Coordination Center: a one-stop housing placement service to
affordable housing owners and property managers.
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2. Whole Health and Community Resilience
DVS connects veterans and their families to their communities through what we call
the VetsThriveNYC Core 4 model of care. The model is a pyramid with four tiers. The
largest, bottom tier is Culture: arts programs geared towards veterans’ experiences.
The next tier up is Connection: establishing ties with peers. Third is Community:
linking veterans with holistic services within their communities. And at the very top is
Clinical care: connecting veterans to help in clinical environments.
The VetsThriveNYC Whole Health Program consists of two components:
• Consortium Steering Group: Community experts who serve as leads for each
of the Core4 domains and engage the broader NYC community to form the
City-wide consortium
• Core4 Whole Health Model: Non-linear dynamic model focused on four
domains to address the full impact of war on the mind, body & spirit.
3. City Employment, Education, Entrepreneurship, Engagement & Events
DVS is dedicated to getting veterans the education they need, finding fulfilling and
sustainable jobs, or if they prefer, creating their own business opportunities. DVS
recognizes that it is not enough to ensure veterans have a place to live. They need the
means to live. And just as important, they need to do work that fulfills them.
To address this, DVS has launched satellite offices, expanding our physical office
presence throughout the city, enabling veterans and their families to meet one- onone with VA-credentialed Outreach Specialists in each of the five boroughs. DVS now
has satellite offices in place in all five boroughs: Brooklyn, the Bronx, Manhattan,
Queens, and Staten Island. Veterans and their families can now get one-on-one
assistance in their home communities.

Agency Language Access Policy and Goals

DVS’s Language Access Goal is to strategically manage and deliver information for a multilingual
audience.
Our agency plans to:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Provide language access services in all designated citywide languages
Develop and implement a language access implementation plan
Provide telephonic interpretation services in at least 100 languages
Update the language access implementation plan at least every three years and
publish it on our agency website
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LEP Population Assessment
The U.S. Department of Justice “Four-Factor Analysis”
Factor 1: The Number or Proportion of LEP Persons in the Eligible Service Population

Figure 1 Population 5 Years & Over with Limited English Proficiency by NTA NYC 2009-2013 (NYC Department of City Planning)

In figure 1, there are 1,795,637 New York City residents who speak English less than “Very Well.”
While each one of these residents is a potential DVS constituent, our agency’s core
demographic is veterans, service members, and their families. Figure 2 breaks down our
consistency based on different attributes.
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Figure 2 Proportion of NYC Veterans (NYC Department of Veterans' Services)

According to U.S. Census (2012-2016 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates), there are
167,591 veterans in New York. However, DVS uses a comprehensive approach to count its
eligible service population. As of 2017, DVS considers 210,808 New York City veterans as its core
constituency. We also serve, regardless of discharge status or length of service, active duty,
National Guard, Reserves, and their families.
Reputable sources that enumerate the number or proportion of LEP persons in the agency’s
eligible service population are limited. As a new agency we have yet to compile comprehensive
data sets that capture the number and proportion of LEP persons in the eligible service
population.
For military enlistment purposes, the United States includes Guam, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin
Islands, the Northern Mariana Islands, American Samoa, the Federated States of Micronesia, the
Marshall Islands and Palau - areas where English is the commonly used language. The U.S.
Census (2009-2013) estimated the percentage of “population 5 years and over” that “speak[s]
English less than ‘Very Well’” to be 9%. Furthermore, all service branches require applicants to
speak, read, and write English fluently. Therefore, an overwhelming majority of DVS’s service
population is proficient in English.
DVS also serves family members who might not be as proficient in English. As of April 2018, we
do not have the data that delineates family members of veterans or that of service members
who might be LEP persons in the eligible service population. While we do not have enough data
to capture the number of LEP individuals, DVS can confidently extrapolate the number to be
exceptionally low.
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Factor 2: The Frequency with which LEP Individuals Come into Contact with The Agency
There is not enough data to distinguish LEP individuals in the eligible service population because
the frequency with which LEP individuals meet DVS is still low. Yet, DVS continues to meet
and/or exceed its language access goals while interacting with the eligible service population.
Currently, DVS does not track constituents’ family members who might be LEP individuals. At this
stage, the agency is unable to accurately evaluate the number of this potential LEP segment.
Since its establishment, the agency has not received any language service requests or
complaints.

Factor 3: The Importance of the Benefit, Service, Information, Or Encounter to The Limited
English Proficient Person
DVS recognizes the importance of the benefits, services, information, and encounters to the
limited English proficient person. The agency also considers the consequences of the lack of
language services or inadequate interpretation or translation on the eligible service population.
DVS continuously strives to serve every member in its eligible service population regardless of
language proficiency.

Factor 4: the resources available to the agency and the costs of providing various types of
language services
DVS has access to internal and external language resources. Internally, an assessment will be
conducted to leverage any in-house language proficiencies. However, bilingual staff will be used
primarily to communicate one-on-one with LEP clients and review already translated materials
for quality and accuracy.
•

•

•

Externally, DVS would use NYC DCAS’s contracting services to meet its language access
requirements. The Language Access Coordinator will also work with each section to
determine the agency’s language access capacity through staffing and contracted
services.
Since its establishment in 2016, DVS has incurred the following costs:
Type of Service
Vendor
Instances Costs
Telephonic Interpretation
N/A
0
$0.00
On-Site Interpretation (excluding sign language) N/A
0
$0.00
Sign Language Interpretation
N/A
0
$0.00
Written Translation
N/A
0
$0.00
Bilingual Skills Testing
N/A
0
$0.00
Total
$0.00
As DVS works through the process of finalizing FY19 financial plans, language services will
be considered as an ongoing component of the agency’s budget.
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Based on the “four-factor analysis” and current agency data, DVS determined that at this point
translating documents beyond the designated ten languages is not necessary. Nevertheless, DVS
will remain attentive to changes in language service requests/complaints and will adjust to its
constituents’ needs and staff performance.

Provision of Language Access Services

DVS will provide language access services in the designated citywide languages.

Translation Services

The Language Access Coordinator (LAC) will work with each Line of Action to identify the mostcommonly distributed documents to the public. Documents that contain or elicit important and
necessary information regarding the provision of “basic city services,” support key agency
functions, and focus on what constituents must know will be reviewed and revised following
plain language guidelines before translation.
While DVS does not provide “basic city services” to its constituents, the agency will incorporate
plain language guidelines in the development and maintenance of important documents. DVS
will also have multi-language signs that indicate the availability of free language services. Data
gathered for the purposes of providing language service will serve as a guide to any future
changes to what constitutes a commonly distributed document.
Following the Plain Writing Act of 2010, DVS will review and revise previously generated
documents. The agency will also ensure newly developed documents enable constituents to a)
find what they need, b) understand what they find, and c) use what they find to meet their
needs.
For other agency communications like digital communications/media and website, DVS will
employ the following resources:
•

Website: the standard “Google Translate” widget (shown below) and drop-down menu
translates DVS’s webpage to multiple language

•

Social Media: each platform has its own way of translating posts in a language that is
different than the default user profile. Generally, the user would see a visual cue to solicit
an action or indicate that translation has automatically occurred.
DVS recognizes that the accuracy of these online tools is not on par with the level of a
contracted vendor. Yet, this solution is still the best given the ephemeral nature of social
media posts.

•
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Interpretation Services
In-person Interpretation
DVS intends to provide interpretation services where it is deemed necessary to facilitate
interaction with the service population. When an LEP constituent visits the agency’s main office,
a language identification flashcard or “I speak…” cards (example below) will be help frontline
staff to determine the LEP’s preferred language. Most of these cards are designed to have more
than 20 languages.

Figure 3 U.S. Census Language Identification Flashcard (U.S. Department of Commerce)

DVS will also consider free interpretation as a part of other agency communication, including
public events. The agency will develop policies to incorporate requests for interpretation in the
planning of public events. Additionally, The Language Access Coordinator will work with staff,
clients, and vendors to ensure the quality of interpretation services.
Telephonic Interpretation
DVS also interacts with clients over the phone. The agency will seek to provide telephonic
interpretation in at least 100 languages. If a staff member is unable to identify the LEP’s spoken
language, customer service from a contracted vendor would be able to assist. Policies and
procedures will be developed to enable staff to identify the language and effectively deliver
information to clients.

Notification of Free Interpretation Signage

DVS will procure and post multilingual signage regarding the provision of free interpretation
services. These visual cues (example below) will be posted at the main office, borough centers,
and during public events. DVS will design its own signage or outsource a design similar to other
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city agencies.

Figure 4 Example of a sign showing the availability of interpretation services (Mount Desert Island Hospital)

Free interpretation signage in combination with language identification/I Speak… cards provide a
comprehensive method for LEPs to communicate with staff. If an individual indicates a need for
assistance, staff would identify an onsite employee that speaks the client’s language. If this
option is not available, staff would use the language line telephone interpretation service.

Training

The Language Access Coordinator (LAC) will implement and conduct a language access training
program for current staff and new employees. The program will train staff on language access
policies and procedures and how to incorporate plain language design strategies.
DVS will train frontline workers and managers. Based on the agency’s mission, the following
teams would be frontloaded: field coordinators, front-desk, and housing and communication
Lines of Action. The LAC would work with the heads of each line to implement a “train-thetrainer” model to ensure existing and new staff are fully trained. The LAC will maintain
ownership of tracking and certifying trained employees.
The LAC will also maintain a database of trained staff and training frequency for compliance and
other pertinent purposes. Coupled with other data, this information will also be used to improve
the performance of DVS services and response to language requests and complaints.
Although the training plan will be tailored to DVS’s size and recent establishment, it will consider
the following topics (NYC MOIA guidelines):
•

The rational for language access, city demographics, and DVS’s language access policies,
resources, and standard procedures;
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•
•

Identifying customer’s primary language; reporting requests for language services; use of
dual handsets; and the use of telephonic interpreters; and
Plain language, cultural competency, and disability communications.

The LAC will work with DVS managers to have systems in place to appropriately monitor progress
of LL30 requirements (number of staff trained on language services, the number of commonly
distributed documents identified and translated, etc…)

Record Keeping and Evaluation

The Language Access Coordinator (LAC) will work with each section to add language pertinent
data entry points to sign-in sheets, intake forms, CRM inputs, and any potential source of data
from the agency’s interactions with the service population. The LAC will ensure data gathered
from multiple sources is properly tracked, maintained, and reviewed to identify any additional
language needs and to ameliorate the agency services.
The collected data will be used to monitor the efficacy of DVS’s language implementation plan
and compliance with Local Law 30. The LAC will be responsible for reviewing records and making
any necessary adjustment on annual basis. The data collection and management will also ensure
continued compliance with other record-keeping laws and regulations.
The agency plans to ensure the quality of translation and interpretation services by using only
verified vendors from NYC DCAS Citywide Contracts for Language Services. Furthermore, DVS
plans to leverage internal language proficiencies to verify the quality and accuracy of language
services (interpretation and translation). DVS will also solicit feedback about these services from
staff and clients.

Resource Analysis and Planning

Currently, DVS does not have the full capacity to provide comprehensive language access.
Nonetheless, the agency is working to integrate language access requirements in the upcoming
budget. In the interim, DVS will follow through its language access implementation plan.
DVS has access to city resources and bilingual staff. The agency plans to use language proficient
staff and contract any necessary services through NYC DCAS Citywide Language Services. The
recent establishment of DVS enables agency to start from a clean slate and easily identify gaps in
language access. Furthermore, DVS’s smaller size and exceptionally low number of LEP in the
service population enables the agency to closely monitor and improve the quality of language
assistance services.

Outreach and Public Awareness of Language Access Services

DVS hosts many outreach and community events. Since its inception, the agency has been able
to connect with and communicate its services to the target audience. Still, the agency plans to
increase public awareness of language access services.
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Once DVS establishes a capacity to provide comprehensive language access services and to
create public awareness of the availability of these services, the agency will use the following
strategies and outreach activities:
• Social Media and online (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Medium, YouTube, and DVS’s website)
• Depending the platform, a campaign would be launched to advertise the availability of
language access services
• Media, flyers, event announcements, and other posted activities will have relevant info about
the availability of free interpretation services.

Language Access Complaints

DVS’s Language Access Coordinator (LAC) will be the point of contact for all language access
complaints, questions, and requests. The eligible service population is encouraged to bring to
DVS’s attention any language-related issues using all means of communication. Common sources
include 311, the “Contact Us” page of DVS’s website, social media, and walk-ins. A functional
email address would be considered as another source for questions, requests, and complaints.
The LAC would also ensure record-keeping related to language access questions, requests, and
complaints. The data would be used to review DVS’s performance and address any areas of
improvements.
Staff at the backend of each interaction (online, phone, and in-person) would triage language
access complaints, questions, and requests and forward them to the LAC. The LAC handles
receiving, tracking, and resolving complaints.
The table below is an example of how DVS plans to include information on complaints as part of
annual agency reporting.
How members of public can submit
Agency 311 Data Description of how
language access complaints, questions, and (CY 2017)
complaints/requests were
requests
addressed
• Online form on our official webpage
under “Contact Us.”
 “Send a message to Commissioner
Sutton”
• Call
 311
 212-416-5250
• Email
 press@veterans.nyc.gov
• In person

# of language
access complaints
received via 311:
• 0

Not applicable

# of requests for
language access
services via 311:
• 0

Not applicable
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 1 Centre Street
22nd Floor, Suite 2208
New York, NY 10007
• Tweet or Direct Message
 @nycveterans
• Comment or Send Message
 nycveterans
∗ The table has hyperlinks to our online form, email address, Twitter handle, and Facebook page

Emergency Preparedness Plan

The NYC Department of Veterans’ Services has updated its Emergency Preparedness Plan
to ensure that customers who are limited English proficient are able to access language
services during an emergency. This plan includes ensuring that documents are translated
and signage in public locations is conspicuous, appropriate multilingual signage and LEP
identification tools are available at emergency sites, interpreters can be contacted and
utilized, and other translation resources and vendors are available in the event of an
emergency.

Implementation Plan Logistics
Language Access Coordinator

Primary: Gabriel Ramos, Deputy Press Secretary
Language Access Goal

Milestones

Familiarize DVS leadership
with Local Law 30

• Review MOIA LL30 guidance
for agencies
• Appoint a Language Access
Coordinator
• Draft a Language Access
Implementation Plan
• Review MOIA’s feedback
• Submit information on
language access
complaints/requests received
• Submit final Language Access
Implementation plan
• Identify opportunities to
collect data about LEPs
• Implement changes to data
sources to capture language
pertinent information

Begin compliance with
Local Law 30

Improve data collection,
retention, and
management

Responsible
Staff
Language
Access
Coordinator

Deadlines

Language
Access
Coordinator

May 2018

March
2018

All of DVS staff Ongoing
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Language access standards • Manage and analyze collected
data
• Train frontline staff and
managers
• Establish and disseminate
agency-wide language services
performance metrics
Update the annual
• Report on the number of
language access
complaints received and how
complaints and
the complaints were resolved
requests for
• Describe progress in meeting
services
the milestones outlined in
the plan

Language
Access
Coordinator

Ongoing

Language
Access
Coordinator

April
2019

Given DVS’s recent establishment and smaller size, the table above presents a reasonable
timeline that addresses each of the requirements of the LAIP under LL30. Over the next year, the
agency’s focus will be on establishing language access policies/procedures, tracking language
service requests and complaints, maintaining records, analyzing gathered data and reporting.
While LL30 calls for an updated language access plan every three year, DVS will periodically
review its plan and, when necessary, consider impactful changes.
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The Department of Youth and Community Development Language Access Policy and Plan
I. Agency Mission and Background
Created in 1996, the Department of Youth and Community Development was formed to provide
the City of New York with quality and efficient youth and community programs. DYCD
provides funding for services to elementary, middle and high school youth as well as adults,
families and seniors. With few exceptions, such as Youth Connect and DYCD’s website, the
agency does not provide direct services, but rather monitors human services contracts with
thousands of community-based organizations.
MISSION STATEMENT
The New York City Department of Youth and Community Development (DYCD) invests in a
network of community-based organizations and programs to alleviate the effects of poverty and
to provide opportunities for New Yorkers and communities to flourish.
VISION STATEMENT
DYCD strives to improve the quality of life of New Yorkers by collaborating with local
organizations and investing in the talents and assets of our communities to help them develop,
grow and thrive.
The agency:
• Administers available city, state, and federal funds to youth and community programs,
• Develops, coordinates, and oversees implementation of youth programs and activities,
• Serves as the designated Community Action Agency in the City of New York for
administration of Community Service Block Grant (CSBG) funds to address the
conditions of poverty,
• Oversees all youth employment programming and administers Workforce Investment Act
funded youth employment services,
• Promotes public awareness of services and resources available to youth and communities,
• Awards contracts to a broad network of community-based organizations that provide
quality programs and services that adhere to the highest standards and are committed to
sound fiscal management,
• Partners with leadership in the corporate and non-profit sectors, and
• Functions as the lead agency for the Interagency Coordinating Council on Youth.
DYCD funds a wide range of innovative, practical and quality programs that positively impact
youth and communities, including:
• After-school programs, including the nationally known Beacon programs; COMPASS,
the largest municipally funded after-school initiative in the country; and the Cornerstone
Initiative in public housing developments;
• Youth workforce development programs including the Summer Youth Employment
Program (SYEP), Train and Earn, Intern and Earn, Lean and Earn and Work, Learn and
Grow.
• Runaway and homeless youth outreach and shelters;
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•
•
•
•

Family support services, including the Fatherhood Initiative;
Literacy programs;
Immigrant services programs; and
Technical assistance and capacity building for community-based organizations.

DYCD is committed to building and expanding on partnerships that generate innovative and
practical programs for youth, their families, and communities. DYCD directly administers Youth
Connect which provides information and assistance to callers in over 180 languages.
Additionally, discoverDYCD allows users to search in multiple languages for DYCD-funded
programs, by borough, neighborhood or zip code, and provides contact information, activities
offered, and a mapping feature with navigation.
II. Agency language access policy and goals
DYCD is committed to ensuring that all New Yorkers are able to learn about and enjoy services
available to them.
DYCD’s overarching goal for language access is to allow access and utilization by LEP
individuals into DYCD’s array of services.
This goal will be met by:
-

Providing interpretation services to LEP callers to Youth Connect to access services and
ask questions to Youth Connect Resource Specialists.
Ensure that interpretation services are available at DYCD central offices.
Ensure that resource information on the DYCD website can be translated into the
required languages.
Ensure universal enrollment form is available in the 10 designated languages.
Translating commonly distributed documents in the 10 designated citywide languages.
Ensuring that “plain language” is used whenever possible.
Translating community needs assessment forms in 10 designated citywide languages.
Ensuring DYCD staff and the public are aware of DYCD’s Language Access policies.

Designate a Senior Staff Member as Language Access Coordinator:
Andrew Miller, Senior Director for Intergovernmental Affairs
Language Access Coordinator
New York City Department of Youth and Community Development
123 William Street, New York, NY 10038
646-343-6738
amiller@dycd.nyc.gov
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III.

LEP Population Assessment

With more than 3 million foreign-born residents from more than 200 different countries, New
York is home to one of the most diverse populations in the world. New Yorkers come from every
corner of the globe and speak over 200 different languages. Nearly one-half of all New Yorkers
speak a language other than English at home, and almost 25%, or 1.8 million persons, are not
English Proficient.
In a 2016 Community Needs Assessment across the City’s 42 Neighborhood Development
Areas, DYCD asked survey respondents the primary languages spoken at home. The highest
percentage of respondents indicated that the primary languages spoken at home were English,
Spanish and Chinese. This data is available by each Neighborhood Development area
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/dycd/involved/boards-and-councils/CNA.page which is helpful in
determining the specific language needs of each NDA.
The United States Department of Justice states that agencies “should apply a four-factor test to
decide what steps to take to provide meaningful access to their programs and activities to their
programs and activities for LEP persons.”
The four factors include
1. The number or proportion of LEP persons served or encountered in the eligible service
area.
2. The frequency with which LEP individuals come in contact with the program.
3. The nature and importance of the program, activity, or service provided by the program.
4. The resources available to the Department, and costs associated with different language
service options.
To better assess these four factors, the Universal Application Form asks three specific Language
Access questions to help DYCD to identify Language Access needs of participants and
communities:
-

How well does the applicant speak English? (Select One): ☐ Fluent/Very well ☐ Well ☐
Not well ☐ Not well at all

-

Applicant’s Primary Language (Select One): ☐ English ☐ Albanian ☐ Arabic ☐ Bengali
☐ Chinese* ☐ French ☐ Fulani ☐ German ☐ Gujarati ☐ Haitian Creole ☐ Hebrew ☐
Hindi ☐ Hungarian ☐ Italian ☐ Japanese ☐ Korean ☐ Kru, Ibo, or Yoruba ☐ Mande ☐
Punjabi ☐ Persian ☐ Polish ☐ Portuguese ☐ Romanian ☐ Russian ☐ Spanish ☐
Tagalog ☐ Turkish ☐ Urdu ☐ Vietnamese ☐ Yiddish ☐ Other:
_______________________________________________ *including Cantonese and
Mandarin

-

Other Languages Spoken by Applicant (Select all that Apply): ☐ English ☐ Albanian ☐
Arabic ☐ Bengali ☐ Chinese* ☐ French ☐ Fulani ☐ German ☐ Gujarati ☐ Haitian
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Creole ☐ Hebrew ☐ Hindi ☐ Hungarian ☐ Italian ☐ Japanese ☐ Korean ☐ Kru, Ibo, or
Yoruba ☐ Mande ☐ Punjabi ☐ Persian ☐ Polish ☐ Portuguese ☐ Romanian ☐ Russian
☐ Spanish ☐ Tagalog ☐ Turkish ☐ Urdu ☐ Vietnamese ☐ Yiddish ☐ Other:
_______________________________________________ ☐ Not applicable (only one
language spoken by applicant) *including Cantonese and Mandarin
IV.

Provision of Language Access Services

New Yorkers are made aware of DYCD’s services through its website,
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/dycd/index.page, the Discover DYCD Portal
http://www.dycdportal.nyc/discoverdycd/home and Youth Connect (1-800-246-4646).
DYCD Website includes translation into all 10 required languages and plus many others for over
180 language options. It provides information to young people, parents and community-based
organizations about DYCD services and how to access funding opportunities.
discoverDYCD allows users to search in multiple languages for DYCD-funded programs, by
borough, neighborhood or zip code, and discoverDYCD provides contact information, activities
offered, and a mapping feature with navigation. Recently DYCD officially launched
discoverDYCD 2.0. https://discoverdycd.dycdconnect.nyc/welcome. This initial release provides
enhanced search capabilities for New Yorkers to find DYCD resources in over 180
languages. In the future DYCD will launch the sign-up feature which allows users to apply to
many of DYCD services directly from the web or smart phone in all required languages. The
goal is for discoverDYCD as the hub to develop pathways for our participants, enable access to
other City services and benefits, directly capture participant feedback, and market events.
Youth Connect is a resource and referral service for youth, families and community-based
organizations (CBO) utilizing web-based strategies and confidential toll-free hotline. Youth
Connect's mission is to increase access to and visibility of New York City's opportunities for
young people by serving as a one-stop shop for all youth-related resources in NYC. Youth
Connect and receptionists at DYCD Main Offices provides information and assistance to callers
in over 180 languages. Last year, 2018 Youth Connect received 1,028 calls that required
interpretation services.
Additionally, participant recruitment and outreach for all the programs that DYCD funds, are the
responsibility of the funded community-based organizations. DYCD expects providers to offer
services that are culturally competent and meet the needs of the communities they serve. Several
DYCD funded programs specifically target immigrant communities, and concentrate outreach to
LEP communities and provide an array of services such as ESOL and civic classes, services for
immigrant families, basic immigration application assistance and referrals to other services.
In addition, the universal application form and community needs survey is available in all 10
required languages and makes commonly used Youth Connect promotion material is available in
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the ten languages. DYCD has also made available flyers required by law available in all 10
languages including bullying resources and opioid awareness material. DYCD is currently
reviewing other promotional material to ensure that they allow for wider promotion of DYCD
programs in multiple languages.

Notification of free interpretation
Additionally, DYCD advertises services in multiple newspapers, including the Haitian Times,
Russkaya Reklama (Russian), El Diario, (Spanish), Pakistanti Post (Urdu), Weekly Thikana
(Bengali) and Polska Gazeta (Polish). DYCD tracks calls received by Youth Connect requiring
Language Line interpretation.
Multilingual Signs
DYCD has two sets of signs: one for DYCD main offices and the other for DYCD’s funded
organizations.
The majority of visitors to DYCD’s offices are representatives from our contracted
organizations. DYCD receptionists utilize tools developed by the Mayor’s Office to assist
agencies in the implementation of their language access services. These tools include standard
signage and language identification tools. These signs have been updated to include all ten
languages plus others for a total of 22. The second set of signs are posted on-site at funded
community-based organizations. The signs in the 10 languages lists DYCD as a funding. Source
and directs questions, comments and concerns to 311. As part of DYCD’s Evaluation and
Monitoring Tool (EMT) programs are evaluated for compliance.
Translation of Public Outreach Materials
DYCD contracts out translation services of promotional materials and community needs
assessment surveys. To augment the contracted translation services, we have staff that can
voluntarily assist in translation of promotional material in multiple languages such as Spanish,
Haitian Creole, French, Russian, Bengali, Urdu, Chinese and Arabic.
Launching Enrollment and Parental Consent Language Access
DYCD Connect is a component of the first major upgrade to DYCD's information technology
systems in nearly 20 years. DYCD Connect builds on the successes of several other systems
improvements that are helping DYCD achieve its integration goals, improve data collection and
evaluation, and provide a user-friendly system for staff and community-based organizations.
DYCD Connect is a single point of entry for DYCD staff, and all community-based
organizations and technical assistance (TA) providers that will need access to DYCD's online
systems. DYCD Connect will incorporate three applications: Participant Tracking System;
Evaluation Monitoring System, which is for program evaluation and monitoring; and CB
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Advance, where providers can request capacity building support. DYCD will enable users to
enroll in programs and provide parental consent in their own languages. DYCD Connect also
asks users about primary language spoken at home to look at local and citywide needs.
Community Needs Assessment (CNA)
In 2016, DYCD conducted a Community Needs Assessment (CNA) to collect feedback directly
from New York City residents and institutional leaders on the service needs and gaps present in
their communities.
It also gathered input from directors of DYCD-funded programs and participants in anti-poverty
programs funded by the federal Community Services Block Grant (CSBG). In its role as the
designated Community Action Agency for New York City, DYCD is advised by the Community
Action Board (CAB), a citywide body that that participates in community development efforts
and works with Neighborhood Advisory Boards (NABs) in neighborhoods that receive CSBG
funding. The NABs are aligned with designated geographic districts where poverty is
concentrated, known as Neighborhood Development Areas (NDAs). Currently, there are 42
NDAs and 42 associated NABs, each with twelve seats. Among the key responsibilities of the
NAB members is the assessment of community needs and setting program and funding priorities
for the benefit of low-income residents in their NDA.
As a result of this large-scale collection of electronic and paper surveys, more than 13,400
surveys were gathered from New Yorkers, including youth and adults from the city at large,
attendees of public hearings, public school principals, faith-based leaders, interfaith
organizations, recipients of CSBG-funded programs, community board leaders, communitybased organization program directors, representatives from each NDA, employers from DYCD’s
Ladders for Leaders and elected officials. The Adult Survey was translated in several prevalent
languages including Spanish, Haitian-Creole, Bengali, Russian, Cantonese and Mandarin.
Stakeholder groups had different perspectives on programs they needed or desired. Adults (food
and nutrition assistance; English classes; and afterschool programs); Youth (internships; culinary
arts, cooking, or baking; and career exploration); Faith-based organization leaders (afterschool
programs; housing assistance; and adult education/literacy services); Public school principals
(employment training; adult education/literacy; and English classes). In terms of Language
Access, the highest percentage of adult respondents indicated that the primary languages spoken
at home were English, Spanish, and Chinese.
Plans are underway to conduct another needs assessment in 2019 to help guide future funding
decisions. The needs assessment will be in all 10 required languages and Yiddish. DYCD will
use the information collected from the CNA to plan and design more effective programming, to
better align and connect programming and service providers at the community level, and to
advance its Mission and Vision Statements, and Guiding Principles. The data will also be used to
inform DYCD’s strategic planning and to serve as a resource for NAB members as they set
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funding priorities for CSBG-funded programs. The findings from the CNA are already informing
several important strategic initiatives and new directions for the agency. For example, DYCD
aims to build on the successes of this community needs assessment with further input across
neighborhoods and community members and expanded use of technology to facilitate data
collection.
V.

Training Frontline Staff

DYCD staff who work in direct contact with the public take part in customer service and
language line training. These may include front-line staff, DYCD receptionists and Youth
Connect Resource Specialists who are required to participate on an annual basis. Attendance is
documented for each training session.
VI.

Record Keeping and Evaluation

DYCD will maintain records of language services provided by the agency including the number
of Youth Connect calls needing interpretation assistance, complaints, a list of documents
translated and disseminated and Language Line invoices.
VII.

Resources analysis and planning

Implementation of the Plan, coordination and management of translation services and ensuring
compliance with Local Law 39 will be provided by DYCD staff:
Senior Director of Intergovernmental Affairs who serves as the Language Access Coordinator
shall work with units to:
-

Coordinate the Implementation of the Language Access Policy;
Review the use of language interpretation services from Youth Connect and Central
Office locations through Language Line and Volunteer Language Bank;
Ensure DYCD’s most commonly distributed documents are translated into necessary
languages;
Track and resolve complaints concerning Language Access.

VIII. Outreach and Public Awareness
DYCD will post its updated Language Awareness Policy posted on its website where all
stakeholders have access to it. DYCD also DYCD advertises its services in multiple newspapers,
including the Haitian Times, Russkaya Reklama (Russian), El Diario, (Spanish), Pakistanti Post
(Urdu), Weekly Thikana (Bengali) and Polska Gazeta (Polish).
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IX.

Complaint Procedure

Members of the public may make complaints concerning Language Access through Youth
Connect, the DYCD Commissioner’s office or directly through the Language Access
Coordinator. The Language Access Coordinator will be responsible for keeping a log of all
complaints, and ensuring that all complaints are addressed in a timely fashion.
X

Implementation Plan Logistics

Monitoring the Language Access Plan
The Language Access Approach is regularly reviewed by the Language Access Coordinator and
Language Access Committee to ensure the agency is adhering to the policies and procedures it
established in this area. The members consist of staff members across a variety of program areas
and offer extensive input in how to better meet the needs of LEP persons. They were selected by
units heads for their specialty in Language Access for an undetermined term.
The Language Access Committee reviews:
•
•
•
•
•

Effectiveness of existing language assistance to LEP persons
Changes in programs LEP population
Changes in the frequency of encounters with LEP language groups
Correspondence from NYC residents regarding language access (comments,
compliments, complaints)
Updates to the Volunteer Language Bank

Language Access and all other complaints can be made directly through Youth Connect, through
311 and directly to the DYCD Commissioner’s office. Complaints would be immediately
forwarded to the Language Access Coordinator to investigate. Records concerning language
access complaints would be kept with the Commissioner’s office and the Language Access
Coordinator.
Language Access Goals
Identify Language Access Coordinator
Develop Complaint Form on website
Convene First Bi-Annual LA Committee
Review Widely Distributed Materials For Translation
And Plain Language
Next LEP Community Survey
Multilingual Signs at DYCD
Universal Application Form Translated
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Milestones
Andrew Miller Serving in Role
Commenced
On-going
Scheduled for Summer 2019
Implemented
Implemented

NYCEM Language Access Implementation Plan

NYC Emergency Management Language Access Policy
NYCEM Language Access Coordinator: Christina Farrell, Deputy Commissioner of External
Affairs

I.

Background and Mission

New York City Emergency Management (NYCEM) was created by Executive Order in 1996 and
was subsequently elevated to departmental status by the City Charter in November 2001.
NYCEM’s mission is to plan and prepare for emergences; educate the public about
preparedness; coordinate emergency response and recovery; collect and disseminate
emergency information; and seek funding to support preparedness. This mission charges
NYCEM to work with other City, state, federal and public/private partners. Emergencies in a city
as large and complex as New York require a coordinated response. NYCEM works to ensure
information gathering, decision making, and resource allocations are carried out efficiently.

NYCEM Programs
Emergency Preparedness Education
In response to New Yorkers’ growing concerns about public safety, NYCEM launched the
Ready New York campaign in July 2003. The Ready New York program educates New Yorkers
about the hazards they may face and encourages residents to prepare for emergencies. Since
its start, the campaign has grown to feature 10 guides to help New Yorkers prepare for
emergencies. The majority of the preparedness guides are currently available in 13 languages
online and are easily downloadable; guides can also be requested through 311. The guides are
available in: English, Arabic, Bengali, Chinese, French, Haitian Creole, Italian, Korean, Polish,
Russian, Spanish, Urdu, and Yiddish (all guides are printed in English, Spanish, Chinese, and
Russian; all other languages are available as downloadable pdf files). Ready New York also has
two preparedness videos available in English, Spanish, Mandarin, and Russian.
NYCEM has developed outreach strategies to work with community groups, social service
providers, schools, and other agencies to promote and publicize the availability of emergency
preparedness guides. Together with other agencies and community partners working with
people with limited English proficiency, NYCEM has been utilizing proactive strategies to
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disseminate translated materials. Targeted mailings, direct community outreach and media
coverage to ethnic media outlets are just a few examples.
The NYCEM website is ADA compliant. Ready New York guides are also available in audio
format. Guides can be accessed via nyc.gov/readynewyork.
Community Preparedness
NYCEM Community Preparedness works with local leaders to provide a direct connection to
emergency planning resources and information. Throughout the year, NYCEM Community
Preparedness hosts trainings and events, offers tools to help build local planning capacity, and
connects New Yorkers to citywide preparedness initiatives through its weekly newsletter. The
program takes a whole community approach to preparedness. Tools and programs are
designed to be inclusive and address the diverse needs of New York City communities.
In an effort to prepare New York City’s immigrant and communities with limited English
proficiency, NYCEM Community Preparedness in collaboration with Mayor’s Office of Immigrant
Affairs and City University of New York, produced “The Storm”, the 10th installment of the Emmy
award-winning We Are New York (WANY), now We Speak NYC series geared towards Englishlanguage learners. The 25-minute episode focuses on emergency preparedness and access to
City resources during emergencies and can be used in conjunction with a toolkit of Ready New
York preparedness tools and learning materials developed specifically for adult language
learners. The toolkit is designed for use by English as a Second Language (ESL) instructors,
community-based groups, and volunteer conversation group leaders interested in helping New
Yorkers improve their English while learning how to plan, prepare, and get informed during
emergencies. The WANY program offers an innovative approach to addressing barriers to
preparedness education and information among linguistically isolated communities through
incorporating various outreach and programmatic strategies, and leveraging local level
community networks in building preparedness efforts.
NYC CERT (Community Emergency Response Teams)
NYCEM also manages the NYC CERT (Community Emergency Response Team) program.
This program features over 50 community-based teams that are made up of local volunteers
trained to engage their communities in disaster preparedness and emergency response. NYC
CERT works to recruit a diverse group of residents that accurately represent the composition of
their community. These volunteers are active in assisting their family, friends, neighbors, and
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communities before, during, and after emergencies. The NYC CERT program works with the
leadership of each team to improve the language capacity of their members by recruiting
members that speak languages other than English. By having members that speak languages
commonly found in their communities, the teams are better able to serve their communities.
The CERT program maintains a database of the language capacity of CERT members who are
called to conduct Ready New York emergency preparedness presentations in languages other
than English and assist emergency operations when there is a need for translation or
interpretation services. CERT members also review the translations of NYCEM guides and
other printed material to ensure cultural and linguistic consistency.
Notify NYC
Notify NYC is the City of New York’s official source of information about emergencies. NonEnglish speaking subscribers have access to messages in 13 different languages, audio format,
and American Sign Language (ASL). Notify NYC’s multilingual messages span a variety of
emergency situations, including pre-scripted mass transit alerts, fire department activity, public
health and safety notifications, utility alerts, weather alerts, alternate side parking updates, and
downed trees notifications.
Media and Ad Campaigns
NYC Emergency Management runs seasonal, general, and hazard-specific multi-lingual
advertising to further promote emergency preparedness in New York City. Since 2009, the
agency has worked with the Ad Council to produce general preparedness ads under the Ready
New York banner for TV, radio, print, and outdoor media (available in English and Spanish).
Additionally, NYC Emergency Management runs ads every September, or National
Preparedness Month, to emphasize the importance of preparing for emergencies.
NYC Emergency Management also runs the several multi-ethnic, multilingual
advertising/marketing techniques and campaigns, including the “Know Your Zone” hurricane
awareness campaign, which aims to reach the roughly three million New Yorkers living within
the city’s hurricane evacuation zones.

II.

Language Access Goals

NYCEM is not a social service agency and as such does not provide direct services to New
Yorkers.
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During an emergency, NYCEM works to make certain that agencies involved in the emergency
response provide a unified, accurate, and timely message to the public. Considering New York
City’s ethnic and linguistic diversity, NYCEM makes every effort to make the information
available and accessible to all New Yorkers. While the capability of NYCEM’s partner agencies
to provide language assistance may vary, we work in tandem with these agencies to support
language access to their clients whenever they provide emergency services. As an agency,
NYCEM continually evaluates how it interacts with and supports communities in New York City,
including populations with Limited English proficiency and other vulnerable populations.
In addition, as described in the Record Keeping section of the plan, NYCEM tracks distribution
of its emergency preparedness material, including number of guides distributed in languages
other than English, through its event management database.

III.

People with Limited English Proficiency Assessment

As a coordinating agency, NYCEM works with the lead agency in any emergency to ensure that
language needs are identified and that language translation and interpretation assistance is
provided to the degree possible.
NYCEM is not a direct service agency, but supports other City agencies by conducting a
demographic assessment through its GIS unit for each incident NYCEM coordinates at the time
of the event. The information is then shared with agencies responsible for providing services
during and after the incident. Services are provided in the languages of the affected community.
These languages vary and may be different than the languages listed in Local Law 30. Since
emergencies are unpredictable in nature and frequency, assessing the language access needs
of affected populations is possible only after the emergency occurs. NYCEM is operational 24/7,
so conducting demographic assessments after an emergency is one of the first steps NYCEM
takes, by obtaining information from the field and pre-existing GIS databases. Language Access
is coordinated among City agencies participating in the emergency response as described in the
Citywide Language Access Protocol.

IV.

Provision of Language Access Services

NYCEM regularly provides language access services for its emergency preparedness events as
described in the Ready New York section of this protocol.
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During an emergency, should service centers be activated, the leading service agency is
responsible to provide language assistance through professional services. In addition, each
agency providing services at a service center is responsible for providing language assistance
for their clients. Signage at service centers, flyers and necessary informational materials are
translated into the languages of affected communities and made available for distribution at the
centers as public information becomes available.
NYCEM emergency plans address the need for language assistance at service centers and
lead agencies are identified for providing services to affected residents. The lead agency
assumes the responsibility for language assistance based on Local Law 73 and Local Law 30.
Updated information is provided to 311 operators on a regular basis, and 311 services are
available in more than 160 languages. The need for language assistance and the provision of
language services is monitored by members of the External Affairs and Human Services units,
and an Interagency Language Access Task Force can be activated if the needs of the affected
populations exceed the capacity of the responding agency. NYCEM’s Language Access
Coordinator maintains a list of bilingual/multilingual staff and volunteers that can conduct
emergency preparedness presentations in languages other than English and assist emergency
operations when translation and interpretation services are needed. In addition, NYCEM
contracts with language vendors for the provision of:


Translations



In-person interpretation



Telephonic interpretation in over 100 languages



Sign Language in-person interpretation



American Sign Language Video Remote Interpretation (VRI)



Communication Access Real-Time Captioning (CART)
To meet language access needs that arise during emergencies, NYCEM contracts only with
vendors who are available to provide services 365 days/year, 24/7 with a two-hour advance
notice.
As a coordinating agency, NYCEM works with lead agencies in each incident to make sure that
multilingual signage is available. In addition, NYCEM’s Logistics unit maintains multilingual
signage kits for coastal storm shelters and service centers. Each coastal storm sheltering kit
contains “I Speak: Free Interpretation Available” signs, in addition to the NYCEM -created
picture communication boards and other translated signage. In coordination with the Language
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Access Task Force, additional signage is translated during emergencies that is specific to each
incident and reflects the languages of the affected community.
In addition, NYCEM has been expanding the Notify NYC program with pre-translated
emergency alerts in compliance with Local Law 31.
NYC Emergency Management staff work together to review all documents for consistency,
accuracy, and to guarantee the information includes common, everyday words whenever
possible. All outreach materials, such as the Ready New York guides, go through several levels
of review before being published. Staff responsible for the development of these documents
have received plain language training. Documents are reviewed for clarity before translation and
edits are made when necessary. All NYC Emergency Management outreach materials use plain
language principles:





V.

Content is written in short sentences.
Content is broken down with lists and headers.
Content is written in the active voice.
Content does not contain jargons.

Training

In 2016, NYC Emergency Management launched an updated mandatory language access
online training that employees can take at their desks. The training describes NYCEM’s
language access policies and procedures for each unit, and the Citywide Interagency Language
Access Protocol. This training was updated again in March, 2018 to include Local Law 30 and
Local Law 31.
Members of NYCEM’s Language Access cabinet train response staff in the use of the protocol
and how to access translation and interpretation contracts annually. External Affairs staff,
responsible for language access during emergencies, is continuously trained on language
access policies during External Affairs meetings that occur every three weeks.
NYCEM also conducts Cultural Awareness training for its staff, volunteers, City agency and
community partners. The training was launched in 2016 for emergency management
professionals to increase workplace effectiveness by increasing levels of cultural competency.
The training guides participants to challenge biases and assumptions through self-reflection,
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apply cultural awareness to NYCEM practices, identify culturally appropriate vocabulary, and
acquire strategies to use in cross-cultural situations.
NYCEM’s Training and Exercise division tracks staff who has taken the online language access
training and the classroom Cultural Awareness training, and provides a report to NYCEM’s
language access cabinet annually.

VI.

Record Keeping and Evaluation

The Ready New York program maintains an event management database where all community
events that require interpretation and/or distribution of material in languages other than English
are tracked. Ready New York conducts 750 – 1,000 emergency preparedness events annually;
roughly, a quarter of those events are for people with limited English proficiency and immigrant
communities. These events are conducted either by staff or volunteers who speak the language
of the community or with a professional interpreter. After each event, the organizer receives a
survey to provide feedback about the event. Concerns raised by the organizer are addressed as
soon as they’re received by Ready New York staff.
During emergencies, NYCEM works with the incident lead agency and NYCEM GIS unit to get
accurate information about language access needs in the field. NYCEM does not collect any
personal information of people requesting language access services. NYCEM maintains
situational awareness of language needs that arise in the field and coordinates with responsible
service agencies to meet those needs. In addition, after every incident, NYCEM conducts a hot
wash with staff where all operations, including language access, are discussed and gaps of
services are identified. Then, an after action report is written and distributed to NYCEM staff and
other City agencies involved in responding to the incident. The after action report contains
recommendations and corrective actions for each incident. NYCEM maintains an internal
corrective action tracker where all incident recommendations and corrective actions are tracked
along with staff responsible for executing each recommendation.
Ultimately, it is up to the lead service agency, or the Interagency Language Access Task Force,
if activated, to keep records of language access services provided during each incident.

VII.

Resource Analysis and Planning

As described above, NYCEM maintains contracts with various language vendors and leverages
its staff and volunteers to provide language access services when appropriate. NYCEM follows
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the Interagency Citywide Language Access Protocol to coordinate language access operations
during emergencies that require interagency coordination.

VIII. Outreach and Public Awareness of Language Access
Services
As NYCEM is not a social service agency, it does not provide direct language assistance
services. NYCEM’s emergency preparedness guides and materials are available in 12
languages in addition to English on NYCEM’s website and are also accessible through 311.
These guides and materials are distributed through NYCEM’s programs described in this plan,
and outreach events across the five boroughs. NYCEM has a dedicated Cross-Cultural
Outreach Coordinator who works closely with immigrant communities in New York City. The
Cross-Cultural Outreach Coordinator schedules and conducts emergency preparedness events
for people with limited English proficiency and distributes translated material in these
communities.

IX.

Language Access Complaints

Language access complaints can be filed by emailing languageaccess@oem.nyc.gov or calling
311. Complaints are monitored by NYCEM’s language access cabinet and as with any other
correspondence, members of NYCEM’s language access cabinet respond to complaints within
14 calendar days of receipt.

X.

Implementation Plan Logistics

NYCEM does not issue any licenses, permits or registrations and does not provide any direct
social services. As a coordinating agency for the City of New York, NYCEM staff has limited
engagement with the public, which is primarily through NYCEM’s emergency preparedness
programs. Ready New York guides are already translated into 12 languages in addition to
English. NYCEM signage kits contain multilingual posters informing New Yorkers that they can
request free interpretation. The majority of all other signage and Notify NYC alerts are also pretranslated. As such, NYCEM is already in compliance with Local Law 30.
During time of emergency, the City will set up a Language Access Task Force responsible for
helping direct and support language access services across the city. This Task Force has the
responsibility to ensure that language access protocols are followed. NYCEM works directly
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with the Task Force leads and supports language access operations through the City’s
Emergency Operations Center.
The NYCEM Language Access Implementation Protocol shall be reviewed and revised
annually, or as necessary. Members of the Language Access cabinet will be responsible for the
review and revision of the protocol.
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Annual Report on Implementation
of Language Access

FDNY
April, 2019
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This annual report provides an update on the agency’s implementation of its Language Access
Implementation Plan, as required by Local Law 30 (2017). The report covers activity between
2018-2019.
This report also addresses updates for agencies covered by Local Law 73 (2003).

LANGUAGE ACCESS IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Name and title of Language Access Coordinator: Steven Ertrachter, Executive Director of
Licensing.
I. AGENCY MISSION AND BACKGROUND
The Fire Department (FDNY) provides to the following:
- Responding to fires
- Providing public safety
- Responding to medical emergencies
- Responding to disasters
- Responding to terrorist acts
- Performing inspections and testing
- Providing certifications
FDNY protects the lives and property of NYC residents and visitors. The Fire Department
advances fire safety through its prevention, investigation and education programs, as well as
contributes to the City’s homeland security efforts. It responds to more than 278,000 fires and
non-fire related emergencies and more than 1.3 million medical emergencies each year. FDNY
maintains approximately 250 firehouses and ambulance stations.
There were 240,527 Bureau of Fire Prevention inspection stops in FY 2018.
In order to continue to comply with Local Law 30 (LL30), FDNY has continued its undertaking
of translating popular documents for public in order to carry out its mission and protect the lives
and property of New York City residents and visitors.
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II. AGENCY LANGUAGE ACCESS POLICY AND GOALS
FDNY’s Bureau of Fire Prevention certifies individuals and inspects various locations regulated
by the NYC Fire Code. In addition to providing study materials to prepare for each exam, FDNY
provides helpful information to numerous industries that face hazards on a daily basis.
THE SERVICES THAT ARE PROVIDED BY THE FDNY TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC
INCLUDE:
- Fire Suppression
- Emergency Medical Service
- Fire Prevention Inspections
- Certificate of Fitness Licensing
- Fire Safety Education
- Fire Investigation
FDNY INTERACTS WITH THE PUBLIC:
• during emergency situations;
• via inspections;
• via field and/or by home visit;
• over the phone and via electronic mail/fax;
• through different Certificate of Fitness seminars, classes and/or examinations;
• via public hearings, as well as other public events (such as forums, town halls, and during
fire prevention week).
FDNY’s goal is to continue providing interpretation services to all customers who do not speak
fluent English through the Language Line phone interpretation services. Important forms and
pamphlets containing information are translated into Spanish, Chinese, Russian, Bengali, Haitian
Creole, Korean, Arabic, French, Urdu, and Polish (the Local Law 30 required languages).
In addition, in the instances that FDNY employees speak the native language of the Limited
English Proficiency (LEP) customer, they assist with interpreting basic information to provide
the best possible customer service.
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III. LEP POPULATION ASSESSMENT
To assist service providers in determining what steps are necessary to provide meaningful access
to the LEP population they serve, the Department of Justice developed a four-factor analysis.
FACTOR 1: EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE AND FIRE SUPPRESSION
FACTOR 2: FIRE SAFETY EDUCATION
FACTOR 3: FIRE PREVENTION LICENSING AND CERTIFICATION
FACTOR 4: HEADQUARTERS CASHIER AND OTHER "PUBLIC" SERVICES
PROVIDERS MUST ASSESS THE:
(1) LEP demographic to whom services are provided;
(2) frequency of contact with LEP persons, the nature and importance of the services provided,
and the resources available to the service provider.

BELOW ARE SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE FDNY
FACTOR 1: EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE AND FIRE SUPPRESSION
The FDNY can only estimate in the broadest sense the number of LEP persons to whom FDNY
provides emergency services.
One method of determining how many LEP persons we serve might be the following:
23% of the New York City's population identify themselves as LEP; therefore, we can
extrapolate that 23% of our fire and EMS responses are to LEP persons. In addition, general
statistics show that some of our services are more frequently provided in the City's minority and
economically distressed communities that may have larger LEP populations. EMS uses the
Language Line most frequently for Spanish, Chinese and Russian.
FACTOR 2: FIRE SAFETY EDUCATION
In 2018, Fire Safety Education staff and field personnel conducted over 9,000 presentations in:
• Community centers;
• Senior center facilities;
• Pre-school, elementary and high schools;
• Firehouses; and
• other places of assembly.
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FIRE SAFETY PRESENTATIONS
Borough
CY18 FSE Presentations
Brooklyn
2708
Bronx
1677
Manhattan
1154
Queens
3045
Staten Island
539
TOTAL
9,123
*Fire safety events increased by 14% in CY18

CY17 FSE Presentations
2672
1271
913
2459
621
7,936

The total audience for their events was 563,482 people. Of that total, 934 elementary schools and
over 248,980 children were reached. Fire safety presentations are done in schools throughout the
city and specifically target neighborhoods that have experienced fatal fires. Before we visit a
school, to determine the ethnic and language mix, our fire safety educators:
(a) Consult a census map, and;
(b) Discuss the student population with school personnel.
Based on that information, FDNY brings language-appropriate materials. Applying the 23%
analysis of LEP persons in the NYC means that 151,000 persons to which we made presentations
are LEP. The majority of our fire safety events require some translated materials. Fire safety
educators bring English and other popular language materials to all of our events, especially at
the larger public events. FDNY inquire about language needs prior to events.
At fire safety events following fatal or serious fires we assess the community needs by speaking
to community organizations with whom we are coordinating these events. In schools, we
primarily use English. The most frequent languages for which we see a need are Spanish,
Russian and Chinese.
FACTOR 3: FIRE PREVENTION LICENSING AND CERTIFICATION
The Bureau of Fire Prevention (BFP) has approximately 400 Fire Protection Inspectors who
inspect equipment and component parts of buildings for permitting and licensing. They also
observe system tests.
BFP has distinct units responsible for different kinds of inspections. These include, among
others:
- Bulk Fuel Safety Unit whose inspectors inspect motor fuel storage systems at gas
stations;
- District Offices inspectors typically issue FDNY violations and track renewals /
inspections for FDNY permit accounts;
- Explosives Unit inspects and issues permits for explosives, fireworks and special effects;
- Fire Alarm Inspection Unit witnesses tests of new or altered fire alarm systems in the
commercial buildings;
- Fire Suppression Unit witnesses tests of the sprinkler and standpipe systems;
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-

Public Safety Unit that inspects high-rises and places of public assembly such as daycare
centers, pre-K programs, etc.

We offer LEP assistance, on as needed basis, to the people while providing the above services.
FACTOR 4: HEADQUARTERS CASHIER AND OTHER "PUBLIC" SERVICES.
The ground floor of the FDNY Headquarters has FDNY employees that assist members of the
public. Individuals come to the public section of the building to submit plans and/or paperwork,
take exams for Certificates of Fitness, or request fire reports. To certain extent fees are
associated with these services; they are paid at the cashier windows at this location.
All of these employees are Fire Prevention personnel, except for the cashiers, who are FDNY
Revenue Management employees. Several Cashiers’ Office employees speak Spanish and other
languages.
More than 90% of the customers the cashiers interact with are paying for a Certificate of Fitness
exam or Qualification.
The NYC Fire Code requires that certificate of fitness applicants have a reasonable
understanding of the English language and be able to answer satisfactorily such questions as may
be asked of such applicant upon his or her examination. While all the exams are given in
English, we provide dictionaries and allow applicants to bring their own dictionaries for the
Certificate of Fitness exams; and make every reasonable accommodation to LEP customers.
Further, Certificate of Fitness unit provides 2 telephone lines to reach the Language Line. FDNY
staff has been trained to use the Language Line.
FDNY also has contracted services with several different vendors (ex. Geneva Worldwide) to
professionally translate written materials (popular material from FDNY website as well as other
useful brochures) into LL30 required languages. All of these materials can be found on our
website, and they include information on:
• Portable fire extinguishers in your business
• Obtaining a Certificate of Fitness from FDNY
• Fire Safety in Commercial Cooking Locations
• Carbon monoxide alarms and smoke detectors
• Commercial Kitchen Exhaust System Cleaning
• New portable fire extinguisher tags and commercial kitchen exhaust maintenance decal
program
We expect to have materials translated on an ongoing basis and will continue translating FDNY
resources into 2020.
FDNY’s Public Certification waiting area has an electronic LCD monitor that plays a slideshow
(loop); it’s installed to display relevant information in different languages for the applicants
coming in and waiting to take an exam.
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One of the slides informs the applicants that if they have an English language difficulty; the
exam may be read to them by one of the COF employees. Another slide shows that interpretation
services are available free of charge, upon request.
Public Certification Unit hired greeters that are highly trained to provide customer service to all
applicants, including LEP. We continue to display an electronic presentation of Language Access
policies in 10 different languages. Voter registrations hard copies are available in 5 languages
and are presented in the Certificate of Fitness Unit in the waiting room, upon request. Voter
registrations electronic copies are available online in 11 additional languages. Further, Bureau of
Fire Prevention (BFP) field inspectors were all given smartphones before end of 2016. Field
inspectors use these smart phones for the Language Line, as needed.
Recently, we also began accommodating individuals who are hard of hearing or deaf. Our goal is
to work with Mayor’s Office for People with Disabilities to better assist applicants during
testing.
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IV. PROVISION OF LANGUAGE ACCESS SERVICES
TRANSLATION:
FDNY provides language access services via multiple channels. FDNY Inspectors and
employees who greet the public at the Public Certification Unit have access to the Language
Line interpretation services.
TELEPHONE INTERPRETATION:
FDNY employees can obtain an interpreter by the phone to assist LEP customers in their native
language. The Language Line currently offers interpreters for over 100 languages.
IN-PERSON INTERPRETATION:
In addition some of the FDNY staff are multi-lingual and often voluntarily interpret in person for
LEP customers who require basic assistance and are not fluent in English.
FDNY commonly distributed documents are translated into the 10 designated languages.
POSTING OF MULTILINGUAL SIGNAGE ABOUT THE AVAILABILITY OF FREE
INTERPRETATION SERVICES:
Important forms are also translated into different languages to assist LEP customers. Our
headquarters has stationary signs in the following seven languages:
Spanish, Italian, Creole, Chinese, Russian, Arabic and Korean that describe the services provided
on the 1st floor. We will obtain more signs in accordance with Local Law 30.
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND LANGUAGE ACCESS:
FDNY also provides helpful emergency preparedness information which is translated to ten
languages (as required by LL30). During fire or medical emergencies, FDNY staff has image
cards to help customers identify common problems by pointing to a specific picture. See
screenshots of the booklet on the following page.
LANGUAGE ACCESS CONSIDERATIONS IN AGENCY COMMUNICATIONS:
FDNY provides interpreters for rule hearings upon request. The interpretations will be provided
by the language line. The hearing notice is provided in English language only.
FDNY translated content online is often updated on FDNY website, as is our online video
library. Priority in translating is given to the documents that are viewed and downloaded most
frequently.
PLAIN LANGUAGE
FDNY Certificate of Fitness Test Writers have been trained to write study materials and exams
that are administered to the public in plain English language. The material is written in simple
sentences that are easy to read and understand.
FDNY has hired a vendor that has a city-wide contract to write and proofread the translated
pamphlets for small businesses owners. Field inspectors provide the materials with useful
information in different languages to small business owners as well as to the public; as needed.
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V. TRAINING
All front line staff members who assist customers are trained. FDNY has many employees who
speak numerous languages and volunteer their interpretation services as needed.
Supervisors trained their front line staff on how to properly assist LEP customers. In addition
employees are trained on how to use the Language Line services through the special dual handset
or via mobile phones in the field.
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VI. RECORD KEEPING AND EVALUATION
Language Line provides reports upon request summarizing the call duration, the language
interpreted as well as other metrics.
Below is a record of calls per month to the language line associated with all Fire Department
accounts using Local Law 30 ten required languages (for Intergovernmental Affairs, On Line
Medical Control, Fire Prevention-Inspections, Fire Prevention-Customer Service, Fire
Operations, and general 9-1-1 New York City Fire Department).

Estimation of minutes per month to the Language Line using Fire Department associated
accounts (for Intergovernmental Affairs, On Line Medical Control, Fire Prevention-Inspections,
Fire Prevention-Customer Service, Fire Operations, and general 9-1-1 New York City Fire
Department in required Local Law 30 languages).
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When looking at statistical data, we noticed that the top 3 requested Language Line languages for
the year we Spanish #1, Russian#2, and Mandarin #3, the rest of the languages fluctuated.
Further, 3,739 calls were placed to Language Line in the top 5 languages for the past 6 months to
all FDNY accounts (Intergovernmental Affairs, On Line Medical Control, Fire PreventionInspections, Fire Prevention-Customer Service, Fire Operations, 9-1-1 New York City Fire
Department).

Calls for Top 5
Languages
CALLS
1950
661
547
322
259

Usage for Last 6 Months

LANGUAGE
SPANISH
RUSSIAN
MANDARIN
BENGALI
CANTONESE

During implementation, the Language Access Plan will be reviewed on as needed basis by the
Language Access Committee. The Language Access Committee includes Steven Ertrachter,
Jason Shelly, Marina Balber, and Igor Lyutin who meet to ensure each department continues to
abide by the Language Access guidelines, and that new policies and procedures are adequately
addressed.
THE LANGUAGE ACCESS COMMITTEE WILL LOOK FOR:
• Effectiveness of existing language assistance to LEP persons
• Identifying additional written materials that require translation on the FDNY internet website
• Identifying additional written materials that require translation at the headquarters
• Fluctuations in a program’s LEP population
• Correspondence from NYC residents regarding Language Access Line (such as: Have there
been compliments/complaints?)
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911 NYC Fire Department Calls utilizing Language Line
for Local Law 30 languages
MONTH

CALLS

MINUTES

18-Apr

274

1329

18-May

296

1553

18-Jun

224

1061

18-Jul

242

1151

18-Aug

223

1041

18-Sep

220

1039

18-Oct

282

1426

18-Nov

255

1430

18-Dec

232

1250

19-Jan

263

1299

19-Feb

254

1263

19-Mar

228

1191

Outside vendors provide professional interpretation and translation services. Translated materials
are proofread for accuracy before final draft. FDNY coordinator will be in constant contact with
parties implementing the Language Access Implementation Plan. LL30 requires agencies to
submit annual reports to track compliance.
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VII. RESOURCE ANALYSIS AND PLANNING
• FDNY will continue the services with existing vendors.
• FDNY will continue to translate most frequently used public information flyers into
Local Law 30 ten required languages.
• All Fire Prevention staff that interacts with the public received or will receive customer
service training.
• Since 2015, the FDNY Phoenix Society has organized Mandarin classes. These classes,
funded by the FDNY Foundation, are open to all active and retired FDNY members.
These voluntary weekly classes are meant to facilitate communications between members
of the Fire Department and the public, thus with a focus on conversation. Firefighters,
EMTs and paramedics learn Mandarin through this initiative. We will consider what
other programs can be offered going forward to expand knowledge and educate our staff.
•
•

Additional funds will be required for more FDNY employees to attend the DCAS
certified “writing in plain English” course. We are considering alternatives to that course.
We will also require additional funds for translating English material into Local Law 30
required languages. Funding amount is not clear as the number of documents that need to
be translated are increasing.
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VIII. OUTREACH AND PUBLIC AWARENESS OF LANGUAGE ACCESS SERVICES
FDNY has continued to post translated materials on its website
FDNY employees continue to distribute materials in different languages during public events.
FDNY inspectors continue to deliver important fire prevention and regulation requirements
translated in different languages to businesses during site visits and inspections.
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IX. LANGUAGE ACCESS COMPLAINTS
All 311 complaints are routed through the Commissioner’s office and are directed to specific unit
to address each issue. There has not been any complains or requests received via 311.
How members of public can
submit language access
complaints, questions, and
requests
A language access complaint can
be made by calling 311 and
submitting an official request or
complaint.

Agency 311 Data (CY 2018)

Description of how
complaints/requests
were addressed

# of language access complaints
received via 311:

0

# of requests for language access
services via 311:

0

X. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN LOGISTICS
Language access
goal
Agency wide
awareness
Provide agency-wide
customer service
training

Milestones

Issue FDNY directive to all
staff
Training new and non-new
inspectors and noninspectors-annually.
Approximately 600 people.
Identifying all
Working with all the units
commonly distributed to identify commonly used
documents
materials
Translating
Working with COF
commonly distributed department to identify most
documents into 10 LL commonly used public
required languages
information
Tracking how
Working with coordinator
language services are for the 311 Language
being provided
Access complaints and
requests
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Responsible staff

Deadline

Language
Coordinator
Jesus Martinez
(Bureau of Fire
Prevention,
Training)
Language Access
Committee

TBD

Language
Coordinator

Ongoing

Language Access
Committee

Ongoing

Being
implemented and
conducted already
Ongoing

Language Access
Implementation Plan

May 1, 2018

Language Access Coordinator:
Zodet Negrón
Director of Communications
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I.

Agency Mission and Background

The Landmarks Preservation Commission (LPC) is the New York City agency responsible for
protecting New York City's architecturally, historically, and culturally significant buildings and sites
by granting them landmark or historic district status, and regulating them after designation. Potential
landmarks and historic districts are identified by LPC through surveys and other Commissioninitiated research. This may include properties suggested by members of the public.
LPC was established in 1965 when Mayor Robert Wagner signed the local law creating the
Commission in order to protect the city’s architectural, historical and cultural heritage. The agency
consists of eleven commissioners who are appointed by the Mayor and a full time staff of
approximately 80 preservationists, researchers, architects, historians, attorneys, archaeologists, and
administrative employees.
There are more than 36,000 designated buildings and sites in New York City, most of which are
located in 141 historic districts and historic district extensions in all five boroughs. The total number
of protected sites also includes 1,410 individual landmarks, 120 interior landmarks, and 10 scenic
landmarks. LPC evaluates and considers dozens of potential landmarks and historic districts each
year. Commissioners and Preservation staff approve approximately 14,000 applications for work on
designated properties each year.

II.

Direct Services

As the agency responsible for protecting the City’s architecturally, historically and culturally
significant buildings and sites, LPC evaluates and considers dozens of potential landmarks and
historic districts each year. The landmark designation process includes outreach to property owners,
public meetings and public hearings. During public hearings, anyone can testify about a proposed
designation before the Commission. The Commission also works with elected officials and
community groups to ensure these historically significant sites are preserved for future generations.
In order to preserve its designated buildings and sites, LPC regulates changes made to their
significant features. This includes reviewing permit applications and issuing permits for certain kinds
of work. For more information on the types of work that require permits go to the permit
applications page.
LPC’s offices are located in the Municipal Building at One Centre Street, Manhattan. This is where
public hearings and meetings are held, and where applicants drop off or pick up applications and
permits. Preservation staff also meets with applicants at LPC’s offices.
Currently, there are three main staff members who serve as the front line with the public: the
Receptionist, the External Affairs Officer, and the Director of Intergovernmental and Community
Affairs.
•

The Receptionist is the first point of contact for visitors. The majority of visitors have prearranged meetings with LPC staff or are expeditors dropping off or picking up applications
and permits.

•

The External Affairs Officer handles cold calls from the public in addition to questions from
architects, expeditors, and property owners regarding permits and applications.

•

The Director of Intergovernmental and Community Affairs receives correspondence and calls
from the public, elected officials, and advocacy groups regarding proposed projects.
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The following LPC departments offer direct services to the public:
Preservation Department
The Preservation Department reviews permit applications for work on designated properties and
communicates with a variety of applicants, including property owners, business owners, architects,
contractors, and attorneys.
Enforcement
The Enforcement Department investigates complaints about work that may have been performed
without LPC permits or in noncompliance with LPC permits and communicates with civic and
neighborhood groups, property owners and general members of the public.

III.

Agency Language Access Policy and Goals

The Landmarks Preservation Commission (LPC) is committed to providing equitable service to the
population it serves, including persons with Limited English Proficiency (LEP). LPC has taken and
continues to take reasonable steps to ensure LEP persons have access to the agency’s programs and
services. LPC’s Language Access Provision Plan, which has been in place since 2009 in compliance
with Executive Order 120 of 2008, outlines how the agency provides translation and interpretation
services on an as-needed basis.
In order to adhere to Local Law30 of 2017, which expands on Executive Order 120, LPC has
developed a Language Access Implementation Plan (LAIP) to reflect the new provisions required
under LL30, which include new designated citywide languages. This plan will ensure New York
City’s diverse population continues to have meaningful access to all of the agency’s programs and
services.
LPC will update its Language Access Implementation Plan at least every three years and post it on the
agency website.
The Director of Communications will be responsible for overseeing the implementation of the plan
and revising it accordingly.

IV.

LEP Population Assessment

LPC used the “four-factor analysis” to determine the language access needs of the population it
serves.
Factor 1: Number or Proportion of LEP Individuals
LPC used existing agency data and information provided by the Mayor’s Office of Operations to
evaluate the language access needs for LEP persons served by the agency.
According to data provided by the Mayor’s Office of Operations and the Mayor’s Office of
Immigrant Affairs (MOIA) from the U.S. Census American Community Survey and the Department
of Education, the top 10 languages spoken by LEPs in New York are: Spanish, Chinese, Russian,
Bengali, Haitian Creole, Korean, Arabic, Urdu, French, and Polish. Since LPC works in all five
boroughs, we will use these most common languages for any large-scale translations or interpretation
needs unless an alternate language is identified for a specific area.
LPC also conducted its own language analysis to determine the primary languages spoken other than
English in its 141 designated historic districts. This language analysis utilized 2014 U.S. Census
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Bureau American Community Survey language data at the census tract level. The Census tracts
analyzed were either wholly or partially within the boundaries of designated historic districts with
total tracts numbering 257. The ACS dataset – Language Spoken At Home By Ability To Speak
English For The Population 5 Years Old and Over – enabled LPC to determine the most commonly
spoken languages, as well as the percentages within those language groups that spoke English either
very well or less than very well. The population numbers for each language group were totaled and
the top 10 languages as identified by the City were isolated and analyzed as a group.
The primary languages spoken by LEP individuals within LPC’s historic districts are Spanish and
Chinese, followed by Polish, other Indic languages (Bengali), French Creole, French, Korean,
Russian, Arabic and Urdu. See charts above. See chart below.
Top 10 Language Groups with Largest Population that Speaks English "less than
'very well'"
Data Source: U.S.

Census Bureau,
American Community
Survey (ACS) 2014 5
Year Estimates :
Language Spoken At
Home By Ability To
Speak English For
The Population 5
Years Old and Over

200000
180000
160000
140000

80792

120000
100000
80000
60000
40000

102437
26423

20000
0

16970

Spanish:
183229

5366
4872
3896
3692
Chinese: Polish: 9262 Other Indic
43393
languages
(Bengali):
8564

4711
5961
French
Creole:
10672

Speaks English "very well"

4093
17571
French (incl.
Patois,
Cajun):
21664

3590
5498
Korean:
9088

3014
4734
Russian:
7748

2670
2059
Arabic:
4729

1065
2274
Urdu: 3339

Speaks English less than "very well"

Factor 2: Frequency of Contact with Agency
There are more than 36,000 designated buildings and sites in New York City, most of which are
located in 141 historic districts and historic district extensions in all five boroughs. The
Landmarks Preservation Commission helps preserve these landmark properties by regulating
changes made to these buildings and sites. This includes reviewing permit applications and
issuing permits for certain kinds of work on designated properties. For more information on the
types of work that require permits go to the permit applications page. As such, LPC staff
communicates with a variety of permit applicants, including property owners, business owners,
architects, contractors and attorneys. LPC also receives and responds to correspondence and calls
from the public, elected officials, and advocacy groups regarding proposed projects.
On Tuesdays each month, LPC holds public hearings and meetings, which are open to all
members of the public. Public hearings provide an opportunity for the public to testify in person
before the Commission on proposed permit applications for work on landmark properties, or on
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proposed landmark designations. Public meetings provide an opportunity for the public to
observe subsequent discussion amongst the Commissioners on proposed permit applications for
work on landmarked properties or proposed landmark designations after the hearing is closed.
Each year, the Commissioners and Preservation staff approve more than 13,000 applications for
work on designated properties. LPC also evaluates and considers dozens of potential landmarks
and historic districts each year.
Factor 3: Nature and Importance of the Program:
Landmarking affects communities, including property owners and business owners. It is very
important for LPC to be able to communicate effectively with all stakeholders involved when
discussing the potential designation of a property or consult with them regarding applications to
make changes to a landmarked building. Lack of language services may result in inability to get
permits for work or in work that is in non-compliance with the Landmarks Law, resulting in the
issuance of more Notices of Violation and unnecessary fines. Language should not be a barrier to
protecting the city’s cultural and architectural heritage.
Factor 4: Resources Available
LPC will use agency contracted services to provide language services on an as-needed basis. The
agency is working to secure contracts with vendors to translate its forms and any other future
documents on an as needed basis, and for in-person and telephonic interpretation needs.

V.

Provision of Language Access Services

The Landmarks Preservation Commission (LPC) provides and will continue to provide language
access services to LEP persons who require assistance.
•

LPC will translate the agency’s most commonly distributed documents into the 10 designated
citywide languages.

•

LPC will notify LEP-identified individuals that interpretation and translation services are
available to them at no cost via signage and other forms of communication including but not
limited to letters and notices.

•

LPC will also provide telephonic interpretation in at least 100 languages, including the
designated citywide languages.

•

The Commission’s Director of Communications will serve as the Language Access
Coordinator. This person will be responsible for coordinating any contracts for translation,
interpretation, and signage with the LPC Executive Director and Director of Administration.

VI.

Service Provision Plan

LPC is prepared to provide translation or interpretation on an as-needed basis.
•

In-Person Interpretation: LPC will use agency contracted services to provide in-person
interpretation on an as-needed basis. The agency is working to secure a contract with a
vendor.
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•

Telephonic Interpretation: LPC is looking to secure a contract with a vendor, for all
telephone-based interpretation services by the end of FY18.

•

Translation of Written Materials: LPC will use agency contracted services to translate its
application forms, which include the Application Form for a Work Permit, the Expedited
Certificate of No Effect Application and the FasTrack Form into all 10 designated citywide
languages. The agency will also translate the Historic Preservation Grant Program application
for Homeowners and Non-Profits, as well as the Requests for Evaluation forms for Individual
Landmarks and Historic Districts.
Additionally, notices for public hearings/meetings and correspondence sent to property
owners of potential landmarks under consideration will include a tagline regarding the
availability of interpretation services in all 10 languages. LPC is in the process of securing an
outside vendor to translate these documents.
Until a point in time when LPC determines the need to translate any additional written
materials or forms, translation services will be provided on an as needed basis.
LPC will contract with an outside vendor for any translations deemed necessary. The agency
will utilize bilingual staff and seek assistance from MOIA and its citywide Volunteer
Language Bank to supplement contracted services. They will be used to review translated
documents.

•

Signage: LPC has multilingual signage posted near the reception desk notifying customers of
the availability of translation and interpretation services. LPC also has Language
Identification Cards at the front desk to help LEP individuals identify their language by
pointing to it.

•

Public Hearings: LPC public hearing and meeting notices will include language indicating
that any person who requires an interpreter to attend or participate, can contact the agency for
assistance. This will include a tagline translated into the 10 designated citywide languages.

•

Website: LPC has Google Translate built into the website, which can translate the web
content into the 10 designated citywide languages. LPC will add information on how to use
the Google Translate feature. There are currently no plans for full-scale website translation
since most of the content can be translated using this feature.

•

Plain Language: LPC will use plain language to the extent that its use does not interfere with
any technical language essential to LPC business. The agency is reviewing its most
commonly distributed documents, as well as its website. The Director of Communications,
who is tasked with ensuring all communications of agency initiatives and mission are clear
and consistent, will receive plain language training and develop plain language standards for
staff.

•

Emergency preparedness and response. The agency will post notifications to the website that
can be translated via the translate feature on the site in the event of an emergency. LPC does
not provide emergency services so notifications would be limited to announcing agency hours
and postponements.

VII.

Training

LPC’s commitment to provide meaningful access to limited English proficient citizens requires a
skilled and informed staff.
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•

All staff will be informed of LEP policies and procedures.

•

All staff will be informed of the availability of LEP services for the public (translation and
interpretation) and how they can obtain these services.

•

All staff will be trained on how to respond to LEP callers. The depth of training will depend
on the staff person’s contact with the public.

•

All staff members with frequent in-person or telephone contact with the public will be trained
on how to assist LEP individuals and how to respond to LEP callers. They will also be trained
on how to use in-person and telephone interpretation services.

•

All public-facing staff members will receive Language Identification Cards and instructions
on how to use them, as well as contact information for all available interpretation services.

•

All newly hired staff will receive information on LEP policies and procedures as part of their
new hire orientation.

VIII.

Record Keeping and Evaluation

LPC will conduct an annual review of its LAIP program based on systematic feedback from staff. The
LAIP is a fluid document and will be updated as the need arises. LPC will review our language access
policy at least once a year.
LPC will track all requests for interpretation (telephonic and in-person) and will monitor the
frequency of staff contact with LEPs through a Language Access log. Staff will be asked to log each
encounter with an LEP and note the language and type of service(s) requested and/or provided; a
logbook is kept with the External Affairs Coordinator.

IX.

Resource Analysis and Planning

LPC will use agency contracted services to provide language services on an as-needed basis. The
agency is working to secure contracts for telephonic and in-person interpretation needs. LPC is also
securing a contract to translate its forms and any other future documents deemed necessary.
Additionally, LPC will utilize bilingual staff and seek assistance from MOIA and its citywide
Volunteer Language Bank to supplement these contracted services. They will be used to review
translated documents.

X.

Outreach and Public Awareness of Language Access Services

Reaching out to homeowners is an integral part of the landmarks process. When LPC sends
correspondence to a homeowner notifying them of the agency’s interest in their property, the letter
will include an insert with a translated tagline stating interpretation and translation services are free of
charge. Likewise, LPC will work with homeowners requesting language services on an as-needed
basis.
LPC holds frequent public hearings/meetings. Notices for public hearings/meetings which include the
agenda are published on the City Record and posted on the agency website. They are also sent to
community boards, applicants and property owners by email. The notice will include a tagline
regarding the availability of interpretation services translated into all 10 languages.
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LPC will post information on the website and signage at the front desk notifying customers of
language access by the end of FY18.

XI.

Language Access Complaints

LPC outreach and signage regarding the translation and interpretation services will provide
information on how to file a complaint regarding the agency’s language access. A web form for
language access complaints will be developed and posted on the agency website by the end of FY18.
The electronic or e-form can be translated into all 10 designated citywide languages via the translate
tool on the website. The agency will log these complaints and respond in a timely fashion, making
any necessary changes to the plan. Language access complaints can also be made through 311. The
External Affairs Officer and Director of Communications will be responsible for receiving, tracking
and resolving Language Access complaints. The annual LAIP report will include a summary of
complaints received during the year.

XII.

Implementation Plan Logistics

Within the range of services provided, LPC understands that resources and demand will dictate the
provision of services in any given area.
The Commission’s Director of Communications will serve as the Language Access Coordinator. This
person will be responsible for coordinating any contracts for translation, interpretation, and signage
with the LPC Executive Director and Director of Administration. The External Affairs Officer will
work with the Director of Communications to fully maintain and update the tracking of the plan needs
and complaints.
The following parameters will be in place by the end of 2018:
Language access goal

Milestones

Responsible staff

Deadline

Secure contracts with
interpretation and
translation service
vendors

Sign contracts

Director of
Administration

June 30, 2018

Create logs for tracking
and annual review form
for feedback from staff

Work with External
Affairs to create Excel
spreadsheet

Director of
Communications

June 30, 2018

Create tagline for insert

Draft language for
tagline

Director of
Communications

July 31, 2018

Translate tagline

Outreach Coordinator

Insert into letter and
agenda notice template
Post new notice to
public regarding
availability of language
services

Print in color, laminate
and post at reception
desk, as well as on
website
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Director of
Administration
Director of
Communications

July 31, 2018

Create complaint form
portal on the website

Draft page

Staff training

Develop Training

Work with DoiTT to
implement
Schedule Training
Distribute Language
Identification Cards to
all staff

Translate Forms and
make them available to
the public

Send to Vendor for
Translation

Director of
Communications

August 31, 2018

Director of
Communications

September 30, 2018

Director of
Administration
Director of
Administration
Director of
Communications
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September 30, 2018

Mayor’s Office
Language Access Implementation Plan
February 2020

Mayor Bill de Blasio
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Mayor’s Office
Language Access Implementation Plan
Language Access Coordinator: Kenneth Lo, Deputy Director of Language Access, MOIA
Under the de Blasio Administration, the City of New York strives to be the safest and fairest big
city. Communication plays a central role in the effective delivery of government services and
community engagement. Local Law 30 and language access are critical to ensuring that all New
Yorkers, regardless of the language(s) they speak, have access to the information and services
provided by their City.
The Office of the Mayor of New York City, or Mayor’s Office, is comprised of a number of
distinct offices that address a wide array of public needs. The Mayor’s Office Language Access
Implementation Plan addresses how Mayoral offices that are covered under Local Law 30
(based on their engagement with the public), address language access.
The Plan was developed by the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs (MOIA), in coordination
with all other covered Mayoral offices. MOIA advances language access throughout City
government through capacity-building, technical assistance, and guidance to City agencies on
language access and the provision of services that support the wellbeing of immigrants. MOIA
provides a central coordination role for the City’s language access laws, specifically oversight of
LL30, in consultation with the Mayor’s Office of Operations (Operations).
Each covered office has appointed a Language Access Liaison who will be responsible for
overseeing the implementation of the plan for their respective Office, and MOIA will provide
oversight and technical assistance to help offices meet the requirements of Local Law 30.
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I. Agency mission and background
The Office of the Mayor of New York City, or Mayor’s Office, is comprised of a number of offices
that address a wide array of public needs. The Mayor’s Office Language Access Implementation
Plan addresses how Mayoral offices that are covered under Local Law 30 (based on their
engagement with the public), address language access. A description of each covered office is
below.
Mayor’s Office for People with Disabilities (MOPD)
The Mayor’s Office for People with Disabilities (MOPD) is the liaison between New York City
government and the disability community. In partnership with all City offices and agencies,
MOPD ensures that the rights and concerns of the disability community are included in all City
initiatives and that City programs and policies address the needs of people with disabilities.
NYC Service
NYC Service builds partnerships to deepen and expand civic engagement through volunteer and
service programs, creating sustainable change for our city’s greatest needs.
Citywide Event Coordination and Management (CECM)
CECM provides oversight on all event permitting activities; advises and assists the Mayor in the
coordination of policies, procedures and operations in relation to permitting; reviews the
coordination of street activities and pedestrian plaza events; and works directly with other
permitting agencies to ensure active communication with residents, community boards and
business improvement districts.
Office of Climate Policy and Programs (CPP)
The Mayor’s Office of Climate Policy and Programs leads New York City’s fight against climate
change and manages OneNYC 2050, New York City’s Green New Deal and a long-term strategy
to secure our city’s future against the challenges of today and tomorrow, with bold actions to
confront our climate crisis, achieve equity, and strengthen our democracy.
Environmental Coordination (MOEC)
The Office assists City agencies in carrying out their environmental review responsibilities. In
addition to being the repository for all City Environmental Quality Review (CEQR) documents,
the Mayor’s Office of Environmental Coordination serves as the City’s liaison to state and
federal agencies on environmental matters and advises the Mayor on matters of environmental
policy.
Mayor’s Office of Resiliency (MOR)
The Mayor’s Office of Resiliency strives to adapt New York City to the unprecedented challenge
of climate change, creating a more resilient, equitable and vibrant city for the New Yorkers of
today and generations to come. MOR leads the City’s efforts to ensure that New York City is
ready to withstand and emerge stronger from the multiple impacts of climate change in the
near- and long-term.
Office of Sustainability
The Mayor’s Office of Sustainability is dedicated to making New York City greener and fairer,
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and reaching zero waste and carbon, through policies, programs, and direct outreach and
engagement.
Community Affairs Unit (CAU)
The Mayor’s Community Affairs Unit is the fundamental connection between City Hall and New
York City residents throughout the five boroughs. The primary mission of CAU is to establish
deep partnerships with communities in order to actively engage and mobilize New Yorkers in
City government.
Mayor’s Office of Correspondence
The Mayor’s Office of Correspondence is responsible for reading, routing, and responding to all
letters, emails, and 311 calls addressed to the Mayor. Correspondence staff also draft mayoral
messages, certificates and proclamations for events, in addition to assisting other mayoral
offices and agencies with a variety of writing and editing projects.
Mayor’s Office of Criminal Justice (MOCJ)
The Mayor’s Office of Criminal Justice shapes and funds justice strategies at every stage by
facilitating cooperation and partnerships among the agencies and actors involved in crime
prevention and criminal justice in New York City. As such, MOCJ serves to ensure the fair and
efficient functioning of the Criminal Justice System in the City.
Mayor’s Office to Protect Tenants (MOPT)
The Mayor's Office to Protect Tenants (MOPT) coordinates the City's range of tenant protection
efforts and plays a key role in the City’s strategy to confront the affordable housing crisis. This newly
established office will work across City agencies to make existing anti-harassment and antidisplacement programs better, and create new strategies to root out abuse.
Office of Environmental Remediation (OER)
The New York City Mayor’s Office of Environmental Remediation is a team of scientists and
engineers that design and operate municipal programs to promote cleanup and redevelopment
of vacant contaminated land in New York City.
Office of Immigrant Affairs (MOIA)
The mission of the New York City Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs is to facilitate the full
inclusion of immigrant New Yorkers into the City’s civic, economic, and cultural life. Realizing
this mission in a city as diverse as New York City requires multiple approaches to advance
immigrant inclusion. MOIA seeks to increase access to services for immigrant New Yorkers, as
well as inform and engage and advocate on behalf of immigrant New Yorkers.
Office of Special Enforcement (OSE)
The Mayor’s Office of Special Enforcement (OSE) is an innovative, solutions-oriented task force
that ensures NYC communities are safe from harmful illegal and unregulated industries that
one agency and one set of enforcement tools alone can’t address.
Office of Special Projects and Community Events (MOSPCE)
In support of the Mayor and First Lady’s commitment to honor the diverse communities of our
City, the Mayor’s Office of Special Projects and Community Events organizes Mayoral events in
partnership with city agencies and with the support of the private sector.
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Office of Workforce Development
The Mayor’s Office of Workforce Development drives an equity agenda for the future of work in
New York City by ensuring the City invests in all New Yorkers, by driving high road jobs and
employers, and by connecting elements of the system to achieve better outcomes for New
Yorkers and employers.
Public Design Commission (PDC)
As New York City’s design review agency, the Public Design Commission (PDC) has jurisdiction
over permanent structures, landscape architecture, and art proposed on or over City-owned
property. The mission of the PDC is to advocate for innovative, sustainable, and equitable
design of public spaces and civic structures, with a goal of improving the public realm for all
New Yorkers throughout the five boroughs.
Thrive NYC
ThriveNYC works to ensure that every New Yorker has access to mental health support,
whenever and wherever they need it. ThriveNYC works in partnership with many City agencies
to: Innovate by piloting new evidence-driven strategies to address mental health needs;
enhance mental healthcare equity by increasing access to mental health support outside of
traditional clinical settings, in locations such as shelters, senior centers, schools and
community-based organizations; and promote inclusion by reducing stigma and cultural
barriers to care and partner with communities to ensure that vulnerable populations know
about and have access to mental health support.
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II. Agency language access policy and goals
It is the policy of the Mayor’s Office to provide timely, meaningful access for persons with
Limited English Proficiency (LEP) to services and information, in accordance with Local Law 30
of 2017.
•
•
•

All personnel shall provide free language assistance services to individuals with LEP whom
they encounter or whenever a person with LEP requests language assistance services.
All personnel will inform members of the public that language assistance services are
available free of charge to persons with LEP and that the agency will provide these services
to them.
Language assistance available to the public under the provisions of Local Law 30 includes:
telephonic interpretation, in-person interpretation where appropriate, and translations into
ten designated Citywide languages of documents deemed to be most commonly distributed
by the covered offices.

III. LEP population assessment
As guided by Local Law 30, the Mayor’s Office applies the “four factor analysis” promulgated by
the US Department of Justice to assess obligations for language access as the basis for its
Language Access Implementation Plan.
Factor 1 – the number or proportion of LEP persons in the eligible service population:
As noted in Section I, the units of the Mayor’s Office have multiple and varied types of
engagement with the public across New York City. The eligible service population, accordingly,
is the general population of New York City.
The Mayor’s Office, led by MOIA, looked at citywide data to assess the number or proportion of
LEP persons and their languages in the eligible service population for the services and
information provided by covered offices. According to analysis of Census data provided by the
Department of City Planning, 49% of New Yorkers above the age of five, or approximately 3.9
million New Yorkers, speak a language other than English at home. Twenty three percent of
New Yorkers, or 2 million individuals, are considered limited English proficient (LEP), meaning
that they self-identify as speaking English “less than very well.” LEP correlates with an
increased need for language assistance.
The Mayor’s Office applies the analysis undertaken by MOIA under Local Law 30 to determine
the top ten citywide languages based on data from the Census and the NYC Department of
Education. Based on this analysis, the ten citywide languages for FY18 - FY21 are: Spanish,
Chinese, Russian, Bengali, Haitian Creole, Korean, Arabic, Urdu, French, and Polish.
Factor 2 – the frequency with which LEP individuals come into contact with the agency
According to the breadth and variety of activities realized by the Mayor’s Office, the frequency
with which units of the Office come into contact with individuals with LEP varies.
Some units, such as MOPD, MOIA, and CAU, engage directly with individuals with LEP on a
regular basis, while other units have much lower frequency of contact. Many offices have
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significant contact with populations with LEP, but only a few times a year, in relationship to
specific initiatives, campaigns, or events. Others have activities that are open to the general
public, and therefore must also be accessible for individuals with LEP.
Factor 3 – the importance of benefit, service, information or encounter to the LEP person
The Mayor’s Office serves as a critical link between the City’s government and its constituency.
Units across the Mayor’s Office provide invaluable information and services to the public in a
variety of ways, including, but not limited to:
•
•
•
•

constituent services and outreach (MOPD, MOIA, MOSPCE, WKDEV)
provision of permits (CECM)
events, town halls, and public meetings (MOIA, CAU, MOCJ, OEC, OER)
community engagement around sustainable futures for our City (Sustainability, MOR,
CPP)

In recognition of the importance of these services to the civic participation of all the
communities of our City, the Mayor’s Office, through this Language Access Implementation
Plan, lays out how it will ensure New Yorkers with Limited English Proficiency have meaningful
access to its information and services.
Factor 4 – resources available
MOIA’s Language Service Team (LST) provides language services for covered Mayoral offices
and contracts with translation, in-person and telephonic interpretation vendors through the
DCAS language service contracts and contracts with a third party translation vendor that
provides a quality assurance review on translated documents.
MOIA has procured interpretation equipment as well as computer-assisted translation tools, to
streamline translation requests, improve consistency, quality, and turnaround times of
translated materials.
MOIA has expanded its Language Service Team and budget in anticipation of support for the
covered units of the Mayor’s Office. The LST will continue to calibrate its budget requests as it
continues to provide language services under LL30.
Mayoral offices also employ bilingual staff, who can engage directly with LEP individuals.
Evaluation of language access needs of agency’s service population
Based on our assessment of the above factors, a significant number of the Mayor’s Office’s
target service population has LEP.
While speakers of the ten Designated Citywide Languages under Local Law 30 account for more
than 85% of foreign-born New York City residents with LEP, MOIA makes additional efforts to
engage speakers of languages beyond the ten designated under the law.
In order to ensure that MOIA’s Outreach Team can effectively engage with these hard-to-reach
communities that it has identified, MOIA provides interpretation in and translates materials
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into languages beyond the local law languages. Additionally, MOIA’s LST collaborates with other
Mayoral Offices to support specific requests. For example, in calendar year 2018, the LST:
•
•

provided over 330 interpreters that spoke 18 languages at 110 Mayor’s Office events.
translated materials into 38 languages in response to directed outreach to specific
communities. These languages include Nepali, Tibetan, Greek, Burmese, Tajik, Uzbek,
Punjabi, Wolof, Quechua, Kiche, Greek, and Japanese.

As part of the implementation plan, MOIA will continue to work with Mayoral Office units to
assess their respective engagement with New Yorkers with Limited English Proficiency.
IV. Provision of language assistance services
The Mayor’s Office provides language services to serve, communicate, and engage with its
constituents through multiple means. Across the array of resources, the Mayor’s Office seeks to
improve the coverage, appropriateness, effectiveness, and efficiency of its language services.
Bilingual Staff
The Mayor’s Office recognizes that understanding cultural nuances of immigrant communities
and being able to communicate with New Yorkers who are limited English proficient without
the use of an interpreter are critical. Roughly half of New Yorkers speak a language other than
English at home. The language ability of bilingual staff is an important asset, if used
appropriately, for communicating with fellow New Yorkers.
As such, several units of the Mayor’s Office employ bilingual staff. MOIA in particular seeks to
hire bilingual staff for any position that will directly engage with LEP individuals. Its Outreach
Team, for example, collectively speaks roughly six to eight languages and MOIA’s Constituent
Services Team has bilingual staff and fellows. Additionally, agencies such as CECM, CPP, OEP,
OEC, CAU, and Special Enforcement Offices currently employ bilingual staff members who,
where appropriate, communicate directly with individuals with LEP.
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Professional Language Services
While multilingual staff are an asset to reaching New Yorkers with LEP, the Mayor’s Office does
not rely on them to translate materials or interpret. To ensure effective communication, the
Mayor’s Office uses the services of contracted translation and interpretation vendors. Bilingual
staff may be used to communicate directly with New Yorkers with LEP in their primary
language, as opposed to acting as an interpreter for another staff member who is rendering
services to a client.
In December 2016, MOIA established the Language Services Team (LST) to centralize the
coordination of language services within MOIA and select Mayoral Offices. MOIA’s LST provides
services for Mayoral Offices that need these services by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overseeing the delivery of translation and interpretation services
Providing a point of contact for staff, external vendors and other partners
Managing procurement and accounting of contracted language services
Distributing and maintaining an inventory of interpretation equipment
Providing training to Mayor’s Office staff
Identifying new needs and language services solutions

This centralization streamlines the processing of requests and turnaround times, and leverages
the language access technical expertise of staff, which improves the quality of the multilingual
content that the Mayor’s Office delivers. The LST stays up to date with developments and
trends in the language services industry. In spring 2018, the LST launched an online portal for
translation and interpretation requests from MOIA and Mayoral Offices to structure
communications and project management.
Below, we describe our approach to providing translated documents and interpretation
services.
Translation
The Mayor’s Office aims to ensure that critical written material is available and disseminated in
the languages needed by its target audiences. The LST works with a translation vendor through
the DCAS Citywide Language Services contracts to translate these materials.
“Most-commonly-distributed” documents
During FY20, units of the Mayor’s Office will identify their most commonly distributed
documents. Liaisons will submit them to the LST for translation into the top 10 LL30 languages.
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Plain language
The LST language access training addresses how to develop content and design materials for a
multilingual audience. During FY20, units of the Mayor’s Office will review their most commonly
distributed documents and which will be translated into the ten languages designated under
LL30. Units will integrate plain language review into the workflow for all new document
creation, to ensure that ease of translation and accessibility in English. MOIA and Operations
will provide technical assistance around plain language practices.
Quality Assurance/Quality Improvement
The LST incorporates standard practices and tools from the language service industry to expand
delivery of translated materials that are high quality and produced in a timely fashion.
To ensure quality, the LST’s practices incorporate:
• Standardized project and file management for translation projects, including version
control.
• Consistent and proactive communications with vendors and clients (colleagues at MOIA
and other Mayoral Offices).
• Advising clients, including sister agencies, on content issues that may affect the
translation process.
• Conducting training for staff of covered Mayoral Offices.
• Liaising with vendors and DCAS to ensure we receive high quality services.
• Standardizing the tools used to produce materials (e.g., Adobe Creative Cloud).
• Expanding the use of a glossary (or termbase) and style sheets.
In 2018, the LST introduced computer-assisted translation (CAT) tools from the language
services industry to manage an increasing body of multilingual content. These tools help
improve the quality and consistency of translated materials as well as turnaround times.
While the contracted vendor has a quality assurance process, MOIA provides supplemental
quality assurance through a contract with a secondary translation vendor that reviews certain
translated materials. MOIA’s bilingual staff or the Citywide Volunteer Language Bank may also
provide quality assurance reviews of materials.
The LST developed a language service protocol and distributes a one-page guide for staff on
how to request translation and interpretation services and how to use telephonic
interpretation. The LST reviews its provision of language services to identify opportunities for
improvement through refined practice (coordination and collaboration) and more appropriate
inputs (vendors, tools/technology).
Written communications beyond the “most commonly distributed” documents
The Mayor’s Office will assess what additional communications covered units have with LEP
individuals and how to make those accessible, so as to continue to expand coverage over time.
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Interpretation
When it is not appropriate to use bilingual staff, the Mayor’s Office will use professional
interpretation services (either in-person or over the phone) in its outreach, to respond to
constituent inquiries, and at points of service, as needed. MOIA procured these interpretation
vendors through the DCAS Citywide Language Service contracts. The LST assesses feedback
about the quality of services and relays any concerns back to the vendors, and/or engages with
DCAS, as necessary.
In-Person Interpretation
MOIA provides interpretation at events and gatherings, including Mayoral Town Halls and other
public-facing events held by Mayoral Offices. For these events, MOIA uses its contracted
vendors to provide consecutive or simultaneous interpretation in languages of the target
audience. MOIA has purchased and maintains interpretation equipment, including both
stationary and portable transmitters, receivers, headphones, and booths, to allow for
simultaneous interpretation. The LST provides this equipment and coordinates interpreters for
events organized by MOIA staff and covered Mayoral Offices.
Telephonic Interpretation
Telephonic interpretation provides a valuable and flexible service to support exchanges in
languages not spoken by bilingual staff – for phone calls and to support in-person encounters in
the office of in the field. Telephonic interpretation provides ready access in more than 200
languages. All Mayoral Office staff can access telephonic interpretation service through the
DCAS contract with Language Line, coordinated by MOIA.
Notification of Free Interpretation Services
The Mayor’s Office informs members of the public about the availability of free interpretation
services in multiple ways, including through multilingual signage and outreach presentations.
MOIA developed wall posters, tabletop signs, and wallet-sized “I Speak” cards to support
awareness about the availability of free interpretation. City agencies and Mayor’s Offices can
access these tools through the Immigrant Resources Portal on Cityshare, the citywide intranet.
MOIA has promoted these tools to covered units in the Mayor’s Office.
MOIA also provides signage and makes announcements at events where there is interpretation
to ensure individuals with LEP are aware of the service. MOIA’s multilingual “Know Your Rights”
presentations also promote awareness about Local Law 30 and New Yorkers’ rights to language
services across City government (see Section VIII).
Emergency Planning
In partnership with NYC Emergency Management (NYCEM) and the Department of Social
Services (DSS), MOIA coordinates language access in certain emergencies. When the emergency
is of a certain scale, NYCEM triggers the “Language Access Lead Team,” comprised of NYCEM,
DSS, MOIA and other key agencies to assess language access needs, determine provision of
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language services, and identify whether additional resources need are needed. Covered units
are responsible for ensuring materials they use in emergencies are translated.
V. Training
To ensure that Mayor’s Office staff are aware about language access obligations and services
available to support their efforts, the LST provides annual training for MOIA staff and MO
Language Access Liaisons. The training addresses the following:
•
•
•
•

The importance of language access in ensuring equity and its importance to the mission
of the Mayor’s Office;
The City’s legal obligations around language access, including Local Law 30;
The language services resources available to MO staff to ensure they can communicate
with LEP New Yorkers and how to access those services; and
Steps staff can take to ensure the quality of multilingual communications, including
standards for ensuring that documents are written in plain language.

The LST also provides additional refresher trainings on language services and the use of
interpretation equipment for Language Access Liaisons and/or staff developing materials or
conducting outreach.
The LST distributes its one-page guide on how to request translation and interpretation services
and how to use telephonic interpretation to staff. The LST reviews and updates training and
instructional materials at least annually to further integrate multilingual communications across
operations.
Language Access Liaisons are responsible to for distributing the guide to language services to all
new staff and providing periodic reminders to staff about what is available to them and their
respective Office’s responsibility to provide services.
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VI. Record keeping and evaluation
The LST processes and tracks the translation of materials, as well as requests and fulfillment of
interpretation services at covered Mayoral Offices. The LST regularly assesses the volume of
service requests and how they were provided.
In alignment with the procurement and fiscal cycles, the LST reviews its delivery of language
services with members of MOIA’s Senior Team to identify new needs and opportunities for
improvement. This review includes an assessment of demand for language services, the LST’s
ability to meet demand and manage projects effectively, and any issues encountered with
respect to contracted services.
VII. Resource analysis and planning
In addition to periodic review by the LST to improve its delivery of language services and
identify gaps in provision (see Section IV), MOIA seeks to better understand shifts in language
needs across immigrant communities and to ensure that communications and communications
resources are being used effectively.
MOIA relies on outreach by MOIA staff to immigrant communities (see Section VIII below),
conducts demographic research, and monitors data releases from the Population Division of
the Department of City Planning and other sources of demographic information. MOIA’s
broader research and evaluation will be used to guide its provision of services and technical
assistance to Mayoral Offices.
MOIA maintains relationships with immigrant-serving community organizations that share the
priority needs and challenges faced by their respective communities, including language
barriers to accessing services. This information guides MOIA’s practices around staffing,
developing multilingual information and resources for these communities, and working with
contracted vendors. MOIA also supports immigrant communities by sharing relevant
information with and from City agencies and Mayoral Offices. MOIA looks to expand and
deepen its collaboration with organizations serving newer or underserved communities and
organizes multilingual community forums to engage residents.
VIII. Outreach and public awareness of language access services
There are various ways Mayoral Offices can promote awareness of languages services. As
noted in Section IV, MOIA has provided tools, such as signage, “I speak” cards, and “Point to
Your Language” one pagers that inform New Yorkers about interpretation services. Offices will
also provide notification on their websites regarding the availability of free interpretation and
translated materials, add notification on relevant flyers and include this information in outreach
presentations, as appropriate. Sections IV and VII describe additional ways MOIA raises
awareness to communities about language services, including through its Know Your Rights
presentations and engagement with immigrant-serving community organizations.
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IX. Language Access complaints
All covered Offices will appoint a liaison who will receive, troubleshoot, and track language
access complaints received via 311. Liaisons will provide a response to the complainant within
14 days as per the Citywide Customer Service Standard. Liaisons will contact appropriate staff
member to investigate the complaint, respond to the constituent, and if necessary, re-issue any
relevant guidance regarding language access. MOIA is copied on complaints, which it tracks to
ensure offices have followed up.
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X. Implementation plan logistics
Implementation Goals & Timeline
Providing Language
Services

-

Training
Awareness of free
language services

-

311 Complaint
Procedures

-

MOIA provides training to liaisons of covered
mayoral offices regarding LL30, language
services available to them and how to request
services
MOIA distributes telephonic interpretation
codes to offices
Offices identify commonly distributed docs
Offices will integrate plain language principles
into material creation
Begin translation
MOIA trains mayoral office liaisons
Liaisons disseminate info to staff

CY19 Q3

MOIA provides tools (signs, “I speak” cards, etc.)
Offices post signage (if applicable)
Offices disseminate other tools to staff
Offices add text to outreach/hearing flyers and
presentations re availability of free
interpretation
Offices provide multilingual note on respective
websites about free language services
Offices designate a person to receive 311
complaints
Offices determine process for responding to 311
language access complaints

CY19 Q3
CY20 Q1
CY20 Q1
CY20 Q1-CY20 Q3
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CY19 Q3
CY20 Q1
CY20 Q1
CY20 Q1-CY20 Q2
CY19 Q3
CY 19 Q3- CY 20 Q1

CY20 Q1
CY20 Q1
CY20 Q1

Mayor’s Office of
Immigrant Affairs
Language Access Implementation Plan

Commissioner Bitta Mostofi
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Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs
Language Access Implementation Plan
Language Access Coordinator: Kenneth Lo, Language Access Manager

I. Agency mission and background
The mission of the New York City Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs (MOIA) is to facilitate
the full inclusion of immigrant New Yorkers into the City’s civic, economic, and cultural life.
New York City is home to 3.1 million immigrants or 38% of its residents, the largest number
in the City’s history. Roughly another 20% are children of immigrants. Realizing this mission
in a city as diverse as New York City requires multiple approaches to advance immigrant
inclusion. MOIA’s efforts align with and support the de Blasio Administration’s goal of a
more equitable city. Towards this end, MOIA seeks to increase access to services for
immigrant New Yorkers, as well as inform and engage and advocate on behalf of immigrant
New Yorkers. MOIA does this by developing and implementing strategic programs (e.g.
IDNYC, ActionNYC, We Speak NYC, Know Your Rights program); conducting targeted
outreach to NYC’s immigrant communities – especially hard-to-reach communities;
conducting local, state and federal legislative advocacy and developing and implementing
policy initiatives; and leading capacity-building initiatives to help City agencies effectively
serve immigrant residents.
Much of MOIA’s work is conducted through collaboration with sister agencies, other cities,
and community-based groups. However, MOIA also engages directly with immigrants
across New York City in the three ways described below. It is these three areas for which
language access must be considered:
•

•
•

Outreach: MOIA conducts outreach to immigrants in a variety of ways – through
holding town halls with immigrant communities, conducting Know Your Rights
presentations or other presentations about City services, and distributing
information about City services or other critical policy updates that impact them.
Constituent services: All New Yorkers can call MOIA’s hotline number to ask about
city services, immigration-related questions, or request MOIA’s support on an
individual case or event.
Immigrant Information Desk: MOIA’s Immigrant Information Desk, located in
Brooklyn, Manhattan, and Queens, serves as an in-person 311 where staff connect
immigrants to City services and provide referrals to community-based services is run
by City staff.
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Please note that MOIA’s other programs, such as IDNYC, ActionNYC, We Speak NYC, and its
Know Your Rights Program are administered by other agencies or community partners and
not directly by MOIA.
II. Agency language access policy and goals
Through this Language Access Implementation Plan, MOIA seeks to outline its commitment
to language access and its approach to ensuring that the Office is effectively engaging with
the City’s limited English speakers.
MOIA supports language access throughout City government through capacity-building
support, technical assistance, and guidance to City agencies and other on language access
and the provision of legal services. This work is driven by our oversight role for the City’s
language access laws and our recognition of how communication plays a central role in the
effective delivery of government services and community engagement. Linguistic and
cultural diversity is a defining feature of New York City: across all New Yorkers, 200+
languages are spoken, 49% speak a language other than English at home, and 23% have
limited English proficiency (LEP). Specifically among immigrant New Yorkers, approximately
50% have LEP. Nearly 63% of undocumented immigrants have LEP. This diversity requires
that the City communicate effectively with New Yorkers with limited English proficiency and
that language access be at the forefront of how the City engages with its residents.
In addition to language access support to other agencies, MOIA facilitates immigrant
inclusion across the spectrum of English language ability through our program for English
language learners We Speak, as well as interagency work to support adult literacy.
MOIA’s approach to language access is that all New Yorkers, regardless of English language
proficiency, should be able to access MOIA’s information, services, and communicate with
MOIA staff. It is the responsibility of MOIA to proactively inform and provide language
assistance services to ensure access. Language access is a priority consideration in MOIA’s
decisions on areas including operations, staffing, communications, and program planning.
MOIA continues to identify and address language barriers for communities with limited
English proficiency, while at the same time advising on and supporting language access
across the City as a whole.
For our areas of direct engagement with immigrant New Yorkers in outreach, constituent
services, and the City-staffed Immigrant Information Desk, MOIA ensures accessibility to
services and information to New Yorkers with LEP by:
•

Hiring bilingual staff for roles that involve directly engaging with immigrant New
Yorkers or communities in their language.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Contracting with professional translation and interpretation vendors to translate
materials and interpret at events.
Translating materials distributed to immigrant communities in at least the ten
designated languages under Local Law 30 (LL30).
Developing and refining processes and protocols for requesting translation and
interpretation services.
Training for staff to ensure their commitment to providing language access, the legal
obligations, the resources available to them to communicate with limited English
speakers, and how staff can access those resources.
Providing a means for filing complaints about language access at MOIA and
responding to those complaints.
Conducting outreach in multiple languages and raising awareness about language
access to City services and information.

III. LEP population assessment
As guided by Local Law 30, MOIA applies the “four factor analysis” promulgated by the US
Department of Justice to assess obligations for language access as the basis for its Language
Access Implementation Plan.
Factor 1 – the number or proportion of LEP persons in the eligible service population:
MOIA looked at citywide data to assess the number or proportion of LEP persons and their
languages in the eligible service population for our outreach, constituent services, and
Immigrant Information Desks. According to analysis of Census data provided by the Department
of City Planning, 49% of New Yorkers above the age of five, or approximately 3.88 million New
Yorkers, speak a language other than English at home. Twenty three percent of New Yorkers, or
2 million individuals, are considered limited English proficient (LEP), meaning that they selfidentify as speaking English “less than very well.” LEP correlates with an increased need for
language assistance. Local Law 30 requires that the Office of the Language Services Coordinator
determine the top ten citywide languages based on data from the Census and the Department
of Education. Based on this analysis, the ten citywide languages are: Spanish, Chinese, Russian,
Bengali, Haitian Creole, Korean, Arabic, Urdu, French, and Polish.
Further analysis by MOIA indicates that among the 3.1 million immigrants in New York City,
76% (approximately 2.37 million individuals) speak a language other than English at home, and
49% (1.52 million individuals) have limited English proficiency. Among undocumented
immigrants, we estimate that nearly two in three have LEP. Mixed-status households are more
likely to be linguistically-isolated.
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Factor 2 – the frequency with which LEP individuals come into contact with the agency: MOIA
regularly engages with immigrant communities through its outreach activities, constituent
services, and Immigrant Information Desks.
Factor 3 – the importance of benefit, service, information or encounter to the LEP person:
MOIA’s outreach, constituent services, and Immigrant Information Desks are directed at
immigrant communities, especially those from newer or more vulnerable communities. The
information MOIA provides addresses critical concerns, such as updates on changing federal
immigration policies, health, immigrant rights and access to services, consumer protections,
etc. For the proportion of immigrant New Yorkers who have limited English proficiency, as
noted above, it is vital that this communication is available in the languages appropriate for the
target audiences. Furthermore, addressing language barriers facilitates ongoing engagement
and outreach across the communities.
Factor 4 – resources available:
Led by its Language Service Team, MOIA contracts with translation, in-person and telephonic
interpretation vendors through the DCAS language service contracts and contracts with a third
party translation vendor that provides a quality assurance review on translated documents.
MOIA has procured interpretation equipment as well as computer-assisted translation tools, to
streamline translation requests, improve consistency, quality, and turnaround times of
translated materials. MOIA also employs bilingual staff, who can engage directly with LEP
individuals.
Evaluation of language access needs of agency’s service population:
Based on our assessment of the above factors, a significant number of MOIA’s target service
population has LEP. Our outreach, constituent services, and Immigrant Information Desks are
in regular communication with LEP New Yorkers and the services and information provided
address critical concerns. Thus, language access is a core priority for our service population.
While speakers of the ten Designated Citywide Languages under Local Law 30 account for more
than 85% of LEP foreign-born New York City residents, MOIA makes additional efforts to
support hard-to-count immigrant communities.
The primary driver of providing in-person interpreters and translating materials into languages
beyond the 10 local law languages is the Outreach Team’s work. One of the goals of the
Outreach Team is to conduct outreach to hard-to-reach communities, some of which do not
speak one of the designated 10 Local Law languages. In order to ensure that the Team can
effectively engage with these communities, MOIA provides interpretation in and translates
materials into languages beyond the local law languages. For example, in 2018:
•
•

MOIA provided over 330 interpreters that spoke 18 languages at 110 events.
MOIA translated materials into 38 languages in response to directed outreach to specific
communities. These languages include Nepali, Tibetan, Greek, Burmese, Tajik, Uzbek,
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Punjabi, Wolof, Quechua, Kiche, Greek, and Japanese, based on the language needs the
Outreach Team identified while engaging immigrant New Yorkers.
IV. Provision of language assistance services
The four-factor analysis and evaluation of language access needs above informs MOIA’s
provision of language services through bilingual staff and professional language services.
Bilingual Staff
MOIA is committed to hiring staff that reflect the multilingual and multicultural diversity of our
city. Understanding the cultural nuances of immigrant communities and being able to
communicate with New Yorkers who are limited English proficient without the use of an
interpreter are critical. MOIA employs many bilingual staff and, due to the extent to which
MOIA engages with LEP individuals and communities, seeks to hire bilingual staff for positions
that will directly engage with LEP individuals. Its Outreach Team, for example, collectively
speaks roughly six to eight languages and MOIA’s Constituent Services Team has bilingual staff
and fellows.
Professional Language Services
While multilingual staff are an asset to reaching New Yorkers with LEP, MOIA does not rely on
them to translate materials or interpret. MOIA recognizes that solely being bilingual does not
mean that staff will have the requisite skill or experience to translate or interpret. To ensure
effective communication and appropriate staff responsibilities, MOIA uses the services of
contracted translation and interpretation vendors.
To facilitate work with our contracted vendors, MOIA established the Language Services Team
(LST) in December 2016 to centralize the coordination of language services within MOIA.
MOIA’s Language Access Coordinator (LAC) oversees the LST, which is comprised of staff who
facilitate the provision of language services and:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oversee the delivery of translation and interpretation services for MOIA
Provide a point of contact for MOIA staff, external vendors and other partners
Manage procurement and accounting of contracted language services
Distribute and maintains an inventory of interpretation equipment
Provide training to MOIA staff
Identify new needs and language services solutions

This centralization helps to streamline the processing of requests and turnaround times, and
leverages the language access technical expertise of staff, which improves the quality of the
multilingual content that MOIA delivers. The LST stays up to date with developments and
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trends in the language services industry. In Spring 2018, the LST launched an online portal for
translation and interpretation requests from MOIA and Mayoral Offices to structure
communications and project management.
Below, we describe our approach to providing translated documents and interpretation
services.
Translation
MOIA aims to ensure that critical material is available and disseminated in the languages
needed by its target audiences. The LST works with a translation vendor through the DCAS
Citywide Language Services contracts to translate these materials.
Most commonly distributed documents
As described in factor three of the four-factor analysis, MOIA assesses the importance of
documents it creates and the breadth of distribution to determine whether they should be
translated into the LL30 designated 10 languages. MOIA’s most commonly distributed
documents include community-facing materials that describe MOIA’s programs, services
available to immigrant communities, and/or policy updates that impact immigrant
communities. These materials are translated into at least the designated 10 languages. As
noted in Section III, LEP Population Assessment, MOIA’s materials are translated into additional
languages based on the language needs identified by the Outreach Team and their engagement
with immigrant community members.
Plain language
The LST language access training addresses how to develop content and design materials for a
multilingual audience. As materials are being developed and before they are translated, they
go through an internal review process to ensure that materials are accurate and written in plain
language.
Quality Assurance/Quality Improvement
MOIA incorporates standard practices and tools from the language service industry to expand
delivery of translated materials that are high quality and produced in a timely fashion.
To ensure quality, the LST’s practices incorporate:
• Standardized project and file management for translation projects, including version
control.
• Consistent and proactive communications with vendors and clients (colleagues at MOIA
and other Mayoral Offices).
• Advising clients, including sister agencies, on content issues that may affect the
translation process.
• Conducting training for MOIA staff.
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•
•
•

Liaising with vendors and DCAS to ensure we receive high quality services.
Standardizing the tools used to produce materials (e.g., Adobe Creative Cloud).
Expanding the use of a glossary (or termbase) and style sheets.

In 2018, the LST introduced computer-assisted translation (CAT) tools from the language
services industry to manage an increasing body of multilingual content. These tools help
improve the quality and consistency of translated materials as well as turnaround times.
While MOIA’s vendor has a quality assurance process, MOIA provides supplemental quality
assurance through a contract with a secondary translation vendor that reviews certain
translated materials. The secondary vendor occasionally assists the LST on non-standard
projects that require extra attention. MOIA’s bilingual staff or the Citywide Volunteer Language
Bank may also provide quality assurance reviews of materials.
The LST reviews its provision of language services to identify opportunities for improvement
through refined practice (coordination and collaboration) and more appropriate inputs
(vendors, tools/technology).
Communications beyond “commonly distributed documents”
MOIA seeks to make accessible other forms of communication, even if these items are not
considered “most commonly distributed documents,” and thus not subject to translation under
the requirements of local law. This work includes expanding the distribution of multilingual
information through digital channels, including press releases, social media posts, and web
content. Decisions about multilingual communications are based on an assessment of language
needs of the target audience.
Many of our media contacts are from community and ethnic media and we work with them to
ensure that information is consistently disseminated to diverse audiences in their preferred
language. MOIA tracks the information in these media outlets to ensure accuracy and follow up
for correction as needed.
In 2018, MOIA launched a pilot project to translate its website into the ten Local Law 30
languages to ensure that online content is accessible to LEP New Yorkers. The multilingual
website will launch in 2019. The website project will coincide with the initial phase of
developing a multilingual glossary for MOIA, a key part of ensuring consistency across all MOIA
translations.
Interpretation
Unless bilingual staff are available to communicate in the language the LEP individual prefers,
MOIA uses professional interpretation services (either in-person or over the phone) in its
outreach, to respond to constituent inquiries, and at the Immigrant Information Desks, as
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needed. (MOIA does not rely on bilingual staff to provide interpretation). MOIA procured
these interpretation vendors through the DCAS Citywide Language Service contracts. The LST
assesses feedback about the quality of services and relays any concerns back to the vendors,
and/or engages with DCAS, as necessary.
In-Person Interpretation
MOIA provides interpretation at events and gatherings, including Mayoral Town Halls and other
public-facing events held by Mayoral Offices. For these events, MOIA uses its contracted
vendors to provide consecutive or simultaneous interpretation in languages of the target
audience. In 2018, interpreters who spoke 18 different languages were provided at 110 events.
MOIA has purchased and maintains interpretation equipment, including both stationary and
portable transmitters, receivers, headphones, and booths, to allow for simultaneous
interpretation. The LST provides this equipment and coordinates interpreters for events
organized by MOIA staff, as well as by other Mayoral Offices.
Telephonic interpretation
Telephonic interpretation provides a valuable service to support exchanges in languages not
spoken by bilingual staff. Telephonic interpretation provides ready access in more than 200
languages. MOIA contracts with a vendor for telephonic interpretation through the DCAS
Citywide contacts.
All staff can access MOIA’s telephonic interpretation service. The staff primarily use it when
communicating with LEP New Yorkers through the Constituent Services hotline and when
serving LEP individuals at the Immigrant Information Desk. Outreach staff may use telephonic
interpretation in the field.
Notification of Free Interpretation Services
Local Law 30 requires that agencies provide notification of free interpretation services. MOIA
informs members of the public about the availability of free interpretation services in multiple
ways, including through multilingual signage and outreach presentations. MOIA’s Immigrant
Information Desk staff, located at the Coney Island SNAP center, the Queens Public Library in
Flushing, and Metropolitan Hospital have signs about the availability of free interpretation
services. MOIA also provides signage at events in which there is interpretation to ensure
individuals with LEP are aware of the service. MOIA has also distributed to City agencies
signage they can use to inform immigrant communities about the availability of free
interpretation. MOIA also provides information through Know Your Rights and other
presentations to communities about Local Law 30 and New Yorkers’ rights to language services
across City government (see Section VII).
Emergency Planning
MOIA works in close partnership with the NYC Emergency Management during emergencies
that impact LEP communities. After Hurricane Sandy, MOIA worked with NYCEM and the
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Department of Social Services (DSS) to update the NYCEM Language Access Protocol, which
outlines how language access should be provided and coordinated during emergencies. MOIA
convenes the “Lead Team” (agencies that come together when OEM triggers the Language
Access Protocol) to discuss language access needs, available resources, and provision of
language services. During emergencies, MOIA works with OEM and DSS to ensure that
language needs are being met, and advises on the provision of language services. MOIA
participates in exercises with OEM to ensure language access is integrated into emergency
operations.
IV. Training
To ensure that staff are aware about language access obligations and services available to
support their efforts, the LST provides annual training for MOIA staff. The training addresses
the following:
•
•
•
•

The importance of language access in ensuring equity and its importance to MOIA’s
mission;
The City’s legal obligations around language access, including Local Law 30;
The language services resources available to MOIA staff to ensure they can
communicate with LEP New Yorkers and how to access those services; and
Steps staff can take to ensure the quality of multilingual communications.

The LST also provides additional refresher trainings on language services and the use of
interpretation equipment for staff developing materials or conducting outreach.
The LST has also developed a language access protocol and a one-page guide for staff on how to
request translation and interpretation services and how to use telephonic interpretation. All
new staff receive this content. Training materials are reviewed and updated at least annually.
V. Record keeping and evaluation
The LST processes and tracks the translation of materials, as well as requests and fulfillment of
interpretation services at MOIA. The LST regularly assesses the volume of service requests and
how they were provided.
In alignment with the procurement and fiscal cycles, the LST reviews its delivery of language
services with members of MOIA’s Senior Team to identify new needs and opportunities for
improvement. This review includes an assessment of demand for language services, the LST’s
ability to meet demand and manage projects effectively, and any issues encountered with
respect to contracted services.
As part of MOIA’s strategic planning process, MOIA monitors its compliance with Local Law 30
and the efficacy of its implementation plan. The Executive Director of Interagency Initiatives
and Language Access and the Language Access Manager meet weekly to assess progress on
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language access goals, including LL30 compliance (in consultation with MOIA’s legal team, as
necessary). Those staff will review the Language Access Implementation Plan and provide an
update at least every three years (next update by 2022).
VI. Resource analysis and planning
In addition to periodic review by the LST to improve its delivery of language services and
identify gaps in provision (see Section V), MOIA seeks to better understand shifts in language
needs across immigrant communities. MOIA relies on outreach by MOIA staff to immigrant
communities (see Section VII below), conducts demographic research, and monitors data
releases from the Population Division of the Department of City Planning and other sources of
demographic information.
MOIA maintains relationships with immigrant-serving community organizations that share the
priority needs and challenges faced by their respective communities, including language
barriers to accessing services. This information guides MOIA’s practices around staffing,
developing multilingual information and resources for these communities, and working with
contracted vendors. MOIA also supports immigrant communities by sharing relevant
information with City agencies. MOIA looks to expand and deepen MOIA’s collaboration with
organizations serving newer or underserved communities and organizes multilingual
community forums to engage residents.
VII. Outreach and public awareness of language access services
MOIA recognizes the need to proactively inform members of the public on the City’s obligation
to provide language access. In the “Notification of Free Language Services” section above, we
described the ways in which MOIA informs LEP individuals and other stakeholders about free
language services, including through signage and presentations to community groups about
language access. One of the core components of MOIA’s work is its collaboration and
partnership with and outreach to community organizations. Through these partnerships and
outreach, MOIA works to inform partners about our commitment to language access and build
channels so that they can provide feedback about language needs in the communities they
serve and across the City.
VIII. Language Access complaints
MOIA seeks to be a trusted broker of information that affects immigrant communities,
including individuals with limited English proficiency. To that end, MOIA respects and
appreciates feedback about its own communications and engagement practices and strives to
eliminate the gaps in language access to its information and services.
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Members of the public can contact MOIA through multiple channels to make a complaint or
request additional language services. MOIA has bilingual staff and telephonic interpretation to
support direct contact. This work is coordinated by MOIA’s Constituent Services Team.
•
•
•
•

By mail: 253 Broadway, 14th FL, New York, NY 10007
Email: askmoia@cityhall.nyc.gov
Website contact page: https://www1.nyc.gov/site/immigrants/contact/contact.page
Telephone (with interpretation available): (212) 788-7654

Any member of the public can also call 311 to make a complaint about language access at
MOIA. 311 forwards a record of the complaint to MOIA’s Constituent Services team, which will
respond to the individual and determine a course of action. The Language Access Coordinator
receives a copy of all 311 Language Access Complaints and tracks the complaints. This data will
be reported as part of the annual update to City Council.
IX. Implementation plan logistics
The Executive Director for Interagency Initiatives and Language Access, in conjunction with the
Language Access Manager, oversee the fulfillment of the MOIA Language Access
Implementation Plan. The ED and Language Access Manager collaborate with members of the
Senior Team and MOIA staff to ensure that MOIA continues to build out and reevaluate its
language access infrastructure.
Language access goal
Provide language services
Ensure MOIA staff have
access to high quality
translations and
interpretation

Milestones
•

•

•
•

Manage contracts with
three vendors for four
types of language
services (translation,
third party review,
interpretation, inperson interpretation)
Utilize computerassisted translation
software to develop
translation memory,
and to promote
consistency and quality
of translations
Track service provision
Engage with clients and
vendors to resolve
issues
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Responsible staff

Deadline

MOIA’s Language
Services Team

Ongoing

Ensure accessibility of
• Translate content into
MOIA’s website by
10 languages
• Conduct quality
working with DOITT and
assurance review
vendor to translate
• Launch website into 10
website into 10 different
languages
languages
Staff Training
Ensure staff are aware of
• Conduct staff training
City’s language access
laws, MOIA’s language
access policies, resources
available and the ways to
request translation and
interpretation services
Raise public awareness about free language services
Inform immigrant
• Ongoing through
communities about City’s
outreach presentations
language access laws and
and partnerships with
complaint process
local organizations and
non-profits
Develop language access
• Finalize symbol and
symbol to inform
add to MOIA collateral
communities about
language services and
City’s commitment to
language access
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MOIA’s Language
Services Team

4th
quarter,
CY 2019

MOIA’s Language
Services Team

3rd
quarter,
CY 2020

MOIA’s Outreach and
Organizing Team

Ongoing

MOIA’s Language
Access Coordinator

4th
quarter,
CY 2019

Language Access
Implementation Plan
City of New York
Mayor’s Office of Media and Entertainment
Updated November 2019
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I. Introduction
The New York City Mayor’s Office of Media and Entertainment (MOME) has
prepared this Language Access Implementation Plan in accordance with Local
Law No. 30 of 2017 (codified as Title 23, Chapter 11, of the Administrative
Code of the City of New York) to outline MOME’s current and planned actions
to improve access to programs and services by limited-English proficient (LEP)
individuals. The plan is being developed by MOME’s legal unit in coordination
with MOME’s four divisions and the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs.
Name and Title of MOME Language Access Coordinator:
Lori Barrett-Peterson, Acting General Counsel
Mayor’s Office of Media and Entertainment
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II. MOME’s Mission and Background
A. Mission. The mission of the Mayor’s Office of Media and Entertainment
(MOME) is to promote New York City’s creative industries, including film,
television theater, music, publishing, advertising and digital content,
and support their growth across the five boroughs.
B. Vision. MOME’s vision is to ensure the long-term sustainability of the
media and entertainment industries by strengthening City engagement
and capitalizing on growth opportunities.
C. Portfolio. Media and entertainment industries in MOME’s portfolio
include, but are not limited to: film, television, theater, music, nightlife,
publishing, advertising, digital content/VR, comedy, fashion, and
photography.
D. Agency Divisions. MOME comprises four divisions:


The Office of Film, Theatre and Broadcasting which
coordinates film and television production throughout the five
boroughs;



NYC Media, the largest municipal television and radio
broadcasting entity in the country with a reach of 18 million
viewers within a 50-mile radius;



Workforce and Educational Initiatives in film, television,
theater, music, publishing, advertising and digital content to
support the development of NYC's creative industries, which
account for over 305,000 jobs, and an economic output of $104
billion; and



The Office of Nightlife, supporting the sustainable development
of New York City’s nightlife industry which accounts for close to
300,000 jobs and an economic output of $35.1 billion.
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III. MOME Language Access Policy
and Goals
A.

Policy

Through this Language Access Implementation Plan, MOME outlines its
commitment to language access and its approach to ensuring that MOME is
effectively engaging with the City’s limited English speakers.
MOME’s approach to language access is that limited English speakers should
be able to access MOME’s information and services and communicate with
MOME staff. It is the responsibility of MOME to proactively inform and provide
language assistance services to ensure access. MOME continues to identify
and address language barriers for individuals with LEP. MOME ensures
accessibility to services and information to individuals with LEP by:

• Utilizing bilingual staff for some roles that involve direct engagement
with the public.
• Providing phone interpretation services, through a Citywide contractor,
that supports exchanges in languages not spoken by bilingual staff.
Telephonic interpretation through a City contractor provides ready
access in more than 170 languages. All MOME staff can access MOME’s
telephonic interpretation service. MOME currently uses MOIA’s contract
with Language Line to provide these services; and it is in the process of
working with DOITT to use the contract that DOITT has with Language
Line. (DOITT performs MOME’s procurement function.)
• Providing translations of materials most commonly distributed to the
public that contain or elicit important and necessary information
regarding the provision of basic City services.
• Training for staff to ensure their commitment to providing language
access by explaining the legal obligations and the resources available to
them to communicate with limited English speakers and how to access
those resources.
• Providing a means for filing complaints about language access at MOME
and responding to those complaints.
4
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• Airing foreign language programs on its radio station (WNYE 91.5 FM)
and a cable television station (NYC world).

IV. LEP Population Assessment
• MOME will provide interpretation services in all available languages,
including Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Haitian Creole, Korean, Italian,
Bengali, Arabic, Urdu, French, and English, through Language Line
(where more than 100 languages are available telephonically).
• MOME will provide translation services in all available languages,
including Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Haitian Creole, Korean, Italian,
Bengali, Arabic, Urdu, French, and English, through Language Line
Translation Services.
• MOME will continue to monitor requests for translation and
interpretation assistance, paying particular attention to requests for
assistance beyond the ten languages required by Local Law 30. If
deemed necessary, we will include the languages in addition to the
already translated documents.
MOME applies the “four factor analysis” promulgated by the U.S. Department
of Justice to assess obligations for language access as the basis for its
Language Access Implementation Plan.
Factor 1 – The number or proportion of LEP persons in the eligible
service population:
MOME looked at citywide data to assess the number or proportion of LEP
persons and their languages in the eligible service population for our
programs, services, and information.
According to an analysis of Census data provided by the Department of City
Planning, 49% of New Yorkers above the age of five, or approximately 3.88
million New Yorkers, speak a language other than English at home. Twenty
three percent of New Yorkers, or 2 million individuals, are considered limited
English proficient (LEP), meaning that they self-identify as speaking English
“less than very well.” LEP correlates with an increased need for language
5
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assistance. The Office of the Language Services Coordinator has determined
that the ten citywide languages are: Spanish, Chinese, Russian, Bengali,
Haitian Creole, Korean, Arabic, Urdu, French, and Polish.

Factor 2 – The frequency with which LEP individuals come into contact
with MOME:
The frequency with which LEP individuals come into contact with MOME varies
according to the division, as follows:


The Office of Film, Theatre and Broadcasting has minimal
contact with LEP individuals, as follows:
o The Office receives tens of thousands of film permit
applications per year, and fewer than 10 applicants for film
permits self-identified as LEP individuals. This is probably
because most permit applicants are television networks,
movie studios, and professional film and television
production companies rather than individuals.
 The Office provides “No Parking Signs” to production
companies that require reserved street parking.
Production companies are responsible for posting the
signs. The Office provides translated signs to
production companies for their use in neighborhoods
where a significant number of residents speak a
foreign language.
o The Office also responds to daily communications from
residents and businesses concerning film production on
public spaces in their neighborhoods. Although the Office
receives few such communications from LEP individuals,
potentially, any New York City resident could call the Office
about film production in their neighborhoods.



NYC Media operates three broadcast television stations, one
broadcast FM radio station, and six cable channels.
o One of the broadcast television channels and one of the
cable channels simulcasts government meetings and press
events.
o One of the broadcast television channels and one of the
cable channels provides lifestyle programming.
o One of the broadcast channels and three of the cable
channels exclusively provide third-party content from CUNY,
6
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the New York Racing Association, Sinovision (Chineselanguage programs), and Caribbean Information Network.
o One channel is live traffic feeds, which is silent.
The potential audience for NYC Media programs is anyone who has
access to a television or radio in New York City, so the proportion
of LEP individuals to the overall number of people served probably
reflects overall Census data for New York City. Due to the cost,
NYC Media does not track all of its television viewership or radio
listenership, so we do not know the frequency that LEP individuals
watch or listen to our programs.


Workforce and Educational Initiatives has a low-to-moderate
level of contact with LEP individuals. Many of MOME’s workforce
initiatives prepare students and jobseekers for careers in the
media and entertainment industries in New York, where English is
the predominant language spoken. Some of MOME’s educational
programs, such as film festivals that are sponsored by MOME,
provide foreign language programming.



The Office of Nightlife has a moderate level of contact with LEP
individuals who may be nightlife business owners, members of the
public who visit nightlife establishments, and residents where
nightlife businesses are operated. The Office of Nightlife also
provides information that is important for business owners, such
as how to start a nightlife venue and operate in compliance with
law.

Factor 3 – The importance of benefit, service, information or
encounter to the LEP person: Being able to receive information and report
problems with filming activity and nightlife establishments is important to an
LEP person. Access to NYC Media and educational programs in foreign
language is not as important; however, NYC Media’s NYC gov station airs
government proceedings (such as City Council hearings) and access to this
information is important to an LEP person.

Factor 4 – Resources available: MOME is able to obtain interpretation
services through Language Line, other interpretation tools provided by the
Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs, and American sign-language interpreters
7
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through the Mayor’s Office of Disabilities. MOME is able to obtain the
translation of documents distributed or available to LEP communities through
other City contractors. Some of MOME’s staff are bi-lingual or multi-lingual
and can assist with interpretation and translation. And MOME’s televised
programs are closed-captioned for the hearing impaired to the extent required
by law.
The cost to translate MOME’s radio and television programs to foreign
languages would be very high, and translation would exceed MOME’s financial
resources. Nonetheless, MOME airs some foreign-language programming that
would appeal to LEP individuals.

V. Provision
Services
A.

of

Language

MOME is taking the
interpretation services:

following

steps

Access

to

provide



For LEP individuals who call MOME with comments about
filming activity or nightlife establishments in their
neighborhood, MOME employees will either utilize an
available bilingual employee or use Language Line.



For large public events, such as a “Town Hall,” where access
to information and an opportunity to voice concerns is
important, MOME will assess the community where the
event occurs and provide American Sign Language and
foreign language interpreters and translate notices about
these events.



MOME will comply with closed captioning requirements in its
televised programs in accordance with Title 47, Part 79 of
the Code of Federal Regulations.



MOME does not have walk-in locations for the public, so we
will not be providing multi-lingual signs about the
availability of free interpretation services. MOME provides “I
8
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speak” cards in the 10 most common languages to members
of the public who may be limited English proficient.


B.

MOME has no plans to translate its film permit application
because there is almost no demand. MOME has authority to
issue film permits for filming in New York City; MOME does
not issue other permits, licenses, and registrations. Over the
past several years, fewer than 10 film permit applicants
identified themselves as LEP individuals.

MOME is taking the following steps to translate the most
commonly distributed documents to the public:


For the advertisement of public programs available to a
particular geographic community, MOME will advertise the
program in the predominant languages spoken in that
community.



MOME follows plain-language principles for documents most
commonly distributed to the public that contain or elicit
important and necessary information regarding the provision
of MOME’s services and for other public communications and
MOME uses layout and design strategies to make such
documents and communications easier to read, understand,
and act upon.



MOME has Google Translate built into its website, which can
translate MOME’s web-content into numerous language. There
are currently no plans for full-scale website translation since
most of the content can be translated using this feature.



MOME has incorporated consideration of language access in
agency communications as follows:
o Emergency preparedness and response. MOME will post
notifications to the website that can be translated via the
translate feature on the site in the event of an
emergency. MOME does not provide emergency services
so notifications would be limited to announcing agency
hours and postponements.
9
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o Public hearings and events. MOME considers translations
of public hearings and events for all public events. For
example, the Language Access Coordinator asked the
project manager of a professional training program to
consider translating the advertisement and including a
notice about the availability of interpretation services.
o Press releases and promotional communications. MOME’s
Communications team considers translations of press
releases and promotional communications, particularly
those relating to programs available to the public. We
have plans to advertise our one grant program in 10
different languages next year. And we promote
Broadway in the Boros in multiple languages.
C. MOME uses the following criteria to determine which documents are the
“Most Commonly Distributed” and will be translated:
 Is the intended audience for distribution of documents at
least 150 or more individuals? If yes, move to the next
question.
 Is the communication intended for the public at large about
a program or public service provided by MOME? If yes
analyze the potential audience, and if potential LEP
individuals are included, consider translating. (E.g.,
Broadway in the Boros advertisement, Town Halls.)
 If the communication is intended for a small segment of the
population, are some members of that segment reasonably
likely to benefit from translated materials? If yes, translate.
(E.g., Grant application announcement; flyer announcing a
panel about nightlife.)

VI.

Training

MOME’s commitment to provide meaningful access to LEP individuals requires
a skilled and informed staff.


All staff will be informed of LEP policies and procedures and how to
assist LEP individuals through training on Language Line interpretation
and translation services at a monthly staff meeting in September 2019
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and will be provided additional training by MOIA at a meeting in autumn
2019.

VII.

Record Keeping and Evaluation

MOME will conduct an annual review of its LAIP program based on systematic
feedback from staff. The LAIP is a fluid document and will be updated as the
need arises. MOME will review its language access policy at least once a year.
MOME will track all requests for interpretation (telephonic and in-person) and
will monitor the frequency of staff contact with LEPs through a Language
Access log. Staff will be asked to log each encounter with an LEP and note the
language and type of service(s) requested and/or provided; a logbook is kept
with the Language Access Coordinator.

VIII. Resource Analysis and Planning
MOME will use translation and interpretation vendors provided through the
Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs and bi-lingual staff.

IX.
Outreach and Public Awareness
of Language Access Services
MOME will increase awareness regarding the availability of MOME’s language
access services through messages on social media and on MOME’s website.

X.

Language Access Complaints

MOME will monitor and respond to public complaints about language access
as follows:



The Language Access Coordinator and team will address all inquiries,
requests, and complaints on behalf of MOME.
The Language Access Coordinator will facilitate resolutions and track
response time for reporting purposes.
11
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Complaints and requests related to language services may be
submitted by contacting the Language Access Coordinator at
languageaccess@media.nyc.gov, by calling 311 (complaints to be
forwarded to languageaccess@media.nyc.gov), or by calling us at 212602-7400. MOME established a dedicated email address for complaints
at: languageaccess@media.nyc.gov. This email address is monitored
by Lori Barrett-Peterson, Language Access Coordinator.
Complaint data will be tracked quarterly and MOME will include
information about complaints as part of our annual reporting.

How
members
of
public can
submit
language
access
complaints,
questions,
and
requests
Currently, through 311.
However, the
public will also be able
to submit
language
access
requests
through
MOME’s website, via‐
email.

Agency 311
(CY 2018)

Data Description of how
complaints/requests
were
addressed

# of language access
N/A
complaints
received
via 311: 0
# of requests
language
access services
311: 0

for N/A
via

XI. Implementation Plan Logistics
Language
Access Milestones
Goal
Establish a dedicated Complete
email address

Responsible
Staff
Language
Access
Coordinator
Staff will know how to Staff training at Language
use Language Line for a staff meeting
Access
interpretation needs
Coordinator
MOME submits draft Complete
Language
Access
Implementation
Plan
(LAIP) to MOIA

Language
Access
Coordinator
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Deadline
September 3,
2019
Training on
September 3
and October
7, 2019
Sept. 6, 2019

MOME’s public-facing
reception staff has “I
Speak” cards in 10
languages
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who
create
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documents about plain
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have 311 complaints
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address
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MOME will post LAIP
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Complete

Language
Access
Coordinator
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2019
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Language
Access
Coordinator

November 30,
2019

Complete

Language
Access
Coordinator
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2019

In progress

Language
Access
Coordinator
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is Language
to Access
Coordinator
Language
Access
Coordinator
Language
Access
Coordinator
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Webpage
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include LAIP
MOME will identify its Documents
most
commonly identified.
distributed documents.
MOME will complete its Requisition
requisition to enable it complete.
to use DOITT’s contract
with Language Line.
(DOITT
oversees
MOME’s
procurements.)
MOME will translate its Translation
most
commonly
distributed documents
MOME will include a Link
link on its film permit
webpage directing LEP
film permit applications
to call the office for
telephonic
interpretation
and
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Language
Access
Coordinator
Language
Access
Coordinator

16,

December 31,
2019
December 31,
2019

February
2020

29,

April 30, 2020

assistance completing
the application
LAIP will be reviewed
twice a year

Language
Access
Coordinator
LAIP will be updated on MOME will track Language
MOME’s website at all
updates Access
least once every three quarterly
to Coordinator
years
ensure accuracy
and efficacy of
the LAIP
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Semi-annually
(Feb. 28 and
Sept. 30)
At least once
per
every
three years
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I.

Agency Mission and Background
Mission
The Mayor's Office to Combat Domestic Violence (OCDV), established in 2001, formulates policies and
programs, and coordinates the citywide delivery of services for survivors of intimate partner violence,
sex trafficking, and elder abuse. OCDV works with diverse communities and community leaders to
increase awareness of domestic violence (DV). OCDV collaborates closely with government and
nonprofit agencies that assist survivors, and operates the New York City Family Justice Centers (FJCs) in
each borough. These co‐located multidisciplinary centers provide vital social services, civil legal and
criminal justice assistance for survivors of intimate partner violence, sex trafficking and elder abuse, and
their children, in one location.

NYC Family Justice Centers, Community Outreach, and Policy and Training Institute
Family Justice Centers and Community Outreach
OCDV operates The New York City Family Justice Centers (FJCs), overseeing service provision and
providing ongoing training and community outreach. OCDV’s Outreach Team provides community
education and works closely to engage community members in various outreach events and forums.
NYC Family Justice Centers
The FJCs, located in all five boroughs, provide comprehensive civil legal, counseling and supportive
services for survivors of intimate partner violence, elder abuse and sex trafficking. Key City agencies,
social and civil legal services providers, the Policy and Training Institute, and New York City Police
Department (NYPD) and District Attorney's Offices are located onsite at the FJCs to make it easier for
survivors to access free and confidential services. Services are available to victims and survivors of
abuse, including speakers of languages other than English, people of all sexual orientations, gender
identities and expressions, people of all income levels, and people of all immigration statuses.
Community Outreach
OCDV’s Outreach Team consists of trained Community Liaisons who work closely with NYCHA
communities that are part of the Mayor’s Action Plan for Neighborhood Safety (MAP) and the FJCs to
educate community members about OCDV’s mission, the dynamics of domestic violence, the availability
of services through the FJCs and the various training offerings OCDV provides. Through these outreach
efforts, the Team seeks to reduce stigma, educate the community about the services available for
survivors of domestic violence and help reduce barriers when reporting abuse or seeking services.
Policy and Training Institute
The Policy and Training Institute (the Institute) has two outward facing training arms: the Domestic
Violence Training Team (the DV Training Team) and the NYC Healthy Relationship Training Academy (the
Academy).
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DV Training Team
The Training Team is comprised of trainers knowledgeable of topics related to domestic violence and
intimate partner violence (IPV). The Team works with City agencies and community based organizations
to identify training needs and provide a training menu ranging from introductory education to advanced
topics.
NYC Healthy Relationship Training Academy
The Academy, established in 2005, provides educational and skills-building training workshops for youth,
parents and caregivers, and organizations that provide services to young people about healthy
relationships and teen dating violence.

II.

Agency Language Access Policy and Goals
OCDV aims to ensure that all New Yorkers, including those with limited English proficiency (LEP), have
meaningful access to the information and services administered or operated by the Office, including
services and programming at the FJCs, outreach efforts, the DV Training Team and the Academy, as well
as external agency communications. Language access is provided via telephonic interpretation service
and/or training provision in non-English languages, translated materials, American Sign Language (ASL)
interpretation, Communication Access Real-time Communication (CART) services, and other means, as
appropriate. Signage informing LEP clients of the right to an interpreter and the right to file a complaint
with a manager and/or via 311 are posted in conspicuous locations throughout FJC facilities. This
signage, provided by the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs (MOIA), provides information in New York
City’s top ten LEP languages – Spanish, Chinese, Russian, Haitian Creole, Bengali, Korean, Arabic, Urdu,
French and Polish.

Accessibility of Interpretation
OCDV and FJC on-site partner agency staff use telephonic interpretation, in-person interpretation (in
limited circumstances), or provide services in an LEP client or community member’s non-English
language, if the provider is fluent or sufficiently proficient to communicate meaningfully and effectively
in that non-English language. OCDV recognizes that LEP or non-English primary language speakers may,
at times, find it difficult to discuss topics related to violence, abuse, violation, trauma or complex
systems-related themes when speaking in a language other than their primary or first language. For
these reasons, interpretation is available to all LEP clients and community members engaging with OCDV
staff, in any capacity, as well as with partner agency staff working at a FJC. This interpretation shall be
available if the LEP or non-English primary language speaker desires, regardless of the LEP person’s
ability to otherwise generally communicate in English.

Use of Children, Friends, and Family as Interpreters
OCDV staff and FJC on-site partner agency staff members are strictly prohibited from using minor
children to act as interpreters during any client or community member engagement, except in exigent
circumstances. Additionally, OCDV staff and FJC on-site partner agency staff are strongly discouraged
from the use of adult children, relatives, and friends of clients and community members to provide
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interpretation. In an FJC setting, adult children, relatives, and friends of the client seeking services may
only be utilized to communicate basic information or after the LEP person seeking services meets alone
with staff and discusses, using telephonic interpretation, the general policy against and potential
complications or concerns arising from the use of adult children, relatives, or friends as interpreters.
Additionally, it is communicated that some FJC on-site partner staff may not be able to maintain the
confidentiality or privilege necessary for effective performance of their role if an adult child, relative, or
friend is present in a room or used as an informal interpreter. Clients who are deaf and do not
communicate through ASL may not be able to access interpretation services through OCDV’s existing
providers, but all efforts will be made to engage these clients, including the potential use of friends
and/or non-minor family members as interpreters. need non-ASL interpretation

III.

Identification and Assessment of LEP Communities
OCDV utilizes the United States Department of Justice “Four Factor Analysis”
(https://ojp.gov/about/ocr/lep.htm) to aid the determination of the language access needs of the
Office.

Factor 1: The Number and Proportion of LEP Persons in the Eligible Service Population
The New York City Department of City Planning, utilizing the United States Census’ American Community
Survey, 2011-2015, determined the most common languages throughout the City and by borough.
Table 1
This table reflects English and the top ten non-English languages spoken at home by New York City
residents aged five years and older, Citywide and by borough.
NYC Languages – Census' American Community Survey, 2011-2015ᶧ
Bronx

Brooklyn

Manhattan Queens

Staten
Island

(50.86%)

Spanish

English

English

English

English

Spanish

(24.6%)

English

Spanish

Spanish

Spanish

Spanish

3

Chinese*

(5.89%) Kru, Ibo, Yoruba Chinese*

Chinese*

Chinese*

Russian

4

Russian

(2.50%)

Bengali

Russian

French

Bengali

Italian

5

French Creole (1.43%)

French

Yiddish

Korean

Korean

Chinese*

6

Bengali

(1.22%)

Albanian

French Creole

Russian

Russian

Arabic

7

Yiddish

(1.10%)

Italian

Arabic

Japanese

Tagalog

Albanian

8

French

(1.02%)

Mande

Hebrew

German

Greek

Polish

9

Italian

(1.01%)

Arabic

Italian

Hebrew

French Creole Tagalog

(0.93%)

Chinese*

Polish

Italian

Polish

#

Citywide

1

English

2

10 Korean

Urdu

11 Arabic
(0.81%) Fulani
Urdu
Arabic
Italian
Korean
ᶧ Population 5 years and over more information 2011-2015 American Community Survey Public Use
Microdata 5-Year Sample
*Includes responses of Chinese, Cantonese, Mandarin, and Formosan
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Table 2
This table reflects the top ten languages spoken at home by NYC residents ages 5 and older, Citywide
and by borough for those who responded as speaking English less than “very well.”
NYC LEP Languages – Census' American Community Survey, 2011-2015ᶧ
#

Citywide

Bronx

Brooklyn

Manhattan Queens

Staten Island

1

Spanish

(48.91%) Spanish

Spanish

Spanish

Spanish

Spanish

2

Chinese*

(17.48%) Bengali

Chinese*

Chinese*

Chinese*

Chinese*

3

Russian

(6.39%) Kru, Ibo, Yoruba Russian

French

Korean

Russian

4

Bengali

(2.82%) French

French Creole Japanese

Bengali

Italian

5

French Creole (2.76%) Albanian

Yiddish

Korean

Russian

Arabic

6

Korean

(2.40%) Chinese*

Arabic

Russian

Punjabi

Albanian

7

Italian

(1.51%) Italian

Polish

Arabic

Polish

Korean

8

Yiddish

(1.51%) Arabic

Urdu

Italian

Greek

Polish

9

Arabic

(1.47%) Mande

Italian

Portuguese Tagalog

Tagalog

10 Polish
(1.38%) Fulani
Bengali
Polish
French Creole Urdu
ᶧ Population ≥ 5 more information 2011-2015 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
*Includes responses of Chinese, Cantonese, Mandarin, and Formosan

Table 3
This table reflects data from the New York City Department of Education Citywide Parent’s Preferred
Language Report. These responses indicate the desired languages of communication of NYC DOE
students’ parents or guardians.
Parent’s Non-English Preferred Language, 2011-2015
Percent
#
Citywide
1

Spanish

62.8%

2

Chinese, Any

17.0%

3

Bengali

4.5%

4

Arabic

2.6%

5

Russian

2.5%

6

Urdu

1.7%

7

Haitian Creole

1.2%

8

Korean

1.2%

9

French

0.8%

10
11
12

Polish
Punjabi
Albanian

0.7%
0.6%
0.6%
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Factor 2: The Frequency with Which LEP Individuals Come in Contact with the Agency
With the enactment of Local Law 30 of 2017, New York City’s list of designated citywide languages
expanded to ten, including New York City’s top six LEP languages (indicated as speaking English “less
than very well”) as determined by United States Census data, and an additional four languages as
determined by NYC Department of Education language trend information. The determination of these
languages also took into account rates of City services engagement and language frequency trends. The
ten languages are: Spanish, Chinese, Russian, Bengali, Haitian Creole, Korean, Arabic, Urdu, French, and
Polish. OCDV’s data on citywide client primary language indications aligns with these ten languages.
Brooklyn, Manhattan, and Queens have borough-specific top ten languages not included in the citywide
list; those languages and their percentage of total languages of clients at the FJCs citywide are: Japanese
(0.19%), Portuguese 0.15%), Punjabi (0.12%), and Hebrew (0.08%). Due to the overall small percentages
of these speakers, OCDV is not currently prioritizing inclusion of these languages in its list of Office
designated languages.
Table 4
This table reflects English and the top ten non-English languages indicated by FJC clients as their primary
language for the combined 2015 and 2016 calendar years.
FJC Primary Language 1/2015-12/2016ᶧ
# Citywideⁱ

Bronxᶧ

Brooklyn

Manhattan

Queens

Staten Island⁰ᶧ

1 English
(64.05%) English English
English
English
English
2 Spanish
(23.25%) Spanish Spanish
Spanish
Spanish
Spanish
3 Chinese
(2.49%) French Russian
Chinese**
Chinese** Arabic
4 Russian
(1.10%) Bengali Chinese**
French
Bengali
Polish
5 Bengali
(0.83%) Arabic
Arabic
Russian
Korean
-6 Arabic
(0.61%) -Haitian Creole* Arabic
Russian
-7 French
(0.47%) -Bengali
Japanese
Arabic
-8 Urdu
(0.30%) -Urdu
Portuguese Polish
-9 Korean
(0.29%) -French
Bengali
Urdu
-10 Polish
(0.29%) -Polish
Korean
Japanese
-11 Haitian Creole* (0.27%) -Hebrew
Polish
Punjabi
-ᶧ Excluding results of < 10 client responses (of 2015 and 2016 total data) or < 5 client responses
of the limited 2016-only data available for the SIFJC
ⁱ Percentages of total client primary language data collected for 1/2015 – 12/2016, of a total 43,459
unique clients
⁰ SIFJC opened 6/2016, thus providing limited primary language data for 6/2016 – 12/2016
* Haitian Creole combined total of Haitian and French Creole responses
**Chinese – combined Mandarin and Cantonese responses
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Table 5
This table reflects the top ten languages requested for telephonic interpretation at the FJCs. OCDV does
not currently record services provided in a non-English language by a provider fluent or sufficiently
proficient in that language.
Telephonic Interpretation Usage 01/01/2016 – 12/31/2016
Brooklyn

Manhattan

Queens

Staten
Islandᶧ,ⁱ

(59.41%) Spanish

Spanish

Spanish

Spanish

Spanish

2 Mandarin

(8.43%) Arabic

Russian

Mandarin

Mandarin

Russian

3 Arabic

(7.26%) Bengali

Arabic

Cantonese

Korean

Sinhalese

4 Russian

(5.06%) French

Mandarin

Arabic

Arabic

Polish

5 Bengali

(4.58%) Burmese

Bengali

French

Bengali

Arabic

6 Korean

(2.53%) Urdu

Haitian Creole Punjabi

Russian

Urdu

7 Cantonese

(1.96%) Haitian Creole

Cantonese

8 French

(1.94%) (Tie8) Akan/Twi French

# Citywide
1 Spanish

Bronx

9 Haitian Creole (1.74%) (Tie8) Polish

Polish

Haitian Creole Hindi

--

Bengali

Cantonese --

Russian

Punjabi

10 Urdu
(1.48%) (Tie8) Swahili
Hungarian
Korean
Polish
ᶧ SIFJC opened 6/2016, providing data from opening to 12/31/2016
ⁱ Excluding results of < 4 calls for a top 10 telephonic interpretation usage language

---

Factor 3: Explanation of the Nature and Importance of the Programs/Services for the
LEP Person
Due to the often complex circumstances of intimate partner violence, sex trafficking, and elder abuse, a
holistic and multifaceted approach to services and systems is critical for a victim or survivor to work
toward safety and stability during and after instances of violence or abuse. These services may include
case management, counseling, psychiatric care, safety planning, civil legal services, housing and public
benefits assistance, and/or speaking with law enforcement agencies, including prosecutors and police.
Language access services are essential for the provision of these often critical services to LEP victims and
survivors of trauma and abuse. This is especially true for instances when a victim or survivor may need
to recall their victimization in detail when seeking immigration remedies, filing police reports, or
meeting with prosecutors.
Outreach efforts, training, and engagement are focused, more generally, on community members. This
information, while very important, is less critically essential for language access than service provision.
While language access planning and, especially, translation of outreach documents are priorities for the
Office, they are prioritized after the real-time provision of services.
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Factor 4: The Resources Available to the Agency and the Costs of Providing Various
Types of Language Services
Resources Available
Family Justice Centers and Community Outreach
Family Justice Centers
OCDV administrative staff and partner agency staff located at the Family Justices Centers have:
• Access to telephonic interpretation provided by a City-contracted provider, in over 240
languages;
• Multilingual and diverse staff from City and community-based organizations located onsite,
199 of whom, in 2016, reported speaking at least one of 40 non-English languages; 21% of
whom reported speaking more than one non-English language;
• Dual-handset telephones available in reception areas for telephonic interpretation in open
spaces;
• Speaker telephones for telephonic interpretation in private or enclosed office spaces;
• Multilingual phone answering systems with standard greetings leading into language trees
answered by onsite OCDV or partner staff who speak the selected language. Language trees
at each FJC include:
Language Tree Options
English Spanish Italian Mandarin Cantonese French Korean Bengali Hindi

Family
Justice
Center
Bronx
Brooklyn
Manhattan
Queens
Staten Island






•




















The FJC informational flyer currently available in English and Spanish; will be available in all
ten designated languages by July 1, 2018.

Community Outreach
OCDV Outreach Team staff have:
• Access to telephonic interpretation provided by a City-contracted provider, in over 240
languages;
• Multilingual and diverse staff and access to other multilingual staff from City agency and
community-based partner organizations;
• Informational handouts distributed by the Outreach Team include:
o A handout about OCDV and the Domestic Violence Hotline is available in a multilanguage accordion-fold pocket document which includes English, Spanish, Russian,
Chinese, Arabic, and Bengali (will be available in the additional five designated
languages by July 1, 2018); and
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o

A handout about the FJC locations and services is available in a single-language
accordion-fold pocket document in the following languages: English, Spanish, Russian,
Chinese, Arabic, and Bengali (will be available in the additional five designated
languages by July 1, 2018).

Policy and Training Institute
The Domestic Violence Training Team
The Training Team has: multilingual staff currently providing trainings in English and Spanish.
Healthy Relationship Training Academy
The Academy staff has: multilingual staff currently providing trainings in English and Spanish.
Cost of Providing Language Services
2016 and 2017 Translations and Telephonic Interpretation
OCDV utilized $1,674 for materials translations and $141,142 for telephonic interpretation services for a
total of at least $142,816 in language access costs in 2016. In 2017, OCDV utilized $128,137.97 for
telephonic interpretation services and $1,249.88 for materials translations.
Table 6
Use of telephonic interpretation varies by borough due to the number of clients seen by each FJC,
degree of language diversity of FJC clients, as well as the availability and capacity of FJC onsite staff
members to meet with and serve LEP clients in their primary language.
FJC Telephonic Interpretation Costs 1/2016 - 12/31/2016
Borough
Total
Brooklyn
$43,057.45
Bronx
$22,170.43
Manhattan
$17,385.87
Queens
$51,201.17
Staten Islandᶧ
$7,327.00
All FJCs
$141,141.92
ᶧ SIFJC opened 6/2016, providing data from opening to 12/31/2016
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FY2018 Projection for Translation of Commonly Distributed Documents
OCDV projects spending $8,665.20 in FY18 for expanded translations of the Office’s commonly
distributed materials in the designated languages.

IV.

Provision of Language Access Services
Language Access in General Agency Services
OCDV staff interaction with the public includes in-person service delivery, outreach activities, trainings,
and written and telephonic correspondence. Telephonic interpretation is available via a City-contracted
provider in over 240 languages. Agency staff are trained to use telephonic interpretation and to identify
potential challenges with interpreters. If low quality or inappropriate interpretation is provided, staff will
follow the procedures outlined in the Language Access Complaints section of this plan and report the
issue to the appropriate OCDV administrative staff member. OCDV does not currently use selective
certification to recruit language speakers; however, candidates with multilingual abilities are strongly
encouraged to apply for positions. OCDV aims to identify means to prioritize language abilities in future
contracts and other staffing agreements.
Family Justice Center Operations
Family Justice Centers
In-Person Interactions
Upon entry to the FJCs, members of the public encounter signage in multiple languages, including
the top ten NYC designated languages, indicating that interpretation is available and how or where
complaints may be made. Additionally, each reception desk is staffed with personnel trained in
offering and using telephonic interpretation to ensure that effective and meaningful communication
is possible. Each FJC has “I speak” cards available for clients to take and use when engaging with
other systems or organizations to indicate that they require assistance in a non-English language.
After interacting with reception staff, clients meet in private with screening staff to ensure that the
services offered by the FJCs are appropriate for the client. At that point, the screener verifies the
language spoken by the client either by speaking in that language, assisting the LEP person with
pointing to their language from a list of languages, or via telephonic interpretation. After screening,
the subsequent staff people scheduled to meet with that client are informed of the client’s primary
language and instructed to use telephonic interpretation with that client unless the staff member
speaks the client’s language or the client refuses telephonic interpretation services.
Over-the-Phone Interactions
FJC main numbers have standard greetings leading into language trees with lines answered by
onsite OCDV or partner agency staff who speak the selected language. Additionally, if a caller
reaches a main phone line speaking a language not available on the language tree, the FJC
administrative or partner agency staff conferences in the telephonic interpreter service.
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Public Events
OCDV includes information on accessibility for people with disabilities for all FJC trainings, including
the availability of ASL interpretation, upon request. If OCDV receives a request for ASL or other
interpretation for partner and community based organization staff training, OCDV administrative
staff reaches out to a contracted provider for that service to schedule interpretation in advance of
the training.
Language Need Tracking
All clients who receive services from the FJCs meet with a screener upon their first visit. That
screener records the client’s primary language and, beginning in January 2017, the client’s level of
proficiency in English. The demographic information is kept in OCDV’s FJC client intake database,
which is maintained by the New York City Department of Information Technology and
Telecommunications (DOITT). The limited information recorded in the client intake database is
available to other providers as needed and dependent upon clients’ individual confidentiality and
privacy requests. At this time, OCDV does not track the frequency or language spoken of LEP callers
to the main lines at the FJCs or to OCDV’s main administrative phone line.
Outreach
In-Person Interactions
OCDV outreach staff disseminate information in a responsible and accessible way to build trust and
illuminate pathways to support. Outreach is also done to help identify community-based resources
and programs for victims and survivors, and strategize ways to reach all New York City communities.
Community Liaisons conduct outreach in English, Spanish, and a variety of other languages, as well
as work with partners who are often speakers of languages other than English. OCDV identifies LEP
communities for outreach based on rates of LEP FJC client service engagement and via collaboration
with community based organizations and stakeholders.
If Community Liaisons encounter a member of the public speaking a non-English language, all efforts
are made to connect that person with an outreach worker speaking that language. If an outreach
worker who is fluent or sufficiently proficient in that language is not available, all outreach workers
have access to telephonic interpretation through a City-contracted provider, available in over 240
languages. Additionally, outreach workers have informational materials available in multiple
languages, which include a main document with information in six languages – English, Spanish,
Russian, Chinese, Arabic, and Bengali. OCDV will translate these documents into the additional five
designated citywide languages prior to the July 1, 2018 deadline. These languages, prioritized for
translation, are: Haitian Creole, Korean, Urdu, French, and Polish.
Over-the-Phone Interactions
Outreach staff do not typically require interpretation services for over-the-phone interactions.
However, if an outreach staff member does connect via telephone with a speaker of a non- English
language, the outreach staff conferences in the telephonic interpreter service.
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Language Need Tracking
OCDV does not track the frequency or language spoken by LEP constituents encountered at public
events.
Policy and Training Institute
The Training Team
Trainings
The DV Training Team provides trainings on IPV, trauma-informed care, vicarious trauma, and other
topics. Members of the current DV Training Team speak English, Spanish, and a variety of other
languages. The Team currently offers its IPV 101 training in Spanish, and aims to offer more training
in Spanish in the future. Requests for trainings in Spanish come via OCDV’s website as well as from
community groups and organizations. Additionally, OCDV includes information on accessibility for
people with disabilities for all Team trainings and conferences, including the availability of ASL
interpretation upon request. The DV Training Team does not typically receive calls or requests in
languages other than English or Spanish, but if a request was made the DV Training Team would
utilize the telephonic interpretation service.
Healthy Relationship Training Academy (the Academy)
Trainings
The Academy provides peer-led workshops to young people, parents, caregivers, and educators. The
Academy provides trainings in Spanish for its primary healthy relationships and abuse training as
well as its technology safety and abuse training. The Academy currently has staff members who
speak Spanish and other non-English languages and provide trainings for young people and
caregivers in English and Spanish. Requests for trainings in Spanish come via OCDV’s website as well
as from other community groups and organizations. The Academy does not typically receive calls or
requests in languages other than English or Spanish, but if a request was made then the Academy
would utilize the telephonic interpretation service.

Emergency Preparedness
OCDV and its programs continue operations during an emergency as determined by City officials and
utilize standard processes to provide language access through telephonic interpretation, as well as by
Office or FJC onsite partner agency staff that are fluent or sufficiently proficient in the non-English
language of the client seeking assistance during an emergency, as appropriate. While OCDV and FJC
onsite partner agency staff may not be at full capacity due to the circumstances of the emergency, the
reduced staff will continue to provide services for any clients that may contact the Office or appear at
one of the FJCs. OCDV will forward relevant emergency notifications from the Office of Emergency
Management (OEM), available with links in over 12 languages, on OCDV social media accounts.
Additionally, in the case of weather or other emergencies, the FJCs may post printed standard
notifications, in 12 languages, provided by OEM in conspicuous locations at relevant sites. OCDV plans
to update and expand its emergency preparedness plans and aims to include information on providing
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services to LEP people in the case of an emergency as well as addressing unique needs or circumstances
that victims or survivors of intimate partner violence may face in seeking safety during an emergency.

Communications
Language Access is considered in Office communications, including electronic media and ethnic and
community media, for general content as well as communications in the case of an emergency. OCDV
currently utilizes the NYC Twitter Spanish-language account to disseminate posts at the discretion of City
Hall communications. OCDV plans to expand its outreach to ethnic and community media by targeting
populations and communities that reflect OCDV and the City’s goals around domestic violence
awareness and prevention. These populations include: Jewish, Muslim, Arab, Asian, South Asian,
Caribbean, and LGBTQ communities. OCDV also plans to focus more effort on connecting with ethnic
and community media in regards to its outreach and FJC programs. The Office does not currently post
content in multiple languages on social media, but aims to identify potential means to provide future
multi-language social media content.

Plain Language
OCDV created a Plain Language Working Group to ensure plain language standards are included in all
current and future agency materials. The members of this group were identified for their involvement in
language access and/or document creation in their role or unit. The Working Group members attended
a 1.5 day Plain Language training administered by the Department of Citywide Administrative Services
(DCAS). The Plain Language Working Group is responsible for reviewing each existing commonly
distributed document for plain language standards and producing revised versions, if necessary, prior to
sending the documents for translation in the designated ten languages. The Plain Language Working
Group members are also responsible for training staff in their particular units on the principles of plain
language.

Translation Services
Other than limited outreach materials and client services navigation documents, OCDV does not
generally create materials for public distribution. When determining the agency’s most commonly
distributed materials, OCDV placed documents into two general categories. The first and highest priority
category consists of documents intended for victims and survivors of intimate partner violence and the
public, including agency outreach and client services navigation documents. The second group of
documents would be those intended for service providers and other government or community based
organization staff. The second category of documents is not intended for the general public and is not
currently being prioritized for translation, although some items are available in Spanish in addition to
English.
OCDV plans to conduct a plain language review and revision of all public-facing documents prior to
sending the documents for translation in the City’s designated languages. After the documents are
translated, OCDV will pull upon Volunteer Language Bank and multilingual OCDV and FJC on-site partner
agency staff to conduct reviews to ensure that the translations are coherent, sensitive to issues of
gender based violence, as well as use the vocabulary common in the provision of services to victims and
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survivors of intimate partner violence, elder abuse, and sex trafficking. The secondarily reviewed
documents will then be sent for finalization and typesetting with a final review of content and
formatting.
OCDV’s website uses a Google Translate plugin to provide general translation of content. OCDV plans to
increase access for LEP people by including navigation information on the general website in the City’s
designated languages so that the LEP public may access translated documents without using a plugin.

V.

Training
OCDV staff and all onsite partner staff working at the FJCs receive Language Access training upon
orientation and at least once a year. Training on Language Access primarily focuses on the delivery of
services using telephonic interpretation when OCDV staff and FJC partner staff members do not speak
the primary language spoken by a client or community member. OCDV aims to research the existence
and availability of additional supports and training for OCDV staff and FJC partner staff providing
services or information in non-English languages to better serve all victims and survivors of intimate
partner violence, elder abuse, and sex trafficking.

Orientation Training
All OCDV staff and FJC onsite partner agency staff members who work with members of the public are
provided information on language access rules and instructions on using telephonic interpretation
during orientation. This training is part of a larger orientation to OCDV and/or FJC policies and
procedures. Outreach Team staff and FJC onsite partner agency staff receive and review information on
how to access telephonic interpretation, information on engaging interpreters, how to recognize if there
is a problem in the interpretation, how to resolve such problems, and where and how to report issues or
complaints.

Yearly Language Access Training
All OCDV staff and FJC partner agency staff members who work with members of the public are required
to receive annual language access training. This training is scheduled to occur each March during
required periodic staff meetings.
On-site FJC trainings are coordinated and presented by OCDV administrative staff member with a title of
Executive Director, Deputy Director or Director of Programs and Community Partnerships. The FJC
training is presented at all staff or discipline-specific meetings. Outreach staff receive the training
provided by the Director of Outreach. Policy and Training Institute staff receive the training provided by
the Assistant Commissioner of Policy and Training, Director of Policy and Training, Deputy Director of
Policy and Training, Policy Advisor, or the Language Access Coordinator (LAC). The LAC will provide
yearly trainings to those designated to provide the annual training to other staff.
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Language Access Training Topics
• Overview of Federal and State Laws
• Overview of Language Access history in NYC, including Executive Orders 41 (2003) and Executive
Order 120 (2008)
• Overview of Local Law 30 (2016)
• Information on telephonic interpretation, including how to offer and use the services
• Information on the over 240 languages offered through contracted telephonic interpretation
and how to troubleshoot issues of securing effective interpretation for less commonly
encountered dialects or languages
• Information on process to provide positive and negative feedback on interpretation services,
interpreter conduct, or issues securing telephonic interpretation
The trainings will include information that is site or discipline-specific, such as information on accessing
telephonic interpretation in the field or using telephonic interpretation with victims and survivors of
trauma.

VI.

Record Keeping and Evaluation
Language Service Tracking
OCDV reports and tracks compliance with language access requirements as well as additional steps
taken to provide meaningful access to services and information to all LEP New Yorkers. The LAC is
responsible for retrieving language tracking data from each OCDV unit in order to review and report on
that data in annual Language Access reports. The LAC is also responsible for receiving and resolving
language access complaints and conducts quarterly reviews of language access data to identify trends or
potential areas for improvement. Additionally, the LAC convenes quarterly meetings of the Language
Access Cabinet to review information, assess quality of services, and identify strategies for
improvement. The Language Access Cabinet is comprised of representatives from each of OCDV’s units.
Family Justice Center Operations
Family Justice Centers
Provision of language services is primarily tracked by the FJC client intake database and telephonic
interpretation usage. All FJC clients meet with a screener upon their first visit, who records information
in the FJC client intake database, including client’s primary language and interpretation needs this
database is maintained by DoITT. OCDV’s FJC client intake database uses a list of 161 languages as well
as provides an option of “other.” If a client indicates a language that is not listed, the screener will select
the “other” option and record in an open field the language spoken by the client. The limited
information recorded in the FJC client intake database is available to other providers as needed,
dependent upon clients’ individual confidentiality and privacy requests. Reports can be run that
aggregate the use of telephonic interpretation to provide services.
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Outreach
Outreach staff usage of telephonic interpretation can be tracked by their unique identification numbers
in the telephonic interpretation bills. Additionally, Outreach Team staff are track the non-English
language used at the outreach events or presentations.
Policy and Training Institute
Domestic Violence Training Team
The DV Training Team records the language in which the training is presented in an internal database.
Healthy Relationship Training Academy
The Academy records the language in which each workshop or training is provided in an internal
database.

VII.

Resource Analysis and Planning
Staffing and Contracts
OCDV staff and FJC onsite partner agency staff members provide meaningful access to these services
through telephonic interpretation and the provision of services in an LEP client’s non-English language
by a speaker who is fluent or sufficiently proficient in that language. OCDV does not currently track
general outreach or the provision of services in a non-English language by a staff member who is fluent
or sufficiently proficient in that language. The agency aims to develop a process to track that service
provision to better capture language access at the FJCs and through outreach activities.
OCDV does not currently use selective certification to recruit language speakers; however, candidates
with multilingual abilities are strongly encouraged to apply for positions. OCDV aims to identify means
to require or prioritize language abilities in future contracts and other staffing agreements.

Improving Language Access Services
OCDV will develop and implement a Language Services Feedback Form, available in the ten designated
languages so that LEP clients may provide confidential feedback on the quality of language services
provided. This survey, modeled after the New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene’s
(DOHMH) Language Services Feedback form asks: the type of language services the LEP person received
on a specific date; level of satisfaction the LEP person had with the language services provided; and
additional feedback or suggestions for improvement of language services. OCDV anticipates having this
form available at its FJCs in FY19.
The information gathered from the Language Services Feedback form will inform OCDV’s future
Language Access Implementation Plan priorities and goals, as well as assist in identifying trends and
opportunities for improvement. Additionally, OCDV will coordinate with MOIA and the Office of the
Language Services Coordinator (OLSC) to ensure compliance with any other assessment or reporting
requirements.
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VIII. Outreach and Public Awareness of Language Access Services
OCDV provides notification of language access services via outreach materials and the FJCs have onsite
signage with notifications of rights to interpretation. When OCDV plans a public service announcement
campaign, language access is considered in the provision of materials in languages other than English.

IX.

Language Access Complaints
Language Access and Complaint Notification
Signage informing LEP clients of the right to an interpreter as well as the right to file a complaint with a
manager and/or via 311 is posted in conspicuous locations throughout FJC facilities. This signage,
provided by MOIA, provides information in New York City’s top ten LEP languages – Spanish, Chinese,
Russian, Haitian Creole, Bengali, Korean, Arabic, Urdu, French, and Polish.

311 Complaints
If a client, provider or member of the public files a complaint or request to 311 about language access or
for additional language services, that complaint or request is to be forwarded to the agency that the
complaint or request referenced and to the OLSC within the Mayor’s Office of Operations. Complaints
routed to OCDV are then to be forwarded to the LAC for review and response. The LAC is to respond
directly to the complaint, if possible and appropriate, or forward the complaint to the appropriate
director or supervisor of the unit of the complaint’s origin. The unit director or supervisor is to resolve
the complaint and report the resolution back to the LAC.

Complaints to OCDV Staff
If a client, provider or member of the public lodges a complaint to a director or supervisor of an OCDV
work unit, that director or supervisor is responsible for recording the nature of the complaint and
resolving the complaint. Upon resolution of the complaint, the unit director or supervisor is responsible
for emailing a summary of the complaint and resolution to the LAC. This summary must include the date
and location of the complaint, the nature of the complaint and any overarching, institutional, or
systemic barriers contributing to the complaint or hindering or preventing its resolution. Complaints
specific to contracted telephonic or in-person interpretation should be forwarded to the LAC for
resolution. The LAC will communicate the resolution and any additional information stemming from it to
the unit director or supervisor.

X.

Implementation Plan Logistics
Language Access Coordinator
Name: Saloni Sethi
Phone: 212.788.8962

Title: Deputy Director of Policy and Training
Email: ssethi@ocdv.nyc.gov
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Language Access Plan Implementation Logistics
OCDV will update its Language Access Implementation Plan when major changes occur in organizational
structure, upon meeting significant language access goals, or at least every three years, whichever
occurs first. OCDV’s Language Access Implementation Plan is posted on the Office website and updated
versions will be posted when they occur. Additionally, OCDV will report annually to MOIA, OLSC, and any
other required parties on annual language access data and the achievement of milestones beyond the
legal requirements.

Language Access Plan Implementation Timeline – FY18
Table 7: Implementation Timeline for Document Translation

Month
July 2017
August 2017
September 2017
October 2017
November 2017
December 2017
January 2018
February 2018
March 2018
April 2018
May 2018
June 2018
July 2018

Implementation Timeline
Identify "most commonly
distributed" documents

Plain Language training for key agency staff
Revise documents for plain
language

Send plain Language documents for
translation

Review translations
Receive corrected versions of translations
All identified documents in the top designated languages
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Language Access Plan Goals and Milestones – FY19 and FY20
Table 8: Implementation Timeline for Future Goals
Goal
Translate second
priority OCDV
documents into LEP
languages*

FY 19
Plain language
review
Identify
Languages for
translation

Review OCDV's
online resources for
language
accessibility

Track languages
spoken by LEP
callers to the FJCs

FY 20

Send for
translation

Review
translations
and finalize
Explore options for enhancing
language access online

Review website and NYC
HOPE portal for ease of
access and translation quality
Discuss
methods for
data

Implement changes
where possible
Review data
collected

Select method and
implement
tracking/data

Develop client
Operationalize
feedback form
language services
feedback for FJC
Send form for
clients
translation

Review any
changes
implemented

Implement changes in
form as necessary

Review any
changes
implemented

Review data
collected
Review translations, finalize
form and distribute to FJCs

Based on data collected from client
feedback and calls to FJCs, discuss
additional trainings and supports
that may be needed for onsite staff
and telephonic interpreters

Enhance services
for LEP clients at
the FJCs

Prioritize language
abilities in future
contracts and
staffing

Implement changes in
data collection as
necessary

Explore how language abiility
may be prioritized through
contracts

Revew current
Review OCDV's
plan and
Emergency
make updates
Preparedness plan
for language
accessibility

Develop contracts that
prioritize language abilities,
particularly at FJCs

Implement new contracts

*These documents are distributed to service providers at city agencies and community based organizations and not strictly public facing. As
such we do not anticipate translating these into all 10 LEP languages, but some subset that is relevant to service providers.
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Law Dept. Language Access Implementation Plan

The New York City Law Department
LANGUAGE ACCESS AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
(Revised 2018)
Language Access Coordinator
Sosimo Fabian, J.D., Ph.D.
Chief Diversity & EEO Officer
Tel. No.: 212-356-3195
Email: sfabiHn@law.nyc.gov
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l.

Aeencv Mission nd Backsround

The New York City Law Department's lawyers and support professionals work to pursue justice

while providing the City with the highest quality legal representation. The Law Department
represents the City, the Mayor, other elected officials, and the City's many agencies in all
affirmative and defensive civil litigation as well as in juvenile delinquency proceedings brought
in Family Court, and Administrative Code enforcement proceedings brought in Criminal Court.
The Corporation Counsel for the City of New York has a special responsibility for the pursuit of
justice, while serving the long-term institutional interests of the City. Justice is demonstrated not
only in the manner in which we advocate and counsel clients for, but is also demonstrated in how
the Law Department's operations are managed. Our external legal work and our internal work
environment both must continue to reflect our core values: a commitment to public service,
excellence, integrity, diversity and justice. To that end, the Law Department is committed to
ensuring that it provides equal access to services and seeks to continuously improve language
clients.
ent
sh
access for its limited

ll.

Agencv Language Access Policv and Goals:

The overall goal of the Law Department Language Access Plan (LAP) is to provide language
access services so that persons with limited English proficiency (LEP) have meaningful access to
the information provided by the Law Department's direct public services.
Part of this goal is to provide a welcoming environment to LEP persons, including an
environment that makes it easy for employees to communicate with members of the LEP
community. The Law department will work towards providing seamless communication with
LEP persons. The Law Department has the capability of providing interpretive services in many

languages. See Exhibit A.

lll.

Limited English Proficient Population Assessment

The Family Court Division of the New York City Law Department is the most likely to provide
direct public services. The Family Court Division promotes the well-being of the City's
children, and protects the general public. The Division establishes orders of child support and
paternity on behalf of out-of-state custodial parents from City residents, and assists custodial
parents who live in the City file for child support from parents who live outside the state and the
country. The Division also investigates and prosecutes juvenile delinquency cases.

Court Division requested interpretive services 553 times and in 2017 it
services 470 times. In that two year span, the Family Court Division
interpretive
requested
requested interpretive services 1023 times. The five most common languages requested were
Spanish, Chinese-Mandarin, Bengali, Russian and Arabic. See Exhibit B. Notably, while these
are the most popular languages others can be provided.

ln 2016 the Family

-L

,)
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lV.

Provision of Language Accels JeMeE-l

The New York City Law Department has the capability to provide interpretive services through
the NYC DCAS Language Service Contract. Annexed as Exhibit A are the languages for which
interpretive services are available.

REOUESTING

"LIVE' INTERPRETER

SERVICES

When a "live" interpreter is required, the attorney handling the matter must send an email to
"StenosNYC@1aw.nyc. gov".

The email must include the case name, case number (Docket #, if no docket #, then the FCD#),
date, time, location, type of service (live interpreter) and language, as well as the name and
telephone number of the Assistant Corporation Counsel (ACC) making the request.

1.

The email request must be sent to "StenosNYC@law.nyc.gov" no later than 3:00 p.m.
one day prior to the requested date for the interpreter.

2. If

there is a request for special services, such as an out-of-office location, Sign
Language Interpreter, andlor special type of Interpreting language (an unusual
language), this should be submitted ASAP because advance notification for special
services is needed.

3. The ACC must confirm with the Interpreting Coordinator via

e-mail
("StenosNYC@law.nyc.gov") or by phone (212-356-3555) at the end of the day to
make sure each request has been received. Any cancellation should be emailed to
"StenosNYC(E-,law.nyc.gov" at least 2 hours before the activity time to avoid payment
of a cancellation fee by the Law Dept.

REOUESTING'TELEPHONIC' INTERPRETING SERVICES
When telephonic interpreting is required, the attorney must seek approval to access the services
from a supervisor. Once a supervisor has approved, the company the Law Dept. contracts with
for these language line services (cunently VOIANCE) must be called with the request. The
number to call to access these services is currently (866) 998-0338. The attorney should follow
the automated instructions once the phone is answered. Callers will be directed to enter the Law
Dept.'s account number and then the Law Dept.'s PIN number to access the telephonic
interpreting services. The caller will then be told to hold for the next available Client Services
Representative. The caller should provide the Client Services Representative with his/her name.

VOIANCE has provided the following instructions for using the "lnterpreTalk" system:

.

Dial:

o Enter the Law Dept.'s Account number:
o Enter the Law Dept.'s PIN number:

-3

-
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.

Give the Client Services Representative your Full Name and make sure that they record it.

o Tell the Client Services Representative what language you need the interpreter to speak.

.

Wait on hold momentarily while an interpreter is contacted.

o Listen for the Client Services Representative to return to the line with the interpreter.
o Have the interpreter give you his/her ID number and record this number.

.
.

Give the interpreter a brief introduction of the call.

Ask the interpreter to dial your LES (Limited English Speaker) at the number you provide.

o Before dialing, you may ask the interpreter to leave a specific voice mail message if the LES
does not answer the phone.

o Before the call is connected, remind your interpreter that taking notes during the call is not
permitted. If there is an issue, please have the interpreter contact a supervisor at VOIANCE
immediately.

.

Speak directly to your LES (Limited English Speaker) in the first person - the interpreter
repeat everything that is being said.

will

TION OF A DO
To have a document translated, an approval from the Division Chief is required. All approvals
can be obtained via email. Before granting approval, Division Chiefs or their designee will
review source documents to ensure language to be translated is as plain and clear as possible.
Once approved, the request is forwarded via email to "StenosNYC@law.nyc.gov".

When emailing "StenosNYC@law.nyc.gov" with your approved request, the following
information must be provided:

o The document to be translated.

o A word count of the document.
o The date the translation is needed.
INTERACTIVE PROCESS

In determining which service and or language is needed, Law Deparlment staff will engage in an
interactive dialogue with the member of the public to assess the language service needed to best
serve the member of the public. Additionally, the Agency will post in public places multilanguage signage reflecting the availability of interpretation services.
The Family Court Division periodically disseminates instructions on how to obtain translation
services. All Family Court Managers know the Law Department and City of New York
language access policy. Staff will engage interactively where the need arises to provide the
language service needed to best serve the public.
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PLAIN LANGUAGE REVIEW FOR TRANSLATED DOCUMENTS

All

source language to be used for multi-language signage purposes and/or for the agency's most
commonly distributed documents listed in Exhibit C will be reviewed prior to translation by
Division Chiefs to ensure the language is as plain and clear as possible.
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE

In the event the agency needs to provide critical information to the public in the event of an
emergency, the message will made available on the NYC Law Department's internet site. The
website curently offers translation in 104 languages.

V.

Training

As part of the agency on boarding and yearly EEO training cycle, staff members will be made
aware of the requirements mandated by Local Law 30. Additionally, instructions will be
provided on how to access the telephonic interpreting services. The population trained will be
documented by having the attendees sign in and out of the training session.
The Law Department will train staff on its language services access policies and procedures by
incorporating as part of the annual EEO training provided. The Training will be conducted by the
Diversity & EEO Officer, Sosimo Fabian.
Topics to be covered during the training session will be the rationale for language access, the
City's demographics, and the agency's language access policies, resources, standard procedures,
identifying customer/clients primary language, reporting requests for language services, use of
dual handsets, and the use oftelephonic interpreters.

Vl.

Record Keeping

The agency will track language services quarterly and
services provided.

will maintain records of the language

The agency will conduct a random sampling of staff that has used language services in the
quarter to assess the delivery and quality of its language services.

The Language Access coordinator
received as well as the
com

will track any language

request made via 31
that is done in furtherance of local law 30.
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I or any

Vll.

Resource Analvsi s and Plannins:

The agency currently has a contract for interpretive services which fully permits it to comply
with Local Law 30.

Vlll.

Qutreach and Public awareness of Language Access services

The agency will place on its website the availability of its language assistance services.
Furthermore, the agency will post signs in conspicuous places informing the public of the
interpretive services that are available. Also, the training that will be provided to Law
Deparlment staff will include encouraging that these services are mentioned as part of their
interaction with members of the public.

lX.

Laneuaqe Access Comolaints

The Language Access Coordinator will monitor all complaints made and will quarterly review
all interpretive services requested. The Language Access Coordinator email will be made
available and identified as the individual who is responsible for receiving, tracking, and
resolving complaints. As part of the quarterly reporting to DCAS any complaints will be
reported as well as how they were addressed.

X.

lmplementation Plan Logistics

The Language Access Coordinator

is

Sosimo Fabian, Tel.

No.

212-356-3195, email

sfabian@law.nyc.

This Language Access Plan will be implemented by 7lll20l8. It is worth noting that the Law
Department has been historically in compliance with these requirements.
By July 7,2018, the Language Access Coordinator will make sure that all necessary signage are
posted in areas where members of the public are able to see it. The Language Access
Coordinator will also make sure that the intranet as well as the internet pages for the Law
Department that are available to the public contain the pertinent information on how to obtain
language access services.
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- Exhibit C

'Ihe fbllowing Family Court Division documents rvill be translated into Spanish:
Juvenile nrosecutions:
Rescheduling Notice
Address Vsrification F<lrm
Notice of Declination to Prosecute
Notice of Intent to F'ile a Peiition

Initial Witness Contact Letter (including a rcquest for phone
number) Witness Scheduling Appointment Letter
Victirn Impact Statement

HIPAA Release Form
Letter to Witness Explaining I{IPAA Release and Request for Signature
"Final Notice" Letter
Letter to Explain zurd Accompany TOPs
Pre-filing Subpoena to APPear
Letter to Explain and Accompaly Pre-filing Sgbpoena to Appear
Safe Horizon Fonn
htersbte Ehild Support Uqit
Registration Petition instructions, Petitioner' s Agreement, and forms
tvtJdifi cation Petition instructions, Petitioner's Agreement, and fbrms
petition to Establish Support or to Establish Patemity and Support instructions, Petitioner's
Agreement, and forms
o'Please fill ottt" letter
Order entered
infornation letter
Additional information
letter Missing papers
letter
Initial status letter - Petition forwarded to Responding Jurisdiction letter
Petitioner Status uPclate letter
Petitioner cal.l inquiry letter
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NYPD LANGUAGE ACCESS PLAN
Revised 2018

NYPD LANGUAGE ACCESS PLAN FOR LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT (LEP)
PERSONS
I. Mission
The mission of the New York City Police Department is to enhance the quality of life in New
York City by working in partnership with the community to enforce the law, preserve peace,
reduce fear, and maintain order. The Department is committed to accomplishing its mission to
protect the lives and property of all people of New York City by treating every individual with
courtesy, professionalism, and respect, and to enforce the laws impartially, fighting crime both
through deterrence and the relentless pursuit of criminals.
Direct Services
The services of the New York City Police Department are primarily non-programmatic in
nature. The Department impartially enforces the law, protects lives and property, maintains peace,
reduces fear and maintains order for the people of New York City.
The Department provides a wide array of direct services to the public, including, but not
limited to:

















Investigating reports of crime;
Investigating motor vehicle collisions;
Responding to sick or injured persons;
Responding to other emergencies reported to “911” as necessary;
Responding to “311” calls for service as necessary;
Investigating missing persons;
Enforcing violations of the law, both criminal and traffic, through summonses and
arrests;
Investigating domestic incidents;
Mediating disputes;
Recovering found property;
Documenting lost property;
Initiating fingerprint-based employment background checks as requested by residents;
Issuing firearm licenses;
Issuing certificates of conduct or certificates of relief;
Providing safety and security services for public schools, public housing developments,
and mass transit facilities, and
Providing counterterrorism protection for the City.
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The Department’s direct services may be provided in the field or at a point of service police
facility (e.g., precinct, housing public service area, transit district). In either case, the language
access protocol remains the same. Officers are trained at the Police Academy and during in-service
training to obtain interpretation services as necessary when working with a LEP individual.
Typically, officers utilize bilingual members of the Department, or Language Line for
interpretation services.
The decision of whether to use the Language Line or a certified interpreter on the scene is
based on the totality of the circumstances (e.g., language required, availability of live interpreters,
exigency of the situation, etc.). In many cases, other than for ongoing investigations and document
translation, an efficient method of obtaining interpretation services is through the Language Line
service. This option is readily accessible now that all officers have been equipped with a
Department-issued smartphone capable of accessing Language Line in the field.
II. Goal of the NYPD’s Language Access Plan
The New York City Police Department recognizes the importance of effective and accurate
communication between its employees and the community they serve. Consistent with Title VI of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, and
Mayor’s Executive Order 120 of July 22, 2008, it is the policy of the New York City Police
Department to take reasonable steps to provide timely and meaningful access for LEP 1 persons to
the services and benefits that the Department provides to the degree practicable. When performing
law enforcement functions, members provide free language assistance to LEP individuals whom
they encounter when necessary or whenever a LEP person requests language assistance services.
It is the policy of this Department to inform members of the public that language assistance
services are available free of charge to LEP persons. The Department provides these services to
them as part of the Department’s community policing and enforcement efforts.
The Commanding Officer, Office of Management Analysis and Planning, is John G.
Cappelmann. He has been designated the Department’s Language Access Coordinator (LAC) by
the Police Commissioner. As the LAC, he will supervise the Department’s language access plan
and institute several measures to monitor the success of the plan. Additionally, the language access
plan will be reviewed and updated as necessary.
III. LEP Population Assessment
The New York City Police Department utilized the U.S. Department of Justice’s “Four
Factor Analysis” to determine which LEP populations will be served as follows:
Factor 1 – Demographic Analysis: Pursuant to local law 30 enacted in July of 2017, the Mayor’s
Office of Immigrant Affairs and the Mayor’s Office of Operations identified ten languages as the
ten designated citywide LEP languages: Spanish, Chinese, Russian, Korean, Bengali, Haitian
Limited English Proficient (LEP) persons refers to those individuals whose primary language is not English
and who are unable to effectively read, write, speak or understand English.
1
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Creole, Polish, Arabic, Urdu and French. The Department provides its services for the entire City
of New York; therefore, the Department will use the ten languages that have been designated as
the baseline languages for its language access policy and plan. Essential public documents will be
translated into these languages as practicable. Furthermore, interpretation services will continue to
be provided in every language as necessary via Language Line and the Language Initiative
Program described in Section IV – Service Provision Plan.
The Department determines the frequency with which LEP individuals come in contact with
the language access program by conducting periodic examinations of Police Department records.
In addition, the Department reviews billing statements from language service vendors regularly.
Factor 2 – LEP data tailored specifically to the agency: The most accurate data regarding the LEP
populations that the Department currently serves is Language Line usage, and 911 call records. Of
the 8,845,843 calls the Department received via 911 in CY 2017, 273,028, or approximately 3%,
required interpretation services. Additionally, 148,457, or 54%, of the “911” calls that required
interpretation services were processed “in-house” by the Department’s Spanish speaking 911 call
takers. In CY 2017, the Language Line processed 124,571 total calls requiring interpretations in
90 different languages. The top three requested languages required in CY 2017 were Spanish,
Mandarin, and Russian. Of the foreign language speaking “911” calls received, Spanish
represented the vast majority.
Factor 3 – Nature and Importance of Services: The Police Department provides a wide array of
emergency services that involve life threatening situations. It is virtually impossible to compose a
list of all situations the police encounter. However, many serious situations that the police must
handle involve crime. Obtaining language interpretation services for crime victims is the most
important language access service the Department provides to the public. There are many exigent
circumstances, including determining if a crime has occurred, rendering/obtaining medical
treatment, and apprehending perpetrators of crimes, when the Department may need to utilize
bilingual community members to assist in providing immediate services to LEP individuals. Once
the situation is stabilized, a certified interpreter may be obtained through the Language Initiative
Program or Language Line.
Factor 4 – List of Resources Designated for Language Assistance Services:


Smartphones assigned to all officers with the Language Line numbers programmed to
provide access to language interpretation services in the field.



Special dual handset telephones for accessing the interpretation services of Language Line
are in every precinct, housing police service area, and transit district.



The Language Initiative Program administered by the Chief of Personnel.
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Since September 28, 2009, the Department has posted multi-language signs to advise LEP
individuals of the availability of free interpretation services. These signs are prominently
displayed in all publicly accessible Department facilities.



Starting in 2010, the Department began issuing primary language identifier activity log
inserts to all members of the service. Each new recruit receives the insert during academy
training. The insert is also available to all uniformed officers on Department-issued
smartphones. These resources enable quick identification of an individual’s
primary/preferred language.



The Department posts various items on its website that are translated into foreign
languages, including information regarding public/police encounters, crime prevention,
and domestic violence. Additionally, the homepage can be accessed via an online
translation tool that covers more than 100 languages.



In CY2017, the Police Department spent a total of $71,645 on foreign language
certification testing as part of the Language Initiative Program.

IV. Service Provision Plan
A. Language Line Services
The New York City Police Department provides interpretation services over the phone, in
the field, and at police facilities. The Department will continue to utilize its contract for Language
Line Services. The Communications Division administers Language Line operations for the Police
Department. Language Line Services is a private vendor that provides translation and telephonic
interpretation services in over 180 languages; however, the Department currently only utilizes
Language Line for telephonic interpretation. Documents are normally translated by Department
employees that have been certified through the Language Initiative Program.
In addition to Language Line services, the Communications Division has the capacity to
provide significant in-house interpretation services to 911 callers. Given a large portion of the LEP
population in New York is Spanish speaking, the 911 staff is comprised of a large number of bilingual Spanish-speaking operators.
B. Language Initiative Program
The Chief of Personnel will continue to administer the Language Initiative Program. The
New York City Police Department established the Language Initiative Program in 2002, in order
to create a corps of interpreters who could be called upon in particularly complex cases, and to
increase the pool of personnel capable of interpreting uncommon foreign languages for
counterterrorism, investigative, or other police purposes. Under this program, members of the
Department, both uniformed (police officers) and civilian, volunteer to use their language skills to
improve the efficiency of police operations.
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An officer’s language skills are entered on his/her personnel record which is available to
Operations Unit personnel and can be accessed at any time. The majority of requests for
interpreters within the Department are made via the Operations Unit; however, the Personnel
Bureau and the Intelligence Bureau also have the capability to process requests for interpreters. As
of February 2018, the Language Initiative Program has 2,452 certified interpreters, and is capable
of providing interpretation services in over 85 different languages (including American Sign
Language).
C. Use of Non-Certified Interpreters
Nearly 35% of Department employees indicate some level of proficiency in a language other
than English. Approximately 21% of those employees indicate proficiency in Spanish. The
Department encourages employees who are not certified, but nonetheless possess language skills,
to use their ability to speak a foreign language during the course of their work. The use of bilingual
employees to provide police services in a foreign language allows the Department to provide the
public with a more timely and personalized response while simultaneously reducing inconvenience
to LEP persons.
Generally, a non-certified employee may interpret if he or she reasonably believes that his or
her level of language proficiency is sufficient to accurately interpret, given the totality of the
circumstances surrounding the LEP person’s interaction with the police. If at any time during the
interpretation the employee determines that his or her level of language proficiency is insufficient
to complete the interpretation, the service of the Language Line or Language Initiative Program
should be used.
Some factors that non-certified employees should consider when determining whether they
should interpret include whether or not the LEP person is in police custody, the potential severity
of the outcome of the interaction, and the exigency of the situation. For instance, absent approval
from a uniformed supervisor, a non-certified employee should not perform interpretation for an
investigative assignment, such as a custodial interrogation. Similarly, absent exigent
circumstances, officers responding to domestic violence calls for service are required to use
certified personnel or Language Line interpreters to verify the details of the incident.
There are many exigent or emergency circumstances, including determining if a crime has
occurred, rendering/obtaining medical treatment, and apprehending perpetrators of crimes, when
the Department may need to utilize bilingual community members, including family members, to
facilitate the provision of immediate services to LEP individuals. In addition, it may also be
appropriate to use a bilingual member of the public to interpret during a non-emergency encounter
if the use of such an interpreter will expedite the delivery of police services without adversely
impacting the quality of the services provided. When dealing with a LEP individual and a bilingual
member of the public is readily available and willing to provide interpretation services, the
employee will consider four factors to determine if the use of the non-employee interpreter is
helpful:
a. The nature and importance of the police services being provided
b. The apparent capacity of the interpreter
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c. The apparent impartiality of the interpreter
d. The sensitivity/confidentiality of the topic
If any of the above factors suggests that the use of the member of the public to interpret is
not appropriate, employees should use Language Line services or a certified member of the
service.
During domestic violence situations, members of the service should avoid using bystanders
and family members to interpret in order to preserve privacy and minimize the risk of a faulty
interpretation, often due to fear of arrest of a family member or other personal biases. They may
be temporarily used for interpretation in life-threatening situations when there is no feasible
alternative. However, once the situation is stabilized, responding officers must use a bilingual
member of the Department or Language Line services to verify the details of the domestic incident
before finalizing the call.
The alleged offender in any type of incident, including domestic violence, should not be used
as an interpreter. Using an alleged offender to interpret may increase the risk of purposeful
misinterpretation and gives him or her control of the situation. As with all interviews, to the extent
possible, the victim and offender should be interviewed separately and in a private setting. Victims
may be reluctant to reveal details of an incident if the victim believes the offender may overhear
the statement.
As possible victims or witnesses to an incident, a child should be interviewed; however,
absent exigent circumstances, a child should not be used as an interpreter for any kind of police
incident, including domestic violence. Some words and concepts are difficult for a child to
understand, let alone translate into another language. Interviewees are not likely to be forthcoming
if a child is used to interpret and will be especially hesitant to reveal details of a sexual assault to
a police officer through a child.
Regarding interpretation/translation duties for investigative purposes (e.g., custodial
interrogations), the Police Department prefers the use of certified interpreters through the
Language Initiative Program.
D. Domestic Violence Initiative
In 2015, the Department launched a pilot program in three precincts to enhance language
assistance services to LEP individuals involved in domestic violence incidents. Under the pilot’s
protocols, officers handling family-related calls for service make a determination whether
language assistance is needed or requested by one of the parties. If so, the officer will use either a
certified member of service or a Language Line interpreter absent exigent circumstances. In
addition, officers will document whether such services were needed, and, if so, whether and how
they were supplied.
The initiative was expanded in 2016 to additional precincts and was expanded to all precincts
in November 2017.
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E. Selective Certification Program
The Chief of Personnel will continue to administer the Selective Certification Program which
is in effect during the recruit selection process. Under this program, police applicants that are able
to speak a language that is in demand by the Police Department receive special consideration for
their abilities during the hiring process.
F. Evaluation of Language Access Needs of Service Population
The Mayor’s Office of Operations and Office of Immigrant Affairs with the Department of
City Planning designated ten languages as ‘the top LEP’ languages for New York City. These
languages -- Spanish, Chinese, Russian, Korean, Bengali, Haitian Creole, Polish, Arabic, Urdu
and French are the baseline languages for the Mayor’s Language Access Policy and
Implementation Plan. The New York City Police Department will implement its language access
plan using the ten baseline LEP languages for New York City.
G. Primary Language Identifiers
The Mayor’s Office created signs to inform the public of the availability of cost-free
interpretation services. The signs are written in twenty-two different foreign languages. These
signs are posted in publicly accessible areas of Police Department point of service facilities
(precincts, housing police service areas and transit districts). The signs are designed in a format
that enables the LEP person to point to the language he or she speaks so the employee can inform
the Language Line interpreter what language is needed. Other than the reception area, most Police
Department facilities are not publicly accessible, and therefore directional signage is not required.
Furthermore, all uniformed members of the service are issued a one-page activity log insert–
which is now available on officers’ smartphones–that is designed in a format that enables the LEP
person to point to the language he or she speaks. This permits officers to quickly identify an
individual’s primary language.
H. Translation of Written Material
Most Department forms are prepared exclusively by a Department employee and therefore,
do not require translation. Of the Department forms that contain sections for the member of the
public to complete, the vast majority must be referenced later by other parties (e.g., clerical staff,
investigators, court staff, etc.) making completion of the form in the LEP person’s primary
language impractical. Department forms can be completed by employees using information
obtained through an interpreter, when necessary. In addition, officers taking Domestic Incident
Reports allow victims to complete page 2 of the document in his/her primary/preferred language.
The Office of Management Analysis and Planning (OMAP) continues to examine other types
of Department forms that are regularly completed by members of the public and evaluating the
practicability of translating these documents. In addition, the Department has created a new
mechanism to translate written materials that are distributed to the public (e.g., pamphlet, flyer,
notice, poster, etc.). The written material must be translated by a certified employee through the
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Department’s officially sanctioned Language Initiative Program. The translation will then be
verified by a second certified member of the Language Initiative Program. Each translation will
be written in plain language that is easy for LEP members of the public to understand. For instances
where no Language Initiative participant is available (e.g., obscure language, availability, etc.), the
Department utilizes the services of an outside vendor, “Accurate Communications.”
I. Community Outreach
The NYPD’s Community Affairs Bureau has a specific subunit dedicated to immigrant
outreach. On average, the Immigrant Outreach Unit conducts 15 to 20 presentations, lessons, and
lectures in a classroom-type setting per month. This translates to over 3,000 people instructed by
the Immigrant Outreach Unit each year. The Unit hosts approximately 24 large events each year
in various immigrant communities with approximately 400 to 1,000 people attending each event.
Immigrant Outreach personnel make presentations on Police Department policies, programs, and
services affecting new immigrant communities. In addition, liaisons are able to speak different
languages which helps to better communicate with various immigrant communities. Since 2008,
the Unit has organized the NYPD Police Commissioner’s Youth Soccer & Cricket Leagues for
youths between the ages of 14-19, which has given thousands of immigrant youth the opportunity
to participate in a positive program bringing the police and community closer together. The
Immigrant Outreach Unit liaisons work to build and maintain relationships with community
leaders and organizations in new immigrant communities. Additionally, the Unit coordinates with
other Police Department bureaus and City agencies to address the needs and concerns of the
community. Furthermore, the Unit is actively in the process of having certified, via the Language
Initiative Program, all of its members who identify proficiency in a foreign language.
J. Website
The Police Department posts various items on its website that are translated into foreign
languages, including information regarding public/police encounters, crime prevention, and
domestic violence. In addition, the Department’s website can be accessed via an online translation
tool in over 100 languages.
V. Training
The Chief of Training created a training curriculum for both police academy recruits and inservice members based on the Department’s Language Access Plan to inform or reacquaint officers
of the procedures to follow in obtaining interpretation services for LEP individuals while in the
field or in a Department facility. Training occurs in the academy for police recruits and during rollcall for in-service members. Roll-calls for patrol officers assigned to precinct, police service areas
and transit districts occur at the beginning of each shift which is 3 times within a 24 hour period.
Training sessions for other police personnel not assigned to precincts, police service areas or transit
districts are based on the working schedules of each respective unit. In-service training sessions
are specifically designed to train personnel on how to identify an individual’s primary language,
to use the Department smartphone and dual hand-set telephone, to use telephonic interpreters, and
to properly use certified and non-certified interpreters. In-service training sessions specific to
elements of the Language Access Plan are conducted regularly.
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Furthermore, public facing civilian employees also receive training regarding the
Department’s Language Access Plan during their initial orientation training, and semi-annually
through the command level training program.
VI. Record Keeping and Evaluation
Records of the language services provided by the Police Department will be obtained
through billing statements received by Language Line services. Furthermore, the Chief of
Personnel maintains records regarding the use of police personnel for interpretation or translation
services. Both these sources of data are monitored and reviewed periodically, in addition to other
official Department records, by the Department’s Language Access Coordinator.
VII. Resource Analysis and Planning
The New York City Police Department will continue to utilize its citywide contract for
Language Line Services. Language Line is a private vendor that provides interpretation services
in over 180 languages. Department point of service facilities (e.g., precincts, housing police service
areas and transit districts, etc.) are able to access the Language Line service using specially
equipped dual handset telephones available in every precinct, housing police service area, and
transit district. These telephones allow police personnel to obtain immediate interpretation services
for LEP individuals. Patrol officers are also equipped with Department cellular phones
programmed with Language Line’s phone number. These smartphones provide all patrol personnel
with the ability to acquire interpretation services in the field.
VIII. Outreach and Public Awareness of Language Access Services
As a supplement to the activity log inserts described in Section III, the Department has
designed a palm card to remind the public of the importance of understanding police officers
during police-civilian interactions and to advise them of the ready availability of free interpretation
services. In conjunction with our partners, the Department began circulation of the cards in 2018.
It is anticipated that some 60,000 cards will be distributed in 2018, and annually thereafter.
In addition, a poster entitled “Free Interpretation Service Available” is visibly displayed in
the reception area of all precinct/transit district/police service area commands, ensuring crime
victims and visitors to police facilities are made aware of language access services.
IX. Language Access Complaints
Public complaints regarding language access are received through 911, 311, the Civilian
Complaint Review Board (CCRB), or directly to the NYPD Internal Affairs Bureau. The
allegations are classified internally as one of the following:


Failure to provide adequate interpretation/translation services to persons with limited
English proficiency;
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Failure to provide a sign language interpreter/auxiliary aids and services to a hearing
impaired person.

The Internal Affairs Bureau is the entity responsible for tracking and resolving complaints
pertaining to language access. If an allegation is substantiated, it will result in the subject officer
receiving instruction, retraining, or discipline.
In CY 2017, thirteen (13) language access complaints were received via 311.
X. Milestones


2019
o Test and certify all officers in the Immigrant Outreach Unit who identify
proficiency in a foreign language.



2020
o Test and certify all 911 call-takers who identify proficiency in a foreign language.



2021
o Translate the NYPD “Crime Stoppers” website in the 10 designated LEP languages.

XI. Implementation Plan Logistics
The Department has significant and meaningful mechanisms in place to provide the entire
LEP population in New York City with emergency, and if necessary, ongoing police services. For
example, the Department currently administers a Language Initiative Program, a Selective
Certification Program, Language Line, and Cultural Immersion training. Furthermore, the Police
Department is fully accessible to LEP individuals for all purposes, including licenses, permits or
registrations.
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OATH LANGUAGE ACCESS PLAN

I.

Agency Mission and Background

Background
The Office of Administrative Trials and Hearings (OATH) is the City’s central
independent administrative law court. OATH is currently comprised of two separate
divisions which are responsible for hearing disputes on different types of cases. The
divisions include:
1. The OATH Trials Division
2. The OATH Hearings Division
Additionally, OATH provides professional training and CLE courses for the City’s
Administrative Law Judges, Hearing Officers and OATH Practitioners through the
Administrative Judicial Institute (AJI). OATH also provides conflict resolution support
and resources, including offering free workplace mediation to City employees and
City agencies through The Center for Creative Conflict Resolution.
Vision Statement: Future of OATH
OATH was established as an independent Charter agency with the mission to
provide fair and unbiased administrative trials and hearings to the City’s
residents, businesses and agencies. With a focus on providing convenience to
the New Yorkers who are summoned to its courts, OATH has undertaken a
transformation of administrative law adjudications. OATH has redesigned all
of the rules, procedures, forms and documents across its hearings division,
with the aim of making the hearing processes standard and understandable
regardless of which of the various City enforcement agencies issued the
summons. Having all hearings conducted by OATH, thus achieving the goal of
having one summons, one hearing, and one process, will provide individuals
and businesses with the opportunity to deal with summonses issued by any
City agency before an independent and impartial administrative law court that
has one uniform set of procedures that will become familiar to all.
a. The Mission of OATH
The mission of OATH is to provide fair and timely hearings on the cases that are
filed with it by New York City’s various agencies, boards and commissions. At its
Hearings Division, OATH strives to hear cases fairly and efficiently while
providing the public with access to justice. OATH’s Trials Division hears cases
equitably, with fairness to all parties appearing before it.
Some additional details are set out below.
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OATH Trials Division
The Trials Division is allowed by law to hold administrative hearings on cases brought
by any of the City’s agencies, boards or commissions. Administrative Law Judges
conduct OATH Trials. Most of the cases heard by the OATH Trials Division are complex
cases that require full trials. The Trials Division is responsible for hearing disciplinary
cases relating to the City’s more than 325,000 civil servant workforce. OATH also
holds trials on a diverse range of administrative matters including: human rights and
discrimination cases, car seizure cases, license revocation cases, and complex
contractual disputes, among other types of cases.
OATH Hearings Division
The OATH Hearings Division conducts hearings on summonses issued by nearly every
single enforcement agency. OATH, however, is not the administrative court that
handles parking tickets. OATH Hearings are conducted by Hearing Officers. In the
OATH Hearings Division, hearings are conducted on alleged quality-of-life and public
safety violations that can be filed by 16 different City agencies, such as the
Departments of Sanitation, Buildings, Fire, Environmental Protection, among others.
In addition, OATH holds hearings on summonses issued by the Taxi and Limousine
Commission (TLC), the City’s Police Department and the Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey for alleged violations of TLC and other City rules. OATH also holds
hearings on summonses issued by the Department of Health and Mental Hygiene
(DOHMH) regarding alleged violations of the City’s Health Code and other laws
affecting health. As of August 22, 2016, OATH is also responsible for conducting
hearings on all summonses issued by the Department of Consumer Affairs (DCA). In
FY 2016, OATH received more than 820,000 summonses from City enforcement
agencies.
b. The direct public services offered by OATH
Overview of the Direct Public Services Provided by OATH
The agency provides direct public services in its trials and hearings and in the
operations of its Clerk’s Office.
Details Regarding the Direct Services Provided by OATH
The direct public services offered by OATH include public services offered at trials, at
hearings, at Help Centers and by its Clerks Office. These services are described
below:
• Trials Division: OATH holds trials for City agencies, boards and commissions.
Some details about the trial process are:


Before a trial takes place, an OATH Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) usually
discusses the case with the parties.529That discussion is called a settlement

conference. Sometimes cases are settled this way. If so, there is no need
for a trial.


If the case is not settled, a different ALJ hears the case by listening to
witnesses and reviewing other evidence from each side. This is a trial. OATH
offers limited-English proficient (LEP) persons free interpretation services at
trials. Sign language interpretation is also provided for free upon request,
but must be requested in advance.



After the trial, the ALJ writes a decision. In some kinds of cases, the ALJ
recommends (suggests) to the head of the agency that referred (sent) the
case what action should be taken. In other kinds of cases, the ALJ makes a
final decision that can only be appealed to the New York State Supreme
Court.

• Hearings Division:
The OATH Hearings Division adjudicates (issue decisions) on summonses that have
been issued by the City’s various enforcement agencies.
 When a City agency writes a summons, the person or business named as
“respondent” on the summons must contact OATH to take care of the
summons.
o Some summonses can be admitted to and paid without attending a
hearing; however, other summonses require the respondent to
attend a hearing at the OATH Hearings Division. OATH offers LimitedEnglish proficient (LEP) persons free interpretation services at all
hearings.


If the person or business named as the respondent wants to contest (fight)
the charges contained in the summons but doesn’t want to come to a
hearing at OATH in person, most cases can be resolved by submitting a
defense to the charges (and thus having a hearing) online, by mail or over the
phone. OATH offers limited-English proficient (LEP) persons free
interpretation services for these types of hearings.
o OATH will accept defenses that are written in foreign languages and
have those written defenses translated by a third party vendor, free
of charge, before the defense is assigned to a Hearing Officer for
adjudication.
o OATH offers free, professional over the phone translation in up to
200 languages for Hearings by Phone and Hearings in Person.



After a hearing is held, the person or business named on the summons gets
a written decision that says if the person or business won or lost the case (in
other words, if the case was “dismissed,” or found “in violation”).



OATH Hearings Division also has an Appeals Units which decides appeals of
hearing decisions. An appeal may be filed by the party who lost the case.
This may be the person or business named as “respondent” on the ticket or
the City agency that wrote the summons and filed it with OATH for a hearing.
To appeal, the party (person, business, or City agency) that disagrees with the
decision sends an appeal application to the OATH Hearings Division and to
530 The party writing the appeal must say
the agency that issued the summons.

why, in its view, the hearing decision was wrong. The Rules for appealing
cases can be found on the OATH website.
o OATH now makes appeal application forms available in up to eight (8)
languages. OATH also offers appeals online.
o Under LL 30, OATH will increase the number of languages that it
makes its forms available in to ten (10) languages. However,
respondents will still be able to submit written defenses, appeals and
forms in any languages, regardless of whether a form is provided in
that language. Respondents will be alerted to this fact with notices on
the website and on form pages.
o When OATH accepts forms written in a foreign language, it has the
form translated into English by a professional, third party vendor, free
of charge to the respondent before it is given to the appropriate unit for
further action.
o When a hearing decision is appealed, both parties (the person or business
named on the ticket and the City agency) receive a written appeal decision in
the mail that says who won or lost the appeal.
o OATH has explored the idea of having its hearing decisions and
appeals decision translated into the languages used by the
respondent at the hearing. However, due to the nuanced nature of
administrative law decisions, fact that decisions are subject to appeal
and Article 78 review by the State Supreme Court, OATH does not
have a way to do this without possible adverse legal affects in
lawsuits filed against OATH for its decision or appeal in a matter.
 OATH Help Centers at all Hearings Division Office locations
OATH will receive for adjudication nearly 1 million summonses in calendar year
2018 from City enforcement agencies. OATH, as an administrative law court, is
meant to be accessible and a court where one can go and be self-represented. No
representatives, attorneys or expediters are necessary. However, many people,
especially immigrants, may feel as though they do not understand the proper way
to handle a summons when they receive one. To ensure that both the respondent
and agency are on equal footing and can both come prepared to their hearings, in
2017 OATH established Help Centers at every Hearing Division location to provide
unrepresented persons with legal information and other resources so that they can
handle their case on their own. All Help Center locations are staffed with
Procedural Justice Coordinators, the Help Centers are overseen by the OATH
Ombudsperson. Procedural Justice Coordinators have access to and have been
trained on and use over the phone interpretation which is available in over 200
languages when they encounter an LEP at the Help Center.
o The Help Centers help unrepresented persons to: understand the charges
against them; learn their legal rights; learn the meaning of legal terminology;
navigate the procedural process; fill out necessary forms; understand the
nature, methods and format of hearings; request a reschedule date or an
adjournment; file an appeal; vacate a default judgment; navigate the rules of
the City agency that issued the summons so that they understand what is
and what is not allowed; and more.
o In the first 6 months of operation, Help Center staff encountered 31,214
people at OATH Hearing locations throughout the five boroughs. Of those, it
provided substantive assistance to 531
22,001 self-represented people who were
trying to fight their City summons.

 OATH Clerks Office
Clerks in the Clerk’s Office are responsible for assisting those respondents who come
to OATH for in-person hearings or call OATH with questions about the status of their
case or seek information about the options available to them. Clerks also manage the
hearing calendar for the OATH Hearings Divisions; they field requests to reschedule
hearings as well as help cases flow throughout the day by making sure OATH’s
Hearing Officers have the case files and other necessary materials needed to conduct
hearings in an efficient, fair and orderly manner. The Clerk’s Office is also responsible
for accepting payments, processing penalties, and mailing out the Hearing Officers’
decisions and other notices. OATH Clerks can be reached by calling OATH’s helpline at
1-844-OATH-NYC, by email at ClerksOffice@oath.nyc.gov or by visiting an OATH
Hearing Center in person.
 Clerks at Trials Division
Among other jobs, the OATH Calendar Unit clerks get interpreters for LEP persons.
This happens most often in vehicle-seizure trials and in trials in which taxi drivers
might lose their licenses.
 Clerks at Hearings Division
Clerks work at desks in public waiting areas and also respond to questions from the
public by phone. Clerks are trained on, and use, Language Line to communicate in
over 200 languages with LEP respondents who call over the phone and who appear
in person. The public can get information and assistance from clerks on many
topics including the following:
o Signing in for hearings (at that time, the clerk will arrange for an
interpreter for the hearing, if needed).
o Getting a new hearing date.
o Getting information on the status of their cases.
o Getting information on penalties they need to pay.
In addition, OATH’s Interactive Voice Response (IVR) telephone system (1-844-OATHNYC) provides information to the public in 8 different languages. Information
contained in the IVR includes recorded information about the hearing and appeal
processes. For most cases, the IVR also provides callers with case-specific
information regarding the status of the case, the case outcome, outstanding
payments and other information, if the caller has their summons number or their
Trials Division docket number.

II.

OATH’s Language Access Goals
a. The goals of OATH Language Access Plan.

The overall goal of OATH’s Language Access Plan (LAP) is to provide language access
services so that persons with limited English proficiency (LEP) have meaningful
access to OATH’s direct public services. This includes making sure that LEP persons
can get information about OATH’s direct public services. (See Point I.(b) above for
description of OATH’s direct public services.)
Part of this goal is to provide a welcoming532
environment to LEP persons, including an
environment that makes it easy for OATH employees to communicate with members

of the LEP community. OATH will work towards providing seamless communication
with LEP persons. More specific goals are set out below.
Goals Already Achieved Prior to Local Law 30
OATH had already made significant progress towards its goal of providing language
access services, as follows:
 OATH already had free professional language interpretation services for all
languages at trials and hearings,


The Trials Division had provided interpretation at trials since the 1990s.
Interpretation is usually done over conference phones using a professional,
third-party interpretation service, such as Language Line Inc. The service is
available in over 200 languages. However, an Administrative Law Judge may
decide it is necessary to use a professional in-person interpreter and one will
be scheduled for a future trial date.



The Hearings Division started providing professional language interpretation
service in November of 2007. When OATH took over the operations of the
Health Department’s (DOHMH) administrative hearings and the administrative
hearings conducted by the Taxi and Limousine (TLC) in 2011, OATH ensured
that these hearings had the same language assistance services it was
employing for the other hearings it was already conducting.



Interpretation for LEP persons at the OATH Hearings Divisions is done over
conference phones, using a professional, third-party interpretation service,
such as Language Line Inc. (unless the LEP person requests to use his or her
own interpreter and the Hearing Officer will determine whether that request is
that appropriate under the circumstances).



OATH clerks have assisted in identifying and then assisting LEP persons using
over the phone interpretation services since 2010.



Once the language is identified by a clerk or with the aid of the third-party
interpretation service, OATH clerks arrange for an interpreter at the hearing.



OATH reception counters and windows and OATH hearing offices have desk
top signs, written in sixteen different languages, saying that free interpretation
service is available to respondents.

Additional achievements include:
 Documents: OATH has translated key documents into the top eight (8) foreign
languages. In 2018, in order to come into compliance with Local Law 30,
OATH will have these available in the ten (10) languages mandated by the law.


Clerks who receive calls from LEP respondents can use over-the phone
interpretation to speak to the caller in their preferred language. This has been
possible since 2010.



Clerks who deal with LEP respondents in person have instruction sheets
written in ten LEP languages. These533sheets tell LEP persons that staff is

contacting an interpreter to proceed with the hearing. Sometimes, the thirdparty interpretation service is used to communicate this fact.



The OATH website has a built-in translation feature. This feature allows
someone looking at any OATH website page or online form to translate that
page or form easily.
OATH has re-written or revamped documents of key importance in plain
language and then translated them into the top eight (8) languages which
include Spanish, Arabic, Bengali, Chinese, French-Creole, Korean, Russian, and
Urdu.



OATH displays posted signs using universal symbols, or English and Spanish.



Where the text of a posted sign is informational and of key importance, OATH
makes that text available in the six top LEP languages by other means, such as
by PowerPoint presentation in waiting areas and/or by translated handouts.



OATH has also designed a PowerPoint presentation that includes messages
about OATH in at least the top six LEP languages, to be shown continuously on
video monitors in OATH waiting areas where waiting area conditions permit.



OATH has created “palm cards” that are handed out to respondents when they
appear for a hearing in person. The palm card explains their right to a hearing
with an impartial hearing officer, what they can expect at the hearing, and
what they should bring to the hearing. The palm cards are given to every
respondent by a clerk when they check-in for a hearing and are available in
nine (8) foreign languages: Spanish, Arabic, Bengali, Chinese, French-Creole,
Korean, Russian, and Urdu.

b. How OATH decides if it has successfully implemented its Language Access
Plan.
To decide if OATH has successfully implemented its Language Access Plan (in other
words, done everything it should do under the Plan) OATH staff:
 Looks at data from its language interpretation contractor to be sure
that its interpretation service is being used on a regular basis.
 Conducts surveys of OATH staff about their experiences with LEP
persons to be sure their experiences indicate they are effectively
communicating with LEP persons.
 Conducts surveys of the LEP persons who use OATH translation
services.
 Provides training to clerks and Hearing Officers on how and when to
use interpretation services with respondents.
 Reviews the OATH Language Access Plan periodically.
 Has a Language Access Coordinator to implement and monitor
compliance with the Language Access Plan on an ongoing basis.
 Maintains records of compliance with the Language Access Plan,
including the submission of an annual report to the Mayor’s Office of
Operations.

III. LEP Population Assessment
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a. As mandated by LL30, OATH will use the top 10 LEP languages in its Language
Access Plan.
OATH has previously used the top eight (8) languages in its plan.
The newly created Hearings Division has made all of its applications, forms and
informational brochures available in the top 8 languages as reported by interpreter
requests at the agency and from guidance and input from the Mayor’s Office. They
include: English, Spanish, Arabic, Bengali, Chinese, French-Creole, Korean, Russian
and Urdu. The forms and brochures can be on the OATH website.
How OATH has traditionally determined its foreign languages.
Per Local Law 30, language access services must be provided in at least the top 10
LEP languages as those languages are determined by the Department of City
Planning and also “as those languages are relevant to services offered by each
agency”.
To determine the top ten (10) foreign languages of its service populations, OATH has
reviewed data on how many trials and hearings have been interpreted at each of its
divisions, and the languages used during those trials and hearings. This data is a
good indicator of the languages spoken by each division’s service population
because OATH’s service population is in large part made up of persons who are
required to contact OATH’s divisions to respond to charges that have been filed at
each respective division. OATH has also reviewed City Planning data.
b. How OATH will execute the U.S. DOJ “Four-Factor Analysis.”
City entities have flexibility to decide what language assistance is appropriate for
their service populations. In deciding, the agency must do an analysis based on the
four factors set out by the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ). Those four factors are:
Factor 1: The number or proportion of LEP persons in the eligible service population.
Factor 2: The frequency with which LEP persons come in contact with the agency.
Factor 3: The importance of the benefit, service, information, or encounter to the
LEP person (including the consequences of lack of language services or inadequate
interpretation/translation).
Factor 4: The resources available to the agency and the costs of providing various
types of language services.
The proportion of LEP persons in the service population and the frequency with which
they come into contact with the agency.
OATH can estimate the proportion of LEP persons in the service population and the
frequency with which LEP persons come into contact with OATH by comparing the
number of hearings that are done with professional third-party interpreters with the
number of hearings that are done without interpreters. This will let OATH estimate
the proportion of LEP persons in its service population.
OATH can estimate how often LEP persons535
come in contact with OATH by reviewing

reports from its interpretation contractor to see how often LEP persons have
hearings. Those reports indicate the number hearings at OATH’s divisions in which
interpretation services were provided in a given period of time. The reports also
indicate the languages in which the hearings were conducted. This will let OATH
estimate the frequency (how often) LEP persons come in contact with each of
OATH’s divisions and the languages LEP persons were using.
A review of translation usage data for 2017 indicates that the top ten (10)
languages used by OATH are the same languages that are mandated by Local Law
30 and no additional supplemental languages will be needed.
The importance of the benefit, service, information, or encounter to the LEP person
OATH looks at the importance of its services to its LEP population in the following
ways:
Trials and Hearings: Fair and impartial trials and hearings are essential to due
process. Accordingly, OATH’s first step was to provide interpretation services at
pretrial conferences and trials at the OATH Trials Division and at hearings at its
Hearings Division. This is because it is important that LEP respondents:
 Make themselves clearly understood at trials and hearings.
 Understand everything that occurs at trials and hearings.
Clerks: Clerks provide important information about OATH services.
 OATH provides interpretation services for conversations with its clerks.
Documents: It is important that key documents, including key informational and
website materials, be translated.
 OATH has translated all informational brochures about the hearing
processes at each of its divisions into the top eight (8) languages
spoken by respondents at those tribunals.
o OATH has made its website easily translatable so that online
information as well as online application forms can be easily
translated into different languages.
o Forms can be submitted in any language, regardless of
whether or not the form is available in that language. In other
words, OATH will have the foreign language submission
translated free of charge to the respondent, regardless of the
language it is submitted in.
The resources available to the agency and the costs of providing various types of
language services.
OATH has designated the following resources for language assistance services:
Personnel: OATH has designated a Language Access Coordinator, who will
be assisted by OATH staff as needed.
Translation & Interpretation: OATH has set aside money in its budget for contractors
on an ongoing basis for the following purposes:
 Interpretation contractor for interpretations at trials and hearings and for
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interpretations of clerk conversations
and settlement conferences.



Translator contractor for translations of documents, brochures, signs and any
document submitted by a respondent in a foreign language.

Equipment: OATH has already set aside money in its budget, or does soon an
ongoing basis, for the following costs:





Signage.
Telephone equipment needed for interpretation services.
Other equipment, including computers and formatting programs used for
the creation of PowerPoint or other informational materials.
Supplies such as toner, special brochure paper and folding machines to create,
update and continuously provide, translated informational materials for the
public in OATH waiting rooms.

Training: OATH staff is trained using the following resources:
 In conjunction with the interpretation contractor, employees are trained on
using equipment needed for over the phone interpretation services.
 In conjunction with its interpretation contractor, employees are trained
(and retrained as needed) on working with interpreters.
 OATH’s Administrative Judicial Training Institute (AJI) provides training on
cultural competency, diversity and cultural sensitivity.
Surveys: OATH will set aside staff resources as necessary to conduct periodic
surveys of both the LEP persons and OATH staff who use OATH’s interpretation and
translation services to assess the quality and sufficiency of those services.
All four factors will be considered.
OATH will be taking the four U.S. DOJ factors into account on an ongoing basis, as it
implements, revises and revamps its Language Access Plan.

IV. Provision of Language Access Services: Implementation Plan Logistics
a. What has already been achieved?
The key parts of the Language Access Plan that have already been implemented are:
 Over the Phone Translation: Interpretation of trials and hearings is available
for LEP persons in through the use of over the phone interpretation in up to
200 languages.
 Interpretation is also available for LEP persons who call or visit the hearings
divisions with questions in over 200 languages through the use of over the
phone interpretation.
 Signs: OATH has translated important permanent entry-way signs posted in
its offices into Spanish or other LEP languages if space provides. Translated
information in up to eight (8) languages at OATH offices has already been
placed on Powerpoint-type presentations. In 2018, in order to come into
compliance with Local Law 30, OATH will have these available in the ten (10)
languages mandated by the law.
 Documents: OATH has translated key documents into the top eight (8)
foreign languages. In 2018, in order to come into compliance with
Local Law 30, OATH will have these537
available in the ten (10) languages





mandated by the law.
Emergency communications: The communications are done primarily
through website postings and through calls to our Clerk’s Office. Clerks
provide information to LEP individuals during an emergency with the aid of
the over the phone translation service it has contracted with. The OATH
website is completely translatable and plain-language notices on the
homepage page and other pages during an emergency can be easily
translated by users.
Media and Outreach: OATH translates its press releases and event flyers into
relevant languages. If, for instance, OATH is holding an event in Chinatown or
in Flushing, then those documents are translated into Traditional Chinese.
OATH also has in-person translators available at all events where there has
been outreach to the service population. These documents are written in plain
language before they are translated and then disseminated.

b. What needs to be done in order to be in compliance with LL 30?


Signs: Review and document all existing signs in all OATH offices and decide
which signs should be translated and into what format (posted sign;
PowerPoint or handout). This will be completed by the deadline as mandated
by the law. OATH will use its professional, third party vendor to complete the
translations for its signs



Document Translation: All informational brochures at all OATH divisions
must be translated into two additional languages: French and Polish.
This will be completed by the deadline as mandated by the law. OATH
will use its professional, third party vendor to complete Desktop
Publishing of the translations for its forms and brochures.
a. Interpretation services
1. OATH will continue to provide interpretation both over the phone and at its offices.
OATH already provides interpretation at trials, hearings, Help Centers and with clerk
staff at its divisions.
i. OATH will use one of the vendors approved by the City (DCAS) for telephonic
language interpretation service. OATH will use another DCAS approved vendor
in the transcription service category as well as another DCAS approved vendor
for document translation. OATH will use existing bilingual staff only on a
limited basis.





OATH’s over the phone interpretation service provider is currently Language
Line.
OATH’s document translation interpretation service provider is currently
Geneva Worldwide Inc.
OATH’s transcription service provider is currently Geneva Worldwide, Inc.
OATH’s plan does not include a formal role for bilingual OATH staff.
o As an independent administrative law court, it is important for OATH to
maintain its impartiality in the decision-making process. By using thirdparty independent contractors, OATH ensures that all hearings and
trials that require interpretation
538 proceed fairly and are impartial and

neutral and that all documents submitted that require translation are
translated accurately.
ii. How OATH identifies someone as an LEP person.


Hearing Support Clerks: All OATH locations have desk top signs, written in
sixteen different languages, at its front desks. An LEP person can point to his
or her language on the sign. This is one way that clerks will know that
someone is an LEP person. In addition, clerks may determine a person needs
language assistance by speaking with that person.



Hearings: In most instances, Clerks tell the Hearing Officer or Administrative
Law Judges (ALJs) before the hearing begins that an interpreter is needed at
the hearing. If this has not been done, the Hearing Officer or ALJ will know
someone is an LEP person because either (i) the person will ask for an
interpreter after being asked at the very beginning of the hearing if an
interpreter is needed, or (ii) the Hearing Officer or ALJ realizes when talking to
the person that he or she is an LEP person.



If the methods described above still do not help OATH staff find out what
language the LEP person speaks, OATH staff will call the interpretation service.
The interpreters will help find the correct language.

b. Translation of Written Material
With new rules in affect and the formation of the “Hearings Division” new forms and
brochures were created in 2017. OATH used Geneva Worldwide, Inc. to translate its
informational brochures into the top eight (8) languages when it revamped all of its
forms and brochures in 2016. OATH will continue to use a vendor to translate new
signs, forms, brochures and other applicable documents into the two additional
languages by the deadlines mandated by Local Law 30.
1. How OATH will identify essential public documents.
The term “essential public documents” is defined as documents which contain or
elicit important and necessary information regarding the provision of “basic City
services” and that are commonly distributed to the public. OATH’s documents do not
fall within the literal terms of this definition because OATH does not provide “basic
City services” (for example, it does not provide government benefits). Regardless of
the words used to describe its documents, OATH does have key documents that will
be translated (and other documents may also be translated). For example, a sign
that says that free translation services are available is a key document that will be
translated. A document that gives the public information about their rights, their
options and the rules and procedures of OATH’s divisions are key documents.
Decisions about which documents will be translated, and in what order, and into
what languages, are made by OATH’s Language Access Coordinator, in
consultation with the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs, other OATH executive
staff as needed, or as by mandate under Local Law 30. These decisions will also
take into consideration the U.S. DOJ’s four-factor analysis.
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Decisions about which documents will be translated
will be made on a document-

by- document basis. Different types of translation will be considered for different
types of documents. For example, an approach that will be considered in
connection with document types will be as follows:


Signs: For posted signs, a universal symbol will be used or the sign will be in
English and Spanish. Where the text of a posted sign is informational and of
key importance, that text will be available in the top ten (10) LEP languages
by other means, such as by PowerPoint presentation in waiting areas and/or
by translated handouts.



Informational documents: OATH uses annual data from the previous year to
determine which languages it should use in its translations and reviews this
usage on an annual basis in order to ensure that OATH is servicing its
current LEP populations. When the text of a key document is translated, it
will be translated into the top ten (10) languages used by OATH
respondents. A review of 2017 usage of its interpretation and translation
services from its vendors show that the top ten (10) languages used by
OATH last year are the same ten (10) languages that are required under
Local Law 30 and so no additional or supplemental languages are
necessary for document translation. Current documents will be translated
into the two (2) additional languages of French and Polish, as mandated by
LL30.



Forms: Forms are documents on which the name (the field name) of each
blank area on the form is always the same, but on which one-of-a-kind
(unique) information is filled in. Some forms are filled in by OATH staff
(such as Orders of Adjournment); and some forms are filled in by persons
appearing at OATH (such as Notices of Appearance). OATH has translated
all forms for its Hearings Division into the top eight (8) languages. Even if
the language used on a form is not one of the languages in which a form
has been translated, OATH will accept that form and will translate the
submission, free of charge to the respondent, before it is assigned to the
proper unit for further action. All forms will be translated into the two (2)
additional languages of French and Polish, as mandated by LL30.



Quality Assurance Check: OATH will do a quality assurance check on forms
and the brochures that it has translated to ensure that the translation is
accurate. OATH has traditionally used volunteers from the City’s Language
Bank or OATH employees to assist with the review process.

2. Use of plain language guidelines and standards.
OATH’s goal is to use plain language as much as possible. Before translating a
document into another language, OATH continues its practice- started in 2010- of
rewriting the document using plain language principles. It is the plain language
version of the documents that will become commonplace and will be used as the
basis for translated versions.
3. Website
The OATH website has a built-in translation function. The website is written in plain
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language so that much of the website translations
are accurate. An added benefit is

that many of OATH’s electronic forms are not in PDF format, but rather are webpagebased forms that are processed through the City’s 311 electronic routing system.
These types of forms that are webpage based can also be translated by pressing the
“translate this page” button on the OATH website. Instructions to this effect are
provided on pages containing these forms, stating the following:
Please note that the online form can be translated by using the “Translate This
Page” black button on the top of the page. You can submit this form in the
language you feel most comfortable using.
Additionally, OATH has added numerous announcements on various locations of its
website that alert respondents that documents can be submitted in the language of
their choice. For example, on the “Forms” section of the OATH Hearings Division
website the page states the following:
Translation Services
If you feel more comfortable writing your responses on these forms in a
language other than English, please do so. Your responses can be written on
these forms in the language of your choice. The OATH Hearings Division will
have all applications and forms translated into English, free of charge.
c. Signage at Public Hearings Centers
OATH currently has 6 public locations across its divisions.
1. Public notices about OATH’s free language assistance.
OATH has already installed desk top signs at its reception and check-in window.
These signs inform the public that OATH provides free interpretation services.
2. Translation of directional signage in OATH offices
OATH has already translated signage into English and Spanish and will be doing a
review of signage and translating directional signs. See Point V(b)(1) above.
d. Letting the public know about services offered for LEP persons
OATH will continue to let the public know about services offered for LEP persons in
the following ways:






The OATH Language Access Implementation Plan will be posted online.
OATH has signs at its reception in-take desks that are written in sixteen
different languages which state that OATH provides free interpretation
services.
OATH Clerks assist in finding out if someone is an LEP person, and then let
them know that interpretation is available, and arranges for a hearing with an
interpreter.
Informational materials and brochures state that free translation services are
available at OATH’s divisions.
The OATH websites have numerous references to the agency’s free
interpretation and references to its free document translation services for any
forms that are submitted in foreign languages.

e. Emergency Preparedness
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During an emergency, OATH posts notices about office closures and any automatic
rescheduling of hearings on our website and on our IVR (1844-OATH-NYC). Our
website is translatable so visitors to our site see the message. During an emergency,
Clerks at Call Centers are sent approved messaging once it has been approved by AC
for Public Affairs & Communications and the Commissioner. The clerk’s in our call
centers always have the ability to get a translator on the line when a person calls that
doesn’t speak English.
Unfortunately, our over-the-phone translation vendor may experience high call volume
if an entire area such as NYC is experiencing an emergency which can mean that the
vendor may make our staff wait for an extended amounts of time before a translator
is available to assist. In this instance, we would use staff who are fluent in other
languages to communicate with callers but they are instructed to only use the preapproved messaging. Each call center and branch office is aware of staff that are
fluent in other languages and emergencies would be the only time when these staff
are asked to use their language capabilities since it would be improper for us to act
as translators during an interaction that involves providing language assistance with a
hearing or a case, but the information that would be relayed in these instances would
be limited to information regarding office closings and/or hearings be automatically
rescheduled.

V. Training
a. Training on OATH’s Language Access Plan.
Training on OATH’s Language Access Plan will include the following:
 OATH staff who have regular contact with LEP persons receive training on
OATH’s Language Access Plan. This staff includes OATH hearing officers,
Administrative Law Judges and clerks. The training will be on-the-job training,
training by Memo, online training or classroom training, as needed.
 Language Access Plan information will be incorporated into new employee
orientation.
 Language Access Plan training will include information on the following
topics:
o OATH’s legal obligation to provide language assistance.
o A review of when OATH provides language assistance.
o A review of their role in providing language assistance.
o Tips on working with interpreters.
o Who to contact at OATH if they have questions about language
access issues.
 The Language Access Coordinator will meet with managers to explain the
Language Access Plan and to explain their roles in implementing the plan and
in training staff.
b. Training on identifying a person’s primary language; use of dual hand-set phones
and conference phones for interpretation.
Use of dual-handset phones and conference phones:
 Hearing officers and Administrative Law Judges and Clerks have
received on-the-job training in using phone interpretation services and
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conference phones.






This training occurs at orientation for employees at the Clerk’s Office.
This training occurs during a two week intensive “New Judge/Hearing
Officer” training for new ALJS and Hearing Officers which takes place
twice a year. This intensive in-person training is administered by
OATH’s Administrative Judicial Institute (AJI).
Under this version of the Language Access Implementation Plan, new staff in
these positions will continue to receive this training upon their arrival at
OATH.

c. Cultural competency training
Cultural competency training is training to increase awareness about and sensitivity
to diversity and cultural differences.
 OATH’s Administrative Judicial Training Institute (AJI) provides cultural
competency training to hearing officers and Administrative Law Judges and
customer service staff.
d. Tracking Training
All training conducted by OATH’s Administrative Judicial Institute (AJI) is tracked and
records are maintained. The AJI reports its initiatives and training numbers to
Executive Staff.

VI. Record Keeping and Evaluation
a. Ensuring quality of language access services.
OATH will ensure the quality of its language access services by doing the following:
 OATH will conduct periodic surveys of the LEP persons and of OATH staff
who use OATH’s interpretation and translation services to determine quality
of language access services.
 OATH will continue to use professional third-party interpreters for its
interpretation services at hearings and for clerk office interactions with LEP
persons, and also for translation of documents.
b. Maintaining records of the language services OATH provides.
OATH will maintain records of the language services it provides by doing the
following:
 Obtaining statistics from the interpretation provider that indicate how many
interpretations were done at each OATH location and what languages were
interpreted.
 Keeping file copies of all translated documents.
 Documenting any formal classroom training provided and keeping file copies
of training materials.
 Keeping copies of the results of any surveys it conducts in connection with
services provided to LEP persons.
c. Ensuring compliance with Local Law 30
543 30 in the following ways:
OATH will ensure compliance with Local Law








Hearing Officers, ALJs and Clerks will be trained in the use of language
assistance services.
OATH will get monthly reports from the interpretation contractor, and from
OATH staff, to ensure that interpretation services are being used, and
understand how they are being used.
The Language Access Coordinator will regularly communicate and work with
OATH staff to ensure they are implementing the Language Access Plan.
The OATH Language Access Coordinator will work with other OATH executive
staff as needed, to continue deciding issues relevant to compliance- including
deciding which newly created documents should be translated and in what
order and into which languages.
OATH will review the Language Access Plan at least once every year.

VII. Resource Analysis and Planning
a. Using current agency resources to implement the Language Access Plan.
Some parts of the initial OATH Language Access Plan could be afforded in its budget
as one-time costs, including:
o Signage.
o Purchase of dual-handset phones, conference phones, or equivalent technology.
o Training of current clerks in the use of dual-handset phones and
use of interpretation services.
o Re-writing of document(s) into plain language
o Translation of document(s) into LEP languages.
o Preparation of a PowerPoint presentations for waiting room televisions.
o Providing on-line translation capability for all website pages and online forms.
Other parts of OATH’s Language Access Plan, such as interpretation at hearings,
involve ongoing costs which OATH includes in its budget annually.
1. Using existing contracts for services or training.
The current telephonic interpretation requirements contract will be used for
interpretation services, data retrieval, and possibly for staff training.
2. Use of a volunteer language bank.
OATH does not intend to use a volunteer language bank at this time due to the nature
of the service (impartial administrative hearings) that OATH provides to the public. It
will use the volunteer language bank to check document translations of important
outreach materials when those translations are made by a third party vendor under
contract with OATH.
b. Use of citywide resources.
When possible, OATH will use citywide resources to help provide language access
services at OATH. To learn about citywide resources (such as pre-printed language
cards), OATH’s Language Access Coordinator will be in contact with the Mayor’s Office
of Immigrant Affairs. That Office helps City agencies to get language services to the
public and gives technical assistance to City
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VIII. Outreach and Public Awareness
a. Ethnic Media and Advertising
OATH does not have a media, advertising or PSA budget. OATH does, however,
engage ethnic media through its Public Relations activities. OATH partners with
elected officials and civic organizations when it holds outreach events in the
community. OATH relies on these groups and offices to advise as to the constituency
they are trying to target with the event. Ethnic media receive press releases in the
languages of the service population of the event. For example, when OATH is in
Harlem or Inwood, the press release and event flyers that are disseminated would be
in English and Spanish. When the event is in Flushing, Queens, the materials would
be translated into Chinese.
b. Interpreters at Public Outreach Events
As stated above, OATH conducts many dozens of outreach events each year in
communities around the City. When OATH does outreach for these events in foreign
languages, it will have live interpreters present at the events that speak in the
language that the flyers or website postings were translated into. This provides
comprehensive, end to end interpretation for OATH outreach activities. OATH will
continue to provide translators at public events with diverse populations and have
our promotional materials for those events translated into the targeted languages so
that residents feel welcomed to join us at our events and can get as much out of the
events as those who come who are native English speakers.

IX. Language Access Complaints
a. Process for LEPs to file complaints related to language access services
OATH has signage in its hearing centers that tells respondents that they have the right
to complain about the interpretation services provided by OATH. They are instructed
to call 311 with their complaint or they can visit the OATH website and file a
complaint online. The complaint would be routed to the Assistant Commissioner for
Public Affairs, who is also the agency’s Language Access Coordinator. She would send
the complaint to document translation vendor if the complaint was in another
language. She would investigate the complaint and then answer the correspondence
directing it to the complainant after investigating the complaint. If the original
complaint was in another language, she would have the response translated by our
vendor before sending the translated response to the complainant.
b. How complaints are handled by OATH for service disruption by vendor and quality
assurance
OATH submits complaints to vendors if we encounter quality control problems and we
respectfully request plans of action from them if the problem is persistent. In regards
to over the phone translation, OATH has a secondary contract that can be used when
the problem is not solved to our satisfaction by our primary vendor. There is a protocol
for using the second vendor, including documenting instances and making formal
complaints with the primary and giving them the opportunity to resolve the issue.
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In terms of quality assurance for document translation, OATH has translated
documents reviewed by employees who are fluent in the languages we are getting
forms or outreach materials translated into. We also use City Volunteer Language
Bank to review document translations for accuracy.

X. Implementation Plan
a. Persons at OATH involved in implementing the Language Access Plan.
OATH’s Language Access Coordinator is Marisa Senigo, Assistant Commissioner for
Public Affairs & Communications. She is the person who will be implementing the
Language Access Plan.
The responsibilities of the Language Access Coordinator include:
 Achieve the specific goals of the Initial and subsequent LAPs.


Work on an ongoing basis with the senior staff at OATH’s divisions to achieve
those goals and ensure that the public has access to translated materials and
interpretation services.



Submit an “Annual Report” on the agency’s language access efforts and
accomplishments to the Mayor’s Office of Operations (MOO) and the Mayor’s
Office of Immigrant Affairs (MOIA).



Act as the point person for the Mayor’s Office on language access evaluation
programs, such as Language Access Secret Shopper (LASS) evaluations.



Act as the point person for the public, for LEP persons and for people with
disabilities.



Work with the Director of the Administrative Judicial Institute (AJI) at OATH,
and also with other OATH executive staff as needed, in connection to the
training of Hearing Officers and judges in order to achieve the goals of the
Language Access Plan.



Maintain records of the language services provided by OATH including
maintaining copies of all translated document submissions, brochures,
applications and forms.



Conduct an annual review of the Language Access Plan.



Investigate and respond to any direct correspondence or correspondence to
311 in which a constituent files a complaint about OATH’s language
accessibility or interpretation services.



Alert the General Counsel’s office, and also other OATH executive staff as
needed, of any significant problems that arise regarding the Language Access
Plan.



Ensure that communications (event flyers, press releases, etc.) are available
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and disseminated in applicable languages
according to service area.

b. Implementation of plan for compliance with LL30
Language Access
Goal
Translate all
essential
documents into
final 2 languagesPolish and French

Review Language
Access
Implementation
Plan

Milestones

Responsible Staff

Deadline

Gather essential
documents and
submit to vendor
for desktop
publishing
(brochures) and
document
translation (forms)
Annually

Marisa Senigo,
Assistant
Commissioner for
Public Affairs &
Communications

July 1, 2018

Marisa Senigo,
Assistant
Commissioner for
Public Affairs &
Communications

February 2019

CONTACT US
Contact OATH’s Language Access Coordinator:
Marisa L. Senigo
Assistant Commissioner for Public Affairs & Communications
msenigo@oath.nyc.gov
(212) 933-3080
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Language Access Policy and
Implementation Plan
June 2019

I.

Agency Mission and Language Access Policy Background

OCME Mission
The Office of Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) investigates cases of persons who die within
the City of New York from criminal violence; by accident or by suicide; suddenly, when in
apparent health; when unattended by a physician; in a correctional facility; or in any
suspicious or unusual manner. The Office also reviews applications made pursuant to law for
a permit to cremate the body of a person.
OCME provides the following direct public services in the five boroughs through interaction
between OCME staff members and members of the public:

•
•
•
•
•

Investigation of reportable deaths
Identification of decedents, in which family members may come to any one of
OCME's five Family Service Centers to view a photograph of their loved one to
make the identification
Discussion of relevant cases between family members and the assigned Medical
Examiner, most commonly by telephone but by in-person appointment if requested
Records requests, such as autopsy reports
Various family services, including the World Trade Center Hotline and Missing
Persons Day

Executive Order 120 and Local Law 30
In July 2008, Mayor Michael Bloomberg signed Executive Order 120, creating a centralized
language access policy for New York City. Executive Order 120 mandates that all City
agencies that provide direct public services create a language access implementation plan in
order to ensure meaningful language access to their services. In July of 2017, Local Law 30
went into effect, expanding language access at city agencies. Local Law 30 amended the
New York City Charter and Administrative Code to require all covered City agencies provide
language access services in ten designated citywide languages 1.
II.

Agency Language Access Policy and Goals

OCME created this Language Access Policy and Implementation Plan in 2008 to ensure
compliance with Executive Order 120 and continues to comply with Local Law 30. The
policy of OCME is that limited English proficiency shall not be a barrier to receiving effective
1

OCME provides language access services in the following languages: Spanish, Chinese, Russian,
Korean, Haitian, Arabic, French, Polish, Italian, and Hindi.
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services. This Plan affirms OCME’s commitment to providing meaningful access for all
citizens of New York and other locations, including individuals with limited English
proficiency who need the agency’s services.
Ensuring timely access to services through language assistance measures is essential for
OCME staff members to interact effectively with families and reach the most appropriate
outcomes. This Plan outlines how OCME seeks to ensure that individuals in need of OCME’s
services receive them, and to avoid the possibility that a person who requires access to
services is denied such services based on the language he or she speaks. This Plan is
monitored by the agency’s Language Access Coordinator, Florence Hutner, who also serves
as General Counsel to OCME.
III.

LEP Population Assessment

OCME uses the Department of Justice’s Four-Factor Analysis as a guide to evaluate the limited
English proficient (LEP) populations served by the agency. This approach provides a balanced
assessment of OCME’s current language assistance needs while allowing flexibility to adjust
language assistance measures in response to monitoring and measuring.
Factor 1: Demographic Analysis
OCME’s eligible service population is defined as New York City, broken down by county to
correspond with the agency's service for families in each of the five boroughs. According to data
obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2017 American Community Survey 1-Year Estimates,
the total population of New York City is 8.6 million, and of that population, 22.9% (1.96 million)
persons are Limited English Proficient (LEP).
Data provided by the New York City Department of City Planning, based on the 2017 American
Community Survey, shows that the top six languages spoken by the 1.9 million LEP persons in
New York City are Spanish (48.1%), Chinese 2 (18.5%), Russian (6%), Bengali (3.1%), Korean
(2.5%), and Haitian-Creole (2.4%).
In Manhattan (New York County), 15% (244,313) of the total population of 1.57 million is LEP.
Among the LEP population in Manhattan, the most frequent 3 languages spoken are Spanish
(60.9%), and Chinese (21.6%).
In Brooklyn (Kings County), 22.8% (557,807) of the total population of 2.4 million is LEP. Among
the LEP population in Brooklyn, the most frequent languages spoken are Spanish (30.9%),
Chinese (22.7%), Russian (14.9%), Haitian-Creole (5.9%), and Yiddish (5.4%).
In Queens (Queens County), 29.2% (641,668) of the total population of 2.2 million is LEP.
Among the LEP population in Queens, the most frequent languages spoken are Spanish
(40.9%), Chinese (23.3%), Bengali (5.6%), and Korean (5.5%).

2
3

Includes Chinese, Cantonese, and, Mandarin.
Languages spoken more than 5% of the time.
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In the Bronx (Bronx County), 26% (351,692) of the total population of 1.3 million is LEP. Among
the LEP population in the Bronx, the most frequent language spoken is Spanish (80.7%).
In Staten Island (Richmond County) 10% (49,000) of the total population of 469,000 is LEP.
Among the LEP population in Staten Island, the most frequent language spoken is Spanish
(35%).

Factor 2: LEP Data Tailored Specifically to OCME
OCME instituted Language Line in 2007 to provide telephonic interpretation and translation
services in more than 170 languages. Language Line usage is tracked by monitoring monthly
invoices to measure the frequency of languages encountered by OCME, in order to make
adjustments to Language Access services as necessary, and to inform future planning.
From 2016 through the first quarter of 2019, 4,093 calls were made to Language Line in order to
provide families served by OCME with Language Access assistance. In a close reflection of the
Citywide demographic analysis, Spanish, Chinese and Russian represented the vast majority of
languages encountered, at 90.5%. Spanish accounted for 77% of calls, with families served in
the Bronx, Manhattan, Queens, and Brooklyn. Chinese accounted for 9% of calls, with families
served in Brooklyn, Manhattan, and Queens. Russian accounted for 4% of calls, with families
served in Manhattan and Brooklyn.
A total of 40 languages were encountered from 2016 through the first quarter of 2019. In
addition to Spanish and Chinese, top languages included Korean (1%, in Manhattan and
Queens), Polish (2%, in Queens), and Haitian (.9%, in Manhattan).
Use of Language Line increased by 66% between 2016 and 2018, from 914 calls to 1,519 calls.
With 449 calls in the first quarter of 2019, use of Language Line is anticipated to increase again
by the end of 2019.

Factor 3: Nature and Importance of the Services Requiring Language Assistance
Measures
The services requiring language assistance are essential to the mission of OCME. These
services include the Communications Unit's intake of calls reporting deaths that warrant
investigation; interactions between medico-legal investigators and individuals including next of
kin at the scene of a death; the identification process, which includes arranging for final
disposition of a decedent; discussion of death investigations between family members and the
assigned medical examiners; and requests for important records, such as autopsy reports.
Denial or delay in these essential services can pose negative consequences for family
members, as well as the criminal justice and public health systems served by OCME.
Factor 4: Resources Designated for Language Assistance Services
Language Line
Language Line provides interpretation and translation services in more than 170 languages. The
resource is available to OCME staff members whose work involves interactions with the families
and other members of the public served by the agency.
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Volunteer Language Bank
OCME created and maintains a Volunteer Language Bank to centralize awareness of the
availability of bilingual staff members who can offer oral interpretation in each of the agency’s
service areas. The language bank currently has 30 staff members representing 16 languages.
IV.

Provision of Language Access Services

Interpretation Services
Interpretation services are available over the phone or in person at OCME service centers in
each of the five boroughs. Telephone interpretation service is available in more than 170
languages through OCME’s participation in the Department of Information Technology and
Telecommunications’ citywide contract with Language Line. In-person interpretation is currently
available in 16 languages through OCME’s bilingual staff who have registered with the
Volunteer Language Bank. The primary languages of LEP persons are identified through a
Language ID card used by staff members at all OCME service centers. Both telephone and inperson interpretation services are available in Spanish, Chinese, and Russian, the primary
languages of the vast majority of LEP persons served by OCME. These in-house volunteer
translators also provide assistance with translating pieces of evidence and speaking with family
members on a day-to-day basis.
Translation Services
OCME identifies vital forms as official documents that require signature, and brochures that
explain key practices and policies of the agency. The Language Access Coordinator determines
which forms are deemed vital and should be translated into the languages most frequently
encountered by OCME.
Official documents that have been translated include the Identification Form, Organ Retention
Form, and Autopsy Objection Form signed by families, and the Pending Death Certificate
signed by medical examiners. Brochures that have been translated include “General
Information” and “Information for Family and Friends.” Translations are provided through
Language Line and the Geneva Worldwide vendor, which certifies its work for accuracy and
authenticity. All translations are made using the "Easy-to-Read NYC: Guidelines for Clear and
Effective Communication" developed by the Mayor's Office of Immigrant Affairs.
OCME began the process of updating vital forms as necessary in the second half of 2015.
Updated forms were translated into Spanish and Chinese, the languages most frequently
encountered by OCME, and other languages if necessary, as measured by tracking
and monitoring. The materials were reviewed to ensure that they are written in plain language.
OCME has also provided language assistance through its website since February 2009.
Translations of the website are available in more than 30 languages through the “Translate This
Page” link at the top of each web page.
Emergency Preparedness and Response
In the event that there is an emergency resulting in a mass fatality, OCME is prepared to assist
LEP individuals seeking information through the use of volunteer employee translators and
Language Line.
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V.

Training

All staff members whose work involves regular contact with the public receive Language Access
training. Frontline employees who interact with LEP persons include Medical Examiners,
Medico-Legal Investigators, Security, and staff members of the Identifications and
Communications Units. Training is provided at the start of employment and thereafter as
needed. In addition to frontline employees, training is also provided to OCME managers at the
regularly scheduled meeting for department heads.
Training encompasses the content of OCME’s Language Access Policy, a review of the
“Guidelines and Procedures for Using Language Line," viewing of the Language Line training
video (available on the Language Line website), methods for implementing interpretation and
translation services (e.g. identifying a customer’s primary language, reporting requests for
language services, the use of telephonic interpreters, and placing translation requests), as well
as notes on cultural competency. During these training sessions, “Interpretation Services
Available” wall posters, language ID cards, 311 complaint posters, and Language Line quick
reference guides are distributed. These materials are also made available to employees for
downloading at any time on OCME's Intranet.
VI.

Record Keeping and Evaluation

OCME tracks Language Line usage by monitoring the charges detailed on the service’s monthly
invoices to OCME. This data provides insight into which languages are being requested at each
of the five service centers, and enables OCME to identify additional languages into which forms
should be translated, and areas within the agency where additional training may be necessary.
In early 2015, OCME established an e-mail address where the Mayor’s Office can forward any
311 complaints related to the agency’s Language Access services.
To ensure compliance with Executive Order 120 and Local Law 30, OCME will continue to
review its Language Access Policy and Implementation Plan at least every three years for the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Changes in the LEP population or in the service areas.
Changes in the frequency of encounters with LEP language groups.
Changes in resources, including new technologies, additional resources,
and budget availability.
Effectiveness of existing language assistance to LEP individuals.
Staff knowledge of OCME’s Language Access Policy and its implementation.
Whether identified sources for assistance are still available.
Changed language abilities available among staff.
Revision of the Language Access Policy, as necessary.
VII.

Resource Analysis and Planning

OCME conducts a periodic review of the most frequently requested languages to ensure that
adequate language services are provided to LEP individuals. OCME monitors which languages
are requested and how frequently the languages are requested by employees using language
line. This enables OCME to determine if there are changes in language requests across the
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city. OCME also relies on the U.S. Census American Community Survey Summary File of Top
Languages Spoken at Home in New York City and Boroughs to track language trends. This
information allows OCME to determine whether documents need to be translated in specific
languages or if additional resources are required for a specific LEP population. OCME also has
access to City resources which provide additional language interpretation services. Currently,
OCME utilizes telephonic interpretation.
VIII.

Outreach and Public Awareness of Language Access Services

OCME's mission and the nature of services provided do not warrant conducting public
awareness outreach. For those citizens of New York and other locations who need to avail
themselves of OCME's services, the agency's policy is to ensure that limited English proficiency
is not a barrier to receiving meaningful and effective services. To inform those members of the
public about its Language Access policy and services, OCME posts signage in family waiting
areas to advise clients of Language Access services such as the availability of free
interpretation and translation. In addition, OCME makes its two brochures, “General Information”
and “Information for Family and Friends” available on its website in the languages most
frequently encountered by the agency. The Language Access Policy and Implementation Plan is
posted on the website, and the website also includes a “Translate This Page” button to make
online material available in over 30 languages.
While OCME does not frequently host events for the public, the agency incorporates Language
Access resources into such events when applicable. In November of 2014, OCME hosted the
first ever NYC Missing Persons Day and provided in-person translators for Spanish-speaking
families at the event. Promotion was also conducted for the event in Spanish, with a logo
designed in Spanish and significant outreach to Spanish language media.
Most recently in May of 2019, OCME hosted Missing Persons Day and again provided similar
language access services. The Missing Persons Day flier was translated in over 10 languages
to promote the event to LEP individuals. The event took place in the OCME Family Assistance
Center, where the Family Assistance Team met with families and individuals. This team
consisted of OCME employees who were able to conduct interviews and provide in-person
translation in six different languages. The employees also had access to Language Line in the
event an employee could not provide translation services. A DNA collection form that was
provided to families was available in both English and Spanish. In the past, the event has had a
large population of Spanish-speaking families in attendance. In 2019, approximately 20 out of
30 families seeking assistance were Spanish-speaking. In addition, OCME is able to prepare
for a mass fatality event using its experience during Missing Persons Day by utilizing the same
team of employees to meet with families, collect DNA, and provide language access services as
it would in an emergency.
IX.

Language Access Complaints

OCME is committed to ensuring that LEP individuals have access to the same resources as
English proficient individuals. OCME seeks to ensure that any complaints made about its
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language access services are handled in a proactive and efficient manner. Between 20162019, OCME received 0 complaints or requests for language access services.

X.

Implementation Plan Logistics

Language Access Milestones
Through the years, OCME has made significant progress in its ongoing effort to ensure
meaningful access to services for individuals with limited English proficiency and is committed to
maintaining its high standards of achievement and effectiveness in this area. OCME has:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Long utilized the skills of bilingual staff to provide timely interpretation and translation
services.
Since the 1990s, provided Spanish language translations of the “Information for
Family and Friends” brochure, which offers essential information about OCME
tailored to those who have lost a lost one.
Since May 2007, supplemented bilingual staff with Language Line’s translation and
interpretation services for additional language assistance support in over 170
languages.
Since June 2008, offered vital forms used by families, such as the Identification
Form, Autopsy Objection Form, and others, in the following top languages as
determined by data from the U.S. Census Bureau and the frequency of languages
encountered specifically by OCME: Spanish, Chinese, Russian, Korean, Italian,
Haitian-Creole, and Polish. Vital forms were subsequently translated into Arabic,
French, and Hindi, in response to monitoring and measuring of language assistance
needs.
Since June 2008, offered the revised “Information for Family and Friends” brochure
and the “General Information” brochure in Spanish, Chinese, and Russian. The
brochures were subsequently translated into Korean, Italian, Haitian-Creole, Polish,
Arabic, French, and Hindi.
Created and continually updated a Volunteer Language Bank to centralize
awareness of the bilingual skills of OCME staff members and their availability to
assist individuals with limited English proficiency seeking access to OCME services.
The language bank contains 30 employees, representing approximately 5% of
OCME’s workforce, proficient in 16 languages.
In May of 2019, OCME hosted the New York City Missing Persons Day event for the
third year. OCME provided live translation services, which consisted of volunteer
OCME employees that were fluent in French, Spanish, Hindi, Gujarati, Russian, and
Mandarin. The interview specialists and family escorts also had access to language
line. Through these translation services, OCME was able to provide support for
families seeking to identify and locating missing family members.

Language Access Coordinator
In 2019, OCME designated the General Counsel as its Language Access Coordinator for offices
serving families in all five boroughs. The Language Access Coordinator serves as the primary
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point of contact for implementing Local Law 30 and Executive Order 120, as well as similar
Federal and City mandates. In this role, the Language Access Coordinator works to:
•
•
•
•
•

Increase the visibility of interpreter services to LEP clients.
Enhance support for staff utilizing these services.
Manage document translations by approving which documents are sent for
translation and determining languages into which documents should be translated.
Ensure availability to staff of translated forms and booklets by managing the posting
of such material on OCME’s intranet.
Collaborate with others to address any cultural and linguistic barriers relevant to
OCME’s service areas.
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SBS Language Access Implementation Plan

The following document outlines SBS’ Language Access Implementation Plan for Local Law 30

I. Agency mission and background
The Department of Small Business Services (SBS) helps unlock economic potential and create economic
security for all New Yorkers by connecting New Yorkers to good jobs, creating stronger businesses, and
building vibrant neighborhoods across the five boroughs.
We are focused on equity of opportunity that leads to economic self-sufficiency and mobility.
The agency interacts with the public in a variety of ways directly and through contracted vendors
including:
Careers
We prepare and help New Yorkers to find jobs and help businesses find the talent they need by:
• Developing job search skills through resume and interviewing workshops
• Training local residents to acquire skills in growing fields
• Connecting jobseekers to employers with open positions
• The Workforce1 Career Centers interact with the highest volume of individuals served by the
agency. These customers are seeking jobs or job-related services such as training, careeradvisement, workshops, and job search-related supports.
Businesses
We help businesses start, operate, and grow in New York City by:
• Helping minority and women-owned businesses (M/WBEs) get City-certified and compete for
contracts
• Connecting entrepreneurs to free resources ranging from business courses to legal services
• Explaining government rules and regulations
• Helping entrepreneurs apply for funding to launch or grow a business
• The NYC Business Solutions Centers are second in the volume of individuals accessing SBS
services and in the amount of one-on-one support and interactions customers require. NYC
Business Solutions assist entrepreneurs starting businesses, customers who often need more
intensive support than established businesses and have fewer resources that they can draw upon
internally.
• M/WBE, LBE and EBE Certification & Related Services provide access and support for business
that aim to bid for and obtain City contracts; therefore it is essential that access to this
program be available to LEP individuals. The additional programs and services listed serve
increasingly larger and/or well- established businesses rather than individuals; or their services
have, as an objective, improvements in customer-produced output that are English-only in
nature; in this case, capitalizing on City, State and Federal Government contracting
opportunities, which require that proposals be submitted in English
Neighborhoods
We work with community-based organizations to build vibrant neighborhoods where New Yorkers can
shop, work, and live by:
• Overseeing the largest network of Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) in the country, which
delivers more than $134 million in additional services throughout the five boroughs
• Offering training, tools, and one-on-one assistance to local community-based organizations
• Administering grant programs to strengthen and revitalize commercial districts
• Working with community partners to identify local commercial district needs and plan targeted
solutions
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II. Agency language access policy and goals
SBS’ policy and goal is to obtain the highest possible quality of customer service, adhering to the spirit
and the letter of Local Law 30, with the highest degree of operational flexibility and the lowest possible
ongoing cost of operations. Given SBS’ presence in neighborhoods across the city and the proportion of
Limited English Proficiency (LEP) persons in New York City, we must ensure that they can access our
services despite language barriers. We will have successfully implemented our plan when providing LEP
supports alongside English language offerings will be the new operating normal at SBS. We plan to
measure and evaluate our progress to ensure that we are successful, as described in subsequent
sections of this Language Access Plan.

III. LEP population assessment
The SBS plan incorporates the following analysis which is a combination of the Four Factor Analysis and
data collected from services provided from the agency.
1. Department of Justice Factor 1: The number of LEP persons served or encountered in the eligible
service area
In anticipation of implementing our original Language Access Plan, SBS completed an analysis of the
linguistic profile of LEP persons in the community districts in which SBS’ central office and brick-andmortar locations are located to determine the number and proportion of LEP individuals in those areas, as
well as their preferred languages. We currently leverage data from the American Community Survey to
inform our decisions: http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/html/census/popacs.shtml.
2. Department of Justice Factor 2: The frequency with which LEP individuals come in contact with
the program
SBS has LEP language support request tracking already in place at all Workforce1 Career Centers.
There is a regular influx of LEP persons into all of our walk-in facilities, which would likely only increase
with the implementation of LEP supports, multiple-language web content, and service descriptions.
3. Department of Justice Factor 3: The nature and importance of the program, activity, or service
provided by the program
SBS has created Language Access Plan “Snapshots” for each of the Program Divisions and services
outlined in the Agency Mission and Background section, with service-specific analysis as to LEP
supports available, linguistic profile analyses performed, Essential Public Documents inventoried,
etc. The Language Access Plan “Snapshots” allowed us to rank agency’s services according to
priority level for implementation of the Language Access Plan. SBS’ Language Access Plan was built
from these service-specific analyses, so that we can implement it in a targeted and effective way,
understanding the baseline we have to work with and the service structure and constraints for
each of the agency’s services.
4. Department of Justice Factor 4: Resources available to the Agency

•
•
•
•

SBS Staff Foreign Language Skill Locator tool – internal database, searchable and
accessible via SBS’ intranet, that contains foreign language skills and proficiency levels of
SBS staff
Walk-in facilities’ staff existing foreign language skills
Signage and “I Speak” cards
City-wide Volunteer Language Bank
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•

Vendor contracts for phone interpretation, in-person interpretation, and document translation

In addition, after evaluating the customer requests from across the agency, we have determined the top
ten languages most requested within our customer base in order of frequency are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spanish
Russian
Mandarin-Chinese
Cantonese-Chinese
Korean
Haitian (French) Creole
Fujianese-Chinese (Fuzhou)
French
Polish
Bengali

Based on the above analysis, no supplemental languages to the designated citywide languages are
necessary to provide services.

IV. Provision of language access services
In general SBS provides language access in the three following ways. Please see below for additional
details and processes.
• Signage at Public Service Locations
o SBS will ensure that appropriate signage has been installed in all center locations serving
the public
o If any new centers are opened in the five boroughs programs will be required to ensure
proper signage at all locations.
• Interpretation Services
o SBS has requested that contracted vendors recruit bilingual staff at the walk-in centers to
meet the needs of the community in which they serve.
o SBS has access to a Telephone Interpretation Vendor: Voiance is the current phone
interpretation provider when a staff member is not available.
o In-Person Interpretation Vendor: When holding community meetings, press events, and
other larger scale in-person interactions, we rely on both bilingual staff and an in-person
interpreter provided by our vendor, Geneva Worldwide.
• Translation of Written Material
o Essential Public Documents: This is an ongoing need as our services evolve to meet the
needs of the market and community.
o Marketing Materials/Notice of Services Provided: This is an ongoing need as our services
evolve to meet the needs of the market and community.
Translation:
• Each division in the agency has identified the most commonly distributed collateral by volume and
has prioritized translation of these by the frequency of need in languages other than English. All
documents and the translated versions are available for download and use on SBS’ internal web.
• The identification of essential public documents for translation as well as marketing materials will
be an ongoing need as our services evolve to meet the needs of the market and communities
served.
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•
•
•

As an example of translated documents, collateral used by SBS’ Compliance Advisors for
businesses in retail, food service, and personal care have each been translated into 6 languages
based on the population of business owner’s languages spoken.
Other divisions have prioritized documents for translation in a similar fashion.
For new translations, the agency has a process outlined below for the additional documents to be
converted into other languages:
o Through the division’s Language Access Coordinator, SBS staff will work with the
Communications team to identify outreach purpose, the intended target audience and
define how the document will be distributed.
o Define the following items for all documents, posts, or presentations to be translated
 SBS Division or Center requesting translation
 From which language(s) to which language(s)
 Deadline or due date for finished product
 Number of words to be translated
 Incorporation of the principles of plain language using guidance from the Mayor's
Office of Adult Education/Mayor's Office of Immigrant Affairs publication on Easyto-Read NYC Guidelines for Clear and Effective Communication
and https://www.plainlanguage.gov/

Interpretation:
• SBS provides different options for assisting customers who are limited English proficient including
resources through the SBS Language Bank, the Citywide Volunteer Language Bank, and through
contracted vendors. Below are the three ways customers can be assisted:
• For walk-in customers at center locations:
1. Customer indicates his or her preferred language from the Free Interpretation Service
Available poster. If the preferred language is not available on the poster, please call our
telephonic interpretation vendor.
2. Once the preferred language has been indicated, complete an I Speak card on the
customer’s behalf. The customer should carry the I Speak card with him/her and show it at
any New York City government agency.
3. If further assistance communicating with the customer is required, use the SBS Language
Bank which can be accessed on SBS’ internal web
• For In-Person Interpretation: Professional interpreters are available through our vendor Accurate
Communication. Teams seeking interpretation should complete the request form and email the
completed form and anything that will help provide context like a presentation, brochure, flyer, to
the division’s dedicated Language Access Coordinator.
Emergency Preparedness and Response:
SBS has incorporated Emergency Preparedness Plan to ensure that customers who are limited English
proficient are able to access language services during an emergency. This plan includes ensuring that
documents are translated and signage in public locations is conspicuous, appropriate multilingual signage
and LEP identification tools are available at emergency sites, interpreters can be contacted and utilized,
and other translation resources and vendors are available in the event of an emergency.

V. Training
Agency Staff: Each division at SBS has a lead Language Access Coordinator who is responsible to
interfacing directly with program managers within the division. The Language Access Coordinators will
ensure that relevant staff within each division is fully aware of SBS’ language access policies and
procedures.
The Language Access Coordinator will conduct trainings minimally once each year with the relevant staff
within the division and as needed ad hoc training can be provided to new staff as they are on-boarded.
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Relevant staff will include any individuals overseeing programming or contracts with vendors that provide
direct services to the public. Aside from SBS and City policy and standard procedures, training will
include topics such as City demographics, resources to evaluate the demographics for targeted
populations or geographies, historical data on programs to inform the best approach to ensure access is
readily available. All trainees will be made aware of the internal web that SBS provides to allow for
individuals to self-serve and have access to all language access resources. These include the following
resources, among others:
• “I Speak” cards and “Free Interpretation” posters to download
• SBS Language Bank
• City Language Bank
• How to access professional interpretation and translation services
• Walk-In Center Resources
• Mayor's Office of Adult Education/Mayor's Office of Immigrant Affairs publication on Easy-toRead NYC Guidelines for Clear and Effective Communication and
https://www.plainlanguage.gov/
The SBS Language Access Plan primary contact will ensure that Language Access Coordinators have
the materials and resources needed and will join trainings as necessary, and that trainings are happening
as planned.
Vendor Staff: For divisions at SBS that have contracted vendors that provide services, the Language
Access Coordinator will ensure that with program managers within the division who manage these
contracts are fully. As necessary the Language Access Coordinators will provide training to vendor staff
on SBS’ language access policies and procedures.

VI. Record keeping and evaluation
SBS will track services and maintain records of language services with its various Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) tools which vary by program and division.
In addition, SBS will maintain a log of all translation and interpretation services utilized. 311 inquiries for
Language Access will be tracked and logged with SBS’ internal database for all 311 inquiries. Complaints
submitted electronically will be tracked and logged with the appropriate CRM system.
In addition, SBS’ looks forward to the work that will be done in the summer to evaluate language access
principles at our physical locations across the City. Based on the feedback provided, SBS will evaluate
what other adaptations or modifications should be implemented in these locations. All recommendations
and modifications or changes to the plan will be captured as part of this Implementation Plan.

VII. Resource analysis and planning
SBS will leverage the following resources to implement the language access plan.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telephonic Interpretation: Language Line
Document translation: Geneva Worldwide
Interpretation: Accurate Communication
SBS Language Bank: Database of SBS employees and proficiency with various languages who
have agreed to help review documents and provide services
Citywide Language Bank: Database of City employees and proficiency with various languages
SBS’ marketing and communications team for design and layout of collateral
Various customer relationship management (CRM) systems (will be consolidated in FY19 into a
single solution)
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•

SBS communications and marketing personnel

In order to identify and close gaps in access in service, SBS will follow this protocol:
1. Periodic examination of demographics data of customers served; as gaps in service and need are
identified, use data to determine how additional services should be provided in new languages or
documents require translation
2. Annual evaluation of complaints submitted to agency and determination if systematic action is
required
SBS will continue to work towards the delivery of quality language assistance services. In order to
continually improve, SBS will take the following steps:
1. Evaluate the vendor performance annually and ad hoc as inquiries and complaints necessitate.
2. Provide additional ad hoc training as needed for SBS staff and/or contracted service vendors
requiring additional assistance understanding
3. As mentioned previously, the work that will be done in the summer to evaluate language access
at our physical locations will inform our work and provision of language access.

VIII. Outreach and public awareness of language access services
SBS provides services in multiple languages at its 21 Workforce1 Career Centers for jobseekers, and 7
NYC Business Solutions Centers for entrepreneurs. SBS also promotes programs for entrepreneurs and
jobseekers in multiple languages across various SBS platforms:
•
•
•
•
•

Social media channels including Twitter and Facebook
Direct email marketing
Advertising in ethnic media publications (as resources allow)
Printed marketing materials
Website

SBS also works directly with ethnic press to promote services that are available in multiple languages.

IX. Language Access complaints
SBS will monitor and respond to all public complains about Language Access through both 311 and any
other inquiries through its website via “contact us” portals within 3 business days.
Inquiries and complaints about Language Access will be received depending on the methodology of the
inquiry or complaint. For calls via 311, SBS will receive the inquiry via email from 311Agency Analyst
which will be directed to the Language Access Coordinator overseeing the program or initiative in
question and will work with program teams to address the issue. For inquiries submitted electronically,
division Language Access Coordinators will be notified and will work with program teams to address the
query.
311 inquiries for Language Access will be tracked and logged with the appropriate CRM system,
ultimately with the single solution.
All inquiries will be reported annually. For CY 2017 there were no complaints registered.

X. Implementation plan logistics
Michael Silver is the Agency Language Access Coordinator for SBS. Contact information is below:
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NYC Department of Small Business Services
110 William Street, 7th Floor, New York, NY 10038
T: 212.618.8950
E: msilver@sbs.nyc.gov
The SBS implementation plan logistics are outlined in the table below:
Language access
goal
Post implementation
plan on website

Milestones

Responsible staff

Deadline

After finalization of LA
plan

July 2018

Identify any essential
documents not yet
translated
Translate any essential
documents not yet
translated

Each division LA
Coordinator to identify

Update signage at
walk-in centers as
needed

As any new vendors
are finalized, signage
at any new locations
will meet guidelines.
Each division to set
schedule

SBS Language Access
Coordinator and
Communications team
SBS Language Access
Coordinator and
Communications team
SBS Language Access
Coordinator and
Division Language
Access Coordinators
SBS Language Access
Coordinator and
Division Language
Access Coordinators
SBS Language Access
Coordinator and
Division Language
Access Coordinators
SBS Language Access
Coordinator and
Division Language
Access Coordinators
SBS Language Access
Coordinator, Division
Language Access
Coordinators, vendors
Division Language
Access Coordinators
and Communications
team

Establish training dates
for each division
Complete annual
training for each
divisions

By the end of each
Fiscal Year

Evaluation of vendors
and services

Every 6 months

New programs and
essential documents
translated

As new programming
is established, funded,
and launched
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July 2018
December 2018

December 2018

August 2018

June 2019

October 2018 and April
2019
Ongoing

New York City Taxi and Limousine Commission

Language Access Implementation Plan
May 1, 2018

Language Access Coordinator: Malcolm Cain

1. Agency Mission and Background
The New York City Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC) is a licensing and regulatory agency that
oversees private for-hire transportation in New York City. TLC provides direct services to TLC licensees
and members of the public on a daily basis at three primary facilities in Manhattan, Long Island City, and
Woodside. Through our licensing facility, TLC licenses over 180,000 drivers and 130,000 vehicles that
operate in the taxi and for-hire industries, as well as associated bases and other businesses. At our
Woodside facility, TLC inspectors complete safety and emissions inspections on all TLC-licensed
vehicles. And from our Manhattan headquarters, TLC’s External Affairs team provides licensees,
potential licensees and the riding public information and assistance through online content, industry
emails, palm cards and at TLC information events held throughout the City.
2. Agency Language Access Goals
One of the agency’s overarching goals is to provide quality customer service to our licensees and
members of the public, including those who have limited-English proficiency (LEP), through in-person
interactions at our facilities, conversations on the telephone or via e-mail and written correspondence.
Specifically, the agency’s Language Access Plan includes policies which help ensure all information an
individual would need to get or maintain a TLC license is translated into the top ten list of citywide
designated languages. Additionally, the Plan includes polices concerning the translation of important
public information, such as passenger bills of right as well as information on how to locate lost property or
file a complaint. The Language Access Coordinator and the Language Access Cabinet monitor the
Agency’s language access policy on a regular basis to ensure all divisions are following the policies
identified in this plan.
3. LEP Population Assessment
3.1 Proportion of LEP population
Drivers represent the largest category of licensee, with over 180,000 currently licensed by TLC. Many of
these drivers also hold additional TLC licenses (for example, drivers often own the vehicles they operate
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and as such are licensed as both drivers and vehicle owners). Accordingly, for purposes of this section,
data on drivers will be used to assess the LEP population TLC serves.
Based on U.S. census data, over 3,000,000 New Yorkers (approximately 35%) were born in another
country and approximately 25% of residents have LEP. TLC data show that approximately 92% of
licensed drivers were born in another country. Although TLC does not have accurate data on the number
of LEP drivers, given that the percentage of drivers who are immigrants is significantly higher than the
percentage reported for all residents, it is reasonably assumed that the proportion drivers who have LEP is
also higher than the 25% reported citywide. Therefore, TLC estimates the population of LEP drivers well
exceeds 45,000 individuals.
3.2 LEP contact frequency
TLC staff has regular and frequent contact with our licensees and members of the public. On an average
day, 600 individuals are seen at TLC’s Long Island City facility, 455 calls are answered in the call center
and over 750 vehicles are inspected at the Woodside inspection facility. Assuming more than a quarter of
our licensees have LEP, it is estimated that TLC staff interacts with more than 450 LEP individuals each
day.
Additionally, TLC has recently undertaken a major initiative to significantly increase the number of driver
outreach events held throughout the City. These events are an opportunity for drivers to ask important
questions and learn about TLC rules and regulations. At these events, any driver that has a question or
concern is asked to complete an intake form summarizing the issue. This form includes a question asking
for the driver’s preferred language. As this dataset grows, information gathered on drivers’ preferred
language will be used by the Language Access Coordinator to help determine the adequacy of TLC’s
language access services and inform any necessary policy changes.
3.3 Importance of language access services
The failure to provide language access services to the LEP population would have a negative impact on
our licensees and the broad agency charge of furthering safe and reliable for-hire transportation in the
City. A prospective driver may not know the process to apply for a TLC license, a vehicle owner may
misunderstand the important information a call center representative is providing on the telephone, and a
member of the public may be unable to share necessary details when discussing an incident with a TLC
prosecutor.
3.4 Available language access resources
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To provide necessary language access services, TLC relies, as described in the following section, on
bilingual staff as well as citywide contracts with interpretation and translation vendors. In the current
fiscal year, TLC budgeted $80,000 for language access services.
4. Provision of Language Access Services
To ensure the large portion of LEP individuals served by TLC staff receive language access services, TLC
provides telephonic interpretation services as specified in a citywide agreement that can be used in-person
at a TLC facility or during a telephone conversation with a LEP caller. TLC utilizes language service
cards at facility counters and displayed signage to help identify the primary languages of LEP customers.
In addition to interpretation services, TLC uses the services of a translation vendor as specified in a
citywide agreement to translate essential public communications. Such communications include industry
notices, which are emailed to TLC licensees and posted on our website, licensing guides, information
poster and fliers, as well as the monthly “Commissioner’s Corner” column printed in various industry
newspapers, half of which are ethnic newspapers. All public-facing documents are reviewed and edited
by TLC staff trained in plain language best practices. As part of this review, TLC staff determine if the
document is “essential” (information necessary to obtain or maintain a TLC license) and, as such, should
be translated.
TLC also relies on bilingual staff who volunteer to provide language access services. These individuals
directly serve LEP individuals that contact TLC, offer in-person interpretation at public events and verify
the accuracy of translations completed by our vendor. Should no bilingual staff be available to review
translated materials, requests for volunteers are made through the Citywide Language Bank.
Future goals for providing language access services include incorporating services for LEP licensees as
part of TLC’s business continuity planning. To this end, TLC is creating a bank of language that will be
translated and used for emergency communications. Additionally, TLC will post all translated materials
on TLC intranet to serve as a centralized resource for TLC staff when serving LEP individuals. Finally,
TLC will formalize the process through which an individual can request an interpreter be available at TLC
public hearings.
5. Training
TLC training unit trains all frontline staff on language access services. This training includes resources on
how to identify an individual’s primary language and how to utilize the telephonic interpretation services.
Additionally, the training unit, in conjunction with human resources, provides diversity awareness training
at each TLC location. The Language Access Coordinator will monitor metrics on trainings provided to
TLC staff to confirm frontline staff continues receiving periodic language access refresher trainings.
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Future goals for training TLC staff on language access policies and procedures include reviewing newhire training materials to ensure all staff receives updated language access training as part of the
onboarding process. Additionally, TLC will use the onboarding process to identify bilingual staff willing
to provide interpretation and translation services.
6. Record Keeping and Evaluation
TLC tracks and evaluates language access goals through a combination of indicators. TLC maintains
records of the language services provided by the agency through monthly invoices and reports received
from our interpretation and translation vendors. The Language Access Coordinator also observes staff
servicing clients to monitor the use and quality of services provided by bilingual staff in lieu of services
provided through citywide agreements. Additionally, the Language Access Cabinet is comprised of
representatives from TLC departments that frequently interact with licensees and the public. Staff from
licensing, external affairs, enforcement, prosecution, facilities, safety and emissions, driver education unit,
and the Commissioner’s office sit on the cabinet. These representatives are charged with ensuring their
respective departments follow the policies contained in this Plan. These representatives regularly report
the quality of language access services and highlight areas where services should be improved or
additional agency support is needed.
7. Resource Analysis and Planning
Each year, the Language Access Coordinator will review this Plan to confirm all goals and objectives are
being met. The Coordinator will also review metrics described above to determine the sufficiency of
available resources to meet the needs of the current LEP population and will recommend any necessary
changes to resource allocation. The Language Access Cabinet monitors the Agency’s language access
services to identify gaps in services, offer solutions to close these gaps, and implements changes to
improve the quality of language access services provided.
8. Outreach and Public Awareness
TLC promotes public awareness of language access services through signage at all TLC facilities. TLC
staff are also trained to identify LEP individuals' preferred language and offer language access services.
Additionally, our External Affairs team provides TLC and other city agencies materials and resources in
several languages to our licensees through a bi-monthly newsletter, emails, and phone calls. Before
attending outreach events, the External Affairs team accesses the need for in-person interpretation. And
through driver intake forms individuals’ preferred languages are recorded and tracked. Future goals
include adding language on all public hearing notices informing the public how requests for an interpreter
can be made before a public hearing.
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9. Language Access Complaints
All language access complaints are monitored by the Language Access Coordinator. Staff responsible for
the intake and review of 311 complaints as well as written correspondence forward language access
complaints to the Coordinator. Additionally, the Language Access Coordinator will work with the
Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs as well as 311 to ensure these complaints are received and
addressed. The number of language access complaints received by the agency will be included in all
annual language access assessments.
10. Implementation Plan Logistics
TLC will work to implement the goals identified in this language access plan over the next two years, with
regular reporting to the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs through the annual language access
assessment. The Language Access Coordinator and Cabinet will work together to take action on the
agency’s language access goals, ensure major milestones are met, and will make any necessary revisions
to this plan.
TLC will expand our current language access services as follows:
• All newly-created essential public communications, including industry notices and informational
fliers, are now being translated into the top ten list of citywide designated languages.
• All documents currently translated into the top six preferred languages of our licensees will be
translated into the ten languages identified by the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs by July 1,
2018.
• TLC will formalize the process through which interpreters can be requested at public hearings by
July 1, 2018, and TLC will notify the public of such process in all public hearing notices published
after this date.
• Essential passenger information is now being translated into the top ten list of citywide designated
languages. TLC anticipates this work will be complete and posted to the TLC website by
December 31, 2018.
• TLC will work to expand translations of TLC-provided driver education materials in 2019.
• New-hire onboarding materials covering the agency’s language access policies and procedures will
be reviewed and revised as needed in 2019.
• TLC will incorporate comprehensive language access provisions in the agency’s continuity of
operations plan (COOP) by July 1, 2019.
• TLC will offer the driver exam in the ten languages identified by the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant
Affairs by July 1, 2020.
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Version History
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Initial report as submitted to Council
Incorporates updated Language Access Implementation Plans for the following
agencies:
• Department of City Planning
• Department of Citywide Administrative Services
• Department of Probation
• Department of Records
• Department of Sanitation
• Department of Veterans Services
• Emergency Management
• New York City Law Department
• New York Police Department
• Small Business Services
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